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'Introduction

ft

The Committee or. Basic Research in the Behavioral and
Social Sciences was established in 1980 by the Assembly
of Behavioral and Socfel Sciences, now the Commission on
Behavioral and Social ScienCes and Eddcation, at the
request of the gational Science Foundation. As,its first

task, the comm4tee was asked tcOasses% the value, signi-
ficance, and social utility of basic research in tile

behavioral and social sciences.
Part I of the committee's report, published as a sepa-

rate volume, is an assessment of the variety of ways in
which basic research in the behavioral and social sciences
contributes to society. FolloWing an initial review of
the subject hatter and modes of research in the behavjoral
and social sciences, the reporp illustrates the nature of
research in these fields through a series of brief
vignettes describing significant scientific advances. It

gOes on to describe some illustrative applications of
knowledge gained from behavioral and social science
research, ranging from the diffuse impact Of new knowledge

on the way we think about ourtelves and our society, to

improvements in the procedures for collecting and analyz-
-ing information for planning,and policy formation in both
the public and private sectorg, to direct applications for
the development and improvement of goods and services that

' contribute to individual and collective well-being. The

report concludes that basic research in the behavioral and
social sciences.is.a valuable national resource that war-

rants fulf public support.
Part II is a supplement to the committee report.. It

consists of a set of papers that illustrate in detail ,

areas'bf behavioral and social science research that have
achieved significant breakthroughs irOknowledge or appli-
cation or that show promise of achieving such break-

,
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throughs in.the'near futuie. The committee commissioned
these authors to try to convey the-depth, richnet,s, and

'4. excitement of the intellectual activity in selected areas
of ongoing research. We think they have succeedeg.

The range and diversity of research in the behavioral
and social sciences make a'comprehensive survey impos-
sible. We have had to se%ect a mere handful of topics for4
examinatiOn; .the se/ection process was aided by consulta-

, tion with many behavioral and social scientists but.sub-
ject "to the usual practical contingencies of author avail-
ability. The choice of topics,'and the'disciplines and
fields they represent, should not be regarded as a sam-

'titling of all the work fn the behavioral and social
'sciences, but the choice does exemplify their range and
quality. ,

In their,paper on formal demography Menken and Trussell
show how demographic techniques, which are largely mathe-
matical. or statistical in order to achieve precision, have
been direbted toward measuring, axplaiping and predicting
change in population characteristics. Demographic models
provide insights into population problems involving fer-
tility, mortality, age structure, migration, and poputa,
tion distribution in countries aroupd the world.
.) Research on voting behavior, which began SO years ago

with the collection of survey data on how Lndividual
voters made their decisions._.has been a development of
successively more pmplex--and more realistic--models bf
voting behavior. Converse et al. explain how the "simple
act of voting" is not simple at all, recountint, some of
the surprises that researchers in this field have found.

As the effects of lehavibr on biological processes have'
come,to te recognized, the behavioral and social sciences
have made increasingly gignificant contributions to under-r)
istanding problems of pt*sical health. The integration of
behavioral and btomediocal knowledge is a research area of
extremely rapid development. KrantZ etval. discuss sev-
eral processes that link behavior to physical illness of
various kinds, including stress in particular and such
health-impairing habits as smokingl, heavy drinking, poOr
diet, and lack of exercise.

Few topics in the social sciences have received more
attentipn,than the nature-And causes ot the distribution
of income. Hecman and Michael describe the,extent of
income inepality in the United States.and review he
extensive reseaich literature by economists that attempts
to explain variations in the earnings of individuals, the
major source of income.
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Culture is the concern of sobial anthroObiogist, and

D'Andrade explores th relationships:between culture,

social structure, personality, and ex'perienc'e. 'Meaning

systems, on which a widely used concept of culture is

based, embody..the categories with which we perceiveAhe

world, that influence our conscious or unconscious choices

among alternative courses of'action, and that herp,to

evoke many of our feelings. Karriage and success are two

cultural ntities he uSes to illustrate this cognitive

approach to culure. '
A new insight that -informs much recent'research in .

branches of psychology, sociology, and history is the

recognition that developm4atAlochanges in behavior and''

personality occur throughoutltte, among adults and the

elderly as well as among infants hnd children, This life-

span perspective ys usefla to many Offèrenttinds of

investigations of human development. Featherman uses

current research on social stratification and mobility, 0

psychometric intelligence, and the history of the family

to illustrate the ways irithich the life7span approach cAn

illuminate stability'and change.in behavior and person-

ality. ,1

Statistical techniques of collecting, analyzing, and

interpreting data are the building blocks of the behav-

ioral and social sciences, and the technology of survey

research is one of ttie Most valuable. Tanur discusses

some ok the methods used in large-scale surveys and social

experiments; how they havg been refined; and the uses of

these methods in government, comMercial polling firms,

market research, 4nd university-baSed research institutes.

The research,she describes suggests that far from being a

constant set of known tools, survey.methodology is an

active field undergoing constant innovationfand revision.

How individuals perceive stimuli that impinge on the

senSes is the focils of psychophysics, a discipline that

studies the relationships between the material Ad the

mental world6. Eqaida et al, describe current psyChq-

physical research on human visual and auditory-systems.

Tney also ,give an account of some of its attempted appli-'

oations., including the reduction of nighttime driving

acci,dents, the development of reading machines for, the

blind(, and tfie correction of misleading visual information
in landing approaches of kirplanes at night. Success in

terms of solving practical problems in these areas iS only

partial, but the promise as well as the need is evident.i.

Our under5tanding of cognitive deVelopment in infants

and young children has increased greatly as a result of
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basic research, Nelson traces this line of iesearch,
noting developments that have important implications for
sociarpolicy, such as whether day care has negative'
effectsA children''s intelligence. Res

A
earchers have

mlearned much about the interaction of biological aud
environmental.forces and afe still discqyering the details
of Whatconditions aredhecessary.for normal development.

One interest of cultural: anthropologists,is the study
ciebehavior and beliefs concerningthe.ownership land-
-in the context of larger etemomiaand sociaLsystemsi,
Whiqe politics and law often isolate Xad&tenure from,

othei cultural factors-, receni research in anthropology-
has,insisted that ecological relationships--inclutling the

; physical environment, agricultural uses, labor expefidiz
ture, technology, market forces, and historic ideol
cAie-s-=must all,be considered. , Netting ilaustratesthese
'themes;4ith ethnographic case studies of,hunter-gatherer
territoriality,'fishing righth,'and landholding among
shrfting and intensive agriculturalists. ItisighEs-from
this body of work can help us anticipate the probable

1 uccess of land reform efforts in developing'nations.
Basic research in several disciplinds has led'to a new

interest in readfnq as a cognitive prodeqs. Recently
there hai been considerable success'in formalizing-whatm
is,known aboust the structure oManguage, the nature of
the perceptual pE6cess in reading, and waya to factlitate
the learning og this essential skill. Carpenter 'and Just
discuss current'basic research on readiqg as a thinking-
process\that can be taught and improved

Based on dijcoveries froM experimental research on
learmidg, belOvior therapy is a new approach,t6 the
assessment and treatmenttof emotional and behayiorat
disorders. 'Wilson's paper gives exampies ofothe wide
range af.problems currently addressed by behavioral treat-
ment methods: These bethods include fea' reductiod teen-
niques for the treatmefit of anxiety disorders, positive
reinforcement of desired behavior in psychotic patients,
and trttining in self-control to induce behavior change.
In Ehis area there has'been a systematic progression from
e3tperimental research to general clinical application.

These papers.illustrate a number of themes that char-
acterize basic research in the behavioral and socialo
.sciences in general. Advances are continual-, making pro-
gress in.many direttions possible.. As questions are
asked, methods are found to,answer them; as new methods
are applied, new questions emerge. There is a steady
interaction of theory and method, the substantive and the

4.
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technical, that works to expand the ba5e of'knowledge on
which the behavj.oral and social science didciplines rest.
And results beget new questions, too; the process is: in-
oremental, Successive refinements of models and theories
add complexity aod depth to our understanding of sotial
structures and processes, for instance, how labot markets
operate or voters vote. This volume is4i portfolio of
accounts of current research in a number of behavioral
and sooial science fields; the overall activity is con-
stant, Trowing, and eibiting.
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, Research in Formal

Demography

Jam, Menken and Janie.ti' Mussel(

\
WHAT'IS FORMAL DEMOGRAHY?

\
Demography is a discipline that combines some of the quan-
titative nature of the physical sciences with the direct
attention to human problems that characterizes much of the

social sciences. Its connectieri to obviously countable or
measurable entities--such as age or duration of marriage

or the number of persons, births, and deaths--permits the

precise use of mathematics, often rather complex. At the

same time, the importance of human mortality and fertility

and of demographic stability and change to human welfare
leads demographers to3a strong natural interest in the
application of results of basic research to real-wonld
probleRs.

As in the natural sciences, basic research in demo-
graphy, even the Most abstract, ultimately yields informa-

tion of great practical use, %pile attempts to solve
practical problems uncover new puzzles or new information
that is useful fo: !urther basic research. Application

of the understanding of population structure gained from
zhe most abstract, most mathematical demog.raphic research
has become pervasive, to the extent that both the 1980 and

1981 budgets of the United States govprnment contain 5 to
10 pages devoted to the long-term outlook for age compo-
sition and fertility in the United States and their impli-
cations for future economic and social problems.

Some results of demography, are cautionary in nature,

in that-they run counter to intuition. A simple proposi-

tion may serve as an example: A healthy country always

has a lower death rate than a less healthy one--true or
false? The United States in 1977 had a mortality rate of
9 per 1000 population, about 80 percent higher than that
of Taiwan (at 5 per 1,000). Yet few would accept the

i 3
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'proposition that people in the United States are less
healthy than people in Taiwan. What explains the discrep-

-ancy? Demographic research has shown that it is crucial
to consider the age structure and mortalicy by age. At
every age, people in the United States have lower death
rates than those ith Taiwan. However, more Americans are
older and are th4efore in higher-risk age groups than are
the Taiwane4se. fthe Taiwanese age structure is so much
more concentrated in the young age groups, which in every
country have relatively low mortality (except at the very
youngest ages) , that its overall death rate is consider-
ably lower than the U.S. rate. This kind of understanding
of demographic processes has led to the development of
measures of mortality that are free, of the contamination
of the.effects of age structure.

Dembgraphic research is directed toward..measuring,
explaining, predicting, and in some cases influencing
change in population characteristics--primarily fertility,
mortality, age structure, and migration or population
distribution. As in most of the natural sciences,

descriptive and methodological studies have been and are
crucial? How does fertility vary around the world? Are
there identifiable patterns by age? By region? How does
one measure fertility (or mortality) in areas for which
no records of births (or deaths) are kept? To what char-
acteristics of the population or individual or couple is
fertility related? With what characteristics iS fertility
change associated? Are there useful predictors of futurc
demographic change? Although many, perhaps most, of these
questions cannot yet be answered completely, basic re-
search through demographic model building or formal demo-
graphy has played a significant role in producing insights
and techniques for more applied work as well as for popu-
lation policy.

DEMOGRAPHIC MODELS

Demographic models have been primarily of two typei--
those that are causal and those that are purely descrip-
tive. Causal models are useful in examining the inter-
action between one or more factors (for example, birth
rates and death rates) or their effect on a variable that
is taken as dependent. Descriptive models usually attempt
to s4mmarize typical patterns, often age patterns, of
occurrence of some demographic event. These models are
based on observed empirical regularities in the occurrence



of deaths, births, and marr,iages. They attempt_not to
examine what causes these age patterns but rather to des-

_ cribe them.

It is reasonable to ask whether there are useful appli-
cations of such descriptive models, beyond the interest_
of basic researc4 in discovering that there are commonal-
ities, or empirical regularities, in demographic processes
in many different pop4ations. The models have been

applied,both in demographic research and in work that has
implications beyond the world of demographic research.
If a model offers a concise desdiption of some aspect of
fertility, mortality, or other demographic process, the
characteristics of any population can be summarized by the
parameters of the model." This shorthand description
facilitates the study of variation among populations or

within a popglation over time. Demonstrating that certain

populations share common characteristics may also provide
a clue toward elucidating the factors that cause tt-ern to

be similar. In addition, the descriptive models h4ve been
used to adjust data from populations to which observations
are subjectto error. Sy using the observations to esti-
mate the parameters of the model, one can frequently
obtain a better picture of the demographic process than
would result from accepting the original data at their
face value. Another series of applications of descriptive
models results because a model establishes characteristic
patterns--for example, for death rates by age. It can

then be assumed that a population has mortality rates that
follow one of these patterns, thereby limiting the range
of choices. Stated differently, it has been found in'most

cases that there are characteristic relationships between
death rates at age 25 and death rates at age 60. As soon

as the investigator knows what one of those values is, the
range of possible values for*the Second mortality rate is

greatly restricted. This type of relationship is partic-
ularly useful in populations for which accurate statistics
are not available. It has been possible in many cases to
devise procedures for estimating a particular character-
istic--such as the age-specific mortality rates--that err
ploy indirect indices based on data that would otherwise
be considered inadequate.

Causal models, which specify relationships among sev-
eral factors, are particularly useful in predicting or'
forecasting population trends. The population trends are

treated as extrapolations from an appropriate model, which
sets forth a theory of population change.

15
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One of the most widely held views about demography.is,
that demographers are bad at making accurate projections
of population trends. In the United States, until the
baby borim, demographers were predicting that fertility
would continue to decline, as it had since such informa-
tion was firSt recorded in this country. And few demo-
graphers were able to predict the end of the baby boom.

One af the current most hotly debated issues is whether
there will be an echo boom and whether it will be caused
by the large number of baby boom babies becoming parents
themselves or by actual changes in the fertility of indi-

viduals or couples. However, as Nathan Keyfitz suggested
more than a decade ago, despite the long series of fail-
ures and even in view of the uncertainties involved in
making assumptions or predictions about the future, such
predictions are necessary. The models that contain a
theoretical framework for considering future change do
provide some basis for the analysis of population growth
and change.

Finally, the models serve as ,ehicles for research into
the possible effects of changes in demographic determi-
nants. In view of the_impossibility of conducting mean-
ingful experiments in human populations, this application
is crucial. Altering characteristics in a model is an
sy and feasible way to study the importance of each

--tor in the model system and to consider how much change
in the final results is triggered by changes in,various
causal factors.

The following sections of this paper contain summaries
of selected descriptive and causal models. In the tast

part of the paper we turn to a discussion of the applica-
tion of such models to population policy, the link between
nutrition and fertility, and demographic estimation from

P
inaccurate or incomplete datai

Causal Models

We restrict our attention to two types of causal models:
(1) those that take age-specific fertility and mortality

rates as independent variables and consider their effect
on population growth, age structure, and future change;

and (2) those that consider the components of the repro-
ductive process and examine the biological and social
factors that directly determine fertility. Causal models
of migration and of mortality are in very early stages of

0development, so we do not describe them here.

16
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Stable-Population Theory

Basic research on so-called stable-population theory, the
model that examines the effect of age-specific fertility
and mortality tates on population change, goes back to
1907, when Alfred Lotka published his first article. He
recognized, as others had before him, that the future size
and composition of a population could be traced if one
knew the age-specific fertility and mortality rates and
if there was no migration either into or out of the popu-'
lation.

If the number of 64-year-olds is known this year, fot
example, and their mortality rate is known, then .the num-
ber of 65-year-olds nextyear can be found quite easily by
computing the number who die and subtracting it from the
number alive at the start of-the year. Similarly, the
number of children born this year can be found by multi-
plying the number of women at a given age by the age-
specific fertility-rate .for that age and summing over all
ages. Technical details aside, this procedure is funda-
mentally the way population projections are prepared. One
assumes that the age-specific fertility and mortality
rates for each year ip the future are known and calculates
the numbers of people in each group who would be alive if
they experienced that particular set of fertility and
mortality rates.

,

Lotka asked the crucial question: What would happen
to a population if it experienced the same age-specific
fertility and mortality rates every single year? In a
series of papers, he proved the-proposition that constant
fertility and mortality rates would lead ultimately to a
population witg a constant growth rate and a constant age
structure, that is, the propor,tion of people in given age

,group yould come to be an unchanging constant. All age
groups would. come to change at the same rate: at a posi-
tive growth rate if fertility outweighs mortality, at a
negative growth rate if fertility falls below mortality,
at an unchanged total level if these two basic forces are
just in balande. Thus, a population experiencing a long
history of constant fertility and mortality rates would
become a stable population. The special case of a stable
population with the growth rate of zero is called a sta-
tionary population. These propositions have been upheld,
although Lotka's'proof has been refined mathematically by
later demographers,.

i

Surprisingly enough, the populations of a great many
countries do display age distributions that change only

3
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'slowly. More reCent research has demonstrated that if
mortality has not_been constant but instead has been
gradually changing, the age distribution of a population
will still resemble closely that in a stable population
with the same fertility and mortality rates. The demo-
graphic situation in many developing countries has until
recently been characterized by declines in mortality and
little ehange in fertility. ,Hence, their age structures
have been .pproximately stable. As sometimes happens to
basic researc*, Lotka's .work was treated as mathematical
oddity and forgotten or ignored for many years. Nqt until
after World War II was the potential for application of
this theoretical model recognized. We return later to
applications of some of these

Models of the Reproductive Process

The second majoruobject of causal modeling in fOrmal demo-
graphy has been ihe reproductive process. Demographers
who pioneered in 'this area, like Louis Henry in France and
Mindel Sheps in the United States, had to be cogn,izant of
the growing body of knowledge of the biology of fAlman
reproduction and to be aware of the social controls that
serve to push reproduction to its biological limits or to
control it and keep it well below any biological maximum.

It is now accepted that only a few factors are crucial.
They can be grouped into those that influence the length ,

of reproductive life and those that affect the number of
births within the childbearing span.

Factors that affect the length of reproductive life
include:

age at men,;rche for women, which represents the
lower boundary of the time when they can possibly con-
ceive;

age at marriage, the social control on entry into"
,sexual relations in many societies;

age,at sexual maturity for males;
age, at widowhood or separation or death, which

ends sexual relations for the surviving partner; and °

age at sterility for women and men.

In Liany societies,- marriage patterns serve as an effec-
tive brake on fertility simply by reducing the number of
years in which a woman bears children. If in two popUla-
tions all women end childbearing at age 40, but-.in one
society they marry at 15 ahd in the other at 30, the num-
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ber of childbearing years drops from 25 for the first

population to 10 for the second.
Within the reproductive years the intervals between

births become the object of analysis. Again, obviously,

women who have children every 2 years can have more chil-

dren in a 15-year reproductive span than women who have

children every 4 years. Whaedetermines the length of

these intervals? After the birth of a child, a woman

experienceA a period during which she does not ovulate and

so is temporarily incapable of conceiving again. Once she

begins both ovulating and having sexual relations, even
if the couple is using no contraceptive method, it may

take some months before she again becomes pregnant. The

pregnancy may end in a spontaneous abortion or miscarri-

age. If sok, there is usually a brief period before she

can conceive again,, then a number of months until she

becomes pregnant. If this pregnancy ends in a birth ol a

live child, then her birth interval can be broken into the

nonsusceptible period following a birth, the waiting time

to conception, the time taken up by the aborted pregnancy

and the time until she 'resumed ovulating once again,

another period of waiting until the next conception, and

ehe final pregnancy itself. This cycle is shown in

Figure 1.
dtarting early in the 1950s, demographers in several

areas of the world began to develop mathematical models
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that would put these components together and consider how
they influenced fertility. At the time they were doing-
their basic work, relatively little was known about the
variation in these components of fertility among popula-
tions. Their fundamental research using these models
demonstrated that certain of the factors could have sig-
nificant effects on fertility. If in some populations,

for eiaMple, women took a long time to resume ovulating
or there were strictly observed taboos on intercourse,
then fertility would be low because birth,intervals would
be longer.

Thus, in addition to the mathematical results, the
birth interval models or reproductive models provided the
framework for basic biological research by indicating
which factors could have significant effects on fertility
and by demonstrating the need for fundaMental information.
Studies designed as a consequence of results from these
models have demonstrated that there is extreme variation
in the resumption of ovulation, from approximately six
weeks on,average in U.S. women who do not breastfeed to
nearly 18 months in rural Bangladeshi women, who rarely
wean a child before the next is born. We return to other
applications of these models shortly.

Descriptive Models

Formal demography has also been concerned with the inves-
tigation of regularities in the age patterns of vital
rates. On the basis of existing data, descriptive modelS
have been devised for mortality, marriage, antifertility.

Mortality

Mortality rates follow a typical pattern in all known

societies. Infant mortality is relatively high. Mor-
tality rates declin.(Nduring the early childhood years,

reaching quite lqw levels especially between ages 5 and
15; they slowly increase thereafter, then rise more and
more sharply, beginning rbout age 45 and extending
throughout the adult years. This reversed-J pattern is
found in all poptilations for which reasonably good data
axe available. Populations differ, however, in the levels
of mortality (whether all rates are reiatively high or
relatively low) and,in the relationship between infant
and childhood mortality and adult mortality. The efforts

-
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to model these rate, have-consisted of attempts to find a

mathematical formula which, given some sort of parameter
representing the overall level of mortality, would yield
an estimate of the mortality rates at every age. These
efforts have not been particularly successful, although
work conlinues on developmene' af curves that fit certain
parts of the age di'stribution.

.

The more useful approach to mortality models has been\
through analysis of empirical data. Coale and Demeny
examined mortality rates by age from learly 200 popula-

t tions. The found clusters af populations within which .

there were differences in the.level of overall mortality,
but the relationship of infant and childhood mortality to
mortality at older ages appeared similar. Within each of
these groups they were able to relate mortality,at each
'age to an overall measure of tnft level of mortality, such
as the expectation of life at age 10. On the basis of
their work only two pieces of :..f,rmation--the appropriate
cluster and the overall level ur mortality--are needed to

identify the entire age pattern ot 'Mortality fairly well.
The Coale and Demeny tables are published for average

life-spans from 20,years to 77.5 years in increments of
2.5 years. For any level between two pubiished tables,
the appropriate mortality rates can be calculated either
by inter6olation or by using.the relational equations ,

provided. These models have proved enormously useful in
at least two ways. In projecting population growth and
composition into the future, the tables offer a way of
predicting mortality change. It seems likely, and has
been shown to oe true for a number 'of countries, that as
mortality declines, the pattern remains within the same ,

cluster or family but the overall level goes down. There-
fore, it can reasonably be assumed that the course of
mortality change follows a path described by the age-
specific mortality patterns from successive levels in the
motl tables.

These models also play an impoitant role in methods of
0\pdetermining mortality levels in developing countries, for
which data are usually incomplete or inaccurate. Certain
indic:ators of mortality levels may be obtained more easily
than age-specific mortality rates. If the relationship
between a mortality indicator and the level of mortality
for the model tables can be found, then the,age pattern
of mortality can be estimated. We return to e.pplications

f of this type later.

,..
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The Coale-Demeny tables have proved very useful, as

already mentioned. However, there are examples of well-
documented mortality patterns that lie outside the range
of their models. Consequently, 5ne area of research in
formal demography has continued to be the development of
better models for mortqlity. Only one alternative system
is described briefly here, although others exist and are
being developed in vslrious demographic centers around the
world.

William Brass has'propdsed a relational system in which
the mortality rates by age from one particular population
are selected as the standard. From those rates the sur-
vivorship curve--tne proportion of individuals surviving
from birth to each age--can be calculated. Brass has
suggested that a particular relationship"existsbetween
survivorship curves in other populations and the particu-
lar one chosen as a standard. This relationship has two
parameters; one that sets the overall level of-mortality
and the other that governs the relationship between child
and adult mortality. Therefore, using the Brass system,
one can describe the survivorship pattern in a population
by specifying the standard to which it refers and the two
parameters of the relationship. This system has also
provided a mechanisM for predicting how mortality will,
change in the future in a population with declining mo-
tality and for devising estimation procedures.

Models of Marriage Patterns and Fertility Rates

Before goihg on to describe some of the formal demo9raphic
work on models for other types of population processes,
we comment briefly on the emphasis we have boen giving to
estimation procedures. The goals of economic development
programs, specific health programs, family planning pro-
grams, and many other Social programs.have been to improve
the human condition. If a health program is succeeding,
one expects mortality at various.ages to'decline. It is

therefore crucial to be able to determine the level of
mortality at various time periods with,some degree of
accuracy in order to be able to assess whether change has
actually ocivred and the magnitude of any change that has
taken. place. Likewise, in historical' studies, if one
wants to elucidate the causative factors that here
influenced change in the past; it is essential to be able
to measure whether change has occurred and its magnitude.

, In many cases the kinds of.-detailed data required for the

2
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standard kinds of mortality statistics we expect from
developed gountries today simply are not available. The
development of measurement techniques that make it pos-
sible to use the less detailesi data pr fragmentary infor-
mation that may be available can be likened to the devel-'
opment in natural sciences of methods or instruments that
made possible the measurements necessary for important
advances. The Nobel prize in medicine has been awarded
several times to individuals whose contribution was the
devAopment of methods Or instruments rathei than the
discovery of new facts. It has been awarded, for example,
for the development of tissue culture techniques, which
alkowed the polio virus to be grown and subsequently led
to the development of effective vaccines. Foethe study
of population and of the determinants add consequences of
population change, the measurement methods devised as a
part of formal demography or an application offormal
demography may be equally important.

Mcidels have been developed for both marriage rates by
age and for fertilitY by age within marriage by examina-
tion 9f age patterns from a sufficient number of popula-
'tions to bp able to disgern commonalities. Working with
data from developed and developing countries, Coale noted
that the patterns of marriage.rate6 by age are similar.
These patterns differ primarily in the proportion of the
population who ever married, the lowest age at which a
minimum significant number of marriages took place, and
the general speed of entry into marriage. He was there-
fore able to describe marriage distributions in a wide
range of populations by a single curve with three param-
eters. It is not as easy as it is for mortality to
ascribe biological reasons to the finding of regular mar-,
riage patterns, except in telation to sexual maturation.
However, maturation alone could not explain the variation
in the observed nuptiality patterns. Coale has suggested
that there are behavioral and 'cultural characteristics
that make it reasonable to expect that a common curve
would deScribe mgrriage patterns fairly well.

For fertility within marriage, Coale and Trussell,
extending earli,er work by Louis Henry, found that age
patternt of fertility within marriage &Lad be described
by an empirically based curve that had two parameters:
One represents the-overall level of fertility; the other
represents the extent of fertility control w4hin marri-
age: They were then able to combine the curve for marri-
age patterns and the curve for fertility within marriage
into a description of fertility rates by age of the woman.

t
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Although derived under the assumption that'no fettility

occurs outside m'arriage, the new models (with appropriate

changes in parameter values) have been found to give tol-
erable descriptionsof overall fertility even when there
is a significant'amount of nonmarital childbearing.

Other descriptive models have been proposed for fer-
tility. They all work to serve the goal of providing
adequate represeniations of fertility pattern's by age and
allowing Projections of future fertility to be made by
assumdtg a particular general subsequent course of fer-
tility (i.e., 'specifying changes in the pat:tern and fevel
of the age-specific rates over tirfte). They also provide
a basis for measurement techniques and facilitate compara-
tive studies because they summarize the'full set of fer-
tility rattes into only a few parameters for compa0.sop
among different populations.

The Coale-Trussell fertility models have also proved
useful in detecting the use of fertility control in popu-
latiOns in which control is exerted primarily by terminat-
ing fertility after the woman reaches a certain-age or .

after, the desired family size is achievea, in contrast to
populations in. which methods of fertility control are used
for spacing purposes. Knodel has estimated the fertility
control parameter of their model for a nultber of Asian
countries over time. The results give plausible estimates
of the time at which fertility control began and the
rapidity of its adoption by larger ane larger segments of
the population. okitie information necessary for deriving
dlese estimatesconsists only of age-specific (mari,tal)
fertility rates. No ditect information wat colleceed on
contraceptive use or other methods of fertAlity control.
Thus, in this case the models provide a g impse of pro-
cesses that are unobservable, since no d ect data were
collected at the time this type of tila e. was taking

' place.

APPLICATIONS TO POPULATION POLICY

Age Structure

Population and economic policy in many countries is par-
titularly sensitive to the age structure. Whenthere are
relaI:ively large numbers of children, as in many develop-
ing countries, and especiAly when these numbers are
increasing,,the need for education facilities is acute.
When the number entering the labor force is rapidly
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increasing, the economy must expand rapidly to provide

additional jobs, or unemployment and'underemployment will

increase. In developed countries the age structure poses

wholly different problems, because of large and growing

proportions of old people. The services required by an

aging population are quite,different from those needed by

young children. .

The proportion of the population of working age is en

important demographic indicator of the ptoductive capacity

'of the population. The dependency ratio is one way of

.indicating how many peopie must be cared for by theyork'

of those in the productive ages. This measure is usually

defined as the number of people under age 15 plus the

- number 65 and over divided by thenumber in the age,group

15-64. Unless disaggregated, however, this ratio does not

indicate how the burden is distributed between ole and

young.
What then determines the age structure of a population?

This question has been approached through the theory

developed in formal demography of stable populations. The

age distributions of Sweden and Mexico are shown in Figure

2. Sweden is the classical example of an "old" popbla-

tion; a high proportion is in the ol8er age groups. Mex-

ico, on the other hand, has a very young population. In

1970, for example, 46.4 percent of the population was

under age 15 in Mexico, compared with only 20.9 percent

ip Sweden. The usual reactlp on examining these graphs

is that Sweden is an old population because it has such

low mortality. Indeed,.the expectation of life in Sweden

is over 70 years for both men and women, whereas Mexico

.bas much higher mortalit However, as mentioned, the

work on stable.population theory has demonstrated that

mortality has relatively little impact on the age struc-

ture of a pRpulation. If the mt)tality rates were

eXchanged--A Mexico had Sweden's\mortality rate and vice

versa--the age pyramids we see would be relatively

unchanged. A population ages because its fertility

declines, not primarily because survival\increases. All

countries with a relatively long history 'of high fertility

rates exhibit the typical pattern of asteep slope-of

population wfth age. Declines in mortality ibcreasethe

growth rate-of a population, that is, increase'its overall
iv1'size, but they have relatively liltle effect on ts age

structure. In fact, counter to common intuitioh, eclin-

ing mortality makes the population (slightly) young

older, since the greatest relative declines in mortal ty

tend to occur in infancy and childHood. A decline in fer-

25,
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tility does, overall, reduce the growth rate and thereby

lead to a.population With higher proportions in the older

, age groups.
Changes at the individual level in fertility do not

translate directly into similar khanges in the overall
birth rate. Understanding of this phendmenon has.come
about through examination Of the effect of age styucture

on future population growth, ,again through the use of

formal demographic methods. 41ne measure of fertility
frequently quoted is the total fertility rate, the average
number of children a woman would bear if she were subject
to a pecified set of age-specific fertility rates. Total

fertility rates can be calculated either from the age-
specific fertility rates in a given year (usually known
as a period total fertility rate) or from the actual rates
experienced by a group of women as they pass through their

life-span (cohort total fertility rate). From stable

population theory, we know that a low-natality population
is stationary, i.e., nongrowing, if over long periods of
time its iertility rates have been constant and are such
that the total fertility rate is about 2.1. Intuitively

this result is uuderstahdable if one thinks that a woman
wao lives through the reproductive span has to have one
child to replace herself, one to replace a male partner,
and a snalll extra fraction to replace those woman who died
before completing che reproduJtive span. If a population

has a total fertility rate below this figure for a long
period of time, it will begin to decline. The total fer-
tility rate is sometimes expressed as the sum of the age-
specific fertility rates for having female children. In

this case, to allow for the females who die before comr
pleting the childbearing years, the replacement level of

fertility would be slightly over 1.0. For most of the

1970s in the United States the total fertility rate cal-
culated in this way was well below 1-A'ai low as 0.85.
AcCording to the current age-specific fertility rates, 100
women would replace themselves with about 85 daughters.

It would seem logical that the population would decline. 1'

Ultimately this statement is true; however, the results
of research in formal demography on age structure indicate
that there is a built-in momentum of population growth in
A population in which fertility is. declining. If fertil-

ity has been relatively high, then relatively high propor-
tions of women are in the childbearing ages or will enter
the childbearing ages in subsequent years. The ultimate

decline will not begin to take place until this bulge

passes through the childbearing years.
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In a population that has experienced a recent decline
from high levels of fertility, the bulk of the population
is in age groups with low mortality. Therefore, the popu-
lation death rate is low for two reasons: Since fertility
has declined, fewer infants are born. This change alone
serves to reduce the death rate because ineants are at
especially high risk of mortality. The number of deaths
in the older age groups is not yet particularly high.
Therefore, bdcause so many in the population are women of
Ilildbearing age, even if they are not having enough chil-

dren to replace themselves, they are having enough chil-
*dren ove, the short term to more than replace the people
wIlo are dying each yea?. Not until the babies born in the
lower fertility years move into the childbearing ages
would the growth rate become negative.

Age Structure of the United States

The results of changes in fertility can be seen in the
U.S. age distribution for 1980, shown in Figure 3. This
is a distinctly unusual age distribution, reflecting major'
changes in fertility that have occurred over the last 50
years. In the older age gsoups, from age 60 on, there is
the typical steep decline that reflects higher fertility
at the start of the century and, to some extent, the high
mortality rates of older people. From 1900 to the 1930s
when relatively few children were born,,fertility fell.
The most distinctive feature of the U.S. age distribution
is the "baby boom," which began after World War II and
peaked in 1957. This tidal wave of people has been moving
.through the age structure of the United States, experienc-
ing special problems and encounterAg pPecial circumr
stefices attributable!to a great extent merely to the
4.-

--to"dnormous size of their peer group: Schools unprepared to
../.

(accept such a large influx of young people and a labor
arket forced to adjust to the entry of huge numbers of
oung and inexperienced workers are only two of many

Jlxamples. .

.

AA Subsequently there has been the so-called baby bust of
the 1970s. The baby boom cohorts are now in the prime
childbearing ages. They are bearing children at below
replacement levels in the sense that each woman, if cur-

, rent fertility rates.continue, will have, on average,
fewer than the 21 cbildrea necessary for replacement.
However the overall growth rate in the United States is
still positive, because there are large numbers of people

a
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AGE

FIGURE 3 Age distribution of the population of the y

United States, 1980. SOURCE: U.S. Office of Management.

and Budget (1981:49).

In the childbearing ages. Using the techniques of popula-

tion projection derived from the studies that led to

stable population theory, it is possible to calculate when

the growth rate would become negative. The change would

not take place until close to or soon after the,ye.ar 2000.

This unusual age structure has predictable implications

for U.S. society over the short and long term. The out-

look for the future is now being taken into account by

U.S. government policymakers, as exemplified by the in-

clusion of discussions in the federal budgets for 1980 and

1981 on the impact of the baby boom generation on future

needs for education, medical care, productivity of the

labor force, hOusing, retirement and health, and long'.

term care of the elderly.

29
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1.

It should be pointed out that the projections of the
U.S. population into the future are probably quite accu-
ra.te when we are considering the survivors of people
already born. Therefore, over projection horizon of up
to 30 years, we can predict the numbers of people in the
age groupt above 30 with reasonable accuracy. It is
highly unlikely that age-specific mortality rates will
rise significantly; the major uncertainties.come from the
assumptions we make about future declines in mortality and
the numbers of immigrants added to the population. There
can be some surprises, however.

In recent years, mortality among the oldest Americans--
those over 70--has been declining more rapidly than
assumed in most projections. Therefore, the population
of older Americans is increasing more rapidly than pre-
dicted. However, this error is far smaller than that
expected in the predictions of 'numbers of births in the
futuie. In a society in which the use of methods of fer-
tility control is nearly universal, fertility rates can
fluctuate eapidly and can have rather large swings, as can
be seen in the'history of the U.S. population over the
past 30 years.

The baby boom took demographers by surprise: They saw
no reason to expect that the long-tefm moderate decline
in fertility in the United States would not continue. The
baby bust of the 1960s and 1970s also was not predicted.
The modest upturn of births in recent years was correctly
predicted. It was anticipated because the baby boom gen-
eration is so large that, despite its low individual fer-
'tility, it was expected to contribute ajarge number of
infants to the next generation. There remains an enormous
controversy over whether there will be another baby boom,
caused by an increase in fertility rates.

Evaluating the Impact of Policy Altc.rnatives

The concepts and techniques of formal demograpLy have also
proved useful in projecting the future course of popula-
tion change in developing countries. They have been-use-
ful, too, in evaluating the impact of policy alternatives.
Many countries of the developing world are characterized
by very early and nearly universal marriage for women and
rather high fertility within marriage. 1,esthaeghe em-
ployed models of marriage and marital fertility to assess
the impact of changes in marriage patterns. Selecting
marriage models similar to patterns in early-marrying

30
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countries, he projected populations characterized by young

ages at marriage. He assumed that changes in fertility

within marriage that are characteristAc of inc-reased use

of contraceptiol would take place. He then produced popu-

lation projections incorporating successively highei de-

grees of fertility control. He found that, unless feel-

tility control exceeded that in the developed.countries

with the lowest levels.of fertility, these countries could

not end population growth while their current marriage

patterns contipue. No.amount of effort put into-reducing

the fertility of married women could bring the growth rate

down to zero.
Raising the.age of marriage, on the other hand, could

have a major impact. Moderate increases in age of mar-

riage, combined with moderate use of fegtiliEy control

methoda, would.allow relatively rapid decline in overall

birth rates in the population. The policy implications

are clear. If population growth'ip to be reduced, a two-

pronged program designed to postpone marriage and to

reduce fertility within marriage is needed.

Major declines in fertility in a number of Asian coun-

''tries (for example,Korea, Singapore, and China) have

taken place in recent years. A great portion'of this de-

cline is attributable to increases in the age at which

women marry. IR some countries this change may haye been

accomplished in part through laws raising the minimum age

atlmarriage, as in China, as well as through societal

changes that have served indirectly to increage the age

at marriage (for example, major increases in the educa-

tional attainment of women). Again, the demographic

models allow us to examine the implidations for the future

of continuing or changing patterns of demographic events.

The value of this perspective for evaluating alternative

policies seems to be accepted by many of those responsible

for Policy decisions.
However, the demographic implications of policy changes

are sometimes not considered in advance. The classic

example is Romania in 1967. Fertility had been at low

levels for a number of years, primarily bicause of the use

of abortion to curtail drastically pregnancies. Conc.erned

about future declines in the labor force ahd the effect

of repeated abortions on the health of women, the Romanian

government decided to terminate the availability of abor-

tion. The birth gate climbed precipitodsly six months

later', as those women who would have obtained abortions

bore babies instead. Slowly, over the next months and

years, the birth rate declined as Women found other means

31
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of preveRting birth. Bat 10 years after the major policy
change, the Romanian birth rate remained about a third
higher than it was in the early 1960s.

Obviously the policy change was successful in achiev-
ing the goal of increasing fertility. However, Romania
must live aith the consequences of the abruptness of the
change. The cohort born in the year after the change is
neatly three times as large as the text older cohort. It
is also followed by much smaller cohorts. What does a
country do to adjust to this huge spike tracing its way
through the age distributror? Maternity wards, then
schools, were swamped; membeis of the cohort will also
encounter difficulty in entering the labor force and in
finding housing.

China

In China-toaay, policies are being adopted that, while,
addressing immediate problems, may create formidable prob-
lems for the future.. China has reduced its, birth rate

through a combination of increasing the minimum age at
marriage and instituting poweFful disincentives to high
fertility. Recently here has been.much emphasis on reduc-
ing population growth by encouraging one child per family.
The emphasis on such a severe reduction in family size :s
related to a target of reducing'the rate.of population
'increase to zero by the end of the century. Demographic
analysis brings to light the difficulties of the wide-
spread adoption of a policy of one-child families and the
possibly undesirable consequences of the low fertility
that would be needed to meet the target of zero'growth in
the year 2000. The most obvious effect is a massive
change of family structure. Children would grow up with-

. out'siblings. A genetation later, aunts, uncles, cousins
would all be practically nonexistent for any given child.
Either families would become lineal structures, or new
types of "families," composed of individuals not related
through close blood ties, would have to be established.

Rules for army service, for example, would have to change.
Currently, men who have'no brothers are excluded from
military service; if everyone is an only son, no one would
be eligible.

The principle of population momentum described earlier
may make it impractical and undesirable to retain the
zero-rate target officially suggested in China. Because
,of high birth rates in the recent past, the number of

2
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persons of parental age, will peak in the year 2000, no '

matter what changes in fertility are introduced in the

interim. rn that year women would in fact liave to bear
children at a rate lower than'ever observed in any na-
tional population to attain the zero-growth target. The

total fertility rate would have to be temporarily far less
than 1.0. Moreover, the consequences of attaining the

stated target may themselves be undesirable 30 or 40.years

into the next century. The large numbers born in the
1960s and early 1970s would be approaching old age. The

result would be an extremely distorted age distribution,
in which there would be more than twice as many persons
in their 60s than En any 10-year span under age 40.
Alternative population projebtions show that a policy
aiming at a reduction in fertility below the long-range
replacement level but not to the extremely low levels
envisaged, combined with a gradual return to the replace-
ment level, may be more practical to attempt. It would
yield a population somewhat larger and attain a zero rate
of increase a little later, but with a less irregular and
perhaps less problematic age distribution.

Fertility Policy

Models of human reproduction have also served as vehicles
for evaluating alternative policies and for elucidating
potentially important determinants of fertility. Among

the more fruitful areas of research has been an 'examina-
tion of the effects of changing components of birth inter-
vals. For example, when family planning programs were
being adopted in many countries, it was assumed in a num-
ber of instances that a reduction in the birth rate would
be directly related to the increase in the proportion of
women adopting use of an effective contraceptive. Some

perhaps overenthusiastic planners thought thee if 20 per-
cent of women began using contraception, a 20 percent

reduction in the birth rate would follow. When a reduc-
tion'of that magnitude did not take place, it was assumed

that family planning programs had failed. One reason for
the failure of the anticipated reduction is that women who
initially use family planning services are typically those
who already have relatiVely low fertility, often because

they are older. Demographic Models, howevei, allow us to
appreciate a fatal flaw in this type of reasoning, even
when all women experience equal fertility rates, as is
approximately true when attention is confined to g speci-

'
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fic age group of'women with specific socioeconomic char-
acteristics. Recall that we said in the discussion of
reproductive models that the rate of childbearing among
married women was inversely reiated to the length of their
birth intervals. If the birth interval is two years for
all women, the birth rate among married women will be 500
per).,000 'Women per year. The birth rate will decrease
by 20 percent if the birth interval increases by 20 per-
cent. Contraceptive use, however, affects only part of
the birth Chterval; the period between the resumption of
both ovulation and sexual relations following a previous
birth (or their initiation following marriage) and the
time of conception. If the contraceptive Chosen is per-
fectly effective, so that the 20 percent who adopt it have
no further births, the birth rate is indeed reduced by 20
percent also. enis result implies that the remaining 80
percent of women continue to have a child every other
year, so that the birth rate of all women is 0.80(1/2) =
0.40 or 400 per 1,000 women per year instead of the
original 500.

Unfortunately, no methods of fertility control except
perhaps sterilization can achieve perfect results. There
are contraceptive failures; moreover, individuals discon-
tinue use for a variety of reasons, ranging from discom-
fort from side effects to lack bf availability of sup-

, plies to deciding to have another child. Therefore, for
the 20 percent who adopt use, the time to conception is
prolonged, but all births are not eliminated. A contra-
ceptive that is 90 percent effective will reduce the
monthly conception rate to a Ysnth of its original value
and increase the time to concep'jon bl; a factor of 10,
according to results from formal demography. Returning
to our original case of a birth interval Of two years,
assuming,that the time to conception was five months and
there were no spc,ntaneous or induced abortiohs, what
would adoption of a 90 percent effective contraceptive by
20 percent oflwomen implld For the 20 percent who use
contraception, the time to conception would be 50 months
instead of 5 and the bkrth interval would indrease by 45
months, to 5.75 years instead of 2 years. For all women
the birth rate would be 0.8(1/2) + 0.2(1/5.75) = 0.4 +
0.035 = 0.435,.or 435 per 1,000 women per year. The
reduction is from 500 to 435 or 13 percent instead of the
expected 20 percent. Since we have used a very high
effectiveness rate unlikely to be realized in practice in
a group of individuals just beginning contraceptive use,
this figure is almost certainly unrealistically high.
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Another reason the estimated reduction is too great is,
that research has demonstrated that women who begin using
contraception tend to be older thap the average woman of

childbearingage. Since fecundity declines with age, the

birth intervals of new contraceptors tend to be longer

than the average for all wCitlen. Again,use Of demographic
models can help assess realistically the potential of
policy alternatives.

Another similar example relates to the effect of

induced abortion. One abortion prevents one birth. But

'it does not prevent one birth in the sense of reducing by
one the children ever born over a woman's lifetime.
Again, Teference to formal demography can elucidate this
apparent paradox. An abortion increases the birth inter- .

val in which it occurs by only a few monthrj--the time for
thepregnancy and short postpartum period (usually ohly
two or three months) and the time to conceive again.
Thus, it removes only a relatively small number of months

from the reproductive span. An abortion would have to

delete entirely an average birth interval to reduce the
lifetime number of births by one. The conclusion is

inescapable: Abortion alone is not an effective means of
fertility control except when used repeatedly, perhaps
with consequent ill effects on the woman and requiring the
cOstly provision of abortion services. When accompanied

by even moderately effective contraceptive use, however,
abortion can reduce fertility significantly; this strategy
in essence makes the contraceptive 100 percent effective.'

NUTRITION AND,FERTILITY

The development.of models of the reproductive process
established a framework for analysis of other,influences
on fertility. Several years ago it was proposed that
nutritiOn was closely related to fertility. A OlausiBle

argument was made that the fertility of wdmen in many
developing_countries was well below the biological maxi-

mum because they were poorly nourished. It was well known

'that, 6der famine conditions, birth rates drop,. could

it be that women who were Chronically malnourished but not
famished also suffered from depressed fertility due to

their nutritional condition? The.Policy implications of
this hypothesis, if it were trues were considerable.
Programs designed to improve nutrition, to provide more
_food to many parts of the world, might have the unintended
effect of increasing fertility and increasing the number
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of peopte who required.food, thereby defeating their
original purpose.

Five years ago fittle information existed to judge
whether this hypothesis was indeed true. But fragmentary
evidence from a variety of sources suggested that it was
a plausible hypothesis, one that required'attention. In
the interim, carefully designed studies have eXamined it.
The existence of an explicit framework for the .analysis
of fertility was extremely important. The human repro-
ductive process wasiolivided)into either bidlogidel or
socially determined componeSts and the effects of each
of these coMponents on overall fertility were analyzed.
If nutrition affected fertility, it had,to afXect some or
all of its components, either by prolonging the time to
resumption of ovulation, 'or increasing the'rateof spon-
taneous abortions, or increasing the time to conception,
or postponing menarche, or leading to earlier sterility.
Studies were designed to concentrate on the effects of
nutrition on each of these components. The balanCe of the
data does not support the proposition that nutrition sig-
nificantly affects fertility, except when malnutrition
approaches the extremes of famine. Therefore, although
the relationsfiip between nutrition and fertility is not
completely elucidated, it now appears likely that ,improv-
ing the nutritional status of mothers will not have the
inadvertent effect of increasing their fertility.

-ESTIMATION FROM INCOMPLETE DATA

In most developing countries, birth and death registration
syitems are frequently absent altogether or function
poorly. One cannot reliably obtain even the simplest
demographic indices, such as birth and death rates, from
central statistical offices. In such situations the tech-
niques ,of yormal demography have proved invaluable. In
some instances, estimates based on models provide the only
clue about the demography of e population. In other cases
the demographic methods derived from fortal demography
provide measures of the completeness of recording in reg-
istration systems.

An early'use of models in this spirit followed the
development of mO4el stable populations. By reversing the
jogic of the Lotka\theory, demographers found they could.
.4provide 'fairly good *imatqs of fertility and mortality
from the age distribution obtainable from the census.
Many of the baseline demographic estimates in.India, for
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example, were obtained by using model stable populations

and newer techniques. Newer developments in methodology

have moved away from reliance on the assumption of stabil-

ity qfairly constant fertility and mortality in the recent

past), 'since it is less and'less likely to hold.

Descriptions of two techniques provide some idea of

their power and use. The first technique is Used to esti-

mate fertility. Often two questions, one on births in the

last year and another on the number of children ever bdrn,

are asked of 'Women in large surveys or censuses. .When the

results are tabulated (by age of the women), it is often

apparent that there pre errors in answers td both ques-

tions. Frequently, the average number of children ever

born, when tabulated by age, displays the most obvious

error.; the average falls at the higher ages. Women who

are 45-49 report fewer children ever born than women

35-39. Taken at face value, these figures suggest a rise

in fertility. This,finding fs obsexlved even in popula7

tions'in which it is fairly certain that no fertility

change has occurred. Careful analysis has shown that

women tend to omit children who are no longer in the home

and older women are more likely to have children old

enough to have reft home. Numbers of births in the last

year, on the other hand, may be understated or overstated,

but the former occurs more fregdently. The reason seems
.r

to be an error in the reference period on the part of the

respondent. She may, on average, report births in the

last 10 rather than 12 months. Methods,have been devised,

however,*to exploit to the fullest the information con-

tained in answers to both these questions. For exampn,

in one.widely applied method, the age pattern of fertility

is obtained from the question on births in the last year.

The assumption is made that the reference period error is

on average the same for all women, regardless of their

age! The level of fertility is obtained from responses

EO the question on children ever born as given by younger

women, whose answers tend to be most accurate because all

of their children are youdi enough to still be living with

them. A calculation can then be made of the number of

children women 25-29 should have ever had.if the age-

specific fertility rates held. This expected number is

compared with the reported number. If women report more

births than expected, then the reference period was too

short; the information op births within the last year was

really information on births in a shorter period so that

the level of fertility would be underestimated. The dif-

ference between the observed and the expected can be used



to adjust 'the rates and inflate them upward to match the
reported actual numbers of children ever 6orn. If the
expected values are higher than the observed ones, then
the reference period was too long and the fertility rates
can be adjusted downward. Thus, using information that
most women can provide eVen in countries where statistical
data systems are poor, formal demography often provides a

means of obtaining reasonably accurate information on
0 level's of fertility.

0 Thesecohd technique'is used for estimating child'.00d
mortality. From two questions asked of women in a census
or survey, one on the number of cNildren ever born and the
other on the number of children still surviving, it.is'
possible to compute the proportiod of children who have
died, specific to age groups of women. The'Se proportions
can be translated, using techhique of formal demography,
into standard life-table measures of the.proportion of

1 infants born wdo died before their first, second, or
fifth birthday.

.Together these two techniques have provided the best
available estfmates (and in many cases, the only ones) of
prtility and mortality in large parts of Asia, Latin
America, and Africa. Their importance cannot be over-
stated. Later research has resulted in the development
of other terhpiques similar to these two. The demographer
now has a large tool kit of diagnostic aids and techniques
for providing useful estimates of fertilitpand childhood
and adult mortality. The problems have by-no means all
been solved, however. There is much room for improvement
of our techniques for measuring change in fertility,
especially sohen it is dropping raPidly.

Problems involving incomplkte or inaccurate data are
not confined solely to developing dountries. One example
in the United States serves as a reminder. Techniques of
formal.demography have provided the basis for estimating
the completeness of enumeration in the 1950,. 1960( and
1970 censuses. These estimates, which show that about
2.5 percent of Americane were not counted in 1970, have
provided the 6hsis for the demand to adjust the1980
census.

FINAL REMARKS
,

The techniques and results of formal demography have
proved their value in practical sientions, yieldiqg
information based on new measurement techniques, pioviding



the analytic framework for evaluating problem areas, and

serving as a vehicle for projections of_consequences of
alternative policies. Much remains to be done. Applica--

tions of existing results from basic research surely have
not been exhausted; however, only continuing emptasis on

basic research in formal demography holds the promise of
innovative new results that would open up whole new fields
of applications to the social problems facing the world.
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The Study of Voting

Philip E. Converse, ileinz Eulau, and
Warien

INTRODUCTION

Significance of Elections in.the United States

America's representative democracy would be inconceivable.:
without elections. By en5bling citizeng to participate
in the choice of their repesent'atives, elections are the
only events in which the American peOple, however
bounded--by nation, stibe, or locality--experiendes its
common existence and directs its common fate. This hap-
pens in the perhaps primitive awareness that, in the pri-
vacy of the voting booth, one,person's vote is equal to
another's and illat from this circumstance emerges a legit-
imate, collective decision as consequential for the'cinai-
vidual as for the community. Elections make it possible
for a people to express its support for or opposition to
the government and its policies Is well as to c6nsider andvote for alternatives. There are in democratic elections
winners and losers among both, electors and candidates for
office, but whatever 'the outcome it is the electoral act
that confirms the viability of the political sysbem in
which it can be freely performed.

This stylized brief may appear merely to articulate; a
political myth; we believe it describes the AMerican
reality. As one views the American electoral system from
the perspective of the country's own histopy as well as
in Comparison:with most other nations, it has proved to
be.extraordinarily _stable yet adaptive because it is con-
tinually reformed in the face of new conditions and exi-
gencies. Its many difficulties and shortcomings notwith-
standing, the American electoral system is one of the
great institutional wonders of the political world, espe-
cially at the national level. Periodically and regularly,
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tens of millions of citizens go to the polls on a single

day to cast secret ballots and, through.the simple act of

voting, to give direccion to what is properly called popu-

lar government. Changes in the composition of represen-

tative offices and changes in public policies occurring

as a result of voting may not be many, rapid, or great,

but they do have some important short-term' and many criti-

cal lohg-term consequences for the circulation of govern-

ing elites, the representatial of diverse inteiestt, and

the evolution of public policies.

Involved id voting and elections is a fundamental

issue, perhaps the most fundamental issue, of any politi-

cal system--the relationship between rulers and ruled,'

governors and governed, leaders and followers, represen-

tatives and constituents. If, in a precisb formulation,

;politics is concerned with "who gets what, when; how, and

with what effects," elections in the United States are the

crucial social mechanisms that define the relationship and

establish the linkage between the people and its govern-

ment. Elections in thi American democracy have as a pri-

. mary function the final choice of the,people's represen-

tatives. The primary function of repiesentatives, in

turn, is to make collective decisions on behalf of the

represented as well as to serve them in various other

wayi. And in order to govern effectively in the American

democracy, representatives and would-be representatives

must seek their constituents' confidence and support by

winning elections. There is no other way.,

Signific'ance of Voting Behavior Research

Voting behavior research-derives
its significance frOm the

importance of elections in American governance. Yet the-

ories of democracy make demands on the individual voter,

as do models of rational choice, or on the electoral sys-

tem, as do models of pure competition, that no human actor

can truly live up to of that no social mechanism can

easily satisfy. Because the premi/ses of democratic theory

and the promises of the democratie faith are often disap-

pointed by actualities, there is a tendency on the part

A-of the pdblic to doubt the soci4tal importance of demo-

cratic elections; and there is,a tendency among some

scholars to underestimate the parefui scientific study of

the apparently "simple act of 'voting" and the apparently

simple procedure of vote aggregation that constitutes an.

election.
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In particular, it is sometimes charged that the scien-
tific study of voting behavior does.not address the really
significant problems of American society--the issues of
war and peace, Of wealth and poverty, of power and lib-
erty. These are admittedly unsolved-problems of American
democracy. But because these problems exist and still
seem to elude scientific understanding and political
reconstruction, it does not follow that investment of
scholarly time and effort or investment of societal
resources in conducting scientific research on voting,
behaVior is wasted on something socially and politically
insignificant. As is clear throughout this paper& the
simple act of voting is not simple, and the modern Ameri-
can electoral system in all of its aspects is enormously
complex. Any preconceived judgment as to the social sig-
nificance of scientific work precludes what is yet to be
concluded--in this case the role of the citizen as voter
and the function of elections as mechanisms of public
choice and political control in the American democracy.

Basic research on voting is "basic" because, unlike
historical descriptions of the specific flow of events in
particular election situations, it -ims at a much higher
level of generalization that can subsume particular elec-
tions as intelligible special cases. Its initial ques-
tions are basic ones as to how the citizen's mind is made
up: first, whether to participate at all, and, if so,
what alternative to choose. Only if these fundamental
questions are answered can one address the much more dif-
ficult but equally basic questions of how individual votes
are aggregated to make for a collective decision and why
collective decisions are what they are. Whese questions
sound simple, yet scientifically valid and reliable ans-
wers are difficult to come by. Electoral research, origi-
nally dependent on historical documentation and aggregate
voting statistics and only in the last four decades based
on data collected by means of surveys, is a very young
field of social science investigation. Much has been
learned, but as with any area of serious inquiry, each
good answer brings into focus an array of new questions.

Voting research using aggregate statistics, and later
survey interviews, began with a few of the simplest, most
accessible demographic indicators to explain the behavior
of voter groups and election outcomes: income, education,
social class, urban or rural residence, race, religion,
and so on. Today the number of variables used to illumi-
nate the simple act of voting and its collective signifi-
cance is in the hundreds: from personality-rooted motive-
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tions, learned social and political attitudes, role-

dependent perceptions and expectations, interpersonal

relations and pressures, group-linked and institutional

constraints, as well as many other such psychological or

sociological variables, to the effects of the inass media

of communication, the
self-presentations and efforts of

candidates in campaigns, the impact of long-term social

or economic conditions as well as of unexpected events,

the influence of campaign finances, the activities of

party organizations and interest groups, the facilities

or impediments of the electoral mechanism itself, and so

on.
Increasingly, electoral research, especially at the

subnational level, has come to focus on the transactions--

cognitive and interpersonal--that take place between rep-

resentatives and represented, not only in the campaign and

election periods but also in the interelection period.

Electoral research thus becomes interested in the emer-

gence, ambitions, and recruitment of candidates, in repre-

sentatives' "home styles" while in office, the services

they perform for their constituents and the benefits they

obtain for their districts, their voting records, and so

on. These concerns arise from the realization that the

simple act of voting is in part an extension of a much

more pervasive set of relationships and ,interactions that

link citizens and those who are elected to act in the

interest of the represented. The study of voting behav-

ior, elections, and representation has thus become i

single field of scientific specialization.

Practical Conderns and Basic Research

Although a distinct and growing corpus of knowledge exists

that may be rightfully referred to as basic research on

voting, there is also, as with other realms of inquiry, a

cognate area of engineering or practical applicationkthat

has a life of its own, although it necessarily intera4s

with its basic research counterpart. The two ,centers of,

such practical concerns are the government and the growing

industry of commercial polling in the private sector,

although the mass media in the private sector also have a

considerable applied interest.
The nature of these interests is evident in each case.

It is the responsibility of governments to design and run

the machinery of democratic elections in ways that maxi-

mize the fidelity with which the public voice at the polls
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is registered. Decisions to fine-tune the machinery in
new ways through electoral reforms are ultimately politi-
cal ones, but they do rest increasingly on empirical
information about flaws in performance. Similarly, when
electoral reforms are implemented, basic research takes a
keen interest in assessing their consequences, intended
or otherwise.

Commercial polling agencies do a great deal of work
that has nothing to do with politics. Nonetheless, some
of their most visible activities include monitoring public
opinion on political issues of the day and assessing
trends in candidate preferences leading up to elections.
In cjeneral, commercial polling activities can be divided
into two categories. The first involves proprietary
research purchased by campaign organizations seeking con-
fidential information about trends in public preferences
about issues and candidates. Such information can guide
campaign strategies and thereby provide an electoral
advantage to the purchaser. The second involves polling
work designed to be broadcast to the nation as rapidly as
possible; of course, this type.of activity blurs immedi-
ately With the concerns of the mass media in purveying
"news" about shifts in public opinion generally or assess-
ments of political leaders and election candidates in
particular in order to provide interpretations of the
meaning of political events that are increasingly accurate
and timely.

Both the polling and the media excursions into public
opinion and electoral competition as measured through
sample surveys have drawn at many points on basic research
in these areas. And repeatedly over recent decades ques-
tions have been raised about the effects of these excur-
sions on the nature and quality of public participation
at the polls in actual elections. These ar'e questions
that ultimately are left to basic research bo answer.

Thus the relati9nship between basic research into vot-
ing processes and concerns about practical applications
is fundamentally a symbiotic one, with stimulation and
nourishment flowidg in both directions. This two-way
traffic between practical concerns and basic research
considerably antedates the initial burgeoning of more than
Casual election pollidg in the l9.Ws. An earlier specula-
tive and literary research tradition had, for example,
produced advocacies for a variety of electoral reforms
around the turn of this century and had inquired with the
research tools of the day as to their_impact. One of the
first interview-anchored studies of voting behavior

4
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(Merriam and Gosnell, 1924) was stimulated'by the puzzle

that the extension of the franchise to women after' World

War I was followed by a decline in voter turnout, due

apparently not only to the inexperience of women in voting

but also to other conditions in the electorate that caused

increasing male Abstention.
The advent of the Gallup poll in the mid:4930s stemmed

from increasing interest in problems of population sam-

pling, then still an art but in the process of becoming a

science. Its rapid ascendance into high public visibil-

ity, along with an increasing number of imitators, was

important in turn in stimulating academic fascination with

more basic research ses to which the new tools might be

put. The first the etically enlightening voting study

(Lazarsfeld et al., 1944) profited from this stimulation.

Basic research into voting after World War II did not

begin as a response to any felt malfunctioning of the

electoral system or demand for reforms, but rather as a ,

response to the fiasco of the commercial public opinion

Polls in misreading, for a variety of reasons, the pulse

of the electorate during the 1948 presidential election

(Mosteller et al., 1949). The first major nationwide,

university-based study of voting (Campbell et al., 1954)

was a response to the 1948 difficulties and led to an

institutionalization of basic research on national

elections.

Purpose of this Paper

This paper addresses the interface between basic research

on voting processes and those practical concerns and

applications representing some of the short-term social

utility that such research may claim and, without doubt,

some of its potential disutilities as well. As our com-

pass is limited, we do little justice to either basic

research or to the realm of practical applications as

currently developed. However, we do start with a capsule

review.of the evolution of conceptual frameworks informing

basic research into voting as they have developed since

the sample survey began to be exploited. We then return

to an examination of the more recent interchanges between

basic research and more practical concerns.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS
FOR VOTING RESEARCH

One indicator of the intrinsic complexity of the simple
act of voting is suggested by the great variety of disci-
plinary perspectives that have engaged in intellectual
traffic of either import or export direction with the
general topic. kit one time or another, efforts at serious
contributions to basic theorizing about voting processes
have been offered by mathematicians; anthropologists;
economists; journalists; sociologists; statisticians;
psychologists of clinical, experimental, and social bent;
geographers; and historians, as well as political scien-
tists. At the same time, processes surrounding popular
voting have been taken as an interesting testing ground
for more generic phenomena regarded as basic within one
discipline or another, including perception, learning,
attitude formation and change, cost-benefit calculi in
decision making, interpersonal influence, group conflict,
media impact, coalition formation, intergenerational
transmission of values, and cycles of historical change,
to name but a few.

Such a profusion of viewpoints can be sustained in part
because voting processes can be viewed at many levels and
in part because voting data are among the most accessible
registers of large-scale human behavior monitored in num-
erous countries over relatively long periods of recent
history. The use of sample survey data to decipher the
evaluationjarocesses carried out by individual voters, a
"micro" topic of particular interest to psychologists, is
only one facet of the subject matter. Another facet,
which appeals to those interested in the logical implica-
tions of axiomatic systems, either takes the votes of
individuals as given or disposes of them with a simplistic
assumption or two, then focuses on what can be expected
to happen under varying spe,ified circumstances as these
individual votes are aggregated into a collective social
choice. Also at a macro level but in a more empirical
mode are the efforts of those scholars interested in
making sense of long-term historical voting records, which
lack the underpinnings of contemporary sample survey data.
Proceeding with vote distributions as time series and
capitalizing on geographic differentiation for further
diagnostic help, these students work in a fashion more
closely analogous to the geologist than do either the
psychologist or the logician.
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From the point of view of these varying disciplinary

perspectives, the chief value of voting research is less

to understand voting processes per se than to use them to

illuminate other phenomena seen as basic to the discipline

involved. Without wishing in the least to gainsay this

type of intellectual utility, it is our intention to.set

it completely, aside and concentrate instead on the evolu-

tion of those conceptual frameworksdedicated specifically

to the study of voting itself, both as individual behavior

and as a key element in broader (democratic) system per-

formance. Even within this restricted compass there is

more than enough heterogeneity to keep us occupied, and

we shall be obliged to use very broad brushstrokes at

that.
'

It is most usefa to begin our discussion of this evo-

lution with the commonsense understanding of what a voting

system is all about. A voting system exists as a means

of eliciting preferences felt by'system members concerning

current political alternatives. The alternatives at stake

may be competing policies, parties, or potential leaders,

and the system itself may reflect.a.greater or lesser

explicit concern with the problems of providing legitima-

tion for controversial but binding decisions. Similarly,

.
rules of the game defining what constitutes a "winning"

vote and what outcomes victory entrains can'vary markedly.

What is constant, however, is the notion of votes as

expressions of preference. If a single alternative is

offered, then a vote is cast as siMple ratification, and

rejection must be expressed by some form of abstention.
Usually, however, two or more options are available, and

any vote for one of these alternatives in the set being

offered is taken, as an abiding tenet of common sense, to

reflect the fact that this alternative is seen by the

particular voter as more palatable--in whatever sense--

than the alternatives left unchosen.
Such a tenet is so obvious, and so close to the tauto-

logical, that it would not strike most observers as either

exciting or at 'all enlightening. Nor can it pe claimed

that recent decades of serious research into the dynamics

of popular voting have in any strict sense called this

tenet into question. Nonetheless, this tenet comes

freighted with a number of loose corollaries that tend to

be'taken for granted, and some of these corollaries have

in fact been cast in a strange light by intervening

research. What is important for;our immediate purposes

is that the evolution of conceptual frameworks for under-
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standing voting behavior can be most efficiently reviewed
if this tenet is kept in the foreground.

While inquiry into voting processes is not new, it is
only in the past several decades that such a tenet and its
presumed corollaries have been sub)ected to close examina-
tion. That is, inquiry as to the mathematical properties
of voting systems has gone on for more than two centuries
(see, for example,.Condorcet, 1785) , but in such deductive
work the neture of the vote as a preferred or utility-
maximizing alternative is built in as an assumption from,
the start and is not in question. -When ambitious empiri-
cal work on voting in large-scale

populations began to be
Undertaken xound.the turn of this century, the, raw data
were.aggregate voting statistics that permitted no
glimpse of the motivations of individuals in forming their
decisions. Thus for example, while Siegfried (1913) mar-
velled at the century-long constancies in geographic pat-
ternings of the popular vote in plebiscites and legisla-
tive elections in France and attempted to account for them
in terms of factors like temperament and land tenure pat-
terns, the basic nature of the vote as a preference
expressed among alternatives was taken for granted. ,

The Columbia School; The Vote Decision
as Brand Preference or Social Fact

The earliest large-scale sample survey studies of voting,
conducted as baSic academic research.by Lazarsfeld and his
associates at Columbia University, were designed with this
commonsense tenet and its numerous intuitive corollaries
firmly in mind; but the new information provided by
extended individual-level interviews led to a series of
empirical surprises. Lazarsfeld had been engaged for some
years in scrutinizing the effects of mass media advertis-'
ing campaigns on consumer preferences. Foundation funding
made available for an elaborate study of the 1940-presi-
dential election led him to transfer the media influence
model to the arena of democratic politics (Rossi, 1959).

That people would cast votes to express preferences
among alternatives was not, of course, at issue. The key
tesearch question had to do with the processes whereby the
media i5urveyed details about the alternatives over the
course of.the presidential campaign, and the voters
weighed these details and arrived at their final voting
decisions in much the same way as consumers were presumed
to digest the competing claims of advertisers in order to

' A
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arrive at a decision about a brand to purchase. Since the

process of decision making was central, Lazarsfeld pio-

neered a longitudinal panel design, selecting a sample of

voters'in Erie County, Pennsylvania, to be interviewed

starting in May, well before the beginning of the main

presidential campaign, then reinterviewing them at monthly

intervals'through the election in November. A major par-

allel investment was made in monitoring the output.of the

mass media in the area in order to be ableto match pecu-

liarities in information flow with twists and.turns in

public evaluations of the competing candidates.

As it turned 9ut, however, the data were hardly as

expected, and the elaborate design was found to''be a seri-

ous misfit for the subject matter at hand. Instead of

tracking an electorate through its stages of forging per-

sonal decisions as to which candidate to.support, the,

investigators discovered that a remarkable majority of the

votervsurveyed had already made Lip their minds about

their November vote before the time of the first interview

in May, which was in turn several months before either

Majorparty had arrived at its presidential nomination.'

All told, less than 10 percent of the panel being reinter-

viewed'showed change in presidential preferences during

the course of the campaign; a number far too small to

sustain the kinds of sophisticated analyses that Lazars-

feld had envisioned.
Of course nothing in these results by themselves would,

serve in any strict sense to disconfirm the pogtulate ttlat

individuals select among alternatives and use thefr votes

to express'preferences among them. However, it rapidly

became clear that this commonsense tenet did in fact carry

with it a number Of almost irresistible companion assump-'

tions that the data were'calling into question in the most

direct way. Instead of progressively weighing the compet-

ing candidacies as the campaign highlighted their differ-

ences, much of the publlb had decided in effect for whom

to vote months in advance of the alternative candidates'

actually being selected. Moreover, it turned out that the

small minority who either showed change during the cam-

Because of informal traditions against a third term,

the renominc.tion of incumbent Franklin D. Roosevelt was a

good deal less than-clear early in 1940, and Wendell

Willkie, the surprise nominee as his opponent late in the

summer, was almost unknown to the public in the spring,

much less seen as a viable presidenttal candidate.

49
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paign or at least refrained from foreclosing on a decision
until very late in the campaign, hence fitting the common-
sense phasing assumptions with which the investigators had
begun the study, more dramatically violated other cognate
assumptions. Lacking a clear preference among the alter-

. natives until deep into the campaign, this small group of
voters was most' in need of the kinds of clarifying infor-
nation the campaign woUld provide. It was thus ironic
that they were the least likely of any in the sample to
expose themselves to channels of political,information
during the campaign. The 'early deciders were much more
receptive to campaign information, although it appeared
that instead of sifting through a representative sample
of partisan claims and counterclaims they paid.attention
selectively to information'that would chiefly serve to
reinforce the decision they had already made (Lazarsteld

a et al., 1944).

Thus, whilewthe core tenet that voters evaluate alter-
natives to kind the one best satisfying their personal
preferencesibould be stretched here and foreshortened
there to fit the general cast of the Erie County data, it
was reasonable to question whether there was anything left
to the tenet'but the tautology that voters have chosen to
do what they wished to do. Certainly the main intellec-
tual meat in the original commonsense assumptions, the
notion of the voter as a rational, independent seeker of
inforpation and sifter of alternatives, had received an
enormous setback: Not only did the Erie County data show
few signs of such a syndrome, but also, where obvious
predictions could be made from these conventional corol-
lary assumptions, the data often showed significant dif-
ferences in exactly opposite. directions.

There were other surprises in the data as well.
Although the investigators had conceived of their voters
as individtols digesting information about alternatives
gleaned mainly from the mass-media, they became impressed
in the course of their analyses at the apparent strength
of interpersonal influence in primary groups producing
partisan homogeneity and, writ larger, the explanatory
power of group differences, such as those between social
classes, religious creeds, or urban versus rural back-
grounds, in accounting for variation in vote decisions.
They concluded that voting was less a matter of individual
ratiocination than a social fact, and the later work of
the Lazarsfeld group on voting in the 1940s was dedicated
to the pursuit and elucidation of these themes (Berelson
et a)., 1954).
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/
The Michigan School:'

Candidates, Issues, and Partisanship

The 1950s saw the development of a series of biennial

studies of nat,.onal elections by Campbell and his assOci-

ates at the University of Michigan. The emphasis in these

,studies was somewhat more social psychological than had

been true of the Columbia work, with a primary focus on

the structure of attitudes toward political objects that

determined the voters' final decision at the polls. In

particular, separate Measurements were taken of the

voters' orientations toward the major parties, the 'compet-

ing candidates, and the policy debates that seemed most

crucial for understandingithe election. Much attention

was paid to the comparative properties of these orienta-

tions and the way in which their interplay contributed to

vote decisions, botIMndividually and aggregatively

(Campbell et al., 1954).
Although there was Some displacement of conceptual

frameworks and hence of emphases between the Columbia and

the Michigan work, the picture of electoeal reality emerg-

ing from the Michigan studies of the 1950s looked a good

deal more llke the world discovered by the Columbia team

to their surprise in the 1940s than it did to the cluster

of assumptions about popular voting that had hei'd sway

before any significant empirical spadework with the sample

survey had been accomplished.
This similarity was nowhere more evident than in the

contrasts between public orientations toward issues and

those toward the major parties, which the more extensive

Michigan measurements underscored. The conventional

understandings of voting that had originally led the

Lazarsfeld group astray through the prototype of the

ratiohal independent voter presumed that parties were

distinctly secondary to preferences on policy issues.

After all, one did notsupport a political party solely

to support it. The rational voterSupported it in.a par-

ticular situation merely as a means toward some more

ultimate goals embodied in a program of policy advocacies

thee were seen as preferable to those being urged by cols-

peting parties. Thus the alternatives between which the

voter was presumably expressing preferences were policy

alternatives. Issue positions were primary, according to

the,commonsense notion, and preferences for parties per

se were assumed to be distinctly secondary and derivative.

The Michigan work of the.1950s called this expected

pattern even more sharply into question than the Columbia
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discoveries had. uch of the,public was poorly informed
on even the major policy debates in the campaigns, and
many voters seemed to have opinions on these issues that
were very faintly crystallized at best and hence highly
volatile. Moreover, there was a good deal of confusion
as to which pol,cy positions wervassociatediWith which
of the two major parties. Typically, in'the.aggregate
there was a mild association between positions and parties
that would be recognizable to the sophisticated observer. -

However, these trends were usually faint, with large .

absolute numbers of voters making contradictory associa7
tions, not to mention substantial fractions of respondents
who confessed fiumediately that they did not know which
party was associated with which position on particular
issues (Campbell et al., 1960).

What the vast majority of citizens did know was that
they were either loyal Deinocrats or loyal Republicans, and
this sense of .protional identification with one or the
other of the two parties appeared to have a primacy and
an autonomy relative to any concerns aboutfpolicy programs
that flew directly in the face of long-standing assump-
tions. Little wonder then that in May 1940, when the
Lazarsfeld group.began its precampaign measurements, an
unexpected!majority of citizens had already made their
vote decision's. Grafted the parties had not yet construc-
ted their competing policy platforms to lay before the
public, nor had they even begun to designate their indi-
vidual nominees to be standard-bearers in the campaign.
What was predictable as early as May was that a Democratic
slate of nominees and platform planks would be run against
a Republican slate of, nominees and platform planks, and

these alternatives were already Rnough to convince, a very
large fraction of the electorate as to its choice.

The Columbia group had reluctantly concluded that their
panel study had been too late to catch most of th46-inter-
election change in partisanship, ald they onined that
longitudinal studies would have to be conducted earlier
in the period between major national elections to permit
such change to be studied. In the subsequent three de-
cades the Michigan group conducted two national panel sur-
veys, each one bracketing a full quadrennium, from before
one presidential election until after the next one.
Although conducted in rather different political climates,
the two studies concur in demonatrating that there is no
greater change.in underlying partisanship in the inter-
election period than the paltry amount Columbia group
found in the six months of the'1940 campaign. Per unit

r-r)
s 0,c

0
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'of time,- the rate of change seems remarkably constant and,

by any expectations, ve'y slight indeed.
If fundamental partisanship is so firmly rooted for so

many and shows negligible change over even extended per-
iods of time, how can we explain swings in the popular

`O. vote for major offices from one election to the next,
occaaihnally moving the votedivision by as much as 10 or
12 percentage points? The answer was obvious in the
Michigan surveys: While most party identifiers voted
loyally most of the time and were especially sure to do
so if they had no particular information about a given
contest, nonethe1ess they, could be induced under circum-
stances of special stress or special attraction to the
candidate of the opposing party to engage in short-term°
defection. The fact Of defection was recognized as such
by the individual, and the event of defection did not seem
,to operate as a halfway house to an actual change in par-
tisanship: Once the peculiar circumstances that had
originally induced the defection, such as a special pair-
ing of candidates, had disappeared, the voter was very
nearly as likely to vote loyally in ensuing elections as
fellow partisans who had not defected. Thus, short-term
vote swings could be localdzed as largely a phenomenon of
defection, beyond the contribution to voting change from
the small fraction of. the electorate that was truly inde-
pendent"

Long-Term Political Change an4 Partisan Realignment

In the same period of the 1950s when the party-based
. Michigailmodel was being explored, scholars working with

long-term aggregate voting trends began to appreciate the
degree to which these time series for fixed jurisdictions
behaved much less like the random walk of the stock mar-
ket, for example, and much more like the pattern called a
quasi-stationary equilibrium. A time path of this type
shows a pattern of short-term fluctuation that appears to
be essentially random, although the oscillation seems to
be taking place around a mean or equilibrium value that
is constant in the intermediate term. Now and again, how-
ever, at Telatively long intervals, it seems as though the
equilibrium level is brusquely displaced and a new series
of fluctuations hegins, looking much like those og the
'preceding PeriOd save that they are now centered on a new
equilibrium value. V. 0. Key (1955) labeled these points
of displacement of the equilibrium in time series of the
vote division as "critical" or "realigning" elections.
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Although the survey-based Michigan model and the recog--
nition th4t macrocosmic voting data performed as a quasi-
stationary equilibrium over time were quite independently
generated, they occurred.at about the same time and the
fit between the contrasting micro and macro observatio95
was elegant. The random short-term fluctuations in aggre-
gatesvote.series were the ebbs and floods of short-term
defections; and the equilibrium value around which these
fluctuations occurred marked the basic division of party
loyalties in the jurisdiction. Allhough no realigning
election had occurred within the span of time covered by
individual-level sample surveys, the implication was
strong that the rare displacements of .equilibrium levels
betokened a set of forces to defection that became so
strong as to break partisanship, rather than bend it-tem-
porarily, and thus to produce large-scale conversion.'
Thus a micro-level mddel developed froM modern survey data
helped historians to understand the character of fine- -

grained processes underlying major political changes in
the 19th century.

.

The general model was also used as a solution to the
long-term riddle as to why the party occupying the White
House had for 100 years almost invariably lost seats in
Congress in the'ensuing off-year election. Politicians
had long been aware of the regularity, but the only expla-
nation for it--that the sitting president was bouhd to
alienate some support in the two years after election--was
exceedingly lame .in view of the fact that running as an
incumbent two years later he could expect to have not only
his original support back, but usually more as well.
Campbell (1960) showed that the phenomenon was a compoi-
tional matter, traceable to differences in participation
between high-turnout presidential elections and lower-
turnout off-year elections. Persons participating in
presidential elections but not in off-year elections tend
to be less stably partisan than those voting faithfully
in both types of ele-tions. They register disproportion-
ately in the surges of defections important in the elec-
tion of presidents. In the off-year, however, they dis-
appear from the active electorate, leaving the field to
more stable partisans whose vote division will under
almost pll circumstances lie closer to the equilibrium

2More recent research has introduced some technical
modifications in this final stage of the account, although
the spirit of the account remains valid.
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value of the national vote division than did the vote,at
the preceding presidential election. The Campbell mechan-
tsm; once understood, not nly served to explain the regu-

_,/. larity itself but also wislable to predict rare exCeptions
to, the regularity two years in advance of the off-year
election.

Rational Choice Models of Voting

Moi: r lent years have seen a considerable resdrrection

*of ..:rest in more "rational" or issue-oriented models

ofvoting behavior, which in effect seek to lead back to
a view of voting more firmly centered than either the
Columbia or the Michigan renditions in the original com-
monsense tenet that citizens do, after all, cast votes
thatNexpress preferences among available alternatives.

, It is not easy.to describe participants in this reaction
as a single school, because t."-e rubric rational brings
together strange bedfellows u ose interests and procedures

are contradistinct. At one extreme are scholars with
little familiarity or interest in the details of"real-
world_voting systems, who are mainly eager to press for-
ward with mathematico-deductive work on the logical impli-
cations of abstract voting systems under conditions manip-
ulated by mental experiments. Scholars at this extreme
adopt the "rational-choice" label because all of their
formal modeling begins wi,:h the assumption that their
hypothetical voting systems are populated by citizens who
vote for alternatives closest to their own ideal. At the

other are scholars without any apparent skill in
formal mo eling or interest in deductive approaches who
do have an4inductive iaerest in demonstrating that the
viAew of th voter developed in the 1940s and 1950s as
remarkably ill-informed and more responsive to group iden-
tification in voting choice than to policy concerns was
substantially exaggerated. For those of this persuasion,
the voter is typically much more rationali.e., issue-
oriented--than earlier work would suggest.

These are, of course, merely extremes described to help
convey the heterogeneity of the rational choice umbrella,
and hence the difficulty of doing justice to these trends

in a single account. An increasing number of scholars in
the field combine both deductive formal modeling skills
and inductive fascination with problems in the interpre-
tation of real-world systems and have a specific interest
in drawing the power of deduction and the insights of
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induction more closely together in voting research. We
describe some of this convergence at the conclusion of
this section. First, however, let us begin with the
deductive and the inductive streams as distinct.

The Growth of Deductive Modeling

The event that touched off a torrent of deductive work in
the 1960s and 1970s'was the publication of An Economic
Theory of Democracy in 1957 by Anthony Downs. Downs
erected a structure of assumi4ions about voters and candi-
dates as actors and proceeded to deduce from it several
interesting features of system performance that could be
expected as a result. Borrowing from work on location
theory developed in an economic market setting by Smithies
(1941) and Hotelling (1929) , Downs used as 3 central
vehicle a unidimensional (ideological) continuum along
which voters were arrayed and on which candidates might
position themselves. The voters were rational in the
sense that each could be counted on to vote for whichever
candidate was positioned most closely to him or her.
Candidate behavior w'as governed purely by a motivation to
maximize votes, rather than to promote political princi-
ples. Under a set of plausible conditions defined by such
things as the shape of the distribution of voters on the
continuum and the circumstances under which nonvoting
would occur, Downs showed that candidates would, in "me-
too" fashion, take up positions very close to one another
at the center of the ideological continuum.

Downs explicitly denied all, interest in the real-world
relevance of his model: It was to be taken as a normative
model aimed at saying what would happen in a system if all
component assumptions held, without any pretense that they
would in fact hold jointly in any real system. However,

\ the pressures toward centrism were familiar enough within
tWo-party politics to be thoroughly evocative. Moreover,
while the scheme was obviously a considerable simplifica-

.

tion on reality, as any abstraction is bound to be, it
\seemed bent toward reality in a number of ways. Thus, for
\example, while the voter as well as the candidate was
\designed as "political man" in the image of the "economic
ran" of much macroeconomic theory, there was an excellent
discussion of information costs, and the information
required of the voter was kept light out of apparent
respect for empirical findings about information limita-
tions in the electorate.

G
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In the intervening two decadei a wide variety of work

has flourished from this original seed. Some of it has

been purely deductive. The basic Downs model has been

more explicitly mathematicized, and its generalization

from the original unidimensional version to n-dimensional

,
spaces has been completed (Davis et al., 1970). Other

work shows clear signs of yearnings toward verisimilitude.

Much experimentation has gone on with respect to the con-

tinued mathematical tractability of the model under par-

tial or complete relaxation of some of the leis plausible

assumptions. Implications of the model have also been .

.examined for variant real-world contexts, such as optimal

strategies for candidates who must first compete in party

primaries to win nomination, then, without too much repo-

sitioning being permissible, must go on to 'compete in the

general election.
Apart from its impressive deductive contributions as a

normative model useful as a baseline for observing devia-

tions in real-world voting systems, the rational choice

approach has both strengths and weaknesses in addressing

reality. These are perhaps clearest in its treatment of

the phenomenon of abstention or nonvoting. On one hand,

although the problem has been wrestled with repeatedly,

it seems impossible to explain from the pure utility-

maximization assumptions of rational choice theory why,

as voting systems attain much size at all (millions of

eligible voters), it is "rational" for any given voter to

bother voting at all. Interested scholars have either

chewed on the problem and given up or have been obliged

to solve it in ad hoc fashion by retreating to more social

psychological terms, prominent in the Columbia and Michi-

gan work but quite alien to utility-maximization concep-

tions, such as human expectations, human values (e.g., in

this context, Lhe sense of civic duty), and patterns of

habit formation. On the other hand, once this initial

obstacle is ignored, as reality requires it to be, then

developments on the Downs' odel have made a major contri-
T

bution to the conceptualize ion and the operational mea-

surement of nonvoting.. It tOrns out that model deductions

are highly sensitive not only ,to the possibility of non-

voting as an option, but even MOre especially to what kind

of nonvoting the abstention repreents. It matters

greatly whether it is due to indifference or to alienation

and furthermore how elastic the turnbut decision is as ,

alienation increases. The model is crystal clear as to

how such differences may be measured. Here, as at a num-

ber of other points, concerns and discriminations that
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have come to be highlighted by progress kri the deductive
stream have had a visible, impact on measurement practices
in voting studies on the empirical side of the watershed.

Important as the Downs model has been, it is not the
only source of deductive stimulation to voting research
pi recent years. In a utility-maximization mode, problems
of the transitivity of preferences at the individual
level, and more especially the potential for cyclical
majorities (see the Arrow theorem: Arrow, 1958) at the
collective level, have attracted a good deal of attention.
The real-world spin-offs range from efforts to estimate
Institutional conditions affecting the actuarial proba-
bilities of cyclical majorities to practical suggestions
for revisions of traditional conceptions as to the form
in which votes are solicited (preference voting, approval
voting, and the like) in order to clarify true voter pre-
ferences under circumstances in which more than two alter-
natives are offered (see the summary discussion in
Gardner, 1980).

The Inductive View: The Issue-Oriented Voter

The Downs model was extremely attractive to many scholars
energized less by an interest in formal modeling than by
distress at the empirical image of the voter emerging from
the Columbia and Michigan work, which tended to downplay
the importance of ideology and policy issue concerns in
favor of group identifications in general and partisan
identifications in particular. This was so because the
spaces in models of the Downsian type were typically con-
ceptualized as being defined by dimensions of ideological
differentiation or more specific policy cleavage. Hence
to think in terms of such models was to restore policy
preferences to their rightful place in the voting process.

This association was, strictly speaking, something of
a happenstance. Not only did the original Downsian impe-
tus disclaim any pretense to verisimilitude, but also
there is nothing in modeling of the Downsian type that
requires the spaces to be defined in policy terms. As
several scholafs in the Downsian tradition have pointed
out, the machinery would proceed fn exactly the same way
if some or all of the relevant dimensions along which
voters and candidates positioned themselves were defined
in terms of relative partisanship or the personal charisma
of candidates.

1
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A much more pointed catalyst came from a posthumous

work of Key (1966), which argued that voters were about

as responsive to issue concerns as the system (including

the mass media and the degree to which candidates were

willing to differentiate
themselves in issue terms) per-

mitted them to be. The work gained'considerable force

because of accompanying empirical analyses, which impli-

citly represented a shift in the research agenda. Instead

of attempting to account for variation in the total vote,

these analyses examined change in the vote at the margin

from election to election. This much more restricted

variation set aside by definition anything that might be

explained by an inertial term like partisan loyalty. With

the party term ruled out, Key was able to show that a

rather impressive portion of the residual (change) varia-

tion was correlated with voter concerns about prominent

issues surrounding the election. The shift in research

.agenda was, of course, entirely warranted in view of the

conceptual importance of voting change iR determining the

ebb and flow in party governance in the country.

Time series of aggregate vote statistics by definition

measure exactly the same kind of change at the margin that

occupied Key and in many ways offers a firmer base for

analysis because of the potential length of such series.

Several scholars, including Kramer (1971) , have shown that

a number of highly coherent patterns can be found in

aggregate data linking fluctuations in economic welfare

with shifts in the aggregate vote, much as the Key argu-

ment predicted. On one hand it seems generally true'ihat

when voters are regarded
individually, one is most apt to

be impressed with things like low levels of information

and highly idiosyncratic constructions of political real-

ity. On the'other hand, it is equally true that when one

focupes on change in party fortunes from election to elec-

tion with highly aggregated data, much of the large admix-

ture of "noise" represented by diametrically opposed per-

ceptions visible at the individual level washes out ,

through mutual compensation, and what is left as residual

net change, even though it may rest on the assessments of

a very limited fraction of the electorate, does seem to

express overall messages that are safely construed in

terms of policy or substantive grievance. Thus the aggre-

gate system is a more "rational" channel of communication

from the grass roots than work with individual data might

suggest.
At the same time, another solace concerning the rela-

tion of popular voting to i$sues has been found in what
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seems to be some real change in attentiveness to issues
in recent decades. Survey data on voting from the turbu-
lent politics of the later 1960s and early 1970s look
discernibly different from those of the war-occupied 1940s
and the quiescent 1950s on which the first fine-grained
portraits of voting behavior were based. Among other
trends the impact of party loyalties on vote decisions has
declined somewhat, and issue sensitivities have shown some
increase (Nie et al., 1976). These shifts at the indi-
vidual level ara only relative and have certainly not
reversed things. Moreover, it remains a moot point
whether these trends are truly secular and will continue,
or whether they represent segments of more nearly cyclical
fluctuation. There is beginning to be empirical reason
to make the intuitively plausible links between the sharp-
nass of policy differentiation

between parties and their
candidates and the degree to which voters are influenced
by policy concerns in forming their decisions at the
polls.. In any event, the continued study of voter behav-
ior over a lengthening array of electicAls, and hence vari-
ety of social and political contexts, has become increas-
ingly helpful in understanding the range of colorations
that May be detected in popular voting.3

Models of the Fuller Voting System

Whereas a great-deal'of effort has been dedicated to dis-
° covering what makes the average voter tick in forming

political evaluations, inquiry in this area has steadily
'

broadened in the past decade or two toward a much more
inclusive view of the political system. The Downs model
itself represented an early stage of this broadening.
Realistically, the model was scarcely one representing
voter decision making at all. The voter was typified by

,

3Although we do noi develop the subject here, it is also
true that collection of.parallel survey data on voting
from an ever-widening list of democracies of varying eco-
nomic development and political institutions (different
party systems, different configurations of laws and pro-
cedures surrounding popular elections, and the like) is
beginning to provide some initial sense as to which
behavior patterns are most generic and which are shaped
in one way or another by the developmental and the insti-
tutional context.

Gd
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a few behavioral assumptionsi and voters collectively v./bre

.

considered as distributions of opinion,,the shape of which

was.taken as fixed or given in particular applications.

The moving parts of the model involved candidates and

their'maneuvers in competition to adjust optimally to

whAever distribution.of opinion was being hypothesized

at the time. ,Thus it was more a model of candidate strat-

egies than of voter behavior, although, since the voters

formed the crucial enyironment to which 4he candidates

were obliged to adapt, it was perhaps modt aptly described

as a model of candidate-voter interaction.

These broader interactive models, which have been

increasingly exploitec, tend to hinge on rather different,

conceptual apparatus than is most natural for questions

of determinants of the voting act, although conceptions

of the popular vote must obviously inform such models.

Focus in these models may vary, although the common citi-

zenry usually figures as one party to the interaction,

with csbme kind of political elite figuring as the other

party.
In the Downs vein the most frequently studied political

tlite in such interactive models is the set of candidates

for office, and the practical question at stake is indeed

one of how to maximize the likelihood of winning an elec-

tion. A variety of studies, touched off by Pool et al. -

(1964) , have dealt with the empirical relationship betk4een

apparent distributions of voters on'particular issues ahd

optimal responses of the candidates, not only in position-

ing themselves on the issues but also in selecting policy

areas that are advantageous for them to emphasize. Lore

of this kind, fueled by sample surveys conducted by cam-

paign teams tailoring their work to a specific jurisdicr

tion and its relevant issues, has become almost a staple

of any major electoral contest. Meanwhile on the deduc-

tive side, study has gone forward in a number of areas

ranging from optimizing the allocation of campaign

resources (see Kramer, 1966) to questions about the impact

kef relevant formal models of various tactics, such as

Wafuscation of position by the candidate so,that his or

"her "position" will be perceived at best as a range of

greater or lesser,width on the policy continuum.

Another political elite drawn into these interactive

models is the svbset of candidates who win election and

thus become the representatives of their constituencies.

Normative theories vary widely as to the exact performance

obligations of representatives (Pitkin, 1967) , and tt?is

spectrum of theories is reflected empirically in the'vari-

:
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ety of conceptions as to the appropriate role vis-à-vis
the constituency that,may be found in any real-life legis-
lature (see Wahlke et al., 1962). But however strict or
loose it may be, that there is some obligation to the
constituency, backed by the threat of defeat at the next
election, is hard to question in a democratic society.

Although most deductive work has stopped at the level
of caitdidate strategies, inductive designs have been

, developed for the examination of the representative-
con5tituency interaction and have been implemehted on an
increasingly broad scale. National-level versions of such
work typically follow the Miller-Stokes design (1963). A
sample of legislative districts is drawn and their repre-
sentatives in Congress are interviewed with regard to
their ?ersonal positions on central policy issues of the

' day as well as their perceptions of public sentiment on
those issues in their constituencies, their views as to
the appropriate role for the legislative representative,
and the like. Within each of the selected districts,
.samples of constituents are independently interviewed with
respect to their actual positions on tLe same issues and
their perception as to their representatives' positions
on these issues, along with many other :inds of informa-
tion normally elicited in such a survey.

With such data from constituencies and from their par-
ticular representatives, a variety of important estima-
tions can be made. Thus, for example, representatives'
guesses as to district sentiment can be compared with
direct measures of such sentiment and thereby graded for
accuracy, just as the voters' perceptions of their repre-
sentatives' stands on the issues can be compared with
those actually reported by the representatives themselves.
In the standard version of the design the representatives'
performances in the legislative body, as embodied in.such
summary output measures as roll call votes on legislation
relevant to the measured issues, is also monitored. While
such legislative votes are subjected to a myriad of influ-
ences and pressures, and the legislators' own,opinions on
the releVant issues predict their roll call votes only
imperfectly, the configuration of information available
permits a'wide range of important assessments to be made.
To the degree that representatives depart from constitu-.

ency sentiment in their own legislative voting in some
policy dbmain, is it because they do not see theii role
as requiring any faithful representation of the postures
of their constituent4 or, although wishing to be an
instructed delegatedo they perceive opinion in their
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districts inaccurately? Or'again; are they responding not

# to their constituency as a whole but rather to some subset

of it, such as constituents of their own party, those who

voted for them, or some particularly vocal and articulate

minority?
A still fuller version of the design is focused on a

cspecific election, with all candidates for the legislative

seat being interviewed rather than just the winners alone.

Such a design allows comparisons in yet another direction:

How do those candidates preferred by voters in the dis-

trict look on relevant issues when compared with their

antagonists from whom the majority turned away at the

polls? Do they perceive district clpinion more.accurately

than the losers, less accurately, or is there no differ-

ence? Most important, are they in point of fact better

representatives of district sentiment than the losers, and

if so, by how much? The question of "how much" leads,to

a crucial index as to the policy significance of the fact

that the public is permitted to intrude on elite decision

making at all, sifting candidates into winners and losers.

Purely and simply, it provides a measure of the degree to

which the conventionally assumed function of popular elec-

tions is being realized.
Finally, the comparative replication of such a design

across democracies organized with substantially different

political institutions, which has begun to be carried out

in the past 15 years, permits investigators to inquire as

to the ways in which such,institutional variations affect

, the process of representation. How much does it,matter

to popular representation, for example, that in some coun-

tries party discipline in national legislatUres is vir-

tually absolute, whereas in others, such as the United

States, it is significantly less stringent? Is political

representation of popular sentiment more faithful in mul-

tiparty systems, or less? How do systyris with propor-

tional representation or at-large national legislative

districts compare with those organized by single-member

districts with majoritnrian or pluralitarian winners?

It is, of course, a long leap from questions aimed at

what makes individual voters tick as they form their vot-

ing decisions to questions of the magnitude that can be

meaningfully posed at the level of these interactive

modefS of the fuller voting system. But it is this kind

of conceptual deielopment that brings basic research on

voting to the point at which it can address the vital

functioning of democratic practice.

63
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ELECTION REFORM AND ELECTORAL RESEARCH

Tile interface between practical concerns of governmentsabout the conduct of public elections and the progress ofbasic research on voting extends
beyond legislative con-cerns over the design

dflaws to govern that process.Thus', to take recent examples: Testimony from votingexperts may be required in litigation in the federalcourts in which the failure_of a particular voting 'machineto continue to register the votes entered after a certainhour is alleged to have been critical for the larger out-come, or litigation in WR4ch the conduct of an electioninvolving the National Labor Relations Board in a givenplant is altici d.to have been.unfair on one side or theother. The..itla or area of the interface
nonetheless doesinvolve the bro der question of the optimal design ofelection laws.

Here, as we have
suggested, the traffic between the twoworlds is distinctly
reciprocal. More often than not,agitation'for electoral reform arises from the perceptionof abuses that grows through government or journalisticobservation or from shifts in the definition of nationalvalues, as with exteasions of the franchise,to women orto those under 21. However, such agitation is sometimesfueler\ by what is going on in basic research on voting,and this source for Critiques of existing regulations,existent for only a small fraction

of,the nation's votinghistory, is likely
to increase in the future. Moreover,as the possibility of particular reforms is debated, basicresearch is consulted

for evidence of the likely impactof the change,
including not only its efficacy in produc-ing the desired
result but also its capacity for unfore-seen consequences. Once a particular

reform becomes law,researchers are likely to descend on data generated underthe new
arrangements, after the fashion of the naturalexperiment, in order to assess its consequences moredirectly. That other sociAl, political, and economic

circumstances may have changed as well as the electionlaws is a confounding
element, as it is with any naturalexperiment, although the growing lore as ta what "normal"temporal variation in the fine

infrastructure of votingpatterns looks like permits increasingly incisive infer-ences about the likelihood
of confounding intrusions. Inshort, baSic research can stimulate

electoral reform andhelp to assess the value of proposed remedies; and in turnthe fact of such reform creates a source of institutional
variation that basic research can exploit to raise thelevel of generality of its own propositions.
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It is unlikely that there is any unique optimal struc-

ture for election laws in the context of large national

states, and it is understandable that condern with elec-

toral reform never dies. It waxes and wanes with changes

in what democratic theory or the democratic faith expects

of citfzens,
representatives, and the relationship between

them. Remedies, more often panaceas based on intuition

than antidotes based on knowledge, are
easy enough to

prescribe. American electoral
reform has been a continu-

ous process because almost'every
reform has had'its unan-

ticipated side effects that, in dudAime, are themselves

in need of remedial'action.
This is as one might expec't,

for genuinely novel refOrms in social institutions and

processes are nonexperiméntal undertakings
in which the

test comes in the course of the remedy's administration

rather thankin some prior demonstration.

Consequently, almost all of the reforms ever instituted

in American electoral practices at one or another level

of the federal system have been
interpreted as both suc-

cesses and failures, depending on circumstances and

expectations that change over time. One can cite Various

extensions of the franchise; the adequacy of rules

designed to protect the secrecy of a vote; the use of long

versus short and party-column versus office-column pal

lots; the introduction of initiative, referendum, and

recall elections; the application of majority voting,'

plurality voting,
or,proportional voting as decision

rules; the institution of the electoral
college as a

screen between popular vote and actual decision; the

institution of permanent registration and other means to

ease registration; the employment of primaries gind runoff

elections; the formation of single-member versa) multi-

member constituencies;
revisions of the electoral calendar

favoiing staggered over
unstaogered elections; the control

of bribery, fraud, and other abu'ses in polling and the

abolition of poll taxes; the limitations placed on cam-

paign contributions and expenditures; the enforcement of

fair campaign
practices; and so on.

Political scientists
spedializing in voting research

have been active
contributors to the shaping 6f this

aspect of public policy, in view of their generic concern

with the impact of political institutions on individual

behavior. Thus, for example, they made substantial con-

tributions to the presidential commission
that guided the

federal election
legislation in 1964 and 1965, based on

their rapidly increasing understanding
of impediments to

voter participation in electoral mechanisms.

sr
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In the latei 1960s ferment arose from other quarters
.to lower the national voting age from 21.,to 18, producing
a spate of dire predictions amOng opponents that such a
reform would lead to a major degretiation of the electoral
response by'inviting hordes of uninfo4pd adolescents into
the electoral procqss before their judolment had matured.
Without necessarily taking a particular position on ,he
merit of the thange itself, scholars of voting could make.
a number of predictions as to its effects. There was
reason to expect that the new,infusion taken alone would
add to the responsiveness or elasticity of the electorate
to very short-term considerations affecting the vote,
although whether such'responSiveness should be described
as a new flexibility or a new instability was a matter for
individual Values. More certain and possibly more impor-
tant, any such effect Would be limited in the aggregate,
in partvbecause the additional cohorts were such a small
fraCtion of the new whole but more especially because
prior research had indicated this fraction would be ren-
dered even smaller than might appear because it was pre-
dictable that these new cohorts would show the feeblest
rate of turnout save conceivably fot the very oldest
(beyond, say, 80 years of age). Subsequent experience has
borne out all of these predictions.

In like mamer the political scientist's understanding
of the relationship between one's age or political experi-
ence and the stability of one's partisan sentiments has
provided a useful perspective on the contribution of tfie
voting age reforms to declining partisansiq in the elec-
torate at large. Although the young cohort newly admitted
to the electorate with a lowering of the voting age were
only a minor fraction of the voting public, the particular
timing of their athmission, de facto in 1972, affected
others of the nation's political parameters in a very
visible way. Because the change in voting age occurred,
just as those in the postwar baby boom were reaching their
late teens or early twenties, almost one of every six
citizens eligible to vote in 1972 was eligible for the
first time. In 1952, with the voting age still set at 21
(except in Kentucky, Georgia, and Tennessee) and the baby
boom just under way, only some 7 percent of the electorate
were newly eligible to vote in the election of that year;
in 1972 the proportionkreached 15 percent.

Although less than half of the new cohort actually
vOted in 1972, they were all included in national surveys
and polls that were estimating trends in the partisanShip
of the electorate. In those estimations they made a diS-

6
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proportionate contribution to the national growth of pr'-

itical independence, with well over'half calling them-

selves some variety of nonpartisan. Following the same

cohort over time, political scientists have now documented

through recent data an upward surge in their partisanship,

a surge that is speeding the restoration of partisanship

in the total electorate to earlier levels (Miller and

Shanks, forthcoming). These analyses of partisanship ha\re

added further evidence to the expectation that the effects

of the voter age reforms would not overwhelm or destroy

the existing political system.
More recently, in response to an unbroken trend of

declining turnout on election day, scholars.anchored in

basic research have been directly addressing what are

conceived to be dangerous electoral malfunctions in need

of diagnosis and cure. Thus, for example, Wolfinger and

Rosenstone (1980) have been able to use the conceptual

f.rameworks and methodological perspectives of basic

research to estimate likely indreases in turnout that

14ould result from the elimination of burdens placed on

citizens for maintaining their own eligibility to vote in

subsequent elections.
Similarly, changes in the practical.pplitical arena

have led to a resurgence of interest among scholars in

understanding the impact of campaign finance on election

outcome's (see, for example, jacilson, 1980). Of course,

political scientists have long been interested in the role

of money in politics. The early interests were heavily

centered on questions of corruption.and imkgoer influence

of wealthy elite sectors on political office holders.

With the development f new campaigning technologies that

both provide and consume unprecedented amounts of money,

interest has moved to more complex problems. In Califor-

nia, for example, candidates for the 80 state Assembly

seats spent an average of $353,000 per seat in their 1980

campaigns) two of the candidates spent more than $1 mil-

lion each--more than was spent by all candidates for

Assembly seats in 1958 (Jones, no date). Such levels of

expenditure raise profound questions about the'extent tc

which candidacies for office are'limited by acceSs to oam-

,paign funds. In the meantime, policies providing public

funds for campaign costs have proliferated across the

nation. Each state's pdlicy has its own variant on themes

ofrecord-Aeeping and public disclosure, limits on contri-

butions, ceilings on expenditures, and formulas for the

allocatioh of funds.
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Political scientists are now adapting their research
to respond to needg for more specific policy 4uidance,
providing another set of, examples of the interaction
between basic and applied research. The practical needs
for new-policies give added impetus to research on candi-
date recruitinent, on the efficacy of different campaign
strategies and techniques, on motives for citizen partici-
pation in .politics (including participation through giv-
ing), on the vole and effective functioning of the party
organizatioti, and on voter.response to election campaigns.
What are the consequences of new funding patterns for can-
didates and parties? Is the political party being removed
from the election process, and if so, with what effect on
the role of party in government? If thq contact between'.
'candidate and citizen is more dinect and less often medi-
ated by considerations of party, 'That are the consequences
of both the individual and the aggregate vote decision?
Will citizens' reliance on costly media and mass communi-
cation replace the role of group leadership and interper-
sonal' influence in the voter's decision making proce$5?
Can public funding provide the leverage to curtail cam-
paign expenditures, equalize access to candidacy, and
restore the institutions needed for responsible party
government?

Although the phrasing of the public policy questions
tends to carry overtones of normative, value-laden goals,
the political scientist's answers are structured by the
empir4c4ily 6ased, Zheoretically organized research that
is the basis for diagnosis and prescription. Although
assessments of this kind may be seen as practical or
applied research, the borderline between such activities
and basic research in the area is faint and probably use-
less to insist on'because the interpenetration'of basic
research concepts and empirical baselines with practical
concerns is virtually compl,qte, and the substantive
returns of such investigations to basic.understanding of
the "political man" are considerable.

,THE GREAT WANSION OF COMMERCIAL
POLLING AND VOTING RESEARCH

To the degree that voting research has increasingly
replaced.guesswork and intuition about posssible variations
in structure of electoral' law with a corpus of fact and

`4.understanding, the social utility of the research contri-
bution is not very controversial. The role of commercial

(1(
t.)Q.
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polling.in the electoral process has, however, been a

subject of controverSy almost from the outset, particu-

larly because it Involves extensive dissemination of find-

ings in the mass media, continuing projection of election

winners, and the like. ,We first review the history of the

considerable interpenetnation between basic research on

voting and trends in commercial polling, then move forward

to assess some of the more current controversies over the

role of the polls.
One major area of the interpenetration is a version of

technology transfer, the flow of methodological develop-

ments from one of these worlds to the other. As we have

already noted, the tool of the sample survey itself moved

into high ,public prominence and received its first broad-

scaLe academic attention through the early commercial

polls. Since the 1940s, however, most improvements in

methodological sophistication necessary for upgrading

quality in the work of tLe polls have come from basic

research. Especially where politics and public opinion"

a're concerned, the work of the commercial polling organi, -

zations is permeated by the theories, methods, and ana-

lytic techniques that have been developed in basic

research.
The most dramatic instance of such flow, as we have

seen, occurred in the wake oi the 1948 presidential elec-

tion, through the elaboraLe inquiry conducted under the

sponsorship of the Social Science Research Council

(Mdsteller et ai 1949). A heated debate had been under

way in the 1940s between the pollsters and researchers

(including statisticians) in university centers of survey

research over the necessity of strict probability sampling

procedures. While the report identified a large range of

problems in the procedures being used by commercial polls,

including the termination of monitoring well in advance

of the 1948 election, it gave special emphasis to problems

of sampling. It is ironic to note, with the benefit of

three decades cf further monitoring of elections, that

public assessments of competing presidential candidates

can in fact swing quite markedly in the very late stages

of a campaign (with the 1980 case appearing to constitute

one of the more dramatic examples) , so that the 1946 prob-

lem may well have been merely a matter of having ceased

taking the public pulse too soon. Be that as it may, the

1948 experience convinced people in both worlds of the

desirability of using some version of multistage area

probability samples in lieu of the less expensive but more

uncertain modes of sampling that rely on interviewers

69
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selecting responaents to match preestablished quotas.
Wh'ile the shift in procedure in commercial polling agen-
cies was very far from complete, either across agencies
or across all studies conducted by given agencies, the
wake of die 1948 election did result in a major overhaul
of polling methods.

The election of 1980 provides another instance of an .

apparent mismatch between preelection poll results and the
actual election outcome. It is still not clear whether
the frustrations of the pollSters who missed predicting
the Reagan electoral landslide will be addressed bY
another large-scale inquiry into the methods and tech-
niques of the pollinglindustry. On one hand, some polls
were relatively accurate. Others,attributed their fore-
casting problems to major last-minute changes in voter
intentions.

On the other hand, at least one of the major polls,
directed by Warren Mitofsky for CBS and the New York
Times, has produced Cata suggesting that the accuracy of
some polls was only superficial and that deficiencies in
polling methodology actually obscured the magnitude of the
real last-minute change in voting preferences in 1980.
Tilts argument implies that many commercial pollsters did
not heed the general lesson of 1948 and should have paid
attention to niceties of method more often associated with

i

basic research. Lt seems more than ironic that the
Mitoisky argumentfis addressed to possible failings in
sampling procedur s associated with telephone interview-
ing, a burgeoning)technology that we review below.

Some argue tha the precision of estimates needed for1

most public opini n polling does not warrant the expense
of strict probability procedures in sampling, even if it
were logisticallylpossible to implement them in the con-
stricted time fra es for data collection available to the
polls, which it u ually is not. When this lowered preci-
sion is a necessit , it should not be forgotten as it

' often is when poll results are disseminated to the public
(see below). And e en a forgiving viewpoint about polling

, procedures should r cognize that the need for precision
of estimates for sci ntific work often justifies the
greater expense of mcIre elaborate sampling.

Although there are no comparably dramatic incidents to
mark the impact of bas c research on the commercial polls
where question wording And interview construction are con-
cerned, it seems nevert eless true that concern with prob-
iems of validation has b en responsible for a-number of
contributions of the sci ntific community to the polls.

a-
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With reasonably elaborate theories giving impetus to the

research, investigators of electoral behavior have given

detailed attention to variations in meaning that can be

attached to item responses. The theme of multiple methods

and multiple techniques for triangulating over potential

variations in meaning has become an iwportant one in vot-

'ing research as in other fields of social scientific

endeavor in recent years.
With the staggering increase in the cost of...research

based on personal interviews of probability samples of the

electorate, there is currently a great deal of ferment,

both methodological and
substantive, surrounding the use

of telephone interviews. The development of efficient

techniques for random-digit
dialing promises to bypass

much of the expense of area probability sampling. There

are unusual economies that follow from the use of the

telephone interview and it,seems likely that despite prob-

lems of bias stemming from telephone ownership, other

sampling problems are at least as easily overcome through

the use of the telephone as
through elaborate field sam-

pling procedures.
This developing technology, along with computer-

assisted interviewing in which responses are directly

entered into the computer, has no distinct origin in

either the world of commercial polling or that of academic

research. Nonetheless, a conversion toward the new tech-

nology has been more rapid in the commercial world, where

sheer cost and speed considerations have greater priority.

Kuch lipre careful examination of the relative reliability

and validity of the technology has taken place in academic

research and is continuing,
although, with one class of

exceptions, the current evidence seems to suggest that

there is little measurable decline in apparent reliability

when telephone interviewing is used.

The class of exceptions involves measurement tech-

niques dependent on visual aids to maximize the clarity

of the information elicited from respondents. If any-

thing, there has been a drift toward increased use of such

mechanisms in recent'years because of evidence that they

increase reliability of response. However, they cannot

be included in methoOlogical comparisons between personal

and telephone interviewing, because the telephone medium

predludes their use. This is a problem that in the long

run may be solved by,televisuel communication tied to

telephoning. In the interim, however, there may be a

dilemma similar to that faced by researchers who must

choose between probability sampling and quota sampling.
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The personal Interview conducted with the heavy use of
visual aids for the respondent may be Justified only by

, the need for the utmost in reliability and validity of the
data.

As we move from method to substance, political sub-
stance in particular, it is worth recognizing that while
there is an unquestionable affinity between basic scien-
tific research on voting and the applications carried out
by the commercial polls either to serve candidates in
private or to attract interest through mass' media dissem-
ination, it is important not to confuse the two. Their
functions are quite different, and it would be harmful to
pass judgment on basic research by inference from the
polls.

The polls are under enormous pressure to complete their
fieldwork rapidly, even at considerable sacrifice.of sam-
pling and data quality; otherwise the results lose their
timeliness, a matter of primary concern whether the pur-
chaser be a private campaign strategist or a news medium.
The items that they include in questionnaires are much
less likely to be constructed with any carefully specified
theory-derived variables in mind and for obvious reargns
are shaped and restricted by the immediate interests of
their clients--of candidates who want to know how they are
doing and of newspeople who define what is newsworthy and
hence appropriate as targets of the polls.

Similarly, ehe actual use of, the data generated differs
markedly. In the nature of things', polls are superfi-
cially analyzed--hastily interpreted, often by workers
whose familiarity with and sophistication about such data
are relatively limitedthen largely forgotten, their
function achieved. Basic research data on voting are sub-
jected to much more lengthy and sophisticated analyses,
and their interpretation can be readily subjected to hot
dispute by all the self-corrective mechanisms for which
scientific Inquiry is noted.

Social scientists, like their colleagues in the natural
sciences, are under obligation a make their theories and
procedures public, and they are expected to make their raw
data available to other scholars, at least once findings
are reported and often before. The commercial and media
pollsters are not so obligated. In the case of polls
conducted for candidates or campaign organizations, keep-
ing the poll results secret is considered not only neces-
sary but also ethical. If such proprietary information
is leaked, it Is often with highly questionable interpre-
tations that are part of the tactical warfare and an
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obvious pathology of the information process. The results

of some candidate, polls have been more completely reported

sr after an election, but we are not aware of the actual data

having eVer been made available for secondary analysis.

The media polls report results, tending to let the chips

fall where they may, and some of theM (though by no means

all) deposit the data in archives for scholarly use; but

often the necessary sampling and technical documentation

is either absent or inadequate.
Thus, while it is cextainly not the main purpose of

basic research in voting and public opinion, one clear

function of such work vis-a-vis commercial polling is to

help keep it honest by ,providing data that on balance are

of higher quality and have been more thoughtfully anal-

yzed. Of course, this function is only long-run; short-

term correction of misleading poll conclusions from basic

4research.is, Save for rare and fortuitous occasions, lar-

gely out of reach. Under such circumstances, the damage

may already be done before basic research becomes

involved.

INTRUSION OF THE POLLS AND MEDIA

All of which brings us to the key area of controversy

surrounding the polls, particularly in that part of their

political operations that involves the rapid dissemination

of results to the public.4 What has persistently stirred

comment and complaints from the earliest days of pollin%

is that dissemination of public opinion and voter inten-

tion information may represent an artificial and unfair

intrusion on the modern electoral process.
Some of the suspicions and allegations are small-bore

and highly specific, although nonetheless important for

their narrow targets. Most noteworthy here is the concern

4There is little parallel social concern about their

more proprietary'operations, sihce if a campaign strate-

gist hires-work of poor quality or grossly misreads the

data collected, one can conclude that the candidate is

merely getttng what he or she deserves. It may, however,

remain of concern that polling is expensive, even in its

cut-rate forms, and its growing indispensability in cam-

p igning is a significant part of those spiralling costs

t at mechanically exclude some aspirants for office and

at least.disadvantage others.

7r)0
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that diffusion of poll results showing candidate standings
well in advance of elections is bound to exert unfair
influence on the assessment processes'of the observing
voter, and hence can either foreordain or at least affect
the subsequent outcome. Of course pundits have'Ventured
guesses and estimates about which candidates are out in
front in American election campaigns from the beginning
of things, but what is new is the patina of authority con-
ferred by claims of being scientific as well as the crude
convergence of results across a multiplicity of polls.
Other allegations of unfair Intrusion are considerably
more broad-gauge, such as claims that the television pre-
sentations of caMpaigns and other facets of the political
process are'progressively redefining, in pervasive and
pernicious ways, how Americans conceive of politics or how
they proceed to evaluate candidates for office.

It goes without saying that it is easier to assess
putative effects that are reasonably clearly specified,
such as those surrounding specific eleCtion outcomes, than
it is to address the possibility of displacements that are
by contention more amorphous and atmospheric, although
serious scholars do attempt work at both levels and in
between. Even so, the most focused and specific allega-
tions are not any more subject to definitive verdicts than
is true of many other subject matters, primarily oecause
of the infeasibility of strict experimental controls. At
the same time, some further difficulties arise bec:iuse'
contrary directionsof suspected influence are often
intuitively plausible.

Some of the difficulties are epitomized by the sequence
of events surrounding the 1948 election. Before election
day there was a storm of indignation at the polls' predic-
tion of a sure Dewey victory, on grounds of the self-
fulfilling prophecy: The implicit model was that Trman
supporters would.be discouraged and would not bother to
vote, whereas waverers would wish to jump on the bandwagon
and have the thrill4of supporting a winner, with both
trends simply adding to the expected Dewey margin. The
Truman victory naturally stilled much of this comment,
,which turned instead to complaintS about the Inaccuracy
of the polls. However, logically it was possible to
argia., as some diehard commentators did, that the implicit
model was correct and Truman would have won by a landslide
without the poll intrusion; or that the implicit model was
wrong and what the polls had generated was stay-at-home
complacency among Dewey voters and a heightened and unnat-
ural mobilization of Truman supporters. Actually, the
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'sparse sources of national survey data tracking the 1948

campaign right up to the election (see Campbell and Kahn,

1952) give little sign of either kindllof intrusion,

although they can scarcely claim to be definitive in this

regard. Nonetheless, with all sorts of post hoc interpre-

tations available7-including the one that voters in 1948,

unlike those of today, still distrusted the accuracy of

polls and hence disregarded them--it is obvious why

assessment of this kind must ultimately rest on relative

plausibilities rather than proof positive.

A cognate problem involves the concern that election

night projections by the television networks, based on

data from the East and Midwest, contaminate votes cast on

the West Coast where polls are still open. In 1964 the

ABC network, stung by allegations of such contamination,

commissioned a small survey by independent academic

researchers to assess such effects. The study was tod

limited in size to be very incisive, but it was nonethe-

less instructive. It is often easy to forget what a small

fraction of even the West Coast population In fact votes

after 5 PM, or what a minuscule portion of the total

national electorate these voters represent. The national

projections are made early only when a landslide is in the

making elsewhere in the country, and of course these are

the cases in whieh the West Coast contribution is least

likely to affect the outcome. But even when there is

landslide news and projections are made so early that a

significant population is still left to vote on the West

Coast, as was the case in 1964, there are further limita-

tions on likely effects. It turned out that in the sur-

vey, among those voting late enough to have been able to

hear the race "called" before they themselves voted (many

of whom were on the way home from work), the fradtion that

had become aware of the news before voting was smaller

than one might guess. It was only this lianishing fraction

of the full electorate that was at risk of contamination

from the projections, and hence it was within this group

that serious work as to detection of influence,could

begin. However, these cases finally at risk represented,

such a tiny handful in the sample that coherent analysis

was out of the question.
The same'general problem arose in still more pointed

form when, on election night 1980, President Carter con-

ceded defeat in a nationally broadcast statement before

the West Coast polls had closed. This was distinctly more

galvanizing news than network projections, and it probably

was diffused much more rapidly. It also would have struck
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its audience as more authoritative. There were severe
complaints from many West Coast jurisdictions that vote
turnout fell'off abnormally after Carter'g statement was
broadcast, thus intruding on the outcome of local races,
if not affecting the national decision. Most crucially,
1980 was sharply different from 1964. Both the concession
speech and the network projections of the Reagan electoral
landslide were unexpected news On election day 1980, while
election day projections of the Johnson landslide in 1964
simply confirmed widely held expectations created well
before election day.

On the eve of the 1980 election most polls described
the election as "too close to call," and at least one
maj-Ir East Coast daily persisted w th a prediction of a
massive Carter victory. Late on election day, as the net-
works' state-by-state estimates of the popular vote cumu-
lated to a national landslide for Mr. Reagan in theelec-
toral college, their projections of that outcome, capped
by Carter's early concession speech, were really news.
As such they had the potential to alter the voting inten-
tions of those citizens, including a small but visible
percentage, in the East and Midwest as well as in the
Mountain and Pacific time zones, who had not yet carried
out their intention to vote.

Even though the 1980 national election study had some
of the same limitations of sample size that had plagued
earlier studies on this topic, the numerical limits were
not as severe as in the past, and the longitudinal study,
with its copious before and after measurements, facili-
tated a more incisive search for effects. This time, the
more nearly ideal conditions yielded research findings
that seem quite clear-cut. Using the results of prior
basic research to estimate the probability that each citi-
zen would turn out to vote if unmolested by dramatic news
of a concession, the impact of that news on actual behav-
ior could be assessed. The results were unmis6kable:
Those who heard either the concesslon speech or a network
projection of tha electoral landslide before they had
actually voted but while the polls were still open turned
out at rates well below those predicted from preelection
study data. News that the election had been decided
clearly depressed turnout among the minor fraction of
would-be voters who had not yet voted. And given some
indication that t voting intentions of citizens who
preferred Carter were.more often changed by the news, it

seems likely that the outcomes of closely contested local
races, especially in the West, may indeed have been
influenced.
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As with the intrusion of poll results in John Ander-

son's access to public campaign funds, the intrusion of

the polls and countering concessions and projections on

the actual election process itself cOnstitute a new prob-

lem for public policy, a problem that is normative in

nature and that can thereforg be illuminated and informed

by more basic research, but not a problem to be resolved

by that research.
On a different canvas, involving elite decision makers

rather than the common voter, there is some reason to

imagine that misreadings of poll data occur from time to

time at high levels, either because of casual interpreta-

tions passed on by pollsters or because question wordings

have ambiguities that lay readers are unlikely to notice.

These are distressing possibilities in view of the power

of those absorbing the information in correct or incorrect

ways. From one point of view, these difficulties may be

taken as ,nothing that is unique to poll data: After all,

being a political leader or a scientist or an intellectual

is no'proof against forming interpretations of information

that subsequent or more thoroughgoing information may

reveal to have been patently ridiculous. From another

point of view, it is possible that the special frailties

and vagaries of information on public opinion are not well

understood, especially by those ,whose contact with them

is secondhand. In an earlier era, when poll data were

first being introduced, there was a considerable insula-

tion of skepticism, which largely rested on ignorance of

things like sampling theory. The pendulum may now have

swung the other way and trust may be too great, resting

on dutiful acceptance that even small samples can provide

reliable information about the whole, but failing to

undgrstand the susceptibility of poll data to biases and

ambiguities beyond the error margins associated merely

with sample size.

THE SOCIAL UTILITY OF RESEARCH ON VOTING

It ts not easy to dress a balance sheet that summacizes

the social utility of voting research, because the con-

-. clusions to be drawn are many and varied. Along the way,

as with our discussion of the interplay among concerns

over electoral reform, it is hard to resist the impression

that information generated from voting studies has at

least some constructive social use, although the amount

of practical payoff in itself might not convince everyone

that 'the effort was worthwhile.

7y
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In point of fact, in many of its facets the advancing
understanding of voting generates information that, like ,

many other results of inquiry, is intrinsically neutral--
if by that word we mean that it can be put to uses most
would see as desirable, but that it can equally well be
abused. This fact is nowhere more evident than in the
employment of such understanding for competitive advantage
in electoral contests. Precksely how potent deductions

.

from professional understanding about voting may be in
winning votes is itself undetermined: Certainly much of
what voting researchers havejlearned has underscored the-
importance of a variety of Ifunmanipulables," or elements
of voter behavior,that stand as major olptacles to the
candidate eager to move into the scene and in the short
term woo large numbers of votes away from the competition.
On the other hand, if the art of winning votes ha's indeld
edged in the direction of a science, the relevant research
information is available bo all, and the monster can ube
it as well as the saint. Moreover, if both sides to an
electoral contest use such,information equally, then the
matter is a standoff and outcomes devolve once again, '
perhaps appropriately, to other considerations.

Active abuses of these understandings often lle very
close to the surface. If, for example, it becomes clear
from basic 'research that the common voter is less informed
on political matters than an earliersperiod assumed, it is
an open invitation to the unscrupulous politician to cut
stillSsharper corners with the tEuth and to engage more
baldly in cynical manipulation. If it becomes clear that
the common voter is less attentive to what is going on
politically than was hitherto thought, it is an open invi-
tation to politicians to broaden the srea in which they .

feel the latitude to act'politically without worry about
reprisals from constituents at the polls.

It seems clear at the same time that more exacting
revelation of public opinion and the infrastructure of
voter preferences from election to election brings poli-
ticians into a closer contact with grass-roots sentiment
than they have had since people overflowed town meetings,
and from the point of view of standard democratic theory
this closer contact has to be regarded as a posibive
development.

It is all too easy to be cynical about the use by can-
didates pf pbblic.opinion data o find out where issup
sensitivities lie in the constituency in order to cater'
to them.in hopes of winning office. After, all, positions
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may be taken that may be utterly insincere, and the half-

life of campaign promises is notoriously short. But sup-

pose we set ourselves back 50 years, before such public

opinion information was commoqly available. Were politi-

cians then any less eager to.cater to public opinion iny

order to win votes? /t seems unlikely. And if motiva-

tions were roughly the same, what was the public opinion

that was catered to, absent any.systematic information

, from the grass roots? Undoubtedly what stood as consti-

tuency opinion was a strange'amalgam, heavily weighted.by

tegtimony brom friends, the posture of the local newspaper
editdr, and what could be gleaned at the local courthouse

and party headquarters. If the candidate cares to con-

;

form to public opinion at all, it may as well be to some-

ehing more,representative.
A parallel argument can be drawn for the lengthier and

more important periods outside the campaign itself, after

a candidate has won and the reptesentation process has

begun. Representatives invariably claim that they have

an electoral mandate'to do what they are in fact doing.

But if pressed, they will also admit that their mandate

is encumbered by uncertainty with regard to many of the

issues on which they are called to make decisions and

policies after an election. While their campaigning,

visits back home, and communications from constituents ".

give them a sense of what at least some people feel abouE

some issue in a general way, representatives in earlier

times rarely had means to assess constituency opinion in

any broader way; and without poll information the same

uncertainty abides today.
In part, of course, all of this occurs because consti-

tuents do not pay close attention to the fluk of policy

debates or do not have the necessary knowledge to instruct

their representatives; in part, such mandate uncertainty

also stems from the fact that, in a modern.society like ,

the United States, electoral districts are large and popu-

loud as well as heterogeneous and composed of often con-

flicting interests speaking in many voices and making

demands on representatives that are difficult to recon-

cile. Some representatives solve the problem of mandate

uncertainty by taking the position that unless there is a

clear constituency interest, their electoral mandate is

_to act as they themselves deem best. Others follow other

strategies. The important point is whether any informa-

tion is available that provides some fix on constituency

opinion in general.
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In short , we do not_need to be naive and imagine that
if constituency opinion were known with regard to this or
that policy matter, representatives would scurry to
respond in exactly that way. We know perfectly well that
typically they will not,.although some feW innocents will
try, and most, if not all the rest, will at least store
the information as one among many forces to be reckoned
withlin their behavior. Nor need we be naive and imagine
that most of the time constituency opinion as registered
through direct questions of proper samples of constituents
will differ markedly from what the representative is
likely Eo learn more naturally from friends, the local,
editor, or party headquarters. AlthoUgh the details are
unknown, we know that many times there will be no parpable
discrepancy at all. Perhaps such occasions are downrigh.t%_
infrequent.

However, to the degree that representatives are pre-
pared to resPond to constituency opinion at all (and most
are willing to pay at least faint attention because of the
need for reelection) , then the constituency opinion that
they perceive might is well be the right one. It is in
this connection that election research, with its detailed
probing of the popular mandate, and the polls,,with their
more frequent updating of trends in opinion, can claim
some social utility. However imperfectly, they may do it,
they do serve to restore a crucial link in the communica-
tion system that is the democratic process.
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Behavior and Health: The

Biobehaviorat Paradigm
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INTRODUCTI)N

, The social and behavioral scieicces have become increas-
ingly significant for problems of physical health. These

disciplines,have matured and expanded beyond the area of
mental health to a far broader one called behavioral
medicine, which is conceined with behavioral f,ctors in

physical disease. At the same time, old disciplinary
boundaries are being erased; behavioral and biomedical
spentists alike are studying the joint influence of

psychosocial and biological factors on somatic health and
4 Illness.

Disease has been viewed by Western medicine as a bio-
logical phenomenon, a product of specific agents or patho=

gens and bodily dysfunction. However, this biomedical

model has not accounted for all states of illness, nor has

it explaiged selective susceptibility and the fact that

certain diseases occur in some people put not in others.
The need for a broader model of health and illness, encom-

" passing psydhological and social variables and their
interaction with biological processes, has been recognized
by both the biomediCal community (Engel, 1977) and by

behavioral scientlsts (e.g., Miller, 1076; Matarazzo,

1980). Many medical groblems, including some of the most
common in modern society (heart disease, cancer), appear

'to be influenced by behavioral and social variables, such

as hab,ts of living (smoking, diet, exercise) or by what

,Tnis paper was commissioned by the Social Science Researcit.

Council for The National Science Foundation's Five Year
Outlook on Science and Technologyi_1911.
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\
has been termed psychosocial stress. \For example, epi-
demiologistg studying lung cancer have, consid2:ed many
causal variables, including heredity and the physical
environment (particularly ait pollution), but thc strong-
est risk factor turns out to be the behavioral variable
of Cigarette smoking.

\,

In the United States at the turn of the century the
greatest contributors to morbidity and moetality were
infectious diseases. Today, the leading causes of mortal-ity are chronic diseases,

including cardiov scular disor-
ders and cancers. These disease states are caused by a
confluence of social, environmental, behavio al, and bicr
logical factors (Institute of Medicine, 1978;\ U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, 19790. The cru-
cial role of behavioral variables in today's most pressing
health problems is clearly stated in the 1979 Surgeon
General's report on health promotion and disease preven-
tion: " . . . of the ten leading causes of death in the
United States, at least seven could be substantially
reduced if persons at risk improved Just five habits:
(diet., smokihg, lack of exercise, alct.nol abuse, and use
of antihypertensive

medication" (U.S.'Department bf
Health, Education, and Welfare, L979a:14).

In recent years, important
associations between psycho-

social variables and physical disease outcomes have been
documented. A biobehavioral paradigm has emerged from
these efforts to advance gcientific understanding beyond1

the descriptive level. In contrast to a purely corkela-ttonal approach, biobehavioral research explores basic
mechanisms linking behavioral processes to disease states.
This research involves the integration of behavioral,
science principles and methods with biomedical knowledge
of the disease being studied. An example is provided by
recent evidence linking such psychosocial factors as
emotional stress to the development of cardiovascular,
disease. Behavioral scientists working in this area are
devoting increasing attention ,.., the physiologdcal prcr
cesses (e.g., neuroendocrine

activity) implicated in the
development of coronary heart disease in order to deter-
ine how these processes are influenced by behavioral

events.
,

The processes linking behavior to physical illness Of
various kinds may be grouped into three broad categories:
direct psychophysiological effects, health-impairing
habits and life-styles, and reactions to illness and the

1

sick role.
1-

6 ri
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Direct Psychophysiological
Effects

The first category involves alterations in tissue func- ,

tion via neuroendocrine and other physiological responses

to psychosocial stimuli. This mechanism encompasses

bodily changes without the intervention of external

agents, such as cigarette smoking or dietary risk factors,

although tile two sets of variab2es may produce interactive

effects (e.g.,'stress and smokinj might increase, syner-

gistically, the risk.of coronary heart disease). Central

to this mechanism is the concept of stress, which was

originally described by Hans -Selye (1956) ag a.nonspecific

response of the body to external demands that are placed

on it. According to Selye, the stres's response proceeds

in a characteristic three-stage pattern, which invqlves a

variety of'physiological systems (neural, hormonal, and

metabolic) in complex interrelation with each other. The

term stress is also used in a psychological sense (Cox,

,1978; Lazarus, 1966) to refer to the internal state of an

individual whb is perceiving
threats to physical and/or

psychic well-being.
This broader use of the term places

emphasis on the organism's perceptiOn and evaluation of

potentially harmful stimuli and considers the perception

of threat to arise from a comparison between the demands

imposed on the individual.and or her felt ability to

cope with these demands. A perceived imbalance in this

mechanism gives rise to the experience of stress and to

' the stress sesponse, which may be physiological and/or

behavioral in nature.
Physiological responses to streSs include neural and

endocrine activity,which in turn can influence a wide

range cf bodily processes, including
me%abolic rate, car:-

diovascular and autonomic nervous system)functioning, and

altered immune reactions (Levi, 1979; Mason, 1971).

Short-term stréss responses include hormonal and cardio-

vascular recctions (e.g., increased heart rate and higher

olood pressure) , which may
precipitate such clinical dis-

orders as stroke, cardiac instabilities and pain syn-

dromes, and psychosomatic symptoms in predisposed individ-

uals. If stimulation becomes pronounced, prolonged, or

repetitive, che result may be chronic dysfunction in one

or more systems (e.g., .gastrointestinal, cardiovascular,

etc.).
Early stress research (Selye, 1956) emphasizcd the

generality or nonspecificity
of responses to a wide vari-

ety of stimuli, but subsequent work has recognized that

the link between stress and disease is not simple;
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instead, it depends on the context in which the stressful

agent occurs, how individuals appraise it, and the social
supports aad personal resources available (Lazarus, 1966;
F. Cohen et al., 1980; Mason, 1971). There are wide
individual diffrences in physiological responses to
stressors, which depend not only on biological predispo-
sitions (Levi, 1979), but also on the individual's felt

,ability to cope witn or master conditions of harm, threat,
or challenge. For example, stressful events are ineVit-
able throughout the life cycle, yet few individuals suffer
lasting adverse effects. Research has shown that various
social and psychological factors (e.g., styles of coping
or the social supports provided by others) dot to modify
or buffer the impact of stressful events on illness (E.
Cohen et al., 1980).

It should be emphasized that since direct psychophysio-
logical effects involve functional alterations brought
about in part' by exposure to psychosocial stimuli, ade-
quate scientific understanding requires a specification
of mediating physiological processes (e.g., the neurcendo-
crine and hormonal systems). It is not enough to estab-
lish correlations between disease end points and behav-
ir:al variables.

,

Health-Impairing Habits and Life-Styles

0
Second, behavior can lead to physical illness when indi-
Viduals,engage in habits and styles of life that are dam-
aging to health. Personal habits play a critical role in
the development of many serious diseases, as amply docu-
mented by the recent Surgeon General's reports on smoking
and health and nealth promotion and disease pievention.

Cigarette smoking is probably the most salient behavior
in this category, for it has been implicated as a risk
factor for three leading causes of death in the United
States--coronary heart disease, cancer, and stroke. How-
ever, poor diet, lack of exercise, excessive alcohol con-
sumption, and poor hygienic practices also have been
linked to disease outcomes. These habits may be deeply
rooted iu cultural practices or initiated by social influ-
ences (e.g., smoking to obtain peer group approval). They
may be maintained as part of an achievement-oriented life-
style as well as by the interaction of biological and
behavioral mechanisms of addiction. Therefore, a major
focus of research in behavioral medicine has been the role
of sociocultural systems, life-styles, and psychophysio-
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logical processes in the etiology and pathogenesis of

chronic diseases. Considerable attention also has been
directed toward the development of techniques to modify
those behaviors that constitute risk factors for
illnesses.

Reactions to Illness and the Sick Role

Third, behavior can lead to physical illness when indi-
v,duals minimize the significance of symptoms, delay
seeking medical care, or fail to comply with treatment and
rehabilitation regimens. One prominent example is-the

sizable number of heart attack patients who procraStinate
In seeking help, thereby endangering their chances of 1

survival. These actions are representative of a larger
area of study concerned with the way people react to the
experience of organ dysfunction (illness L havior) 'as well
as to the experience of being a sick person (patienthood).
To succeed, medical therapy requires that the patient
follow the physician's advice, but an extensive literature
reports disturbingly low rates of compliance with health
and medical care regimens (Sackett and Haynes, 1976).
Accordingly, there has been'considerable research on
social and psychological processes involved in patients'
reactions to pain and illness, the decision to seek medi-
cal care, and medical compliance. This research has led
to the development of interventions that have been applied
in treatment and rehabilitation settings.

Overview

The categories outlined.above direct attention to the

range of behavaoral variables acknowledged as important
J-ctors in somatic health and illness. Traditionally,

biomedical and behavioral scientists have studied many of
the.e same problems independently of one'another and from

different perspectives. In recent yeAr.3, there has been .

more interdisciplinary contact as welL as a growing audi-
ence for complex problems of behavior and health.

In a paper of this length it is, impossi.ple to represent

fully the broad spectrum of health-related behavioral
research. We therefore do not attempt to discuss mental
Illness or substance abuse disorders, exotkpt insofar as
they are related to physical disease end points. Instead

we consider first the literature on behavioral and social

8"
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factors in the etiology and pathogenesis of selected phys-
ical diseases such as cancers, psychosomatic disorders
such.as ulcers, ;and infectious disease. Because consid-
erable progress has been made understanding the rela-

- tionship between behavior and-tne major cardiovascular
disorders (the leading cause of death in the United
States), emphasis is directed to this area as an exemplar
of the biobehavioral approach to physical illness. Next

' We consider rehabilitation
and the prevention of phsical

. disease. This discussion is not limited to any single
disorder but instead emphasizes themes that dre relevanW
to a variety of somatic illnesses. We conclude with an
oyeryiew of research directions projected for the next
five years._ _

BEHAVIORAL FACTORS IN THE ETIOLOGY
AND PATHOGENESIS OF PHYS4cAL DISEASE

In 1900 the leading causes of death in the United States
were pneumonia, influenza, anJl tuberculosis. CLanging
patterns of illness since tit time have been marked by
the ,--.7endancy of cardiovas ular diseases as the chief
Causes of<mortality in this ountry. 'The cardiovascular
disorders, including coronar heart disease and high blood
pressure, n.)1.4 account.for more tjaan half of all deaths.
A large percentage of these would be cla d as pre-
mature, for they occur during 'the middle years, ges 35to 50 (National Science Foundation, 1980).

Athcrosclerosis, coronary Heart Disease,
and Sudden Death

Coronary atherosclerosi is a symptomless condition char-
acteiized by narrowing and deterioEation of the arteries,
including the coronary arteries (that is, the blood ves-
sels that nourish the heart) . An exCess accumulation of
cholesterol and related lipids forms a mound of tissue,
or atherosclerotic plaque, on the inner wall of one or
more of the coronary arteries

(Hurst et al., 1978). The
formation ot atherosclerotic plaque may proceed undetected
for years, affecting card]ac functioning only when it.
causes a degree of obstruction sufficient to diminish
blood supply to the heart. Once this occurs, coronary
atherosclerosis has evolved into coronary heart d)sease
(CHD).
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In one form of CHD, angina pectoris, occasional in-

stances of inadequate blood supply (ischemia) cause the

individual to experience attacks of chest pain. Although

ischemia per se does not cause permanent tissue damage,

angina is a painful conditidn 4at can,lead to more ser-

ious complications. A more severe and frequently fatal

consequence of CHD is myocardial infarction, or heart, e,

attack, in which a prolonged state of ischemia iesults in

the death of a portion of the heart tissue. Other mani-

festations of CHD include congestive heart failure, con-

ditions secondary to myocardial infarction (ventricular

failure, heart rupture), and disturbances of the conduc-

tive or beat-regulating
portion of the heart, i.e., the

arrhythmias'(Hurst et al., 1978).

Standard Risk Factors for CardiovascUlar Disease

Individuals who are likely to develop cOronary heart

disease may be identified with a modest degree of accu-

racy. This is. possible because a set of risk factors,

attributes of the population of interest or of the envi-

ronment that appear to increase the likelihood of develop-
.

oing one r more of the clinical manifestations of cardio-

vascular disease, has been recognized in recent years.

The following risk factors have been (1)

aging, (2) sex (being male/, (3) elevat d serum cholest7.,

ercl and related low-density lipoproteins, (4) dietarY '

intake of animal fats and cholesterol, (5) high blood

pressure, (6) hewly cigarette smoking, (7) diabetes melli-

tus, (8) specific diseases such as .hypothyroidism, (9)

family history of coronary disease, ;10) obesity, (11)

sedentary life-,style, and (i2) specific anOmalies of tt%e

electrocardiogram, such as evidence of left ventricular

hypertrophy (Kennel et al., 1976):.

ft should be emphasized that the predictive value of

thesd variables is in most cases far from being a settled

issue I ir example, the
pathogenic influence of a seden-

tary lifestyle
and,obesity per se failed to receive

empirical support ina number,of investigations (Mann,

1974). Early emphasis on the role of dietary fat intake

has also been challenged in recent years (Maw, 1977).

Suffice it to"say here that coronary disease hag a multi-

faceted etiology that involVes many of the factors listed

above in varying degrees of importance.

The effects ol these standard risk factors have been

viewed in terms of their physiological influence (e.g.,

s
40
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the toxic.effects of tars and nicotine, the role of salt
intake in regulating blood pressure levels, the relation-
ship between diet and serum cholesterol); however, many
of these variables are determined, At least in part, by
behavXbral factors. For example, cigarette smoking is a
preventdble behavior uncloubtedly brought about by psycho-
social forces (Leventhal and Cleary, 1980). Cultural,
racial, and Locial class groups differ in serum cholest- ,

erol levels, independently of dietary practices (McDonough
et al., 1965) . Enhanced risk due to sex and age may de-
rive from nonbiological correlates of these variables,
such as occupational pressure, stressful life events, and
behavior patterns (Eisdorfer and Wilkie, 1977; Riley,and
Hamburg, 1981).

Resting blood pressure levels differ among ,.acial
groups,.socioeconomic status, and cultures (Weiner, 1977).
A family history of coronary disease, while in some cases
linked to a specific genetic mechanism (Goldstein and
Brown, 1974) , may also lead to enhanced risk of CHD
through such psychosocial channels as family patterns of
cigarette smoking, diet, and socioeconomic condition. At
least two implications follow from these observations:
_Analysis of the etiology and pathogenesis of coronary
disease must include the domain of psychosocial factors;
and psycho-Ncial factors should be considered important
targets in the prevention and treatment of CHD.

Psychosocial Risk Factors for Coronary Heart Disease

The most predictive combinations of the staRdard risk fac-
tors fail totidentify most new cases of coronary hearL
disease (Jenkins, 1971). Some variable or set of vari-
ables appears to be missing from the predictive eqiiition.

This limitation in knowledge has led to a brbadened search
for influences and mechanisms contributing to coronary
risk; it now includes social indicators such as socioeco-
nomic status and social mobility, and psychological fac-
tors such as anxiety and neuroticism, psychological
.stress, and oveit patterns of behavior. The results have
been encouraging, though not uniformly so. The.two most
promising psychosocialxisk factors to emerge in recent
years are psychological ,tress and the Type A coronary-
p4one behavior pattern (Jenkins, 1971).
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Psychological Stress As noted earlier, Selye (1956) first

popularized the notion of stress, which he defined a'S the

body's nonspecific physiological reaction to noxious

agents or stressors. More recently, psychological inves-

tigators such.as Lazarus (1966) and Mason (r971) have

taken exception to this view, arguing that ,the body's

response varies with the particular type of stressor and

the context in which the stressor occurs (Lazarurs, 1966;

Glass and Singer, 1972).
Several indices of psychological stress have been

studied in relation to the development of coronary heart

disease. Research suggests that excessive work and job

responsibility may enhance coronary risk, especially when

-they approach the limits of the individual's capacity to

control the work environment (Haynes et al., 1980; House,

1975) . Another job-related stressor that appeqrs to be

related to coronary disease is ,reported work dissatisfac-

tion, such as lacK of recognition by superiors, poor rela-

tions with coworkers, and inferior'Work conditions (House,

1975) . Other dissatisfactions, including problems and

conflicts with finances and family, have been correlated

with the presence and future development of coronary,heart

disease (Haynes et al., 1980; Medalie et al., 1973).

,The experience of a single, traumatic life event has

long been suspected as a cause of clinical CHD (Cannon,

1942) . More recently; it ifas bden su95ested that the

cumulative effects of repeated adjustments required by

life changes drain the adaptive resources of the individ-

ual and increase susceptibility to a variety of diseases.

To tese this, an obj,2,tive instrument, the Social Read-

justment Rating Scale (SRRS), was developed by Holmes and

Rahe to assess the impact of such events as the death of

spouse, a changeto a diffbrent line of work, and a son:' a

or daughter's-leaving home (Holmes and Rahe, 1967).

Sever:Al retrospective studies have used this technique

in an effort to link the accumulation of life events with

the occurrence of coronary heart diseaSe (see Garrity and

Marx, 1979) . For example, survivors of myocardial infarc-

tion show a pattern of increased life changes during the

previous peLiod of approximately one and one-half years,

whereas healthy control subjects reported a relatively

stable number of life events during the same period.

Other research, in which information regarding life events

prior to sudden cardiac death was obtained from a surVivor

of the deceased (usually the spouse) , revealed an accumu-

lation in the intensity of life events in the six months

prior to death (Garrity and Marx, 1979).

itoot
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Despite replicatiorr'of these findings,.negative results
have been reported as well (e.g., Hinkle, 1974). Review-
ers point'to defects in the methodology of. retrospective
.designs that might account for the positive findings
(Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend, 1978) . However, such expla-
nations cannot explain significant associations obtained
in prospective studies in which data concerning psycho--
soc%1 stressors were obtained prior t..c the development
of disease (e.g., Haynes et al., 1980; Medalie et al.,
1973)-

The relation of stress to pathological outcomes depends
on both the adaptlive capacity of the individual before the
stress occurs and the resources marshalled in response
(F. Cohen et al., 1980). It follows that variables moder-

.

ating the impact of stress Must be taken into account in
order to gauge the predictive validity of stress as a risk
factor for coronary disease. These moderators include
biological factors (e.g., genetic sdsceptibility, general
state of health); psychological attributes (e.g., felt
ability to cope); aspects of the immediate context in
which the stressor pccurs (e.g., whether the stressor is
perceived as controrlable); various sociocultural vari-
ables (e.g., amount of social support from other people
and/or the health care system); and factors related to the
life course (e.g., the expectedness of events at a certain
stage of lifel. For examRle, there is evidence that indi-
viduals who have social supports may live longer, have a
lower incidence of somatic illness, and possess' higher
morale and more positive mental health (F. Cohen et al.,
1981).

TypeA Corbnary-Prpne Behavior Pattern Perhaps the most
thoroughly investigated psychOsocial risk factor for cor-
onary disease is the Type A behavior pattern (Rosenman and
Friedman, 1974). Type A (or Pattern A) is characterized
by extLeme competitiveness and achievement striving; a
strong sense of time urgency and impatience; hostility;
and aggressiveness. The relative absence of these traits
is designated as Type D behavior,.

The Type A concept does not refer simply to the condi-
tions that elicit its characteristic behavior, or to the
responseS per se, or to some hypothetical personality
trait that produces them. It refers instead to a set of
behaviors th44 occur in susceptjble individuals in appro-
priately stressful and/or challenginy conditions. Type A
is therefore the outcome of the intPraction of a person
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and a situation. It is not a typólogy but a behavior

pattern, which is displayed in varying degrees at one time

or another by everyone. ..*

/

People who consistently display Type A characteristics

have long been suspected of being at gieater risk for

clinical CHD (Osler, 1892) . Howeh7er, the major impetus

for research validating this hypothesis comes from work

initiated by cardiologists Meyer Friedman and Ray Rosenman

only two decades ago. These investigators developed a

structured interview that constitutes the major tool for

the diagnosis of Pattern A. More recently, two self-

-administered questionnaires have been developed to detect

Type A behavior.
Although several studies have documented an association

between Pattern A and CHD, the most convincing evidence

cowes from the WeStern Coljaborative Group Study (Rosenman

et al., 1975). In this prospective, double-blind study;

more than 3,000 initially healthy men ages 39-59 were

assessed for a ComprehenZiva-array of social, dietary,

biochemical, clinical, and behavioral variables. A

follow-Up for eight-and-a-half years showed t at subjeci-s

exhibiting Type.A behavior at the study's ince tion were

about twice as likely as Type B individuals to develop

angina pectoris or myocardial infarction. This twofol0

differential in risk remained when statistical procedures -

were used to control for the influence o4 other risk fac-

tors such as citjarette moking, serum cholesterol, and

high blood presgure. This research also has linked Pat-

tern A to sudden cardiac death (Friedman et al., 1973) and

recurrent myocardial:infarction.
A follow-up for eight years of data from the Framingham

study, a large-scale prospective study of heart disease

undertaken by the National Insitutes of Health, indicated

that Pattern A is predictive of CHD in both men and ',omen,

although for men the enhanced risk appeared only among

white-collar workers (Haynes et al., 1980). After cen-

trolling for the irgluence of the traditional risk fac-

tors, it was found again that Pattern A conferred

increased CHD risk.-- The prospective assoc*;tion of Pat-

tern A with coronary disease in the Western Collaborative

Group Study and the Framingham study constitutes strong

evidence for the independent pathogenic ihfluence of the

behavior pattern.
There may also be an association between Pattern A and

coronary atherosclerosis. Supporting evidence has been

obtained through the use of coronary angiographic tech-

niques that maa it possible to quantify the extent of

f)3
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coronary artery disease in living patients (31umenthal et
al., 1978) . In a recent study of men who underwent
repeated coronary angiograms, an association was 'founa
between Pattern A and the progression of atherosclerosis
(Krantz et al., 1979). It should be noted, however, that
evidence for the association

between Pat'tern A and cor-
onary 4therosc1erosis is not unequivocal (Dimsdale et
al., 1980).

Pathophysiological Mechanisms Linking Stress and Behavior
Pattern A to Coronary Disease

It is not enough to demon-
strate a relationship between CHD risk, factorswhether.
biomedical or,psychosocial in nature=-and the occurrence
of cardiovascular disease. The precipe mechanisms medi
ating the association must be specthed. Although the
pathogenesis of coronary heart disease is.not completely
understood, several factors are believed to play a major
contributing role. These include a variety of physio-
logical and biochemical states that may enhance coronary
risk by influencing the initiation and progression of.
atherosclerosis and/or by precipitating clinical CHD
(Herd, 1978; Ross and Glomset, 1976) . Many of these phy-
siological states have been observed in experimental
studies of psychological stress. For example, hemodynamic
effects, such as elevated heart rate and blood pressure,
and 8lochemical changes, such as increased levels of serum
cholesterol, are proauced in animals under prolonged or
severe stress (Schneiderman, 1978). It hts-ben-ObS-erved,
in addition, that a reduction in blood clotting time I

occurs under conditions of stress, and'in some cases.de-
generation of heart tissue has been reported as well.
Other animal research has linked laboratory stressors to
a lowered threshold for ventnipular arrhythmia and for
ventricular fibrillation (e.g., Lown et tl., 1973), a
state that leads to sudden cardiar.: death unless immediate
treatment is given.

Potentially pathogenic states have been observed in
studies of psychological stress in healthy humans. For
example, life stressors such as occupational pressure have
been shown to produce biochemical changes such as elevated
levels of serum cholest'erol (Friedman et al., k,958).
Other research has demonstrated an association of in-
creased hea'rE rate-and blood pressuKe with stressors such
as the performance of mental arithmetic, harassment, and
the threat of electric shock. Still Other studies report
that the stresses of automobile driving, public speaking,
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and discussion of
emotional17.6hargeetoptcsptkoke Ven-

tricular arrhythmia (Herd, 1978).

A notable featuref:d the foregoing research is the

measurement of physiological reactivity in resPonse

stress, as distinct from the obsetvation of basal or

.resting\ievels of physiological variables. These changes

in functtoning, which are
notpdetected'by basal measure-

ment of.rdenr.factors' are-believed to yield:a better index

of the pathogenic pr(-1,:esses involve& in coronaity heart

disease. In addition, biobserying such changes in

response to real-life or laboratory-induced stressors,

pathogenic states may be detected within the context of

their psychosocial antecedents.
.

The physiological concomitants of psychblogital tress

are'believed to result from the activation of the s pa- t

thetic-adrenal medullary system (SAM),and the pituitary-,

adrenocortical axis ,(PAC). Interest in the impact of SAm

activation on bodily reactions to emergency situations may

be traced to Wa1ter,Cannon's work-on the fight or flight

response. 'This neuroendocrine response appears to be

elicited in situations demadding effortful coping with

threatening stimuli (Frankenhaeuser, 1971). The hormonal

responses of-the PAC axis were emphasized by Selye in his

nqion of a generalized physiological response to aversive

stimulation. The PAC secretions include a number of hor-

mones th4.illfluence bodily systems of relevance to the

development of coronary disease'. The corticosteroids,

which include corti'sol, rlegulate Vhe mebolism of oho--

lesterol and ether lipids involved in the atherosclerotic '

process. 'Activation of the SAM system also May have a

special significance in mediating stresepirelated patho-

physiolog'ical changes.
Particularly culpable in this

a d.is secretion of the catecholamines, epinephrine and

-P'vrioreknephrine, which
are'believed to induce many of the

'pathogenic states associated with psychological stress.

These: <include
4ncreased blood pressure and heart rate,

elwtation of blood lipids,
acceleration of the Fate of

damage to the inner layers of the.coronary arteries over -

time, and Provocation of ventricular a:rhythmias, believed

to lead to sudden death.

The same pathophysiolbgical
mechaniims linking stress

and coronary heart disease may apply, a fortiori, to Type

A individuals, thereby
apcounting in part for their en-

hanced coronary risk. Research 41as shown greater urinary

catecholamine secretion during the working ..lay and greater

plasma catecholamine responses to competition and stress

among Type A individuals compared with Type B individuals
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(Rosenman and Friedman, 1974). Recent studies by Glasset al. (1980) have also
demonstrated higher elevations inplasma catecholamines among Type A individuals in situa-tions of hostile

competition. Subjects were led tobelieve they would compete for a prize with an opponent(who was actually an experimental confederate) on a chal-lenging electronic game. A and B subjects were exposedco one of two
experimental conditions. In the no-harasscondition, the confederatd remained silent and simplycompeted_against the subject. In the harass condition,the same procedure waS followed with one variation: Theconfederate made a series of remarks designed to harassthe sub)ect. :rhroughout the task

, blood pressure andheart rate were:measured and blood samples were drawn viaan in-dwelling %\enous catheter. Results showed that har-assment had an effect on plasma catecholamines,
bloodpressure, and hekrt rate for bOth types of subjects. How-ever, of those harassed, Type A individuals showed in-creased elevations of plasma epinephrine,

systolic bloodpressure, and heart rate. These cardiovascular and neuto-endocrine changes ire consistent with the findings ofother investigators
indicating greater cardiovascularreactivity among Type A than Type B individuals in chal- alenging situations (Dembroski et al., 1978; Herd, 1978).

High Blood Pressure

High blood pressure (also called
essential hypertension)is a condition of unclear etiology in which bAood pressureshows chronio elevations. When the disorder becomesdeveloped fully, increased piessure is usually due to aconstriction or contraction of blood vessels throughoutthe body (Page and McCubbin, 1966). Although high bloodpressure is a symptomless

disorder, there is epidemio-logical evidence that even mild blood pressure elevationsare associated with a shortening of life expectancy(Kannel and Dawber, 1971) and increaseo risk of coronaryheart disease and stroke. As is_the case with coronaryheart disease, the causes of high blood pressure arebelieved to involve
complex interactions between genetic,

sociocultural, behavioral, and physiological processes.

Heterogeneity of the Disorder and
Physiological Mechanisms.

Essential hypertension is not a single, homogeneousdisease. In the development of the disorder, blood pres-

()14
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sure is thoeght to progreSs over a period of years from
moderately elevated or borderline levels to more appreCi-
ably eleVated levels, called established hypertension.
Several pathogenic mechanisms may bring about blood pres-
sure elevations, and different physiological and/or behav-
ioral mechanisms are implicated at various stages of the
disorder. For example, individuals with borderline hyper-
tengion are commonly observed to 'have an elevated cardiac
output (i.e., amount of blood pumped by the heart)..but
show little evidence of increased resistance to the floW
of blood in the body's vasculature Julius and. Esler,
1975) . As noted earlier, this physiological pattern is
consistent with increased activation of the sympathetic
nervous system, which is the body's initial reaction to
psychological stress. However, in older individuals with
more,establisted high *)lood pressure, cardiac output is
either normal or depressed, while the vascular resistance
is elevated.

Although psychological stimuli such as emotionally
stressful events have been shown to correlate highly with
the exacerbation of Kypertensive episodes in diagnosed
patients (Weiner, 1977), recellt research on behavioral
influences has focused increasingly 6n earlier stages,
rather than on the culmination of the diseas( In addi-
tion to cardiovascular adjustments and changes, the
physiological mechanisms of high blood pressure probably
involve the interaction of the central and autonomic ner-
vous systems., the endocrine-hormonal system, and the kid-
ney.:. Accordingly, behavioral factors (in particular,
psychological stress) may play a role in the etiology of
high blood pressure via a number of physiological pathways
(Kaplan, 1590). Recall that stress leads to discharge of
the sympathetic nervous system and to increases in cate-
cholamines'. High levels of blood and tissue catechola-
mines have been fould in some hypertensive humans and
animals (Julius and Ezler, 1(175). Such elevations could
lead to increased blood pressure via increased heart rate
and force of heart action, constriction of peripheral

blood vessels, and/or activation of a hormonal mechanism
in the kidney that constriqts the vasculature (Kaplan,
1980) and regulates the volume of blood (see below). It

should be noted that the cardiovascular system has an
intrinsic means of regulating blood flow--namely, the con-
striction of baod vessels whenever blood flow is in-
creased (autoregulation). Elevated oltput of blood from
the heart produced by nervous syster activity may also
lead to pressure elevations via this mechanism, There has

tg)
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been much investigation of the role of the kidney in
hypertension. The.enzyme renin, which is released by the
Xidney, is involved in a physiological regulatory process

(the renin-pngiotensin-aldosterone mechanism), which leads
the kidney to increase water reabsorption and expand the
volume of blood, ,thus raising the pressure (Kaplan, 1980).
Th4 process of renin release normally should be dampened

whenever the blood pressure is raised, but in a subcate-
gory of individuals with high blood pressure, the level
of renin in the blood is inapproVriately high. Thus,
presumably, either with or without.the involvement of the
sympathetic nervous system, the renin-angiotensin system
is an important mechanism in the etiologS7 and maintenance
ot high blood pressure.

Genetic-Envi:mment Interactions

The prevalence of essential hypertension in the United

States-usually increases with age, and below the age of
50 years it occurs with less frequency in women than in
men (Weiner, 1977). Evidence from animal research and
studies of human twins indicates that genqic factors play
a role in the etiology of the disease,(Pickering, 1967).

This evidence suggests that many genes are involved in the
susceptibility to high blood pressure, and it is likely
that in humans sustained elevations in blood pressure are
prOduced by an interaction of a variety of environmental
and genetic factors. Consider that epidemiological
studies reveal a difference in the prevalence of high
blood pressure among various social and cultual groups,
a difference that cannot be accounted for bi genetic fac-
tors alone (Henry and Cassel, 1969) . For example, in the
United States hypeitension is more.common among blacks
than among whites, and the prevalence of high blood pres-
sure is greater in poor than in middle-class black Ameri-
cans (Harburg et al., 1973). Animal research, described
below, similarly reveals examples of environmental factors
(such as dietary salt.intake ot environmental stress) that
lead to sustained blood pressure elevations only in cer-
tain genetic strains. Closely related to this observation
is the finding that family members tepd to have similar
blood pressures. Although the prevalent view attributes
this solely to a genetic source, there is emerging evi-
dence suggesting joint genetic.and environmental effects.
A possible environmentally determined behavioral factor,
family social interaction, is illustrated by a recent
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study in which more negative nonverbal behavior (e.g.,

grimacing,-gaze aversion) was observed amoftgsjamilies with

a hypertensive father, than in families with normoten-

sive father (Baer et al., 1980).

Behavioral Factors

Sociocultural .and psychological studies of humans, in

conjunction wiih animal research, have identified some

environmental factors relaed to behavior that might play

a role in the initiation of high blood pressure. These -

factors include dietary intake of halt, obesity, and

psychological stress.

Dietary Salt Intake Much has been written about the role

of salt in essential hypertension, largely.because exces-

sive intake Of sodium is thought to increase the volume

of blood. However, studies of the relatienshiPlibetween

salt intake and high blood pressure indicate'that high

salt intake may result in sustained blood pressure eleva-

tions ooly in genetically predisposed individuals. For

example, Datil et al. (162) found that there are salt-

sensitive and salt-resistant strains of rats; more'

receqtly, studies of increased sodium intake in humans

have noted.that mild hypertensive patients can be divided

into groups thaX are differentially sensitive to increased_

salt intake (Kawasaki et al., 1978).

Research also suggests that reduction in sodium intake '

can result in decreased blood pressure (Shapiro, 1982).

Evidence that decreasing sodium intake in the diet will

lower blood pressure in humans derives from several

sourcesels' from studies showing the effectiveness of diu-

retic (Ldiumr and fluid-excreting) medication; froM

studies demonstrating that drastic sodium restriction can

measurably lower blood pressure (Shapiro, 1982); and, con-

versely, from studies indicating that healthy persons put

on high sodium diets show pressure increases. At present

we do not fully' understand the human craving for salt in-

No take in excess of physiological needs, but evidence sug-

gests that it may in part be a habit that is learned.

Obesity Obesity is another cultural and behavioral phe-

nomenon that plays an important role il.hypertension,

although the precise reasons for the higher prevalence of

,90
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high blood pressure in obese patients have not been'deter-
mined. In the case of obesity, recent studies have deter-
mined that weight loss can result in significant decreases
in blood pressure (Shapiro, 1982). As is the case with
all nonpharmacological approaches involving lite-style
alterations, effective treatment outcomes depend not only
on producing transitOry changes in behavior but also on
the maintenance of ttieqe changes and sustained compliance
with prescribed regimens. +fei will discuss these issues
more fully in a later section of this paper.

Psychosocial Stress Stress deriving from psychosocial
causes is yet another factor implicated in the etiology
and maintenance of high blood pressure. As previously
'described, psychological stimuli that threaten the organ-
ism resuq in cardiovascular and endocrine responses that
can play an important role in the development of hyper-
tension (Julius and Esler, 001975). The brain and the cen-
tral nervous system, which are involved il determining
whether situations are harmful or threateLing, play a role
in phisiological mechanisms mediating the impact of nox-
ious stimuli. On a societal level, there LI evidence that
blood preAsure elevations occur under condit:ons of rapid
cultural changes and socioeconomic mobility. Moreover,
there are many studies in which primitive populations
living in small, cohesive societies were founo to have low
blood pressure that did pot increase with age. When memr
bers of such societies migrated to areas in which they
were suddenly expoSed to Western culture, they were found
to have high levels of blood pressure that increased with
age. This suggeste ome cumulative effect of the new'
living conditions at came evident over the course of
the life-span (Heney and assel, 1969).

While such studies can ttempt to rule out confounding
factors, (e.g., diet, sanit tion, etc.) by,using carefully
matched control groups and b, employing statistical con-
trol techniques, there are inherent limits to conclusions
that can be reached from correlational research. Experi-
mental techniques for inducing high blood pressure in
animals offer the ability to control both genetic and
environmental factors by manipulating separate variables
relevant to the course of this disorder (Campbell and
Henry, 1982) . Accordingly, various animal models of
experimental high blood pressure indicate that the brain
partioipates at some stage in the development or mainte-
nance of increased blood pressure levels. The role of

3
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stressC in the etiology of hypertension is sOppored by

r"experimental studies demonstrating that sustainedand

chronic blood pressure
elevation's can be produced'in ani-'

mals exposed to environmental evenis such as fear_of

shock, social isolation followed by crowding, and experi-

mentally produced conflict (see Cambbelk and Henry, 1982).

Studies have also shown-that animals placed on learning

schedples that rewardsthem for conditions in which blood

pressure remains elevated display sustained blobd pressure

elevations. Thus, there is the possibility that learning

and conditioning processes may be involved in the develop-

meq of the hypertensive state. In aq.ord with our ear-

lier discussion'of genetic-environment interaction,

studies have demonstrated_that
strains of animals geneti-

cally susceptible to
hypertension are also susceptible to

stress-induced pressure elevations. Friedman and Dahl

(1975) identified a genetic strain of rat that deverops

seVere hypertension if excess salt is,ingested. While on

a low salt diet these rats were subjected to an experiT

mental treatment (called approach-avoidance conflict) that

involved'punishment tor bar-pressing'responses necessry

to obtaim'food.- Other rats of the same geIeticarly sus-.

ceptib/e strain were yoked to these rats and received the

same amodnt of food and shock but were not subjected to

conflict; still others served as controlS, receiving no

shock but having free access to food. ,Results indicated

that those rats exposed to theconflict of punishment for

eating generally exhibited the highest mean blood pres-

sures, followed by those given shock withbut conflict and

also deprived of food. Furthermore, in a related study

Friedman and Iwai (1976) showed chat a genetic strain not

susceptible to salt-induced hypertension did not develop

pressure elevations when subjected to this same food-shock

conflict situation.
Associations between emotional and behavioral stimuli

and the development and/or maintenance of high blood presr-

sure receive additional support from human studies indi- ,

sating that techniques such as biofeedback and relaxation '

training can be'used to modify the stress-induced compo-

nents of high blood pressure (Shapire, 1982). These tech-

niques, discussed in more 'detail in a later section, are

designed to counteract pressure-increasing stimuli that

operate through the central'and the autonomic nerVous

systems.

Personality Correlates The traditional psychosomatic

pproach to high blood pressure proposed that one's emo-
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4
tional disposition or personality traits play a causal,
'role in the development of chronic blood pressure eleva-,,
tlons (Harrel, 1980). The individual susceptible to high
blood pressure has been described as one with inhibited
and paprly expressed anger (supressed hostility) , and it
has been suggsted that inhibited anger results in stimu-
lation of thelautonomic nervous system leading to acute
and eventually chronic high blood pressure. However,
although emotional states such as anger do 1ead4o cardio-
vascular adjustments resembling high blOod pressure, and
although identifiable traits have been observed in pa-
tients with high blood pressure itleiner, 1977), on .balance
the search eor a hypertensive personality has not> yielded
conclusive results. Patients with high blood pr4ssure
are not hologeneous .in terms of either physiological or
psychological characteristics. A recent study showed con-
vincingly.that 30 percent of a sample of young male pa-
eients with mild pressure elevia,tiOns and high plasma renin
levels displayed both elevatiorts in sympatheLic nervous-,_
sysm activity and higiier levels OP suppressed hostility
(Esler et al., 1977), a behavioral trait independently
linked to increased nervous system activity. Explanations
for these results might include suppressed hostility as
leading to blood pressure elevations, by increased nervous
systeM activity as the initial event,.or by some other
und4rlying factor. This issue may be resolved with stud-
ies of families of patient's with high blood pressure and
the social interaction patterns that could-have a bearing
on the pe,csonality development of offspring, or by re-
search that looks at behavioral characteristics 9ssociated
with 'the development of high.blood pressure in susceptiLe

0strains.

Behavioral-Cardiac Interactions

Experimental work has sought to identify individuals who
are at risk of developing high blood pressure and the
types of situations that mighteactivate genetic predispo-
sitions to the disorder. Einc4 the aim is to understand
m

/
echanisms in the cause of the disorder, research has
focused increasingly on the beginning stage rather than
the culrdination,of the diSease. Given that borderline
high blood pressure is characterized by heightbned respon-
siveness of the cardiovascular and sympathetic nervous
systems to psychological stimuli such as mental stress
(Julius and Esler, 1975) , recent nesearch has examined the
tendency toward large episodic or acute increases in heart

4,1
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rate,-blood pressure, and hormonal (catecholamine) activ-

ity of the sympathetic nervous system as possible mechan-

a isms involved in etiology. Leveral groups of investiga-

tors (Manuck and Schaefer, 1078; Obrkst, 1581) have found

that cardiovascular responsiveness is a stable and per-

sistently evoked response that can be measured.reliably

in a laboratory situation. Cardiovascular responsiveness

to certain psychological stimuli has also been rylated

consistently to family history of high blood pressure (a

hype'rtension9risk factor), wren among individuals who have

normal resting blood pressure levels and display no overt

signs of the disorder (Falkner et al.,.1979; Obrist,

1981). For example, in one representative study (Falkner

et al., 1979), adolescents with norrrial.bloOd pressure and

at least one parent with high blood pressure displayed

greater diastolic blood pressure and heart rate and plasma

catecholamine responses to a stressful mental arithmetic

task than did a control group of adolescefits with rio fam-

ily history of high blood pressure.
Obrist (1981) reports that cardiovascular resporibive-

ness above the level that is efficient for ,the body's

metabolic needs results from situations in which active

coping or behavioral adjustments are required. In active

coping situations the organism tries to exert some behav-

ioral control over a stimulus. By contrast, sympatheti-

oally mediated cardiovascular responses do not seem to be

elicited in similar intensity or kind for oher stressors

(e.g., a stressful film) for which the individual remains

passive and does not take direct action to attempt to con-

trol the sitAtion. This concept of active coping may

underlie those psychosocial conditions (e.g., rapid cul-

tural change, k)cioeconomic mobility) shown by epidemio-

logical research to be associated with blood pressure

'elevations in some human populations (Henry and Cassel,

1969).
By what physiological mechanisms might active coping

and the resulting peripeic increases,in sympathetic ner-

vous syStem activity lead to chronic blood'Tressure eleva-

tions? Research employing sophisticated pharmacological

manipulations (such as the administration of drugs that

selectively block the action of certain neurons) relleals

that active coping with stress can alter regulatory mech-

anisms involving two physiological pzoceses. In one the

heart pumps excessive amounts of blood, dnd in the other

the kidney reabsorbs excessive amounts of sodium with a

resultdht increase in the volume of blood (Obrist, 1981).

In a series of animal studies, stress decreased water

1 0o
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excretion to an extent that exceeded the metabolic needs
of the organism (dbrist, 1981) and exacerbated or precip-,
itated high.blood pressure in animals with impaired kidney
function (Harrell. 1980). Studies of humans exposed to
va5ious stressors (e.g., Obrist, 1981) revealed that
aptive coping is specifically associated vith a pattern
of cardiovascular response resulting in increased cardiac.
output. Further.research employing selective blocking
drugs with humans confirmed that these cardiovascular
changes resulted from increasec activity of the sympa-
thetic nervous system.

.In sum, these studies represent several approaches
currently being used by social and behavioral scientists

L to understand the etiology of high blood pressure. They
represent an attempt to move from the symptom-briented and
purely.descriptive level to a focus on mechanisms. These
early findings justif17 further expertmental, longitudinal,
and naturalistic studies. 6

Psychosomatic Diseases: The Example of Peptic Ulcer

Although there is evidence that a variety of physical dis-
orders are to some degree caused or exacerbated by psycho-
logical or emotional factors, the terms psychosomatic and
psychophysiological refer to those physical conditions
that appear to be initiated primarily by psychological
factors (American Psychiatric Association, 1968) . It
sHould be noted that these-conditions involve actual organ
pathology, often due to activity 'oell!the autonomic nervous
system initiated by psychosocial stiMuli. Common examples
of physical conditions that may be subsumed,under this

.

category include, but are not limited to, tension and mi-
graine headache, ulcer, asthma, and rheumatoid arthritis.
We discuss peptic ulcer as a representative disorder in
this category.

.

A peptic ulcer is a lesion or sore in tne lining of the
stomach or the duodendm, the upPer part of the small in-

P testine that lies immediately. below the stomach: A basic
problem with the term peptic .acer is imprecise defini-
tion, for it is used to include both`gastric and duodenal
ulcers. These two forms have ceitain common character-
istics, but also significant differences. For example,
duodenal ulcer is usualry associated with an increase in
gastridssecretion of hydrochloric acid and the stomach
enzyme pepsin, whereas gastric ulcer iS'not necessarily
characterized in this manner. Indeed, clinicians view

1 0 7
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gastric and ddodenal ulcers as separate disorders,,asso-

q. ciated with different predisposing 'and initiating mechan-'

isms (Weiner, 1977). Thus, the general term peptic ulcer

can be misleading, for it is not a single.disease. .bif-

'ferences in-anatomical location, natural historyf patho-

physiology, symptoms,
and'response tp treatment produce

considerable heterogeneity.
Moreover, ulcers are some-

times "quiet" in the sense that they cause no discomforC1

and.remain unnoticed. Thus the researcher investigating

4
this disorder in symptomatic humans is not'studying a

popdlation-representative of all those who have the

41. disease.

Physiological Mechanisms A

Alt.hough new evidence about the physiological mechanisms

inVoi'ved in the pathogenesis of ulceration hs developed

in tecent years, the disease psocesses are still poOrly

understood. It,seems clear that'the decretion of aci'd and ,

pepin by the stomach is important. Hydrochloric acid is

continually being secreted into the stomach, even duriAg

,sleep, and the secretion rate can be markedly ihcreased

Ilby a variety of environmental
stimuli, including the

smell, 'taste, sight, or even thought of food (Weiner,

1977).
Pepsinpproduced-in the stomach, ig an important

enzyme involved'in the digestion of proteins. In about

50 percent of patients with active duodenal ulcer disease,-

elevated resting secretions of these two substances can

be observed.
Release of pepsin and gastric acid are at least in pari

-under the control of the central nervous system, particu-
.

4
larly the vagu nerve, which increases stomach motility 2

and secretion. However, these substances are also Undeff

the complex control_of a variety of other hormones pro-

duced in the stomach, pancreas,
'and kidney (Weiner, 1977).

Both stirulation and
destraction of selective sites-of the

brain can produce lesions of the stomach and/ot duodenu,0

'(Brooks, 1967 ). There is little question that central

neural processes can be critical in 'the regulation of

gastric secretion and
the'production of ,spme type of

Ulceration Ln both anintals and humvs. Whether these

processes are active in the development of chrOnic ulcer-

ation An humans is less clear, largely because we lack

biomedical knowledge of the precise physiolo4i of.ulcer

disease.
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Anlmal Research

Gastric lesions can be produced in animals by a wide range
of manipulations, including restraint and immobilization,.
stressful cqnditioning techniques, and conflict situations
as well as food deprivationland painful sensorysstimula-
tion (Weiner, 1977). It should be noted that such lesions
in animals are different in a:number of ways from human
ulcers, und therefore ipferences to human disease from
this work shourd be made with caution.

Studies with rats demonstrate that prior experience,
pattiqularly early in like, 'affects individual suscepti-
billty to ulceration. F.Eir example, -rats handled early.in
life were less likely to develop stomach lesions when
immobilized than those who were hot handled1LLHoweven, rat
pups"separated prfmaturny from their Mother7are more
susceptible to gastric lesions see Weinei, 197.7)... The
age and genetid striain of an animal also affect its sus-
Ceptibility to restraint-induced lesions. In'addition,,
'within a particular strAin, susceptibility to Ulcers sedms
to be related to individual variations in serum pepsplo-
gen, a substance released under neural influences (Weiner,

,

1977) and converted to pepsin.
,

A series of experiments by Weiss (1972)'employed behav-
ioral techniques'to demonstrate the role of.psychblogical
stiess in the prodOcdjon of stomach lesions. These
studies equated the strength, duration, and frequenc y. of
electric phoák by using pairs of rats with electrodes on

, their tailp wired together in seeies. One,member of the
pair'was given a signal that enabled it to predict the
onset of shoqk and determine when it was safe; the other
animal received 1 :Agnal at random. The anpal able to
predict shack ocCurrence developed considerably fewer
stomach ulcers than the other animal. Furthermore, if the
rat had.availab1.e a simple Roloing response so that it
Could learn to control.the shock, it developed fewelr

stomach lesions thpn its helpless partner, who reCeived
exactly the,same shocks without the ability to Control
them. By contrast, if the coping response invorved con-
flict, so that the rat had to take a briershock-to escaRe
a longer one, the., results were reversed.

Theke studies demonstrate the role of psychological
variables (e.g., controllability of shock, conflict) as
distinguished from the physical intensity of noxious stim-
ulation (held constant for all animals in the research) *

in the experimoJltal production of lesions; Moreover,
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there was eVidence in this research tnat individual dif-

ferenc9s in the-animals' bbhavioial responses to unpre=

dictable shock wene related to the-development of lesions. ,

,Urider conditions of uncertainty, those animals that made

many efforts to cope with noxiods stimulation by actively

tryin9t.to avoid shocks weee most ulcer-prone: ,

.
tf

.

4 , human Studies .

Much of the rasearch investigating tne 'relationship

between,psychological'variables and peptic ulcer disease

5

in,humans id confounded b methodological problefis. , These

include uncertain diagnostic criteria, difficulties in

csychophysiol3gical measurement of gastrointedtinallunc-
tion,.probl:ems in selection.of appropriate study popula-

tions (e.g., hospitalized versus ^nonhospitalized patients,

length of illness, etc.), arid inappropriate control

groups. Moreover,,there have been few longitudinal .

studies in ttiis.area, isdifficul't Ed determine

whether psychological variables' precede or follow illness.

Nevertheless, there is .firm evidepce from research with

humans .that psichologiCai facars (includfng stress) bear

at.least,tentative redationships'to the regulation of

gastriC decretion and to the'llatiation and/or precipita-

tion of ulcesr symptomatology:
ClasSic studies.of patients with abnormal oPenings.to'

the stomach (-gastric fistulae). reveal .01 remarkablecovari-

ation),Oetween stomach secretions and a variety of emo-

tional states such as anger, resentment, and 'depression

(c4o,lf and Wolff, 1947) . The traditional psyghbsothatic

apPioach ,(Alexander, 1950) proposed thal ulcer 'patients

were,dharacterized by a specific set df traktsnamely,

confliCts over the -need to be dependentr-which led to

neural activation and increased gastric. secretions medi- *

ated by the vagus neive. Evidew:e,bearing on this hypoth-

esis is inconsistent, but at lept one prbspective study .

9f trainees for the military found that those who were

1 hype:secretors of pepsinogen, an inherited ridk factor for

ulcers; could be identified on the basis of psychometric

testing.

'
There have hlso been studies of individuals in stress-

ful.environments and occupations (Wolf et.cal., 1919).

Recall that these situations aKe also associated with car-

diovascular disorders, inclusaing coronary heart disease

and high blood pressure. Cobb and Rose (1973) found that

peptic ulcer was nearly twice as prevalent among air

).
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traffic controllers as among a matched control croup in
another occupation. In this study the preval,ence of
ulcers was hig'her among workers in high-stress control
'towers, than among those in lower-stress control towers.
In addition there is evidence, which has been confirmed
repeatedly, of a higher prevalence of peptic ulcer disease
in men who have supervisory jobs (i.e., foremen) than in
executive's and craftsmen (Wolf et al., 1979).

Predispositions to Specific DisordeF

The fitld of psychosomatic research has provided-medicine
with a basis for predicting who might be at risk for a
spedific illness as well as knowledge of the conditions
under which the predisposed individual is most likely to '

:develop that disorder. ht one time, psychosomatics tended
tc7 overemphasize the role of individual differences or
diSpositions without taking into account the physiologi-
caL; genetic, and situational factors that interact in
predispbsing an individual to a particular illness (see

,Today this perspective has changed, and
researchers have become aware of genetically and ertviron-
mentally determihed physiological response patterns that
might predispbse particular individuals to one disorder
rather than another. (This is commonly referred to as the
specificity problem). For example, studies have shown
that:individuals differ in the sec;etion of pepsinogen and
that.the tendency to secrete this substance, which is
related to ulcer susceptibility, may be genetically trans-.
mitted (Weiner, 1977).

It should be emphasized that a single predisposing
factor may not be enough to result in physical disease.

, A variety of activating situations are necessary to pro-
duce organ dysfunction. yhis is amplyeOemonstrated by ,
studies of gene-environment interactions in the etiology
of high blood, pressure and ulcers; it is also shown by the
importance of'enyironmental challenge and/or stress in
activating Type A behavior. Further investigaEion of
factors leadipg to the expression of predi,spositions f6r
specifi.c disorders should contribute to basic knowledge
doncerning mechariisms of mind-body interaction and provide
greater understanoing of the physiological processes of
disease.

A
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CanCer

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United

States, accounting for about 20 percent of the overall

mortality rate, or nearly100,000 deaths annually. Des-

pite improvements in the rate of cure, total' cancer mor"

tality bas.risenvsubstantially over the past several

decades. This may be attributable, in part, to the %row-

ing proportion of older pecple in tile popultion, since

the risk of developing cancervincr,eases with age. Another

reason for increased mortalitl, is 'the dramatic rise in the

incidence of lung cancer: Cancer of the lung.is the lead-

ing cause of death from cancer among men (National Science

Foundation, 1980; U.S. Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare, 1979a) and may soon haNie a similar dubious

diseinction for wOmen.
Cancers are not a Tingle disease; 6stead, the term is

used for more than 100 conditions characterized by

unrestrained multiplication of cells ane abnormal forms

of cell growth (Fraumeni,.1975). One significant attri-

bute of cancers is their' abillty to spread beyond the site

of origin. They may invade neighboring tissue by direct

extension or disseminate to more remote locations through

the bloodstream or through the lymphatic system, which

controls fluid transport between body tissues. It is

believed that some or all cancers arise from a single

abnormal or transformed cell, triggered in different ways

to produce unrestrained
multiplication (Levi, 1979). A

,complementary view is that cancer cells multiply and

spread when a breakdown occurs in a portion of the immune

.system that performs the function of recognizing trans-

formed cells add eliminatingt.them before a detectable

tumor can result.
...ile known risk factors for cancer include a variety of

environmental agents, such as tobacco, X-rays and UV-

radiation, alcohol, viruses, drugs, asbestos, and many

chemicals. Personal attributes, including genetic pre-

dispositions, congenital defects, prtcancerous lesions,

and aging, have also been implicated (Fraumeni, 1975).

Tobacco is an Fxogenous substance for which data demon-

strate a strong association with cancer: Smoking

increases the risk of lung cncer about tenfold, increas-

ing wiih duration of smoking and number of cigarettes

sm.pked per day (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare,'1979b). 'In addition, tobacco use enhances the

effects of other carcinogens. For example, exposure to

asbeAos carries some risk to nonsmokers: however, this

10,9

ct,
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*is of a low order of magnitude compared wah the risks
experienced by cigarette smokers. It has been estimated
that asbestos workers who smoked cigarettes had eight
times the lung cancer risk of smokers without this occu-
pational exposure (U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 1979 ). This is 92 times the risk of non-
smokers who, did p t work with asbestos.

While cigareite smoking represents a specific behavior
with known pathogenic consequences, three other classes

1 of psychological variables have been suspected as risk
factors for cancer: stressful life events, particularly
those involving loss (e.g., bereavement); lack of close-
ness to parents; and inability to express emotions, espe-
cially negative ones (Fox, 1978; Schmale, 1981). The
research designs used in most of these studies are retro-
spective. Various methodological flaws tead to render .,

their results suggestive only.
,

In a prospective study unique in this area, psycho-
social data were obtained from 913 male medical students
at the Johns Hopkins University long before the clinical
appearance of disease (Thonias et al., 1979) . A follow-up
showed that 20 of the men developed cancer over the next
10 to 15 years. These men had reported a lack of close-
ness to parents on a family attitude questionnaire taken
at the inception of the study. Scores on this measure
distinguished the future cancer vic,tims from both the sub-
jects who remained healthy and those who developed high
blood pressure or myocardial infarction. However, even
this study may be criticized for its statistical method-
ology. Many variables were measured and only a few
yielded significant differences.. Moreover, there was 'a
failure to control for known cancer risk factors such as
smoking. Replications of these findings must be done
before premorbid psychological characteristics can be
accepted as risk factors for human cancers.

A related area holding some promise concerns the rela-
tionship of psychological factors to canCer growth and
progression. This research is a subset of a larger area
of study focusing on determinants of successful coping
with chronic illness (e.g., Hamburg et al., 1980; Krantz,
1980). Clinicians have often commented on the psychor
logical differences between those cancer patients who do
well or survive longer and those who do poorly or succumb
rapidly to the disease. Characteristics such as low
denial, depression, and anxiety have been related to poor
cancer prognosis, and the expeiience of emotional stress
has been observed ili/ patients some months prior,to relapse

,

110
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after long remission perioas (see Miller and Spxatt,

1979).
Research attempting to link psychosocial variables to

cancer may be criticized fop lacking a theoretical basis.

Except for vague reference to the possibility that emir-

tional stress mapdecrease bodily resistance to malignant

growth, little attention has been given to the pathophysi-

ological mechanisms underlying an association between

psychosocial variables and the development of cancer.

However, experimental research has now provided the

groundwork for an investigation l'of such mechanisms.

Advanced teFhniques for measuring immunological functions

show that, rather than existing as an autonomous defense

agency, the immune systdm is integrated with other physio-

logical processes. Moreover, it is subject to the influ-

ence of the central nervous system and endocrine responses

that accompany pSychological stress.

A new interdisciplinary research area, psychoneuro-

immunology, examines the interrelationships among central

nervous system, endocrine, behavioral, and immunological

processes (Ader, 1981). For example, laboratory stressors

tend to decrease the responsiveness of the immune system

in animals., and stress-resp'nsive hormones, including

corticosteroids, den directly and indirectly alter COM-

ponents of the immu e response (Ader, 1981; Amkraut and

Solomon, 1977). Animal and human studies demonstrate that

laboratory and naturalistiestressors can reduce ihe num-

ber of lymphocytes (cells,important in the immune

process), lower the level of interferon (a substance that

may prevent the spread of cancer), and cause damage in

immunologically related'tissue (Ader, 1981).

Of particular relevance to cancer are other studies

demonstrating that stress can inhibit the body's defenses

against malignancy. For exaMple, Riley (1975) reported

markedly different latencies for mammary tumor development

as a function of stress exposure in mice injected with a

virus that induces tumors. Those animals housed under

conditions of chronic envixonmental stress (e.g., crowd-

ing, noise) developed tdmors with a median latency of 358

days, compared with a latency of 566 days in animals

housed under protective conditions.
It should be emphasized that the relationship between

stress and the immune system is by no means a simple one.

Under certain conditions, enhanced immunity and increased

resistance to cancers in response to stressors have been

reported. Appropriate levels of the hormones released

under stressful conditions (e.g., corticosteroids) are
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essential for normal development and functioning oe th'eimmune system (Amkraut and Solomon, 1977). This suggeststhat the direction of stress effects on the immune
systeM--that is, whether

immunocompetence is enhanced ordepressedmay depend on the level of stress experiencedand resultant changes in hormonal levels.
The exploration of psychosocial influences on ipmune-function constitutes an important area of biomedicalresearch with implications for understanding cancer aswell as a variety of infectious diseases (see below).Furthermore,

psychoneuroimmunological investigation isneeded to isolate the variables that moderate the impactof stress on Immunological activity. There is also thepossiblity that certain groups of individuals (e.g., theelderly) may be particularly susceptible to psychosociallyinduced alterations in immune response. This may occurbecause of documented changes in the immune system
(Makidonan and Yunis, 1977) or because of psychosocialchanges, such as the decreased financial

security andreduced mobility (Eisdorfer and Wilkie, 1977) that accom-pany aging.

Infectious Diseases

Exposure to contagious
microorganisms does not leadinvariably to diseases. In fact, only a small percentageof infected persons actually become ill during diseaseepidemics. There is evidence that psychosocial factorscan influence the acquisition, course, and recovery frominfectious diseases via at least three mechanisms. Thesemechanisms parallel the processes linking behavior andphysical illness outlined in te introduction.

Health-Impairing Habits and Life-Styles

An individual's
behavior can influence

exposure to infec-n-tion and the dose.of pathogen. Poor nutrition and/or poorpersonal hygiene obviously increase susceptibility toillness and delay- recovery. In this regard, variousbehavioral and social factors (e.g., low socioeconomic
status) are associated with increased incidence of infec-tious illness. Individuals in these categories are morelikely to be exposed to harmful

microorganisms, sufferfrom known health
hazards at home and work, and have poortraining in prudent,

healthful ways of living. They may
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also have less access to quality medical care and are less ,

likely to engage in preventive health practices (Institute

of Medicine, 1978).

Direct Psychophysiological
Effects on Immunity

As noted in the section on cancer, there is evidence that

psychosocial factors affect the functioning of the immune

system. This leads to increased susceptibility to immuno'

logically mediated diseases and increased expression of

the disease among those who are infected. Biobehavioral

research has specified certain immunological changes

(e.g:, reduced
production or level of antibodies).that

mediate these relationships.

With regard to
infections; the immune system can be

divided into three, functional components: processes

Involved in transporting the invading micrdorganisms to'

the immune system; processes leading to the production of

antibodies or immunologically active cells; and processes

involving interaction between immunologically active sub-

stances and invading microorganisms,
NeurohumOral factors

can influence each ef these immune mechanisms (Amkraut and

Solomon, 1977) . As with cancer, stress-related influences

on susceptibility to infectious
diseases depend on a com-

plex.of'factors.
These include the type of stress, the

type and number of invading
microorganisms, the mode of

infection (e.g., air, contact, bloodstream), and the

species of animal and its immunological
state at the time

of inoculation Ader, 1981; Amkraut and Solomon, 1977).

Psychoneuroimmunological
research with animals has

demonstrated that behavioral conditioning with noxious

'stimuli increases susceptibility to viral infections. In

one study,neither
exposure to a stressor nor inoculations

with a virus was alone
sufficient to induce disease in

adult mice, but the
combination of stress and inoculation

with a virus elicited
symptoms of viral disease (Friedman

and Glasgow, 1966). In other studies, rats handled for

brief periods of time early in life showed more vigorouS

antibody response to bacteria than did nonhandled controls

(Amkraut and Solomcm, L977). The impact of psychosocial

stimulation on the immune response appears to be related

to the dose of' pathogen administered as well as to the

timing of exposure to the stressor
(Amkraut and Solomon,

1977).
,

In humans, much of the evidence linking psychosocial

stress to increased susceptiblity to infectious diseases
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is derived from retrospective clinical studies, although
there has been some promising prospective research. For
ekample, Meyer and Haggerty (1964 studied the influence
of family crises on factors that might modify suscepti-
bility to streptococcal distase. Over a one-year period,
each family member was followed through periodic throat
cultures and measures of immunological function. Clinical
ratings of chronic stress were positively related to
streptococcal illness rate avnd levels of streptococcal
antibodies in the blood. While close contact with
infected family members and the season of the year
influenced acquisition of a streptococc, .-oanism, sev-
eral respiratory illnesses were considerably t frequent
after family episodes judged to be stressful.

A prospective study of infectious mononucleosis (K3s1
et al., 1979) studied a class of military cadets--a popu-
lation subjected to the rigors of military training and
academic pressure. Among subjects susceptib1e4o,knfec-
tious mononucleosis (i.e., those without Epstein-Barr
virus antibodies at matriculation), about one fifth became
infected each year with the virus, and one quarer of this
group went on to deVelop the clinical disease. ?sychoso-
cial factors that increased the risk of clinical disease
among those infected included having a bigh level of moti-
vation, doing poorly academically, and having "over-
achieving" fathers.

Behavioral Reactions to Illness

A third process linking behavior to the course of infec-
tious illness involves treatment-seeking behavior and
response to trealment. For example, a study of individ-
uals in Maryland who had contracted Asian influenza in
1957-1958 revealed that clinical disease characteristics
(e.g., serological response, height of fever, symptom .

, severity) failed to distinguish those who recovered
"quickly from those who retained symptoms for longer
periods of time. However, subject,s with delayed recovery
scored as more "depression prone" on psychological tests
given in advance of the outbreak of illness. This finding
was interpreted to indicate that depression-prone individ-
uals exhibit greater, concern over illness, which increased
and prolonged their physical complaints and reports of
illness. A prospective follow-up study measured actual
frequency of infection via assays for rises in serum anti-
body titers. Among those.who were infected, depression=
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prone subjects tender to develop the disease (thus sug-

gesting a possible role of immunological factors), but

increased concern over the illness seems the most likely

explanation for these findings (Cluff et al., 1966)..

TREATMENT AND REHABILiATION OF PHtSICAL ILLNESS

4 0

The Prospective Patient and the Medical Encounter.'

The provision of medical care depends to a very consider-

able extent on the social, psychological, and cultural

processes that lead people to define themselves as requir-

ing care (Mechanic, 1968). Many faCtors unrelated to the

biologichl severity of illness combine to determine who

receives care; persons requiring medical attention ao not

always seek out medical help and are not always seen by

health care providers. These varibles must be consid-

ered by practitioners and policy planners in the formula-

tion and delivery of health care servicd.

Recognition of symptoms and the resultant use of health

care services are influenced by situational factors, such

as life difficulties and psychological stress (Mechanic,

1968); Also dmportant are learned patterns of behavior,

such as social roles and cultural norms; for example, q

women are mord likely than,men to visit health care pro-

fessionals. Social class and cuitupal background influ-

ence patients' evaluations of symptoms 'and doctors',

responses to patients' complaints. Age is another factor

that determines reactions to symptoms and the use of medi-

,cal facilities; for example, the elderly take aches and

pains for granted and place little faith in medical

science, even though the frequency of use of medical

facilities and concern with health increase with age

(Riley and Foner, 1968).

Psychological and Physiological Aspects of
Pain and Illness

Much progress has been made in identifying Socio-

.

psychological correlates.of pain and psychophysiological

pain lechanisms and in developing research=based tech-

niques for pain control. Pain is more tAlaili-a sensory

experience. It is not a necessary consequeke of injury

or tissue damage. Definitions that imply that pain can

be'stopped simply by interrupting neural pathways are not

11 5
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adequate to account for clinically related phenomena. For
example, surgical interventions indicate a rather disap-
pointing record of success (Weisenberg, 1977). People
without known organic pathology suffer pain (Fordyce,
1976) , and even when an organic basis for pain is estab-
lished, psychological factors continOe.to affect the
experience of pain.

Arange of cultural, sociopsychological, and sitoa-
tional factors influence pain perception and tolerance
(see'Weisenberg, 1977). Different cultural-groups have
different views of appropriate pain reactions, including
the circumstances under which it is permissible to cry or
ask for help. Moreover, the influences of the social con-
text and the meaning Of the pain experience produce dif-
ferences between clinical and experimentally induced pain.
Pain in clinical situations involves anxiety associated
with the Sisease process and fear of death (Beecher, 1959;
Weisenberg, 1977), whereas experimentally induced pain
does not.

The Placebo Effect

A pervasive phenomenon in the pain literature is the pla-
cebo effect, that is, the reduction of pain or the removal
of symptoms via medication or therapeutic treatment that
has no identifiable active component (Shapiro, 1971). It
has been estimated that placebo medication (e.g., pharma-
cologically inert substances) and other unspecific treat-
ment factors reduce.pain successfully in about 35-40"Pei-
cent of patients (Beecher, 1959) . Although the placebo
response in medicine has been widely recognized, uqtil
recently it had been regarded as a nuisance variable. In
pharmacological research the routine inclusion of a con-
trol group receiving an inert medication has been con-
sidered an essential methodological control, particularly
in evaluating psychoactive drugs. Mechanisms of the pla-t

cebo response ae44 component of various therapeutic inter-
,- ventions have noWcome under study in their own right.

Contrary to the popular belief that placebo effects are
confined to psychological changes, there are data showing
that plaCebos can produce a variety of changes on a phy-
siological leVel--for examPle, significant blood pressure
reductions among persons with hypertension (Shapiro,

' 1982).

Psychosocial yariables that enhance the effectiveness
of placebos have been identified, thereby shedding light
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on the mechanisms of placebo action in pain relief.

Person-centered approaches aimed at identifying patients

who,are responsive to placebos have not proven valuable.

There is evidence, however, that situational factors that

influence a patient's motivational and attentional pro-

cesses-as well as a host of,variables relating to doctor-

patient interaction (e.g., expectations of relief, the

patient's confidence in the physician and the procedures),

can heighten placebo effects (Shapiro, 1971). Stress and

anxiety reduction also seem to be an important,facet of

placebo effectiveness (Beecher, 1959). It is 14e1y that

placeborrelated factorg, when fully underitood, will Pro-

vide a powerful tool in clinical practice.

Psychophysiological Models

The influential qate cOntrol theory of pain was proposed

35 years ago (Melzack and Wall, 1965) in order to inte-

grate physiological and psychological factors in,pain

perception. This theory proposes that noxious stimuli

activate selective central nervous system processes, which

act to exert control over incoming messages. Influenced

by this trigger mechanism, cells at each.level of the

spinal cord act as a gate dontrol system, increasing 9r

decreasing their receptivity to incoming pain signals
a

traveling along the nerves. This system makel it possible

for the higher mental processes, which underlie attentiori,

emotion, and memories of prior experience, to alter the

transmission of pain signals (Weisenberg, 1977).

The posited physiological and anatomical bases for the

"gate control theory have been subject to considerable

criticism (e.g., Liebeskind and Paul, 1977; Nathan, 1976).

However, a wide assortment of clinical and experimental

findings have been interpreted as supporting the theory--

or at least certain aspects of it (Liebeskind and Paul,

1977)--and ttie theory has led to the,developMent of a

technique for artificially stimulating the nervous system

to relieve pain. Although subsequent work on endorpAins

calls into question some key details of the gate control

' theory, the original theory and subsequent modifications,

have been influential in highlighting the importance of

motivational and cognitive factors in the experience of

pain.
'The recent discovery of endogenous, opiate-binding

receptors and substances in the brain (endorphins) that ,

bind with these receptors has led to a new interest in
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central nervous system Ir.-tchanisms of pain control. It has
been demonstrated that a pain-suppression, system exists
in the brain that can be activated by psychophysiological
procedures such as electrical stimulation (Liebeskind and
Paul, 1977) and by 'environmental and psychological,manipu-
lations such as exposure to stress. Recent research
(Levine et al., 1978; Mayer et al., 1976) suggests that
Mechanisms of action oi heretofore poorly understood
phenomena of pain relief (e.g., acupuncture, placebo
response) may involve ttfis endogenous system.

The physiological involvement of endorphins is inves-
tigated by administering naloxone, a drug that specifi-
cally blocks the actionof opiates. If an endogenous
physiological process is blocked by naloxone, endorphins
can be inferred to play a role in this'process,. Levine
et al. (1978) investigated the possible role of endorphin
activity in placebo.pain relief with patients who had just
undergone-painful dental surgery. Naloxone was admini-
stered to half the patients under randomized, double-blind
conditions; the other half received a placebo. Pain rat-
ings were taken, and those patients previously given a .

placebo were turther subdivided into two groups: those
whose pain was reduced or unchanged (placebo responders),
and those whose pain increased (norgesponders). Patients
were then randomly given a second drug, again either nal-
oxone or a placebo. Results indicated that after ehe
first drug administration, subjects given naloxone re-
ported morb pain than those given a placebo. Naloxone
given as a second drug produced no additional increase in
the pain' levels of placebo nonresponders but did increase
the pain levels of placebo responders. These data are
consistent with the hypothesis tahat endorphin release
mediate& pladebo pain relief for dental postoperative
pain. This Sludy is only an initial investigation of the
possible role.of endorphin activity in psychological pain
phenomena. Future research on endotphins promises to have
a profound impact not only on basio science and clinical
Oniderstanding of pain, but also cn a wide range of bio-
behavioral phenomena, including addictive behaviors and
mental illness.

Compliance with Medical Regimens

In recent years there has been a growing awareness that
' the failure of patients to adhere to prescribed medical

regimens is probably.the single greatest problem in bring-
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ing effective medical care to the individual Eiatient.
This problem also contributes in a major way to the eco-

nomic and social costs of illness (Cohen, 1979; Sackett

and Hayne, 1976). Although...adherence varies, it is not

unco immon to find compliance rates as low as 50 percent n

many,situations. It--was estimated recent1y that only one

third of patients comply, that one third are noncompliant
becausg they adhere to a misunderstood regimen, and that'

one
t
third are knowingly. noncompliant (Cohen, 1979). The

medication compliance problem may be most pronounced for

chronic illnesses, such as high blood pressure, for which

effective therapy requires regular, long-term taking of
medications that.may produce unpleasant side effects.
(Sackett and Haynes, 1976). However, noncompliance is a

próblem in areas of the treatment process other than,
adhergnce to prescribed regimens. Substantia.1 numbers of

patients who do not have painful symptoms fail to come for

scheduled appointments, and the problem of inducing And

maintaining change in unhealthful habits (such as diet and

smoking) is particularly formidable.
A good deal of attention has been given to isolating

factors that influence or predict compliance (BeCker,
1979; Sackett and Haynes, 1976) . .Surprisingly, common

demogiaphic variables such ab age, sex, and marital and
socioecongmic status have little independent influence.
The crux of the problem is often poor doctor-patient com-
munication, rather than the patient's behavior alone. Two

sets of vafiables deriving from the physician-patient
encountersatisfaction with care and comprehension of

treatment regimen--appear. to affect compliance.
Aspects of the doctor-patient relationship determine

satisfaction, and satisfaCtion determines the degree to

which medical advice is accepted. For example, in a study

of a pediatric setting, Korsch and Negrete (1972) found
"that a major source of mother' dissatisfaction was the

failure of physicians io answer questions and provide

/clear eXplanations of illness. More than 80 percent of

' those who thought the physician had been understanding
were satisfied, compared with only one third of those who

' did not feel that the doctor tried to understand their

problems. It mothers were dissatisfied with the doctor
or the content of.the bonsultation, they were less likely

to comply with ttig advice.
A.second aspect of the compliance problem is the

patient's ability to comprehend and recall details of the

treatment regiNen. Much of the failure to follow doctor'a

orders stems from genuine problems in understanding and
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remembering what is,said (Ley and Spelman, 1967). Often
the material presented by the doctor is toodifficult:to
understand, the treatment regimen itself is overly com-
plicated, or patients hold misconceptions about illness
or human physiology that lead to'cOnfusion.

'.The causes and consequences of comprehension problems
are illustrated by a study in which,physician-patient
interacti.ons were observed for a sample from a lower-class
clinic (Svarstad, 1976). Revidws of medical records and
pharnacy files,,follow-up interviews, and yalidatioh of
patients' repOrted behavior via pill counts were made.
The data revealed that patients did not always leave the
crinic with an accurate perception of what physicians
expected them to do. Frequently physicians were not
explicit dn discussing their expectations with the
patients. When physicians did make efforts.to motivate
compliance by being friendly, appealing to reason, or
checking on previous compliance, many more patiants con-
formed to the prescribed regimen.

The crucial challenge for medical compliance, as with
the modification of other health-impairing behaviors, is
to maintain peopl on prescribed regimens for sustained
periods. This problem is illustrated by the remarkably
similar relaPse rates among subjects treted in programs
aimed at weight reduction, smoking cessation, and reduc-
tion of alcohol consumption (Hunt et al., 1979). Two
thirds of such patients abandon the tegimen and .backslide
joy the end of tnree months, and only about one quarter of
the individualg maintain changed behavior at the dpd of a
one-year period.

One technique used to help maintain long-term adherence
to treatment regimens is a. focus on the immediate rewards
and consequences of compliance or npncompliancp. A range
of behavior modification Kocedureb, based on principles
of operant'conditioning, have proven most effective

.

(Pometleau and Brady, 1979). Interventions to increase
adherence must also recognize those characteristics of the
social interactions of physicians and patients pat foster
noncompliance.

Most of the research on medical compliance has been
designed to solve practitioners' everyday clinical prob-
lems, rather than to develop a comptehensive theory that
may apply across a broad range of medical situations,
illnesses, and behaviors. However, one conceptual
approach that has received some support in explaining
medically,related behaviors (including compliance) is the
Health Belief Model. This model cerif rs on the patient's

120
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views ab%.,..t the appropriate paths of action in the pres-

ence of,health disturbances, perceptions of barriers to
action, and subjective interpretations of symptoms
(Becker, 1979). Still more effective approaches are
needed that encompass the physician-patient communication
process'and suggest ways-of makfng the rewards of long-

term medical compliance more salient to patients.

Smoking: An Example of Health-Impairing Behavior

The cigarette smoking habit has been described as the

single most preventable cause of death in the United
States 0.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

1979a). Despite the fact,that knowledge of the health

risks of smoking has reduced the percentage of adults who'

regularly.use cigarettes, there are still over 50 million

smokers in the UNited States today. Moreover, in recent
years there has be....1 an alarming increase in the propor-

tion of teenagers (particula:ly girls) who are taking up
the smoking habit. With regard to the modification of
smoking behavior, the problem is not that the publIc is

unaware of the negative health consequences, but that the

great majority of smokers are unable to quit or stay off

cigarettes for prolonged periods (Bernstein and GlasgoW,

1979; Leventhal and Cleary, 1980).
Cigarette smoking is a bpavior whose initiation,

maintenance, and cessation are determined by a mixture of
social, psychological,,and physiological factors. Many

of the,problems faced in attempts to prevent and modify

.the smoking habit are associatee with the correction of

other hbalth-impairing habits, N,fe-styles, and depen-
dencies (e.g., poor diet, alcoholism, lack of exercise).
We give considerable attention to the smoking problem to

illustrate behavioral science approaches to these health-

impairing behaviors.

Initiation and Prevention of Smoking

Cigasette smbking can be viewed as the produt of a multi-

stage process that begins with initial experimentationand

. leads to the acquisftion of a habit and/or addiction

(Pomerleau,,1979). Data suggest that even limited adoles-

cent experimentation may lead to habitual smoking

(Leventhal and Cleary, 1980). Psychosocial factors

related to the initiation'of smoking include social pres-.

12.1:
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sure from peers, imitation of adult behavior, adolescent
rebellion and antisocial 'tendencies, and personality'fac-

tors uch'a extraversion--a biologicallx based dimension
related to arousal or stimulation-seeking. A social
learning explanation of smoking initiation (Bandura, 1977)
assumes that the habit is acquired through imitation and
social reinforcement, typically under the influence of
*peer pressure, media stereotypet, etc.

The inhalation of smoke is initially somewhat aversive,
but after sufficient practice, pharmacological habitue-

tion (or toleraRce) occurs, and the behavior produces

enough satisfaction or reward in its own,right to maintain
the habit (Pomerleau, 1979). ,The immediate social and
biological rewards of smoking (and the delay of negative
health consequences) may account for many of the diffi-
culties in modifying the habit once it becomes established
4Jarvik., 1979).

Early efforts to prevent smoking assumgd that this
could be accomplished by teaching young people,the health
consequences of the habit, but the result's were largely
disappointing. Howeve:, several projects have obtained
encouraging results by employing sociopsychological tech-
niques of communication and attitude change Co deter smok-
ing in adolescents. A pioneering effort in the'area, the

'Houston Project, is a three-year longitudlnal study (Evans
'et al., 1981). This project created persuasive films and
posters to teach young teens (grades 7-9) about peer and
media pressures to smoke and about effective techniques
for resisting pressures. Other films demonstrated the
immediate physiological,consequences of smOking (e.g.,
carbon monoxide on the breath). Hundreds of students in
matched experimental and control groups were compared for
cigarette smoking rates at the start of the project and
during the three-year follow-up. The results indicated a
significant impact of the films and posters: Experimental
'subjects smoked .less frequently and expressed less inten-
tion to smoke compared with a control group receiving no
intervention (Evans et al., 1981).

Maintenance of the Smoking Habit

,

Once smoking is established, both psychological and bicr

logical factors contribute to its persistence and resis-
tance to change. Learning mechanisms, possibly in con-1
junction with the physiological satisfactions derived from
smoking, play a considerable role in maintaining the habit

12
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(Hunt and Matarazzo, 1970). The use of cigarettes becomes

part ol a chain Of behaviors: takingfout.the package,

lighting the cigarette, getting tobacco gmoke, etc. As a

result, these stimuli associated with smoking come to

elidit pleasurable responses by themselves. IT addition,

the avoidance bf unpleasant withdrawal veffectsi (e.g.,

craving) becomes rewarding, thus helping to maintain the

habit (Russell, 1979). These observations receive more

systematic support from animal research, which demon-

strates that drug responses (e.g., morphine tolerance) can

become conditioned reactions and that withdrawal symptoms

can.be conditioned to external cues (Siegel, 1979).

Learning or conditioning mech'anisms alone are not suf-

ficient to explain the maintenance of smoking, since many

smokers increase intake to regulate or achieve a particu-

lar level of nicotine in their system (Schachter et al..

1977). Biological factors figure prominently in the main-

tenance of the habit, and nicotine is the chemical in

tobacco that is probably most responsible for these

effects (Jarvik, 1979). However, the.question of whether

cigarette smoking can be considered an addiction compar-

able to heroin or alcohol addiction remains a subject of

scientific debAe (Russell, 1979).
Tobacco has the capacity to elicit many of the defin-

ing characteristics of an addictive process, and recent

biobehavioral research has focused on the complex inter-

play of psychological and pharmacological processes lead-

ing to smoking behavior. For example, a .nicotine regula-

tion hypothesis asserts that heavy smokers adjust their

smoking rate ,toi.keep nicotine at a roughly constant level,

and that the rate of smoking depends on the'rate of nico-

tine excretion and breakdown by the body. The rate of

nicotine excretion depends in part on the acid-base bal-

ance (pH) of the urine, which in turn can be altered by

psychological stress or anxiecty. Thus it is argued that

the links between psychological processes, the craving for

cigarettes, and increased smoking are mediated by a physi-

ological addiction mechanism involving the pH of urine N.

(Schachter et al., 1974).

A series of programmatic studies (Schachter et al.,

1977) provide support for this hypothesis. First, a sam-

ple of longtime heavy smokers consistently smoked more

low- than high-nicotine cigar.ettes, thus showing that

smokers "regulate" nicotine intake. Next, it was shown '

that when urinary pH was manipulated by the administration

of acidifying or alkalizing agents, smokers smoked more'

when urine was acidified. A third set of studies exam-
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ined the urinary pH-excretion mechanism as a mediator of
psychological determinants of the smoking rate. Urinary
pH was found to covary with naturalistic situations

(eilg., party-going, examinations) associated with heavier
smoking. Schachter's point is that psychological vari-
ables (such as stress) influence the smokin§ rate only
because of their effects on the urinary pH mechanism.
Support for this was provided by a laboratory experiment
that independently manipulated stress and urinary pH).
results indicated that smoking covaried with pH, rather
than stress.

There remain several exceptions to the nicotine regula-
tIon model. There,pre different types of smokers, some
of whom do not appear to smoke for nicotine content
(Schachter et al., 1977). In addition the Schachter model
suggests that the lowered nicotine content of cigarettes
will increase the number of cigarettes smoked, and data
in this regard are at best contradictory (Garfinkel,
1979). Nevertheless, the, nicotine regulation hypothesis
has identified a biobehavioral mechanism for cigarette
addiction.

Withdrawal

because of, the addictive component of smoking, it is cru-
cial to understand the withdrawal process in,order to
develop effective intervention strategies to modify the
habit. However, most research efforts have concenerated
on the effects of cigarette smoking rather than on the
effects of cessation--ieritability, sleep disturbances, 1
inability to concentrate, and weight gain (Schachter,
1978).

Recent-.research by Grunberg (in.press) suggests that
' weight gain accompanying withdrawal from nicotine may.re-

sult from ircreased'preferences for sweet foods. Smokers
allowed to smoke ate fewer sweets than did nonsmokers or
deprived smokers. The three groups did not differ in con-
sumption of nonsweet foods. A parallel study with animals
showed that nicotine administration retarded normal body
weight increase in rats. Cessation of nicotine was accomr
panied by marked increases in body weight and concomitant
increases in consumpbion of sweet foods. Moreoever, these
effects could not be.explained by changes in total food
consumptioh or aCtivity

Ability to cope with the withdrawal syndrome is crucial
to-the maintenance of smoking cessation. Therefore, fur-
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0 ther investigation of mechanisms responsible for symptoms

accompanying withdrawal may suggest techniques for con-
trolling the high recidivism rate among those who attempt

to quit smoking.

Modification of Smoking Behavior

Most of the effort in modifying smoking behavior has been

directed toward the development of smoking cessation

strategies. Many of the earlier intervention studies
suffered from problems of experimental design (e.g., lack

of adequate control groups) and difficulties in measuring

smoking cessation objectively. There was also a high

early dropout rate, sometimes reaching 50 percent of sub-

jects included in the initial sample, which may spuriously

inflate the initial success rate (see Leventhal and

Cleary, 1980; Pomerleau, 1979). More recent work has

enabled some systematic evaluation of the long-term effi-

cacy of smoking cessation programs and tedhniques.

Therapy Approaches Therapy approaches include"individual

and medical courseling, hypnosis, group therapy, and

behavioral therapies derived from the learning theories

of experimental psychology.
Research indicates that most therapy techniques are

effective in promoting short-term cessation of smoking but

usually fail to keep more than 50 percent of ex-smokers

off cigarettes for long periods of time (Bernstein and

Glasgow, 1979). Systematic study of the important area
0

of maintenance of nonsmoking is just beginning, and strat-

egies such as long-term group support and behavioral tech-

niques for coping with anticipated withdrawal symptoms are

promising. A number of the public health studies de-

scribed below incorporate components of behavioral therapy

approaches. Successful long-term smoking cessation
results obtained by these studies are due in part to

therapy techniques.

Public Health Approaches It appears that significant

reductions in adult smoking, especially among middle-aged

men and certain professional groups, can be attributed to

information and educational campaigns initiated after the

first Surgeon General's report on smoking in 1964 (Pomer-

leau, 1979). In recent years several large-scale media-
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based projects have been undertaken in the United States
and Europe to change attitudes and behavior related to
smoking.

The Stanford Heart Disease Prevention Project was
designed to reducq a broad range of risk factors, includ-,ing smokihg (Farquhar et al., 1977; Meyer et al., 1980).
Three communities Were studied: one served as a control;
a second was exposed to a mass media campaign on heart
disease risk factors, including smoking; and a third-
received the mass media campaign and face-to-face behav-
iorhl therapy for selected high-risk persons. The media
campaign alone produced some reductions in smoking at
long-term follow-up. More substantial reduction occurred
when the media campaign was supplemented by face-to-face
therapeutic instruction. These findings are encouraging
but must he evaluated cautiously because of several meth-
odological problems inherent in studies of risk factors
of tfiis sortnamely, the high dropout rate and/or other
difficulties encountered when subjects do,not adhere to
randomly astigned interventions involving life-style
changes (Kasl, 100).

Another ambitious study in Finland (Puska et,a1., 1978)
introduced a nationwide multiple-component program,.
including televised counseling sessions. These were
designed to prevent relapse by educating participants in
behavioral techniques for coping with anticipated relapse
problems (e.g., stress, weight gain). About 40,000 adult
smokers participated ;.n the study; as a result of the
program a small but significant percentage achieved sus-
'tained abstinence from smoking at six-month and one-year
follow-ups (McAlister et al., 1980).

The Stanford and Finnish programs represent impressive
and perhaps cost-effective efforts to induce large numbers
of people to abandon the cigarette habit on a long-term
basis. These and related studies, however, have not pro-
duced unequivocally successful outcomes (Leventhal and
Cleary,,1980; Kasl, 1980).

Nonetheless, they do suggest ttiht meaningful changes
in smoking behavior via public health approaches are pos-
sible, but only when the risks of smoking are made iriume
diate and salient, and both skills and suppott to change
smoking behavior are provided (PomIrleau, 1979). The more
important question of whether tIe reduction of risk ,facA
tors will lower morbidity and

mortality,,particularly, from
cardioirascular diseases, is being studied direhly by
large-scale intervention trials now under way. These
projects are discussed in the last section of this paper.

126
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Other Behavior Therapies in Health Care

The increasing importance of behavioral.and social

sciences in medicine is due in part to the development of

effective procedures for changing illness-relateebehav-

iors (see the paper by Wilsonin this volume). Several

of these( behavior modification techniques, which,were

designed and evaluated for the prevention,%management, and

treatment of physical disease (Pomerleau and Brady, 1979)1

were alluded t% in theAliscussions of medical comiliance

and cigarette smoking, OtherAmaIth care'applications are '

in the areas of pain control, childhood disorders, adult

psychosomatic disorders, rehabilitation of the disabled

and physically ill, and geriatric pioblems (Melamed and

Siegel, 1980). Four representative behavioral techniques

are described below: the operant control of pain, cogni-

tive-behavioral interventions, biofeedback4 and relaxation

training.
Pain reactions can persist long after the original

physiological sensation and tissue damage have been reme-

dieted. 'Fordyce (1976) and others have developed a suc-

cessful technique for treatment of chronic pain through

the application of operant conditioning procedures. Many

pain-related behaviors become established and maintained

by the particular rewards they provide for the patient--

for example, attention from family and staying home from

Work, as well as pain relief. These rewards are therefore

manipulated so that the value of undesirable pain behav-

iors is reduced or removed.
Cognitive-behavioral interventions are techniques

designed to reduce pain and the ai7ersiveness of medical

procedures by diminishing,the perceived threat and the

psychological stress associated with the procedures (Turk

and Genest, 1979). ;Since the physiological and/or behav-

idial components of the stress response, (e.g., excessive

sympathetic nervous system activity, lowered motivation

or ability to comply with medical regimens) may also

interfere with the recover process (see Krantz, 1980),

there is some indication that stress reduction procedures

can speed recovery. Some of these procedures (e.g.,

psychological preparation of children for hospitalization)

are being applied routinely (Melamed and Siegel, 1980).

Until recently it was believed that the responses of

the autonomic nervous system were
involuntary and that an

individual could exert little or no control over these

processes. However, visceral responses such as heart

rate, blood pressure, and skin temperature can be con-
.

1 2 ';
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trolled.voluntarily when feedback is provided to the indi-
vidual for altering these responses (see Miller, 1969).
Biofeedback training teaches the individual to monitor
physiological responses through the use of electronic
instruments. ,, When a subject alters a physiological state(e.g.; heart rate, muscle tension, 'electrical activity of
,the brain), he or she is provided with auditory, visual,
or other feedback indicating that/he correct response hasbeen made. The feedback is effective in teaching subjects
to control the physiological

response because it tells
them that their motivated attempts to alter the response ,are effective. Thus, the teedback serves as a'reinforcer
(reward), which leads to learned control of the physio-
logical response (Miller, 1969).

Recent research has explored the clinical Utility of
biofeedback techniques for such disorders as high blood
pressure, migraine headache, seizure disorders, sexual
dysfunctions, and muscular paralysis (Gatchel and Price,1979; Ray et al., 1979). A particularly effective clini-
cal application has been in the treatment of neuromusculardisorders. For example, through the use.of feedback for
the activity of muscle units (cells), paralyzed or damagedmuscles may once again come under voluntary control. Dys-
fuhcgions such as cerebral palsy, .muscular spasms, and
various paralyges have been successfully treated by bio-feedback. Previously these dysfunctions were Often unre-
sponsive to traditional

physiotherapies.and medical or
.surgical treatment (Ray et al., 1979).

The initial enthusiasm.for
biofeedback probably exag-

geiated its therapeutic effectiveness. Further research
has revealed limitations in the use of this technique.
For example, it must still be established that training
in laboratories or clinics .generalizes to real-life set-tings, and more research ii needed to evaluate the rela-tive effectiveness of biofeedback versus other therapeutic'
techniques.
, Relaxation therapies are procedures designed to elicit
physical and emotional calmness in order to decrease auto-nomic nervous system arousal, muscular tension, and other
physiological correlates of psychic trauma. The most
coMmon technique is deep muscle relaxation (Jacobson,
1938), which inv.olves supervised practice in the system-
atic relaxation of major skeletal muscle groups. Relaxa-
tion therapy is effective in the treatment of a variety
of psychophysiological

disorders, including high blood
pressure, migraine headache, and chronic pain syndromes
(Melamed and ,Siegel, 1980).

1 2 6 )
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PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Ah important priority for research in the'next few years

is the integration of behavioral and biomedical knowledge

in a way that elucidates the mechanisms underlying the

interplay among behavior, physiological processes, and

somatic dysfunctions.
Accordingly, the key issUes for

biobehavioral inquiry include further study of features

of the behavioral context and of the individual (e.g.,

coping styles, biological predispositions, availability

of social supports), which may
determine the outcome of

exposure to stressful events. Alsosuggested are further

studies of psychophysiological
mechanisms that mediate

linkages between behavior Ind disease, particularly those

involving neuroendocrine and immune responses. Other

priorities are the development and evaluation of tech-

niques to produce sustained changes in behavioral risk

factors. This includes research on mechanisms of smoking -

addiction and withdrawal and the prevention-of health-

impairing habits. The important area of medical compli-

'ance requires more theoretically based research taking

into account doctor-patient
communication and the cogni-

tive and motivational factors that sustain adheience to

treatment regimens.

Biobehavioral Paradigm for Research

on the Etiology and Pathogenesis of Physical Disease

Psychosocial Stress

As noted earlier, stress has been implicated as a central

factor in the etiology of
cardiovascular illness and also,

may play a role in the development of peptic ulcer, can-

cers, and infectious diseases. The association of psycho-

logical stress with somatic disorders undetscores the

importance of research aimed at (1) understanding when and

under what conditions stress becomes translated into phys-

ical diseases; (2) specifying the physiological and neuro-

endocrine pathways through which reactions to stress

potentiate illness; and (3) identifying factors that pre-

dispose individuals to one stress-related disorder rather

than another (see Graham, 1972).

Conditions for ale Stress-Disease Relationship Stress is

probably an inevitable aspect of modern living) the strug-

12,9
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gles; conflictg, and frustrations that threaten individual
well-being seem to be an inherent quality of the human
condition. Yet, stress-related diseases are far from
universal. It would appear that personal attributes and
contextual Veriables exert an important influence in
modifying the outcomes of psychological stress (F. Cohen
et 1980). Among the more promising of these modi-
fiers are sociocultural

resources, including direct help
or emotion'al support from other people and the health caresystem. Also important are particular psychological char-
acteristics of, stressors, such as whether they are pre-
dictable or within the individual's ability to control.
In addition, biological predispositions and acquired fac-
tors such as styles of coping may mediate the impact of
stressors, thereby ifilluencing the likelihood of a disease
outcome (F. Cohen et al., 1980) . Thus, univariate studies
linking indices of stress end points must be supplanted
by multivariate research in which the stress-moderating
effects of biological, psychological, and sociocultural
variables are taken'into account.

For research to be cost-effective, psychosocial vari-
ables must, when appropriate, be examined in conjunction
with ongoing biomedical studies. For examp)e, the
National.Institutes of Health,are currently funding a num-
ber of Specialized Centers of Research (SCOR), which are
concerned with various aspects of cardiovascular disorders
in children and adults (U.S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, 1978). 'Given the importance of behav,
ioral variables in these disorders, valuable scientific
data at a'relatively low cost would he provided by incor-
porating behavioral components in these studies. For
example, a psychosocial

component was included in the
Fratingham Heart Study cohort examined in the late 1960s.
Results of this study, reviewed above, provided useful
information supporting the importance of behavioral and
social variables in the etiology of coronary heart disease
(see Haynes et al., 1980).

Psychophysiological Mechanisms Research on the psycho-
physiological pathways linking stress tb disease will
require continued technological improvements to facilitate
the measurement and identification of neuroendocrine, cen-
tral nervous System, and related processes. Animal models
twill play an important role in such research (see Ader,

. 1976; Campbell and Henry, 1982). The study of pathophysi-
'ological mechanisms often relies on procedures that cannot

1 3j
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be used with human subjects. These procedures include the

use of surgical,interventions and electrical stimulation

as a means of identifying sitesithat regulate bodily

reactions to stressful events. Drugs that selectively

stimulate (or block) the activity of sutpected mediating

structures, such.as the eeceptor site§ of 'the sympathetic

nervous system, provide a direct means of assessing the

impact of stress-related physiological processes on,target

organs whose dysfunction is suspected to be of psychogenic

origin (e.g., Obrist, 1981).
Human research models will remain indispensable, how-

ever, especially in the study of cognitive and perceptual

variables that initiate and regulate physiological reac-

tions to stressful stimuli. Experimental research is 4

essential and justifiable for making progress in this area

im which no demonstrable damage to subjects can be dis-

cerned. Where ethical and practical concerns limit the

applicability of laboratoxy methodologies in studying a

problem area, it is frequently possible to conduct studiest

of populations who are exposed to the variable of interest

under natural conditions.
Recent developments in psychophysiological measurement

make it postible,to measure the influence of behavioral

variables on physiological processes in natural settings,

such as home or workplace. These techniques have opened

new frontiers in biobehaVioral research. For example, a

recent study successfully used a portable electrdnic

device to provide blopd pressure biofeedback aimed at

preventing fainting,-thereby aiding in the rehabilitation

of paralyzed patients (Miller, 1979). Another study

(Dimsdale and Moss, 1980) used a portable blood withdrawal

pump to monitor plasma hormone, levels during periods of

emotional stress and exercise.
A focus on mechanisms linking behavior and health is

required in order,to translate historical and, epidemio-

logical descriptors, such as age, persqnality, genetiCs,

or nutritional history, into psychophysiological processes

that can be modified or altered (Schwartz et al., 1979).

To influence medical practice, behavioral and social

science research must.identify modifiable variables

involved not only in the etiology of disease, but 'also th

the progression of illness after symptoms have appeared

(Stachnik, 1980).

The Specificity Problem The study of factors that selec-

tivelx predispose individuals to particular disorders must

1 31. .
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incorpbratb-examination of both traditional risk factors
(including genetic predispositions) and acquired behaviors
Isuch as coping styles) as well as features of the situa-
tion (e.g.,'exPosure to particular types of stressors).

Both animal and human research models need to be used
in exploring issues of selective susceptibility to
-disease. The controlled breeding of infrahuman species
can facilitate the study,of the genetic and behavioral
interplay. For example, several strains of rats suscep-.

tible to stress antsalt-induced hypertension have been
produced through selective breeding (Campbell and Henry,
1981). Similarly, genetic strain appears to influence
susceptibility to gastric lesions caused by experimental .1

immobilization (Weiner, 1977).

Human research should.also contribute to the,study of
biobehavioral factors that make for, vulnerability.to
specific physical diseases. Recall that subjects with a
family, history of hypertension exhibit enhanced blood
pressure response while working at a demanding task
(Obrist, 1981). A similar research strategy could be used
to study physiological changes in subjects with a family
history of other disorders. For example,stress-induced
changes in serum glucose levels might be studied in indi-
viduals with diabetic parents. This type of research
should be supplemented by studies of twins and prospective
research employing longitudinal designs.

Tipe h Behavior Pattern

One illustration of a developing area of mechanism-
oriented biobehavioral research is the study of the Type
A "coronary-prone" behavior pattern. Having demonstrated
its association with coronary disease, research now is
addressing issues similar to those discussed in the sec-
tion on psychological stress: (1) isolation of aspects
of the behavior pattern that confer enhanced risk; (2) -

identification of the psychological mechanisms that pro-
duce and sustain coronary-prone behavior; and (3) specifi-
cation of the physiological processes that account for the
enhanced risk of individuals displaying coronary-prone
behavior (Glass, 1981). Subsequent studies (probably with
animal models) might be undertaken to elucidate cause and
effect. That is,\471 animals bred or trained to exhibit

:.4Type A behavioral c aracteristics show elevated physio-
logical reactivity, o,are the behavioral responses caused
by physiological reactkvity? Indeed, both behavioral and

32
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physiological reactions may be consequences of a third

variable located elsewhere in the nervous system.

Psychpeuroimmunology

The emerging field of psychoneuroimmunology also holds

great promise (see Ader, 1981). Exploration of basic

mechanisms of immune changes produced by psychological

stimuli will continue to be an active area of research.

In addition to controlled laboratory experimentation with

wlimals, there is.a need to determine if reliable, repli-

cable, and clinically meaningful alterations in immune

function in humans are associated with psychosocial vari-

ables (e.g., certain life stressord, coping styles, or

both of these acting together). Other research priorities

for this field include the study of correlated changes in

neuroendocrine and,immune functions across the life-span

(devplopmental immUnology); studies of possible learning

and conditioning effects on the immune system; and pro-

spective studies relating behavior to processes,of immuno-

logically mediated diseases (Ader, 1981).

Methodological Issues

The complexities involved in integrating behavioral and'

'biomedical knowledge will require multifaceted research

strategies. What 'is neede9 is a continual interplay

between laboratory and field methodologies. This inter-

play may take several forms. 'For example, an effect can

be established as reliable"with controlled laboratory

experimentation, in which causal links can be inferred.

The generality of the relationship can then be established

in subsequent research in natural settings such aS the

home or workplace (see S. Cohgn et al., 1980). Simtlarly,

by first conducting field studies, it is possible to iso- '

late important dimensions of a particular research area.

At that point laboratory studies may be useful to rule out

alternative explanations often inherent in naturalistic

research. A vivid example of this methodological inter-

play is provided by data on biobehavioral factors in the

etiology of high blobd pressure. Naturalistic and clini-

cal evidence suggested that psychosocial stress plays a

role tn.this disorder. Accordingly, labOratory studies

were undertaken to isolate the psychophysiological mechan-

isms involved in behavioral responses to environmental
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stressors:- Further naturalistic work (e.g., Rose et al.,
1978) extended the laboratory findings by demonstrating

l

that exaggerated blood pressure responses to high work
oads were predictive of sustained hypertension (Herd,
1978).

Risk Factor Modification and Prevention

, Associations between majtr chronic diseases and seemingly
modifiable behavioral factoks have spurred interest in
relating behavioral knowledge to the promotion of health
and the prevention of disease (Breslow, 1978; MatarazzO,
1980). The present body of research in this area consti-
tutes only a promising beginning, and it i§ wise Zzo be
cautious about making unequivocal claims of success based
on exi-ting evidence. However, this emerging research

varea does raise-important challenges and questions.

Maintaining Abstinence

i4hile there are encouraging indications that established
patterns of behayior can be chenged.in the short term, a
major difficulty has been maintaining these changes in
substantial nuMbers of individuals over sustained periods
of time (Bernstein and Glasgow, 1979; Hunt et al., 1979).
There is also a high early dropout rate in Narious treat-
ment programs (see Leventhal and Cleary, 1980). Work in
these areas by behavioral scientists will intensify in the
next five years and must focus on understanding the fac-
tors that initiate and maintatn health-impailing habits,
not just on techniques to modify and prevent them.

For some habits, such as smoking or drug abuse, biolog-
ical factors are intimately involved at all stages of the
probla. Considerable attention must be given to,the
psychobiological and psychosocial aspects of the processes
of withdrawal and behavior change themselves (Leventhal
and Cleary, 1920). Smoking, diet, and exercisehabits and
health-endangering practices such as failure tot use seat
belts, alcohol abuse, and poor hygiene'must also be
studied as sociocultural.phenomena. Decisions to engage
in or modify health-impairing habits and the incorporation
of'changed behaviors as part of an overall life-style all
occur in a social context (Syme, 1978).

ICY
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Antecedents of Habits and Risk Factors
,

Habits and life-styles develop in the context of family

and society; hence, more research is needed on the social-

ization of health-related habits. buchllongitudinal and

cross-cultural research is expensive, but it may be con-

ducted in a cost-effective manner 1n conjunction with

ongoing longitudinal studies of the develophent.of disease

risk factors in children. For example,.a number of pro-,

jects are being carried out among populations of school-

age-children (e.g., the Bogalusa Heart.Study, Voors et

al., 1976) to track the distributionand time course of

risk factors of hea'rt disease-such as blocd pressure and

serum lipids. Behavioral and social variables, inc1uding

family-health values and habits, could be incorporated

into such projects. A behavioral interface with biomedi-

cal research would also provide an excellent opportunity

to examine the processes involved in the socialization of

health life-styles.

s

Prevention

Primary prevention of health-impairing habits (i.e.,

before disease develbps) and the promotion of healthful

life-styles for people of all ages are cost-effective

approaches to health, for in the long term the potential

costs, in lives and dollars, of treating disease are

likely to outweigh the costs of preventing unhealthful

habits. Social learning approaches to smoking prevention

have yielded promising results in the Houston school-based

intervention (Evans et al., 1981)0 Further-work with

children and adolescents might expose other habits to

social learning interventions. More systematic research

with adults 1s also needed. The workplace has proven to

be.a promising setting for such efforts. People spend

considerable time at work, and many employers sponsbr.such

programs because of the benefits that.accrue froh hdving

healthier employees.
The terms secondary prevention, and tertiary prevention

refer, respectively, to interventions taken to arrest the

progreds of illness already in early'asymptomatic stages,

and interventions to stop the progression of a clinicallp,.4,

manifest disease (Institute of Medicine, 1978). Secondary

and 'tertiary prevention activities involving behavioral

factors may be more feasible than primary prevention.'

given the current state of knowledge. Advantages of such
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interventions'are that target groups can be easily recog-
nized and are motivated to change their behavior (see
Institute of Medicine, 1978)...

Modificatiodof Type A Behavioi

Various therapeutic approaches have teen proposed fCir
mod4ying Type A:behavior (Roskies, 1980). BehaVioral
teohniques such as relaxation tiaining have been proposed,
as a way of reducing stressl-related'bodily responses
eliciEed -in Type A individuals. Other strategies for

, modifying Pattern A haye been designed ty induce behav-
iocaI change. One such technique'involves.having the
subject.imagine situations thatliormafty,elicit Type A
behaviors and covertly rehearse alternative, Type B
responses. Group therapy P eOcedures also have been Used,
in some studies.with patient's following myocardial infarc-
tion. Efforts to eValnate the effeaiveness of these .

procedures have yielded encouraging results, but care must
be exercised'in drawing definitive conclusions. Prelimi-
nary evidence suggests a reduation in cardiovascular com-
plication's arq in Type A behaviors (Friedman, 1979;
Roskies, 1980).

Systematic research aimed at assessing mod ification
procedures.for Type A behaVior is certainly one of the
priorities in this area. However, large-scale trials may
be premature at this time. A more pressing priority is
to delineate the particular features of the behavior patr
tern that are risk-enhancing as well as the psychological
factors that give tise to and systain Type A behavior.

Determining the Impact of Behavior Change on Morbidity
and Mortality

The prqpumably causal associations,between behavioral
factors and chronic diseases imply, that effective modifi-
cation of habits and behavior patteens will reduce.the
incidence of and mortality from these disorders. The
assumption is compl,ex and.requires further evidence before
it ce'Wbe acCepted. In the case of cigarette sMoking,
epidelniological data reveal that fokmer cigarette smokers
experience declining overall mortality rates as the years
of discontinuance of the habit increase (U.S. Department

.of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1964). Dat,a of mor-
: biqity are more complex and indicate that the benefits of

(-3

4
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c,
being an ex-smoker are not as high al, the benefits of ,

never having 'Smoked. Similarly, th.t data on the effects

of reOlced blood lipids on coronary heart disease are not

conclusive (Kasl, 1980). Indeed, they suggest that fac-

'tors such as the age at which reductions occur and the

underlying mechanism for lipid elevations make a differ-

ence in the benefits that accrue.

Convinding evidence that modification of risk factors

reduces disease incidence and mortality can be obtained

only from experimental or clinical trials. Several pri-

) mary prevention,trials (selecting subjects free of disease

at entry into the study) are under way,to determine if

altering diet, smoking, and controlling high blood pres-

sure will lower the incidence of coronary heart disease.

One such project, initiated in 1973, is called MRFIT, the

.gultiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial (Collaborating

Investigators, 1976). It involves nearly 13,000 indivi-

duals at high risk of coronary heart disease, half of whom

were randomly assigned to a special intervention program

conaisting of health education, behavior modification,

group support approaches, and a maintenance program to

prevent recidivism. The other half of the subjects

received annual medical exams only. Another project, the

Stanford Five Cities Prcgram (Farquhar, 1978), is an

extension of the first Stanford media-based intervention,

with follow-ups being taken to determine heart disease

morbidity and mortality.
Data regarding risk factor reduction in these two

studies have not yet been published. It ib not known how

large a reduction in risk factors is necessary to observe

a decrease in heart attacks in these populAions. Results

are expectZd to be available for the MRFIT in the next two

years.
Clinical trials of liie-style intervention,involve the

problems of behavioral measurement and of maintaining con-

tinued adherence to regimens (Kasl, 1980;,Syme, 1978).

Despite these disadvantages, such studies are major field

trials of therapeutic and preventive measures that are

relevant to the formation of public policy regarding

behavior and health.

Concluding COmments

The biobebavioral approach 6 ornatidl health and illnesa

is, by definition, an interdlsciplinary venture. It

requires the contributions of researchers representing a*
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varie"ty of skills and 'perspectives. Provision should be
made'for training investigators in the integrative skills
necessary for continued progress in'the scientific study
of behavior and,health and for-providing them with appro-
priate research support.

The final section of this paper has highlighted the
more promising research areds in behavior and health.
Foremost among t.hese are the study Of psychosocial stress
and the mechanisms linking 'stress and illness; psycho-
neuroimnonology; the challenge of maintaining abstinence
fromhealth-impairing behaviors; and techniques for en-
hancing Medical compliance.
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Earnings and .the Distribution of

Income: Insights from

Economic Research
James J . Hedanatz and Robert T. ttilie,hael

INTRODUCTION

Few topics in the social sciences have received more study

than the nature and causes of the distribution of income.

In recent years, data, the statistical procedures for

analyzing data, and the theoretical explanations for them

have been the object of numerous studies.

This essay has two goals and those are reflected in the

two parts of this paper. Part 1 presents salient char-

acteristics of the distribution of income in the United

States. Part 2 presents an outline of the main models

that have been produced by economists to explain the dis-

tribution of wage earnings, the dominant component of

income. It is hoped that the discussion in Part 2 will

convey the essence of recent research on labor market

behavior. The reader should be warned at the outset that

there is less integration of the material in Parts 1 and

2 than one might wish. This reflects the fact that much

more analysis remains to be dope before the facts of the

distribution of income are fully explained.

It is also important to stress at the outset that we

say nothing about a topic of considerable interest to

classical economists: t e functional distribution of

This paper is a direct descendant of a literature review

from a research proposal by the National Opinion Research

Center. Due to publication deadlines, the revision of

that material has been modest. \We gratefully acknowledge

the comments of many, especially aohn Abowd, Edward

Lazear, and Robert Topel, in preparng the original manu:

script, and we also thank Liz Peters and Marcia Weaver

for research assistance.
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income, i.e., its distribution among land, labor, and cap
ital holders. In this paper we focus instead on the per-
sonal distribution of income, i.e., the distribution of
labor earnings. We also ignore valuable work on aspects
of the distribution of income considered in other social
sciences, such as occupational mobility between genera-

tions and determinants of the size and type of govern-
mental transfer payments.

1: THE NATURE OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

Measures of Income Distribution

When one thinks of the distribution of income, there are
a bewilderingly large number of inoividual characteristics
that might be interesting or important to examine. What
does the distribution look like by age? By education
level? By ethnicity? By geographic region or state?
Fortunately, the Current Population Reports (P-60 series)
of the U.S. Bureau of the Census give detailed data for
the United States based on current annual population sur-
veys. One natural way to depict the distribution is
illustrated in Table 1, which shows for 1978 the percent-
age of families in several specific income brackets. Each
row in the table represents a distinct distribution. The
distribution of money income before taxes and transfers
is quite wide--some 8.2 percent of families have incomes
under $5,000, while about 3.6 percent of families have
incomes in excess of $50,000. lack families have consid-
erably lower family incomes than white families, even when
we look at the,distributions for a specific education
level of the household head.

Table 2 shows data in a different format. For selected
years and types of households, each row in panel A shows
what percentage ofthat row's income was received by each
20 percent of the population. For example, the top row
tells us that in 1960 the bottom 20 percent of families
received 4.8 percent of the income, while the middle 20
percent of families received 17.8 percent of the income
and the top 20 percent received 41.3 percent of the in-
come. Comparing across rows in Table 2 permits us to see
how evenly Or unevenly the income is distribute3 within
each population group. Note how little change there seems
to be between 1960 and 1978 in the distribution of income.
We return to this observation below.



TABLE 1 The Distribution of Money Income in the United States, 1978
(Roney Income Before Taxes and Transfers)

Percentame.Distribution of Families by Income Level

Family
Type

No. of
Families

(millions)

(3 thousands)

$25.0- Over
$50.0

Median
Income

Under

$5.0

$5.0-

All 57.8 8.2% 6.0% 24.3% 3.6% 317.6

White

All 50.9 5.6 25.5 4.0 18.4
HH with 12

yr of schoolA 16.6 4.7 3.o 26.3 2.3 19.1
co

Black:

All 22.4 9.8 12.8 0.6
HH with 12
yr of school 1.6 13.3 7.3 15.3 0.3 \13.5

Spanish origin:12
All 2:7 14.6 9.2 12.5 1.0 12.6
HH with 12
yr of school 0.6 8.0 7.8 17.1 0.9 15.7

AHH is householder.
14ersons of Spanish origin may be of any race.

SOURCE: U.S. StatiStical Abstract (1980: Table 748, p. 452).

4
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The Lorenz curve, one of the standard tools for looking
at the distribution of income, uses information in a form
quite similar to Table 2, which shows the percentage of
households (from poorezt to wealthiest) and the percentage
of total income received by those households; the Lorenz
curve`was devised around 1910. Figure 1 is a typical
Lorenz curve for the United States in a recent year. It
shows, as does Table 2, that the lower half of households
gets about one-quarter of the.potal income and the lower
three-quarters of households gts about half the total
income. Notice that if the Lorenz curve were less bowed,
the income would be more evenly distributed. The straight
line in the figure in" fact would characterize a completely
equal distribution of income. The lowest 10 percent of
households would get 10 percent of the income and so would
the upper end--indeed, there would not be a lower or upper
end in that case. Likewise, if the curve were more bowed,
it would reflect even greater unevenness in the distribu-
tion. This property of the Lorenz curve can be used to
produce a convenient summary statistic that reflects how

100

2
0 75

U.0
w

U 25
cc

0 50 75

PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS

FIGURE 1 Lorenz curve.
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TABLE 2 Characteristics of the Distribution of Income in the United States,
for Selected Years and Groups

Lowest Second Third Fourth Highest (Highest

Fifth Fifth Fifth 'Fifth Fifth 5%)

A: Percen'tage of Aggregate Money Income of Families by Quintile
,

All families

1960 4.8 12.2 17.8 24.0 41.3 (15.9)

1970 5.4 12.2 7.6 23.8 40.9 (15.6)

1978 5.2 11.6 17.5 , 24.1 41.5 (15.6)

White families'

1960 5.2 12.7 17.8 23.7 40.7 (15.7)

1978 5.6 12.0 17.6 23.9 41.0 (15.5)



Black and other families
1960 3.7 9.7 16.5 25.2 44.9 (16.2)
1978 4.2. 9.6 16.3 25.1 44.7 (15.9)

Unrelated individuals
1960 1.7 7.3 13.7 26.0 51.4 (20.2)

1978 4.1 9.0 14.9 23.9 48.2 (19.5)

B: Income Level (in 1978 dollars, $ thousands) at Upper End of Each Quintile

All families
1960

1978

Unrelated Individuals
1960
1978

6.1

8.7

1.4

3.0

10.6

14.7

2.6

5.1

14.0

20.6

5.3

8.3

19.4
28.6

9.2

13.3

-
I-,
LII
i--,

SOURCE: U.S. Statistical Abstract (1980: Table 752, p. 454).
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evenly income is distributed. If we form the ratio of the -

area inside the bowed-out curve to the Area in the whole
lower triangle in the figure, that ratio would be close
to zero %died incomes are almost evenly distribeted. The
ratio would be close. to 1.0 if income were almost com-
pletely unevenly distributed (e.g., if one household,got
almost all the incOme). This ratio, called the concentra-
tion ratio or the Gini coefficient can range from 0 to
1.0; the bigger it is, the more unevenness or inequality
there is in the income distribution. The Gini coefficient
for income among families and unrelated individuals in the
United States is aboue0.40. We will discuss that number
shortly.

Before turning to more detail about the distribution,
it is important to describe another, rather different
measure of the dispersion in income. Generally speaking,
the distribution of income when drawn as a frequency dis-
tribution as in Figure 2 has a particular shape with a
noticeably longer and thicker upper than lower tail. The
distribution is not symmetric on either side of its mean
value; it has a "Rositive skew." It is often asserted
that the amount Of asymmetry in the income distribution
is such that a distribution of the 122 of incolMe is near-
ly symmetrical and shaped very nearly like a normal dis-___
tribution. A normal distribution can be characterized
completely by its mean and its variance, so the variance
of the log of income is often used as a measure of the
dispersion or inequality in income (for other measures of
income inequality and their attributes, see Kakwani,
1980) .

Symmemc

INCOME, LOG INCOME

FIGURE 2 Frequency distribution of income.

1
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Apparent Income Stability Amid Social Change

The Evident Stability

As suggested by the first three rows of Table 2 and con-
firmed time and again in the literature, the overall dis-
tribution of' money income in the United States shows
remarkable stability over the past few decades. A Gini
coefficient for income among families and unrelated indi-
viduals-by year is measured-as .41 in 1951 and as .41 in'
1974. Mot only was there no apparent secular trend ;n the
Gini coefficient over this quarter century, but also the
year-to-year fluctuatiOns were trivial (the annual Gini
coefficient ranged from :40 to .421 Treas and Walther,
1978) . A similar conclusion is reached using another
measure of the distribution of income, the income received
by the lowest 20 percent of the income distribution among
families. That percentage was 5.1 percent of the before-
tax aggregate income in the late 1940s and remained at
about 5 percent,throughout the subsequent period, as shown
in Table 2. The stability in the income received by the
loweit quintile is mirrored in the income received by the
other quintiles throughout the distribution.

The perception of no change in the inequality,of income
in the United States over the past 25 year's or so is some-
what modified when Ehe distribution is characnrized by
the variance of the log of earnings. The variance has
declined somewhat since 1950. For example, the variance
of the log of income among men ages 25-64 in the United
States fell from 0.65 in 1949 to 0.58 in 1969 (Chiswick
and Mincer, 1972:560) . The discrepancies in trends be-
tween the Gini coefficient and the variance of the log of
earnings reflect the fact that the Gini tellds to emphasize
changes around the center of the distribution, ighereas the
variance measure is relatively more sensitive to changes
in the lower tail of the distribution (see Atkinson,
1970).

The general impression from these measures of economic
inequality is one of relative stability. This conclusion
holds if one looks at the distribution of money income
adjusted for taxes and transfers. Reynolds and Smolensky
(1977) employ A concept of net national product as a
measure of income and attempt to identify the impact of
government transfers and taxes on the distribution of
income from 1950 through 1970. Their assessment suggests
that net income (after taxes and transfers) is substan-
tially more evenly distributed than.gross income, but that
the distributions of gross and net income do not exhibit



any appreciable trend over the 20 years of their study.

For example, on the basis of one of their assumptions

Reynolds and Smolensky report that the Gini coefficient

for net income was .315 in 1950 and .290 by 1970 (Reynolds

and Smolensky, 1977:71).
The assessment of the impact of government tax and

transfer programs has been undertaken in several studies,

and the numbers obtained vary depending on the set of

assumptions used to produce the estimates (for example,

the assumptions about the distribution of real benefits

from the general expenditures of the federal government).

Much of this literature considers the net effect of gov-

ernment taxes and transfers on the shape of the distribu-

tion (e.g., Golladay and Haveman, 1977; Pechman and Okner,

1974; Reynolds and Smolensky, 1977; for a review, see

Danziger et al., 1981), but in terms of trends over time, -

the Reynolds and Smolensky conclusion of no significant

trend is the current consensus in this literature. Thus

the evidence suggests
remarkable stability in the distri-

bution of income over the past 25 years, as gauged by any

of the.conventional measures
and defined as narrowly as,

earnings or as broadly as income after taxes and trans-

fers.
This stability is quite surprising, Fundamental

changes in the social, economic, and political structure

of the United States have occurred during the past 30

years. The social changes include substantial fluctua- ,

tions in fertility rates (in particular the baby boom of

the 1950s and the subsequent decline in fertility through

the 1960s and most of the 1970s), the recent increase in

divorce rates and rising age at first marriage, and

decliz:ing mortality rates. As a result, the nature of the

household structure in the United States, the age struc-

ture of the population (including the "dependency ratio"),

and the age distribution of the work force are profoundly

different in 1980 from what they were in 1960.

The important economic
changes over the past two or

three decades knclude substantial growth in real income,

until the recent slump in
productivity growth; chaages in

the composition of the work force, reflecting )the in-

creased participation of women in the labor market, the

trend toward earlier retirement, and the maturing of the

baby boom cohort; the continued shift toward the service

sector of the economy; and, within the past decade,

changes in the relative price of sources of energy.

Finally, evidence of changing political climate within

the United States is the growth of government and an
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increasing reliance on government to influence the nature,
.Auality, and distribution of products in the Ameridan
economy, as well as to shmpe the social-environment

. which we live. Domestic policy hQamone from what might
be characteiized as limited involvethent in the 1950s
through a period of active intervention in civil rights
and tht war on poverty in the 1960s to the recent conser-
vatism of the Reagan era. This political cycle has been
accompanied by a shift in attitude within the body politic
from apathy in the 1950s to optimism about the efficacy
of social policy instruments in the 1960s to general skep-
ticism, if not pessimism, about the role of government in
iecent Years..

In the face of these structural ,changes, the stability
in the inequality of the overall distribution of money
income in the United States is remarkable. As'the next

_sectiom suggests, the apparent stabilitymasks much
change.

Offsetting Factors: Age and Household Structure

Several studies have attempted to probe this global sta-
bili,ty in the income distribution and, in doing so, have
identified'offsetting forces. Two factors that hav.e been
shown to play a fundamental role in-the apparent stability
of the income distribution in redent debacles are the dis-
tributions of the population by age and by household
structure.

y,
Paglin (1975) examined the effects of age on the dis-

tribution of income and distinguished two effects. The
first is that income tends to increase with age, and it
so happens that the rate of growth of income with age has
increased over the postwar period. (The human capital
model discussed below provides a reason for the growth in
income with age.) For a particular population age dis-
tribution, Paglin's first effect increases income inequal-
ity over time solely because income-age prctiles are
becoming steeper. Paglin's.second effect is that the
population distribution by age has changed over the,post-
war period in such a way that for a particular age-income
profile, the distribution of income has become more un-
equal. So both of these effects increase the inequality
in inccme over time. Yet, as we stressed above, tiw ag-
giegate income distribution shows a virtual constancy over
time. So there must be an offsetting effect that has de-
creased inequality. The apparent stability masks a trend
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towazd equality offset by the changing age distribution

of the population. (While Paglin's'sgeneral point is now-

accepted, reservations about his methodo'ogy have been

voiced; see Pyatt, 1976, and, for relat 1 discussions,

Blinder, 1980; Danziger et al., 1977. Also see Lillard,

1977, for an alternative method of age adjustment.)

Regarding adjustments for family structure, in an

important study Treas and Walther (1978) show dramatically

yet simply the relevance of family structure,for the dis-

tributIon of income. With data from the Current Popula-

tion Survey, Treas and Walther show that within practi-

cally every category of household structure--female-headed

families, husband-wife families with wife employed,

husband-wife families with wife not employed, unrelated

women, and unrelated men--ther6 was a decline in inequal-

ity of income over,the periodfrom 1951 through 1974. For

most of the categories the,decline in inequality was a

statistically significant one and substantial in magni-

tude. The measured inequality over all categories com-

bined, however, shows no trend over the period. The

reconciliation of the paradoxical finding of no overall

trend yet a substantial trend toward equality within prac-

tically every component of the total-involves shifts in

the weights of the various categories through time.

Household categories characterized by especially low

incomes rose as a proportion of the total population of

households. These categories include unrelated-women,

unrelated men, and households headed by women. Households

with the highest average
household.income--those in whigp

both husband and wife were employed--also became propor42

tionately more numerous. On the other hand, the numb r

of households with incomes near the overall mean, that is,

husband-wife households in which only the husband was

employed--declined as a proportion of the total. Thus the

overall stability of the agvregate distribution of house-

hold income masks a shift toward the tails of the distri-

butionin the types of household structures in the popu-

lation, offset by substantially less inequality-wIthin

each household category.
The stability in inequality over time in earnings among

'men of Prime working age is not found in tfie distribtation

of earnings among all workers, which ho3 shown an increase

in inequality over time, or in the distribution of income

among families and unrelated individuals, which has shown

a decrease in inequality over tiMe. These differences are

explained by and stress the importance of the unit of,

analysis. Among all workers the ififlux of teenagers and

J. 6 j
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women has resulted in an increase in the dispersion (4.
earnings. When.viewed from the persPective of the family
unit, the increased labor force participation of married,
women has tended to reduce the dispersion of iricome among
f4milies.

Trends for Specific Groups

Turning to measufes of inequality omer time for tpecific
'groups, Table 3, shows the variance of the log of income
Among persons ages 14 and over With income, by sex and
. age, for selected years from 1950 to 1970, expressed tele-,

tive to the variance for
men of prime worlang age in 1956.

For men (the tbp panel of the kable) inequality of income
is relatively great at young and old ages compared witif
middle ages; for women that tendency is less pronounced.
Over time, inequality increases for all groups except

-elderly men. Over all groups combined and for each sex
separately tAere has been substantial increase in inequal-
ity, reflecting a steepening age earnings profile.
Schultz (1975) among others stresses that the increased
inequality in income or earnings among earners is in some
degree a reflection of the growing cendency toward part-
time employment. Tke.growth in partLime-employment
amongthp young, the elderly, and married women tends to
increase inequalit)i measured among persons with income.

'Regarding black-white wage differentials, the postwar
era has witnessed a trend toward. equality. As reported
in Smith and Welch (1978:3), the ratio of wage and salary
earnings of black men to those of white men rose substan-
tially from .54 in 1947 to .58 in 1959 to..67 in 1969 to.73 in 1975. Among full-time workers a similar trend is
observed: The ratio was at .64 in 1947, suffered a cyclic
decline to .61 in 1959, then rose to .69 in 1969 and to
.77 in 1975. The relative gains for black women were more
substantial than those for black men. Based on data from
the Current Population Survey, Freeman (1978) reports the
ratio of median wage:ana salary of black to white :Tien
rising from .50 to .73gfrom 1950 to 1975 and for black to
white women from .40 to .97 over that period. So black
women had achieved near parity with white women in earn-
ings by 1979. A major contributing factor to the relative
imProvements of blacks has been their relative gains in
education. The black:white ratio of mean schooling level
of new labor market entrants rose from .72 in 1940 to .82
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TABLE 3 'Relative
Inequality in Personal Income (Among

Persons 14+ with Income) by Year, Age, and Sex: Estimates

of Variance of Logs, Expressed Relative to the Variance

for Men Ages 35-44 in 1950

1950 1955 196^ 1965 1970

Men
Total

165 187 217 232 252

14-19
144 208 224 201 220

20-24 109 112 146 166 175

25,-34
BO 94 91 90 97

35-44
100 99 118 115 102

45-54
136 147 153 136 124

55-64
169 170 183 175 163

65+
211 179 151 134 136

Women
Total 165 192 213 232 248

14-19
136 138 260 273 220

20-24
118 148 182 204 198

25-34
146 174 213 224 252 \

35-44
157 188 206 214 220

45-54
91 181 204 205 221

55-64
171 198 204 222 233

65+
118 117 111 110 125

Men and women 199 230 266 277 299

Note: Inoex: 100 . men ages 35-44 in
1950 whose variance was 0.4709.

SOURCE: Derived froM Table 6-2, p. 154 (Schultz, 1975) from 0-60

Series CPR data.

in 1950 to .88 in 1960 to .99 in 1970 (Smith and Welch,

1978).
Regarding the wage

differential by sex, neither the

fi rend toward wage
equality in the postwar era nor the

interpretation of the generally lower wage of women is as

evident as for the black-white wage differential. While

the unadlusted annual earnings
differential for women

relative to men actually declined
from 1949 to 1959 to

1969 from .56 to .50 to .47, that decline is explained by

the fact that the average hours and weeks worked by women

also fell over that period as more and mote women entered

the 1WDor force as part-tih2 workers.
Adjusted for hours

of work, the corresponding figures were .67 to .66 to

.63, and adjustment for the difference in education levels

further alters the picture to a trendless differential of

.63 to .65 to .63 over that same 1949-1969 period (see

163"
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Chiswick and O'Neill, 1977:28). When Fuchs (1974) per-
formed comparable adjustments for schooling level tor
whites only, he found hourly earnings had actually risen
for women relative to men from 1959 co 1969 by as much as
11 percent for those with 12 or more years of schooling
and had risen as well when age-specific groups were com-
pared. These gains in wage differentials for white women.

1 compared with white men were striking in light of the
rapidly growing female employment that introduced rela-
tively inexperienced women into the labor market.

Ipcome Mobility

The Extent of Mobility

Perhaps as important las the dispersion of income at any
single time is the degree of mobility within that distri-
bution over time. Data show that the distribution of
income is characterized by considerable period-to-period
mobility. Likewise, studies of mobility from generation
to generation demonstrate considerable mobility in income
and occupational status. Studies in the economdc litera-
ture find substantial mobility in the United,States income
distribution, especially for the young and for those near
the bottom of the distribution (see Mirer, 1975; Benus,
1974; Kohen, Parnts, and Shea, 1975; Blinder, 1980).

Mobility from Pov rty

Whereas research on occupational and income mobility
across generationS examines the entire incpme distribu-
tion, research on income mobility from period to period
has frequently fo used on income mobility from poverty to
nonpoverty. This esearch has served to emphasize a di.-
tinction between t ose for whom poverty is a relatively
transitory phenome on and those for whom poverty is a

more permanent circ mstance. Whether poverty is seen as
a transitory or a p rmanent phenomenon depends in part on
the time interval ov r which a study foCuses. For exam-
ple, two studies with different data sets and definitions
of poverty show a similar incidence of poverty in one year
conditional on being i poverty the previous year. The
1976 report, The of Poverty, using data the
1Denver Income Maintenan e Experiment, found that in 1970
50 percent of those in pverty remained in poverty 12
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months later (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, 1976) . Lillard and Willis (1978) , using data

from the University of Michigan Panel Study of Income

Dynamics, reeorted that the probability of a man in pov-

erty in 1967 being in povertlethe following year was 34

percent for whites and 61 percent for blacks (p. 1004).

The former study, however, looks at intrayear patterns and

finds little mobility (i.e., at most, 9 percent changed

status from poverty to nonpoverty during any one month in

1970), while the latter study looks at interyear patterns

and finds substantial mobility (i.e., the probability that

a man in poverty in 1967 would be in poverty in 1973 was

28 percent for whites and 46 percent for blacks). Of

course, the extent to which measurement error in the

income affects this evidence of mobility over time de-

serves careful scrutiny.
Given the distinction between those for whom poverty

is a permanent status and those for whom it is transitory,

the determinants of mobility become important. Lillard

and Willis conclude that variables such as race, school-

ing, and job experience are important determinants of

permanent poverty status. Other variables affecting the

mobility of families have also been examined. The recent

increase in the number of earners in multiperson families

has reduced the number of family units in poverty. Levy

(1976) studied changes in family structure to examine the

effects of increases in female-headed families over the

last few years.
The consensus of research on mobility can be expressed

by quoting from Aaron's thoughtful synthesis of recent

policy-related research (1978:49):

The number of people who are sometimes poor is far

larger and the number who ;ve always poor is at
least somewhat smaller than official statistics

suggest: many of the poor differ from the rest of

us only in their lack of money, and many of them

one day will leave poverty. But many of the rest

of us one day will be poor too.

Poverty

Underlying much of the discussion of income mobility

between poverty and nonpoverty are questions about the

definition and meaurement of poverty. The history of the

official poverty definition, the alternative definitions,

1 6
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and the limitations in the measures used are quite well
explored in the excellent sumnary provided in the con-

, gressionally mandated Report on Poverty (Mahoney, 1976)
' and its technical supplement (especially Vol. I: Urban
Systems Research and Engineering, 1976). The official
measure of poverty combines a political decision about the
appropriate level of income at which to dichotomize house-
holds as either in poverty or not in poverty and an admin-
istrative ruling about the interpretation of that decision
for various family sizes and structures. The advantages
and disadvantages of measures of poverty based on absolute
or relative standards have been well reviewed (for exam-
ple, see Blinder, 1980; Urban Systems Research and Engi-
neering, 1976).

Regarding trends in the incidence of poverty, conclu-
sions depend on the definitions of poverty and of income.
Reflecting the overall stability in the distribution of
income over time discussed above, for poverty measured in
relative terms there has been no discernible trend in the
incidence of poverty. Using a definition of relative
poverty Plotnick and Skidmore (1975, ch. 4) show no move-
ment between 1965 and 1972; Mahoney (1976, ch. 5) shows
no substantial trend between 1967 and 1974 when poverty
is measured as 50 percent of U.S. median income. Measure-
ments using a definition of absolute poverty (that make
adjustment for iaflation), however, show a decline over
the past 20 years in the proportion of the population in
poverty and in the number of persons in poverty. Based
on an income measure adjusted for cash transfers, Plotnick
and Skidmore (1975) report a decline in the number of poor
persons from 38 million in 1962 to an estimated 27 million
by 1975 (p. 82) and, as a percentage of the total popula-
tion,' a decline from about 21 percent in 1962 to about 11
percent by 1973 (p. 84). The 11 percent appears to have
remained steady through 1978 (Statistical Abstract of the
United States 1980:464).

When in-kind transfers in the form of medical care,
food, and housing are included, the incidence of poverty
is considerabl less and the decline considerably more
dramatic. From figures on income excluding in-kind trans-
fers roughly comparable to those cited from the Plotnick
and Skidmore study, Paglin (1977) estimates that in-kind
transfers have reduced the incidence of poverty over the
same time period (1962-1975) from about 30 million persons
to a little over 6 million persons, or from about 15 per-
cent of the population in 1962 to only about 4 percent in
1973 (1977, Table 8). It should be noted, hc-wever, that

1u,
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a raTge-portion of-the in-kind assistance_isin the form

of health care through the Medicaid and Medicare programs,

and there is substantial controversy about whether that

transfer should be counted as income. For example, a

Congressional Budget Office (C130) study estimated that in

1976, 9.3 percent of all families were below the poverty

level without counting Medicaid and Medicare, whe4eas only

6.7 percent were below the poverty lev,e1 when these bene-

fits were counted (Congressional Budget Office, 1977:7-9).

Interpretation of the effects of in-kind transfers on

poverty incidence is controversial in general, because of

problems that arise in evaluating the usefulness of the

in-kind transfer to tile recipient and determining how much

of the aggregate transfer is received by persons in pov-

erty. There is at least consensus that including in-kind

transfers appreciably reduces the incidence of poverty and

that the downward trend in the poverty population is con-

siderably stronger when in-kind as well as cash transfers

are taken into account.

The incidence of poverty measured by pretransfer income

also vari-s oVer time because of the differential effects

on different groups of macroeconomic conditions such as

unemployment. For example, Plotnick and Skidmore (1975'

report that during the 1965-1972 period of overall full

employment and economic growth, poverty incidence fell for

most demographic subgroups but rose for families headed

by women. In contrast, during the 1972-1975 period of

higher unemployment, poverty
incidence shifted toward the

working poor as relatively more
families headed by men of

prime working age fell below the poverty line.

We turn briefly to the incidence of poverty among

specific groups. In the mid-1970s, the incidence of pov-

erty was particularly great for blacks, the elderly, and

persons living in female-headed families: In 1974, blacks

composed about 12 percent of the U.S. population but 31

percent of the poverty population; the elderly consti-

tuted 10 percent of the U.S. population but 14 percent of

the poverty population; and persons living in female-

headed families accounted for 11 percent of the U.S. popu-

lation but 35 percent of the poverty population (Mahoney,

1976:112).
CBO figures emphasize in another way both the impact

of transfers on the incidenTa of poverty and the differ-

ential incidence by age. For 1976 CBO estimats that,

cpnsidering pretax, pretransfer income, 18.6 percent of

Aamilies headed by.someone under age 65 and 59.9 percent

of families headed by someone over age 65 were in poverty.
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When taxes, social insurance income, cash, andin=kihd
transfers are taken into account, those percentages fall,
respectively, to 8.9 percent and 6.1'percent (Congres-
sional Budget Office, 1977:12). It is only in the context
of these latter, low figures that one might algue, as has --
Martin Anderson (1978:37), that "the 'war on poverty' has
been won . . . except for perhaps a few mopping-up opera-
tions."

One final point deserves emphasis. A conclusion of
'perhaps greater relevance than either the precise Inci-
dence of poverty today or the trend in it over the past
decadejs the finding that there has been little change
in the aggregate poverty rate in the United States based
on measures of income exclusive of transfers (Danzinger
et al., 1979:2, 30):

If only earned inãome is considered, the agvegate
incidence oe poverty has remained unchanged at about
21 percent. . . . The level of absblute pretransfer
poverty has been stagnant since 1965. In both 1976
and 1965, 21 percent of all persons were pretransfer
poor. Although the incidence . . . was slightly
lower in the intervening years, there is no downward
trend.

The evidence clearly indicate:. that the measured reduction
in poverty has resulted from tranfers of income rathek
than employment. The interpretation of this evidence is
not without ambiguity. Income-cunditioned transfers
create a disincentive to work for those in the lower tail
of the pretransfer earnings distribution and hence would
tend to increase inequality in earnings. The fact that
there is no increase in earnings inequality is consistent
with two interpretations: (1) that income transfers did
not reduce work effort or (2) that income transfers did
reduce work effort but were somehow offset. The social,
economic, and political consequences of using transfer
income rather than jobs as the main mechanism for the re-
duction of poverty in the United States surely warrants
much further exploration.

;.

Throughout this section we liave discussed the distri-
'bution of money income, sometimes wage earnings and some-
times total money income. There may be, of course, impor-
tant .distinctions"between the distribution of money income
and the distribution of welfare for at least three
reasons.
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First, the income recipient unit, e.g., the family, is

not homogeneous across all units and so inCOme per mnit

is not an unambiguous measure of weafare. Family size

differences make income per family not comparable across

ramilies. Dividing by the number of family members

creates a per capita income measure, but studies of scale

economies with family size suggest that per capita mea-

sures are an overadjustment (see Lazear-Michael, 1980;

manuney, 1971; Muellbauer, 1977). The equivalence of in-

co acrCss families of different sizes is an important

issue oi ^urri=nt research concern. Likewise, famlly

structure--s_,gle parent versus two-parent families and

one-earner versus "wo-earner families--raises similar

issues of income equialenc,....
Second, money income acJes not include all aspects of

real income. Differences in ,11/ironment from the clean-

liness of the air to political st,bility and to the'geo-

logical and social climates in which opic live are in a

broader definition a part of income. Amei.ities of job,

neighborhood, and city might be included as %,11 in mea-

sures of real income, as reflected in recent effots to

quantify "social indicators." Differences in hours of

work create observed differences in money income that

overstate inequality by disregarding the offsetting

differenus in leisure (or nonwork) time.

Third, and most iMponderably, the translation of any

given income level into welfare may differ across'indi-

viduals because of differences in the utility functions

of individuals.

2: THE DETERMINANTS OF EARNINGS

Despite the reduced incidence of absolute poverty in the

United States, there has been almost nb reduction in the

poverty rate based on income exclusive of transfers. That

is, the considerable success of the war on poverty has

been the result of incometransfers, not the.result of

growth in earnings among those previously in poverty.

There have been great strides forward, however, in the

reduction of measured wage differentials between minority

and majority groups and in providing equality of educa-

tionaI opportunity and, thus, educational achievement.

These and other gains have apparently not had an impact

on labor market earnings sufficient to allow them to

replace transfer income as a major factor in reducing '

absolute poverty.
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More than two-thirds of income comes in the form of
earnings. For this reason, and given the considerable
research progress in this area in recent years, we focus
in this section on the determinants of earnings. We sum-
marize the current understanding of the workings of the
labor market and of the supply and demand for labor ser-
vices. As noted in the introduction, this discussion is
not specifically directed at the features of the distri-
bution of income, as in the preceding section.

Conventional Neoclassical Models and Their Extensions

The Wage Rate

Labor market in-7ome is the product of two distinct fac-
tors: wage rates, which measure earnings per unit:of
labor, and labor supply. It is impossible to disntangle
the two concepts"completely, since labor supply decisions
made today can affect the wage in the future and expected
future wage rates affect current and futune labor supply.
,Nevertheless, it is analytically convenient to distinguish
the topics of wage rate determination and labor supply
determination.

The most important current theory of the generation of
earning power is t'ae human capital model, pioneered some
20 years ago by Becker (1960, 1975) , Mincer (1958, 1962a),
and Schultz (1961), with antecedents as far back as Adam
Smith, the father of Modern economics. The best review
of thg work on this topic through the mid-1970s is Rosen
(1977) . Other systematic reviews of this literature
include Kiker (1971), Blaug (1976), and, wit:h special
reference to income distribution, Mincer (1970).

The theory of human capital is better characterized as
a broad idea than a precisely delineated model: An indi-
vidual spends current resources (both direct'expenditures
of dollars and foregone earnings) in order to raise his
or her productivity or wages in the futuie. That expen-
diture constitutes the production of a capital asset
embedded in the individual--that is, his or her human
capital. It may be an investment in formal schooling, in
job training, in one's health, in one's location (by
migration), in information about available jobs (job
search), or in providing information about one's skills
(advertising or signaling). The payoff may come in areas
outside the labor market as well as within it. (The vast
proportion of the literature considers the labor market
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returns to these investments, but see Michael, 1982, for

a review of the benefits of schooling outside the labor

market.)
The theory of human capital investment focused the

attention of labor earnings research on the estimation of

the relationship between wages and a wide variety of pro-

ductivity-related characteristics, such as formal school-

ing, labor force experience, age, ability measures, family

background measures, and many others. Becker (1975) pro-

vided quantitative evidence on the effect of schooling on

earnings in the form of a nate of return on the invest-

ment, and now empirical estimates of the rate of return

to schooling abound.
Griliches (1975) summarizes the empirical evidence on

the relationship between earnings and schooling. He also

reviews the many correlations that have been made to avoid

"ability bias"--the bias that arises in estimating the

effect of schooling on earnings when the unobservable

components of earnings potential are correlated with

measured education components. (Thus the question arises

whether education is merely a proxy for these unobserv-

ables.) He concludes that a positive association remains

between the two when ability bias is eliminated by econo-

metric procedures.
Ability bias is a special case of a general problem.

When one estimates the effects of schooling or job experi-

ence on, the wage rate, there are typically many additional.

unobserved, factors that may affect the estiMated relation-

ship. These unobserved factors may include, in addition

to ability, aspects of family background, early childhood

development, genetic endowMents, school performance,

school quality, educational financial opportunities, and

-many details of both the educational and labor force his-

tories of the worker, not to mention health, motivation,

energy level, psychological characteristics, and so on.

Studies have used a remarkably wide range of variables

from large cross-sectional data sets to attempt to measure

and adjust for effects of ability, family background,

school characteristics, health, and even genetic endow-

meats on labor earnings. The empirical importance of

background variables is difficult to summarize and remains

a matter of dispute.
In virtually all studies, schooling has a positive

measured effect on earnings. This effect does not appear

to be greatly changed when a variety of methods are used

to control for unobservable background variables. Taubman

(1976) presents a minority view arguing that there is sub-
.
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stantial bias in the conventional estimates of the effect
of schooling on earnings. Taubman uses many variables as
controls in his earnings function. As not,ed by Welch
(1975) , however, the proliferation,pf control variables

is itself likely to cause a seVeregidownward_bias in the
estimated effect of schooling on earnings. (This follows
because Welch assumes that schooling is only a proxy for
true human capital.)

Goldberger (1975) , in his review of heritability,
demonstrates that there is considerable conLroversy in

this literature about the relative strength of genetic and
environmental effects in determining the productive capac-
ities of irdividuals. Goldberger shows that attempts to
disentangle heredity from environment have typically been
based on arbitrary assumptions.

Independent evidence from time-budget studies-documents
the importance of parental time in child care on the sub-
sequent schoOling perforRance of children (Hill and Staf-
ford, 1974; Leibowitz, 1974). This finding is an important
link in understanding the mechanism through which family
background variables operate on earnings potential. t.

New econometric methods, notably techniques developed
by Chamberlain and Griliches, address the important issue,
that individuals are not assigned into schooling cate-
gories at.random, so one cannot treat the schooling-
earnings relationship as equivalent to a controlled exper-
imest. The schooling decision itself is important; it
sorg workers into groups that xe, obviously, not random
samples of the entire population. One should not look at
the increased earnings of those with more schooling and
draw some implication for social policy about giving
people an extra dose of schooling. Such implications
will be misguided unless the nonrandomness of the survey
data--the endogenous nature of the schooling decision--is
taken into account. This line of work is one of the most
important currently under way in this area. (See also
work by Willis and Rosen; 1979, who address this problem
in a "sample selection bias" setting.)

Several other measurement problems have been addressed
in the human capital literature. Since a variety of human
capital investments may be pursued by an individual at gny y:t
time, 4 is often not possible to identify empirically
the costsand returns of specific types of human capital
investments without.making specific assumptions abou4 the
importdnt-sourceS of investment and the form of the
investment 'functions. The required extra information is
frequently provided by ignoring all othef components of
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human capital and concentrating on the effects of school-

ing or postschool training on the growth in wages over an

individual's career.. Ben-Porath (1967) preented the

ffrst rigorous model of human capital accumulation. His

model has since been generaltzed by others and estimated

in,papers.that explore the dynamics of the evolution of

earnings and provide a more firm statistical foundation

for the human capital earnings model (see Haley, 1976;

't
Heckman, 1976; Lillard, 1977; Rosen, 1976).

This work is still at a relatively primitive stage and

has mot received much attention since the mid-1970s'(but

s4'e Killingsworth, 1982). These investment models are

potentially impoitant guides to general policy analysis,

siince they-indicate how individualechoose remuneration

packages with low wages and large training components

early in their careers in anticipation of greater wage

growth over the life cycle. In addition, since the wages

actually received during the investment period are lower

than the wages workers could receive at that point in

their fife cycle, the human capital model provides an

explanation for the divergence of observed sines. A key

implication of this divergence is that labor income is an

incomplete measure of total employment compensation (since

workers may also be acquiring new skills that wi1,1 pay off

later) and may therefore be an inappropriate policy_target

by itself. Empirical results (e.g., reported by Heckman,

1976; Johnson, 1975; Lazear, 1976; and Mincer, 1974)

indicate that a substantial proportion of a typical white

male worker's early career is spent investing in human

capital. Lazear (1979a) uses this type of argument in

the study of wage differentials by sex. He suggests that

if young women have recently been receiving substantially

more on-the-jbb training than previously, adding the value

of this training to the pecuniary component of the wage

earned would further raise the rate of growth of the wages

of yoUng women relative to young men.
The advantage of more expliCit and focused human capi-

tal models lies in the identification of paramf*ters that_ ,

can be used to evaluate the effects of alternative poli-

cies. The computational complexity of the structural

models has slowed their adoption by applied economists.

A majority of the empirical studies of wage determination

_employ only a descriptive model instead of a structurally

identified model.
A recurring problem of measurement is the bias intro-

duced by using a cross-sectional survey in place of longi-

tudinal.data on cohorts to estimate age or experience
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effects on_wag_e_changes over a lifetime. Theoretical
studies of earnings equations

document the importance of
distinguishing between age and cohort effects. For
example, there may be an effect on earnings of being 30
years old, or there may be an effect of.having experi-
enced the Great Depression. Data obtained at a single
point in time (e.g., 1960) cannot distinguish the two
effects; repeated surveys of the same people over time
can sort out these cohort and age effects (see, e.g.,
Heckman and Robb, 1982; Weiss and Lillard, 1978).

Hause (1980) studied the time series properties of
earnings in the context of the on-the-job training hypoth-
esis. His results confirm the results of others who use
cross-sectional, artificial cohorts, or less detailed
panel data--namely, that there is a strong negative rela-
tionship between initial-earnings and future wage growth.
Controlling for unobservables and using longitudinal data,Rause find that, among individuals of identical levels of
schooling, those who have relatively low wages early in
their careers are more likely to have relatively higher
wages later in their careers. The statistical procedures
used by Hause produce evidence of the pure life-cycle
effects on the distribution of earnings emphasized by
Mincer (1974).

Hours of Work

Over the last 20 years the analysis of labor supply has
received substantially more attention than the study oflabor demand. Most problems associated with low labor
Incomes have been analyzed in a context that emphasizes
labor supply rather than the market interaction of both
supply and demand forces. The economic analysis of the
negative income tax experiments, for example, relies
almost exclusively on models of the problem of single-
period labor supply, which treat the pattern of available
wage rate/income tax combinations as parametrically given.

The pioneering work on modern labor supply is Mincer's
model of female labor force participation (Mincer, 1962a)
and its extensions (Mincer, 1963). It is a life-cycle
model of labor supply in which a woman, using a permanent
wage measuring average earning power over her lifetime,
vIooses the fraction of her lifetime that she will work.
By assuming that work time is perfectly substitutable
across ayes, Mincer converts the total lifetime labor
supply function into a probability of observing a woman

1 '''' t .
I 0
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in the labor force at a particular time. Because of the

assumption of perfect
substitutability of time from one

-per-iod_to_anothe_r_i_ the
age-specific female labor force

participalion equation depends only on Ehe average tile -

time wage.
Subsequent analysis (Bowen and Finegan, 1969; Cain,

1966; Rosters, 1966) generalizes certain aspects of

mincer's framework while introducing a restriction that

is not in the spirit of his analysis. For example,

Kosters uses a more rigorous demand system approach in

specifying the labor supply
behavior of both men and women

in the conte;ct of a model of 3oint family decisions. In_

addition to estimating the usual subst.itution effect,

Kosters attempts to measure the effect of taxes on labor

supply directly. This work initiated a substantial empir-

ical literature in which the la'oor supply effects of pub-

lic policies were studied using a one7Teriod model, in

which the period is usually single year in the working

life. The vast literature on the evaluation of the income

Maintenance experiments uses this framework almost exclu-

sively. The life-cycle focus of the original Mincer anal-

ysis disappeared. Mincer simplified a lifetime decision

problem until it could be expressed in terms of a well-

specified single-period
decision problem; many of the

subsequent studies presented single-period models that

were no longer consistent with optimal lifetime behavior.

The one-period labor supply model has its theoretical

origins in the qork of Robbins (1930) and Lewis (1956).

Even though this model is not in general consistent with

a life-cycle labor supply model, the development of empir-

i-al models in the context of this single-period decision

problem produced the first substantive discussion of the

difference between estimating a labor-force participation

model and an hours-of-work model. The analyses of Lewis

(1969), Ben-Porath (1973) , and Heckman (1974) demonstrate

strong theoretical reasons why the effects of wage and

nonlabor income on the labor force participation decision

are different from the effects of these same variables on

the hours-of-work decision. In addition, Heckman's (1974)

work offered a statistical solution to the problem of

selection bias--the problem that those who work and those

who do not work are not necessarily random samples drawn

from the same population. This work has been extended by

Cogan (1981) to accommodate
fixed costs of work (e.g., the'

1 7
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fact that transportation costs to and from work affect
decisions about hours of work) . Recent papers on labor
cupply document the empirical importance of this problem
of "selectivity bias" in estimating labor supply equations
(see, e.g:, the essays in Smith, 1980).

The problem of selection bias may arise whenever mem-
bership in a sample is generated by the,choices of the
individuals in the sample. It may also arise if sample
membership.,is generated as a result of rules produced by
administrators of social programs that the analyst is
seeking to evaluate. In general, techniques that assume
random sampling will not generate statistically desirable
estimates when they are applied to such choice-censored
samples.

Recent work on conventional labor supply models has
adopted a multiperiod decision framework (see Heckman and
MaCurdy, 1980; MaCurdy, 1978, 19811, The original Mincer
insight that family labor supply behavior (particularly
the labor supply of married women) is fundamentally a
life-cycle problem has been salvaged. In recent studies

' the effects of past and future wage rates on current labor
supply decisions have received their deserved attention.
These studies build on earlier models of Ghez mid Becker
(1975) , Heckman (1976) , and Lucas and Rapping (1979) by
considering the appropriate statistical framework when
time is not perfectly substitutable across periods. How-
ever, the new dynamic models remain only an intermediate.
stage in the development of a general dynamic model of
labor supply. Wage rates remain the only link between the
worker and the labor market. Even though the full set of
lifetime wage rates is used, no other characEeristics of
jobs or employers enter into the decision framework, and
the possibility of long-term labor contracts is not con-
sidered. Life-cycle models have not addressed the prob-
lems of constraints on labor market hours, overtime, mul-
tiple job shifts, and the hedonic pricing of worker
skills. All of the cited dynamic models assume that
workers can borrow and lend freely over their lifetimes.
With the exception of MaCurdy's model, they all assume an
environment of perfect certainty. The effect,of skill
acquisition has not been fully integrated into the models,
although some studies do allow for human capital invest-
ments in dynamic models of labor supply (Heckman, 1976;
Ryder et al., 1976).
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More Rxplicit Models of the Demand Side of the Labor

Market

The labor supply research
discussed above makes the funda-

mental assumption that a worker can sell all the hours he

or she wishes at a given wage. A growing literature is

challenging that assertion. Lewis (1969) suggests a model

of employer determination
of employee hours of work.

Rosen (1974) formalized the market structure implicit in

the "hedonic" approach. The market interaction of worker

preferences and employer preferences for wage-hour pack-

ages produces an equilibrium locus of wage-hour packages

in which the average hourly wage
depends on the number of

hours supplied.
In an attempt to bring demand factors into the analysis

of the determinants of earnings, Tinbergen (1956, 1975)

integrates the demand side of the labor market with the

supply side. The central idea in his models is a specifi-

cation of the relationship between worker skills and job

tasks exploiting the comparative advantage,of skill groups

at eacn task (see also Rosen, 1978; Sattinger, 1975,

1980) . The hidden demand variables such as capital, firm

size, risk, etc., that stand behind the human capital re-

gressions are made very explicit in this type of model.

Tinbergen (1975) examines the effect of supply and

demand on the mark-et for college-echicated workers, demon-

strating that there is considerable responsiveness of wage

rates to quantities of labor demanded; He uses this model

to explain how declining skill differentials arise. As

quantities of skilled labor increase, the relative pre-

mium going to skilled labor diminishes. Tinbergen offers

some empirical evidence on this issue and provides an

inte.esting application of his models by investigating

the effect of taxes on the distribution of income.

The study of Oe determinants of earnings is in its

infancy. While the demand side of the labor market

aPpears only in the Tpst implicit corM in most human

capital models, Tinbergen's general equilibrium models of

the labor market determination of earnings restore demand .

to the analysis of the
determinaeion of labor market

rnings. This CYpe of structural earnings function will ,

prove useful in the analysis of labor maret policy.
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Turnover and Unemployment

The analysis of job search, ,Abor market turnover, and job
mobility has only recently become the fbous of systematic
empirical investigation. Sant (1977) , K\kefer and Neumann
(1981), and Flinn and HeCkman (1982) haveinvestigated the
effect of dispersion in market wage offer on the search
activities of individuals. A second area f recent
increased activity is the relationship bet een job tenure
and firm turnover. Imperfect information and the sorting
and matching of workers play a critical rolè in explaining
labor force dynamics (see especially Jovanov c, 1979a;
MacDonald, 1980; and Mincer and Jovanovic, 1981). Just
as imperfect information about the wage a worker can get
at a given firm can account for unemployment, so the
uncertainty about the potential,gains from a match may
cause a worker to work for an employer for a while to try
tc determine whether there is a good match. There has
been very little empirical investigation of sear\ch and
turnover using structural economic models. Little con-
sensus exists on vart unemployment is all about. The
empirical search-theoretic models assume that search
accounts for unemployment. The possibility of involuntary
unemployment is typically not allowed.

A serious untested proposition of labor market behav-
ior, which divides the neo-Keynésians (who assume perva-
sive involuntary unemployment) from the neoclassical
economists and the more institutional frcm the less insti-
tutional labor economists, is the issue of whether the
labor market is in equilibrium. Recent work by Ashen-
felter (1980) , Ashenfelter and Ham !1979), and Dickinson
(1980) considers labor mark.z!ts in which there may be some
possibility of disequilibrium. The general view of the
labor market held in these models is a neo-Keynesian
view, espoused in the work of Barro and Grossman (1971).
Individuals would like to select a given number of hours
of work giver their wage rates, but because of the dis-
tribution of demand in the labor market at large, indi-
vidual offers of labor supply may not be purchased.

At issue is whether a worker's desired labor supply,
should be measured as unemployed hours plus actual hours
worked. ,For example, Masters and Garfinkle (1977) have
done this assuming that individuals are "involuntarily"
thrown off their lat-or supply curves. Recent work by
Chari (1980) and Grossman and Hart (1981) develops a labor
supply theory that encompasses the idea that workers and
firms May in fact have provisions for workers to spend
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part of the time less than fully employed and that these

workers may be involuntarily unemployed (i.e., their

incremental contribution to market output may exceed the

value of their nonmarket time) . Thee new models provide

a neoclassical foundation for involuntary unemployment

that, however, does not justify the sort,of policy inter-

vention, suggested by Keynesian models orinvoluntary

unemploymeilt, that implies that government policy may

expand total o.tput by
employing4dorkers until their

incremental output equals the in6Iremental value of their

nonmarket time.
The disequilibrium view of the labor market.has not

been adequately tested. Tests of the neo-Keynesian models

that have been pursued to date (e.g.; Ashenfelter, 1980)

suffer from serious identification problems (see Heckman

et al., 1981). The issue of equilibrium versus disequi-

librium in the labor market
fundamentally affects how one

interprets the estimated labor supply functions and how

policies should be designed to affect the labor market,

yet no convincing test between the two models has been

devised, much less implemented.

The Emerging View of the Labor Market

The traditional view of the labor market, taught in stan-

dard economics texts and articulated in Hicks's Theory of

Wages in 1932, ic still the mainstay of a considerable

body of work in labor economics. Hicks developed a model

of the labor market that specifies a demand curve releting

the wage rate paid to the'total quantity of labor demanded

by a firm or industry and a supply curve tracing erela-

tionship between the wage and the total quantity of labor

supplied. The intersection of the demand curve and the

supply curve produces market equilibrium. This theoret-

ical construct has proven quite useful for analyzing long-

run problems; homever, the empirical support for this very

simple view of the labor market has not been strong,

especially when it is applied to short-rUn issues. Empir-

ical tests of models formulated from the perspective of

homogeneous labor have yielded mixed results at pest;

reconciliation oF. cross.-sectional and time series results

have not yet been successful. ,Hicks's simple model of

homogeneous labor is unable to explain a variety of impor-

tant labor market phenomena, including job turnover, skill

acquisition, labor hoarding, retirement, unemployment, and

so forth. The analysis of these issues requires substan-
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tial modification of the dieory, as Hicks himself notes
(see Hicks, 1966, ch. V).

The appealing parallels between the analysis of labor
services and of other marketed goods that result from
thinking of labor services as a homogeneous good breaks
down in application. The relevant characteristics of a
bushel of wheat sold in a grain market are few and are
relatively easily determined. The relevant character-
istics of a unit of labor services sold in the labor mar-
1,et are many and are not at all easily determined--skills,
attitudes, dependability, personality, flexibility,
health, and so forth--and cannot be easily ascertained.
Similarly, how a bushel of wheat i used after it is sold
is in general of no concern to the s4.11er, but not so with
the sale of labor service The importance of the condi-
tions of the use of labor services, the environment in
which they ace used, and the broad package of remuneration
in exchange for them are not typical of the sales of many
goods (but see Carlton, 1979). Information about both
sides of the market--about the labor services and about
the environment and remuneration offered in exChange--is
costly to obtain. This is true in part becaus,J neither
the product sold (the labo& service) nor the price paid
(the package of employment conditions and remuneration)
is a standard homogeneous entity. On both sides of the
market a numbeCof unique features exist because of the
nonhomogeneous nature o' tiTe product arIld its price.

This view of the labor market can be found in a number
of publications by economists of very different political
persuasion. WiLhout misconstruing many,essential ideas
ny authors who range from Marxist labor economists, such
as Bowles and Gintis, to dual labor market economists,
such as Doeringer and Piore, to more neoclassical econo-
mists, such a Rosen, Starret, and Stiglitz, a common
view of the labor market is beginning to emerge.

A key ingredient in much recent labor theory is the
idea that workers differ in characteristics about which
information is scarce. Jobs in turn differ in many impor-
tant characteristics about which information is scarce as
well. The heterogeneity of workers and the scarcity of
information about workers imply that a different analysis
of labor services is required than the analysis used to
analyze a relatively homogeneous product like wheat. The
issues of measuring product quality, monitoring and polic-
ing the worker's effort, providing the worker with appro-
priate incentives, and structuring the workplace to make
the output of the individual greater are central to con-
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temporary research in the econognics of the labor market.

Heterogeneity in working conditions and the package of

remuneration offered by firms means that one has to treat

the price of labor services in a different way than one

treats the price of a homogereous good like wheat. Here

the issues of the training potential of the job, the wage-

growth potential and the occupational growth potential.of

the job, the environmental context of the job (the quality

of the air, the temperature, the noise), the nature of the

job (its routinization, its physical demands, its pleas-

antness), and the remuneration package of fringe benefits,

hourly wage, flexibility of hours, and so on are all coat-

ponents of the price paid or the offer made by the

employer. Models and policies based on a unidinensional

wage rate lack cogency in application to the labor market.

Signals

A recent paper by a radical economist, Gintis (1976),

offers a coherent statement about the labor market that

is not inconsistent with neoclassical analysis. Gintis's

paper is repreSentative of several recent contributions

by authors in different segments of the economics litera-

ture who have independently articulated models that focus

on the uniqueness of labor as a factor of production.and

stress that labor is notA homogeneous good. These models

stress that there is imperfect information about labor and

that labor market signals such as demographic character-

istics convey information about average individuals in

groups. (For development of these points in the theoret-

ical industrial organization literature, see Spence,

1973.)
These ideas permeate moderil labor economics and suggest

why there are persistent differences in labor market out-

comes of Individuals of different demographic status. In

an jdeal world, in which information was free; signals

would not be related to earnings except Ehrough their

correlation with true productivity. In a world in which

irdormation about true productivity is scarce, these same

signals may have com.iderable value as a measure of true,

but unobserved, productivity.
Employer reliance on signals may, howear, serve as an

impediment to those ihdividuals who are more productive

than the average worker in the demographic group to which

they belofig, resultin.3 in statistical discrimination. A

very able person classified in a group with lower than

15 0
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average productivity may be treated as someone with lower
productivity wh,m, in fact, the opposite is true. The
fact-that information is imperfect and costly is one
reason why the "true productivity" of the individual
departs from the wage. It isAifficult to assess the true
productivity of the individual;,individuals with a variety
of productive attributes may not be able to reveal these
attributes fully at any reasonable cost. This sort of
imperfect' information argument has attracted a great deal
of attention in economic theory and is potentially rele-
vant to the empirical analysis of the labor market. It,.
may explain the persistence of discrimination (see, e.g.,
Spence, 1973; Spero and Harris, 1968; and Stiglitz, 1975)
and indicates the_potential value of information in the
labor market.

The signaling hypothesis has been used to rationalize
the measured effect of schooling on earnings. This model
has been viewed as an alternative to the human 7apital
model. Empirical studies by Layard and Psacha, )poulos
(1974), Taubman and Wales (1973), Wise (1975a) , and Wolpin
(1977) do not present firm evidence on the relative impor-
tance of the two hypotheses (see Riley, 1979). In fact
it is not known whether any_ empirical test based mi market
'transactions can distinguish the two hypotheses (short of
acce5s to ideal data about "true productivity").

Incentive Monitoring

A second aspect of costly information is the problem that
an individual employer has in delermining whether d worker
is performing at the appropriate level. This is the
incentive-monitoring problem (or principal-agent problem)
that arises because it is costly--sometimes impossible--
for the employer io measure the productivity of workers.
The issue may arise because fndividuals are working in
groups and it is possible to measure only the productivity
of the group, cr because the person who is most interested
in measuring the productivity of the worker is far removed
from the worker when he or she aclually performs the task

,(or because it is very costly to monitor% the performance
of the task). In a world of complete information, incen-
tive schemes would be irrelevant; when information about
performance in the short run is very costly to acquire,
such schemes develop. In most such schemes a worker's
wage need not equal the value of the marginal product
measured at a point in time.
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One reason a worker's wage may not necessarily equal

the value of his or her marginal product ds that it is

often advantageous to the firm to postpone some of the,

worker's payment, in order to police the worker for mal-

feasance or to encourage the:morker'to remain with the

firm. The worker's performance, which in a standar3 neo-

classical model is never considered, may improve if a'

deferred compensation scheme is used. If an employee is

paid wages higher than productivity after a period in

which he or she is paid wages below productivity, this

pattern discourages malfeasance, for if malfeasance is

detected before the high wage period theworker's wages

can be confiscated to compensate the firm for the mal-

feasance,'so the benefits of malfeasance to the worker

will be diminished. Models of this kind can be found in

Becker and,Stigler (1974) and Gintis (1976) and applied

to mandatory retirement in Lazear (1979b) . Ar example-of

such deferred compensation is nonvested pensims.

In a world of imperfect information a worker may be

directed by the employer to perform one of a set of tasks

in any period. The allocation of workers to specific

' tasks may not be strictly determined by a uarket mechan-

ism. These ideas are developed in theories of the firm

by Simon (1957) and Alchian and Demsetz (3972) and are

also found in Gintis (1976). Work by Bec'ter and Stigler

(1974) and others emphasizes the crucial point that there

are many methods'aVailable to the tirm t%) motivate their

employeeS. ponmarket transactions play a fundamental role

in difecting and in utilizing labor ser.rices in these

analyses.

Matching

Because of the uniqueness of wdrker-.11..-. matches there are

incentives for firms to reward and enploy worKrs in ways

that they would not in te traditio al neoclassi,11 model.

Consider firm-specific human capital, a concept that

appeardd in the human capital liteiature but that is

clearly enunciated'in various othe-: literatures under

different names. The idea is simyle but important: A

worker often acquires a skill of primary value,only to

the crent employer. Information about the suitability

of the ,
ricer for a particular jca. (or firm) is another

example of job- (or firmr) specilic capital. The

existence of such private infornation is a basis for the

sort of promoti6n and incentive schemes described in the
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internal labor market literature and provides an incentive
for firms to hire or promote from within. By promoting
from within a firm has access to information about the
characteristics of workers that could not easily be
obrained through simple hiring procedures. A firm may
have an incentive to maintain an internal work-force and--
put its employees through a promotion ladder in a hier-
archy. This serves not only to train employees in the way
that is most suitable for the firm, but also to sort or
classify workers in a process that is intrinsically time-
consuming but vital in securing the best worker-firm
matches. Firm-specific capital or matching capital has
received a great deal of attention and is a subject of
ongoing theoretica] research. From the original pioneer-
ing work of Becker (1975) to the more recent work of
Jovanovic (1979b), Johnson (1978), and the extensions
reported in Miller (1981),..-..ne idea of the matching of a

worker to a job has become central.

Firm-worker match.theories capture many of the essen-
tial consequences of employee.and employer heterogeneity.
A potential employee looks at conditions of employment
that go beyond the simple descriptions of pecuniary CORI-

pensation to incorporate nonpecuniary work conditions.
Firms and workers enter into contracts. These contracts
are sometimes made explicit, especiP'ly im sectors with
unions. Contracts are made implicitly in all types .sc

occupations. The employment relationship is not char-
acterized by a simple quantity-for-price transaction, but

rather is characterized by commitment of the worker to
the firm and the firm to the worker. This intricate
relationship is distinct from the degree of formality
involved in the employment. agreement. Promotion ier-
archies emerge as a way of sozting, sifting, and training
workers, thereby identifying highly productive workers,
supervisors, and managers. The system tens to economize
on costly information.

Coase (1937) stressed that a possibly more efficient
way of organizing resources would be for workers to dele-
gate some authority to managers. Instead of all functions
within a firm being determined by a price mechanism, many
firms might be managed simply hy agreements of workers to
be directed to certain tasks at the discretion of the
firm. The setting of the boundaries concerning which
tasks each worker will perform and what rules will govern
that performance are still very much a subject of active
'discussion in the theoretical and empirical literature
(e.g., Rosen, 1978, 1981; Sattinger, 1975, 1980).
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Applications of the Emerging View

The view of the labor market and of the employee-employer

mitch outlined above is, we suggest, an emerging view

shared by many analysts. The essential features of this

wi-e-w-ace-that-labor markets_are_characterized by_oostly

information, involve a heterogeneous commodity exchanged

for'a multidimensional package of remuneration and job

conditions, and are governed by relatively complex, often

implicit, long-term contracts. This perception of the

labor market has importantimplications for the way in

which many market phenomena are viewed. We suggest a few

of these implications briefly.

Minimum Wages Suppose we take the traditionaA view that

implies that firms hire homogeneous labor. Assume that

firms experience.an increase in the effective minimum

wage. Under the traditional view, firms would be expected

to employ fewer workers in response to the rise in the

minimum wage (Stigler, 1946). In the new9r model, there

might still be a disemployment effect, at least in.prib-

ciple, but firms would have a richer menu of alternatives

to consider. A firm that is providing some type of train-

ing might instead adjust the amount of training or adjust

some other nonpecuniary attributes oe the job. The firm

might raise the wage and reduce the amount of trainidg or

raise the wage and charge explicitly for the training (see

Barzel, 1976; Hashimoto, 1980; Mincer and Leighton, a979).

If the firm has acquired information about the worker and-

has invested in the worker's productivity with this firm,

these information and training costs might attenuate.the

disemployment effects, at least in the short run. The

employer might change the nature of the implicit contract

with the employee rather than sever their match.

Nonpecuniary Compensation Instead of the worker's wage

being the Only dimension of compensation, the package of

remuneration includes nonpecuniary benefits as well as

disadvantageous job attributes such as health hdzards.

The standard theory of equalizing differences (Reder,

1962; Smith, 1776) suggests that workers who opt for com-

pensation in nonpecuniary forms will necessarily forego

wages. Therefore, a society in which more productive

workers take relatively more of their compensation in

nonpecuniary forms will exhibit less measured income.

I '1"
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equality than a socieiy in which those more productiveworkers take their wages in relatively more pecuniaryforms. Yet the distribution of earning potential couldbe the same in both societies.
Empirically, Duncan (1977) examines the effect onincome of fringe

benefits, health and safety, control ofovertime hours, employment s,tability, and job autonomy.
,SiAlarly, Lucas (1972) and Brown (1980) look at therelationship between earnings and nonpecuniary job char-acteristics such as the requirements

of physical strengthand working condi.tions. Results of these studies are netconsistent. Exposure to various types of risks on the jobhas been studied 0,1, Thaler and Rosen (1975). They quan-tified the extent.,to which firms ma have to pay higherwages to compensate for job risks (see also Viscusi,1978).

This work is relevant for policy studies because itsuggests a much wider range of reaction by firms tc policyinterventions in the labor market. Suppose a firm encoun-ters an tncrease in' wage rates for some external reason.Firms can respond to that labor scarcity by varying anumber of nonwage dimensions of employment conditions.Firms can change pension plans or the risk characteristicsof the job or a variety of other factors. There are manycompetitive responses that do not alter the observed wagerate. Some of these responses may be more attractive tothe firm than increasing
'the money wage. That is, themarginal cost of adjusting work conditions may be lessthan the marginal cost of in9reasing wage rates for acomparable increment in worker well-being.

Similarly, afirm planning & permanent expansion might raise currentwages to attract
neW workers, but the firm could insteadraise pension levels or some other deferred compensationif rts ultimate goal were to attract

more 'workers over thelonger term in order to save costs of turnover. Thesecompetitively viable responses indicate why the empiricalassessment of wage employment dynamics is made very diffi-cult without measurement of nonwage job characteristics.

_Layoffs Other critical differences distinguish labormarkets from other markets. In the conventional' neoclas-sical model layoffs simply do not exist. A worker.is
either productive with the firmtpr is not productive withthe firm. Bub:if the firm has invested considerable
information in finding out about the quality of the-worker' and in training the

w,Jrker, it may not be optimal for a
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lirm to sever 'all connections
with the employee if it

experiences an unfavorable.demand
shock. It may want to

keep the worker and it,may have to compensate th'e worker

for the reduced demand. The deferred Schemes common in

the auto industry, in which unemployment insurance funds

are maintained by the union but part of initial financing

comes from the firm, are one example. The unemployment

reserve fund keeps the workers
attached to the firm during

the layoff period.

Unions In a recent analysis of unionism by Freeman and

Medoff (1978), the union is not viewed, as in the neoclas-

sical model, as an agent of raising the wage of labor and

thus causing some ipefficient utilization
of resources in

the economy, but rather as a productive means ot guaran-

teeing labor contracts,
providing insurance, and revealing

employee preferences
(see also Stafford and Duncan, 1980).

There is some very controversial empirical
evidence in,

Brown and Medoff (1978) that unionism may raise the pro:

ductivity of workers
(controlling for movemen up a firm's

demand curve tHat
results from higher wages). This view

is not consistent with the tradktional
neoclassi al view

but deserves serious consideratidn
as a coherent way of

explaining some
dimensions of trade union behavior. If

true, it would certainly have implications for policies

encouraging or discouraging union behavior. .

The contrast with the conventional
view does not con-

tradict 61P evidence of Lewis (1963) or Rees (1962) on the

observable effects
of unions on wages.

Instead, the ques-

tions require
isotation of more aspects of the union-firmh

agreement in order to distinguish
monopolization of labor

from productivity
gains that could result from information'

transmission and reduced turnover.

Hierarchies Consider 'the
implications of the emerging

view of labor markets for wage determination. Since job

turnover is costly for both workers and firms, the effect

of the supply side of the market in particular is pre-

dicted to be less immed'ate than would bp posited in the

traditional view of the labor market.
Models of the

internal labor market explicitly address these,issues.

These models were developed to explain the existence of

job hierarchies within firms. Firms (especially large

ones) tend to.,promote
exclusively from within, only rarely

going outside the firm. A number of labor market studies

Oocument this practice.
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In this model firms are not totally isolated from the
outside market. But the process by which firms are
affected by changes in external labor market conditions
is much slower than the traditional theory assumes. Firms
use training programs and promotion hierarchies for work-
ers to solve information problems, provide incentives
against malfeasance, and to divide the gains from finding
a productive match. Views of the labor market that sug-
gest that employment of workers can be increased simply
by giving them a particular skill in a training program
are inadequate. They-are based on a view of the firm
that ignores how the promotion process works.

Research on this subject is under way in sociology in
the work of Sorensen (1977) and Stewman and Konda (1982)
and in economics in the work of Doeringer and Piori (19/1)
and Wise (1975b). A number of studi4s of hierarchies
within firms have appeared, Including work by Rosen
(1978) , Sattinger (1975, 1980)

, Stiglitz (1975) , and
Pettengill (1980). Work on hierarchies by Mirrlees (1976)
poses the problem of choosing an optimal promotion system
in a neoclassical production setting. Lazear and Rosen
(1981) stress hierarchies in their analysis of high-level
management positions.

Uncle:standing the nature of how each job group func-
tions is necessary to devise labor market models that give
accurate measures of worker and firm responses to partic-
ular'policies. The fact that research on this topic is
being conducted by neoclassical economists, by radical
economists, and by duel labor market economirit's I. eVd-
dence that economists from a variety of ideological per-
spectives are converging on a common paradigm of the labor
market, and that the phenomenon of internal labor markets
and jo') hierarchies is both real and empirically
important.

CONCLUSION

This paper describes the nature of the U.S. distribution
of income and how it differs among several groups and over
time. We have discussed the insights from recent theoret-
ical literature on the determinants of labor earnings.
We noted at the outset the linkages between the two parts
of the paper are aot especially close, raflecting the
current gap between theory and fact. Indeed, one of the
most important, themes developed in Part 2 of this paper
has been that the money wage, which constitutes a large
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,

portion of measured income, is not a full measure of the

remuneration of employment. The lack of integration

reflects the need for research to integrate more ade-

,quately the insights about labor markets into our under-
sstanding of the shape and causes of both earnings and

income more broadly defined.
One of the important conclusions drawn in Part 1 is the

crucial role played by demographic factors_ (e.g., by the

age distribution and the distribution of family structure)

in affecting the income distribution. Closely related is

the point that the unit of analysis over which the distri-

bution is observed (e.g., the individual, the earner, the

family, or the household) greatly affects one's perception

of the degree of inequality in income and of its changes

.over time.
i

In Part 2 we have presented the intellectual fruit of
,

recent theoretical studies of labor supply, labor demand,

and labor markets. We have stressed that despite apparent

differences in ideology, a common view about the labor

market is beginning to emerge.
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Cultural Meaning Systems.
Roy G.D'Andrade

cs

BACKGROUND
,

.

. .

Between 1955 and 1960 the, human sciences changed in aradical,way. lefore the"1950s the dominant paradigm wasbehaviorism, with its assumption that most things about'people--such as personali6 , culture, and
language--cou1dbe 'understood as complexes f stimulus and response con-neceions.' During the 1950s, this paradigm was confrontedacross a number of

disciplines. In psychorogy, JeromeBruner-, George Miller, and Others
developed-cognitive andinfoimation-processing views of action and learning. Inlinguistics, Chomsky shOwed that

BloOMfield's"behavior-'istic concept of grammar could not in
principle apcountfor the capacities

of natural
language grammars (Chomsky,1957). And in anthropoloigy,

Geertz, Gobdenough, Hall,Schneider, Waijace, and others presented the argument thatculture does not consist of behaviors, or even patternsof behavior, but rather.of"shared
informatio4 or knlowledgeencoded i4n systems of symbols.

While't.his revolUtIon was influenced by Europeans suchas Piaget, Saussure, and 'later, Levi-Strauss, the main 4force of the revolt came, INbeliete, from the intellectualwave of ideas
accompanying the

devalopment.of the modern .computer. One might havofelt
convinced when readingSkinner that.the

scientific 5t.Udy of people doc.e not needconcepts involving
uno6servablP' ental processes, such asI\thinking and feelin4.

Such a _on ictIon
was hard to hold,towever, when computer programs Were developed that playedchess and

solved'logic problems'. It computers.could have,programs, why'couldn't people?
-

0
The major

dafference between the behaviorist and cog-'nitive paradigms
concerns the role of

internal represen-tatidns. In the behaviorist
tradition what a creatUre:

197
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does is, in-large part, controlled lpy various external

conditions, such as the presence of conditioned and uncon-,,

ditioned stimuli and the number of hours of deprivation.

, In the cognitive
paradigm what a creSture does is, in

large partf
function of the creature's internal repre-

sentation of its environment. For many anthropologists,

the emphasis of the cognitive
paradigm-on internal repre-

sentations nad a better fit to their intuitioncs about'the

nature of culture than behaviorist
notiqns of stimulus

control.
1 .

The conception of culture as knowledge an&symbol

rather than habit and behavior was rapidly assimilatede'

into AithropOlogy
and the human sciences.

COlture came

to be seen as.an information-holding
system wtth functions

siMilar tc that of cellular DNA. For individua4 cells DNA

provides the informa...ti9n needed-for
self-regulation and

specialized growth. Yor humans, the instructions needed

for coping with the environment and performing spec\ialized

roles is provided in learned
informatic9which is sym-

bolically encoded and culturally transiitted.

In considering the concept of
culture from a cognitive

perspective, this paper examines several current positions

and related theoretical issues. First, the characteriza-

tion of culture as a body of knowledge is discussed, and

the criticisms of this position are
reviewed with special

reference to the part of constitutive rules in culture.

Related to these issues, the treatment.of cultural meaning

systems es purely
representational in

character is criti-

cized, and the argument is advanced that meaning systems

have directive and evocative as well as representational

functions.
Problems with the current4Ise of the term

symbol are discussed, along with the difficulties involved

in treating meaning systems as if they existed
solely in

external messages. The unnoticed
development of a body

of experimental
techniques in the investigation of meaning

systems by anthropologists And other social scientists is

reviewed. Finally, the relationships betweenvculture,

social structure,
persona.lity, and

experience are exam-

ined, and a definition of culture presented.

--
CULTURS AND CULTURALLY CONSTRUCTED THINGS

The initial cognitive formulations of culture focused on.

knowledge. "A society's culture consists of whatever it

is one.has to know or
believe in order to operate in a

manner acceptable to its members" (Goodenough, 1957). In
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Goodenough's framework, knowledge typically consistelof
rules--rules by which one decides where to live, how kin
are to be classified, how deference is to be expressed,
etc.. Thus, just as a computer operates by means of a
program consisting of a gel on rules that prescribe what
actions are to be taken unde(r various conditions, so the
individual can be seen as o6erating by means of a cultural
program. While Goodenough did not adopt the information-
processing terminology and flow chart formats of computer
science, such a vocabulary and set of formats were devel-
oped by others in the ethnoscience and cognitive anthro-
pology tradition (e.g., Geoghegan, 1971).

The "culture as knowledge" formulation proved to have
considerable potential for ethnographic investigation and
theoretical analytis. Cultural knowledge about plants;,
animals, land use, navigation, etc., proved to be rich
areas for ethnographic description. More theoretically,
the idea that the complexity and heterogeneity of observed
behavior could be accoUnted for by a small number of

.

* rules led to the development of formaland quasi-formal
6 decision-making models capable of generating complex out-
puts from the interaction of a small number of external

0 inputs and internal rules. Descriptively adequate and
psychologically plausible models were developed to account
for such things as kin term systems, patterns of resi-

1 dence, market choices, and legal fines. (For a review
and critique of these models, see.Quinn, 1915.)

While the conception of culture as consisting of the
shared knowledge of individual minds marked a clear
advance over earlier theories of culture, problems and
attendant dissatisfactions quickly arose, becoming promi-
nent by the 1970s. Three major problems became apparent:
first, many things one would want to call cultural are not
completely or even generally shared; second, culture con-
sisti of more than just knowledge; and third, it is not
clear whether cultural systems are to be found "inside"
or "outside" the minds of individuals. The last two of
these issues were nicely cauiht in Geertz's example of a
Beethoven quartet (1973:11-12):

If . . . we take, say, a Beethoven quartet as an,

admittedly rather special but for these purposes,
nicely illustrative, sample of culture, no one
would, I think, identify it with its score,.with
the skills and knowledge needed to play it, with
the understanding of it possessed by its performers
or auditors, nor . . . with a,particular performance

e

,
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of it or with some mysterious entiiy transcending
material existence. The "no one" is perhaps too
strong here,,for there are always incorrigibles.
But that a Beethoven quartet is a temporally devel=
oped tonal structure, a coherent sequence of modeled
sound--in a word, musicrand not anybody's knowledge
of or belief about anything, including how to play
it, is a proposition to which'most people are, upon
reflection, likely to assent.

To continue the argument with a different example:

marriage is part of AMbrican culture, but marriage is not

the same thing as knowing how to marry people, or knowing
how to get married, or understanding what it is to be
married. Most Americans have an understanding of what
banishment is, and how to banish someone (were they
Richard II), yet these understandings do not make banish=
ment a part of American culture.

If marriage is not the same thing as knowing about

'marriage, what is it? According to John Searle, marriage

is a special kind of Cact (1969:51-52)4

Any newspaper records factG of the following sorts:
Mr. Smith married Miss Jones; the Dodgert beat the
Giants three to two in eleven innings; Green was
convicted of larceny; and Congress passed the Appro-
priations Bill. , .. There is jao,simple set of
statements about physical or psychological proper-
'ties of states of affairs to which the statements
of facts such as these are reducible. A marriage
ceremony, a baseball game, a trial, and a legisla-
tivd action involve a variety of physical movements,
states, and raw feels, but . . . thephysical events
and raw feels only count as parts of such events
given certain other conditions and against a back-
ground of certain kinds of institutions. . . . It

is only given the institution of marriage that cer-
tain forms of behavior constitute Mr. Smith's marry-

idg Miss Jones. Similarly, it is only given the
institution of baseball that certain movements by
certain men constitute the 9odgers' beating the
Cubs 3 to 2 in eleven,innings.

These "institutions" are systems of constitutive
rules. Every institutional fact is underlain by a
(system of) of rule(s) of the form "X counts as Y
in context C."
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Marriage is a part of American culture in that thereis a constitutive
system of rules that individuals know,which are intersubjectively

shared and which are adheredto. Enactment of certain behaViors counts in certain
contexts as "getting married," and once married, certainobligations and commitments are Incurred. Marriage is aculturally created entityan entity created by the social
agreement that something counts as that entity. To agreethat something will count as something else is more than
simply knowing about it, although knowing about it is a
necessary precondition. The agreement that somethingcounts as something else involves the adherence of a groupof people to a constitutive rule and to the entailments
incurred by the application of the rule.

Probably eyery cultural category creates an entity, inthe sense that what is understood to be "out there" is
affected by the culturally

based associations built intothe category system. The English language cultural cate-gories of stone, tree, and hand invoke a variety of shared
connOtations about these objects that add to whatever maybe their reality as brute facts, but these cultural con-notations do not manufacture the objects themselves fromthin alt. The cultural categories of marriage, money, andtheft, on the other hand, are created solely by adherence
to the constitutive rule systems that define them. With-out these rule systems

tnese objects would not exist.
Games make the most effective illustrations of consti-tuti, rule systems,

perhaps because the arbitrary natureof yames makes the separation between the physical eventsof the game and what these events count as quite apparent.
When a football player

is declared "out o.f bounds," every7
one understands that the physical fact of stepping overthe line counts as being out of bounds only with respect
to the:game being played.

However, everyday events like
the theft of a sum of money are more likely to be treated
as plain physical facts. To see theft as a culturally
created entity one must be able to isolate the system ofrules about what constitutes theft from the fact cf physi-
cal removal and realize that physical removal of an object
counts as theft only if certain conditions about inten-tions and ownership are satisfied.

A large number of the variables of social science referto culturally created things. Family, property, deviance,prest'ige, race, and nationhood, for example, are allcreated by social agreement about what counts as what.
The pointeis not an obvious one: Various anthropologists
have had an uphill battle trying to convince the rest of
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the field that -1,at is Called kinship, for example, is

created by a system of constitutive rules, not simply by

facts of nature (Schneider, 1968).

Not all social science variables refer to culturally

created things; some variables refer to objects and events

that exist prior to and independent of their definitiOn:

foi: example, a person's age, the number of calories con-

sumed during a meal, the number of chairs in a room, the

pain someone felt, etc. Searle, following.Anscombe

(1958), calls the existence of such things "brute facts,"

in contrast to "institutional facts." Some social science

variables, however, are not clearly either one or the

oth2r. For example, in many cases t is not clear whether

the term social class refers to a set of cultural cate-

gories, which create the very thing they define, or to a

culturally postulated entity, which exists independently

of any cultural categories--or to certain aspects of both.

It is not just social scientist's who are unclear about

these matters. People often believe it is natural for

Women or fathers or Indians to act in certain ways. The

problem is not whether these classes of persons have cul- *

turally constructed roles--most people agree ttiat some

part of what persons in these classes do is culturally

learned role behavior--but rather which parts are roles

created and which parts are natural expressions of char-

acter. It seems to be the 7ase that people have a ten-,

dency to treat culturally created things as if they were

natural things, perhaps because what is culturally created

is often intricately intertwined with what occurs natur-

ally and perhaps because it gives greater moral force to

the idea that one should act in some certain way if:it is

thought that it is natural to act-in that particular way.

Thus, if one thinks of constitutive rules aS culturally

based "verdicts" aboui what counts as what, one can often

find these verdicts behind what seems like naturalistic

observation. For exaMple, as Schneider (1968) has pointed

out, the "observation" that kinship is made of flesh and

blood contains the verdict that the physical facts of

biological relatedness count as shared identity, which

then entails the presumption that certain kinds of rights

and duties will be assumed between""kin" as a matter of

course.
While constitutive rules create entities out of "thin

air," these entities are often embodied in physical

tokens. ior example, flags, capitals,-and uniforms are

treated as the embodiments of a nation state, paper bills'

are treated as embodiments of wealth, signatures are con-
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sidered to,represent personal commitment. Part of the
extensive embodiment of constitutive entities seems to be
a matter of practicality--it is easier to play chess with
ivory pieces than to try to hold the game in one's mind,
writing makes it possible to freeze talk in a timeless
mode, and tokens-like money and checks are a great con-
venience. Such embodiments as flags and,uniforms also
serve to create awe and respect, which, as Bentham pointed
out, can be an advantage for those who rule.

Most constitutiva rules are organized in a series of
hierarchically linked systems. A memo, for example, in-
volves a hierarchy of constitutive systems that link
letters to sounds, sounds to words, words to sentences,
and sentences to speech acts such as requests, commit-
ments, etc. Constitutive rules are not only linked hier-
archically but are also organized into elaborate systems,
creating whole'complexes of cultural entities. Thus the
football complex creates touchdowns, quarterbacks, field
goals, offsides, downs, etc. The family complex creates
marriages, mothers, fathers, homes, joint property, rela-
tives, in-laws, incest taboos, adultery, divorce, alimony,
inheritance, breaking away, geL-togethers, etc. Further-

- more, constitutive systems tend to interpenetrate; for
example, the family complex is intertwined with the prop-
"erty complex, the legal complex, and the religious com-
plex. Schneider (1976) has termed these complexes gal-
axies ahd discussed how the complexes that include nation-
ality, religion, locality, ethnicityr and family inter-
penetrate in American culture.

It is of some interest that Searle and Schneider Should
boeh have pressed the point that constitutive rules (in
Schneider's terms culture as-constituted) are to be dis-
tinguished from regulatory rules (Schneider's norms).
According to Searle (1969:33-34):

RegulatiVe rules regulate antecedently or indepen-
dently existing forms of behavior; for example, many
rules of etiquette regulate inter-personal telation-
ships which exist independently of the rules. But
constitutive rules do not merely regulate, they
create or define new forms of behavior. . . . Regu-
lative rules characteristically take the form of or
can bc paraphrased as imlieratives, e.g., "When cut-
ting food, hold the knife in the right hand," or
"Officers must wear ties at dinner." Some consti-
tutive rules take quite a different.form, e.g., "A
checkmate is made when the king is attacked in such
a.way that no move will leave it unattacked: . . ."

2,
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According to Schneider (1976:202-203):

Culture contrasts with norms in that norms are

oriented to patterns for action', whereas culture

constitutes a body of definitiohspremises, state-
ments, postulates, presumptions, propositions, and
perceptions about the nature of the unitverse and

Mans place in it. Where norms tell the actor how
to play the scene, culture tells the actor bow the
scene is set and what it all means. Where norms

tell the actor how to behave in the presence of
ghosts, gods, and human beings, culture tells the
actors what ghosts, gods, and human beings are and

what they are all- about.

Basically, both Schneider and Searle see the distinc-
tion between the constitutive and the regulatory as a con-
trast between ideas that create realities and ideas that

order or constrain action. The distinction is a, necessary

one if one wishes to analyze the relation between meanings

and action, although each tends to be linked to the other,

in that regulatory rules tend to be linked to the entities

created by cOnstitutive rules. For example, in a game of

checkers, if a piece counts as a king this means it can

move in either direction. In the world of property, if

an object is sold, this means the seller no longerihas

certain rights over the object. Such entailments come as

part of the very definition of the entity, so that what

is being construced is not just an object, event, or
relationship, but is also a set of rules about what fol-
lows, given that something counts as that object, event,

or relationship. Thus if war is declared in ttie United

States, this declaration has a complex set of entailments

concerning the powers of the President and the duties of

citizens. It is a basic part of constitutive rule systems

that the entities created have entailments to norms, and

norms in turn entail action. Such entailments are not a

matter of logic, but rather consist of the assumption that

such linkages exist (Friediich, 1977).
Just as most, if not all, constitutive entities entail

certain norms of action, so most, if not all, norms are

linked to certain constitutive rules. Wearing a tie, con-
-

ducting an exorcism, or holding a knife in the right hand

are linked to constitutive rules by which formality is

defined and created, by which the notion of a spirit that

can inhabit the body Of a person is defined and created,

or by wliich the notion of politeness is defined and

21i
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created. Whole systems of norms, such as a kinship systemor political system, are linked to whole systems of con-.stitutive rules. This linkage is not a matter of logical
necessity--very similar constitutive rules can be'linkedto quite different norms. Thus, for example, exactlywhich norms follow from the constitutive

fact that twopersons ate of thtsame
flesh and blood may vary quitewidely in different

subcultures in the United States 4(Schneider, 1968).
One consequence of contitutive

rule systems is the
enormous expansion, of the behavioral repertoire of humanscompared with the

behavioral repertoires of other animals.For example, without the system of constitutive rulescalled football, the behaviors of scoring, blocking, pas-aing, etc., would not exist. Without the constitutivesystems of morality,
etiquette, and efficiency,

the.behav-iors of cheating,-being
rude, slacking off, etc., wouldnot exist (Much and Shweder, 1978). Even the comnon andbasic ,interpersonal acts of asserting,

agreeing, request-ing, and promising
would not exist without the system ofconstitutive rules for speech acts (Austin, 1962; Searle,1969, 1974 Vendler, 1972).

In talkinvabout
the creation of realities, it shouldbe understood that what is being proposed is not thecreation of realities of the type pOpularized by CarlosCastenada. Castenada appears to be proposing that thereare alternative

physical realities--as if under specialconditions people can magically transform themselves intoother people, fly through Elle air, affect others withtheit thoughts, etc. What is being proposed here is notthat people can magically transform
physical reality, butthat people can create conventions, such as legality,

nationality, marriage, etc., which are then taken accOuntof as facts--something
that exists.

A class of culturally created entities that I have beenattempting to analyze
involves,Ve domain of success.This domain includes a number

of/elements ,referred to bysuctOterms as accomplishment,
recognition, prestige, self-satisfaction, goals, ability, hard work, competition, andthe like. In American culture success is a personal

characteristic of great importance to most people. Suchi'daily events as the organization of daily effort, theevaluation 4, task
performance, and the marking of accom-plishment through self-announcement and the congratula-tions of others are closely attended to and muchdiscussed.

I.
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A number of.the elements of the world pf success appear

to be connected to each other through putative causal

relations.
Certain things are

thought to lead to success,

while other things are thought to result.from success.

Based on the initial data I have collected, it seems to

be the case that Americans think that if one has ability,

and if, because of competition or
one's own stiong drive

one works hard at 'achieving high goals, one will reach an

out:standing level of,accomplishment.
And when one reaches

this level one will be recognizedias a success, whix4

brings prestige and self-satisfaction.

In success, the boundary line that divides a high from

n ordinary level of accomplishment is not precisely ipec-

ified. Often people do not know if they are really a

success until some special award or position has been

granted. This problem--deciding
exactly what fits under

the constitutive
rule--appears to be endemic in social

life. In a personal
communication on this topic, Aaron

Cicourel has pointed out:

Searle's use of the term "constitutive rule" refers

more to the general ideals,or
beliefs we share about

a marriage cetemony, a baseball game, a trial or a

legislative action than to the daily organized

practices that produce marriages, baseball games,

trials and legislative action. . . . John,Rawls'

distinction (1955) betwftan a
general rule or policy

and a particular case
eaid to fall under the rule

can be instructive here. The constitutive and nor-

mative rules making up
institutions do not provide

instructions to members of a group on how to decide

which daily life ,actiyities are constitutive. A

ppliceman,
foeexample. when making an arrest, is

usually responding to a particular case as viewed

under local contextual
conditions and general: per-

sonal conceptions
of what is right and wrong. In

order to justify his actions, the policeman must

find a general rule or
law statute to validate his

actions with the particular case (Cicourel, 1968).

There are many AtuatiChs where this duality of

knowledge about general rules and
deciding that a

particular case
falls under one or more,of them is

crucially apparent. We are often confronted with

situations in which our knowledge of constitutive

rules bedomes strained because of particular prhc-

tices or cases that do not neatly fit any normal

case. We tend to be cOMfortable with idealization
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in our everyday talk about institutions, but seldoM

examine the "normalization" required to use norma-
tive categories when we encounter discrepancies in
practice. Adherence to a constitutive rule is a
variable accomplishment. Interpretive procedures
are-needed for members to link constitutive rules
with daily practices and vice-versa.

Thd duality Cicourel refers to contributes to making
the ongoing process of social and cultural life a matter
of at least occasional dispute and negotiation. One may
be quite clear that X counts as Y, but it is often diffi-
cult to decide whether one is actually in the presence of
a true X. To use a constitutive rule that X counts as Y
requires the dual rule that X can be identified by the
presence of features fl . . . fn. And often some of the
features fl . . . fn are missing, ambiguous, or disput-
able, making it problematic whether or not something is
an X, thereby making it problematic whether one is in the
presence of a Y.

Indeed, some of the deepest soCial conflicts occur over
the issue of the scope of a particular constitutive rule.
Current debates about abortion and the rights of the
fetus, the equality of women, the determination of com-
parable worth for different jobs, the two-mile ocean limit
to national sovereignty, the age .at which a person can
appropriately engage in sexual activity, etc., attest to
the importance of the determination of the scope of con-
stitutive rules in social change. Debate about which con-
stitutive'rule is the right rule is rarely if ever decid-
able by means of losic oe physical fact, although there
are, I believ , empathy-based standards that can be used
to decide some apestions of this type.

THE FUNCTIONS OF MEANING SYSTEMS

In saying that success is a personal characteristic of

great importance to most people, I mean to say more than
that people think.frequently about success. The argument
I wish.to make is that the meaning system involving the
world of success, like most meaning systems, does more

' than represent facts and create entities. How one,tninks
of meanin9 depends on what one thinks meanings do. Mean-
ings in general, and cultural meaning systems in,particu-
lar, do at least four differentrthings. Meanings repre-
'ent the world, create cultural entities, direct one to

214
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do Certain things, and evoke certain feelings. These four

functions of meaning7-the representational, the construc-
tive, the nirective, and the evocative--are differentially
elaborated in particular cultural meaning systems but are

always present to some degree in any systerd.
The current view, with some exceptions,,treats meaning

as having only representatational, functions. From the

representational point of view culture Consists of know-
ledge and belief about the world, carried by true or false

. propositions composed of terms whose definition rests on.

potentially observable characteristics, This view has

certain merits. First, cultural meaning systems .generally
have strong representational functions--with some excep-
tions, such as music, some of the arts, and ritual. Sec-

ond, the representational function has great zdaptational
value--culture consists at least of knowledge About what

Th out there and what can be done with it, and this know-
ledge is carried through representation.

It seems clear, however, that most systems of meaning
that are culturallr acquired are not purely representa- *

tional. In the discussion above concerning.constitutive
rules it was pointed out that cultural'entities like mar-
riage could not be created just from representational
understandings. Besides understanding what counts as

what, the creation of cultural things logically requires
thatpeople be bound to count X as Y and accept the
entailments that follow. Most of us are bound to use

^words as they are normally understood, to accept paper

money for cur labor, to take responsibWty for our kin--

otherwise words would not be words, money would not be
money, kin would hot,be kin, etc.

It needi to be stressed that learning a meaning system

ddes not result in Ehe learner's.automaEically and invol-
hntarily following rules. Rather, various elements of the

meaning system come to have a directive force, experienced
by the pdrson as needs or obligations.to do something.
For example, when the ordinary event of being asked a
question-occurs, one is not automatically impelled to
answer, but the effectof normal socialization is that we
experience a strong pressure to 'give an answer. Similar-

ly, marriage in the United States involves a complex set
of commitments.that have directive force on Individuals,
commitments that are consciously made, and experienced
i6dividually as powerful obligations (Quinnv 1900).
-The assertion thatpeople feel strong obligations and

pressures as a result of socialization is not an unusual

claim% Often, however, such obligations and pressures

4i

210:-
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are treated by social theorists as if they were generated
entirely by sanctions external to the individual. Spiro
(1961195-106) has pointed out that the antipsychological
position of thbse who believe that conformity to cultural
norms Ls due not to i'ndividual motivation but to external

social sanctions in fact contains implicitly the psychol-
ogical theory that people are, as individuals, motivated
oy exactly these sanctions.,

1

A related theory propdses that the directives of cul-
tural rules are based on the individual's generalized
desire to conform to whatever it is that other people are
observed to do or whatever it is other.people say one
should do, rather than on what peoRle really want to do.
While both external sanctions and conformity pressur,es
certainly occur as means of social cOntrol and are prob-
ably necessary,,the moirical evidence indicates that
these kinds of extrinsic motivators aee rarely the primary,.
type of control in dny.society and are most prevalent in
those historicar periods marked by social anomie and men-,

tal pathology (Spiro, 1961103).
More commonly or typically, the goals stipulated !..n the

cultural meaning system are intrinsically rewarding; that
is, through the process of socialization individuals come
to find achieving culturally prescribed goals anil f011ow-
ing cultural directives to bemotivationally satisfying
and to find,not achieving siich goals or following such
directives to be anxiety prOducing (Spiro, 1961:104-105).
There appear to be two major intrinsic motivational sys-

, tems involved wi'h cultural beaning systems: the first
is relatively direct personal reward; the second is reward
because.of attachment to a particular set of values.
Typically,the two are mixed: for example, in the cultural
Oaning system involving success, accomplishment may be
4ewarding both because it satisfies personal needs for
Tecognitioq, achievement, security, etc., and because it
represents the "good" self.

In general the directive'functions of most cultural
meaning systems are highly overdetermined: overdetermined
in the sense that social sanctions, plus pressure for con-
formity, plus intrinsic direct reward, plus values, are

all likely.to act together tomgive a particular meaning
syst.em Lts directive force. T'or-example, consider again
the'Amelcan mean'ing. system of success. There are exter-
nal sanctiOns involving money and employment, there are

. conformity pressures of many kinds,,and there are the
direct personal rewatds and value satisfactions already
mentioned: Perhaps what'is surprising is that anylme can
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resist the directive force of such a system--that there

are incorrigibles.
It may be objected that what I have been calling airec-

tive functions are more a part of personality and psychol-

ogy than of culture and anthropology. After all, aren't

things like goals and values part of an individual's per-

sonality, involving complex psychological processds like

Ehe formation of motives and the avoidance of anxiety?

Doesn't the connection between syMbol and motive come

about only after elaborate socialization experiences, and

aren't there many cultural symboks that are unrelated to

motives?. Isn't the inclusion of directive and affective

Eunctions n cultural systems of any sort a confusion of

individual and cultural levels of analysis?
These objections are based on the assumption that for

something to be truly cultural is must be acquired and

pesformed without any significant involvement of psycho-

logical processes. There appears to be an implicit

assumption in anthropology that anything that is knOwn to

involve complex psychological.processes cannot also be

cultural. Thus attitudes, needs, goals, defenses, etc.,

because they learly involve complex psychological pro-

cesses, are typically considered to be part of personal-

ity,,not culture, no matter how shared or insitutional-

ized a particular attitude, need, goa:4, defense, etc.,

may be.
What is not appreciated is that most human behavior

involves complex psychological processes. Take, for

example,.the formulation that culture is primarily knbw-

ledge. It is widely assumed that knowledge can be trans-

mitted without involving psychological processes to any

significant extent--someone tells someone else something, ,

then the other person knows it: Simple communication

through the transmission of information has occurred.

George Lakoff has discussed this metaphor of transmission

in detail.and'has indicated some of,the confusiOns it

engenders (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; see also Reddy, .

1976).
According tpthe transmission metaphor of communica-

tion, the speaker puts ideas into words (like objects put

into boxes) and sends them via, voice or letter to a

hearert'who gets the ideas from the words (more or less

as the speaker packed them). The transmission of objects

in boxes requires no psyChological processinq--all that

is needed is a physical system of moving boxes. But this

is not true of ideas. For ideas to be communicated thene -

must be a set of psychological Mechanisms by which mean-

ings are mapped into and out.of physical signals--a pro-
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cedure that is,. so eag as we now understand it, both Com.7
plex and.problematic.

There area number of -reasons why it is easy to over-
look the psychological grocessing 'involved in,the trans-
mission of. knowledge. First, once a person understands a
language, it is easy to forget how much learning went into,
acquiring it. Second, it is easy to overlook the psycho-
logical Kocessing that operates as information is trans-
mitted, since the processes involved in understanding and
producing speech are usually out of awareness and h.ighly .

automatic. In general:, tnere 'appears to be a sharp dif-
ference between the kind of psychological processes that
are involved in cognition and perception and the kind of
processes that are involved in motivation &id feeling.
When someone tells one something, it seems as ff ideas
come automatical?.y with the,words, while feelings-and
desires are experienced as aroused from some place within:
the mind , separate' from the perceivod symbol. But however
these things seem, it is, I argue, the, case that ideas,
feelings, and i,ntëntions are all activated by symbols and

. are thus part of the meaning of symbols.
In general, there are a variety of lines of evidence ,

that frididate that any human system of meaning is likely
to involve affect. 'First, pumans appear to have an affec-
tive response to almost any stimulus, no matter how .decon-
texualized. Even a small patch'of colored paint on a
sheet of paper seems capable of arqusing distinct and ,

well-shared affective responses (D'Andrade and bgan,
1974). Second, some symbolic forms, such as poetry and
music, clearly arouse strong and well-organized affective
responses:, Third, in ordinary speech there is a rich
variety of expressive and evocative forms, such as thanks,
apologies, condemnations, regrets, condolences,. curses,
congratulations, exclathations, cries, cheers, etc. A11
these kinds of evidence indicate tha there is an emo-
ticinal side to meaning. Often the evocative furiction
blends with the directive function into a powerful good-
happy-like approach versus a .bad-fright/anger-dislike- .

hit/flee attitude, as Osgood's, work with the semantic dif-
ferential, in which these terms are commonly founcT
toget.her, demonstrates (Osgood et al., 1977).

One objection to the postulation that meanings .have an .

affective function i; the "affective recall thesis," which
says that tlie affective resp&ses of people when using
symbols is due just to the natural or learned emotional
reactions people have tO the things referred to by the
symbols. Thus, for example, it could be said that the
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exciting quality of the symbols thdt involve succss are

due to ttle excitement originally instigated by the events

being referred to, and recalled by the use of symbols that

refer tb these events.

It seems very likely th.at tae process of affectiwe

recall.does occur. It seems unlikelye.however, that this

process alone can account for the kind and degree of feel-

ing aroused by symbols. An often-mentioned counterexample

'to the affective recall argument illustrates that there

can be different affective content to words that refer to

the same physical object. For example, each of the terms

feces, shit, ma, stool, crap, excrement, turd, etc., has

a distinct kind of affective charge, although all these

terms refer to the same thing. Each symbol appears to be

a condensation of a number of effectively linked associa-

tions within a meaning system that cannot be explained on

a simple experiential basis.
Furthermore, it would be

very4ifficult to imagine how the widespread personal

agreement about the'affective qualities of each of these

terms could be arrived at through similarities in the

physical experience of individaals.

In summary, the generalVosition presented here is that

meanings involve the total human psyche, not just the part

of v that knows things. Every aspect of meaning systems

requires a great deal of psychological processing and

often considerable experiential priming. It takes years

of learning for a child to acquire the representational

functions of meaning systems.
Representation occurs only

because symbols activate complex psychological processes.

In the same way, it takes gears of learning for a child.

to acquire the constructive, directive, and evocative

:functions of meaning systems, and these functions, too,

require complex psychological processes. The representa-

tional, constructive, directive, and evoCative functions

are each a consequence of the way the human brain is

organized, a biological and psychological potentiality

that is highly elaborated and stimulated by cultural

meaning systems.
I have presented elsewhere the thesis that part of the

tendency to play down the affective aspect of culture is

based on the widely shared assumption pat reason and

emotion are basically in conflict and'that emotion comes

from the more animal and less advanced part of the human

psyche (Shweder, 1981). I believe this thesis is wrong,

that thinking and feeling are parallel processes that

have evolVed together because both are needed for any

animal to attend to its needs in a highly intelligent way
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(D'Andrade, 1981). Both processes tell us about how the
world is. Sometimes both agree, and sometimes they dis-
agree about wtiat is the case and what should be done aboutit. The Socratic metaphor of reason and passion as twohorses pulling a chariot seems much

more accurate than the
current metaphor of the war of reason and emotion. In anycase, the assumption that reason and feeling are essen-tially and basically

in`conflict appears to be deeply
ingrained in American and European culture, reinforcingthe assUmption that meaning is--or should be--entirelyrepresentational.

Others have expressed some ef the views presented hereat earlier times. In 1962, Clifford Geertz, in his essay
on "The Growth of Culture and the Evolution of Mind,"stated (p. 81):

Not only ideas', but eMotions too, are cultural arti-
facts in man. . . . The kind .of cultutal symbols
that serve the intellective

and affective sides of
human mentality tend to differ--discursive language,
experimental routines, mathematics, and so on, on
one hand; myth, ritual and art on the other. But
the contrast should not be drawn too sharply:
mathematics has its affectit,e uses, poetry its
intellectual; and the 4ifference in any case is
only functional, not substantial.

When I first read this passage, I did not so much dis-
agree as believe it to be irrelevant to the kind of prob-lems I was working on. The affective, directive aspectof symbols, I thought, was to be found in religion and
art--in the-kinds of symbols Levy (1981) called
"marked symbols," in contrast tO the commonsense world of
"embedded,symbols," such as kinship terminologies or
classifications of illness. What I did not see was thatmy model of meaning led me to select for analysis thatpart of any system of symbols that was most repreeenta-tional and least affective or directive. 'Thus the com-
ponential anabyses of kinship terminologies I was usingcould account beautifully for the way in which kin types
are categorized but could not account for such simple
aspects of meaning

as understanding what is meant by thephrase, "Susan is a good mothet.". It was not until I cameto appreciate that even (.and'especially) kinship termi-
nologies were not simply representationalthat kin termshad a core of culturally cbnstructed, highly affective,
anedirective elements as well as a representational

,
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aspect (Schneider,
1965)--that the relevance of human ,

emotioaality aad intentionality to the analysis of mean-

.
ing in general became apparent to me (D'Andrade, 1976).

MEANING SYSTEMS VERSUS SYMBOL SYSTEMS

Throughout this paper the term meaning system has been

used where the more conventional term symbol system may

have been expected. The shift in terminology is inter.-

tional, based op a particular view about where meaning is

and how it,is organized.
The problem of "where meaning is" has been discussed

by Douglas Hofstadter in his remarkable book, Godel,

Escher, Bach (1979:158):

The issue we are broaching is whether meaning can

be said to be inherent in a message, or whether

meaning is always manufactured by the interaction, ,

of a mind or a mechanism with a message. . . . In

the latter case, meaning could no't be said to be

located in any single place, nor could it be said

that a message has any universal, or objective,

meaning, since each observer could bring its.-own

meaning to each message. But in the former case,

meaning would have both location and universality.

Hofstadter presents two different models of how mes-

sages are related to meaning, using as examples jukebox'

buttons versus a music record. He begins by pointing out

that we feel quite
comfortable with the idea that a record

contains the same information as a piece of music,

because we know (or trust) that there is an isomorphism,

or one-to-one correspondence, between the physical char-

acteristics of the groove patterns in the record and the

sounds we hear.
When we push buttons on a jukebox and music comes out,

we db not think that the buttons themselves contain the

same information as the music we hear, even though some-

thing about the buttons produced the music. Since the

characteristics of the buttons do not have a one-to-one

correspondence to the charsicteristics of the music we

hear, we realize that the musical information is not "in'

the buttons but rather is triggered by the buttons. We

reasonably assume that inside the machine is something

that already contains the information necessary to produce

the music (a very small musician, perhaps).

22,
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With respect to culture, this question is usually put
in the following form: Where does one look for meaning--
in culturally produced messages of various sorts or in theRinds of the people who interpret these messages? If
variations in the phlisical forms that make up the manifest
message have the appropriate

one-to-one correspondence tothe meaning carried by the message, then the cultural
analyst need only have the proper intelligence to detemine
its,. meaning. But if the message is highly compacted and
lacks the ne_essary isomorphism

between variations in the
physical signal and the meanings produced, then the mes-
sage cannot be deciphered by the cultural analyst without
recourse to the latent system

already present in the mind
of the decoder.

Some cultural messages appear to contairta, great deal
of internal structure, while other messages are closer to
being triggers than to being records. The letters d, o,
9. are much more like jukebox buttons than a record of
doggishness. On the other hand, the script of a play can
have such a rich internal stiucture that in some ways it
seems to be almost a recording of experience.

This problem of the location of meaning has been dis-
cussgd at length by Schank and Abelson (1977), who have
attempted to create computer,programs that can understand.
such standard cultural messages as newspaper stories.
They define understanding as the ability to answer ques-
tions about what happened in the story and to generate a
paraphrase. In order to create programs to acccomplish
this feat, Schank and Abelson have found it necessary to
build into' their programs knowledge about cultural roles,
settings, goals, and event sequences. Say, for example,
one reads the following story:

Rc4er went to the restaurant. He ordered 225 au vin.
The waiter was surly and the table was right next
to the cash register. Roger left a very small tip.

To ansWer questionssuch as:

What did Roger eat?

To whom did Roger give his order?
Wherle

did Roger sit?
Did lager like the restaurant?
Who as the tip for?,

it is necessary to use cultural information (since none
of the nswers to these questions is'explicity contained

I t
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'in tbe story) concerning the facts that one normally gets

to eat what one orders, one normally gives ones ordex to .

the waiter, one normally sits at a table, one no'rmally

indicates satthfaction with food and service by the size

of the tip, one is normally not satisfied if the waiter

and the surroundingstare not pleasant, and normally

tables right next to the cash register are not pleasant.

Furthermore, readers expect that, if something is not

explicitly mentioPed in a story, then what happened was

what one mould normally'expect to happen. °Without thi's

additional information and the normality assumption, one

could not answer the questions above and the story could

not be understood.
In order to construct a program capable of understand-

ing stories involVing restaurants, Schank and Ableson

built into their programs a complex restaurant script,

containing information about physical props (tables, the

menu, checks, money), roles (customer, waiter, cook,

cashier, owner), entry conditions (the customer must have

money, is usually hungry, and is attempting to obtain

food), event sequences (entering, ordering, eating, exit-

ing), and the causal relations between these items. In .

general it appears that understanding even simple messages

in natural language requires considerable interaction

between the information contained in the message and the

information contained in the message processor. This

conclusion seems reasonable for most things cultural--the

meaning of rituals, games, myths, plays, texts, and other

cultural forms is a complex product of what is contained

in the representation and what the individual brings to

therepresentation.
As a result of the interaction between what is con-

Cained in cultural messages and %Oat is contained in the

interpretative-system of the mina, as a general rule one

cannot,locate cultural meanings in the message. Thus a

distinction must be made between message and meaning. It

is of some interest that the term symbol is ambiguous on

exactly this point. That is, the tprm symbol can refer

to ,either the physical thing that carries the meaning or

to the meaning'carried by the physical thing. Even when

the term symbol is used with reference to something within

the mind, it is typically refers to an internal image of

some external form.
The ambiguity in the term'symbol Woout whether the

thing being referred to is something internal or external

is related fo the assumption that internal meanings are

simply mental representations of the physical signals.
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Thus if meanings are simply internal representations of
external forbs, then ambiguity about whether the external
or internal forms are being referenced make no great dif-
ference.-

The assumption that mental processing is the internal
manipulat;on of representations of external signs may be
correct. However, current work in cognitive psychology
does not treat meanings as the representation of external
forms, but as distinct entities-having different prin-
ciples of organization. Internal forms are typically.
called "schemata" and are considered to be composed of
abstract proposition-like networks (Rumelhart, 1978).
Since at this point we do not know which position is more
accurate, it seems better to use distinct terms for inter-
nal meanings and external signals, thereby avoiding ambi-,
guity and smuggled assumptions. The term meaning system
has been used here throughout for mental structures and
processes, rather than the term symbol.

One of the.obvious but nevertheless remarkable facts
about meaning systems is that interpretations of past
messages can change the interpretative system itself, so
that new messages are understood differently than they
would'have been hadnot the previous message occurred.
This makes foe a very flexible system. Added to the modi-
fiability of meaning syStems is the fact that people can 11

produce messages and meanings that then react on the pro-
ducer. The iesult of both these pctentialities--modifi-
ability and reflexivenessis that people can change their
oww' meaning systemsthink things through and get things
straight (or get themselves into a terrible muddle). How-
ever, there seem to be limits on how much self-induced
change is possible, perhaps because at some point, for
reasons yet undlear, without outside stimulation no new
messages get produCed.

Another notable property of meaning systems is that one
can construct fiessages about messages and meanings about
meanings. On the cultural level,this phenomena is very
extensive. For example, symbolic entities created by con-
stitutive rules,frequently become the topics of other con-
stitutive rules, creating entities made of other cultur-
'ally created entities. Thus theft requires the notion of
property, sacrilege requires the notion of sacredness,
etc.

Related to the process in which one meaning is the
topic of another meaning is the framing of symbols
(Bateson, 1972). In the public presentation of messages
on printed signs, in books, at theatres, through ritual,
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on television,,in group meetings, etc., messages ire

framed by context and by other messages telling what the

original message is about (Goffman, 1970. MacAloon, 1981).

To the extent that the,recipients of these framed messages

share the same relevant meaning systems, the meanings of

these messages may be shared. Even when the meanings are

not entirely shared, the fact that a number of people have

access to the same physical messages creates the possi-

bility of discussion and interpersonal negotiation con-

cerning what was really meant (Cicourel, 1973; Holland,

1981.
In most human groups the communication of messages,

both framed and unframed, is so frequent and redundant

that it suggests the hypothesis that meaning systems need

messages to keep themselves alive. Without relatively

constant activation perhaps meaning systems disintegrate.

While messaging, public and private, is an almost constant

actiiity, the collecting of messages is not, I believe,

the best way:to start the study of a culture. The most

fruitful place to start such study is with individual

meaning systems. I hope that after this lengthy discus-

sion of constitutive rules and culturally created objects

I will not be taken as saying that culture is just a

special sort of mentation. What I am trying to say is

that the external signs, the public events, are too ellip-

tical to serve as a good place to begin the search for

organization and structure.
This is not to deny it is helpful to have a great deal

of obaervation of what people in a cul)ure do and say.

Field observation is often necessary in order to under-

stand what an informant is trying to describe and always

necessary in order°to understand that which informants

cannot describe; However, field observation has become

such an unquestioned virtue in anthropology that some

calling to account mi,ght be valuable. It is relevant that

when Metzger and Williams (1963) presented a series of

demonstrations that they could obtain excellent ethno-

graphic descriptions from informants without field obser-

,vation,,they were attacked with some vigor. The basis of

the attack as I.heard it was not that Metzger and Williams

had gotten their descriptions wrong, but rather that such

a procedure was not the way to do,good ethnograpgy. This

objection presumes.the very charge,it aeeks to prove.

Objections to "white room ethnography," in which an infor-

mant is questioned in a situationoremoved from cultural

context, may be based on a misperception of what is re-

quired for effective communication between informant and

investigator.
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THE STUDY OF CULTURE AS AN EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE

Anthropology, it is saidr is an observational science.
Ethnographers in particular regard themselves as observers
and consider pariicipant observation to be the principal
method of field research. Certainly,,with regard to
things like the network of social interaction or the
operation of the economic system, there is little the
investigator can do but try to observe and hope that what
needs to be observed can be seen. The major alternative
is to find someone in the society--an informant--who has
observed the event that the ethnographer cannot observe
and obtain the needed information through the informant's
reports.

In,the study of social interaction or economic systems
there is little chance for an ethnographer to use experi-
mental techniques, since ethnographers do not usually have
the power to affect such systems4 There have been
attempts to create partial sociocultural systems in a

laboratory environment and, by varying certain conditions,
to study how changes in one variable affect other vari-
ables (Rose and Fenton, 1955). An interesting review of
this type of Work frot an anthropological Perspective has
been presented by McFeat (1974), who also constructed in
an ingenfous manner a number of microsociocultu'ral sys-
tems, then observed how differences in group size and kind
of task influenced the development of cultural norms.
But, however interesting, these miniature worlds are
highly dependent and incomplete systems, better at demon-
strating that we know how to produce a particular effect
than for testing a hypothesis to see if it is zeally true.

It is not the case, however, that anthropologists cdn-
not,affect the People they study. Just to ask someone a
question is to affect that person. What kind of event is
this? Does it affect somdthing cultural? Is asking a
4uestion an experiment?. What is an experiment, and do
anthropologists need them?

There is a rich literature on experimentation as a
scientific technique (e.g., Carlsmith et al., 1976). The
model presented in this literature contrasts sharply with
the typical folk model of an experiment, with its white-

coated scientists subjecting the object of their investi-
gation to various kinds of unusual treatment with out1and-
ish apparatus. Actuall 1', an experiment does not require
laboratories, or apparatus, or unusual conditions: An
experiment requires,three elements: first, an idea or
propositions about certain things or events; second, a
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way to relate these things or events to operations and

observations that can be made on.something; Lod third,

the power to determine which things at which times will

have the operation done to them. Of Course, some experi-

ments are better than others: .The original idea can be

vague or uninteresting, the experimental operations car-

ried out and the observations made may be only ambiguously

related to the original ideaNiand the experimenter may
halie only limited power to select on what and when the

operations will be done and onlj, limited power to observe

the effects. Despite such problems, which are common to

all the sciences, what has been done is an experiment if

the three conditions can be said to be present.

There are two major reasons for doing experiments. The.

first is that lt inay be difficult-to find an opportunity

to observe what one wants to observe. For example, sup-
,

pose an investigator has a hypothesis that a particular

set of plants will all have the same name. It is unlikely

that the investigator will have the opportunity to obsetve

several people naming each of these plants, since namin9

plants is something people do infrequently. An experi-

ment, in which the investigator presents various people

with the plants and induces them to name the plants, is a

reasonable way to discover what cannot be observed natur-

ally.
A second reason for doing an experiment is that a

hypothesized relationship between x and Y is confounded

by the fact that, in most natural settings, when X occurs,

A, B, and C also occureso that it is difficult to know

if it is really X and Y that are related, or A and Y, or

B and Y, etc. For example, an investigator mig4 wonder
how someone felt about his or her boss. If the person is

always very respectful around the boss, it is aifficult

to know if this is because the person really respects the

boss or because the person is afraid of the boss. By

experiment through the presentation at various times of

various questions and statements: an ipvestigator can
attempt tO cut through the confounding conditions of the

boss's presence with the employee's expression of feeling

about the boss.
A question, put to discover'if somebody believes some-

thing, or feels some way about something, or intends to

do something, makes a very Simple experimental operation.
To the extent that one tests other people for the current

representative, affective, and directive state of,their
meaning system, one has carried out an experiment. People

constantly experiment on each other, using a'variety of
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cultural forms: for example,"direct and indirect ques-
tions, apparent disagreement intended to evoke deeply held
commitment, apparent untruths intended to test whether a
person really knows Something, withholding acknowledging
or back-channel responses to see if someone is saying
something just for effect, etc. Lovers test lovers,
believers test believers, knowerS.test knowers, people of
purpose test the purposes of others, and ethnographer's
test informants. An iMportant fact about meaning
systems--idiosyncratic and cultural--is that they are
accessible to this kind of experimentation.

Of coursermany, questions are asked not to make any
specific test, but to simply try tofind out something.
Someont may ask, "How do you get to the post office?"
justito find out how to get to the post office. Strictly
speaking, no experiment has been done, because no specific
hypothesis has been tested. However, even in the case of
a simple question there are some implicit hypotheses about
a person's meaning,system being tested: that.the question
ipunderstandable to,the person, that the person knows
where the post office is, that the person can respond yith
an understandable answer, that the persop asked is likely
to respond and to be truthful, etc. Thus a simple ques-
tion does not have the goals of a'n experiment but does,
involve expeiimental tests of various sorts. In most
cases ethnographers dse a complex mixed strategy of exper-
iment and simple question, starting with few assumptions
about what the informant knows or feels and eventually
building a theoretical structure about the informant's
meaning systems.

There are a variety of experimental operations to test
hypotheses about meaning systems pther than the use of-
questions. The experimenter can present an object, create
an event, or present the representation of some object or
event, then observe the informant's reaction. The reac-
tion observed can be something the persbn says, something
the person chooses to do, how the person reacts emotion-,

ally, or how quickly the person responds, etc. The common
procedure, however, is the question and answer format of
natural language.

The preponderance of the question and answer format in
cultural experiments is partiall.11y due to the ease with
Which queitions can be asked a d answers can be recorded.
Another, even more compelling reason is that many of the
important things in a culture, suCh as success or the
soul, are entities that have no palkble form. To find
out what an informant thinks or feels about symbolic
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things requires communication through a medium like

natural language in which such things can be represented.

In such cases discourse through natural,language i almost

the only means,of investigation.
Given the type of question and answer experiment that

anthropologists typically do, it is not surprising that

rapport has emerged as one of the major research concerns.

Unlike social psychologists, for instance, whose major

difficulties in creating experiments involve ihe construc-

tion of conditions that have an appropriate correspondence

to ordinary life, the primary *experimental difficulty

*encountered by-anthropologists is the development of the,

appropriate interpersonal conditions for verbal expres-

sion. Ordinary life gives people many reasons to hide how

they think and feel and many special cOnventions about

when and how and to whom various kinds-of things may be

said, so that the establishmeh't of special rapport between

investigator and informant becomes a major precondition

for obtaining the type of communication anthropologists

need. The task is to establish a relationship in which

ihe informant understands...the kinds of things the investi-

gator wants to find out about and to trust the investi-

gator enough to express things that might(he punished in,

other contexts: And, since communication even under the

best of circumstances tends to result in misunderstandings

on both Sides, the question and answer testing of infor-

mants' meaning systems is best done through a number of

little experiments carried out over a long period of time:

This kind of experimentation is typically informal, but

it can also be undertaken in highly si'ructured formats

and combined with special techniques for the analysis of

responses, such as multidimensional scaling (e.g., Gerber,

1976; Kirk and Burton, 1977; Roberts et al., 1981; Romney

and D'Andrade, 1964; White, 1980).
From the perspective of the evolution of science, one

would expect that each field would develop the experimen-

tal techniques that best fit the particular phenomena

being studied. Something like this has happened in

anthropology, in which there has developed in an unusually

unselfconscious way a very sPecial sort of experimenta-

tion, unrecognized as such, characterized by an emphasis

on verbal interaction, subject-experimenter rapport,,and

successive testing.' Related experimental methods' have

developed in linguisitics, clinical psychology and'psychi-

atry, and in sociology--in all cases without the explicit 46

recognition that what is being done.involves the develop-

ment of an experimental methodology.
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The possibility of using experiments of certain sorts
to investigate iadividual and cultural systems of meaning
is an important part of the development of any sort of
science based on meaning, because it makes feasible the .

investigation of individual interpretative systems.
Through informant-based experimentation it is possible to
investigate what would otherwise rarely be observed and
to separate otherwise cänfounded conditions. This kihd
of testing makes it feasible to try to know enough about
any person's systems of meaning to understand, and even
predict, why a particular message is taken to 'mean one
thing rather than another.

To return to a previous topic: As someone who observed
Metzger and Williams's field procedures, I found-that one
of the 'most salient characteristics of their method was
the development of a special kind of relationship with
their informants, a relationship that was long-term, task-.
oriented, and marked by mutual-respect. Informants under-
stood the goals of the projects that they took part in and
came to understand what it was that the anthropologists
dia and did not know. There was a prcifessional quality
about the interaction on both sides that was remarkable.
In my view, it is not thecolor of the walls of the room ,
that is important in working with informants or even the

'particulars of interviewing technique. -net is important
is tne character of the investigator-informant relatioh-
ship. Context is usually a social relationship--that is,
the meanings people have for each other.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEANING SYSTEMS
AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE

Issues about the nature of culture are intertwined with
questions about the degree :xi- which culture iSehared and .

hoi culture is distinguished from sOcial structure. In
the 1940s and early l950s, when culture was thought of
primarily as the shared behavior distinctive of a social
group, the problem arose that often things that seemed
clearly cultural were not completely, or even generally,
shared. For example, in American culture linear program-
ming is important in engineering and buSiness, but it is
not a generally shared item of knowledge. John Roberts
has pointed out that one of the functions of siZial organ-
ization is to create a-division of labor.in "who knows
.what." Roberts has also pointed out that societies differ
in the way in which cultural information is integrated in
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the social process of decision making (Roberts, 1964).
Marc Swartz nes discussed the problems of the distribution

of cultural understandings across social roles in detail

and has proposed that cultures contain "linking under-
standings," in which those who occupy certain Statuses
Share certain understandings about what otSer classes of
persons are likely to know (Swartz and Jordan, 1976).

One of the basic things that meaning systems do for
individuals is to guide their reactions and behavior.
Given a systematic distributiorvf meaning systems qcrbps
individualsla system of systems--the reactions and behav-
ior of groups of people can be guided in an organized and
coordinated fashion. The concept of social structure
appeArs to refer to the systems of systems of meanings.

That is, slecial struoture is usually defined as the dis-

tribution of rights'and duties across status positions in

, a society. Each configuration of rights and duties is a

culturally creatbd.entity, based on constitutive rules

learned and passed on to succeeding gene6tions. In this

sense, social structure is one aspect of the orgamizaltion

of culture--the achievement of systematicity across per-

sons through meanings.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEANING SYSTEME

AND SYSTEMS OF MATERIAL FLOW

In suggesting that culture and social structure are'really

composed of the same material, it may ieem that what is

being assumed is thatlall important human phgnomena are

basically meaning systems. This is not the case. There

is a major claswof human phenomena-that is not organized ,

as meaning systems; which I term material flow. By mate-

rial flow I mean the mqyement of goods, services, mes-
sages, people, gpnes, diseases, and other potentially

countable entities in space and time. These maidrials tan

be.gyouped into various classes, such as economic trans-
. action, demographic change, interpersonal exthange Of

messages, ecosystem energy exchange, etc., and studied

scientifically as systems with certain lawful properties.
In the social sciences economics is the most devel,pad of

such disciplines, and its models have been widely extended

to other kinds of systems of exchange.

Perhaps it-is not surprising that those anthropologists
whose major interest has been tn the cross-cultural Study

of material flow were the most vehement in'theirxejec-

tion of the cbgnitively oriented view of culture propdsed

-23
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ihrthe 1950s. This group, made up primarily'of ulturalevoiutionistg and cultural

ecologists,otreats culture as asystem of socially
tradsmitted standing behavior patternsthrough which communities adapt to their ecological set-tings--that is, as a kind'of material flow of behaviorson a par mith ots.her
kinds.of material flow. This approachhas the virtue of

staying Kith what is mosi observable andmaintaining a strong connection with the methods of thenatural sbiences.', From the point of view of this paper,the problem with such an approach, as Roger Keesing hassuggested, is that standing behavior patterns are, influ-enced by so any variables (e.g., social crowdiig,climate, warfare, local geographic features, physicaldistribution of foodstuffs, prevalence bf diseases, tech-
nological sophistication; plus meaning system character-istics) that there is little'that can be said about such

,a phenbmenon except that it seems so unstable that'it isnot likely tocpe worth itudying (which in fact is whatcultural materialists say about what they term culture).Keesing, following a long tradition, suggests that we usethe term sociocultural
system for the total system that..includes behaviors, other types of material flow, andmeanings, while reserving the'term culture for meaningsysteold (Keesing, 1974:75).

,

An important issue is the way'in which cultural meaningsystems relate to systems of material flow--that is, to,systems in which material and cultdral objects move acrosstime and Space. Let us consider this
relationship for twosystems: the social structure, defined as systematic dis-tribution of meaning

systems across statuses, and thesocial exchange network, defined as a potentially observ-able'flow of commands,
services, goods, sentiments, etc.,across persons. The social exchange

network consists ofrates by which varipus
objects--which may be culturally .constituted objects, like wealth or commands, or purelyphysical quantities, like bushels of wheat or pounds ofiron--move from individual to individual. As definedhere, the flow of such objects .s not the same as thesocial structure, since groups with similar social struc-tures can ,

and similar' y in the social
exhange network does not

very different,social exchange networks,

necessarily mean that two groups have similar socialstructures. Thus, for example, groups with very similarrules of marriage
(social structure). mayvary widely whenone counts actual marriages (social exchange network)because many conditions--such as the size of the various

marrying groups, the age composition of groups, the dis-
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tribution of wealth across groups, etc.--affect wrriage

rates.
The meanings that make Op the social structure effect

the flow of the social exchange network in numerous ways.

For example, the various constructions concerning rights

and duties expressed in norms of inheritance, rules of'

land enure, wage scales, the norms for the ascription

and achievement of statuses,.the conventions of etiquette,

etc., will all affect the flow ofvinteraction, resources,

commands, etc.
Constitutive rules create a variety of

types of people, occasions, and objects, which are linked

to norms concerning the rights of certain types of people

over certain kinds of objects on certain occasions. These

norms are major determinants of a person's actions, and,

reactions. .Yhus the meaning system directly affects the

flow of thin§s on which social life depends.

The causal relation is not one-way, however. As

external conditions change, rates of various kinds of

exchanges change, creating social opportunities and prob-

lems, which people adapt to with new norms and eventually

new constitutive entities (Bailey, 1960). For the last

3,000 years or so human culture and society have been

undergoing extremely rapid change.. Sometimes it seems to

me as if tryingto study human culture in the 20th century

is like trying to study the physics of moving bodies while

living in thq, middle of an avalanche. Equilibrium condi-

tions are rare, and what looks like Aability is just he

fact that most things are moving rapidly in roughly the

same direction.
The fact thato-there are multiple two-way causal reld=

tionships between meahing systems and
conditions of mate-

rial flow has some strong consequences with regard to the

possible kinds of analysis one can do with even the most

carefully collected data., When expuimentation is impos-

sible, determination of tIle size of causal efects--how

much change in onevariable will affect change in anoiher

variable7-is sometimes possible through correlational.

analysis. However, when there are feedback loops among

the variables (e.g., A influences B,
B.influehces C, C

influences A), it is mathematically
impossible, no matter

how many data are collected, to estimate wiih any accuracy

the degree of
influence--unless one can asSume that an

equilibrium condition has been reached, sa that tihe systein

is stable. In the language of path analyLs, moaels with

'feedback loops are called "nonhierarchical models"--since

causation does not always go in just one direction. David'

Kenny, in a,text on methods of inferriqg causality frgm
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coiielational data, states: "My own suspicion is that the
strong assumption of equilibrium is sufficientli implaus-
ible to make nonhierarchical models generally impractical
for the applied social scientist" (1979:105). In general,
then, if one believes that technology influences ideology
and that ideology.influences

technology,''there are no data
that can be analyzed mathematically to tell us whether
technology is.a more powerful causal variable than ideol-
ogy, or'the opposite--at least not until equilibrium con-
ditions are found.

Thus causal priority debates, like the Whiting-Young
debate concerning the causal 1:)riority of early experience
versus factors of social organization on the severity of
initiation ceremonies, are probably undecidable in prin-
ciple. Rather than trying to find out which causal vari-
ables are the important.ones, I believe that a more
effective strategy for the human sciences, when experi-
mentation is not possible, is to try to isolate patterns
or configurations of variables that occur together fre-
quently and have some stability over time, and to try to
find which sets of patterns can change into other sets of
patterns. Other social scientists have come to similar
conclusions for less statistically motivated reasons.

While there may be great difficulty in determining the
sizepf effects, there is little doubt that changes in
systals of material flow do influence cultural meaning
systems. However, the processes by which this influence
takes place are not well agreed on. Since meaning systems
are part of the human psyche, cultural meaning systems can
be changed only through psychological processes. For,
example, changes in residence patterns appear to affect
kinship terminologies--but for this to happen there must
be some psychological process by which the change in
peoples experience leads to change in the conceptual
classification of kin and the encoding of the new classi-
fication system into the language. Using one particular
psychological theory of how people learn to make discrim-
inations--a one-element stimulus-sampling theory--I
developed a model that did a reasonable job of "predict-
ing" kinship terminologies from features of social organ-
ization. Unfortunately, several years later, the partic-
ular psychological theory I had used was found to be too
simplistic and is now generally considered inadequate to
account for comPlex discrimination learning (D'Andrade,
1971). Over the past years the psycholdgical theories of
the process by which experience affects concept formation
have changed continually and at this point do not seem
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Close to resolution (Cole et al., 1981). It is sometimes

disdouraging to work in psychological anthropology in

areas in which psychological theory is not well formu-

lated. The conclusion I have come to is that psychologi-

cal theory is most useful as a heuristic for exploring .

facts about the organization of culture and least useful

as explanatory postulates.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEANING SYSTEMS AND PERSONALITY

Personality is another kind of system that is distinct

from but related to cultural meaning systems. One formu-

lation of the relationship between these two sets of sys-

tems is that ideas, values, and attitudes that are shared

by a group are culture, but these same things, if idio-

.syncratic, are personality. A daferent formulation is

that those ideas that an individual has to know to behave

appropriately as a member of society are culture, while

values and attitudes are personality.
.

There are problems with both these formulations. With

regard to, the "shared learning is culture, idiosyncratic

learning is personality" formulation, most learned things

are somewhat shared, but nothing is ever shared com-

pletely, so that everything people learn ends up being a

little bit peisonality and a little bit culture. With

regard to the "ideas that one has to know to behave appro-

priately are culture, values and attitudes are personal-

ity" formulation, most personhlity theorists would want

to include some of thirigs one has to know to behave appro-

priately as part of individual personality, and some cul-

tural theorists would want to include some values and

attitudes as part of cultUre.

The basic drawback of these content-based formulations

can be illustrated by imagining that chemists and biolo-

gists had decided to divide the world into physical

objects that are chemical and physical objects that are

biological. One could imagine interesting arguments about

whe,ther proteins are biological or membranes are chemical.

,Rather than a content-based formulation, it seems more

useful to consider items of human learning as either cul-

ture or personality, depending on how they are placed

within a system of relationships and processes (Kracke,

1981). In the study of culture these relationships and

processes involve the adaptation of the groups of peopl.i

to their environment and to each other through systems of

meaning. In the study of personality these relationships

233'
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and processes involve the organization of behavior,
impulse, affect, and thought around the drives of the
individual. If one considers

personality and culture to
be open systems that are linked together, then there mustbe items belonging to both systems that form,the links.
For example, ideas concerning success may, for most
Americans, be not only part of their cultural meaning
systems, but also a part of their motivational system,
and thus play a part in both culture and personality.The problems concernin the relation between culture
and personality raise the issue of the relation between
culture and experience. Humans experience a complex uni-
verse, composed of perceptions,

memories, thc,aghts, and
fantasies about social and physical events. Only a part
of any one person's experience is shaped by or representedthrough particular systems of cultural meaning. Modern
JAmerican culture has much more to say about the experience
of being young than the experience of being old, for
example. There is always interplay between the world of
experi6nce and cultural meanings; in some cases cultural
meanings have the potential of giving form and depth to
private experience, in some cases cultural meanings may
conflict with and distort the individual's experiences,
and in other cases there may be no relation established
by the individual between particular experiences and cul-
tural meanings. Just as there is a dynamic between cul-
tural meanings and systems of materials flow that createsa potential for change, so, too, there is a dynamic
between cultural meanings and private experience that
also creates a potential for change.

CULTURE DEFINED

The oldest terminological wrangle in anthropology is over
the term culture. Some of the problem seems to come from
the fact that the term has a sense both as a process (the
"passing on" of what has been learned before to succeeding
generations) and as a particular class of things ("shared
knowledge," for example). One might think that these two
aspects of the terms could coexib quite neatly if the
process were used to define content. In such a defini-
tion, culture would be whatever it is,that is passed on
through learning to succeeding generations. The diffi-
culty-with this solution is that many things are passed
on, not all of which most anthropologists would want to
consider culture. For example, oedipal complexes are
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learned and shared widely (even in the Trobriand Islands;

see Spiro, 1981) but Would not usually be considered to

be culture by most anthropologists, since such complexes

are an indirect, unintended, and unrecognized consequence

of the learning of other things. A second strategy is to

define culture as having a particular content. The

problem with this solution is that there are different

kinds of content--which
should get to be called culture?

Such terminological
quarreling might seem to be aca-

demic foolishness.
However, most of the battles about

the nature of culture have been generally enlightening,

perhaps because the make explicit our assumptions about

what is out there and perhaps because as our assumptions

about what is out there become explicit, we find that

there are more kinds of things out there than we had

thought.
Technically, anthropological

"definitions" of culture

are not definitions at all: According to Suppes, for

example, a definition should not introduce a-new axiom or

premise in a theory or strengthen the theory in any sub-

stantive way (1957:153).
Technically, a definition should

be a paraphrase that maintains the truth or falsity of

statements in the theory when substituted for the word

defined. But to produce substitutable paraphrases for

already existing
propositions has not been the goal of

those who have attemPted to define culture. Rather, their

attempts have been to describe what is out there--that is,

to formulate substantive propositions
about one aspect of

the human world.
There are, at present, at least three major views about

the nature of culture. One is a notion of culture as

knowledge, as the accumulation of information. According

to this view, culture can and does accumulate and does not

need to be shared if the distribution of knowledge is such

that the proper "linking understandings"
are maintained.

The amount of information in the total cultural pool of

knowledge is very large--even for simple societies my

estimate is that there are between several hundred thou-

sand to several million "chunks" of
information in the

total pool (D'Andrade, 1981). Furthermore, in this view

culture is not highly integrated; the knowledge concerning

what to do about illness has no particular connection or

relation to the knowledge needed to build houses, for

example.
A second view is that culture consists of "conceptual

structures" that create the central reality of a people,

*so that they "inhabit the world they imagine" (Geertz,

23 'i
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1981), or, according to Schneider, 'elements which are
defined and differentiated in a particular society as
representing reality=-not simply social reality, but the
total reality of life witgin which human beings live and
die" (1976:206). According to this view, culture is not
just shared, it is intersubjectively shared, so that
everyone assumes that others see the same things they see.
In this"view culture does not particularly accumulate, any
more than the grammar of a language accumulates, and the
total size of a culture with respect to information chunks
is relatively small, if one can speak of size at all. The
entire system appears to be tightly interrelated but not
necessarily without contradictions.

A third view of the nature of culture falls between the
"culture as knowledge" and the "culture as constructed
reality" positions. It treats culture and society as
almost the same thing--somethirig made up of institutions,
such as the family, the market, the farm, the church, the
village, etc.--that is, systems or clusters of norms
defining the roles attached to various sets of statuses.
For Nadel, for example, these clusters of norms, if ana-
lyzed from the "who does what to whom" perspective, con-
stitute social structure, and if analyzed from the "how
one activity relates to another activity" perspective,
constitute culture (Nadel, 1951). For Schneiddr, on the
other hand, these clusters of norms also fall between the
"knowledge" position and the "constructed reality" posi-
tion with respect to accumulation, size, and integration.
Accumulation occurs, but relatively slowly; the size of
the body of information that must be learned is very
large, but not thousands of thousands of chunks; and the
degree of integration is important, but problematic.

Given the position taken in this paper, all three are
views of cultural meaning systems. The difference between
the views is in the prominence given to the various func-
tions of meaning--to the directive function for the "norms
and institutions" view, to the representative function for
the "knowledge" view, and to the potential of systems of
meaning to create entities for the "constructed reality"
view. While there is a certain amount of differentiation
among symbols and meanings--some seem primarily represen-
tational (e.g., propositions about farming), some seem
primarily directive (e.g., propositions about how to raise
children), and some seem primarily reality-constructing

(e.g., propositions about what counts as what)--this dif-
ferentiation is not sharp, and much of the apparent dif-
ference is in the conceptual framework of the analyst,
not in what things mean to the individuals involved.

2(3
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In summary, the position taken sin this paper treatt'

'culture as consisting of learned systems' of meaning, com-

municated by means of natural language and other symbol

systems, having representational, directive, and affective

functions, and capable of creating purely cultural enti-

ties and particular senses of reality. Through these sYS-

temS groups of people adapt to their environ-

myiE and structure interpersonal activities. Cultural

--leaning systems affect and are affected by the various

systems of material flow, such as the flow of goods and

services, and the interpersonal network of commands and

requests. Cultural meaning systems are linked to person-

ality systems through the Oaring of specific items that

function in both systems for particular individuals.
Various aspects of cultural meaning systems are dif-
ferentially distributed across persons and statuses,

creating institutions such as family, market, nation,

etc., which constitute social structure. Analytically,

cultural meaning systems can be treated as a very large

diversified pool of knowledge, or as partially shared

clusters of norms, or as intersubjectively shared,

symbolic"ally created realities. On the individual level,

however, the actual meanings and messages that people

learn, encounter, and produce are typically not dividea

into separate classes of items that can be labeled

knowledge, norm, or reality, but rather form multifunc-

tional complexes of constructs, organized in interlocking

hierarchical structures, which are simultaneously

constructive, representive, evocative, and directive.'
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The Life-Span PersvecVe in

Social Science Research

David L. Featherman

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade a Corivergence of orientations on
human development has emerged within ,several social and
behailioral sciences. Anown as the life-span perspective
on development and behavibr, the 'essence of this approach
is that developmental changes in human beh'ivior, which
occur from conception to death, and which arise from a
matrix of biological, psychological, social, historical,
and evolutionary influences an4 from their timing across
people's livel. Scholarly andyopularanterest in the
themes of this perspective have.been intense since 1970.
The pdpular press, for example, has absorbed, the ideas of
the mid-life crisis and life-cycle pisspges; many articles

a
have been written about the implications of changes in
life-style, such as dual careers, the empty-nest phase of
marital relationships, greater exposure to chronic disease
with increases in longevity, and the retbrn of adults and

' senior citizens to college and 'University classrooms. In
the academic community evidence of the:specialization of
study is tbe_growth of life-span developmental psychology,
the publication of monograph series on life-span pro-
ceases, and the organization of interdisciplinary confer-
ences by private and federal agencies that have explored
both aging and developmentas lifelohg processes.

This paper was commissioned by the Social gcience Research
Council for The,National Science Foundation's Five-Year
Outlook on Science and Technology:1981.
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BAsIC THEMES AND PROPOSITIONS

The multidisciplinary study of lifespan development.is

not yet based on a coherent theory with explicit hypoth-

eses that can be addressed in empirical research. ,

Instead, the recognized consensus is more of a model, ,

paradigm, or world view, but the paradigmatic themes that

have emerged have already generated a few propositions.

These themes and premises reflect a reinterpretation of

old evidence about child and adolescent growth, new find-

, ings from longitudinal research among the lives of several

birth tohorts now entering late adulthood, and interven-

tion studies of the aged. The thematic siatements are

challenges to conventional thinking and guides to future

research. They can be summarized succinctly as follows:

1. Developmental changes occur over the entire course

of life; they are synonymous with aging in the broadest

sense. Aging is not limited to any particular time of

life; neither,is development.
2. Developmental changes in tfie course of aging

reflect biological, social, psychological, physical, and

historical events.
3. The.multiple determinants of constancy and change

in behavior and personality express their influences

interactively and cumulatively, defining life event or

life history trajectories.
.4. Individuals are agents id their own development.

Life histories are transactional products of the dialec-

tics among the Altiple determinants of development and

the motivated, selectively responding individual. 'Gen-
,

eralizations across individuals about constancies in human

development, especially throughout the last half of life,

are few.and difficult to formulate.

5. Each new birth cohort ages through a potentially

different trajectory of life events, the product of socio-

historical change and individual reactions to it. Histor-

ically constant generalizations 'about developmental

changes in aging are fewer or greater as a function of

the pace and direction'of sociohlstoriCal changes, either

evolutionary or revolutionary.
6. Intervention efforts on behalf of the aged are

effective in changing the course of development, even as

they are in the young. Behavior and personality appar-

ently remain more malleable throughout life than is appar-

ent irk common contemporary social and subcultural set-

tings. The apparent plasticity of manifest patterns of

2 4 5
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developmentuntapped reserve or potential--suggests a

rethinking of research paradigms and social policies that
are predicated on conventional, essentially static Models
of aging and of stable and universal stages of development
from childhood thiough old age.

These themes and propositions are developed in recent
multidisciplinary, edited collections by P. B. Baltes
(1978) , P. B. Baltes and 0. J. Brim (1979, 1981) , Riley
(1979) , and Brim and'Kagan (1980). For a detailed dis-
cussion of the empirical bases of these themes, see
Featherman (forthcoming).

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The themes and propositions that provide the focus,for
these developments have a long history within the social

' and behavioral sciences in the United States and abroad.
Only ill the last 10 years, however, have they begun to
achieve a scientific base, 'in some instances through inde-
pendent work in two or more academic disciplines.. Through
repeated consideration of the'interreIatedness of change
across individuals' life-cycles and socia or institu-
tional change, the scientific.activity of,the past cNcade
has been extraordinarily productive in sharpening con-

.

cepts, suggesting hypotheses and empirical research, and
promoting long-range programmat,ic study of the relation-
ship between the individdal and social chihge within'the
bOundaries of academic disciplines (e.g., psychology,
\sociology, history, and anthropology). It has also been
a period of sustained discussions acrtiss disciplinary
boundaries and of acknowledged convergences in certain

\ pants of view, optimal research Methodologies, and inter-
\, vention strategies. Some have even speculated that what
_is emerging from the current discussions and programs of
longitudinal researc'l may provide the basis for a new
academic discipline, which Would amalgathate and synthesize
the traditions of its parent disciplines (Riley, 1981:
340). /

.

To place these/achievements in'perspective and provide
a means of assessing their implications, this paper begins
with a brief historical review, organized by academic
disciplides to highlight specific contributions. This
organization does not emphasize the intense effort of the
last decade to transcend disciplinary backgrounds and to
explore commonalities in life-span concepts and methods.
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The several disciplines do, however, nrich these explor-

ations of the life-span approach with Itheir -unique per-

spectives.

Psychology

Psychologists have been.among the most prominent propo-

nent,s of a life-span approach to the study of human

.
dev, lopment in the United States., One reagon is that the

.dmental research agenda of psychologists is the study

of an indkvidual's behavior over time (i.e., P. Et% Baltes

et al., 1980b). Although other disciplines, such as

sociology and history, also study change, the unit of

analysis is frequently not the individual. This differ-

ence is fundamental tothe 1! 2-span approach, as is

apparent in two other reasons for the intellectual cen-

trality of psychology to this area: One is the recognized

importance of the biological or organic substrata of ,

behavior (e.g:, Rodin, 1980), Another is the theme of the

active organism.as an agent in its own development or as

the instigator' of change (e.g., Lerner and Busch-

Rossnagel, forthcoming).
4 klife-span orientation to the study of human develop-

ment has a long range in psychology. Reinert (1979)

traces these roots to the philosophical writings and auto-

biographical reflecilions of Aristotle, Democritus, Augus-

tine, and other classical.philosophers.
Perhaps the most

ithporEant figure during what Reinert calls the "prelimi-

nary period" was Johann Nikolas Teteps (1736-1806), a

German philosoptier and experimenter in psychology. Tetens

emphasized the importance of identifying general psycho-

logical lawstof behavior through naturalistic observation.

He placed the study of "developmental courses" of lives

within the span from conception to death and stressed the

importance of social and cultural conditions for develop-

ment.
During the "formative period" (between the late 18th

and late 19th centuries), two Europeans played key roles.

Freidrich August Carus (1770-1808) saw the course of human

develoyment as a series of szages, each preparing the

individual for what,comes later in life. He strived to

establish a "general age-oriented science," but one in

which age was not assumed to be a causal variable per se

and in which historical context was an important facet of

age-related behaviors. Carus's conception of development

was not Pqpplanted as an
intellectual guidepost for over

2 el 'I'
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a century (Reinert,
1979:220). The other key figure wasAdolphe Quetelet

(1796-1874), whose
methodological contri-butions were as important as his substantive ones. Hepioneered the use of cross-sectional
analysis for thestudy of age-specific

individual differences in develop-ment and emphasized
the necessity of longitudinal designsfor the analysis

of intraindividual
change (and,inter-individual differences in these changes). Quetelet iden-tified the developmental importance of critical periodsin the life-span

and showed empirically that historicalevents or periods could be associated
with change indevelopmental functions.

The first widely recognized American textbook thatespoused a life-span view, Life: A Psychological Surveyby Pressey, Janney, and Kuhlen,
was published in 1939.It was not until the 1960s that the rubric life-span wascommonly used to differentiate an "age-irrelevant" devel-opmental psychology from the study of developmental pro-cesses in the

age-specific academic specialties such aschild development or adolescent psychology. Research andteaching programs at the University
of ChIcago (i.e.,Havighurst, Neugarten) and the University of Bonn (i.e.,Thomae) were forerunners. In the 1960s and 1970s, severalsymposia at the University of West Virginia advanced theconceptual and

methodological frontiers of the life-spanorientation, and the symposia monographs helped to insti-tutionalize it (P. B. Baltes and K. W. Schaie, 1973; Datanand Ginsberg, 1975; Datan and Reese, 1977; Goulet andBaltes, 1970; Nesselroade and Reese, 1973).It is, likely that
advancement of the life-span approachwas retarded by several related factors. One was theintellectual dominance of child-focused

developmentalpsychology, which placed the primary causes of lifelongbehavioral tendencies within the childhood years. Asso-ciated with the hegemony of child psychology were concep-tions of
development--so-called biological growth models--that limited the scope of developmental

thinking. Theseconceptions assumed an end state (i.e.,
maturity) towardwhich develOpmental changes and the universality of devel-opmental patterns moved across individuals. Placedagainst many\behaviors and psychological
characteristicsof children a d adolescents

undergoing apparently rapidquantitative pd qualitative changes (e.g., bodily growth,sexual maturatiJon), these modes of thinking about generaldevelopment had
considerable analytical utility. At thesame time, the biological

growth model did not fit adultbehavioral changes as well as it did those of children.

0
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Some psychologists
argued Liat adults do not develop in-

the same sense as
r;hildren and that the domain of develop-

Mental psychology
(equating behavioral

development with

ff
ess.:rictive, biological

analogues) should be bounded by

the age-related
stabilization of behavioral changes in

e6rly adulthood (e.g.,
Flavell, 1970).

A shift in the
definition and causal explanation of

development occured in the 1960s, and one of the major

influences on this shift came from longitudinal studies

of children.
initiated prior to World War II. Studies

undertaken by the Institute of Human Development at

Berkeley and the Fels Institute in Ohio were beginning to

report the developmental
trajectories for subjects who

were reaching
adulthood in the 1960s and 1970s. The

availability of these extensive
longitudinal data moti-

vated psychologists to address developmental issues over

longer segments of life than had been customary. And the

empirical findings
about the patterns of stability and

change, predictabilitY and
discontinuity, fueled a con-

troversy over fundamental perspectives and definitions

(compare Block, 1971; Kagan, 1980;
Sears, 1980; Thomae,

1979). The data did not conform to conventicnal meta-

theories that had been relatively
unchallenged and pro-

ductive when applied to developmental
issues in childhood

and adolescence, and strong differences in interpretation

arose.
An even stronger

impetus to the development of life-

span,orientations came from gerontologists.
Gerontology

as a field of inquiry was itself evolving
during the 1950s

and 1960s, when
contributors such as Robert Havighurst,

Bernice Neugarten,
and James Birren began.to articulate a

psychology of aging. Gerontology, like other age-specific

developmental
specializations, was

influenced by the

dominance of the biological growth model, although its

main focus was on senescence and deCline rather than on

growth and differentation.
The orie tation of the psycho-

logical gerontologists
was by necessiy much broader than

that of their counterparts who studied hildren. The

gerontologists placed
biological 'aging axd behavioral

changes in older adults within the contex\of cumulative

life histories, linking contemporaneous
chahges with

sequences and events over the entire life-span. They

became as concerned with the emergence of no1.41, behaviors

in their older
subjects as they were with ones that could

be construed as outgrowths of predispOsing earlier,experi-

ences. They observed large differences
in the courses of

aging and in behaviors among
adults and they sought

24,
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explanation of this variation in historical circumstances
and in chance occurrences, such as illnesses, accidents,
and births of grandctildren, that are more individualized
in their impact. Ir short, the psychology of aging
encouraged a more .Jontextual, historical approach to
behavioral change and development, a tendency encouraged
by the interdisciplinary character of gerontology as a
field of inquiry. (An excellent example of such a con-
textual approach to development is Bronfenbrenner, 1979.)

As psychologists enlarged the concept of development
to incorporate behavioral changes that were not adequately
described by the biological growth model, they turned
increasingly to the work of sociologists and historians,
for which the context of behavior across the life-span was
a central focus. The complementarity of the approaches
encouraged cross-disciplinary collaboration and the emer-
gence of common perspectives; one illustration is the
series Life-Span Development and Behavior, begun in 1978
and edited currently by Paul B. Baltes, a developmental
psychologist, and 0. G. Brim, Jr., a sociologist. This

.work is but one of several recent products of the emerging
multidisciplinary interest in life-span processes.

Sociology

Unlike psychology, no new fife-span specialty has formed
within sociology; however, this may simply show that
sociologists have not felt the need to "rediscover" this
orientation or to differentiate it from their long-
standing intellectual concerns with socialization (e.g.,
Brim, 1966; Goslin, 1959) or age-differentiation (e.g.,
Cain, 1959, 1964; Elder, 1975; Riley et al., 1972).
Indeed, sociological scholarship on aging from birth to
death, amplified by contact with psychologists and his-
torians over the last decade, has only begun to tap the
intellectual traditions of a lateht life-span approach
within the subdisciplines of social psychology, social
organization, and social demography.

Progress toward a comprehensive integration of these
traditions into a sociology of the life course has moved
along three loosely coordinated fronts: the sociology of
age stratification, socialization, and the social demog-
raphy of the family. Among the more programmatic contri-
butions is the three-volume work of Matilda W. Riley and
her associates, Aging and Society (1968, 1969, 1972).
They reviewed the nearly inchoate literature on age-

2
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related behaviors of adults'in the middle and later years,

identified a series of conceptual and methodological

flaws, and presented a conceptual model for integrating

and promoting multidisciplinary research on aging. The

age stratification model of Riley et al. views persons as

aging biologically and psychologically over the entire

span of life within an evolving social context.

The age stratification model emphasizes the social

aspects of aging in three respects. First, lifelong aging

reflects sequences of social positions, or trajectories

of social roles and associated statuses and perquisites,

that have age-related features. For example, schooling

in childhood and adolescence typically precedes labor

force entrance for American males, followed by marriage

or parenthood. Second, social positions mold and refor-

mulate behavior and personality as a person learns to

perform and moves through sequences of positions. Third,

both the patterns of biological aging and the sequences

of age-related roles themselves are subject to change, for

example, by secular imprompments in nutrition or health

care, by historical events such as wars and depressions,

or by evolving institutional changes like industrializa-

tion, retirement legislation, or the diffusion of tele-

vision. This last aspect implies that each birth cohort

ages in a potentially unique way. It also implies that

in,any given year in which the age differences in a

behavior or attitude are measured across a society's pop- %

ulation two kinds of differences are manifest: those

arising from "pormal" aging--i.e., developmental patterns

that are relatively invariant across historical time--and

those reflecting the impact of unique historical experi-

ences of persons born in different years. Both of these

manifestations are abstractions, for what is actually

observed is an interaction between cohort experience and

age. Finally, it implies that one way in which society's

institutions change is through the succession of cohorts--

the replacement of older persons by younger ones as car-

riers of unique cumulative experience and outlook, with a

unique developmental history. Thus, social change and

individual (developmentall change are reciprocally and

dynamically interrelated.
The conceptual framework developed by Riley and others

reflects and summarizes a broad scope of earlier litera-

ture on aging and life course processes. For example, ,4

sotiologists and social demographers such as Cain (1964),

Ryder (1965), and(much earlier) Karl Mannheim (1952)

elaborated the significance of generatiOnal and cohort
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succession and flows through society as major medhanisms
of social change and ideological conflict. Sorokin,
(1941, 1947) , Parsons (1942) , and Eisenstadt (1956)
focused on the age 'structure of society and puzzled over
the question of why and when age is used by a society as
a means of sorting people into positions and as a device
for allocating goods and servicemuch as social class or
sex serve these societal purposes. Subsequently, others
have elaborated the implications of ordered and disordered
flows of birth cohorts for the management of potential
conflict by institutions such as schools and the economy
(e.g., Waring, 1975). Some (e.g., Foner and Kertzer,
1978) have attended to other cultural settings, princi-
pally the "age-set" societies of East Africa, in which
individuals not only experience life events in an age-
related sequence but also belong to a named group of indi-
viduals of like age who make "life-stage" transitions as
a group. These cross-societal comparisons have suggested
culturally specific as well as universal patterns of aging
and human development This line of inquiry has provided
a natural link to an intensifying interest among anthro-
pologists in aging as a lifelong process (see Keith,
1980).

Finally, the effort by Riley, Neugarten (i.e., Neu-
garten and Latan, 1973) , and other sociologists to articu-
late the connection between the age-graded features of
biological and sociocultural life events, on one handq
and historical and institutional change, on the other,
has linked the life-span approach to other active areas
of research on ttle society's organizing structures. For
example, the age stratification model enables sociologists
and anthropologists who study macrosocial or institutional
patterns of socioeconomic inequality and mobility to
integrate their research with that of social psychologists
and developmentalists studying microsocial change--i.e.,
change over the course of individuals' lives (see the
section on social inequality and stratification below).
These types of integrations have fostered the multilevel
character of life-span research.

A second tradition that is being tapped in integrating
a sociology of the life course is socialization research.
Socialization is a term used widely since the 1940s to
refer to ehe complex processes whereby an individual
learns and modifies the behaviors, values, and emotions
that are deemed, appropriate by the community and the larg-
er society. In the mid-1960s, a conceptual monograph by
0. G. Brim, Jr., placed socialization within an explicit

25
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life-span orientation (Brim, 1966). It differentiated
the socialization patterns of children from those experi-
enced by adults throughout the life-cycle in terms of the
demands placed on the learner, what was to be learned,
and the learner's role in the learning process. Brim
thus reflected an orientation that-had lain dormant in
social psychological writings about culture and personal-
ity since the seminal research of W. I. Thomas (Thomas,
1909; Thomas and Znaniecki, 1918) and John Dollard (1935)
and even tapped roots from the late 19th century (e.g.,
Giddings, 1897).

At the same time, John ClaUsen, a sociologist associ-
ated with the longitudinal Berkely Child Guidance Study,
elaborated a concept of lifelong behavioral and personal-
ity change through a succession of shifts in roles and
role sequences that constituted the,course of adult life
for persons in different social clases (Clausen, 1972).
Clausen (1968) r.lso edited a collection of essays on the
life-span nature of socialization, which set the stage
for several other empirical studies of adult socialization
during the 1970s (e.g., Kohn, 1969; Kohn and Schooler,
1973, 1978). Further research on adult socialization
highlighted the middle'years (ages 40-60) , an area
neglected by the focus of much developmental research on
children and the focus of gerontology on old age. Like-
wise, the focus on transitions between work and nonwork
roles and attention to phenomena such as the mid-life
crisis emphasized the continued development of the indi-
vidual throughout life and gave conceptual coherence to
the study of adult socialization.

By and large, however, socialization research was not
cast within a life-span perspective with sustained inten-
sity by sociologists. American sociologists have viewed
personality development as part of the agenda of childhood
and adolescent socialization--to reflect the template of
social norms, cultural values, and sanctioned behaviors
of the collectivity as these are impressed on preadults.
The dominant tendency has been to thy* of individual

.

behavior in terms of the functioning and persistence of
society--socializing the child to assume his or her place
in the social order--and theEefore to emphasize common-
alities in childrearing patterns that reflect themes of
continuity (e.g., intergenerational persistence of values)
and of' consistency (e.g., correspondence between the needs
or functions of society and the personalities or attri-
butes of a society's population). (See Brim, 1980; Brim
and Ryff, 1980; DiRenzo, 1977; and Elder, 1975 for insight'

,
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into these trends within social paychology as a subidis-
cipline of sociology.) In part this interrupted and epi-
sodic intellectual development is a consequence of soci-
ology's lack of a well-articulated concept of personality
and its iriattention to mechanisms of personality change
(development). In addition, socialization research until
the 1970s focused primarily on role transitions that were
substantially correlated with chronological ages--e.g.,
the "disengagement" of the retired elderly, entry into '

parenthood--lending it a character, not unlike the age-
specialized approaches of developmental psychology up to
World War II. The intensification of life-span approaches

,,is undoubtedly tied to the contact with developmental
psychologists in search of an understanding of context as
well as to other institutionalizing influences.

The third area in which a life-span orientation is
taking form in sociology lies at the interface of social
demography and social history. It is a long-standing
practice for social demographers, whether sociologists,
Wistorians, or economists, to study birth cohorts as a way
of gaining insight into the impact of secular change on
fertility behaviors', mortality and health, and migration--
that is, on behaviors affecting the demographic equation.
The last decade saw the diffusion of the cohort method of
analysis and the application of a behavioral approach to
the study of change into social or family history (e.g.,
Vinovskis, 1977). At the same time, sociologists studying
the dynamic relation of social structure to personality
had begun to probe its historical dimension. For example,
Aiix Inkeles and David Smith (1974) explored the complex-
ities of contact between premodern man and the institu-
tions of industrial society (e.g., factories and schools)
to gain an understanding of how the personality traits we
associate with modern mankind are elicited and selectively
promoted. Glen Elder (1980) contrasted two cohorts of
California children who had experienced the economic and
social disruptions of the Great 6epression at different
points in their development, noting the importance of
histotical events as major influences on personality dif-
,ferences between groups born at different times but also
among persona within a given cohort. These simultaneous
intellectual developments came together in a series of
cross-disciplinary research projects and monographs (Demos
and Boocock, 1978; Hareven, 1978)*in which scholars viewed
personality and family structure,as both a reflection and
a modifier of historical change during the 19th century.

4 t)
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(See the section below on the social history of family

relations and human development.)

Other Disciplines

A life-span orientation to behavioral change also emerged

from the work of historians on family dynamics during

industrialization in Europe and North America. Vinovskis

(1977) notes that multidisciplinary anterest in the his-

torical family altered the traditional methods and con-

ceptual mode4s that historians used. For example, to

recreate 04 structure and processes of family life they

began to use quantitative data from censuses and vital

records. Historical demographers such as Louis Henry

(1956).and E. Wrigley (1977) used parish records, while

Peter Laslett (1972) at Cambridge University reconstructed

preindustrial family typologies from manuscript censuses.

The latter scholarship tevealed that conventional thinking

about the large, extended family of preindustrial times

was mistaken. In fact,,family size was small, nuclear in

form, and rather constant over time and cultures. But

this work was later criticized by Lutz Berkner (1975) and

others for its static approach to the family--in.other

words, for its lack of a dynamic, life-course perspective.

Research into the historical family also drew from family

sociologists and the concept of the family cycle (Glick,

1947; Hill and Mattessich, 1979). This work has attempted

to upderstand the changing role of the family or household

aggrega.te and the penetration of historical events and

secular changes. In effect, the new behavioral approach

of social historians has come to be a study of the dcalec-

tical relationships among individual time, social,time,

sand historical time (e.g., Hareven, 1977; a similar.set

of distinctions about the various tempos of individuals'

lives has been made by nonhistorians, e.g., Neugarten and

Hagestad, 1976; Riegel, 1979).
Economists have a somewhat longer history of interest

than historians in lifelong behavioral changes, although

their contributions to an emerging multidisciplinary con-

ception of human development and social change during the

last decade have been slight. This lack of influence is

rather surprising, since the ideas that individuals are

human agents ofiproduction and that investments in human

capital (e.g., skills and abilities) are components of

production are old ones (Marshall, 1948; see Rosen, 1977,

for a review of recent empirical research). A systematic
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statement of'human capital theory by Becker (1964) promp-
ted economists to develop theories of "permanent" earnings
and to analyze lifetime decisions about work and leisure
as well as longitudinal trajectories of earnings. For
labor economists, this life-span approach was as revolu-
tionary as were earlier developments in lifetime consump-
tion decisions (Rosen, 1977:4; see Stigler, 1954, for a
review of the history of economic research on consump-
tion). Becker's (1965) seminal writings on the allocation
of time to home production as well as ta work in the con-
ventional (paid) economy formed the-core of the "new home
economics," an apprbach that has led to the reorganization
of university-based schools of home economics and in-
creases in their faculties of behavioral scientists
trained in economics and child psychology. The empirical
work in life-cycle economics over the last decade has
demonstrated a decidedly demographic character; for exam-
ple, it has been applied to the analysis of fertility
behaviors in connection with labor force participation
(e.g., Easterlin, 1980). Some economic writings on social
securitralso show evidence of a life-span orientation
(e.g., Heckman, 1974; Modigliani, 1966). This work casts
the economic decisions of the Parental generation (e.g.,
investments in their owneretirement security through time
at work and savings and investments of time in developing
the human capital of their children) in terms of the
expected behaviors of children when the latter are of
working age and the former are in the postproductive
years.

Perhaps the lesser role of economics in influencing a
life-span approach to behavior reflects the field's narrow
focus on the optimizing, rational decision maker and the
relatively minor impact of psychological economics
(Katona, 1975) within the discipline. (One exception to
this observation is the 14-year study by James Morgan and
associatese.g., G. J. Duncan and J. N. Morgan (1980)--of
individual and family economic behaviors. These studies
are rich in the behavioral and psychological data from
which life-span analyses can be executed.) Moreover, the
human capital orientation in labor economics takes a view
of human development that Contrasts with a central tenet
of the life-span approach. Human capital theorists see
the potentials for upgrading skills or changing the com-
petitive qualifications of workers in rather determinate,
age-graded terms. That is, workers (and their potential
and actual employers) have a finite range of yeZrs (ages)
in which to invest in improving or altering their stocks
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of human capital. The range is limited according to the

theoretical assumption--now being challenged by life-span

research in other disciplines--that capacities and inter-

ests to learn and to contribute productively to the econ-

omy are greatest in the young and deteriorate after middle

age. If the corpus of emel,jing life-span research is

assimilated by economics over the nvt decade, one should

see some reorientation of both theory ana research within

the human capital framework. At the same time, the quan-

titative formalism.of this economic approach holds prom-

ising benefits for life-span research in other disci-

plines, as illustrated, for example, by the influence of

econometrics on life-span approaches to the study of

social mobility and inequality in sociology (see the sec-

tion on social inequality and stratification below).

Anthropological research on culture and personality

played a major historical role from the 1920s to the 1940s

in sharpening the concept of socialization as used by

sociologists and anthropologists (Clausen, 1968). These

studies were rooted in the influence of Franz Boas, pri-

marily through his students, Ruth Benedict and Margaret

Mead. Benedict's (1938) paper on continuities and dis-

continuities in cultural conditioning conveyed a life-span

theme in characterizing the synchronies and asynchronies

between biological changes in individuals over the life-

cycle and the demands of culturally scheduled shifts in

roles, responsibilities, and expected abilities. Edward

Sapir (1934) was among the first anthropologists to empha-

size the reciprocal relationship between personality and

culture--to view personality as a transducer of cultural

influences rather than as the passive expression of them.

This view contrasted with the major theme of cultural

continuity and the emergence of modal personalities within

cultural contexts that mirrored the neo-Freudian psycho- r

analytic influence pf Abram Kardiner (1939), even though

the latter introduced-an explicitly intergenerational

linkage into the relationship between personality and the

social system.
Culturally defined stages of the life-cycle have been

used by,ethnographers to organize and describe cultures.

And a subdiscipline of anthropological gerontology has

emerged since World War II in which the roles, statuses,

and treatment of old people is the focus in both cross-

cultural comparisons (e.g., Cowgill and Holmes, 1972;

Simmons, 1945) and domestic studies (e.g., Clark and

,Anderson, 1967; Keith, 1979; Myerhoff and Simic, 1978).

This body of work has served an important debunking func-

2 r 0 '
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tion, showing how North American conceptidns of the
behaviors of the elderly may be culturally specific and
not an inevitatile feature of biological aging. An excel-lent example is the challenge to Cumming and Henry's
(1961) disengagement hypothesis. Psychological and social
withdrawal by the elder11---the lack of vitality, intellec-
tual'activity, and independence--are not universal behav-
iors,-even among all I4orth American ethnic groups (e.g.,
Cool, 1980; Kiefer, 1974; Vatukn 1980).

As valuable as this-anthropological work has been as a
coriective on ethnocentric perspectives and as a sharpen-
ing influence on conceptual thinking, until recently ithas not manifested an explicit life-span orientation.
However, anthropological research on age as a basis of
social organization is now under way. For example, cul-turally defined markers such as puberty, marriage of the
first son, or death of a parent are bving studied for
their use as scheduling signals for trAnsitions from one
stage of life to the next--(e.g.,

Foner and Kertzer, 1978;
Stewart, 1977). Other work focuses on individual differ-
ences in the course of aging and human development within
a cultural setting (e.g., LeVine, 1978) And on the capa-
city of older persons to create cultural norms for age-
related behaviors through innovative formation of senior
citizens communities (e.g., Rosow, 1976).

LIFE-SPAN APPROACHES IN RESEARCH

It is premature to predict.whether a life-span approach
to the study of development and aging will ultimately
blossom into a new .discipline with coherent theory and
special methods. One early (but not definitive) indica-tion is whether applications of the thematic orientation
produce cumulative social science and prompt the develop:-
ment of paradigm shifts within existing disciplines.

Since,1970 there have been promising signs for the
vitality of the life-span perspective applied within the
existing disciplines of sociology, psychology, and social
history. The following section illustrates the usefulness
of the life-span approach in three research arenas, ip
which it has reoriented concepts and methods, led to cum-
ulative science, or prompted productive confrontations
over metatheoretical differences. The sociology of life
chances, psychometric intelligence, and the social history
of family relations and human development each illustratethe application or explication of some basic life-span
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themes and propositions within research programs of t'Nree

. disciplines.

Social-Inequality and Stratification:

The Sociology of Life Chances

Over the last two decades, progreds toward cumulative

social science has been greater in the subdiscipline of .

soc,ial stratification and mobility
research than in any

other field of sociology. In recognizing this progress,

there can be little dispute about the significance of Blau

and Duncan's (1967) -monograph, The American Occupational

Structure, for sociological theory and regearch during

this period. This work and the related writings of DUncan

recast the empirical study of social mobility inquiries

about the intergenerational and intragenerational pro-

cesges of socioeconomic stratifiyation.

Blau and Duncan provided a rudimentary life-span

framework--the socioeconomic life cycle--for cuthulative

studies that extended and elaborated the descriptive

features of stratification as a dynamic process of gener-

ational and cohort
replacement in a society over time.

This framework helped to organize and focus discussion

about questions of
inequality and the transmission-of

differential opportunities
from generation to generation.

It provided a focus for the discussions of public policy

about poverty and human rights that prevailed during the

1,960s and early 1970s as well as for debates between aca-

demic scholars. More generally, the work associated with

Duncan and The American Occupational
Structure became an

exemplar for the design and analysis of national studies

of mobility and inequality. The greatest impadt of this

program of research on the discipline' maY-have been

°1,1/through its
introduction of an approa to causal modeling'

of hypothesized relationships (e.g., social mobility) that

cOuld be aPplied to other areas as well.

Blau and Duncan cast the study of social mobility as

the study' of the.process of stratification. Following

Sorokin (1927), they
conceived of mobility as a process

pf) social metabolism whereby the fnequalities that char-

acterize.society in one generation are reproduced, in

whole or in part, in the next. By studying intergenera-

tional mechanisms of socioeconomic'transfer
and factors

that mitigate the effects of these mechanisms in people's

lives, they investigated'societal changes in the disper-

sion of sobioeconomic statuses through the succession of

250
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geneiations. (gote the parallels with the age stFatifi-
cation model of Riley et-al., 1972.)
, Duncan's schema.of t14 pocioeconomic.life cycle
expressed this process of stratification in terms of the
experiences 'of &hypothetical birth. cohort (0. D. Duncan,
1967). It.characterized itnequalities inthe cohort at
birth by the socioedonomic statuses, genetic endowments,
cultural and.racial features, and related factors acros,
households and communities.. Tfiese inequalities of social
background were taken as the antecedents of educational
differences,,which in turn were taken as the antecedents
of differences in theoccupational and economic stausei'
of the cohort. By studying,differences in hierarchical
standinTacross the successive stages or phases of the
cohort life cycle, Blau and Duncan portrayed the pattern
of social mobility over the life-span. Their framework
permitted them to examine, for example, to what extent
years of'school attainment across individuals reorganized
the patterns of socioeconomic inequality ascribed by
pocial background. By comparing and contrasting this
process of stratification in the experiences of successive
cohorts, they were able to assess Changes in inequality
in society that wer.e associated with changes in the refs-
tionshiPs among social background, schooling, and occupa-
tional careers'.

Path Analysis and Structural Equati-on Models-

The'implat of both this definition of social stratifica- ,
tion and the framework of its study might not have been lok

so pervasive or long-iasting without Duncan's introduction'
of path analysis as a statistical tool for sociological A
research (d. D.. Duncan, 1966). Indeed, neither the con-
ceptual point of view embodied in the socioeconomic life
cycle nor path analysis itself was the discovery of Blau
or Duncan. But'the conlunction ok the two was a powerful
dombinaEion that both added to the potential of.the
Duncan-Blau-approach to stratification and illustrated how
sociologists might represent and study causal processes
generally.

Path analysis, developed by the population geneticise
Sewall Wright, enabled Duncan to partition the statistical
correlations among the constituent phases of the socio-
,economic life cycle (i.e., the relation.between two
instances of interindividual differences)'into the quan-
tifiable paths of direct and indirect-,influence between

.1
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(hypothetically) antededent and consequent events. For

example, the correlation of social background and adult

socioeconomic'status (e.5., as indexed by parental and

adult occupational prestige scores) could be decomposed

algebraically into a precise statistical estimate of the

direct effect of background on socioeconomic status a.1

the indirect effect of background through schooling. In

order to use this statistical method the analyst was

forced to be explicit about the hypothetical model to be

estimated: that is, to specify all direct and indirect

relationships and to examine the variance left unexplained

in each variable by the causal system of alleged antc-

cedentb. So, for example, Blau and Duncan could analyze

the mobility-inducing effects of formal schooling that

were independent of inequalities of social background--

i.e., inequalities of background that were transmitted

through schooling and converted into inequalities in the

cohort's occupational attainments in adulthood.

The analytical power that path analysis provided for

stratification research was twofold. First, its require-7

ment for a precisely specified model and its capacity to

provide statistical estimates of the model's credibility

helped to formalize and make concrete theoretical discus-

sions of processes of mobility. Analysts could visualize

and critique each.other's work with far more specificity

about the entire system of relationships being considered

and/or excluded. This facility increased the frequency

of cross-disciplinary
citation, e-vecially between econo-

mists and sociologists
nominally at work on the same

topic; it also increased the rigor with which theoretical

disagreements could be pursued. Second, path analysis

led to rapid accumulation of descriptive findings and to

a deeper understanding of the process of stratification.

Because the technique was based on statistical (Pearson-

ian) correlations, analysts could synthesize complex path

models from fragments of data across several independent

inquiries, subject to the constraints of population and

sampling comparabilities. This strategy of incremental

model building is illustrated by 0. D. Duncan et al.

(1972), who elaborated and extended the basic five-

variable model underlying the analysis of The American

Occupational Structure. They introduced c ignitive and

motivational variables that were thought to intervene

betweeh social background and scholastic attainment,

examined the potential of schools to affect the distribu-

tion of achievement apart from the personal and background

qualities of students, and
investigated the role of selec-
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ted life/-cycle events in adulthood in altering the pattern
of socioeconomic careers.

Two other instances of the integrating effect of path
analysis (structual equation methods) and the life-span
approach appear in the writings of William H. Sewell and
Melvin Kohn and their colleagues. Sewell has followed a
longitudinal panel of Wisconsin high school seniors for
over.20 years. The richness of the data that Sewell and
associates have collected on social background,. schooling,
work histories, and life events from this cohort suits the
applicationl of structural equation methods. The Wisconsin
status attainment model (e.g., Sewe11 et al., 1969; Sewell
and Hauser, 1975) --a sociopsychological conception of
social stratification--in some sense anticipated the Blau-
Duncan framework for the socioeconomic life cycle. But
by the mid-1970s a rapidly expanding literature had
appeared in which analysts at Wisconsin and elsewhere both
elaborated and replicated the quantitative statistical
models of social (institutional), psychological (individ-
ual) , and sOcial psychological (interpersonal) factors in
educational , occupational, and economic achievement (see

.

Sewell and Hauser, 1980, for a comprehensive summary).
Melvin Kohn and associates at the National Institute

of Mental Health have combined the traditions of this
stratification research with py hological studies of men-
tal health 1(Kohn, 1969; Kohn an Schooler, 1973, 1978).
By following a national sample bf adult male workers for
roughly a decade, Kohn has studied how the requirements
and organization of work and jcb chances influence
workers' values, the goals they have in rearing their
children, and even their cognitive or intellectual styles.
This work also has adopted the lquantitative statistical)
models of stratification resear h to explicate a life-span
conception of the interplay bet een work histories and
personality. For example, Kohn and his colleagues demon-
strate the reciprocal relationsh p between changes in the
demands of successive jabs (e.g. \ whether they demanded
self-direction or were highly sup rvised; whether they
calJed for the handling of comple novel circumstances or
were substantially routinized) and changes in the intel-

_1
lectual capacities of workers in o

I\
fferent occupational

trajectories or job sequences. Whi e it was true that
men with greater potential at the outset were recruited
more frequently into jobs requiring intellectual
flexibility, it was just as likely th t they were social-
ized by the job irrespective of personality or sociologi-
cal factors at the beginning of the stcly. By implica-

2 ()
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tion, personality
,

change (i.e., cognitive capacities)
after childhood and adolescence can be observed readily
through the study of successive role contexts that organ-

ize the tempo and content of adult behavior.

Life-Span Themes Emerging in Stratification Research

Sociologists who study patterns of inequality and social
mobility in American society, as well as those who reflect

on their implications for publiC policy, have begun to

recognize that some of the same themes that characterize

human development in life-span perspective,also apply to

the socioeconomic life cycle. In constructing this inte-

gration, the model of age stratification of Riley et al.

(1972) (Riley, 1976) has supplied a highly useful concep-

tual schema. If one thinks of the process of stratifica-

tion as consisting of lifelong trajectories of achievement

behaviors, then growing evidence indicates that the
,

developmental course of achievement (1) is responsive to'

many causes, (2) proceeds in many directions, (3) is both

continuous and discontinuous, (4) entails greater inter-

individual differences as it unfolds, and (5) varies

across the experiences of successive birth cohorts. In

addition, this complex pattern of achievement throughout

the life course is generated by age-graded events, cohort-

forming.events, and idiosyncratic events in each individ-

ual's life. As such, discontinuities in achievement from

one phase of li,fe to the next are to be as expected as

continuities, and patterns of continuity and discontinuity

in achievement are historically variable. Research evi-

dence amplifies these points and illustrates an empirical

base of life-span propositions and themes.
Some of the strongest continuities in achievement are

intergenerational, for example, correlations between the

parental and filial generations in performances on stan-

dardized IQ tests. Sociologists conceive of IQ as the

measured ability to do schoolwork, and IQ score is, among

other things, a performance on an achievement task.

Interindividual differences in IQ tend to plateau between

ages 8 and 10; thereafter, inequality (but not necessarily

plas.icity) in this form of scholastic achievement remains

very constant through,adolescence., Whether it continues

to ao so after adolescence is not well established

(Schaie, 1979). Neither are the reasons for this develop-

mental pattern well understood; it may reflect measurement

error, lagged genetic effects, age-graded school environ-

26.
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ments, or all of these. The parent-child or intergenera-
tional correlation of IQ is roughly u.5, but the inter-
generational discontinuity in this form of achievement islarge. For example, a linear canbination of social back-
ground characteristics--social class, race, region of
residnce--accounts for less than half of the variation
among children's IQ scores (Featherman, 1980).

Other scholastic achievements (e.g., grades in courses,
, grade point average, teacher evaluations, years of school
--completed) and occupational attainments (e.g., earnings)
are less connected to the similar

intergenerational social
achievements than is IQ. The life-cycle pattern is oneof greater attenuation.of

discontinuity as the filial
generation ages. In addition, secular trends orisocial
change across the experiences of successive birth cohorts
of Americans (and perhaps elsewhere) appear to be Weaken-ing these linkages even further. Take, for example, the
length of formal schooling. The major predlictor of length
of schooling is not parental social class, but son's or
daughter's IQ (Featherman, 1980). Educational aspira-
tions, significant others' school plans, IQ, and grade
point average explain about 70 percent of the educational
differences among individuals. Interestingly, the net
effects of parentalcharacteristics

are effectively zero
in these analyses. And across successive birth cohorts
of American men, these associations of social background
(e.g., race, class, farm orgins) are getting weaker
(Featherman and Hauser, 1978). At least this is so for
education through grade 12. This declining persistence
of achievement from generation to generation stems in
large part from secular reduction in educational differ-
ences at the elementary and high school levels. Perhaps
this reflects a lltgacy of industrialization and child
labor laws. In any case, historical change has altered
the intergenerational pattern of continuity and change in
scholastic achievement.

Turning to occupations and areers, one finds, at least
for the United States, secular declines in the predict-ability of achievement from the attainments of parents and
associated ispects of social background. But unlike the
situation for length of schooling, this trend toward
greater discontinuity in socioeconomic achievement is notconnected to overall reductions in occupational inequal-ity--in the distribution of the prestige of jobs on some
scale of social standing or income. Rather, it seems to
arise from the substitution of fonmal education for socialclass or background as the means of access to better jobs
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or careers. Obversely, the continuity between achieve-

ment in school and at work has improved, especially the

relative economic value of higher education (Featherman

and Hauser, 1978).
Explaining the overall trend toward greater continuity

between the scholastic achievements of youths and the

occupational and economic attainments of adults is prob-

lematic. Whether it reflects greater valuation of higher

education in postindustrial society, the effects of "cre-

dentialism" in the allocation of workers to slots in the

economy, or both, is not known from available research

(Featherman, 1980; Featherman and Hauser, 1978).

There are some major exceptions to this historical

trend. One involves black workers, for whom i.ntergenera-

tional continuities of
achievement--modest though they

are for Americans overall--are just now beginning to

approximate the pattern that has been typical in white

families (Featherman and Hauser, 1978) . Another exception

Involves white men who were under age 35 in the mid-1970s.

For these men the econom....) value of higher education

seemed to have fallen as they took their first jobs. On

the bails of recent analyses, it is possible to interpret

such a cohort pattern as a temporary aberration that

stemmd from a unique confluence of demographic, economic,

and historical events
(unprecendented cohort size., down-

turn in federal expenditures for research and development,

and the effects of the Vietnam military draft on school

attendance patterns; see Featherman-and Hauser, 1978).

But the important point for a consideration of l'ifetime

continuities in achievement and their vulnerability to

historical and social change is that this unique conflu-

ence may have cost the college class of 1974 in the United

States about 10 percent of its lifetime earnings (Welch,

1979).

The normative features .-Nf the age-graded life cycle

are linked to achievement patterns, too. For any given

birth cohort there is a statistically normative age pro-

file to the entrance into and exit from the family of

origin, school, work, and the family of procreation

(Hogan, 1978) . Whether such age-graded behaviors are

socially as well as statistically
normative--subject to

positive/negative sanctioning--has
yet to be firmly

established. But there are consequences for achievement

Wet ensue friom deviations from the normative order and

pace of life-Cycle events (e.g.), Hogan, 1980). These

effects are easiest to illustrate in contrasting the con-

nections between jobs and schooling for American women
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with those of men. Secular trends in the American emale
life cycle during the 1970s have markedly changed the
labor force participation of women in the prime marital
and childbearing ages--25 to 34. Whereas two decades ago
only one-third of such women worked, today about 55 per-
cent do. Of women in that age bracket 75 percent who do
not have children are employed. Over 90 percent of the
men in these ages are in the labor force, however, and
they tend to work with feWer interruptions and more fre-
quently in tull-time jobs than women. Thus, despite
recent shifts that haie rendered the female life cycle
more like that of men, the family cycle is still more
integrally related to the socioeconomic life cycle of
women than of men (Van Dusen and Sheldon, 1976).

What are the consequences for achievement? Relative
to men, worklng women tend to experience more downward

social mobility as they raise their families and find
their own careers. They acquire less job experience at
each age than men, making job-to-job moves less predict-
able and less conditional on job characteristics than they
are for men. There is less continuity of occupational
achievement for women (Dunton and Featherman, forth-
coming). In addition, the connection of schooling to
successive jobs differs. For men the direct irfluence of
formal schooling on jobs is greatest at career bLqinninqs
(i.e., first job). It declines thereafter as experience
and on-the-job training become more important for subse-
quent career moves. For women, however, formal schooling
retains importance as the major access to subsequent jobs,
as vroMen are forced to renegotiate for new jobs on the
basis of their school credentials or forthal training
rather than on a stream of cumulative experience. Over-
all, however, the net effect is for less continuity
between achievement in school and in Work for women as a
function of deviant age-grade patteens'in their socioeco-
nomic life cycle (Sewell et al., 1980).

In this brief summary of research on the prodess of
stratification one sees the imprint of a life-span orien-,
tation. Achievement behaviors acr9ss the life cycle take
place in a sequence of institutional contexts--the home,
the school, the workplace, the economy. The age-graded
features of this sequence give nise to the socioeconomic
life cycle as one aspect of the general life couree.
Social changes in the connections between these institu-
tions alter the pattern of continuity and change in human
development, as do factors that independently may affect
the sequence and pace of life-cycle transitions. In the
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case of achievement behaviors, especially for me% the

drift of change in social institutions over the last sev-

eral decades has been o reduce the possiblity of conti-

nuity in the developmen al differences among individuals

as they age.

PSYCHOMETRIC INTELLIGENCE: COMPETING INTERPRETATfONS

ABOUT DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGE IN ADULTHOOD AND OLD AGE

Developmental Aspects of Intelligence

Within psychology, theoretical dissensus has surrounded

the study of cognitive development in adults and particu-

larly the aged. For instance, the putatively minor devel-

'opmenbal changes in adulthood and universal senescent

declines in old age clash with evidence and points of view

drawn from the emerging life-span paradigm (compare Horn

and Donaldson, 1980, and Willis and Baltes, 1980). De-

spite such theoretical dissensus, psychologists studying

psychometric intelligence have come to agree that global

measures such as single IQ scores can no longer be used

productively in developmental research with either chil-

dren or adults (McCall, 1979; Schaie, 1979). Instead, in

the last decade an approach to the testing of a variety

of primary mental abilities throughout the life-cycle has

developed. Each of these abilities (e.g., spatial rela-

tions, visualization, verbal comprehension, symbol-manip-

ulation) is identified by one or more specific tests and

can be scored individually. In turn, these primary mental

abilities--ranging from 10 to 120 in number--have been

found to cluster into a small set of higher-order factors

or latent mental attributes that are reflected in the

primary abilities. According to one widely accepted

model, the.most central of these latent attributes are

fluid and crystallized intelligence (Horn and Cattell,

1967) . Crystallized intelligence refers to the universe

of abilities embodied in the symbolic culture of a soci-

ety; it comprises knowledge and mental skills that a com-

munity deems valuable and essential for its maintenance,

which are instilled,through childrearing and adult social-

ization. In broad terms, crystallized intelligence can

be seen in the ability to decode a written or oral mes-

sage, to identify its main ideas, and to retain them for

later use; it underlies the capacity to cope with social

situations according to the conventional mores of a com-

munity; it can be seen in the ability to balance a check-

took or to fill out an IRS Form 1040 each April.
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In contrast to crystallized intelligence, fluid intel-
ligence deals with reasaling about novel or unfamiliar
material:. Because fluid intelligence is seen as the
developmental basis for all intelligence, it involves many
of the same capacities as crystallized intelligence--the
abilities to abstract, to solve problems logically, and
to cope intelligently with everyday life. Yet it is dis-
tinguished by a unique set of manifestations that are not
easily taught by parents or the schools or learned on the
job. Rather they are thought to arise through incidental
or casual learning and through other influences that
affect the physiology and neural processes associated with
intellectual development (Horn and Donaldson, 1980:461).
Fluid intelligence involves capa-lities that enable a per-
son tb reason with abstract symbols, to invent and use
alternative optional or unconventional classifications or
problem-solving strategies, or to visualize novel or hypo-
thetical events.

Both fluid and crystallized intelligence themselves
are organized hierarchically as reflections of general
intelligende, which comprises the concepts that global IQ
scores index. What developmental research missed as it
studied the age trajectories of global IQ scores (e.g.,
Bloom, 1964Y' was that fluid and crystallized intelligence .

apparently have different developmental profiles. For
example, Horn and Donaldson (1980; see also Schaie, 1979)
review a corpus of age-related psychometric research of
the last decade that concurs with the view that fluid
intelligence declines after ages 25 to 30, whereas the
abilities'associated with crystallized intelligence suffer
no decline or improve during adulthood (i.e., up to the
retirement years). While the mental faculties tied to
memory also decline as a function of chronological age
and do so concurrently with fluid intelligence, there is
no apparent causal connection between the.two losses in
the research they report. The explanation that Horn and,
Donaldson provide is a multicausal, highly speculative
one, inasmuch as the research base that would b required
to sort out the relationships has not yet been assembled.
They suggest that adult life provides opportunities for
practicing and sharpening the primary abilities subsumed
by crystallized intelligence. The research of Melvin Kohn
and associates (Kohn and Schooler, 1978) linking the sUb-
stantive complexity of men!s work, their sequences of
occupations and y)b-related tasks, and their profiles of
intellectual flexibility illustrates one such long-term
arena for learning and practice. By contrast, there may

()( N
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be fewer and fewer contexts within which the incidental

learning of fluid intelligence takes place in adulthood.

And the accumulation of brain damage and neural dysfunc-

tion as a function of age (the sheer passage of time and

increased exposure to the risk of injury) seem to have a

greater effect on fluid than on crystallized intelligence.

'Thus, for example, between the ages of 20 and 60 there is

about a 12 percent loss in brain weight, a decrease (up

to 50 percent in some areas of the brain) in total number

of neurons, an increase in neurofibrillary tangles and

plaques, an increase in the width of brain fissures, and

so on. Horn and Donaldson conclude: "The empirical evi-

dence indicates that the abilities of Of (fluid intel-

ligence) are more permanently affected by loss of brain

tissue than are the abilities of Gc, but it is by no

means clear why this should be true" (Horn and Donaldson,

1980:480).
One reason may be that the knowledge structure of

crystallized intelligence is overdetermined--that is, it

seems to be based or neural structures that contain a

higher order of redundancy than those of fluid intelli-

gence. Loss of brain tissue therefore may not be as cru-

cial to the maintenance of full capacity. Horn and

Donaldson's review of neural physiological research sug-

gests a basis for this differentiarredundancy. It

appears that crystallized intelligence may depend on bio-

cherritcal structures, or biochemical alterations of neu-.

ronal synapses, that seem to be the mechanism whereby

information is stored diffusely throughout the brain.

Fluid intelligence, by contrast, appears to depend on

electrical networks of firing neurons. Loss of even a

small number of neurons would impair the action of an

entire network, whereas a similar loss would have less

effect on the diffuse biochemical structure. This specu-

lation, tentative as it is, illustrates the close inter-

dependence that has evolved over the last decade between

the bioneural and the psychological'sciences. It suggests

that cross-disciplinary exchange among biologists, psy-

,chologists, sociologists, and other behavioral scientists

will be essential in moving the life-span Orientation to

intellectual development into concrete and theoretically

focused research programs.
Horn and Donaldson's review concludes that age-related

declines in the capacities of fluid intelligence are

linked to deterioration in the ability to encode (to

organize rather,than to retrieve) information'and to

maintain close attention to the details of complex prob-
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lems or to conceptualize nonstandard relationships. Pre-
sumably these age-related, biologically based declines in
intellectual skill lie at the root of naturalistic obser-
vations by Lehman (1964) and others (reported in Horn and
Donaldson, 1980:494). For example, poets are said to peak
at ages 25-29; psychologists, at ages 35-39; the rate of
output of chemists is highest at ages 30-34 and drops by
40-44; peak years for largest annual earnings in most
fields are ages 50-55. (Lehman's unproven estimates have
been challenged; see Riley and Foner, 1968.)

The Life-Spa'n Critique of Developmental ConcluSions

Horn and Donaldson reflect an orientation to intellectual
development that spans the adult years into old age and
highlights the multidimensional, multnirectional, multi-
causal features of development. This orientation has been
challenged by Schaie, Baltes, and others as anachronistic
in light of recent life-span research (P. B. Baltes and
K. W. Schaie, 1976; Schaie and Baltes, 1977; Willis and
Baltes, 1980). Furthermore, life-span research suggests
that the assumption of a biologically inexorable deterior-
ation of fluid intelligence and related capacities in all
individuals in all cohorts does,not square with new evi-
dence about the effects of intervention among those over
age 65.

The critique refers to the tendency of Horn and
Donaldson to view intellectual development in terms of
tile normative biological growth model that guided child
development and gerontological research throughout most
of.this century. It finds fault with the emphasis on
normative, developmental functions that fail to give
attention to the variabilicy of abilities and perfor-
mances Such variabilities ar8und the Horn-Donaldson
norms manifest not only changes within the individual and
his or her context over time, but also biohistorical
changes across samples of different birth cohorts and
sociocultural differences among individuals within a.

given cohort.

Plasticity and Variability in Ihtellectual Functioning

Schaie, Baltes, and their colleagues at the frontier of
life-span research on intellectualtevelopment emphasize
the plasticity of intellectual functioning over a person's
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life; that is, the apparent capacity for marked increases

or improvemepts as well as for deteriorations in mental

abilities and performances in terms of both fluid and

crystallized intelligence until deatb. 'They also empha-

size that not all individuals age intellectually in the

same way; variability in fluid and crystallized intelli-

, gence across the Age profiles of indiiduals is substan-
tial, especially across cohorts and across persons with

'differentlife,histories. Evidence for these conclusions

,is tentative (e.g., iforn and Donaldson, 1980), but it is

becoming firmer as longitudinal cohort studies and experi-

ments clikh interventions are conducted with these ideas

as guiding' bypotheses.
For example, Schaie (1979) has studied a largd number

of persons between the ages of 24 and 80. Dividing the

sample into seven birth cohorts, he assessed.the change

in primary mental abilities at three points over a 14-year

period (1956, 1963, and 1970). He was able to analyze

age-related (ontogenetic) changes by comparing the change

in scores for persons at comparable ages (e.g., 35 to 41;

42 to 49); departures from a common ontogenetic pattern

across the 7 groups were interpreted as cohort differ^

ences. In general, Schaie found that cohort variation

was greater than the magnitudes of change in ability that

could be attributed to aging within cohorts. Cohort dif-

ferences were.flot uniform across the component primary

abllities associated with fluid and crystallized intelli-

gence. This work challenges the assumption of a univeisal

normative pattern of intellectual performance across the

life^span; it offers contradictory evidence for the

assumption of inevitable and uniform declines in fluid

intelligence at advanded ages. (Obversely, it runtradicts

the generalization that all persons necessarily enjoy .

stability or improvement in-their capacities for m,:nifest-

ing crystallized intelligence.)
There are, of course, many reasons why sUccessive birth

cohoets might display different capacities for growth and

1\ decline actoss the various components of fluid and

crystallized intelligence. Uhlenberg (1979) has described

r, the massive demographid'changes under way in the charac-

a
teristics of the eiderly population in the United States.

It is not-at all Unlikely, givien the overall improvements

in levels of education, health, and ecOnomic security,
A

that the pattern of future lesearch such as that of Schaie

will show smaller declines in mental ability at every age

in successively more recent birth cohorts. Opportunities

for the learning and practide of abilities associated with

4

,

2 ,....,
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crystallized as well as fluid intelligence

have improvedand may continue to do so. Improved health care and pro-tection from hazards and injuries may foster greaterneural capacity at advanced ages. On the other hand, thecourse of socioevolutionary
change is not inevitable, andthe neurons and biochemistry of the brain may be,subjectto a genetic,

evolutionary program for eventual dysfunc-tion and death (e.g., Strehler, 1977). Despite theinevitability of deathsand
dysfunction at some chronolog-ical. age, the situational context is varied for personswithin cohorts and across them as well.

Another program of research on psychometric intelli-gence, guided by Baltes and colleagues, offers suggestiveevidence about the plasticity of fluid ability in theelderly (e.g., P. B. Baltes and S.L. Willis, 1981; Willisand Baltes, 1980; see also Denney,
1979; Labouvie-Vief,1976; Sterns and Sanders, 1980). Baltes and his col-leagues have addressed themselves to the underlying poten-tial or reserve for performing various intellectual tasksacross the life cycle.

They reason tha'c mental abilitiesmust be differentiated
from measured performances of tasksthat call for the

application of.abillty. On any singleoccasion, factors such as motivation,
fatigue, stress, andthe like may alter

performance and introduce situational"error" into the estimation of an individual's ability.
Similarly, across the

life-span, situational contextsinfluence performance and add to the
interindividualandintraindivieual variability at intellectual tasks. Thus,what the analyst observes is some

interaction between the"true" or latent ability and the
environmental context.%But what about ability in some optimal environment, one'that is structured

to reveal the latent potential orreserve of ability? In a series og
intervention or opti-Vtization demonstrations with persons between ages 60 and80, the Baltes-Willis

group has found substantial reservef\or improvement in performances at tasks that tap fluidintelligence. Not only do old
persons do better at the

laboratory tasks, but also the experimental
treatmentsseem to encourage

generalization to other tasks as well(sle P. B. Baltes and M. M. Baltes, 1980, and Labouvie-
Vie'f, 1976, for reviews).

Baltes and colleagues
have reasoned that psychometrictests are performances

that reflect both competence andsituational influences such as fatigue,
motivation, and ,inteiest. Insofar as some primary abilities associatedwith fluid intelligence decline in some older persons,might these changes be tied to the situational factors

t ) -,
4 1

,,,
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rather than to ability per se? In a series of experi-

ments, the Baltes group has attempted to optimize the

performances of persons aged 60 to 80 who were,drawn from

a university community.

One group was tested at repeated
interv'als in order to

give implicit
familiarity with _the testing situation and

the tests themselves.
Another group was given explicit

and specific
training in eight one-hour sessions at the

problemrsolving skills
that the tests were designed to

Measure. Still another group was tested only at the very

end of the experimental series and represented a posttest

control. With the exception of this last group, the

others were tested following the training period at one-

week, one-month, and six-month intervals. Sheer famili-

arity with test taking seemed to improve the scores in

the first group. But marked improvements in perfrmances

were apparent in the group given explicit
training at the

rules and logic of tests measuring primary abilities

associated with fluid intelligence.
Even six months after

the actual training had ended,tke,participants
continued

to improve at a rate that exceeded the gains in the

"familiarity" group.
And those with explicit training

also were able to
generalize their new skills to tests of

fluid intelligence
that had not been the focus of specific

training. In related work,
tests of response speed also

showed the latent
capacity for small modification.

These studies have suggested that losses in neural

functioning that the elderly suffer may not always.impair

intellectual performance.
Practice at new tasks (or at

old ones that have ceased to t: salient, such as test

taking for a 70-year-old), motivation,
reinforcement, and

focused attention are some of the situational factors that

have the capacity to mediate the significance of biologi-

cal changes for the behaviors
of the aged. The Baltes

group has implied that the elderly have traditionally

lived in a context of ill-defined
social roles--or perhaps

more correctly, a rolelesl phase of life (Rosow, 1976).

Lacking practice.or
opportanities to learn and sharpen

skills, their abilities fall into disuse and deteriorate.

(The same argument
often 4s made by human capital econo-

mists in interpreting the lesser economic returns to

investments in
education or prior job experience by

middle-aged women
vis-sa-vis men with more

continuous work

histories; e,g.,
Polacheck, 1979.) This interpretation

implies that intellectilal
performance, and perhaps other

abilities and capacities as well, are
underlsain by a,,

latent reserve or
potential that is only partially tapped

27
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ay conventional social environments. Whereas children
'and adolescents manifest a greater proportion of this
latent reserve, due to the orientations for achievement
and personal development that are built into institutions
such as the school and the economy, the reserves of the
elderly'are less fully utilized or revealed (e.g., P. B.
galtes and S. L. Willis, 1981).

Toward an Integrated Interpretation

This speculation may ultimately provide a basis for inte-
grating the results of the optimization experiments with
the work of Horn and others ehat posits eventual deter-
ioration of function as a normative feature of age.. The
ontogenetic course of latent reserve may.in fact peak in
early or middle adulthood and decline thereafter because
of genetic and other biological influences. But since
this is a typethetical and as yet unobserved limit of
development, more agez.comparative optimization research
will be required toestablish its factual basis. On the
other hand, the manifest or actual reserve.seems to be
malleable in ways that call into question the inevitable
and universal coriespondence between its developmental
course and the liMits of latent reserves. In more optimal
environments., the trajectory of manifest capacities may
continue to rise into old age, long after the latent
capacities have peaked.

Speculations of this character are prompting continuing
research on the conditions of senescent declines in mental
capacity and in independence and mastery behaviors among
the elderly (e.g., M. Baltes and E. M. Barton, in press;
Rodin, 1980). From this work have come a series of meth-
odological insights that will continue to reorient devel-
opmental research. One obvious illustration is the use
of optimization interventions that manipulate the situa-
tional contexts within which behaviors and abilities
become manifest. Another is the development of new tests
and instruments for the assessment of competencies across
the full, span of life. Schaie and other gerontologists
have.argued that psychometric instruments that were
designed to measure differential abilities in childcen
and adolescents are poorly constructed for use among per-
sons in the later periods af life (Schaie, 1979). That
is, the achievement-relatedoontexts

within which assess-
ments of mastery and competence derive their originating
purpose--i.e., to predict success in school and in the
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early work, career7-are largely without direct counterparts

in the last third of life.
Schaie (1977-1978; see also Labouvie-Vief, 1980) has

suggested a life-span theory of intellectual development

in which the definition of intelligence changes according

to the changes in developmental tasks throughout the suc-

cessive phases of a typical life course. Fully recogniz-

ing that cohort and individual differences in life events

may limit the usefulness of a normative approadh to con-
,
ceptual definitions, Schaie then suggests that new tests

of primary abilities be constructed to tap these various

dimensions. In addition, he and others have begun to

explore the likelihood that the structure of psychometric

intelligence dlso changes across the life-span. For

example, the primary abilities that cluster into fluid and

crystallized intelligence may undergo a transformation
.

and realignment over time in response to both biological

changes"and sociohistorical ones. Results from early work

seem to bear out thic; hypothesis and to imply that aging

entails qualitative as well as quantitative change in

intellectual ability (e.g., P. B. Baltes et al., 1980a).

Application of structural equation modeling and the use

of new computer algorithms for confirmatory factor analy-

sis (e.g., .16reskog and Sörbom, 1979) have aided this

line of inquiry.
Life-span interpretations of intellectual development

have animated conceptual and methodological discussions

in psychology and fueled theoretical debates. While it

is far too early to predict whether this dissensus and ,

scholarly dialectic will catalyze a new behavioral science

aroind lite-span issues and methods, the last decade has

witnessed a diffusion of new perspectives and methods into

developmental psychc,iegy. Established concepts and modes

of research design are being questioned, and there is a

reaching out to related disciplines for help in addressing

old questions in new ways. These studies and developments

also have brought academic research on psychometric

Intelligence into closer relationship with practical or

policy-related issues about aging and the elderly--issues

like retirement, social security, independent living, and
,

lu....3 -,rn care.
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THE SOCIAL HISTORY OF FAMILY RELATIONS

AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Qver the last decade, social historians, family sociolo-,

gists, developmental psychologists, and demographers have
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begun to study the family through a life-span orientAtion
°

(e.g., Hareven, 1978; Hill and Mattessich, 1C79; Vin v-
skis, 1977). An interdisciplinary approach has becom
the axplicit basis on which research problems about the
amily are defined, variables are selected, and analys s
are designed (Elder, forthcoming)

. This trend has been
facilitated by a willingness of fhe disciplines to expa d
the frameworks of analysis to include variables normally\
found outside their separate domains and by the accumula-\tion of common data bases that permit integrated analysis\
(e.g., Hareven, 1978; Hershberg, 1981; Thernstrom, 1964). ,As a result sociological

understanding'6 of the contempo- ,

rary American family are being transformed through revi-
sions of stereotypes about the historical family; socio-
logical and demographic insights into family process are
revolutionizirg historical research; and the psychology
of ontogenetic cha..?e is adding a biobehavioral dimension
to the analysis of family process. Perhaps beCause it
includes so many of the multidimensional, multilevel
issues in the analysis of the dialectic of individual and
social change, the study of family relations and human
develdpment may provide the intellectual context for the
eventual emergence of a new life-span discipline.

Reinterpreting the Historical Family

\

Elder (forthcoming) 'has observed that as little as a
decade ago students of the American family were convinced
of two generalizations about the historical trends In
family life between the 1.9th and 20th centuries: that
domestic households had becoMe increasingly more nuclear
(that is, they were composed of two parents and their
children) and that they had lost many of their economic
and developmental functions. Research in Britain by
Laslett (1972), in Austria b} arkner (1975), and in North
America by Thernstrom (1964), E. A. Wrigley (1972), and
others is.contraverting these Assertions. This work is
revolutionizing the concept of the historical family and,
by extension, recasting our appreciation for continuities
and changes in the contemporary family.

These radical shifts in understanding and in research
approaches have been sparked by sevEral developments. One
is that manuscript censuses for the late 19th century have
become available as research tools; this has enabled
quantitative historians, demographers, sociologists, and
others to synthesize the records of household members over
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successive enumerations and to link these to administra-

tive and other secondary sources of information about

emplOyment, education,,and income within the comMunities

of residence. PriMarily ithas been efforts to synthesi2e

processes of family dynamics with historical change within

the framework of a life-course orientation that are enab-

ling researchers to begin the difficult analytical tasks

of rewriting history and of stating the status of con-

temporary family life within that historical pattern.

Because these revisions.are still in early stages and the

data are still being assembled, only the general thrust'

of the work end preliminary findings pan be reported.

Families in the 19th century are not more easily char-

acterized than their counterparts today, our stereotypes

notwithstanding. While on average the historical family

may have been larger than most contemporary ones, house-

hold sizeand composition were highly variable. For

example, 19th-century
households in North America appear .

to have adjusted their skze in relation to changing eco-

nomic fortunes. In Canadian mercantile centers, young

adults of working-class origin often spent a peiliod out-

side their parental homes as lbdgers in other households,

as domestics, or. as employees in firms at some distance

from their families (Katz, 1975). In.a sense they were

part of the parental household economy, because they fre-

quently shared some or.all of their income with that unit

and returned to it after a period away. Elsewhere the

same families that dispersed employable members also took

in boarders and lodgers as coresidents as needs arose

(e.g., Modell and Hareven, 1973), either because of secu-

lar business cycles or because of life-cycle changes

within the household, such as widowhood.

Thus families responded to
industrialization and the

urbanization of the 19th-century economy by adjusting

-their household economic bases in two ways that affected

their siLe and composition: by expanding their sources

of income and by limiting the demand on these sources

within the household. At some times households were large

and extended, at other times they were stem, and at still

,oLhers they were nuclear. There was great variation over

time and across households in the strategies that families

used to respond to secular
(historical) ,change and to

life-cycle transitions and events of their constituent

coresidents. In these respects, 19th-century families

were no different from families today; see, for example,

the only ongoing longitudinal study of American house-

holds, the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (e.g., G. J.
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Duncan and J. N. Morgan, 1980). By comparison, contempo-
rary households adjust their labor supply through the
life-cycle and the secular pattern of women's labor force
participation, family size (birth control) , and child
spacing. In .ne Morgan et al. studies, the chief factors
that accounted for the economic status of households over
time were those connected to shifts in their relative
sizes and compositions: divorce and separation, addi-
tional children, and the separation of suohousehold units
(G. J. Duncan and J. N. Morgan, 1976).

Dynamic and Behavioral Approaches

The major change in the study of the historical family
has been the shift from an.essentialy static, structural
perspective to a dynamic, behavioral one (Elder, forth-
coming; Hareven, 1977). Typological thinking about the
preindustrial, industrial, and postindustrial family,
families whose internal structure was thought to mirror
faithfully the structural transformations of the surround-
ing economy and society (e.g., Smelser, 1959), has been
eplaced by approaches that see the family as a dynamic
unit over the course of its life, changing its structural
features in r,esponse to social change and to the life
course or developmental trajectories of its members over
time.

For example, Michael Anderson (1971) and Tamara Hareven
(1981) use longitudinal historical data on the individuals
within families and households to portray the active role
of the family unit in the course of industrialization in
both Britian and the American Northeast. During the early
stages of industrialization, especially in the textile
towns of the American Northeast, the economic survival of
the family was Well served by a collective strategy or
family plan that sent women to work, withdrew children
from school, or aided in the migration and job placement
of kin as dictated by the changing fortunes of the family.
This interplay of family time and industrial time (Har-
even, 1975, 1977) gradually gave way, under conditionQ of
rising affluence and declining family size, to a 20th-
century pattern of individual lifd plans that could be
pursued without jeopardizing the survival of others.
During the 20th century, the earlier patterns of contin-
gency were weakened between a person's transition into
adulthood, including the assumption of independent eco-
nomic roles and the making of a new family unit, and the
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obligation to be responsive to episodes of economic,mis-
fortunes in the parental household (Modell et al., 1976).

Thus the conjunction of family time and industrial time

was tranformed into one between individual time and indus-

trial time. The tempo of the individual life course was
organized by a new set of institutions outside the family

that ordered the roles into and through which persons

passed. Age-graded schools, occupational and industrial

careers, and promotional schemes involving seniority are

examples of the emergence of temporizing influences that

not only affected the pace of an individual's life but

also were generalized across individuals to form age-

graded normative events as cohort experiences.
In this latter respect the behavioral approach to the

19th-century family as both the receiver of historical
influences and an active agent in the course of historical
change parallels the emergence of modern home economics
as an orientation to the study of the co.itemperary family '

(e.g., Becker, 1965). Studies of investments'in child-

rearing, the labor supply of mothers, and schooling

(e.g., Kaestle and Vinovskis, 1979) in 19th-century
America cast the family as a group of decision makers
optimizing their utilities through produCtion, reproduc-
tion, consumption, and resource allocation in a changing

social and economic environment. What is striking about
the new family history and the new hoMe economics (which

is really a version of human capital theory apPlied to

the time allocations of production and consumption assoc-
iated with domestic versus market labor decisions and

childrearing) is that both theories have such underdevel-

oped conceptions of human ontogeny. Perhaps this weak- .

ness, or lesser theoretical development, is understanillable

in the reconstructions of 19th-century behavior, because

of the absence of appropriate data. Irfthe case of human

capital theories of contemPorary domestic economies, how-

ever, this conceptual shortfall is a challenge for the

future. In this regard it seems essential that economists
become a more central part of the multidisciplinary dis-

cussions of life-span behavioral pr-esses. Longitudina1

data on individuals within household aggregates, such as
those being collected in the Panel Study of Income Dynam-
ics by the economist James Morgan, are also indispensable

this endeavdr. .

Life-spaa behavioral approache,; to the study of his-

torical families as responding to and shaping the course
of industriali; ,tion are reshaping current debates about

the social functi ns of schooling and family in the polit-

2 7
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ical economy. New,data from. manuscript censuses and
reconstructed life histories challenge the social criti-
cism of radical economists and neo-Marxian spciologists
that the schools in the 19th century were used by capital-
ists to control and shpe working-class and immigrant
behaviors into forms that were useful to entreprenuers
(e.g.; Bowles and Gintis, 1976; compare Kaestle and
Viuovskis, 1980). By contrast, the picture of school
enrollment and its relationship to the economic activities
of families and the life courses of individuals is becom-
ing much more complex. Studies Show, for example, that
school enrollment of older children was common prior to
the middle'and late 19th-century-and the spread of indus-
trialization in America (e.g., Kaestle and Vinovskis,
1980). In addition, many of the modern attribLtes of the
family (e.g., companionate social relationships) may also
have been prevalent in the 19tn century (Wrig1eye 1977).

Thus historical life-span research is revising the think-
ing about the modern family and its relation to the polit-
ical economy, if only because social criticism of contem-
porary institutions is predicated on apparently inaccurate
assumptions. a

History and the Changing View Of Modern Families

New thinking about the interconnection of sOcial change,
individual change, and change in family structure and
process is challenging more than our stereotypes of the
historical family. It is revolutionizing the study of
the modern family as well (Elder, forthcoming). For
decades qr.......:iologists and demographers have used the con-
cePt of the family cycle to describe and analyze regular
changes in the .ocial relationships and orientations among
family members as a function of temporal shifts in family
composition (Duvall, 1971; Glick, 1947, 1977; Glick and
.Packe,1965; Loomis and Hamilton, 1936). Tliat is, the
family as a social aqgregati, was thought to assume certain
universal behavioral feal..ires as a const.sluence of its
structural properties and transfotmations of them. Fur
example, Hill and Mattessich define family development as
"the procL.s of progressive structural differentiation and
transformation over the family's history, . . . the active
acquisition and selective discarding of roles by incum-
bents of family positions as they seek to meet the chang-
ing functional requisites for survival and as they adapt
to recurring life stresses as a family system" (1980:174).
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Historically, the family history to which Hill and

Mattessich refer was conceived as a series of sequential,
static, age-graded types of family structures--for exam-

ple, mgrriage and the dyad, the birth of the first child

and the triad, the youngest child's leaving home and the

empty nest, retirementsand the ultimate dissolution of

the marriage through death of one spouse. Demographic

regularities in age at marriage and in child spacing have
prcvided the age-graded character of the family cycle,

since the stages or phases of family life are predicated

on markers of family time, such as the age of oldest or

youngest child, the age'at retirement, or the age at the

death of a spouse.
Family researchers now recognize that the concept of

the family cycle has been historical, static, culture-

bound, and unduly focused on the effect of children on

the parental relationship. Although the concept has 'aided

the analysis of longitudinal change in behavior, it was

based on typological thinking and on assumptions about

the preyalence of marriage and the nuclear family and the

durability of marriages throughout 'a lifetime. Glick and

Norton (1977) project that among contemporary young mar-

riages, 40 percent will end in divorce. Of those who

become divorced, between three-quarters and.five-sixths

will remarry and remain in that ,relationship until the

death of the spouse (Glick, 1977). Together with the

greater stability of Marriages in older birth cohorts,

coday's marital patterns attest-to the preferableness of

married lifP, for &-)out 84 percent of all families in

1975 were husband-wife families (Glick, 1977). At the

same time, the recycling of adults through marital rela-

tionships and the accumulation of cnildren exposed to

divorce and either long periods of single-parenzt family

life or second or multiple families have increased mar-

kedly over recent decades. Only 67 percent of all chil-

dreh under 18 live with their own once-married parents

(Glick and Norton, 1977). In this context the static

typol^g model of the family life cycle has little

scientific utility.
Hill and Mattesich's definition of family development

is a heuristic effort to revise the study of the modern

family that incorporates the elements of a life-span ori-

entation and is flexible enaugh to apply across the his-'

torical experiences of different birth and marital cohorts

(see Clausen, 1972; Spanier and,Glick, no date). The

newer approach views the family,as a constellation of

individual life courses in some mutually contingent rele4-
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tionship and in the context of evolving historical circum-
stances. The pertinence of research on family life during
the industrial revolution for the conception of the modern
family is that historical circumstances are themselves
the outcome of the interplay of individual developilental
processes, of family or collective responses to the his-.
torical moment, and of the opportunities and constraints
of historical events and contemporary institutions.

Glen H. Elder, Jr.'s description of families in the
Gr2at Depression illustrates this interplay. Elder (1974,
1978, 1980) has conducted social psychological research
On the recjyrocal relationships between historical and
personality changes using two studies of children born in
the 1920s in the San Fiancisco Bay area as they have grown

, into adulthoOd. His work illustrates the collurt sequen-
tial method of longitudinal research, which contrasts the
life courses and personalities of individuals in two birth
cohorts as they age. In each cohore Elder explores the
differential impacts of relative economic deprivation
associated with the Great Depression and of mitigating
influences associated with military service in World War
I1,-subsequent career security, and other adult life
events. One cohort, drawn from the city of Oakland, :..s ,

comprised of people who were adolescents during the depths
of the denression. A second cohort, from Berkeley, was
comprised of people born later who spent their childhood
in the postwar economic boom. Effects of sudden economic
hardship and resulting family distress were more visible
in the Berkeley ccnort, for whom a greater portion of
childhood was spent in hard times. The timing of this
deprivation, relative to deve:lopmental age, placed the
Berkeley children at greater risk of cumulative disadvan-
tage than the Oakland children. Across the decades of
longitudinal data, Elder observed men from households that
suffered large economic losses--irrespective of social
class--to voice concerns for security and to value finan-
cial conservatism. These attitudes and related behaviors
were much less salient for men with stable work histories
and marriages', demonstrating the moderating influences of
proximate life events among men of equally dePrived back-
grounds. All man of either cohort were not equally
affected by the depression. For example, some lived in
families that' lost relatively little; some had fathers
whose sudden cicline in earning power altered the pattern
of parental dominance and the strength of the father as a
role model for his son. Others came from households in
which creative coping with.distress and collective sharing
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of new responsibilities were sources of family solidarity.

In each of these instances of differential loss and of

family response,' Elder found different manifestations of

the depressionmanifestations in anxieties and mental

health and in values about conservatism versus risk-

taking.
One instructive feature of Elder's long-term program

of research from a life-span perspective is his demonstra-

tion ofthe importance ofncumulative life history as a

tool in the analysis of differential outcomes. He was

able to document diffdrent manifestations of the depres-

sidn in the.preadult lives of the San Francisco Bay area

,residents and in the interaction between developmental

age and the onset of economic hardship. In addition.
I

Elder emphasized that the developmental consequences of

the differential effects of the depression igere even more

varied in adulthood. For example, adolescents whose

family's relations were heavily strained by the father's

loss of substantial earning capacity and related esteem

and whose mothers often assumed a position of dominance

frequently suffered anxieties and doubts about personal

competence. Yet if the son was able to move away from

the parental household rather quickly, as was the case

for many of the Oakland boys who were mobilized in,World

War II, long-term effects of these experiences in yOuth

were offset by fresh starts in new settings. Others, who

went to college, failed to evidence an career-related

disadvantages, inasmuch as they were the most able to

avail themselves of the expanding economic opportunities

of the postwar boom and to establish the actuality of

their competence.
In summary, Elder's continuing longitudinal research

on these fwo cohorts reflects many of the themes and

propositions of the life-span orientation. For example,

developmental research must be historical and situational

insofar as historical events
precipitate change in the

course of lives, both between and within cohorts. And

developing individuals are agents as well as receivers of

historical change. (By implication, Elder's work suggests

that there may be only a limited set of generalizations

that are ahistorical,
i'.e., as true in 1990 as in 1980,

that behavioral scientists cammake: This-may differen-

tiate social science from other sciences.) The chief

illustrative value of Elder's work may lie in its descrip-

tion of the ways in which a single historical event inter-

acts with the circumstances of peaple's pasts and futures
,

to increase the likelihood of both change across the
-

,.
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course of life and of individualizing of the life trajec-
tories of adults from

seemingly similar social and his-
torical origins.

Usefulness pf ttie Family as a Unit of Analysis

Viewing families as coresiding individuals complicates
the study of the family, for it forces the analyst to see
a family unit as a potentially unique entity. Each indi-

, vidual is at. his or her point in personal
developmental

time, the significance of which is cast in terms of a
cumulative life history. The aggregate coresidential unit
can change in time because of dissolutions of marriages
remarriages, or other compositional changes that imply a
dynamic situational context for those individual life
courses and their combinatory outcomes. Then, too, there
is the impact of sociohistorical change that may become .

manifest in unique ways.
Sociological and economic research on cohort marital

fertility and female labor force participation supports
this perspective (e.g.', Easterlin, 1980), as does Alice
Rossi's< (1980) examination of how the hormonal and physi-
cal changes (or differences in the degrees of biological
change) in middle-aged parents of adolescents alter the
qualities of family life for botb parents and children.
Rossi's study is One,of the few by sociologists to incor-
porate social and biological influences on human develop-
ment and to recognize the dialectical dynamics of simul-
taneous change in children and their middle-aged parents.
Socialization in families becomes a two-generation process
that is continual.

1

Whether the next decade of life-span research will'
'continue Eo see the family as a useful unit of analytical
distinction is not clear. Incorporation of the life-span
approach into family research raises the possibility that
family development may prove to be nothing more than the
interactive combination of the individual developmental,

't,rajectories of coresidents. Put another way, one chal-
lenge*of the new perspective for. sociologists and others
who have traditionally used structural features and stages
of family development as analytical tools is to demon-
strate that the aggregate or structural approach remains
viable, given the increasing diversity (and recognition
of it) of both individual

patterns of development and the
histories of individual families or coresidential units.
This challenge is not unlike the one before students of
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adult development who have tended to.use stage or phase

models of personality change over the life cours/ (e.g.,

Gould, 1978; Levinson, 1978; Vaillant, 1977). Brim and

Ryff's (1980) effOrt to identify and classify how vari-

, eties of-life events--biological, social, historical, and

Psychological--shape and reform the personality within

both normative and nonnormative trajectories of experience

'may provide a necessary conceptual bridge between develop-

mental research involving family cycles and research on

the socialization of children and their parents.

The Multidisciplinary
Future of Family Research

Life-span research on the historical family and'its func-

tion as agents of
socialization and of social change is

providing newoopportunities to
reevaluate the modern fam-

ily. In some ways there appear to be greater historical

continuities, especially in economic and dembgraphic fu c-

tioning, than hitherto appreciated. In other respects,

massive cohort and historical
discontinuities are becomin

more apparent (e.g., Brim, 1980). Life-spAp research on 4

the family is inherently
multidisciplinary because of its

focus on individual change, social change, family process,

,generational relations, and bioevolutionary chang,. On a

reduced scale of personality systems and social systems.'

it provides all the essential
elements of the paradigm of

individual and sociai'change that underlies the entire

intellectual scope of the life-span approach. As behav-

ioral scientists carry forward the scholarly momentum o1

the last decade, as economists work more closel.y on

family-related processes with historians, sociologists,

and developmental
psychologists, the foundation for new

disciplinary breakthroughs and multilevel theory-building .

may be prepared. In any case, both discfplinary and

multidisciplinary social science appear to.be most cumu-

lative when there is a concrete-link between academic

scholarship and practical problems (e.g., House, 1977).

The contemporary family, in all of its myriad furms and

transformations, provides that context.

PROSPECTS

Life-span research in the social and behavioral scienes

is challenging old ways of thinking about the course of

human development and of aging. Whether or not a new

28,)
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behavioral science of life-course processes emerges overthe next decade in
response to these developments, thepromise of the next five years is for closer contact andcollaboration among several existing

disciplines, espe-cially psychology, sociology, history, economics, anthro-pology, and biology. Within the emerging common themes
and propositions of a life-span orientation, there prob-ably will be a productive division of labor. For exampleit--..psychdlogists may devote themselves most intensively touncovering ontogenetic prbcesses and behavioral sequencesthat seem to have moee,general manifestations across his-torical moments. Sociologists and anthropologistd mayconcentrate on understanding

how, when, and whereiage
becomes a basis of .gbcial organization--how events becomemore or less agerelated

or age-graded; and when and howa society becomes
"age-irrelevant" (e.g., Neugarten,1979). Economists and historians may seek an understand-ing of historical episodes and cohort cycles that bothreflect and mold h6man development as a dynamic, lifelongprocess. Biblogists may pursue cellular aging and thescience of neural processes as reflections or historicalchanges in species longevity and cohort succession. A

conscious division of labor and the recognition of common
perspective should yield at least more sophisticated andecologically valiebiology, sociology, psychology, and soon.

To realize the broad academic and-practical potentials-of the life-span
orientation over the next decade willrequire a new research agenda so that trustworthy general-izations can cumulate Under the guidance of the new per-spective. Insofar as one cohort

potentially ages ordevelops according to its unique
historicallond biologicalcircumstances, scientists must be able to compare the

experiences of two or more cohorts. Replications of
studies--repeating the same investigations with the sameor equivalent methods--must

become more common in orderto monitor the course and effects of historical and insti-
tutional change on development and to assess the recipro-

, cal influences of individual and social changes across
successive cohorts. Longitudinal designs and the follow-up of panels of cohort

samples throughout their lives areessential to life-span researchr Intervention research
and historical and crqss-cultural stpdies must be under-
taken in order to define and understand the limits and
potentials of the human condition as it interacts withand transforms its context over time. This is a compre-
hensive research programo one involving the collaboration
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of several disciplines and profiting from the special

skillt and techniques
associated with each. It calls far

a sustained temporal commitment from researchers, for the

organization and maintenance of longitudinal, cohort-

comparative projects are both demanding and long-term.

Obversely, it requi.res a stable base of research funding--

one that recognizes both the benefits of long-run prograM-

matic effort and the need to reassess and update the.base

of knowledge routinely.

It has been suggested that the social sciences were

consolidated intellectually
in the United States during

World War II at a time when they were
challenged to face

the practical needs
of the nation at war (e.g. House,

1977). It was a period of cross-disciplinary cooperation.

The emergence of renewed interest in multidisciplinary

scholarship dealing with the common themes of the life-

span approach is one sign that the social sciences'again

may be poised to advance. .Surely the practical challenges

of the 1980t% which
might focus this sense of new schol-

arly vision and common pursuit, are no less substantial

thad those of the 1940s.
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Advances in Methods for

. Large-Scale Surveys and

Experiments

Judith M. Thnur

e

An army is said to march-on its stomach-forward prog-

ress depending on the mundane realities of the preparation

and distribution of food. Similarly, a science may be

said to progress on its metbods-7,the production of sub-
stantive knowledge, basic or.apflied, depending on the
mundane techniques for collecting, analyzing, and inter-

preting data. In the centennial issue of Science, Nobel
laureate Herbert A. Simon (1980:72) wrote: "An important

part of the history of the social sciences over the past
100 years, and of their prospects for the future, can be
written in terms of acNances in the tools for empirical
observations and in the growing bodies of data produced

by those 'tools."

Tha6 is not to say that methodology alone can create

or advance science--the most sophisticated method used

mindlessly can produce, at best* only pyrotechnics to

dazzle the uninitiated. It is the thoughtful development
of specialized methods, their careful application to sub-
stantive problems, and the thorough and balanced exposi-
tion to the lay public as well as to the technically
versed scientific community (stressing the limitations of

the methods as well as their strengths)'that'shed the
bright and steady light by which science can make its way

Zorward. Our cor!icience in our knowledge about the social

world depends to a large extent upon our4 confidence in

the research methods employed to secure that knowledge.

. This paper was commissioned by the Social Science Research

Council for The National Science Foundation's Five Year
Outlook 'On Science and Technology: 1981. Preparation of

this paper was supported by NSF Contract No. PRA 8017924.
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The methods used in large-scale social science research
are the concern of this paper. Social science research
has become a national resource. Its findings are mined
to provide insights apout social processes useful for both
basic research and Ocial policy applications. They
inform the creation/Of policy. Methodological resources
developed for social science research are used to design

1:
evaluations of policy and to secure information crucial
to governmental decisions. In 1979 some 150 domestic
assistance programs used statistical factors (mostlY sur-
vey data and the census) to allocate more than $120 bil-

lion in federal funds--one-fifth of the federal budget
(Wallman, 1980). The federal investment in conducting
the surveys to gather the data on which these allocations
were based is itself considerable, though small in rela-
tion to the amount allocated. The combined budgets of the '
major agencies fielding the relevant surveys were approx-
imately.three-4uarters of a billion dollars in 1979.

What are these surveys that%are so broadly used?
A survey is one means of githering information about

the characteristics, actions, or opinions of a large group
of people, referred to as a population.' The population
may be voters and the information sought may be their
opinions of candidates or their voting intentions; the
population may be recipients of food stamps and the
information sought may be.how the food stamps are used;
the population may he consumers and the information sought
may be whether they intend to purchase a new major appli-
ance within the next year; the population may be the .

entire U.S. population of working age and the information
sought may be the amount of unemployment. The groups
interested in the results of such surveys, who therefore
commission them or carry them out, vary enormously.
Besides agencies of the federal government, such as the
Census Blreau and the Department of Agriculture, they
include commercial polling firms, organizations special-
izing in market research, university-based research
institutes, and state and local governments.

Surveys can be classified by whether they involve a

single interview or repeated interviews with the same
respondents. An example of a methodologically influential

i

'The Ameiican Statistical Association has recently pub-
lished a booklet entitled What is a Survey? that clearly
explicates the variety, purposes, and methods pf basic
survey research (see Ferber et al., 1980).

,.
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one-time (or cross-sectional) survey is the Equality of

Educational Opportunity Study, which collected data on

some 570,000 school pupils, 60,000 teachers, and 4,000

schools. The study .asked questions about the effect of

school facilities, teacher characteristics, and home

situations on students' educational performance. Its

analyses and reanalyses, 'discussion and controversy gen-

erated much heat but also shed much methodological 1ight

on succeeding studies (see Mosteller and Moynihan, 1972).

Surveys that interview the same respondents repeatedly are

called longitddinal or panel surveys. They have major

advantages over one-time surveys in their ability to fol-

low individual changes over time and thus illuminate the

social processes that are at work. Thus the Panel Study

. of Income Dynamics (Morgan, 1977) can describe those

Americans who are persistently poor (that is, below the

poverty line year after year) and contrast them with

families who dip below the poverty line only once in a

decade of interviewing. Similarly, the Parnes Study, also

called the National Longitudinal Surveys (Bielby et al.,

1977) , can investigate the long-term effects of chronic

teenage unemgloyment.on future labor force participation.

Surveys can also be classified az to whether they are

seeking information about a.system as it stands, perhaps

to establish a baseline against which to measure the

, effect of a policy change, or about the impact of a pro-

gram change after it has been implemented, either in full

or on an expeximental basis. Thc Current Population Sur-
vey,'carriedOut each month by the Census Bureau to mea-

sure (among other things) the extent of employment and

unemployment, is an example of a surVey that measures a

current condition, as was the survey conducted to measure

equality of educational opportunity. Surveys designed to

measure the impact of a program or policy change can be

roughly divided into two groups: those embedded in quasi-

experiments and those embedded in true social experiments.
Quasi-experiments2 using surveys fall into two broad

classes. One kind is the interrupted time-series design,

in which data are collected from the same people or from

the same population for a considerable period of time

2Useful catalogues of designs for quasi-experiments and

the particular threats to validity they defend against

have appeared widely in the literature; see, for example,

Campbell and Stanley (1963); Campbell (1978); and Cook

and Campbell (1979).
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before and after some policy change or intervention
occurs. The data from the "before" period give some
indication of the trends in the phenomenon and its vari-
ability in the absence of any intervention. These provide
a yardstick with which to measure the effect of the inter-
vention and to gauge whether a discontinuity in the t;me
series at the point of intervention represents a real
change. This use of surveys has had little large-scale
application to date because no sufficiently long, valid,
and credible time series have existed. The massive data
collection and documentation efforts detailed in this
paper may well yield such time series for futureuse.

The second kind of quasi-experimental use of surveys
seeks data from people in a new program as well as from
control groups. The control groups are designed to be as
similar to the program groups as possible on the variables
that are expected to influence responses to programs or
to be important as alternative explanations for changes
in the program groups. An example is the study of the
impact of Project Head Start, conducted by the westing-.
house Learning Corporation and Ohio University under con-
'tract with the Office of Economic Opportunity in 1968-
1969. The study matched 1,980 first-, second-, and third-
grade scudents from 104 Head Start centers with a control
group of nonparticipating children from the same schools
in evaluating the program (Granger et al., 1969). 'The two
groups were matched on the key variables of age, sex, race
or ethnicity, and kindergarten attendance. The socioedo-
nomic status of the two groups was made as comparable as
possible by the use of a statistical technique called
analysis of covariance. Small bilt statistically signifi-
cant differences on a few of the4utcome measures in favor

: of the full-year Head Start group were found.
Quasi-experiments are fraught with inferential dangers.

A well-designed and analyzed quasi-experiment makes every
effort to separate the effects due to the program from
effects due to other causes. For example, such investi-
gdtions must always ask whether self-selection into the
program by those most likely to benafit from it causes
the program to appear more effective than it would be if
offered to the general population. Conversely, selection
of those most in need of the program may also select those
least able to benefit and thus make the program appear
less effective than it should. However much care is
exercised, such isolation of program effects is never
completely possible in quasi-experiments. Thus, unambig-
uous causal statements--bold statements that the program
caused the outcome--cannot be,made from quasi-experiments.
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It is for this reason that true social experiments, the

other application of surveys to evaluating the impact of

program change or innovation, are mounted. In these a

proposed polioy innovation is implemented experimentally

among a randomly chosen group of potential participants,

with another randomly chosen group serving as a control

to evaluate outcomes in the absence of the program. It

is the-act of randomization that makes the control and the

experimental groups the same before the program is intro-

duced and thus permits probabilistic assessment of whether

any subsequent differences between them are effects of the

program.
The'earliest of these large-scale true social experi-

ments was the New Jersey Negative Income Tax Experiment,

and it was followed by several other income maintenance

experiments across the country. The purpose of these

studies was to find out whether a government-supplied

income supplement to poor,people would reduce their

incentive to work. The findings indicate that little

disincentive is created for primary wage earners, .but

slightly more exists for secondary wage earners. Other

large-scale social experiments have investigated the

effects of offering housing allowances and differing

health insurance plans.
Surveys in their various forms are one of the tools

that Herbert Simon refers to in the passage quoted earlier

ln this essay as to providing a growing body of data. But

Simon goes on to say (1980:72): -"It is perhaps not impo-

tent that we have Npre information than our ancestors; it

is vitally important that we have better information. A

major part of the effort of trained social-scientists'has

9one into improving our techniqueg for making the kinds

of measurements that I have just enumerated [essentially

survey data)."
Sampling and standardization are two key aspects of

proper surveys for which methodological advances make

possible the gathering of better information. A survey

is used to obtain information, not from every member of

the population, but from a sample selected by the use of

probability methods. If the sample is drawn in a properly

random manner (not haphazardly, for example, or by the

usp of volunteers'or those conveniently available), then

the results of the survey can be generalized to the,popu-

lation from which.the sample was drawn. The second key '

attribute of a proper survey is that its procedures are

standardized--it uses prescribed forms of questions and

standardized methods of asking them.



In one way or another, sampling and standardization to
obtain valid measurement are the themes of this paper.
What are the methods that social scientists and statisti-
cians have devised for making surveys yield better infor-
mation? Probability sampling methods have a long history
of theoretical development, but methodological attention
has turned recently to those factors that can destroy the
value of information from surveys even when probability
samples are employed--problems of nonresponse and mistaken
responses. Peeling away the variability originating from
these extraneous sources purifies our information, giving
us more confidence in its validity.

What are the effects of different decisions about the
standardized procedures for a particular survey? Does it
matter whether the interviewing is done in perso r on
the telephone? Does the form, context, or ordel,"; of
questlons make a difference in the estimates prepe'red .
from the surl.feys? As research is done to an. /er these
and related questions, we learn more about the validity
'and generalizability of the informeLion supplied by.sur-
veys and are more able to improve them.

\

This paper discusses some of the methods that have been
and are being developed to reduce the fuzziness of the
knowledge gained from large-scale surveys and experiments.
Ideally we should like to have a coherent and comprehen-
sive theory of human behavior and a foolproof machine for
measuring the effects brought about by our precisely

\

specified causes. But usualay our theories are stated
,

only in broad and general terms. We often have only
approximate ideas about causality. Our abirity to measure0
effects is limited by the extraneous variability in mea-
surements brought about by the process of sampling as well
as by the standardization decisions made in any particular
case. Our ability tO measure effects is also limited by
people's insistence on acting like human beinga--refusing

.

scifietimes to answer our questions, insisting sometimes on
their own interpretations of meanings rather than the ones
we have in mind, and so on. It is to,the separation of
these extraneous sources of variability from the actual '

measurement of the phenomena of interest that we turn as
we examine the concept of total survey variability.. In
the process we hone to see where new advances will arise.
It is difficult (perhaps impossible) to shine a beacon
into the future--but if we illuminate the recent past we
May perceive the methodological advances that project
their influential images onto the years ahead.
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TOTAL LIVEY VARIABILITY

Although surveys and experiments are conducted usiny sam-

ples of individuals, their.purpose is to learn more about

the broader population from Which the sample is taken.

That information may range froM the answers to relatively

simple questions, such as "What prtoportion4of the popula-

tion is female?", through more difficult or sensitive k

ones, such as "What is the average annual expenditure for

medical care for members of the population?", to concep-

tually complicated ones, such as "What effect on the

incentive to work among the members of this population

would an income supplement have?" In all cases, what is

of interese-is correct answers to these questiOns for the

population sampled, not answers that are correct only for

the people surveyed, nor answers that are incorrect even

for the people surveyed and hence, of-course, incorrect

for the population as well.
As the results of surveys,become more important for

society--for example, as unemployment statiitics from the

Current Population Survey become the basis for distribut-

,ing federal funds, as citizens' expressed opinions on

issues of"the day come to shape the platforms (and later ,

the policies) of political candidates, ai poll results, ..

rightly or wrongry, become the basis for, including r

excluding a third-party presidential capdidate from

nationally televised campaign debates--it becomes more,

and more important to make these results as accurate as

possible. Efforts to.improve the accuracy of surveys

(and other data collection methods) focus on the sources

of inaccuracies; the underlying assumption is that if

such sources can be identified they can eventually be

'controlled,or, at the very least, their effects can be

taken into account in the interpretation of results.

To address sources of inaccuracy many investigators

use the concept of total survey error, and several models

have been developed to operationalize the concept (e.g.,

Lessler, in press; see Mosteller, 1978, for a simple

techhl,i1 exposition of the Census Bureau Model). 'I

shall use the blueprints of these models to guide this'

exploration of the effects of variability in surveys.

This is the first of many times in this paper that the

notiori of *a model appears. What is a model? It is a

formal expression of a theory or a set of causes tfiat the

proposer regards as having generated the observed data.

In statistids such a model is usually expressed in sym-

'bols--and thus is a mathematical model. While architects

30
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and engineers construct scale models of their projects,
the model of the statistician is not this sort of scaled-
down but cOncrete representation of an object. It is
rather a model of an abstract process, usually greatly
simplified, and used frequently to explore how varying
the inputs affects the outputs of that process. A better
analogy ehan the model of the architect or the engineer
is the animal model of the biologist. In a toxological
study using an animal model, the pssumption is made that
the vital processes of the animal are sufficiently like
those of a human being that information about a drug's
effects on the animal willchave some value in understand-
ing its effects on humans. There is, however, no assump-
tion that the animal is "just like" a human being. Simi-
larly, a statistical model is not "just like" the process
it represents; rather it abstracts the most salient ele-
ments of the process for study.

Statistical models serve as the core of surveys and
experiments. The income maintenance experiments were
guided by a model that suggests that earned income depends
on the amount of the income supplement and other vari-
ables. The purpose of the experiments was to find out how
thisIdependence is expressed. Cereain quantities in the
model (e.g., amount of income supplement given) were known
for each participant; other quantities in the model--the
parameters--were unknown, and the purpose of the experi-
ment was to estimate them. Does doubling an income sup-
plement reduce earned income by one-third? By one-half?
More? Less?

' It is largely through the proposing, estimating, test-
ing, refining, reestimating, retesting, and rerefining of
models that social science, its methods, and its applica-
tions advance. For example, the massive systems of
structural equations thaL model economic processes are
the backbone of econometrics; less ambitious'structural
equation models are q_sed to model smaller social pro-
cesses. -We anall encnter models of labor force partic-
ipation, marital dissolution, arid other processes in this
paper, but for now let us return to a specific kind of
model, that of total survey error.

Total surley error models partition the total variation
in survey responses into components that can be studied
separately. These components include sampling variabil-
ity, response effects, nonresponse effects, and their
combinations. The goal is to measure and control the
total error by providing a mathematical framework for
examining separate.sources of error; When a real survey
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is evaluated using the concept,of total survey error, the

effect'of each component is gauged, and then the separate

effects are synthesized to arrive at a statement about

the accuracy of the entire survey. Similarly, this paper

examines in turn the,major comPonents of total survey

variability--sampling variability, response effects, and

nonresponse effects--and then looks at some progress being

made in synthesizing these ideas in measuring the accuracy

of surveys.
,

Sampling Variability

For concreteness in defining sampling variability or sam-

pling error, let 'us think about estimating the average

income for the population of a City.from'a fully realized

probability sample. (In a probability sample everyone on

a list called the "frame," which defines the population,

has a known nonzero probability of being included in the

sample, .and all samples have known probabilities of being

chosen: For our example, theframe might be a list of all

residents of the city, and all residents might be assigned

equal possibilities oeincluSionoin the sample. The prob-

ability sample is fully realized--in this case--if all ,

people chosen for the sample respond with data op the

item asking for income.) Different samples would, of 13

course, include different people and thus would be likely

to yield slightly different resolts when average income

is calculated. Conceptually, the measurement of this

variation over samples is the measurement of sampling

error. For a particular sample, sampling error is defined

as the difference between the estimate of the average

income of the population derived from the sample and the

. true average income of the population that would have been

obtained if everyone listed in the frame had been asked

the same question about income 'at the same time that the

people in the sample were asked it. Clearly the size of

the error in any given sample is unknown--for if the true

p9pulation average income were available for comparison,

there would be little point in carrying out the survey in ,

the first place. Nevertheless, the variability associ-

ated with these errors over all possible samples is known

from statistical theory, and it can Se estimated from the

variation in a particular set of sample data and the size

of the sample. In particular, as the number"of people in
,

the sample (n) increases, the probability that many com-

monly used sample statistics (sample average income in

30 'd
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our example) will be near to the population parameters

they are designed to estimate (population average income,
in our example) becomes larger. In fact, in simple ran-
dom sampling, the standard error, a customary measure of
sampling error, decreases proportionally to 1//-F.

Thus, suppose the Current Population Survey questioned
'a simple random sample Of 400 people (it actually uses
much more elaborate sample designs and questions many
more people). If the unemployment rate was found to be
10 percent, then the estimated standard error would be
about 2 percentage points. Furthermore, in 95 of 100
cases the results based on the sample would differ no
more than 4 percentage points in either direction from
what would have been found by interviewing all elig,ible
adults. If, however, the survey questioned 40,000 people
and still found the unemployment rate to be 10 percent,
then the estimated standard error would be reduced by a
factor of 10 as would the length of the "95 percent con-
fidence interval" described above.

Nonsampling Variability

But all this assumes an ideal world--among other things,
it assumes that the frame is an accurate representation
of the population to which we want,to generalize, that
everyone chosen for the sample provides data on income,
that the researcher and the respondent share the same
definition of "income," that respondents remember cor-
rectly and tell the truth, and thatnobody makes a mistake
in copying down the answer. It is to these nonsampling
errors that Much interest has recently turned, as results
of surveys are taken seriously by the public and policy
makers,-for in some Oays they are harder to understand
and control than sampling 6rrors. They cannot, for in-
stance, be decreased just by increasing the size of.the
sample; as James A. Davis (1975:42) has put it, "/"7-1

wrongs do not make a right."
Nonsampling variability or errors can be subdivided

into nonresponse variability or errors (people are left
out of the'frame, left out of the sample, or do not answer
specific questicns) and response or "measurement" vari-
ability or effects or errors (answers are-obtained, but
are in some sense "wrong"). We willvfirst consider

'
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response errOrs, a problem that has attracted a good deal

of attentionin recent years.'
,N2

Response Effects

Different,types of questions are asked in surveys. There

.are faqtual or behavioral quetions ("How old .are you?"

"Have you ever been arrested?") for which there is a

"true" answer that can, at least in theory, be ascertained

for checking the survey response against. At the ther

end of a scale of concreteness are attitude questions

("Do you feel that the Presieent's policieS are sound?"

"Would you install insulation in your home if fuel oil

prices tfiRled?") for which there is no external.source

of a "true" answer. There are continuing debates about
whether, the concept of "true" answers ip even applicable

in 'Such cases, and an extensive literature on the match--

or lack of match--between expressed attitudes and actual

behaviors (see, e.g., Deutscher, 1973). In addition,

there are questions that-are indeed behavioral ("Have you

been the victim of an unreported crime this month?") for

which no'easy outside verification is possible. For cur-

rent purposes a distinctiowbetween :actual and attitu-

dinal questions is helpful. ,With factual,questions we
may certainly speak of response "errors" when the answer

in the survey does not match a publicly recorded fact;

with attitude questions we should speak of response

. "effects" if two different methods ia a survey produce

two different answers. That ,i4, if a higher percentage
of respondents answer 4'yes" to the question "Do youtagree

with the President's policie-s?" than answer "no" to the

A glossary of,terms used 1n the discussion of nonsamr
piing errors has been prepared, as have several excellent
reviews of the literature and bibliographies in recent
years (for example, B. A. Bailar, 1976; Bradburn,s1978.)

Dalenius, 1977; Deighton et al., 19;78; Kahn and Carmen,
1978; Hosteller, 1978; Sudman and pradburn, 1974), often

in connection with continaing programs on research on
survey methodology. "A special issue of Sociological

Methods.and Research on survey design-and analysfh, con-
centrating on errors in surveys, appearedqn November .

1977. Two panels" sponsored by the Committee on National .

Statistics of the National Research Council are completing

work in the general area.
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reversed question "Do you disagree with the President's
policies?" we have a response effect attributable to
question wording.

Three broad classes of response effects can be identi-
fied (Sudman and Bradburn, 1974); (1) those originating
with characteristics 9f the respondent, (2) those.prigi-
ilating with characteristics of the interviewer (or with
the interaction between characteristics of the interviewer
and those of therespondent), and (3) those originating
in the social situation of the interview. This threefold'
division is followed here, although the categories and
the variables within them interact. For example, a ques-
tion form that gives valid data in a face-to=face situa-
tion may be inppropriate in a mail survey. 1

Respondent Effects Differences in respondent character-
istics in general ought to create real response differ-
ences, not ones that migHt be called "errors." Thus the
whole point of a survey, for example, might be to find
out if respondents.who differ on whether they live with a
spouse or live separately also differ in income. Respon-
dents may.also possess other characteristics that predis-
pose them to give particular sorts of responses, such as
a need for approval, a propensity to acquiesce, or a wish
to give socially desirable answers. Thes4 predisposi7
tions unrelated to Vhe co'ntent of the researcher'slues-, 4

tion, are called "response sets." Thus if unmarried
heads of households tend to give more socially desirable
responses than do married ones, they may exaggerate their
income, and the true relationships between marital status
and income would be obscured. Measures of such a "ce-
sPonse set" are hence often included in questionnaires so
that their impact can be controlled. But some recent re-
search indicates (Braaburn et al., 1979) that "response
sets" may not be artifacts to be eliminated but real per-
sonality'traits. ,People who score high on these measures
seem to live in limited social environments. They report
low levels of behaviors such as sociability, drinking,
intoxication, and marijuana use, not because they "are
manipulating the image they present in the 'interview sit-
uation" but because they "have different life experiences
and behave differently from persons withilower scores"
(p. 103).4 5

4The Panel on Survey Measurement of Subjective-Phenomena'

of the Committee dr; National Statistics carried out a
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Memory is anOther respondent variable: In factual

questions, a respondent must be able to reMember correctly

in order to give an accurate answer. Two kinds of memory

errors can be distinguished: forgeting and what has.come

to be known as the telescoping of tithe. In the latter,

events, purchases,
victimizafions, etc., are reported as

happening.more recently than they actually did. (This '

moving of events fo more recent times is the usual meaning

of telescoping; there ks Some evidence, however, that

telescoping may sometimes mdve events into the more dis-,

.tant past.)
These phenomena work in opposite directions in produc-

ing response errors; forgetting leads to underreporting

the number of events in a time period, and telescoping

typically-leads to overreporting. Forgetting can be

minimized by.using such memory jogs as "aided recall;

(perhaps better called recognition).id which the respon-

dent is read or shoWn a list of the events that may have

happened and asked to indicate with a yes or no answer

whether indeed they have, but this Ay increase telescop-

idg. The encouragement of respondents to take Ehe time

to find records of expenditureson such:items as health

care and home. improvements offers.increased accuracy and

controls telescoping, but it is of, little use when records

are ftagmentary or nonexistedt.

To control telescoping a teeklinique caged "bounded

recall"'has been useful in panel studies in wflich respoir

dents are interviewed repeatedly (Neter and Waksberg,

1964). At the start of.the second and sutSsequent inter-

views, respondents are reminded of what'they have iire-

viously reported and asked what has occurred since those

events. Clearly the interviewer needs an easily available

and extensive fund of information on the respondent.for

thi4 technique to be used extensively, and in this con-

nection Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing (see

below) offers tremendous potential benefits. As the ,

length of time between interviews increases, forgetting

increases but telescoping,decreases; conversely, as the

amount oftime between interviews decreaseq, telescoping

increases and forgetting decreases. This relationship

suggests that there might be an optimal spacing btween

'interviews, so that the effects of the two phenemena tend

to cancel out (see Sudman and Bradburn, 1973).

fuAher review of the literature on response sets (Turner

and Martin, forthcoming).
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Problems with.faulty memory can be avoided by asking
people to keep dkries of their time use1. This approach
has been ethployecrin basic research on working'both in
the home and outside...it (e.g., Berk and Berk, 1979; and

the Time-Use Survey,being "conducted at the University of
Michigan: see, for eXample, A. Hill and'F. T. Juster,
1979; 'Stafford and Duncan, 1979) . Surveys by the Census
Bureau have used expenditure diaries to investigate pur-
chase of small, easily forgotten items, aqd these data
are Wsed by the Bdreau of Labor Statistics to help decida
when items included in the Consumer Price Index ought to
be revised (Hoff and Thompson, 1980). Diaries of gasoline
purchases have been used by the Energy Information Agency
to supplement the data gathered,from the residential
energy consumption survey (Thompson et al., 1980). But
diaries are costly, possibly incomplet'e, and respondent

4'
cooperation is difficult to obtain and often-deteriorates
'with time (Kalton'hnd 'Schuman; 1980).

Some of these problems can at least be' addressed. For
example, incentive payments have increase&the completion
rate of diaries (Thompson et al.,'1980), and4tape record-
ing can be effective for groups who may *have difficulty
writing .diaribs (Sudman and Ferber, 1971). Another ap-
proaoh is to employ electronic "beepers." One,group'.of
researchers gave a sample of adolescents'these electronic
paging devices, through which signals were transmitted at
random times (Csikszentmihalyi et al., 1977). The youths
were quite cooperative in pausing in their activities to
fill out a brief questionnaire allout what.they were doing,
with whom, and how they felt about it. (Most time was
passed watching TV or in tanversation with peers; only 18
percent of their time was went studying or working.)
This technique.seems to have wider applicability. Also
used in the Michigan Time-Use Survey, it was found to give
resulbs comparable to those obtained by more usual diary
methods.

Interviewer Effects The second sort of response effects
are those due to interviewer characteristics or to the
'interaction of those characteristics With those of the
respondents. The change in the U.S. census after 1950'
primarily to self-reporting came about because analysis
shbwed that enumèratór effects, while not themselves ter-
..ribly large, constitutgd a major part of the total vari-
ability of the census.

s
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A recent review of the literature (Sudman and Bradburn,

1974), however, found evidence of only weak effects in

this category. Matches between interviewer and respondent

on vach characteEistics as gender or racetend to affect

only those questions that relate directly to the matched

variable. Thus blacks tend to give more militant answers

to black interviewers than to,white ones-=raising the

question of which answer is closer to the "true" attitude

or behavior. When such an interaction is thought to be

important, the sample can be split between matched and

unmatched interviewer-respondent
pdirs and any response

effects that arise reported as part of the data.

Interview Effects Far more,important than the previous

two categories in creating response effects are variables-

having to do with the task confronting the respondent and

interviewek and the social situation in which they rind

themselves.
Comprehension and communication are the first intekv,lew

variables: the iiivestigator and the respondent must

understand the question and the possihle answers in the

same way: Some startling,examples,of misunderstanding'

have been reported (Kelton and Schuman, 1980). Pespon-

dents ignored a carefully worded definition of "a room"

when reporting on the number of rooms in their home (after

all, they knew what a room is, and nohody had to tell them

how to count). ,And'only 1 of 246 respondents to the ques-

tion "What proportion of your
evening viewing time do you

spend watching news programs?" could specify how to work

out the proportion. (Perhaps someone does in fact have

to tell respondents how to do complicgted coudting.)

Fitting question wording to resbOndentsl understanding,

requesting clarification, end asking parallel questions

with consistency checks move in the direction of improving

comprehension and communication.
Mode of pies4ntation is a second interview variable.

Although the popular image of a survey taker is probably

that of an earnest female interviewer ringing the doorbell

of one of the chosen, in manylsurveys no interviewer

appears at.all. Some are conducted by mail, with the

respondent filling out the questionnaire-unassisted, and

many are conducted by telephone. Mail and telephone sur-

veys are less expensive than those conducted in person,

So it becomes important to find out whether they produce

differential response effects. No method has been shown

to give clearly superior results for all kinds of ques-

tions (Sudman and Bradburn, 1974).
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There are essentially no differences
between telephoneand irperson modes for nonsensitive questions (Grovesand Kahn, 1979), nor even for somewhat
sensitive ones forwhich external validity checks are possible. For example,while 57.1 percent of the

noninstitutionalized U.S. popu-lation actually voted in the 1972 presidential election,overreporting of voting occurred at almost the same levelamong those interviewed in person (66.6 percent) and thoseinterviewed by phone (69.1 percent) in the Groves and Kahnstudy. There is some evidence of greater validity inselfrreporting mail foels on sensitive questions aboutsuch matters as minor lawbreaking.
Telephone interviews have to give up the visual aidsoften used in lace-to-face interviews, for example, whenthe respondents are handed a card and asked to choose aresponse category: This procedure allows respondents tosay a letter rather

than directly state an inbome in dol-lars to the interviewer.
But some researchers (Durakoand McKenna, 1980) have found it possible to mail outvisual aids in advance of an appointment for a phoneinterview. Only small differences in the distributionsof answers from the two-modese with and without visualaids, however, have been found.

Open-ended .questions (which the respondents must answerin their own words) are answered differently on ehe phonethan in person; on the phone answers tend to be shorter
0
and there tend to be fewer multiple answers. In anexperiment done in connection with the National CrimeSurvey, respondents who were interviewed mainly by tele-phone reported themselves victims of fevier small theftsthan those who were interviewed mainly in person.' Theeffect was str.ongest

for=males and for-those between ages25 and 49. Thus an increase in telephone interviewingwould change comparisons between population subgroups inthe National Crime Survey (Woltman et al., 1980).
Idiosyncrasies_of particular interviewers tend to havemore effect in phone

surveys, because each interviewerdoes mere interviews (Groves and Magilavy, 1980). Mailand telephone interviews also sacrifice
traditional inter-viewer skills: recognizing puzzlement from nonverbal cuesand giVing reassuring

nonverbal messages in return: beingable to code the ethnicity and social class of respon-d6nts; and being ODletoreport on distracting influencespresent at the interview that may have response effects
'1'(fok example, victimization by a member of one's family

is unlikely to be reported while that family member ispresent). Telephone i-nterviewing, at least in single-
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stage procedures, also sacrifices the ability to match
the gender and/or race of the interviewer with those of
the respondent, but as we have seen, lack of such matching
produces response effects only on the questions to which
such attributes are most salient.

One mode of presentation, which tends to increase ano-
nymity_because.it never forces respondents to tell whether
a sensitive question has been answered, ought to decrease

response effects. The randomized response technique
(Warner, 1965) requires a respondent to do some kind of
randomization (e.g., toss a cOin) to determine whether
the sensitive question or an innocuous one is to be

answered. (The respondent simply answers the question,
but does not reveal which question he or she is answer-
ing.) Simple probability calculations then give an esti-
mate of the number in the sample who agreed with the sen-
sitive question without revealing which respondents did
so. The technique has been found to reduCepistorted
responses to socially undesirable questions (that one
would expect to be underreported), but to be ineffective
in reducing distortion to questions dealing with socially
desirable behavior (that one would expect to be over-
reported) (Locander et al., 1974).5

Still another mode of presentation designed in part to
increase anonymity and hence increase response accvacy
is called network sampling. Individuals, rather than ,

being asked about their own behavior or characteristics,
are asked about behaviors or characteristics of their
friends or relatives (Sirken, 1975; Sudman et al., 1977).
0 In summary, the usual modes of presentation introduce
few response effects on nonsensitive questions; with more
sensitive questions, however, the more anonymous modes
seem to elicit more valid responses. In addition, the
shortness of telephone interviews may kermit respondents

sSome have argued that the technique is confusing to
both interviewers and respondents, and it is certainly
true that it reduces the sample size by soliciting answers
from only a fraction of the respondents. While the evi-
dence on its efficacy is not,ponclusive, in 16 studies
that compared randomized response with some standard, 9
showed a notable reduction in response error (Boruch and
Cecil, 1979). An important issue is that when the per-
centage of people engaging in the sensitive behavior is
small, the technique seems sensitive to reporting errors
in the innocuous question (Shimizu and Bonham, 1978).
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to decide that some incidents are too trivial to mention.
The Current Population Survey uses both telephone and in-
iDerson interviews, and there is little or no evidence that
these different modes create response effects on statis-
tics about employment and unemployment, although further
research on the topic has been called for (Brooks and
Bailar, 1978) . The 1980 census experimented with tele-
phone rather than in-person follow-up for a sample of
those who did not mail back the census forms in order to
compare the modes of completeness of data, costs, and
interviewer attrition (B. A. Bailar and S. Miskura, 1980);
the results of this trial are not yet in.

Even while investigators are attempting to understand
the response effects connected with traditional modes of
interviewing, within the last decade a new mode has been
developed, and the response .effects that it may introduce
must take their place on the research agenda. This new
mode, which may, turn out to be a major innovation in
interviewing, is Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing
(CATI).

Rather than reading from a printed questionnaire, the
interviewer reads questions from the screen of a cathode
ray tube attached to a computer terminal and records
answers by typing them in on the.keyboard of the terminal.
Because a computer is involved, CATI offers greatly
increased flexibility from beginning to end of the inter-
viewing process. Interviewers can be presented with sam-
ple.telephone numbers to be called in random order, call-
backs can be automatically scheduled, and respondent
selection probabilities can be altered as interviewing
progresses (Butka and Frankel, 1980; Roshwalb, Spector,
and Madansky, 1979).

In a Printed questionnaire instructions to the inter-
viewer about which questions to ask of which respondent
can get very complicated very quickly, and it has been
common practice to allow no more than,four levels td con-
tingency (e.g., ask this question only of males,'over.28,
s./ith children, and no military service). Using CATI,

. .

because the computer is programmed to do this "branching,"
as many as 17 levels of-contingency have been used (e.g.,
the California peak load pricing experiment; Lebby, 1980).
Contingent questioning can be used'to explore successively
more ,sensitive areas,'thus providing Mbre information and

\

less nonresponse; respondents typically drop off only
after supplying at least some information. -Information
ifrom earlier in the interview can be introduced into sub-
'sequent questions, as can material from earlier interviews

_
.
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with the same respondent if the study is longitudinal.

Question wording can be tailored to the,respondent, for

exaMple, to the appropriate level of education, thus

bringing the meaning of the queStion as intended by ttie

researcher and as understood by the respondent into closer

correspondence than is usually possible with a structured

questionnaire.
Most 2ystems for CAT/ can also do calculations to pro-

vide samtle statistics as data arrive, and sample sizes

can be determined sequentially. Errois are reduced,

because the operations of data coding and entry are short-

circuited and because most systems are programmed to

recognize wild or inconsistent values and request correc-

tion on pie spot.
CAT/ may Well offer the opportunity to test much of

the conventional wisdom of professional survey resevchers

(Freeman, 1980). For example, because question Ordier can

be easily, independently, and automatically randomized,

and records can be kept automatically of which respondents

raceilie what Order, experiments on question ordering can

be carried out routinely, as can experiments on the effect

of the order in which the interviewer reads the'possible

responses to questions.
Switching from hard copy questionnaires to CATI creates

some problems: Flexibility that is needed but.not antici-

pated by the system designer is difficult to achieve;

interviewer training differs from what is traditionally

done; and currently systems from different installatibns

are incompatible (Groves et al., 1980; Shanks, 1980). It

is not clear at this time whether these are the early

growing pains of a new technology or more permanent

faults.
There is speculation;that CATI, if used imaginatively,

can represent a quantum leap in technology. For example,

there has always been a tension in the construction of

survey instruments between the canons of good measurement

that dictate multiple indicators--as in a battery of

questions measuring a psychological trait--and constraints

of time and respondent patience that dictate the use of

single questions or at most a few indicators. One could

conceive of asking a question or two to determine the

approximate scale location of a respondent (e.g., toward

the conservative end of the.scale), then using the flexi-

bility of CATI to choose further questions tailored to

particular respondents, placing them at more precise scale

locations. Screening in telephone interviews for routine

demographic and other characteristics will, with some

3 1 (,)
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regularity, turn up respondents who are of special inter-
est4for policy or other reasons, e.g., members of sparse
groups (young Chicanos, sufferers from a rare disease).
-If interviews are ongoing using CATI for several studies,
it would be possible to prognam the system to introduce,a
module of questions pertinent to the research conceens
about the sparse group into an ongoing interview whenever
a member of that group is found, thus gradually gdthering
a sample of sufficient-size for generalizing. (But see
the discussion below of the responsel effects.due to ques-
tionnaire context; such problems may make data gathered
in this way less attractive than they seem at first
glance.) Finally, the notion of compressing CATI into a
microprocessor so as to make the "questionnaire" portable

. and playable through a TV screen in a respondents's own
home has been suggested (Lebby, 1980; Sheilks, personal
communication). Such a procedure. might capitalize on
respondents' positive reaction on being informed that a
computer is involved in the interaction; it might also be
a device for assuring respondents of confidentiality of
survey data, for nespondents could interact with the CATI
system without the intervention of the interviewer, pre-
sumably seCure in the.knowledge that no one would see
their identified data.

Question form--the art of question writing and 4ues-
tionnaire construction--has been described for years in
texts, manuals, and word-of-mouth instruction. The"
scientific study of response effects produced by these
variables also has a long history, but the more recent
availability of survey archives and the increasing.seri-
ousness with which survey results are regarded have
inspired a new flowering of research. (Sudman and Brad-
burn, 1974, provide a detailed review, as do Kelton and
Schuman, 1980.)

,Open-ended questions (e.g.,'"What is your opinion of
the President's handling of the crisis in Iran?") have
long been believed to give more accurate ihformation on
respondents''attitudes than closed-ended ones ("Do you
think the President's handling of the crisis in Iran is
excellent, fair, poor, or terrible?"). Current opinion
is thai neither form has a clear superiority overall,
Open-ended questions are clearly needed, however, in at
least twy situations; first, when the salience of an
issue to the respondent is being investigated, so that the
respondent's words indicate the thought invested in the
topic; and second, in the early stages of questionnaire
constr4ction, when the freely chosen wording of pretest
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respondents is crucial to the construction of response

categories to be used in the closed-ended queetions for

the bulk of the survey.
Long questions are in bad repute for.slowing down the

pace of the interviewsnd supposedly confusing respon-

dents. Recent studies, however,,have exiSerimented with

lengthening questions by adding,redundant or irrelevant'

material without complicating them. (For examPie, instead

of "What health problems have you had in the past year?"

one might say "The next question asks about health prob-

lems during the last year. This is something'we ask

everyone in the survey. What'health problems have you

had in the past year?") The tesult is sometimes 'a longer

answer from the respondent and frequently a more accurate

one, in the sense that more events are reported. Longer

answers seed to be given even for shorter questions when

they are mixed in with long ones in a questionnaire

(Cannell, 1977). Perhaps the interviewer is both model-

ing and reinforcing longer answers by hsking longer ques-

tions.
It has long been believed that although changing the

form of the question may change the distribution of'

respondents amJng the response categories (e.g., if one

ssks "Are you in favor of ERA?" stead of "What is your

opinion of ERA, are you in favor, eutral, or opposed?",

one, is likely to get different petcehtages of respondents

reporting themselves in favor of the amendment), the cor-

relation between answers-to such a question and other

variables would not change with the form of question.

This is the notion of "form-independent correlation."

Recently, as part of a continuing program of research on

questioneeffects, questions on attitudes about foreign

governments sometimes included an option of "no opinion"

and sometimes required respondents to volunteer that they

had no opinion if that was the ease. Not only did the

percentage of respondents reporting "no opinion" increase

when the alternative was explicitly offered, as expected,

but, also the correlation between items asking opinions

of different foreign governments changed (Schuman and

Presser, 1978). Similarly; the correlation between

changes in interest in religion and changes in attendance

at religious services appeared stronger when the two

questions had similar response categories (Duncan and

Schuman, 1980).
The context in which a question is asked--the ordering

of questions, the inclusion of other questions, the very

arrangemetit of a qUestionnaire--can produce respobse
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effects. The ordering of the questions within a ques-
tionnaire may produce effects through several mechanisms
(Sudman and Bradburn, 1974); (1)nOrder may influence the
salienöe of topids (with topics of low salience being most
affected because it is easier to increase salience than

' to reduce it). (2) If there is overlap between questions,
respondents_may be reluctant.to be redundant and repeat
details they have given earlier. (3) An urge to consis-
tency might cduse answers to earlier questions to influ-
ence later ones--respondents express less confidence in
institutions when such questions are asked after questibns
about political alienation than when they are asked before
(rurner and Krauss, 1978). (4) Later questions in a
lengthy questionnaire may be answered in a perfunctory
manner because ofefatigue. In a variant of this problem,
fewerincidents of victimization were reported if the
questionnaire was structured so that detailed information
for each incident was requested immediately after the
'incident was mentioned than if the respondent was encour-
aged to list all incidents of victimization before being
asked to describe any one in detail (Biderman et al.,
1967). (5) The opposite of a fatigue effect may occur,
so that the rapport between respondent and interviewer
may grow as the interview proceeds--thds, sensitive or
threatening questions are often placed aate in an inter-
view when rapport.is presumably high.

In particular, questionnaire context may well affect
responses to questions that have few everyday implications
(e.g., "What is your opinion of U.S. foreign policy?"
versus "How many children do you plan to have?"), re-
sponses to questions with ambiguous response categories
(e.g., very happy, pretty happy, versus one child, two
children, etc.), and responses to questions on somewhat
vague or amorphous concepts (e.g., attempted assault ver-
sus actual assault as,forms of victimization; Turner,
1981). Several experiments, across survey organizationd
but at apprOximately the same time, are currently address-
ing these contextual effects. (The project is being
encouraged by the Panel on Sutvey Measurement of Subjec-
tive Phenomena of the Committee on National Statistics of
the National Research Council.)

In addition, light could perhaps be shed on the problem
of contextual dependence if investigators were to switch
focus from the question, asking which forms are suscep-
bible to contextual effects, to the individual, or perhaps
to the type of individual, asking what sort of person
affected by context. Is it the better or more poorly

3 24
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educated person whose thinking changes with the context

in which a question is asked? Is it thOse who have given' \

the matter a great deal'of thought or those who have not

yet thought deeply about the,issues? Of course, these

variables,are more difficult*to study thhn thdse relating

to types of questions. Variables relating to individuals

(other than demographic variables),are most logically

studied using a test-retest design, which is difficult'to

administer and has artifactual problems of its own, rather

than using the split-ballot design typically employed to

investigate the effects of context variations over aggre-

gates of people.
The very appearance of a self-report questionnaire may ,

produce response effects, especially inaccurAcy. The 1980

censtas experimental program sent out variants of he Usual

census form that were "people-oriented" in contrast to the

standard form, which is "computer-oriented" B. A. Bailer

and S. Miskura, 1980). These forms, in view of their

additional data transcription costs and the risks'of error

they entail, will have to show major advantages over the

machine-readable questionnaire in mailback rate and data

completeness if their use is to be justified.

Current Researdh Prospects The comparison between modes

of interviewing is an area in which we can expect more

research and perhaps more definitive results over the

next few years. In particular, the advantages and draw-.

backs of CATI will be explored. Systems are currently

being used or developed in surveys by commercial firms,

university-based research centers, and the U.S. Bureau of

the Census (Nicholls et al., 1980).6 The branching

flexibility of CATI will produce data that are themselves

hierarchical. Statistical methods designed to deal with

such data sets do not yet exist; we would expect'.thathe

existence of the data sets would stimulate development of

the methodology.
The work of the Panel on Survey Measurement of Subjec-

tive Phenomena of the Committee on National Statistics

A conference on computer-assisted survey technology,

sponsored by the National Science Foundation and organized

by J. Merrill Shanks and Howard E. Freeman, was held in ,

Berkeley, California, in March 1980. Proceedings should

appear vith the tktle The Emergence of Computer-Assisted

Survey Research.
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will go a long way toward
charting the course of future

developments in the stuay of response errors in attitude
questions (Turner'and Martin, 1981, in press). Other work
promisei to bring the insights of cognitive psychology
into the functioning of human memory and codifig abilities
to bear on problems of

question formulation and the under-standing of respondents' answers.

Nonresponse and Nonparticipation Effects

We know that those who do not answer some or all questions
in a surveyL who dropout of an experiment, or who are
never home to an interviewer are different from those who
answer, remain, or are at home--at least in terms of

( refusing to answer, dropping out, and beirig away from
home. It is likely that they are different in other ways
as well. And if these ways include difl!erences in the
variable(s) the study is trying to measure (e.g., income
or political opinion), then the results .of the survey
will be biased. If, for exampler the estimate of the
average income of the population

(or percentage an favor
of a candidate) is based on data only from those who
responded, it could bevery different from what would
have been estimated if the liOnrespondents had also
answered. (Recall that the estimate for the complete

- sample may incOrporate sampling and response error.)
It is useful to distinguish between unit nonresponse

and item nonresponse. In unit nonresponse, entire sets
of data are missing for potential respondents because
they were missed in the field (e.g., were never at home),
were missed in the frame (e.g., for data being collected
by telephone surveys, did not have telephones), or refused
to participate. Item nonresponse occurs when an individ-
bal's answers to some parts of a survey instrument are
missing or are inconsiAtent (e.g., wage income plus
interest income plus income from ether sources are greater
than total income) and so are edited out in the data-
cleaning process and must be replaced by a more consistent
set of answers.

There is reason to believe that both item and unit
nonresponse are high apd getting higher, even in surveys
under government spon*ship. Refusal rates for the Cur-
rent\Population Survey lave risen from 1.8 percent in 1968
to 2.5 percent in 1976; foi\ the Health Interview Survey
(sponsored by the National Center for Health Statistics)
from 1.2 percent to 2.1 percent,in the same time period
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(Panel on Privacy, 1919). These numbers are particularly

worthy of concern when we consider that both these surveys

are conducted by the U.S. government, that extensive and,

incieasing efforts are mounted,to reach respondents ini-

tially not found at home, and that each 1 percent of the

American population
represents more than 2 million people.

The problem is not confined to the United States, however.

Results of the Swedish government's
Labor Force Survey

show that refusals have risen from 1.2 percent in 1970 to

3.9 percent in1977 (Dalenius, 1977):

Even the U.S. census, to which response is, required by

law, is not immune.
/n the 1970 U.S. census, data had to

be impueed (filled in) by the Census Bureau for,such items

as age' (for 4.5 percent of the
respondents) and total

family income (for 20.7 percent of families, although for

many of these families most components of income were in-

deed reported) (B. A. Bailar and J. O. Bailar, in press).

4It is estimated that the 1970 census
undercounted by 2.5

percent (or about 5 million people), even after adjusting

the count whenever there was a shred of evidence to do.

so. (Housing and post office checks by the Census Bureau

on a sample basis showed that there were zome occupied

buildings for which no residents were counted. These

checks made it possible to adjust-\the count, adding some

5 million people who had not filled in census farms

before the estimate of the undercount Was calculated.)

9Tfie problem of undercounting or
nonresponse in the 1980

census has been a major soure of legal challenges.

Given the conflicting
pressures, it is remarkable that

the census can be.as accurate as it is. Many people

believe that responding shoufd be made voluntary. Never-

theless, there is both broad support and a legislative

mandSte for allocating funds to localities on the basis

of the proportion of the residents falling into certain

'categories. Some of the residents in those very cate-

gories strongly prefer not to be counted, for such reasons

as their receipt of illegal income or illegal immigrant

status. Deciding whether indeed we want the count to be

as accurate as possible or whether other values have

higher priority seems to be an important issue.

Nonresponse is an even greater problem in nongovern-

mental surveys. For surveys having varyingsponsorship,

dealing with varying populations, and using varying deff-

nitions of nonresponse, one study foUnd4non'response to

range from a low of about 5 percent to a high of about 87

percent (Panel on Privacy, 1979). If the current trend

continues, the problem of nonresponse is likely to persist

ft and even to be exacerbated. Without substantial efforts

3 2 5
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to ctrb nonresponse, response -rates in major national data
collection efforts are likely to continue to drop, so that
survey results will become practically and scientifically
useless. Thus the vigcrous scientific activity being
devoted to developing methods for reducing nonresponse,
for adjusting for it when it does occur, and for properly
analyzing the resulting data is crmcial if we are to con-
tinue,to get good-quality data from surveys.

Reasons for Nonresponse Several reasons for the rise in
nonresponse have been suggested, and sOme have been inves-
tigated. Apathy, lack of belief in.surveys, arta reactions
against sales pitches masquerading as surveys may well
lead to refusals. Distrust of investigatbrs and concern
with privacy and confidentiality, perhaps heightened by
requests for informed consent (Dalenius, 1977), may well
produce both unit and item nonresponse. In an expeki-
mental survey by E. Singer (1970, a promise of confiden- '

tiality consistently decreased item nonresponse to sensi-
tive questions. A similar experimental survey conducted
by the Census Bureau under the auspices of the Panel on
Privacy and Confidentiality as ?actors 1.0 Survey Response
of the National Research Council (1979:116) found steadily
decreasing percentalges of unit nonresponse (both refusals
and total noninterviews) with increasing assurances of
confidentiality, but the differences were small:: (Perhaps
the differences were small because the Census Bureau's
sponsorship of the study produced relatively row non-
response rates, regardless'cif the promised/level..of con-
fidentiality.) We can expect more research on the causes
of refusals and other nonresponse.

Nonresponse in the sense of noncoverage in the frame
can be unintentionally introduced at the design stage
(Morris, in press). For example, a design based on
imperfectly measured variables or.thost,:that are subject
to random change will exclude some part of the popu ation.
Consider.% frame confined to "low-Lncome" people. ose
whose incomes in the critical year were "accidentall.."
higher than their permanent incomes will be'excluded.
(Of course, those with "accidentally" lower incomes will
be mistakenly included.) Similarly, a frame that is,
designed to tap large concentrations of a target group
will often miss atypical members of that group: for
example, a frame using low-income censuetracts tooreach
low-income people would miss low-income people living in
high-income tracts.

3G
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Reducing Nonresponse Certainly the preferred,method of

dealing with nonresponse is to keep it from happening, 4
although such procedures are often very expensive. Thus

a battery of techniques has been developed with the gen-

eraloaim of encouraging the chosen respondents to partic-

ipate or of systematically substituting other informacits

or respondents in the, field.

Encoutagement to respond takeg many forms. In design-.

ing field operations, stress is placed on training inter- gi

viewers to understand the purpose of the study and to

establish rapObrl with respondents. Callbacks are routine

(though evensive; su'rvey organizations astimate that with

a 75 percent response rate, the first 70 percent accounts

for 50 percent of the cod, and the last 5 percent ac-

counts for the other 50 percent). Especially'for sur-

veys under government auspices, enlisting the cooperation

of local governmental bodies and professional organiz'a-

'tions hais proved helpful (Morris, in press). Incentives

to respondents seem to be somewhat useful. (In a social

experimat that used survey techniques, the Health Insur-

ance -study, however, despite governmental backing, appar-

ently substantial benefits, and belief in the Value of

the study, 19 percent of the invited houteholds refused

to participate.)
At the same \time, extreme efforts to decrease non-

response may degrade the quality of the data. Some herd-

to-locate respondentg can be found with extra effort, and

ttie inclusion of their data will of course increase the

response,rate and probatily the accuracy of the estimates,

Those who refuse to participate but are pressured to do

so against their will a/so increas% the response rate--

perhaps at the expense of the validity of the estimates.

For example, in one study the inaccurate reporting of

hospitalizatioA by hard-core nonrespondents caused the

overall estimates of
hqspitalization rates to be more

inaccurate than if these respondents had never been ques-

tioned (U.S. National Health Survey, 1963).

Some nonresponse can be "defined away" by permitting

others to answer for an individualpr by substituting for

.respondents. In householdsurveys, adulti are often per-

mitted to act as informants as to the 'activities of other

family. members Ap well as respondents as to their own ,

activities. While thisApproach is primarily a money-

savinij technique for reacing callbacks, it also reduces

nonresponse. In the Charlotte, tiorth Carolina, pretest

of the Nationgl Health Interview Survey, for example, it

was found that 50 percent more.callbacks were required

"

3 2 V.
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when each member of a family hid to,redpond personally
than when the rules were relaxed fo let related adults
respond for those absent (Nisselson ind Woolsey, 1959).
This sort of proxy reporting has been extended outside
the household in network-sarWingl

But there is mixee evidence abou't tile accuracy of this
procedure, which may sometimes'repIace nonresponse with'.
respondb errors. .For victimization 'surveys, one stuay
(Biderman et al., 1967) found-thatimany more offense's
were reported by respAdents as happening to themselves
than to-other meinbers of their families. Another study
(Ennis, 1967) reports accyrate results for white household
inforAants but underestimates'of..crime rates when the
method was used for black familiesa

Evidence for the policy implications of these strate-
gies can be found in discnepaneies in the estimates of
youth unemployment, currently regarded as .a major social
problem. On.February 29, 1980, the New York Times re-.

ported that the Natidnal Longitudinal Shrveys of Labor
Force Experience had found the 15.3 percent of white and
38.8 percent of black youths ages 16-21 werez,unemployed
in spring 1979; at Oat time, the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics' figures, based on the Current PopulationSurvey,
showed the rate to be 14.1 percent forwhite youths,mnd.
28 percent for black youths. The report, one of the first -

oulPuts fxom new cohorts in the'National Longitudinal
Surveys, prepared for the U.S. Department of Labor by the
Center for HuMan Research at Ohie State University,
credited this difference.to the fact that youtlis them-,
selves were interviewed rather than'other family members,

" such as heads of households, as is done in thy Current
'Population Survey. It would appear that a difference
a methodological procedure increased estimates of the
size of the unemploymetityroblem among youths by about
one-third.

Many surveys permit substitution, either at.rarsidom
from a similar group or by propinquity, for sample members
who refuse or are unavailable. For example, ihe National
'Longitudinal Study, conducted by the National Center for
Educational Statistica, uded random substitution of*
schools, while"the Michigan Survey of Substance Use per-
mitted the substitution of households adjacent to the one
designated in the sample. Old-fashioned quota sampling
permitted interviewers to choose their own respondents as
long as quotas for each sex, age group, race, etc., were
filled. No Probability mechani8m was used. As it is
currently conducted by professional pollsters (with multi-

Jr' 2
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stage area probability sampling down to the block level

and then controls on such variables as gender, age, and

employment status), quota sampling can be thought of as

an extension of such substitution rules. There Is evi-

dence that this "probability sampling with quotas" (Sud-

man, 1967) produces usable results: When the National

Opinion Research Center,split ies sample for the 1976'and

1976 General Social Survbys between true probability

methods and quotas, it found no differences between the

two techniques other than a deficit of one- or two-person

households in the quota samples (Stephenson, 1978).

Because assurances of confidentiality tend to increase

response rates, and anonymity is the ultiMate.in confi-

dehtiality, many surveys routinely arrange for question-

naires to befilled out anonymously. But anonymity cannot

be maintained easily in longitudinal studies requiring

repeated contacts, and it is seriously compromised in

personal and telephone interviews. Methods to increase

.confidentiality in longitudinal studies are discussed

below. In telephone interviews, respondents may return

calls in order to preserve anonymity, a 'procedure that

also purportedly reduces unit nonresponse. Most special

efforts'to ensure confidentialiey in telephone and in-

person interviews deal with particularly sensitive ques-

tions, however, and are aimed at reducing item nonresponse

and inaccuracy. Mailbacks of answers to specific ques-

tions have been used and in some cases the randomized

response technique,reduces item nonresponse (Beruch and

Cecil, 1179)._

Adjustment for Nonresponse Despite the best efforts of

survey designers and field staff, nonresponse, both unit

and item, frequently occurs and must be taken into

account. What can be done then, after the fact, to adjust

.for appreciable nOnresponse? It is logically impossible

to do nothing: Simply to drop the nopresponding units

from the sample is to do something, for any estimation

procedures that are then implemented tacitly assume that

noprespondents are just like respondents and that the

results of the survey would not have changed had they

responded. Doing nothing impliesia very)specific but

simple model:" that the forces that prevented some people

from responding are unrelated to'the variables of inter-

est, so that the distribution of nonrespondents on these

variables is no different from;the distribution of respon-

dents. Similarly, more complex techniques for dealing

323
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with missing data also require implicit or explicit models
of the causes of ponresponse and hence of the distribution
of nonrespondents. Models usually assume that nonrespon-
dents are distributed like some subset bf the respondents
having similar measured characteristics (covariates) , but
they sometimes assume that nonrespondebts differ from
respondents in systematic ways (as would be true if, for
example, the probability that people would report their
income were proportional to income).

A great number of techniques for dealing with missing
data have been developed (see, e.g., J. C. Bailer, 1978;
Brewer and Sarndal, in press; Kalsbeek. 1980; Little and
Rubin, in press; Morris, in press) . Some techniques
reweight aggregations of data to take into account missing
observations,.and others "fill in the blanks," creating
pseudo-observations in place of the missing ones. In
either case the analyst must take into account that the
data have been adjusted for nonresponse and that such
adjustments affect estimates of the accuracy of quantities
derived from the data.

A commonly used means of weighting for missing data is
called ratio estimation. It uses information derived
from other studies to improve estimation. Assume the
quantity we wish to estimate is Y (for example, the aver-
age income for the population) and that it will be esti-
mated by the sample mean, 7 (the average income for those
in the sample). Assume we also know that Y is related to
another variable, X (for example, the numlier of people
per room in living quarters), for which we know both the
mean for the respondents in the sample, R (Aan number of
people per room in the sample), and the mean for the total
population, R, from another source, such as the census.
If we then make the additional assumption that the ratio
of the mean number of people per room in the sample
the mean number of people per room in the population is
the same as the corresponding ratio of mean income between
the sample and the population (R/R = WY), we can use this
relation to adjust 7 toy' = y (R/R). (Deming, 1978, pre-
sents properties of this estimator and several related
ones.)

A ratio adjustment for nonresponse was used, for exam-
ple, to correct for response bias in the 1975 Survey of
Scientific and Technical Personnel (Tupek and Richardson,
1978). It was found that large firms were least likely
to respond to the survey. The total number of employees
in the firms in each size stratum was known from other
sources, and the ratio of scientific and technical
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employees to total employees remained constant. Hence it

was possible to use the ratio of the total employees in

the reporting firms in the stratum to total employees in

all firms in the stratum to adjust the estimated number

of scientific and technical personnel in each stratum.

In the Health Interview Survey respondents are inter-

viewed face-to-face and asked, among other questions,

whether the'household has a telephone. Recently inves-

tigators (Thornberry and Massey, 1978) found that health

characteristins differ between households with and without

telephones; they developed a ratio estimator that could

be used to adjust estimates of health characteristics for

.
the bias arising from noncoverage of households without

phones, if the survey Were redesigned to be done via tele-

phone. The form of the ratio estimator should be valuable

for other, similar surveys. This inquiry represents basic

research iato the properties of adjustment techniques and

their usefulness in varying situations.'

Techniques that fill in missing values individually

for item nonresponse are called imputation technques.

Such techniques assume that the value of the missing item

dan be estimated from values of other items for that

respondent. One such 'technique uses the other items as

variables in a 'regression function, either.derived from

the d#ta at hand or available from outside sources. Such

a procedure must assume (or fit) a particular functional

form of the model of how the missing item depends on the

other variables (covariates). For example, one might

derive a formula: "Imputed income in thousands of

dollars = 1/2 (age) + 5 if the respondent is male, + 2 if

the respondent is white, - 3 if the respondent is both

black and female - .8 x (number of people per room in

respondent's residence)."

'Raking ratio estimators, a somewhat different techniqUe,

(Deming and Stephan, 1940), adjust for strata much finer ,

than the ones for which outside data are available and so

must start by estimating the "outside information" for

these strata. This estimation uses methods of iterative

scaling also used in other sorts of analyses of cross-

classified data (e.g., Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland,

1975). The estimated outside information is then used as

part: of a ratio adjustment for that stratum. Oh and

Scheuren (1978) have offered a multivariate version of

the raked ratio estimatlor.
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In the days before high-speed computers, survey ana-
lysts-often filled in the blanks caused by item non----
response from tables put together from outside sources.
Such a table-might specify that if a respondent was a
married white female between ages 3Q and 45 who did not
answer how many children she had, she should be "assigned"
two children. This so-called "cold deck" procedure, of
course, assigned the same number of children to all miss-
ing values for women in a specific marital status-race-age
group. With the advent of high-speed computers, more
flexible procedures became possible.

These "hot deck" procedures fill in the missing value
for the item with the value appearing for another resron-
dent in the same survey who is "similar" to the respondent
with missing data. "Similar" is defined by the variables
thought to influence the one missing (e.g., for number of
children these might still be marital status, race, and
age) and all respondents who are the same on these vari-
ables are said to constitute an "adjustment class" (I.
Sande, in press). Hot deck procedures make no assumptions
about the functional form by which the variables defining
the adjustment class determine the missing item--only that
they do. There are now a tremendous variety of these hot
deck procedures: The simplest uses the value of the item
that occurred in the previous unit processed in that
adjustment class. Other variations, made possible by
advances in computer science, random access, and dynamic
creation of the adjustment classes, choose a donor within
.the adjustment class on criteria of nearness on other
important variables or introduce randomness into the pro-
cess of choosing a donor (G. Sande, in press a,b).

Care must be exercised when making estimates from data
that have been partially imputed, because the imputation
changes the estimated accuracy of the estimates. In
addition, the sample size for any item is the number of
respondents actually giving data for that item and should
not be considered increased by the imputation.

A new idea is a process of multiple imputation (Rubin,
1979, 1979). In it the analyst repeatedly uses an impu-
tation method to fill in missing data. Each time the
complete data set is Imputed, an estimate is made of the
quantity of interest. One can then examine the distribu-
tion of these estimates to see if or how much they vary
with different imputed data sets. If several different
assumptions about the "causes" of nonresponse are plaus-
ible, a set of multiple imputations might be carried out
using each assumption as the model to determine the impu-

3 3
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tation method. Then the set of sets of estimates may be

compared, so that the sensitivity of the estimation to

the model assumed for donresponse is explored 4s well.

The justification and interpretation of this multiple

imputation procedure come from a Bayesian technical stance

(Rubin, 1978, 1979).
Gne can think of multiple imputation as a program for

investigating the properties of the various methods of

imputation in the context of various models for non-

response or differential response (see Heckman, 1976)

using a variety Of data sets. Some comparisons of the

differe r. methods have already been made (e.g., J. C.

Bailer .nd B. A. Bailer, 1978, 1979; B. G. Cox and R. E.

Folsom, 1978; Ford, 1976, 1978). So far we know that

there are differences in both systematic and random error

over the techniques, but no consistent pattern is yet.

visible.

Current Research Prospects
Nonresponse, its causes,

cures, methods of coping, and their properties represent

active lines of research. In 1978 several sessions at

the annual meeting of the American Statistical Association

discussed nonresponse, which are published in Aziz and

Scheuren (1978), as well as in the Proceedings volumes

for that meeting. The Committee on National Statistics

established a Panel on Incomplete Data, which held a sym-

posium in August 1979. The panel is reviewing and com-

paring procedures used for incomplete data; summarizing

theory and methods for field procedures, data processing,

and estimation; and plans to make suggestions, for report-

ing surveys so that results of nonresponse can be taken

into account. (The final proceedings volume and the other

volumes of the panel's work will be published by Academic

Press.) Its report will undoubtedly call for more system-

atic studies of the performance of imputations, perhaps

following Dalenius (in press) in asking for a series of

simulation experiments. In such experiments complete data

would be artificially subjected to nonresponse mechanisms,

and analysts would attempt to estimate the (known) popu-

lation characteristics and to describe the nonresponse

mechanisms. As it becomes more and more obvious that the

most rigorous mathematical
treatment of the effects of

adjustment for nonresponse is only as good as the model

of the process assumed to be causing the nonresponse, it

seems likely that treatments of the subject, Practices,

and comparisons between
practices will take on a more

Bayesian aspect, either formally or informally._

3 3
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Total Survey Variability Revisited

Several investigations have examined the accuracy of par-
ticular surveys through the synthesizing concept of total
survey error (or related ideas that examine all possible
sources of variability and their impact on estimates made
from the data)... One major study applied the concept
of total survey errOr to the 1970 national health survey
of the Center for Health Administration Studies and the
National Opinion Research Center, which collected data on
health services use and expenditures (R. Andersen et al.,
1979). Verification data were collected from health care
providers (doctors, hospitals, etc.) to compare with
respondents' reports in order to measure response errors.
The effects of nonresponse and of different approaches to
the imputation of nonresponse were also investigated.
One important finding.of the study was that conclusions
about the differences in health care experiences between
important subgroups of the population (the elderly versus
others; the poor versus others, etc.) changed very infre-
quently when adjustment was made for those parts of non-
sampling error that could be measured.. The magnitude of
the differences, however, changed more often. The veri-
fication process was a lengthy and expensive one (18
months, accounting for about one-third of the 31 million
cost of the survey), so whether it should be incorporated
more regularly into surveys depends on the anticipated
changes in estimates that adjustment for error will cause.
Probably several more such large-scale efforts in differ-
ent fields of application will be necessary before such
anticipations can be made with any degree of confidence.

An error profile has been compiled for the measurement
of employment by the Current Population Survey (Brooks
and Bailar, 1978). Such a profile is related to the con-
cept of total survey ersor but is constructed by following

°Other approaches to the modeling of measurement error
than that implied by the concept of total survey error
are of course possible and have been suggested. For
example, an approach using a set of structural equations
to model the relations between a group of questions that
pertain to the same underlying concept, each measuring it
imperfectly but together capturing most of its richness,
-is now widely used. (See Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1979; lor
,a clear exposition of this approach and an enlightening
application, see Kohn and Schooler, 1978.)

3,11
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the operations of a survey step by step, from the con-

struction of the sampling frame through the publication

of results, pointing out possible sources of all kinds of

error gnd presenting evidence of their direction and size

when such estimates are available. This effort, the work

of the Subcommittee on Nonsampling Errors of the Federal

Committee on Statistical Methodology, was intended to

serve as a model for such profiles for-other major govern-

mental surveys and as a first attempt deliberately chose

not to consider such matters as conceptual errors; these

matters will probably be addressed in future profiles.

Another error profile has been compiled for multiple frame

surveys by Norman Beller at the U.S. Department of Agri-

culture. It would seem that this sort of project, while

also expensive and time-consuming, will point to gaps in

knowledge about nonsampling errors and stimulate efforts

to fill the gaps.
The Office of Energy Information Validation of the U.S.

Department of Energy was created specifically to under-

stand the error structure of data collection and analysis

in this important policy area and to improve practice.

Work in that office: (1) investigated information needs

and whether they are being met by data collection systems,

proposing improvement when necessary; (2) carried out

studies aimed at validating data, looking at the effects

of response errors and of nonresponse and iMputation; (3)

studied the workings of models used to make estimates and

predictions from the data', and (4) examined publications

of these estimates and predictions for their informative-

ness, ease of comprehension, and clarity in explaining tbe

meaning of estimates and the amount of uncertainty they

are likely to contain. A self-conscious effort to docu-

ment procedures used to accomplish these tasks was also

undertaken.
The Research Triangle Institute is at work on a tax-

onomy of errors as an early step toward the institution

of a survey design information system. Such a system

(Horvitz, 1980) would store information about specific

variables as they have been measured in social surveys,

including the context of.the survey, sample design, the

wording of questions, error components, and costs. This

is a concept even broader than that of total survey error

and should serve to standardize survey measures, integrate

knowledge of survey error components, improve survey de-

sign, and provide a broad base for methodological

research.
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LONGITUDINAL SURVEYS

How many Americans are poor? The answer depends on what
one means by the question. According to the Panel Study
of Income Dynamics, in a single year (1975) 9 percent of
the American people were below the official poverty line,25 percent were below it in at least 1 of the 9 years
before 1976, but only 1 percent remained in poverty for
the entire 9 years (Horgan, 1977). These distinctions
can make a difference. For example, sbrategies for effec-
tively assisting the chronically poor are probably Very
different from those most effective in aiding the tempo-
redly poor.; decisions about the magnitudes of the efforts
would probably depend on the relative sizes of the two
groups.

For our purposes, the crucial point about these dif-
fering figures is that they could have been found out
(without unduly .trusting people's memories) only by ques-
tioning the same people repeatedly--that is, by a longi-
tudinal (or panel) study rather than a cross-sectional
ohe. A cross-sectional study could have'estimated the
number of poor only for the year of the study, giving no
data (except those based on fallible memory) on the number
of the persistently or occasionally poor. The difference
is'like that between a snapshot ot a croWd, which enablesus to make some aggregate

measure, such as the number of
people prepent, and a motion picture, in which we can.see
the aggregate size of the crowd at each,moment and also
follow the activities of individuals ds they leave or
enter the crowd over time. The implementation of such
large-scale longitudinal studies gained impetus in the
,early 1960s, corresponding to the start of large-scale
social experiments (Kalachek, 1979).

Advantages of Longitudinal Studies

The distinctive feature of a longitudinal study is that
it permi.c.s an investigator to follow people (or other
individual units of analysis, such as families or organi-
zations) over time; this means that data on individual
changes,lrather than only aggregated movements, are avail-
able for analysis. Thus research can focus on process by
asking how and why and often for whom such changes occur.
For example/ in studying life-cycle processes a panels.
study might address such a question as "Does early unem-
ployment among teenagers and youth represent a transitory
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phase that many go through with no particular long-run

adverse consequences, or does such a period of unemploy-

ment lower future earnings and/or increase the proportion

of time in later life that an individual is unemployed?"

The aftermath of the 1980 presidential election pro-

vides an example of the use of panel data to illuminate

process. A CBS/New York Times poll questioned a large

national sample during the week before the election and

was able to recontact 89 percent of the respondents who

were registered voters in the few days following the elec-

tion. The gap between the two major candidates increased

by about 7 percentage points in the week betweenTolls.

But this is aggregate or "net" change. It was actually

brought about py some 21 percent of the registered voters

polled who changed their minds (some from Carter to

Reagan, some from Reagan to Carter, some from Carter to

deciding not to vote, and so forth)-. Respondents who

reported votes different from the ones they anticipated

before Election Day were asked for reasons for the change.

Thus the-poll was able to conclude that "news of the

Iranihn conditions for releasing the American hostages

that broke the,Sunday
before Election Day was a major

element in those shifts, . . but so, apparently, were

last mirlute rejections of Mr. Carter's handling of the

economy (New York Times, November 16, 1980:1).

The existence oi large-scale
longitudinal data sets

has inspired both methodological and substantive research

and has drawn attention to the need for developing new

methodological tools for their analyses. One example is

new applications of mathematical models. These include

statistical models that treat time as continuous and thus

are more likely to coincide with our theoretical under-

standing of social processes and more likely to represent

faithfully actual behavior than are models that treat

time as discrete. people do not change jobs, break up

marriages, or accomplish ani, 91 a myriad of other status

changes at specific (discrete) times (such as the time

they are asked about Lheir status on these variables).

Thus any decisidn about the proper length of the time

chunk to consider is necessarily arbitrary. A weekly

survey is probably frequent enough to obsrve, whether job

changes occur--but is a monthly one frequent enough? And

analyses that make these arbitrary decisions differently

for use in discrete time models can produce substantively

: different results. Further, continuous time models are

often coMputationally simpler than discrete time models.

33'.
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In addition, most human behavior is more.complicated
than the simpleat models must assume. One'discrete time
model of employment, for example, would define.three
'"statesm: employed, unemployed, and out of the labor
force. It would then need to assume that the chance of a
person's being in a particular state in the next time
period (e.g., month) depends onlv,on which state that
person is in during the current time period. Past his-
tory, including the amoUnt of time in the current state,
1.6 taken to be irrelevant. (This is called a Markov
model.) Clearly the world is more complicated than that.
Some people are more likely to stay in the same state
from month to month than are others. For example, 'unem-
ployed members of a particular ethnic group may be more
likely than members of other groups to remain unemployed
once they become unemployed. This is the "mover-stayer"
model, which has inspired a good deal of work in studies
of social mobility (see Pullum, 1978, for a review).

Another model would assume that the chance of a per-
Son's changing states depends on how long he or she is in
that state--the longer one has been ungmployed, the more
likely that one will remain unemployed, for example. Or
the chance ,of moving from one state to.another depends not
only on.one's current state but also on one's prior his-
toryt. a history of moving continuously intd and out of the
laborlorce may suggest that one is more likely to move
out of the labor force next month, even thodo one is
currently working, than aomeone else who is currently
working but has not been out of the labor force since
high school graduation. Various combinations of these

0 assumptions may also apply.
Each of these verbal descriptions of the worldOimplies

a mathematical model. The availability of longitudinal ,

data makes it possible to test which model presents the
most accurate picture of the world, aa it is and as poli-
cies would have to cope with it. If data are really con-
tinuous, constituting a life history for each individual,
then both the choice of the proper statistical modef and
the esimation of its parameters are more easily accom-
plished than if the data are fragmentary, available only
at same point§ in time (B. Singer an'd S. Spilerman, 1976).
It is always Important, prior to data collection, to con-

' sider what models will be fitted,'because data irrelevant
foreone model pay be crucial for others. For example, do
We want to measure current state only? Duration in cur-
rent state? ,Number of switches in state during the period
between interviews?

4

3
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Research is needed on design for panel studies to

facilitate discrimination among models fitted to the same

fragmentary data. Such research should address questions

of the optimal spacing between interviews to balance

problems of reliability of retrospection versus costs and

delays of reinterviewing (B. Singer and S. Spilerman,

1976).9
An application of a continuous time model has come out

of the,longitudinal data
generated by the income mainte-

nance experiments (Tuma et al., 1979). Three models (one

independent of time, one contrasting the first 6 months

of the experiment with the
succeeding 18 months, and one

looking at four successive 6-month periods) were used to

investigate the impact of suppott levels on attrition (or

withdrawal) from the experiment and on marital dissolution

and remarriage. The findings showed no effeIt of support

level on attrition (cheeringly
enough), no systematic

effect on remarriage, but a systematic effect of support

level on mar,ital dissolution.
(Marriages of women re-

ceiving income supplements were considerably more likely

to break up than marriages of control women; the effect

was most noticeable during the first six months but con-

tinued throughout the 2-year period.) The model contrast-

ing the first 6 months with the succeeding 18 closely

predicted the percentage of the sample single at each time

over the 2-year period, suggesting that the two-period

model embodied a process of marital dissolution that is

compatible with the data. (Another less substantive, but

beautifully explicated, application of a continuous time

model appears in B. Singer and S. Spilerman, 1977.)

Organizing Data Longitudinally

The organization of data collected longitudinally presents

many challenges; as researchers meet them we shall see

both methodological progress and rich substantive results.

Many data sets that are collected longitudinally are

stored in computer files as if they were merely cross-

sectional, so that many of the special benefits of longi-

tudinal data cannot be realized. Moreover, the analytic

'The research on the relationship between forgetting

and telescoping (Sudman and Bradburn, 1973) is relevant

here, as is consideration of the advantages of irregularly

spaced interviews.
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richness of longitudinal data is unavailable without
cross-referencing between levels of aggregation. Each of.
these challenges it discussed in turn.

The first challenge of organizing data from longitu-
dinal surveys arises because differentnumbers ofteventshappen to different people. One persbn may be hired andfired many times over the years, generating data on thejob description and dates of employment for each job.
These data must be stored apd catalogued as pertaining to
this particulavperson. Another person may stay in the
same job throughout the course of the longitudinal study,
generating far.less data. It becomes a methodological
challenge to arran4e a computer file that includes all
-Vle data for all respondents.

The simple solution allots each respondent the space
necessary to record the data for the respondent with themost job.changes. This creates an easily used "rectangu-
lar" file but uses a great deal of computer space sub-
optimally and increases the time necessary to access any
piece of data. Another strategy.is to use a hierarchical,
nonrectangdlar file_structure. This economizeg on com-
puter space and, access time bdt creates the need for new
computational'and statistical methods. Such issues of
file organization and their consequendes constitute an
active,research area (see, for example, Ramsoy and
Clausen, 1977); nevertheless, data files are already
beginning to become available in longitudinal form.'°

Another challenge for file organiiation of longitudinal
data aribes from the need to link various levels of anal-ysis. Often a survey is.conducted so that locations (for
example, housing units) are'samOled.. Within the housing
units are households, made up of individuals. Typically
.a separate computer file is maintained for locations, for
households, and perhaps for individuals. /n the case of
an individual who has experienced an event (a robbery,
for example), we may want to ask seVeral levels of ques-

"For example, the National Longitudinal Surveys of
Labor-Force Experience sponsored by the.U.S. Department
of Labor (Bielby et al., 1977), the Annual Housing Survey
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urb&n
Development (Beveridge and Taylor, 1980), the Panel Study
of Income Dynamics (Morgan, 1977), and -scme parts of the
,National Crime Survey sponsored by the.Law Enforcement
Assistance Agency (Reiss, 1980) can now be used longi-
tudinally.

3ej,"
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tions. Had that.pers
previously been robbed? Has hny-

one else in the same ho sehold been robbed? Was any nem:-

ber of the household that previously lived at tills loca-

tion robbed? These questions are answerable only if

efficient cross-referencing
between the several data

files has been provided. '

Resources of Longitudinal Data

Longitudinal data today represent an underutilized re-

source. We are'just beginning to explore the richness of

the data sets that have been deliberately collected

longitudinally. But there are other data sets, which are

only fortuitously
longitudinal, that represent an even

less exploited resource.
The National Crime Survey, which

asks respondents to report victimization,
and the Current

Population Survey are both in part longitudinal data sets

(see Fienberg, 1980a; Kalachek, 1979). For reasons of

economy in sample selection end the control of certain

kinds of bias, each of those surveys uses rotating panels.

The"Current Population Survey
interviews'each family eight

times*: once"a Month for four months and, after eight ,

months off the panel, once a month for four months again.'

The National Crime Survey also
interviews monthly, with a

rotation group being
interviewed every six months for

three years. Each of these samples is designed to give

croes-sectional data. That is, the Bureau of the Census,

which runs both of these surveys, is
interested in aggre-

gate employment'and uhemployment
figures each month and

in aggregate victimization'each month.

With some effort, however, the surveys could be organ-

ized in longitudinal form and used to examine changes

experienced by individuals. Some attempts in this direc-

tion have been Carried out. A longitudinal data file for

persons and househords present in the National Crime Sur-

vey from July 1; 1972, to December 31, 1975, has been

created (Reiss, 1980).
Thisjile has been used to inves-

tigate repeated
victimization using log linear models

(Fienberg, 1980b). (Note that the analysis of any re-

peated event is inherently longitudinal.) Because

repeated victimization frequently involves crimes of a

similar type, further -investigation might examine the

vulnerability or "proneness" of groups of households or

household locations to certain kinds of crime.

There are both limitations and advantages to using the

Current Population 4urvey as a longitudinal survey
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(Kalachek, 1979). Its advantage is that it is enormously

1arge--561000 hOuseholds are interviewed each month, in
such a way that 2,000 -Are common to successive months,
and 28,000 commonto the same,month across a year. This
,is in contrast, for examOle, to the originalspanels of
the National Longitudinal Stirveys (the Parnes,surVey),
each of which contains 5,000 individuals. The breadth of
the Current Population Survey would permA analysis by
subgroups: this is not feasible for the smaller panels.
The Current Population Survey, for example, could examine
the employment experience.of black.women from the South

rin a.particuiar age group, while the National Longitudinal
Surveys would have too few people in such a specific cate-
gory to carry out those analyses.

In other senses, however, the Current Population Survey
is limited. The length ot time any.given family is in-
cluded is only 16 month41. Futhermore, in order to serve
its primary purpose--the mOnthly collection of timely
cross-sectional unemployment statisticsthe Current Pop-..
ulation Survey interview echedule must be kept brief in
order to reduce nonresponse. "Thus, the in-depth data
available from special paael studies are not available
from it.

Some of this lack of depth cold be compensated fof by
`supplementary questioris to the Cl.vrent Population Survey
that are asked once a year. (Thus each family would give
two readings on each of these questions, spaced a year
apart.) The supplementary questions encompass such areas
ac job tenure and job mobility, marital and family char-
acteristics, education'and work experience, multiple job
holding and union membership, seh8o1 attendance, and farm
labor. The Current Population Survey data files could

.

'also be supplemented by etatistical matching, described
below. klarge nUmber of imPortant Policy issues could
be better examined if these potentially useful files were
made available.for analygis in longitudinal form.

Other Aspects 9f Longitudinal Studies

Besides tne,challenges of the'organization of data files,
Longitudinal studies present design and analytic problems
as well. /Evidence of'what is called "panel bias" suggests
that people answer questions differently.the second time.
(and peihaps subsequent times) they are asked than they
do the first. Perhaps some purchase can be gotten on this
prOblem by "throwing awhy" the first interview with a ,

,V1
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46spondent. The National Crime Survey, for example, uses

the first interview for bOunding purposes only, ndt for

comparative purposes or as cross-sectional data. Thus the

first "real" interview (the, second actual interview) is

more like subsequent interviews than it is like the first.

The severity of panel biaseS, their effect on measures of

change, and the extent to which they continue over time

in a panelyill be matters for investigation as data

become more easily avdilable in longitudinal form.

A second problem is that when a family takes part in a

survey over time, different family members may be inter-

viewed on.different occasions. In the discussion of using

proxy respondents to decrease nonresponse, we noted that

some respondents report differently about themselves than

about otner family members. Do such differences occur in

longitudinal studies, and, if so, what effect do they have

on data analyzed longitudinally in terms of families? In

terms of individuals?
Sttll 'another set of problems with longitudinal surveys

inv,olves attrition from the sabple. If the housing 'unit

is the sampling unit but the family is the unit of analy-

sis, what happens when the family moves? What happens

when part of the family moves, as when a grown child

leaves home or a marriage breaks up? What happens when a

person dies? This problem has received little attention

from the'Census Bureug because, for their cross-sectional

purposes, the household is treated as the unit, of analy- .

sis. Other large-scale longituchnal studies have answered

these questions in various ways. The Health Insurance

Study replaces families that move out of the area and

hence become ineligible to participate with those who move

ihto the vacated dwelling. In cases of the divorce and

remarriage of both spouses, the Health Insurance Study

chooses one spouse and follows the new family, dropping

the other spouse from the sample. The Panel Study of

Income Dynamics follows all members of the families orig-

inally interviewed in 1968, annually interviewing the head

of every family tpt includes It least one member of the

original families. Thus the sample keeps renewing itself

with new generations.
FolloWing individuals over a long span of years can be

particularly difficult, especially if there is a consider-

able hiatus between interviews, but the success of recent

studies suggests that it can be accomplished. The secret

seems to be to tell the respondents that the study is a

continuing one and to ask them to give :Ile names of sev-

eral relatives or friends who would always know how to

3.1j
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reach them (Freedman et al., 1980). This seems to be agood idea for studies dealing with such wholesome activi-ties as family building and career planning; problems ofconfidentiality might well arise if the issues were moresehsitive.

What happens when a heretofore
cooperative respondentdisappears or refuses to answer some or all questions?The longitudinal nature of the studies itself helps inthe solution of such problems.

Certainly.imputation foritem nonresponse (unanswered
questions) can be more easilyaccomplished in

longitudinal studies, in which there isPrior information about respondents. For example, esti-mating a respondent's
income this month is easier if weknow his or,her last month's income. Several investiga-tors have presented

models that help deal with attritionfrom longitudinal surveys. They first model the proba-bility of a'ttrition
(or nonresponse or self-selection)based on

respondent characteristics that are measuredwithin the context of the survey. For example, a modelmight suggest that the likelihood
of moving, and hencebeing unavailable for interviewing,
increases with theexperience of having been the victim of a crime.

Researchers can then attempt to adjust
estimates of cur-rent victimization or current

unemployment, for example,for bias caused by attrition (Griliches et al., 1977;Hausman and Wise, 1977; Heckman, 1976, 1979).This problem of attrition bias is a special case ofthe more
general problem of vbcensoring." A respondent, who leaves the panel

cannot, of course, supply data there-after; such furtner data are said to be censored. Buteven with an intact panel of willing
respondents, somedata are not available at any given time for some indi-Viduals. To illustrate: At whatever time we stop col-1ecting data to make an analysis of the amount of timespent in a first job, there are some people who have neverswitched jobs; for them, we can get no measure of how longthe first job lasted except to say that it lasted at leastfrom the beginning of the job until the current time. Theprohlem is how to adjust for the

censored observations inesti ating the average time spent by members of the popu-
;

lati Ili in their first job. There has been a recent surgein the development
of methods for the analysis of such

li

censored data. (A basic reference is D. R. Cox, 1972; arecent brief review of the literature
is Moses, 1978; and 4detailed technical expositions are given by Kalbfleischand Prentice, 1980, and Elandt-Johnson and Johnson, 1980.)I
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Problems of anonymity and
confidentiality are espe-

cially severe in longitudinal
studies, because individuals

or families must be
identified in some manner so that they

can be followed over time. Several means of ensuring

anonymity in longitudinal surveys
have been developed, 4

however, (poruch and Cecil, 1979): Respondents may choose

aliases and
continue to use them; an agency or broker may

act as an intermediary between
respondent and investiga-

tor, releasing
only unidentified

data to the investigator;

or an insulated "link
file" system may be created. In

this last case,
data in the investigator's files are

labeled by arbitrary data-linking numbers, identifications

are kept in another file and labeled with
another set of

arbitrary respondent-identifying
numbers, and the only

file linking the two sets of arbitrary numbers is held by

an incorruptible third party. As successive
waves of data

arrive, the investigator removes the identifications and

relabels with the respondent-identifying
set of arbitrary

numbers and ships the data to the third party, who removes

the respondent-identifying
set of arbitrary numbers and

substitutes the
data-linking set before returning

the data

to the investigator--ponderous,
but seemingly foolproof,

and wei.1-adapted
to reducing both unit nonresponse and

possibilities'of breach
of confidentiality

in longitudinal

surveys.
Organizations such as the National Opinion Re-

search Center have used link file systems and find that

it is crucial yet understandably
difficult to convince

potential
respondents of the inviolability of the linkage

system.

SOCIAL EXPERIMENTATION

Taking experiments
out of the laboratory and into the

field is not new; what is new is using them as instruments

of policy and
simultaneously\as sources

of information

about policy.
There 116s been \a

flowering of experimenta-

tion to investigate policy
alter,natives and a correspond-

ing blooming of the the
methodolO9y to carry out such

experiments since the early
1960s.\, A standard definition

of a social experiment states
(Riecken and Boruch, 1974:3,

emphasis in the original):

By experiment is meant that one or more treatments

(programs) are
administered to some set of persons

(or other units)
drawn at random from a specified

34,
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population; and that observations (or measurements)
are made to learn how (or how much) some relevant
aspect of their behavior following treatment differs
from like behavior on the part of an untreated or
control group also drawn at random from the same
population.

The term random in this definition is the hallmark of
a true social experiment. If people are assigned to
treatments randomly (rather than by some other method such
as self-selection, first-come-first-served, or those
judged to be most in need given preference, etc.), then
several advantages accrue. First, standard procedures of
statistical inference are appropriate for use. Second,
any differences found between groups at the end of the
experiment can be probabilistically examined to judge
whether they result from the treatments or reflect instead
preexisting differences between the groups related to
whether or not treatment was received.

. Controversy about the necessity and feasibility of
doing such randomization has long existed. That randomi-
zation is important is clear: When randomized and non-
randomized evaluations of programs (such as the Salk polio
vaccine tests) are run in tandem, the result of the non-
randomized study is often less clear and compelling than
the result of the randomized study (Boruch, 1975; see
also Gilbert, Light, and Mosteller, 1975).

Thus it is not true that nonrandomized testing is
cheaper and just as good as randomized experimentation.
(This and other contentions about the infeasibility of
random experiments are listed and refuted by Boruch,
1975.) Nevertheless, while true experimentation is the
method of choice for drawing conclusions.about public
policies and programs (as well as about other issues) and
can be carried out more frequently than it currently is
or than is often supposed, inferences must sometimes be
made from nonexperimental situations. That need can arise
(among other reasons) from the pressures of time, expense,
or ethics. When circumstances demand that investigators
make do with data gathered from nonexperimental situa-
tions, prudence insists that special care be taken in the
analysis" and in making inferen*ial claims. Causal in-
ferences are shaky at best, a)ld alternative explanations
for results are always conceivable.

"Analytic techniques have been explicated recently by
Reichardt (1979) and Anderson et al. (1980).

3 0
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The defigition of a social experiment stresses that

people are alawn at random (via a probability sample)

from a specified population--this is an aspect of social

experiments that distinguishes them from laboratory ex=,

periments as usua).1y,performed,in the social sciences,

for which typical subjects are rats or college sophomores.

If the purpose of a social experiment is to find out how

poor people will reat to an income subsidy, then the sub-

sidy must be offered experimentally to poor people. This

means that the sampling techniques developed by surVey re-

searchers and statisticians are relevant to social experi-

ments, as are the techniques for reducing or coping with

nonresponse. Furthermore, the observations, measurements,

responses, or outcomes one wishes to examine are usually

not as clear-cut as they are in laboratory experiments,

where test scores or behavior counts (often computerized)

are fairly straightforward. Social experiments have

sought to measure program effects such as earned income,

the demand for housing, the utilization of health care

services, and the distribut.on of electrical power use.

These complicated concepts are often measured using survey

techniques, so the problems faced and the knowledge gained

in the study of nonsampling variability in nonexperimental

surveys are equally applicable to social experiments.

Approaches to the

Special Features of Social Experiments

Both the advantages and the special problems of social

experiments stem from their scale--that is, their lengIll

and complexity. Besides the basic advantage of precision

of causal inference, social experiments generate rich

data sets that provide opportunity for deailed analysis

and model fitting. When many variables are measured over

long time spans,
unanticipated results can be explored.

(Recall the serendipitous finding that income maintenance

increased the rate of marital dissolution of the supported

groups.)
Social experiments take a long time to run. Families

do not usually react
instantaneously to an income supple-

ment or other major program change. The income mainten-

ance experiments
provided support for three- or five-year

periods, with one variation in Denver actually scheduled

for 20 years (Ferber and Hirsch, 1979). An experiment

monitoring Ole same people over this long a period falls

into the category of longitudinal study and thus suffers
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from the problems of these studies (e.g., attrition andthe censoring of data) as well as other problems related
to its large scale.

Attrition can be especially damaging in an experimentif it is related to the treatment given. For example,members of a control group or one receiving only minimalbenefits from the experimental program may be more likelyto drop out than those receiving high benefits. (Theentire control sample in one location of the Health In-surance Study was dropped because of lack of cooperation;see Ferber and-Hirsch, 1979). Depending on how this
attrition is related to the treatments and characteristicsof the participants, it may present problems in gaugingtheeffects of the treatments.

Attrition and nonresponse are not the only reasons formissing data in such studies; some variables are intrin-sically unobservable for some participants. For example,time until rearrest among parolees is not measurable forihose who are not rearrested during the course of the
experiment. Again, threshold models (e.g., Heckman, 1976,1979) may be useful in adjusting for such missing data in
an experimental situation. This sort of adjustment wasdone in an experiment

examining employment and earnedwages of ex-convicts. The treatments were varying levelsof income supplements (Ray et al., 1980). These income
supplements were estimated to have a greater positiveimpact on wages when the data were adjusted to accountfor those who were not working.

Social experiments also require a great deal of timeto plan and mahage. An experiment involving trial workperibds for recipients of social security disability
insurance is an example. As of summer 1979, a team of
researchers had spent two years in planning, setting bud-gets, designing measurement

devices,.and negotiating leg-islati uthorization. They anticipated another year of"facing t e contracting process for outside data col-
lection services and working with Social Security opera-tional components in mounting and monitoring the experi-
ments" (Franklin, 1979). These experiments, the largestsocial experiments ever undertaken, involving some 30,000people, have now been authorized by the sponsoring agency.As a potential buyer examines a horse's teeth to vali-date the seller's claim of its age, so is a social experi-
ment designed to look into the horse's mouth and, by im-plementing the proposed program on a controlled and rela-tively small scale, estimate the effects of a fully imple-
mented program. There is a set of problems, however, in

3,1 o
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that the horse examined experimentally
may not be pre-

cisely the same as the one that would
exist if the program

were fully implemented. These potential sources of bias

are recognized by experimenters
working in the field, and

efforts are being made to measure and control for them

(Ferber and Hirsch, 1079). The first such bias--attrition

bias-has already been discussed.

Second, people often behave differently
when they are

in an experiment,
simply because they

know that they are

participating in one. This is the well-known Hawthorne .

effect." Several social experiments have addressed

this prlblem by including a control group that is not

measured at all until the experiment
is either over or

well under way; the people in this group thus do not know

they are in the experiment and their data at the end of

the experiment provide a baseline for the measurement of

possible Hawthorne effecs. In the Health Insurance

Study, for example, some members of the control group did

not receive an initial physical examination until six

months into the experiment.

Next, comminity
effects arise if people's behaviors

are conditioned by social norms that would not apply if

the program.were implemented fully rather than experi-

mentallye For example, a work ethic may operate to keep

people in the labor force during an income,maintenance

experiment, but it may cease tooperate if income supple-

ments are instituted throughout the community. Some

progress in measuring community
effects aay come from the .

housing allowance gxperiments. In them one conponent,

designed to measure,the
impact of housing allowances on

the supply of housing, offers the program to all eligible

families in a housing market rather than to a random

sample of such families, as is done in another component

of the experiment
designed to measure demand. Differences

in the behavior of the families in the two component

experiments may give an estimate of communit effeCts.

Finally, when families know that the experimental pro-

gram will last only for a specified period of time, time

12Recent reexamination
of the data from the Hawthorne

experiments suglyests
explanations other than the eponymous

effect account for the startling rise in productivity of

the workers in the experimental
room with every change in

working conditions, even deleteriouvones.
Even if the

Hawthorne effect did not occur at the Hawthorne factory,

however, it has certainly occurred elsewhere.
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horizon effects may influence them to behave differentlythan they would if they knew that a program were perma-nently in place. Attempts to measure these effectsinvolve varying the length of time that the experimentalprogram will run as one component of the treatments towhich participants
are randomly assigned. The incomemaintenance experiments varied in time, usually from 3 to5 years, and .,:)me participants were even assigned to a20-year treatment.
Clearly, policy makers will not wait20 years for the results of the experiment, but thebehavior of the 20-year gkoup during the early years ofthe experiment ought to give some clues to the behaviorof those for

whom,time.horizon effects do not operatebecause,they expect the program to be "permanent." Boththese time horizon effects and start-up effects (peoplereacting rapidly, for example, to the treatment of ahealth insurance experiment by undertaking medical carethat had been long neglected) lend themselves to analysisby the statistical
models discussed in connection withthe advantages of longitudinal data.

Large-scale social
experiments present management,pxoblems to investigators. Not only are data collectionprocedures complicated by the enormous number of varifablesto be measured

and kept track of during the long timeperiod of the study, but the actual delivery of the treat-ments is also a very bomplicated
matter, often involvingthe experimental

constituting of a complete social welfareagency. Thus problems of experimentation come to includethe coordination between the
organization delivering thetreatments and the

organization measqring their effects.(Several sets of practical advice have appeared, e.g.,Archibald and Newhouse, 1980; Riecken and Boruch, 1914.)From these
complicated management problems of socialexperiments,arise the twin problems of assessing treatmentstrength and assessing treatment integrity. In fact,

,whenever an experiment is conducted treatment integrityis problematicone
maytask whether or not the experi-mental treatments that are formally

prescribed for sub-jects are actually given to or experienced by them. Thexe
4

is ample evidence
from the literature

of social psycho-logical experiments that often they are not. Experimentereffects indicate that experimenters tend to get the re-sults they expect, while in the same experiment, workerswith contrary
expectatiops, putatively using the sametechniques, get contrary results (see, e.g., Rosenthal,1966). Evidence on demand

characteristics shows thatsubjects, trying to be cOoperative,
take cues from the

33,
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experimental
situation to develop hypotheses

about what

the experiment
is trying to prove and then behave in a

way they think ;411 help prove these hypotheses (see,

e.g,, Orne, 1962). Shbjects in the social role of the.

experimental subject
tend to behave in a way that will,

in some sense "mage a good
impresston" (see, e.g4, C. N.,

Alexander and G. W. Knight, 1971).

These problems are
exacerbated in large-scale social

experiments, simply
bectese their scale is so much larger.

The treatments are more tomplicaed to explain, both to

those administering
them and to those receiving them--and

indeed may change operationally over time (actual cash

transfers change
from month to month in the income main-

tenance experiment, depending on earnings and the "tax

rate"; payments in the Health
Insurance Study change

depepding on whether the "deductible"
has been fulfilled).

Responses are also likely to change according
to the par-

ticipants'
understanding of the treatment rather than the

experimenter's intentions. For example, using respon-

dents' understandings
of the treatments

in the negative

income tax experiment produced
estimates of the program's

effect that were different
from.estimates based on what

the "actual" treatments were
supposed to be (Nicholson

and Wright, 1977).

On a less psychological plane, the. issues of treatment

strength and integrity are intertwined.
Strength of

treatment involves whether an intervention is powerful

enough to be expected to.have some effect if it is applied

as prescribed.
Treatment integrity

involves whether the

treatment applied
approaches its prescribed strength,

basically asking "What really happened?" Both issues

should be faced in the design and analysis of social

experiments, though both are difficult and neither is

currently investigated
routinely (Sechrest and Redner,

1979). One literature review found that of 236 evaluation

studies
examined, 22 percent did not measure at all

whether the program had been implemented according to

stated guides (Bernstein and Freeman, 1975).

Both issues have been
addressed in the area of criminal

rehabilitation.
For example, the question of how much

work release might be effective subsumes such question

as: "When should work release begin?"
"How long should

it last?" "How good a job at what pay level is required?"

"Will it be effective if it is in a community oeher than

thd one\ to which the prisoner is likely to return?" Sim-

ilar "how much?"
questions can be asked about other rehab-

ilitation efforts,
such as job training and group coun-

3 51
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seling (Sechrest and Rednei, 1979). While there are noeagy answers to these questions, the very act of asing
.them brings common sense and theoretical as well asr"empirical knowledge to bear on their possible solutions(Sechrest et al., 1979).

The question of treatment integrity--how much treatmentwas actually delivered..,.-has
been referred to as the thirdfsce of evaluation.

(The first two fates are experimentaldesign and measurement of outd-Ome; Quay, 1977.) In asetting of:group counseling in a prison, questions aboutwhat was done might ask how often the groups really met,how good were attendance dnd participation, how meaningfulwas the discussion, how well were the leaders trained andmotivpted, and how much stability the groups maintained.When such questions
were asked in one study (Quay, 1977),the answer tq each was "not very."

Progress, then, inmethods for conducting
experiments as well as in substan-tive.knowledge is likely to be achieved by routine scru-tiny of experiments

beforehand for expected treatmentstrength and afterward for treatment integrity.

Optimal Design

Social experiments
are expensive in time, effort,"andmoney. Including both transfer payments and costs ofresearch, the income
maintenance experiments had costabout $70 million by 1975, the Health Insurance Study wasprojected to cost

approximately $50 million, and thehousing allowance experiments about $200 million (Ferberand Hirsch, 1979). For this reason it becomes cruciallyimportant to design them in such a way that the most
knowledge possible is gained from a given expenditure.
Methods of optimal

experimental design are engineered todo just that (see Aigner, 1979, for an excellent discus-sion). Let us look at the income maintenance experimentsas an example. Sets of participating
families were given

different treatmentsin the experiments. These treatmentsincluded varying the support level of payments, defined
as percentage of the poverty level, and varying the "taxrates," the percentage of earnings that was counted
(taxed) against support payments. The response measuredwas earnings during the experiment, expressed as a pro-portion of normal

preexperimental earnings. Also used aspart of the basis
for assignment to treatments was the

preexperimental income level expressed as a percentage ofthe poverty level (Conlisk and Watts, 1969).
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Traditional experimental
design (see, e.g., Cochran,

1978) would have chosen a set of support levels and tax

rates, perhaps basing that choice on considerations of

what differences between combinations
would be of greatest

policy importance.
Traditional experimental

design would

have randomly divided the families in a preexperimental

income stratum among the treatment groups, doing the same

with each additional stratum of families. The experi-

menter might well decide that certain treatment combina-

tions would receive no
families from certain strata or

that certain treatment combinations would
receEve a dis-

proportionately large number of families. Such decisions

,
would be based on deliberate judgments about "which higher-

order combinations of treatments and strata would be neg-

ligible in their effects on earned income and which would

be especially important.

This is a very general and flexible
design that makes

no assumptions at all about the form of the relationship

between the response and the reatments,
nor, in its sim-

plest form, about whether families that differ in preex-'

perimental income will differ in their response to the

treatments. It also does not take into account that some

treatments (with higher support payments and lower tax

rates) are more
expensive than others, especially when

given to families with low preexperimental incomes."

If one is willing to make some assumptions about the

form of the relationship between
treatments and response,

statisticians studying response surface methodology's

have shown that one can choose treatment combinations

that are
"optimal"--that will in some sense maximize the

information available from the experiment
for a given

budget.
Alternatively, if the functional form is assumed

and the logically possible treatment combinations speci-

fied, optimal allocation of families to treatments can be

worked out (Aigner, 1979). This latter route was taken

"The flexibility of more complicated traditional exper-

imental design is well illustrated in a redesign proposed

for the Kansas City PreventiVe Patrol Experiment. Re-

design would allow
evaluation of treatment integrity that

might be jeopardized when patrol cars from bee's with

experimentally increased
manpower crossed to beats in

which manpower remained the same (see Fienberg, Larntz,

and Reiss, 1976).
"Bibliographies are supplied by W. J. Hill and W. G.

Hunter (1966) and Herzberg and Cox (1969).

3t-00
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by.Conlisk. and Watts (1969) in designilipthe New Jersey
negative Acome tax experiment, uzing an P.Ilocation model
that took into account both the.cost.of treatment and
its importanOe to policy.

0 One problem with such optimal designs is that they are
usually optiMal for the form of.the relationship speci-
fied;.if that specification is wrong, then the design can
be less good than one that makes fewer assumptions. This
problem can be more easily described in the context of a
simple experiment involving only support payments as the
treatment and,earned iticome as the response. If the rela-
tionship between support and earned income were believed
to be lineart then some fraction (one half, other things
being equal) of the available families would be randomly
assigned to the lowest support level contemplated and the
remainder to the highest. This procedure would be the
most efficient for estimating the °slope and intercept that
fully describe the assumed linear relationship between
support and.income. If, however, the relAionship between
support and income is actually curvilinear (for example,
if earned income decreases very slowly for low-support
levels but then drops off rapidly at higher levels), this
design would be coMpletely unable to describe the form of
the curve. A design that assigned an intermediate support
level to some families would be necessary to describe the
curvilinear relationship.

This sort of problem may indeed have arisen In the New
Jersey negative income tax experiment because few very
poor people were assigned to the expensive treatments
(because expensive treatments would have been even more
expensive if applied to low-income people). It was there-
fore difficult to test the truth of the assumption that
the effect of the treatments on labor force participation
did not vary with preexperimental income level (see
Archibald and Newhouse, 1980). An additional problem is
that any large experiment has many questions and goals.
What is optimal for one goal may be less than optimal for
another.

.0Another approach, a "finite selection model," starts
out with the number of families to be allocated to each
treatment already decided and assigns, from the pool, of
available families, the most appropriate familiep for
each treatment. Randomization can be easily introduced,
and the computational codUs of the assignment process can
be reduced considerably withOut seriously compromising
optimality, by making each choice as the optimal one from
a randomly chosen subset of the available families. Some
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problems introduced,by the possibly unbalanced designs

arising from the Conlisk-Watts
procedure are avoided in

the finite selection model. The model wsis developed for

' the Health Insurance Study and used in it and elsewhere

. (Morris,
Ha4way between the broad general-purpose traditional

designs that assume little or nothing about the response

functions and the tightly specified optimal designs is the

concept of
evolutionary'Operations (Box, 3.978; MadanskY,

1980). A small set of treatments is chosen and enough

obserVations are Made td suggest whether a simple model

will fit the data as well as what changes ought to be made

'in the tzeatments in order to maximize (or minimize) the

response. (In the New Jersey negative income tax experi-

ment the aim would crearly have been to find the treat-

ments that maximized earned income.) Another small exper-

iment would then be run, either taking more observations

in the original treatment
region, in order to fit a more

complicated model, or changing the treatments, in order

to move toward the maximum response.

Any serious attempt to apply evolutionary operations

to social experiments would certainly further increase

the already long time periods necessary to obtain defini-

tive results. Each of the small experiments would have

to run for some time 'before its outcome could be deter-

mined for use in planning the next'small.exTeriment. But

such an approach would b ry useful in estimating the

real responses to possibl riations in policies in the

long run, while offering some
atterim res lts that could

be useful in more immediate policy pla ng.

A similarly sequential, approach ha been used to ex-

plore educational alternatives fo nderachieving

Hawaiian native children. C. ared with evolutionary

operations as applied t x'ge-sca1e social experiments,

this project is mall..)r in scale, uses less formal

and complica ed statistical technology, and admi.ts more

intuitive elements into its evidential base. But the

basic idea of letting data from one phase of the investi-

gation formally shape the succeeding phase is similar,

nd the project has developed an educational program:that

appears to work (Tharp and Gallimore, 1979). Perhaps the

next few years will see an attempt to apply real evolu-

tionary operations methodology to large-scale social

experiments.

35,
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USES OF.ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS

As information demands become ,Feater, it is natural.to
loqk for-sources of data that involve less burden on re- .

spondent and lower collection costs than those incurred
by surveys or experiments. The large sets of adminAstra-
tive records maintained by federar agencies .(for example,
the Social Secutity Administration, the Internal Revenue

.Service, etc.1 seem to offer enormous potential fon
statistical uses."

Linkage

Advantages could be realized by 'ping individual adminis-,
trative data sets themselves. Mbre might well be avail-
able-if aata on individuals or businesses held by differ-
ent.administrative agencies or obtained by surveys could
be linked together to form a file containing considerably
more detail than that maintained by any single agency or
available from 'any single survey. The 1973 Current Popu-
lation Survey-Administrative Record Exact Match Study did
exactly that, creating an extremely rich data file. Sur-
vey records for people in the March 1973 Current Popula-
:tion Survey were linked to their earnings and benefit
information in Social Security Administration records as
well as to data from their 1972 income tax returns. The
file contains the usual Current Population Sdrvey demo-
graphic and labot force items plus the March supplement
questions on income and wortc experiehce, longitudinal
data on earndngs from the individual's summary earnings
record at the Social Security Administration, data on
-taxable income of tax units from the Internal Revenue
Service, and benefitiary status from the Social Security
kkdministration.

Major methgdological difficulties had to be solved in
implementing this procedure because the various file's are
maintained for.different dnits. The Social Security .

In 1.977 the Federal Committee on Statistical Method-
ology formed a subcoMMittee on statistical uses of admin-
istrative records. The report of that subcommittee, now
in draft form, looks at actiievements, prospects, and
problems in the use of administrative data for statistical
purposes (see Federal Cortmittee on,Statistical Method-
ology, 198)b).

i
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Administration uses the individual covered worker; the

Current Population Survey uses the household, with infor-

mation solicited for each individual; and the Intprnal

Revenue Service uses the taxpayer, who ray be an individ-

ual, a couple, or a family. These files are available

for public use, and many substantive and methodological

studies have used them (see Studies from Interagency Data

Linkages, 1980). Early studies during 1975-1978 dealt

with methodological issues and cross-sectional analyses

of income data. More recent studies are using the files

to carry on mortality and disability research (see DelBene

and Scheuren, 1979). Little attention has been paid to

date to the longitudinal aspects of the files, however.

Two linkage projects on a much larger scale are now in

the planning stage. The first, the Linked Administrative

Statistical Sample project starts with the Continuous Work

History Sample that has been maintained by the Social

Security Administration for over 40 years. The Continuous

Work History Sample is a 1 percent sample of Social Se-

curity accounts, updated each year so that the file is a

longitudinal one. (It has been made available to outside

researchers; the Tax Reform Act of 1976 has foreclosed

the release of information more recent than that date to

the public, but the file continues to be updated.) Over

the years the fileshas been used for internal research at

the Social Security Administration to keep track of the

characteristics of wOrkers covered by Social Security and

how this population has changed with legislative changes;

it has been used outside the Social Security Administra-

tion for research on work force characteristics, life-

cycle earnings, and industrial and environmental health

issues (Kilss et al., 1980). The purpose of the Linkeu

Administrative Statistical Sample is to supplement the

longitudinal data of the Continuous Work History Sample

on earnings and benefits histories with mortality infor-

mation froz the National,Center for Health Statistics and

individual income tax items obtained from the Internal

Revenue Service Statistics of Income Program. The long-

term goals of this effort are to develop a source of

socioeconomic and job-relate mortality and morbidity data

that might eventually make it possible to separate the

residence and occupational influences on health; to con-

struct baseline data on income for small areas to measure

the impact of changes in tax policy; and to study regional

labor market conditions.
The Survey of Income and Program Participation, a lon-

gitudinal survey that went through experimental stages

t
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but is currently unfunded, uses adminictrative records as
frames for sampling recipients of programs of income sup-
Iplementation, such as Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-
idren or Supplementary Social Security benefits. These
administrative records will also be matched with the sur-
\yey results to enrich the data and will be used as a con-
itrol to study the accuracy of income reporting by those
surveyed, thus adding to knowledge of response errors.
ITU eventual aim of the survey is to support policy anal-
ysis of a wide range of federal and state transfer and
service programs. Pub14 use data tapes are envisipned
(see Griffith and Kasprzyk, 1980).

Other Aspects of the Use of Administrative Data

There ere several problems in the use of administrative
/data for statistical purposes. One is that data collected
jby an administrative agency as a by-product of its neces-
sary data collection activities are probably less accurate
than the primary data. Agency priorities usually involve
carefully refining and monitoring of the data that are
necessary for prograins of that agency, while fewer
resources are invest' d in caring for pieces of information
Ithat are less impor ant to the agency itself. ,Thus, for
example, some 11 pe cent of the workers in the 1 percent
Continuous work His ory Sample were found to be miscoded
on location of work (Cartwright, 1978). For purposes of
'record keeping in t e Social Security Administration,
What matters is the \employer for whom the employee works,
not the location ofthe work. This presents/no problem
if an employer has o ly one place of business, but prob-
lems arise with a mu tiestablishment employer and a system
9f optional reportin of place of employment. Problems
of a similar type wil\1 exist whenever files from different
agencies are linked, s long as definitions of variables
are not the same acros agencies. Advances will occur
when definitions are s andardized.

Legal, and ethical pr blems also exist in the use of
administrative records pr statistical purposes. Legal
restraints and confident ality rulings differ across
agencies. With certain e ceptions, the 1976 Tax Reform
A.c,t makes it illegal for ir Internal Revenue Service to
release data except for pu poses of tax administration.
Other agencies are governe by comparable legislative
requirements for confidenti lity; in the development of
the Linked Administrative S atistical Sample, inconsistent
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regulations are reconciled by adhering to the more strin-

gent of the two,
The principle of the functional separation of data for

statistical and administrative uses has been proposed to

deal with confidentiality problems (L. Alexander, 1979).

Under such a principle, data that are to be used for

statistical purposes may flow from administrative agen-

cies, but there is to be no reverse flow. It is also

useful to recognize the difference between human beings

and other legal entities in their needs for confidential-

ity (Federal Committee on Statistical Methodology, 1980b).

A continuing problem is that files created for statistical

purposes offer the nightmarish possibility of corruption;

solutions may lie with the insulated link file system

discussed earlier under longitudinal surveys.

One other objection to the use of administrative

records for some statistical purposes is that when they

are used for program evaluation they may be distorted in

order to present a more favorable view of the program

(Campbell, 1979). Thus, for example, when the success of

a job placement program is evaluated by the number of

placements made, there is a tendency to concentrate place-

ment efforts on the clients who are easiest to place.

Similarly, when the performance of a police department is

measured by percentage of cases cleared, crimes may not

be recorded when they are reported but only when and if

they are cleared.
An exciting development related to the use of adminis-

trative records grows out of the literature on imputation

for missing data. The linkages between data sets dis-

cussed above operate, through the use of such identifiers

as social security numbers, to .nk data related to the

same individual or family from the files of two separate

administrative agencies. This is called exact matching.

There is also a concept of statistical matching (Radner,

1978), wherein a single data set is created from two sets

that do not refer to the same people, in order to create

a more comprehensive or accurate set of variables. This

is usually done between a household sample survey and an

administrative (e.g., tax return) sample or between two

surveys. Matching variables are chosen, in the same sorts

of ways as adjustment classes aue
constructed for imputing

missing values, and the closest match, in some sense, for

each member of one file is chosen from the members of the

other file. The files are then merged and the matched

data can be treated as if they were measured for individ-

uals for some analytic purposes.
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The worth of such a synthetic data file rests on thesimilarity of definition and error structure of the
matching variables across the original files. Statisticalmatching is a potentially rich and useful source of

.detailed data, but the accuracy of estimates made fromsuch files remains to be explored. One proposed methodfor this exploration,
reminiscent of methods proposed toevaluate imputation methods, starts with making estimatesfrom a complete data file that is then artificially brokenapart. Various methods of statistical matching could beapplied to the fragmented file, and the estimates derivedfrom the statistically
matched files could be comparedwith each other and with those derived.from the originalcomplete file (see Federal Committee on Statistical

Methodology, 1980a).

AND THE FUTURE?

Having examined some of the recent advances in methodsfor large-scale surveys and experiments, we are perhapsin a position to see what gave rise to sucn innovations
and thus to anticipate

what will stimulate the innovationsof the next several years, if not what such innovationswill be.

The availability of data has a tendency to generate
new techniques suitable for their analysis. We have seenhow publicly available

longitudinal data files have al-
ready stimulated the application of mathematical modelsto increase our understanding of processes. As more lon-gitudinal data are accumulated, new statistical and com-
putational methods will be developed for their organiza-tion. As they are organized

longitudinally and made
available to researchers,

we can expect to see further
advances in models and methods for their analysis.

Similarly, we nnw have large archives of survey data
collected using mu .istage stratified cluster sampling

. techniques, but most of our methods for analyzing these
data must squeeze them into a mold'designed for less com-plicated stratified samples. There is a need to developanalytic methods tailored to these complicated samplingdesigns and a parallel need to experiment with samplingdesigns that lend themselves to analysis using available
multivariate methods.

Available data coupled with policy-relevant resultsfrom their analysis seem to constitute a particularlypotent force in stimulating
creative reanalysis, scien-

,
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tific controversy, and methodological progress. Reanal-

yses of the
evaluation of Head Start programs inspired

criticism of some widely used techniques of statistical

adjustment and gave impetus to the
development of new

quasi-experimental designs for the accomplishment and

analysis of such evaluations (Boruch,
1980; Cook and

Campbell, 1979). As results of some of the cutrent large-

scale studies accumulate, they will inevitably create

controversy and innovation.

We have seen that methodological
techniques have trans-

ferability.
Experimental design was

developed in agri-

culture, adapted to laboratory experiments
in the natural

and behavioral
sofeices, and adapted again to the field

situations that a:, social experiments.
But with each

adaptation new problems were faced; their solutions con-

stitute some of the methodological advances chronicled

above. If we can envision new fields for experimentation,

we can perhaps.anticipate methddological developments.

ERergy consumption,
conservation, and conversion come

readily to mind as focal areas for policy discussion.

Although few experiments have been mounted in these area,

(the Los Angeles Peak Load Electricity Pricing Experiment

is a notable
exception), they seem ripe _for research

seeking to inform policy. Moreover,,there is movement

toward involving soci;-: scientiSts other than economists

in understanding
these aspects of energy (for example, a

committee formed by the National Research Council on the

behavioral and social asPects of energy consumption).

This combination of a relatively unexplored field and

some novel points of view may pose new problems and

result in methodological innovation.

The very policy
relevance of the issues addressed by

large-scale surveys and eperiments has inspired and

should contl.aue to inspire innovation
through the com-

munication of results. Complicated methodological"tech-

niques may be discussed elliptically
between involved

professionals, sometimes with little
examination of the

underlying assumptions and their
implications for con-

clusions. When, however, the results of policy-relevant

research,must be discussed with policy makers and the

general public and the question "How do you know?" re-

sponded to, careful explanation in understandable terms

)aecomes crucial. Such explanation can
lead to better

Understanding of the strengths and
weaknesses of tech-

niques and to their revision. Similarly, attempts to

communicate results have been contributing factors to the

recent renaissance in statistical graphics (e.g., Fien-
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berg, 1979). This renaissance, in turn; has inspired
programs of developing and evaluating the effectivenessof innovative graphic displays (e.g., Kruskal, 1980;Wainer and Francolini, 1980).

The process is a disorderly cumulation; to meet a per-ceived need for information or to cope with available data
we use.or adapt methods from the scientific warehouse.
This attempt to transfer methods and/or the discovery of
their flaws leads to improved methods and the generationof new dpa. These are then available in the scientific
warehouse both to stimulate and to be used in the nextcycle of inforaation seeking.
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Research in Psychophysics
L. D. Braida, Thin N. Cornsweet,
N . I. Durlach, David A4 . Green, Herschel
Leibowitz, Alvin Liberman, R. Duncan Luce,
Richard Pew, and Carl Shereick

INTRODUCTION

Psychophysics as a discipline arose during the middle of
the last century from the burgeonirg success of physics
in explaining natural phenomena. It was thought that the
methodology used so effectively in dealing with the rkla-
tionships of material things to each other--at that time
being translated into the industrial revolution--could
also be used to characterize

the relationships between
the materialand the mental worlds. At the beginning the
movement attempted to encompass a wide range of phenomena,
from the just detectable

difference in weight of objects
to the 4.eauty of works of art. The lasting heritage from
that era qf psychophysics is the acceptance of the scien-
tific procedures of the physical sciences in psychology:
fully defined and replicable experimental methods, results
ekpressed in numerical terms, the formulation of. theories
in the form of mathematical funcyons, and the use of
these theories to extrapolate (i.e., make predictions) to
,speciffed new situations.

As it is seen today, the goal of psychophysics is to
understand at the most basic level the ways fn which one
apprehends changes in the physical environment, especially
when one is attending to such changes. Often the simglest
possible changes in stimulation are used--a shift in the
energy level of a spot of light or a change'in the fre-
quendy of a pure tone. Such simple stimuli are usually
referred to as signals. In other studies more complex
stimuli are used--the presentation of alternating bands
of dark and light on the whole visual field or spoken
words. When the stimuli are very simple, we usually speak

\'OE visual, auditory, or tactile sensation. As the stimuli
become more complex and the questions become more ones of
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grouping and classifying stimuli
rather more than just

detecting them or telling them apart, we begin to speak

of visual, auditory, or tactile perception. Psychophysics

-incorporates all a the work on sensation and some of the

simpler aspects of perception; however, the boundary line

be4teen sensation and
perception is ,rather fuzzy. Reading

is a perceptual process
that very few-would class as

psychophysical, but just how one perceives individual

letters and even how one
groups-them into words many con-

strue as part of psychophySics. In sum, then, psycho-

'physics is the study of how one makes distinctions about

the energy impinging on one, and it attempts to understand

one's abilities to extract information from the environ-

ment. When the focus of interest becomes that of extract-

ing the meaning
embodied in the stimuli,, one is outside

the bounds of
psychophysics and into the general domain ,

of cognitive psychology.

Is psychophysics
just a single name for the study of

the several senses? Not really, because there is consid-

erable interest in comparing sYstems.and in finding common-

mechanisms. Such,mechanisms may arise for two reasons.

First, nature often repeats its solutions, e.g., tile same

technique in the peripheral nervoug,system
for enhancing

differences appears in several,of the senses. Second,

much of what is interesting about the rov information is

extracted appears to be mediated not only by the sensory

transducer--ear, eye, taste buds, etc.--but also by the

brain itselfa and some of the higher
processing may use

the same brain
mechanisms for different senses.

Our discussion is divided into two major parts. In

the first we treat basic research in
psychophysics and in

the second some of its applications.
The basic research

is separated into four parts: the psychophysics and

physiology of the visual system, with major emphasis on

the sensory aspect; the same for the auditory system; the

common problems that.arise when ebgnitive factors, such

as instructions, play a crucial role in how the subject

responds to the questions posed; and the study,of the

motor responses of's person-in dynamic interaction with

the sensory
environment, aE in flying. Several of the

sensory processes--touch, tante, pain, and beat--are not

dealt with'explicitly
in this first part because consid-

erably less is known about them than About vision'and

,(Some aspects of that work; especially for

touch, are described in the section on applications.)

The section on
4plications is concerned with attempts to

classify and to overcome serious sensory deficits,

3 8,
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except for the first subsection, which is concerned with
the problem of why drivers think they can see obstacles
better at night than they really can.

Much of the work we are mentioning is inherently rather
technical. We attempt to keep jargon to a minimum, but
some technical concepts are needed. We often attempt to
suggest them by example or illustration rather than offer
explicit definitions. For truly precise definitions and
statements of results, the reader is urged to consult the
literature. One general point of caution. It is essen-
tial to maintain a distinction between the physical attri-
butes that are manipulated experimentally and the subjec-
tive sensations that are related to these physical vari-
ables. For example, as experimenters we can manipulate
two features of a pure tone, its amplitude (or intensity)
and its frequency. The listener can speak of and respond
to questions about its loudness and pitch. Loudness is a
sensation that is mainly affected by the signal amplitude,
but it is also influenced by frequency, which is why one
has a loudness control as well as a volume control on good
amplifiers. And pitch is affected. mainly,by the signal
frequency, but it is also affected to a lesser degree by
the amplitude. Thus, loudness and intensity are not
interchangeable, nor are pitch and frequency. The same
is trde (V luminance and'brightness, sugar concentration
and sweetfiess, etc.

BASIC RESEiia-IN PSYCHOPHYSICS

Vision

The.optical surfaces of the two eyes interact with light
reflected from surrounding object4 to form images of those
objects on a layer of tissue inside each eye that conVerts
light into electrocheTical signals. The images have the
same ptoperties as those formed on the film of an ordinary
camera, andlthe chemicals in the eye respond to the light
'in ways that are closely analogous to the ways in which
the corresponding chemicals respond in film, producing
what is essentially a chemical picture of the scene. How-
ever, within a few thousandths of a second after this pic-
ture is formed!, the neural elements in the eye begin to
transform it through processes that are very different
from anything in a camera. Parts of the 'neural processes
are magnified and others are drastically reduced. Sepa-
rations are made, too, so that different aspects of the
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image are conducted to and processed by different sets of

neural mechanisms. Then the neural images are conducted

out of the eye and into various regions of the brain,

where further, more complex processing occurs. These

neural processes strongly affect what we see in ways that

are onl now becoming understood.

For xample, the fact that a lemon looks yellow and

bright hether it is seen inside a kitchen or outside on

a tree in broad daylight may not seem surprising. How=

ever, if it were not for some Very complex processing of

signals in the visual system, the color and brightness of

the lemon, and in.fact of all objects, woud seem to

.change drastically when the intensity of the'light falling

on them changed. Without such processing, the.lemon that ,

rooks yellowiand bright on the tree might look dark,and

violet in the kitchen. It is only within the past 20

years that vision scientists have begun to develop a clear

understanding of the na'ture of these processes and of

their consequences for human visual perception.

For.a while it looked .ps if the greater insights into

the mechanisms of human iensory responses would come from

the anatomistsand physiologists. Once the technological

tools (microscopes, oscilloscopes, amplifiers, computers,

chemical probes, etc.) were made available to the "wet"

'scientists and.once they had gotten thoroughly imbued with

a mechanistic viewpoia.t, they proceeded to lay bare the

immediate physical-substrates to human sensory responses:

the mechanical transducers
(e.g., the optics of t14.. eye,

the middle and inner ear), the sense cells and the way

the physical stimulus (light, sound, pressure) activates

the cells, the neural pathways and their connectior in

'the brain, etc. Spectacular successes were achieved: It

was demonstrated how all of vision is funneled through a

chemical stage inside the receptor's cells and that the

Wavelength dependency of vision could be accounted for by

the absorption properties of the chemical visual pigment

moiecules at differenVwaveiengths.
More recently it has

been shown that.the
individual.nerve'cells in the visual

pathways behave in a manner more complicaed than merely

being photo cells. TIAS/05$8pond best to rather specific

light shapes, for
exaMge, bull's-eyes or bars of light.

The excitement generated by these findings was not about

tile discovery that_individual
cells in the sensory nervcus

system behave in a complicated way, but that the kind of

cbmRlication they.exhibit matches the complication that

'
behavioral researchers find in human and animal responses

to visual-stimuli.'
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r Over the years psychophysicists had observed many kindsof visual phenomena that did not fit in with the view that
the visual system operates as a simple set of light trans-ducers. Blurred ,pdges are seen as sharper than they actu-
ally are, a feature essential to the successful reproduc-tion of photographs

in newspapers or moving images on TVscreens. The contrast of adjaCent areas seems enhanced.
.ColOr values depend on brightness and color context: Apiece of gray pottery appears dark on a white tablecloth% but light on a dark mahogany table. Spatial patterns
appear larger or smaller or even tilted in ways that are
predicated on neighboring patterns, a fact that architectsfor centuries have known they must take into account.Many' of these effects are celebrated as "visual illu-
sions," but their\more Insightful investigators have al-
,ways accepted thenil as manifestations of the transforma-ticns of sensory sqgnals in their passage within the human
central nervous system. The discovery of neural networkswith properties that fit almost exactly some of the spec-
ifications set by psychophysicists constituted an impor-tant landmark.

Although there was general )ubilation among sensor,
physi logists that they had "explained" behavior, or at
least validated observations of behavior in mammals, infact the situation was precisely the reverse: What might
otherwise have appeared as an arbitrary arrangement of
excitatory and inhibitory connections in the nervous sys-tem suddenly fell into place as meaningful once it was
realized that it matched the performance of the wholeorganism.

This interaction between physiological findings in
animals and behavioral observations in humans must be re-
garded as a high point in the Investigation of sensoryphenomena. Matches were sought between the ability of an
observer to distinguish colors, shapes, movement, and
three-dimensional depth of targets, on one hand, and the
inbuilt selectivity for such features of cells in the
retina and sensory brain, on the other. Cells that tend
.:.o respond predominantly to a line-of a certain tilt, forexample, are said to have this line as Lheir "trigger
feature," and the dissection of animal behavior into
channels delineated by trigger features of cell classesin the_incoming stream of information seemed to be the
obvioui approach. All that was needed was to enumerate
fully the cells trigger features and describe their
properties in detail, and, in principle, the sensory
process would be characterized.

,
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As this process was pursued during the last decade, a
difficulty emerged. It concerned the first step in the
process,,the enumeration of cell classes by their trigger
features. Single-cell experiments in mammals aTe diffi-
cult and the search for the precise trigger feazure of a
cell is time-consuming. In fact, the possible combina-
tions of visoual stimulus parameters in the domains of
space, time, brightness, and chromaticity is astronomic-al,
making it impossible to proceed in a systematic manner
through all possible target positions, shapes, velocities,
colors, etc., in order to state the cell's adequate stim-
ulus with assurance. Where anatomy helped, as in the
retina or the first relay in the brain, the approach was
mode'rately successful, but now that the search is being
continued into secondgry and tertiary cortical projec-
tions, results are becoming more and more ambiguous.

Thus there is a need for organizing principles to be
brought into the single-cell laboratory or, if you will,
preconceived ideas as to the likely combination of stimu-
lus parameters that may constitute the trigger features
of a cell. And here psychophysics reemerges as a guide.
As the rbuting of sensory signals within the .central ner-
vous system becomes fuzzy, with many different loci of
activity, the pattern may be clarified oy knowing what
he major response modes are of the whole organism.
Over the years steady progress has been made in the

delineation by psychophysical means of the modes of signal
processing by the huMan nervous syitem. A great deal of
the most reliable data is obtained by threshold experi-
ments, i.e., by the determination of the least stimulation
that can be detected by the human nervous system. A
threshold, as the word suggests, is a boundary or dityiding
point. When we speak of a light threshold we mean the
energy level of the light such that above that level it
is seen or sensed; below that level it is not. Threshold
experiments are ones that measure this energy level for a
wide variety of stimuli. By imaginative manipulation of
stimulus variables, enormous areas have been charted. For
example, the minimum quantity of light needed in order to
be detected, called the visual threshold, is now no-longer
being measured just for a spot of light: The spot can be
placed on backgrounds of various sizes, shapes, and
colors, and in this wq,the confluence of excitation from
neighboring regions (in time,space, and color) can be
ascertained. Thus it is possible to predict whether cer-
tain light signals are visible in a whole range of road,
rail, and aviation traffic situations. Instead of using
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spots of light, thresholds can be determined for more
complex and interesting shapdS--and it has been found
that detection can be improved by the.judicious selection
of the o0erall shape or size of a pattern. The same
applies to the velocity of targets.

- 1
A particularly interesting approach is to adapt the

visual system to a particular stimulus situation by having
a subject view it for perhaps a minute. When, for exam:
plo, & band of stripes of given spacing is Viewed for a
whileisother stripe spacings look wider or narrower than
before, and they require a greater luminance ratio between
the light and dark stripes--a higher contrastto bb de-
tected. In finding the range of stripe widths affected
by adaptation to a particular pattern, it becomes possible
to describe the channeling of information in the gisual
sensory system. Stripes or other patterns whose visibil-
ity is unaffected are presumably not.processed in te

psame channel; conversely, the extent to which any pattern
is affected helps,to outline the characteristics of the
'channel. '^

Channels--three in number7-to transmit color informa-
tion have been known to exist for a long time, but the
description of channels used in spatial vision and in'the
velocity domain is relatively recent. Channels can be
quite specific. For example, it has been shown that adap-
tation to the back-and-forth jitter Of a pattern leaves
unaffected the detection of zooming motion--signifying
the existence of several sepaeate motion channels. (For
a detailed application of these results, see below.)

Another area in which modern psychophysics is pointing
the-way is in outlining the ultimate sensitivity of the
organism to small changes in stimulus situations. Time
discrimination in hearing can'be in terms of microseconds,
in vision a fraction of a millisecond. The eye can
resoli7e scenes as well as can be done by any diffraction-
,limited optical instrument of the same aperture. Shades
of color can be discriminated by most observers in a way
that taxes the capability of colorimetric schemes. In
terms of the sensitivity of the eye to light, one or two
light quanta arriving simultaneously are enough to be
seen; no photo cell can do better. The localization
ability of the human visual apparatus is so fine--a few
seconds of,arc or one hundredth of a milliradian--that it
is called hyperacuity to set it off from ordinary tele-
Scope resolution: All these fine discrimination capabil-
ities of the hUman visual sensory apparatus betray the

36
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operation of neural.circuits that transcend by ala tor

of 100 the current best estimates of what nerve cells

themselves .can do.. They therefore point to the next task

Of neurophysiology: the elucidation of computational

machinery in the brain that accepts relatively crude sen-

sory input.and processes it, by means as yet unknown, to

yield signals of exquisite refinement. How they are

stored (memory),and compared with each other (cognition)

is the subject of otherl-facets of behavioral sciences

Audition

Psychoacoustics, the psychophysics of auditory phenomena,

owes much to two pioneers who initiated the eanriest

investigations in this area. Lord Rayleigh, the English

scientist, almost single-handedly developed the modern

field of physical acoustics and also began the scientific

exploration of binaural hearing. H. vm Helmholti,,, the

German physicist and physiologist, pioneered the first

systematic analysis of auditory phenomena. Their dis-

coveries, theories, and speculations resulted in the field

..cof psychoacoustics, which relates what one hears to the

irphysical properties of the sound-stimulus.
An important aspect of any sound is its intensity,

since as intelisity is varied the loudness of a sound

changes. Rayleigh.in 1882 invented a disc, now named

after him, which provided the fi-rst means of measuring

physically the intensity of a sound field. Prior to that

time the frequency of a soudd was the physical parameter

of major interest, because changing the frequency of a

source altered the pitch of the sound, and frequency

could be measured physically with some accuracy.

One of the earliest questions involved how the sensa- 4

tion of pitch is conveyed within the nervous system: How

are the mi)or physical aSpects of sound, frequency and

intensity, coded? In 1863 Helmholtz proposed what became

known as the resonance or place theory of hearing. He,

suggested that somehow the different places along the

cochlear duct of the inner ear, where the sense organs of

audition reside, are differentially espolisive to differ-

ent frequencies. The analogy is a16rp. Just as differ-

ent strings of a harp vibrate "sympathetically" to dif-

ferent frequencies, so different places along the cochlea

vibrate to different frequencies of sound. Place thereby

codes the frequency of the sound, And the ami.litude or

vigor of responses (e.g., how many times the nerve fires

36 I
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per second) codes the intensity of the sound vibration at
that frequency:

This theory was a natural extension to audition of ehe
classic Young-Helmholtz theory of color yision. The eye
contains three different receptor types, which are dif-
ferentially responsive to long, medium, and short wave-
lengths. Thus the color quality ts,pthought to be coded
by which receptors are active; the vigor of their total
activity codes intensity. The major difference between
the place theory of hearing and the Young-Helmholtz.theory
of color is that, instead of three receptors,'there are
hundreds of different qualities (different neUral fibers)
representing the pitch of the sound.

The assumptions of place theory were comfortable to
the physics community in part because they nicely meshed
with the remarkable mathematical insights of 3. Fourier.
Fourier'S theorem asserts that a complex periodic wave can
be,represented as a sum of simple sinusoeidal vibrations.

Place theory assumes that the ear performs such a decom-
position, each place resonating to a distinct sinbsoid,
and the collection.of places thereby representing the
COmplexsPeriodic sound.

Early psychoacoustics was not fully systematic because
precise means of genefating sound stimuli were not avail-
able. Typical sounds were tuning forks or crude sirens.
Modern psychoacou5tical investigation began when reliable
instruments for generating and controlling'the physical
stimulus became available. This era began with investi-
gators adapting the new electronic technology to thvgen-
eration of sounds via headphones (invented by AlexatIO
G. Bell in 1876) and progressed With later improvemeris-
in headphones and loudspeakers. The earliest systematic
studies were carried out, not surprisimly, by the Bell

,Telephone Laboratories about 1930. tileir interest in

psychoacoustics arose because the ultimate arbiter of the
quality of any acoustic transmission system is the sense
of hearing. About the same time G. von Bekesy, a Hungar-
ian telephone enginteer, began studying hearing for the '

same reason. His investigations later earned him the
Nobel prize.

The earliest psychoacoustic experiments of the modern
era (e.g., those of R. L. Wegel and C. E. Lane in 1928)
studied the way in which a tone of one frequency could
make a tore of another frequency difficult or impossible
to hear. This effect, called masking, is impoftant since,
to the degree that:masking is effective, communication is
impossible. Information on masking has practical appli-
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cations kn understanding how we hear, or fail to hear, in

noisy environments. Information about masking contributed -

in important ways to the develoPtent of effective radio

communication systems in aircarft in World War II. -

Gradually the model of the ear as a series df resonant

channels, each responsive to a slightly different fre-

quency, became a widespread idea-and was used to explain

a yariety of masking results. This general notion was 0

completely consistent with Helmholtz's earlier resonance

theory. A most important related phenomenon is called

the critical band of frequen4es. The basic idea-is that

when two frequencies are s,ufficiently close togeher that

they,both activate the same resonant channel, then they

interact in a way thal is quite different from the case

of two more widely separated frequencies that activate

different channels. For example, consider what happens

to the detectability of.a pure tone in a narrow band'of

noise centered around the tone. At first, as ont in-

creases the width of the noise band, the detectability of

the signal decteases'because the total disturbance in

that channel grows with the number of components preSenC.

But once the band is so wide that any increase affects

different resonant channels, then the detectability does

not change any further. This is one way to estimate the

width of the band. Because many interesting psychoacous-

tic phenomena are understandable in terms of critical

bands, their exact nature has been the'-:fdcus of donsider-

able experimental'and theoretical work.

About the same,time as the ealy psychoacoustic experi-

ments, Bekesy began to explore the anatomy ot the cochlea .

and was eventually successful in seeing the vibration of

,the basilar membrane, the delicate tissue on which rest

the hair cells, which are the receptor elements of the

auditory senge. The Amplitude of the, vibration is very

small; even at_enormous intensities the amount of movement

is barely detectable using the option methods Bekesy em-

ployed. In the l970s much more subtle techniques have

been used to study these 'Vibrations (e.g., the Mossbauer

technique and laser interferometry). By and large the

latter measurements completely support Bekesy's earlier

observations, confirming that each place along the mem-

brane responds only to a certain narrow range of frequen-

-cies, just as place theory would have it.

Following this earlier work, a large number of psycho-

acoustic investigations explored the finest discrimination

' that could be made of a small change in a basic physical

parameter of the stimulus. One could, for example, hear

Li
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a change of less than 10 percent in intensity, a,change
of less than-3 percent in frequency, and a change in angle
of spati'al locus of less than 1 percent if the source was
located straight ahead and emitting a broad spectrum. All
of these studies of audiVry acuity were aimed at infer-
ring something abodt auditory processing from a meaiure-
ment of the smallest detectable change. As in the visual
system, many potential hypotheses about auditory proces-
sing are untenable because they would not result in Suf-
ficient sensitivity to accord with the measured sensitiv-
ity of human observers. Many and varjed experiments of
discrimination capacitycontinue to be pursued. These
new experiments refine and limit the number of reasonable
hypotheses concerning the details of acoustic processing.

Animals other than humans have also been studied be-
,

cause in some cases their sensitivities exceed those of
humans- As their respoise to special ultarsonic whistles
demonstrates, dogs and cats can hear highei frequencies
than can people More remarkable seill, bats navigate
and catch prey using the reflections from the ultra-high-
frequency pulSes that they produce. Bats used the prin-
ciples underlying sonar and radar, millions of years before
humans discovered them.

Meanwhile, physiologists continued their exploration
of the hearing Mechanism in an effort to understand the
details of auditory.processing. A maio. breakthrough was
the ability to record, electrically, from a single audi-T
tory fiber in the acoustic.nerve, the VIA cranial nerve
bundle. Th'ese recordings revealed that each fit5ee is '

4Taximally sensitive to only a narrow band af frequencies,
th0 width of the band increasing with the' intensity of the
tone. In effect the fiber acted very much as a resonance
filter, maximally sensitive at one frequency but capable
of respcmding to other frequencies if the intensity is
sufficiently large. In a plot of intensity versus fre-

, quency, the curve separating the region of responsiveness
from that of no response is called a "tuning curve," and
the measurement of a fiben's "tuning curve" is now an
ess'ential first'step in any serious study 6f the auditory
neryogs sy stem.

The tuning curve tells vs which place along the basilar
,membrane contains the hair cell that drives this fiber.
Tuning curve analysis is, in short, completely consistent

' with Helmholtz's place theory. In recent years psycho-
physicists have devised a masking experiment that gener-
ates a resonance-like curve closely resembling the physi-
ologically measured tuning curve. In addition, near the

:393
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edges of.the tuning curve one finds frequency and inten-

sity Rombirthtions that appear to produce suppression, a

probess that can cancel the effects of, masking. Again,

both physiological and
psychophysicalidita show strong

similarities. The observatiOn of suppression suggests a

6 region of inhibitory action flanking an excitatory center',

reminiscent of a lateral
inhibition mechanism such as that

found 0 vision and the skin senses (see the section on .'

visual modulation transfer function and visual disorders).

Although the place-resonance
theo6y of Helmholtz is

supported b'y all of the available peripheral data, it is

not the whole truth. The perception of pitch, especially

the pitch produced by complex periodic stimuli such as

those arising from musical instruments, is not'as'

as.the original theory would have it. About 1940 J. F.

.c
Schouten of the Netherlands reported some experiments in

which subjects heard a low-frequency pitch, called the

residue pitch, as a result of certain combinations of

high-frequency components with no energy whatsoever at or

near the perceived pitch. Thus, although activity at one

place signals the corresponding pitch, that same pitch

can be produced by the combination of
activities at other

places. Moreover, as several experiments demonstrated,

the low pitch is not the result of nonlinear distortion.

This is an auditory illusion in the same sense,that there

are wisual illurdons. One is hearing something quite,dif-
%

ferent from what is in fact. present in the stimulus. And

as with visual illusions, it is important for two differ-

ent reasons. First, it places a very strong constraint

on theoretical ideas about how the auditory system wodcs.

Second, it is an illusion that can affect the practice of

engineering acoustics. For example, noise engineers were

'initially baffled by the fact that people complained of

noise at low frequencies in jet engines when there was

little or no ener5y at these frequencies. The fan blades

were creating very regular patterns of.energies at higher

frequencies that created signifi:ant residue Pitches, A

decade of further work, both in this country and in the

Netherlands, has further clarified and confirmed Schou-

ten's original observations
concerning residue pitch.

The current consensus is that residue pitch undoubtedly

represents the action of some-more central process inter-

preting and integrating the peripheral sensory informa-

tion. The recognition and acceptance of the facts'Of

residue pitch have also been important,in advancing under-

standing of nonlinear phenomena in hearing. Such non-

linear effects are important and ubiquitous but were

largely misunderstood by early investigators.

39,
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,b In summary, exploration of the auditory sense has been
one of mutual support among investigators vorking in

'physics, physiology, .ind psychoacoustics.

Cognitive Factors in PsychophySics

Oespite the highly successful interplay of psychophysical
and neurophysiological r6tearch, there are major psycho-
physical phenomena, some of which were only fully recog-
nized in'the past 10 years, that have completely eluded
physiological clarification. These have to do with pher
nomena of the central nervous system--sometimes called.
information or cognitive processirkg--that a're only par-
tially influenced by the peripheral information arising
frOm the physical signals. Among the topics in this area
are: the ability of a subject to "attend differentially
to aspects of the stimuli impinging on him or her; the
trade-off that excsts between failing to detect a signal
and falsely responding tnt,it is present when,in fact it
is not; the trade-off that exists between accuracy of per-
formance and the time it takes to respond; -how varying a
signal or its surrounding environment affects the'subjec-
tive growth of sensation (e.g., what does it mean to say
that the noise level has been reduced by half?); and the
inability of most People to identify correctly more than

.6 about seven signals that differ along just one physical
dimensiOn. %

We elaborate several of these examples. .Consider driv-
ing on a lonely road. One is continually scanning for
danger signals--another car, fixed obstaclessuch as trees
or rocks, and of course pedestrians. Having selected a
speed at which to drive, there remains another variable
'under one's control--how reactive to be to apparant signs
of danger. If one is very reactive, applying the brakes
at the first partial indication of danOr, then frequent
false alarms result (i.e., braking when there is no ob-
stacle) }put less danger of striking smething. If one is
less reactive (i.e., waits until a clear, danger is present
before applying the brakes) , then fewer false alarms may
result but the chance of an accident risese Clearly, the
driver has available some freedom to decide just how re-
Active to be, both in terms of the amount of evidence col-
lected in a fixed4time that is sufficient to cause braking
and in terms of the amount of time to delay befoce making
the response. Such trade-offs are ubiquitous in sensory
psychology. Considerable wonk has gone into yheir study,
and rather elaborate mathematical models have been de-
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veloped in an attempt to capture the basic principles of

the decision processes that are involveu.

This work has shown that questions such as: "How fast

can a person respond to a signal of such-and-stch a char;

aoter?" or "How likely is it that such a signal will be

detected in a certain environment?" are either meaningless

as formulated or, at.the very least, require very subtle

answers. Hew fast one responds depends greatly on how

many false and/or anticipatory responses are permitted;

how likelyone is to detect a signal depends on how many

false alarms are tolerable. With exactly the same signal

conditiftns and the same subject, the likelihogd of detect-

ing a signal can be varied from nil to certainty simply'

by Varying how likely a signal is to occur in a fixed time

period or the naturs of the-rewards for correct responses

and the punishments for the two types of errors. The past

severaL decades havi provided us with much data and

sophisticated models concerning'the
nature of this trade-

off.
Loudness grows with the amplitude of the sound wave,

visual size with physical extent, and the sensation of

shock with voltage. But exactly how do these sensations

grow? This question was initially raised during the 19th

century; G. Fechner's attempt LD answer it led to tle
0

beginnings of psychophysics, and it has been inex'tricably

intertwined with all subsequent theoretical developments

in t'lle field. One of the more strfking of these emerged

in the 1960s from results
obtained by S. S. Stevens, who

simply had subjects assign
ndmbers to signals in propor-

tion .to the subjedtive sensations they engendered. It

turns_out that they can do this 3eemingly impossipls task

with considerable regularity. As a first apptoximaticn,

sensaNiori measured this way grows as a power of sigma

amplitude, A8, where A denotes amplitude and 0 is an

empirical exponent. The eXPonent involved varies from

less that the cube root (loudness and brightness), through

the linear function (line
length), to something in the

neighborhood of the cube (electrical shock). There is .

much wodegoington attempting to underseand the theoreti-

cal basis of these rel tions, to understand how various

factors affect these subjective sehsations, and tp.under-

stand how they 'combine.
Some specific questions are these. Suppose thqt a

sound is compo&d of.several pure tones. Can the loudness

of the combination be
predicted from the separate loudness-

of the components? From what was said in the section

above on audition it comes as no surprise that the answer

is mach affected by the structure of the critical bands.
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Given separate sounds to tIle two ears, tow does the over-
all sensation of loudness depend on the individual loud-
ness in each,ear? Consider the apparent size of the moon.

,..44e are all familiar with the fact that theymoon
overthe'horizon seems.huge compared with its size when
it 'is high in the sky; 'subjective estlimates yiela a factor
of about two. Yet from photographs or by viewing the moon
through'a mailing tube we know,ithat the.."visiial angle at
th4keye isvitlupy identical in,the two cases: So, why
does it seem larger at the horizc No one really knows,
despite the fact that the phenomenon has long been recog-
nized and a number of attempts have beenjmade to explain
it. Such an rllusion, one of many-9;f wAich we are,aware,
is surely not an isolated curiogity; rather it tells us
something about the basic information processing carrit
out by the brain on the input signal.

Another phenomenon that has been recognized since the
,1950s but whose basis is 'still not fully understood is
this: If one is asked to i,dentify which of two .sounds,
one twice as intense as the other, n'as been presented',
one can do so with perfect accuracy; ,sounds separated by
that amount are never confused. Suppose the total number
of sounds is increased to 10 and successive ones are still -
spaced by the same factor of 2; errors will then be'm'ade,
e.g., sound 8 will sometimes be called sound 7 '6? 9, 4

Ilespite the fact that all can bv perfectly discriminated
as phirs. The data tell us that the ability to identify
sound 8 and to discr.iminate it from.9 depends on other
sounds that might be presented. The same is true of
,brightness and 'most other modalities. (The major 'excep-
tion is auditory frequency: Some people exhibit the
phenomenon of almost perfect pitch.Y As far ap anyone
knowp, the brain has exactfy the same peripheral inf.orma-
tion when a particular signal is presented, whether it is
1 of 2 or 1 of 10,.yet once the number exceeds about 7
there is increasing difficulty,and confusion in identify-
ing 1.pich signal' is presented. Why? Various theorieW
have been offered, but to date none seems fully adequate.
It is clear that as yet we do not fully understand the
nature of the coding involved and the processing done by
the brain.

We mention these easily aemonstrable conundrums because
they are both very familiar and vetry ditficult to under-
stand. There can be little doubt that the brain, when
processing even the simplest of signals, is using infor-
mation that extends well beyond the particular signal at
hand. Psychophysicists are making attempts--often mathe-

3 9
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matical ones--to formulate the types of processes that

may accOunt for these phenomena.

Skilled Performance

Another important area of basic iesearch is the develop=

ment of quantitative models for how a person uses visual

or/auditoll, information in combinationAii.th-his or'her'

cognitive skills to control and. manipulate.machlnes.

'when one drives a car or flies an airplane,-the. senses,

particularly the eyes, take in.information from the envi-

ronment, and the brain processes the information,together

with gOals or intentions, to seqd signals to activate_the

muscles.; The muscles,iin, turn move the steerin§ wheel or

control stick in order to control vehicle movement. When
-

a 13ison serves' as a vital link in a control'system, it

becomes-NLay important' to.tpe able to understand the human

behavior involved in engineeting terms. The,sensory-motor

response of the driver or pilot affects the system's over-

all Stability
and'performance, just as do the tires or

ailerons.
To the neive gbserver'the taSk of dfiving seems to be

automatic and to take very little mental effort. In

much orthe activity.involved
appe'ars fic be unreportable.

The individual performing the control task cannot describe 4

how he or she does it. Research has shown, howeve, that

it does require mental
effort and, in fact, in most- situ-

atiOns such control employs processes
that woult be de-

seribed as distinctly cognitive.
Alpilotfollowing the glide slope ndedle that directs

the plane toWard the runway is performing tle,simplest of

tacking tasks. Rowever, the choice-of a control action

entails selecting a sequenoe of muScletoimands that must

take account not only of.the stiffness and inertia of the

pilot's Own arm but also the sluggish dynamics of the

plane itself. The response of the plane id so shbtle

that one cannot depend on visual cotes or pressure on the,

seat of lone's pants to prOvide adequate'feedback. One

must integrate these cues with a learned prediction,of

L how the vehicle will netpotia. We say the pilot has an

inteinal model of the vehicle dynamics and inc&porates

its response into his muscle command plawing.

This point is made forcefully' when a tire blows out or

a yaW damper fails and the handling chaCacteristics of'

the vehicle change suddenly. The control behavior appno-

priate to the system prior to the emergency is quite dif-

3 9 ,*,*
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ferent from that required after the change. The internal
model must be changed and changed rapidly..
c. When a pilot executes a preplanned maneu7er such as aturn to tinal approach,

the cognitive demands ale evencireater. Since no pathWay in the sky exiSts, the basisfor executing a particular'turn must be drawn from memory.Some argue that a particular maneuver comes from a schema
representing turns'in general.made particular to the setof conditions found wheno.the turn is begun. The executionalso must take adcount df the specific vehicle.character-istics and the nature of the controls involvyd.

The Sirstjattempt to represent human control pehaviorin such engineering
terms was accomplished in 1947 by A.

Tustin, a British scientist. The first ext'ensive set ofdata that described
tracking behavior in terms of control

engineering equations was completed'irP1956 by J. I.Elkind. LThet work represented a significant advance in
experimental measurement of dynamical systems as well asa landmark contribution to the literature in engineeringpsychology.

gince that time mOdern
control theory ha's extended thepower and complgxity of \tne systems that can be analyzed.The optimal model of manual control describes the behaviorin terms of state estimation, information processing, andresponse generation. rt is, interesting that the model

alsoassumes that the driver or pilot employs an idealizedinternal representation of the system being controlled,exactly analogous to the cogAitive models described in anearlier section.

Research oni manual control and the prediction of humanmotor performance still.has
difficulty predicting the

eiffects of learning on performance. There are special
difficulties in predicting those practice effects associ-ated with voluntary

maneuvers for which there is no
explicit pattern to be'followed. Manual control.m6deling
research is also being broadened to include prediCtion ofthe behavior of multiperson crews when the task'of actu-ally controlling the venicp is overlaid with a myriad bf
decision-making'and procedural tasks, sometimes referredto.as supervisory control. One such model describes theabtivity of the three-person crew of a commercial )et
transport duridg approach dnd landing. Others have beendesigned for binycl riding and motorcycle handling. 'Besides the conceptual

understanding they contribute,
manUal conerol models have been practically useful, forexample, in predicting critical design conditions that"need careful. experimental study. The models of jet trails-

a
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port,ci:ews were developed to evaluate alternative landing

procedures and staffing requirements.

As this discussion
reveals, research on manual control

has providvi'a most interesting and stimulating inter-

change between experimental psychologists and engineers.

It has captured the creafive talents of researchers from

,.several fields, not only in terms of-the development of

new theoretical concepts and measurement procedures; but

also in translating these concepts intd'data and methods

useiul in the sy m development
procgss: When analytic

(

methods are avelable predict performance., it is pos-

sibl2,to narrow the range of candidate designs that need

to be evaluated in depth. While it would bkimpossible

to estimate .the cost savin.gs attributable to\these devel-

opments, it is clear that they have substanti4ly reduced

the development time and the costs associated With exper-

imental evaluation of alternative designs.

EXAMPLES OF THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN

BASIC RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS

In discussions of the relative importance of basic and

applied research programs, an economic analogy is often

made. Basic research is the savings account, to be accu-

mulated and husbanded
against the lean years, when the

checking account of applied research runs low. The cash

reserve, it 4s said, is drawn upon to replenish the

drained resources of the experts in application.

The analogy is
incomplete in this sense: It neglects

the vital presence of those whose
activities move the

masses of information in and out of the fund Of knowledge.

Babic knowledge can no more be static than the funds in a

savings bank can if there is to be any gain from it. But

a requisite-for moving, altering, and adding to informa-

tion is people who are
proficient in handlinii and remodel-

ing it. What William James spoke of as the cash Value of

.an idea is tangible only\in the hands of a skilled bar-

terer.
We turn now to this intekplay of basic and applied

research. Several examples of
applications, one inexor-

ably intertwined with the basic research, have already

been mentioned. In what follows we take lib a number of .

additional cases in which basic psychophysical research

led or is leading to significant applied work. In some

cases, the application is complete. In others, the basic

work has suggested an
idea for solving a problem and the

3 9 ,-
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work is currently being pursued. As always, promithmg
routes seem so until they fail; few roads end at the goal,
and most are a lot rougher and not nearly so straight as
anticipated.

(
Two Modes of/Visual Processing
and Night Automobile Accidents

For same time psychologists studying visual perception
have posited two independent and dissociable mddes of
processing visual information. The focal mode is con-
cerned with object discrimination and identification or,
more generally, the question of what. It is subserved
primarily by the*cortex and is typically well represented
in consciousness. Because focal functions involve the
higher spatial frequencies, i.e., finer visual textures,
they are optimal in the central visual field and are sys-
tematically related tit) both luminance and refractive
error. The other mode of processing,,referred to as ambi-,

6 ent vision, is concerned with spatial' orientation or, more
generally, the question of where. The properties of the

0 ambient and focal modes differ along many dimensions.
Although spatial orientation is certainly possible, if not
superior, with the central visual field, it is adequate

1 with stimulation of the peripheral retina in spite of the
coarse resolution properties of the latter. Coarse pat7
terns are sufficient for ambient functions, sc they are
less sensitive to both refractive error and luminance than
are focal functions. With respect to consciousness, the
ambient system is often poorly represented, although by
directing attention one can be aware of ambient activity.

A number of recent ablation studies, as well as obser-
vations of brain-damaged people, have suggested that it,
is possible for some orientation ability to be spared
despite loss of Eocal vision. L. Weiskrantz has referred
to this interesting phenomenon as "blindsight." For our
purpose the fact that it is possible to walk while reading'
demonstrates the dissociability and some basic character-
istics of focal and ambient functions. Even though atten-
tion is dominated by the reading material, orientation in
space is carried out confidently and accurately by the
peripheral visual fields operating at an unconscious or
subconscious level. If illumination is lowered or the
retinal image blurred, the ability to read is degraded
but orientation is relatively timimpaired.
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A critical problem in vehicle guidance, which can be'

understood in terms of the theoretical approach, is the

high frequency of nighttime driving accidents. Automobile

accidents, of course, have multiple causes. The rble of

illumination is demonstrated, however, by studies indica-

ting that, when other factors are held constant, acci-

dents, particulary those involving collisions with pedes-

trians, increase dramatically'under lowered illumination.

It is well known that under twilight and nighttime condi=

tions many visual capacities, such as spatial resolution,

stereoscopic depth perception, contrast discrimination,

and reaction time,are degraded. This is reflectea in

analyses of nighttime accidents.in which drivers fre-

quently report that they did not see a pedestrian or other

obstacle in time to stop. In some cases, the sound of

impact was heard before the driver was aware of the pedes-

trian. What is curious is that drivers typically do hot

reduce their speeds at night, even though they are prob-

ably aware through personal experience, or even through

knowledge of literature, that their vision has been

degraded.
A possible explanation for this paradox may be derived

from considering Elie two modes of processing. Driving an

automobile, like walking, flying, and sailing, involves

two parallel tasks. Spatial orientation is accomplished

by steering the vehicle, which requires continuous evalu-

ation of the location of the
vehicle relative to the road.

In terms of the two modes of processing, steering is con-

cerned with where ,and is an ambient function. Driving

also involves focal vision, the role of which is to moni-

tor.the roadway ahead for pedestrians, other vehicles,

and obstacles, to read traffic signs and monitor signal

lights, and to judge the distance and speed of other

vehicles. In daylight both the ambient.and focal modes

are operating at their maximal capacities. Under twilight

and nighttime conditions, however, there is a selective

degradation of the two modes. Focal visual functions are

degraded, i.e., spatial and stereoscopic acuity are

reduced and contrast sensitivity is.diminished. (For

many individuals the ability to appreciate detail is fur-

ther degraded by a conditiop known as night myopia.) The

efficiency of ambient visual functions, however., is Ict

reduced by lowered illumination. As long as minimal

visual stimulation is available, it is possible to steer

the vehicle adequately. In terms of the performance

information available to the driver, it is the ambient

mode that dominates. Sinee the demands on focal vision
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are intermittent, information about the degradation of
focal vision is only rarely reflected in the operator's
performance. As a result, the driver'is not aware that
there is a problem with the degradation of focal visiol
and therefore typically maintains the same velocities at
night as during the day.

As is often the case, understanding the basic.cause of t

a problem suggests methods for amelioration. To reduce
the high nighttime accident rate a number of possibilities
are apparent. Obviously, illuminating highways would be
expected to be effective, and this is supported by empir-
ical observations. However, economic considerations limit
this possibility. Other ulternatives are to post differ-
ent maximum velocities for nighttime and daytime driving
conditions. Before the introduction of the uniform
national 55 mPh speed limit in the United States, only a
few states followed this practice, usually on major high-
ways. 7o our knowledge, different speed limits have not
been posted in areas where degradation of focal vision
would be expected to play a role in accidents involving
pedestrians. Another possible measure is to educate
drivers regarding the potential dangers associated with
the selective degradation of vision at night. This pro-
cedure would be expected to be particularly effective for
younger drivers, whose habits have not been established.
The implications of selective degradation should also be
communicated to pedestrians and cyclists, who should be
encouraged to take special measures to increase their
visibility at night in' order to compensate for the loss
of focal vision of drivers.

Visual Modulation Transfer Functions ang Visual Disorders*

A powerful tool for studying visual processing is the
measurement of what is called visual describing function
or, more loosely, visual modulation transfer function
(MTF). Briefly, the procedure for studying the visual MTF
is like'this: A person looks at a television screen on
which a pattern of stripes is present. The experimenter
determines how much contrast the stripes must have in
order for the peraon to be able to detect them. This
just-visible contrast depends strongly on the spacing of

*The authors express their thanks to Jane E. Raymond for
valuable suggestions for this section.
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the stripes, on whether they are flickering and if so at

what frequency, and also on the colors of the stripes and

the condition of the subject's eye.
In general, measures of the MTF provide significant

amounts of information about the general behavior of the

human visual system and, together with data from physio-

logical experiments on the eyes and brains of various
animals, are rapidly leading us to a good understanding

of the anatomical and physiological structure of the human

visual system. To give just one example', it is now clear

that certain neutal structures in the human retina are
organized in such a way that when a small spot of light

falls on the retinal surface, it not only produces an

1,perease in the activity of a few nerve fibers leading

from the eye to the brain, but it also produces a decrease

in the activity or responsiveness of all of the nerve

fibers corresponding to adjacent spots on the retina.

This is called lateral inhibition. We have good estimates

of how strong these effects are,, the distances across the

,retina over which they operate, their.sensitivity to the

timing of changing light intensities, how-these factors 0

vary at different parts of the ietina, and many other

similar parameters.
This kind of information is important in a numbex of

ways. First, and perhaps most important, it provides
strong hypotheS'eg about how the brain itself works, be-

cause the retina is closely related to much of the brain

in its embryology and structure. Second, it provides ex-

planations for many visual phenomena, such as the fact

th.at objects look the sem. regardless of the intensity of

light illuminating them, which has puzzj.ed scientists for

hundreds of years. Third, it permits accurate predictions

of the appearance of unfamiliar patternsof light, such

as those experienced by astronauts when traveling in outer

space.
The use of the MTF in visual psychophysical research

has also been valuable in advancing our understanding of

the perception of complex patterns such as letters and

faces. Any complex pattern can be broken down into a

series of component stripe patterns, each with a specific

width, orientation, contrast, and position. By viewing

the visual system as a series of filters, each sensitive

to a different:set of sttipe widths and orientations,

accurate predictions conderning the perception of complex.

objects can be made once.he component stripe pattern used

to construct the complex pattern is fdentified and the MTF

of the visual system is measured. This approach has been

4O.
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valuable in basic research on object perception and recog-
nition, and it also has been successfully applied to
practical issues.

Although the concepts surrounding the visual system MTF
have been useful in areas such as aviation engineering and
electronic visual communications -engineering, the most
widely explored applications of the MTF to date have been
in the area of clinical medicine. Three examples follow.

Contrast sensitivity functions were first used clini-
cally by neurologists investigating patients with disor-
ders of the central nervous system such as cerebral le-
sions, epilepsy, and multiple sclerosis. As a diagnos-
tic tool, measurement of'the MTF has been particularly
successful in detecting visual involvement of multiple
sclerosis in patients who appear normal on ophthalmologi-
cal examination. Aside from the diagnostic value of this
procedure, the data obtained can also be employed to
indicate a physiological rathet than psychogenic basis
for visual complaints and perceptual difficulties.

Second, it has been known for centuries that those
children with eyes that do pot point in the same direction
exhibit characteristics different from those who need
glasses but have not worn them. Differences are also
found in their MTFs, suggesting differences in the Mechan-
isms of visual loss. Study of the differences may lead
to improved methods of prevention.

A third example of the application of MTFs to visual
pathology is in the detection of glaucoma. During 1979
and 1980, it.wap shown that the MTFs for glaucoma patients
and many glaucoma suspects differ in characteristic mays
from those of people with normal vision. These differ-
ences may provide an important means of detecting glaucoma
before it has caused serious visual loss. Equally impor-
tant, the nature of the MTF differences between glaucoma
patients and people with normal vision provides important
evidence about the actual gathological processes that
occur during the course of the disease.

In summary, the study (if how the visibility of a pat-
tern of stripes is affected by various charaaeristics of
the stripes and by properties of the eye is leading us to

a a better understanding,of the nature of both normal and
pathological human vision.

Speech Perception and Reading Machines

Our understanding of speech perceptidn, as well as our
ability to put that understanding to practical use, de-
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rives from the confluence of several currents in science

and ergineering. We trace one such current here, one that
exhibits the interplay of a practical problem and the
basic research in psychophysics that contributed to its

solution. The example is striking, because the practical,
problem seemed at the outset to require very little more
knowledge than was available at the time and also because

the basic research, once undertaken, has proved useful
beyond the demands of the partfcular problem that provided
the initial stimulus.

The problem, first seriously attacked at the end of
World War II, was to build a reading machine for the
blind; a device that could scan print and produce an
understandable apustic signal. Some, perhaps all, of

those who set out on this enterprise were guided by the
assumptiod that the device had only to produce, for each
letter, a pattern of sound that was distinctively differ-
ent from the pattern of all other letters. Blind users

would presumably be able to read after learning to asso-

ciate the sounds with the letters. The raticinale for this

device was to be found in an obvious fact and in a seem-

ingly obvious assumption about that fact. The fact is
that sound and,the ear work well together for the purpose
of conveying in speech the very phonemes that-the letters
of the writing system,(approximately) represent. The

seemingly obvious assumption was that the sounds of speech
are related to those phonemes in a straightforward way,
much as the sounds Of the reading machine would be related
to the letters., and that, in this crucial respect, per-
ception of speech was assumed not different in principle
from the perception of any other sounds. Accordingly, it

was expected that the sounds of the reading machine would

work as well as speech, provided only that they werc dis-
tinctive and that the users were given sufficient
i"raining.

In fact, no arbitrary sound alphabet could be made to
work well, no matter how distinctive its individual ele-
ments or how long the training of the users. As the con-

clusion took shape, some of those engaged in the under-
taking began to suspect that the assumption about speech
and its perception was wrong. There is apparently some-
thing special about speech', something that the arbitrary
sounds of the reading machine could not capture. Thus it
happened that some investigators put aside their work on

the reading machine in order to take up the basic research

on speech perception that was required if they were ever

to find out in what ways speech iS special.

4 03
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At the outset, the task of studying the perception of
speech was no different in principle from that of studying
the perception of anything. The first step is to find the
cues--the physical stimuli--that control the perception:'
more generally, of course, the aim is to characterize the

ek
nature of the relationship between those cues and the
precepts they supert. Nor is the research procedure
different in principle from that which had always been

'followed in perceptual psychophysics. It was to use
methods of analysis to formulate working Rypotheses aboue
the cues and then to test those hypotheses by synthesis--
that is, by manipulating the physival signal in ways
appropriate to the hypotheses so as( to determine the
effects on the sound as perceived.

But applying the standard procedure to speech was com-
plicated by several special difficulties. For one, many
of the most important acoustic cues for speech are in the
dynamic aspects of the acoustic pattern, a circumstance
that imposes special requirements on the development of
an appropriate research synthesizer. A further difficulty
lay in the fact, not fully understood when the research
began, that the relationship between acoustic signal and
phonetic percept is peculiar in ways that make it signi-
ficantly harder to see just what form the cues may take
and where in the signal they may be found. As a result a
considerable amount of time had to be spent designing
and perfecting an appropriate research synthesizer. The
synthesizer needed to provide control of the putatively
relevant aspects of the signal, including especially those
of a dynamic character, and also needed to be sufficiently
convenient so as to permit the very large amount of exper-
imentation that proved necessary to disclose the special
nature of the relationship between signal and phonetic
percept.

As the research progressed, many acoustic cues were
found and their effects evaluated. With that done,
was poisible to see some of t general characteristics
of the relationship between the'cues and the percepts.
Perhaps the most important of these is that the acoustic
segmentatiol does not correspond, as had been originally
supposed, ir a straightforward way to the segmentation of
the pilonetic message. Rather, the information"about any
particular phonetic segment is widely distributed through
the signal And overlapped, often completely, with acoustic
information appropriate to other segments, thus reducing
the number of acoustic segment's per unit time that must
be perceived. A simple but effective way to.demonstrate

4 0
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this high degree of interdependence is to try to substi-

tute identical phonetic elements from other contexts.

For example, suppose one tries to synthesize on a tape
recorder the word cat by splicing the c from car, the a

from has, and the t from cut. The Eesult is unintellig-

ible gibberish. This is so because, in production, the
phonetic segments are coarticulated, with the result, that

information about several successive segments is normally

encoded into and transmitted simultaneously on the same

;parameter of the acoustic signal. To disentangle those

4segments in perception requires a specialized process.

But if one possesses that specialization, as humans do,

then the parallel transmission of segmental information

that characterizes the speech code makes it a uniquely

effective way of communicating language by sound.
Once the nature of the speech code.was understood, it

became possible to synthesize speech by explicit rule and

thus to have, in principle, an important component of a

reading machine that produces, not arbitrary sounds, but

speech. To synthesize speech by rule means that, begin-.

ning with an input string of letters (or, more properly,

their phonetic transcriptions) , one produces speech by

automatically applying explicit encoding instructions of

a kind that can be dealt with bY a.computer. As first

produced in 1958 (though not then by computer), speech a

synthesized by rule was at best intelligible only in the

narrow sense of the word. Listening to it, tOok an effort.

Indeed, the extra attention needed to perceive the pho-

netic aspect of the mesgage was often such as to defeat

the attempt to grasp its meaning. But pfogress continued,

and now the speech that can be synthesized by rule is

much improved.
,A reading machine for the blind is rapidly becoming a

reality. Such a machihe requires, in addition to rules

for synthesis and the means for implementing them, an

optical character reader to identify the printed letters

and a method for converting English spelling'to the pho-

netic transcription that keys the synthesis These com-

ponents exist and can be appropriately linked, so a blind

user has a way to convert print to reasonably intelligible

speech. One may wonder, of course, whether the devices

currently available are good enough for all purposes. Do

they, for example., still require too much effort of one

who wishes to read large quantities of ditficult text?

Further research and development will almost certainly

produce further,improvements.
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Automatic synthesis of speech has application not only
tp,the blind but also to some people who are. for any of
several reasons, unable to talk. In business, industry,
and education, speech synthesis is finding increasing
application in human-machine interactions of various
kinds. Moreover, the knowledge gained through research
pn speech perception has pLoved useful for purposes other
than the synthesis'of speech. It provides essential in-
formation for attempts to build automatic speech redog-
nizers, and, in particular, for understanding the nature
of the difficulties that must be overcome if such ma-
chlnes are ever to be as versatile as we would like them
to be. It furnishes the key to understanding why it is
that beginning readers find it so difficult to deyelop an
explicit awareness of the way that words can be seg-
mented into the abstract units that the alphabetic letters
,represent. It helps us undergtand the particular nature
of the difficulties that the hard-of-hearing and the
brlain-damaged have in perceiving speech. It creates pos-
sibilities that would not otherwise have existed for
research into aspects of the biology of speech and thg
presence (or absence) of the apOropriate biological pre-
dispositions in infants aad children. And, most gener-
ally, it enlightens us about the organic connection of
speech to language.

Tactile Communication for 'the Blind

Although braille has been used since the 19th century as
the primary reading method for the visually handicapped,
it requires several years of careful schooling in its use
and demands that a publishing organization exist to con-
vert printed matter to braille eype. Moreover, fewer than
20 percent of the sightless population actually acquire a
truly literate skill in braille, i.e., read the equivalent
of four or more boopks a year. The skilled blind person ,

is therefore dependent on the publications efforts of an
industry having limited resources for all reading matter.

Far more satisfactory would be an aid for the blind
that permits the, sightless person to "read" ordinary ink
print by substituting the sense of touch for the missing
visual sense. Were such a direct ink-print reading system
available, the sightless person would be much more inde-
pendent"perhaps able to read even the labels pn prescrip-
tion bottles or phonograph records One such device is
called the Optacon, a contraction of optical to tactile
'converter.

4 03
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The story of the development of the Optacon illustrates

the needed interplay of knowledge, iftellectual curiosity,

and inventiveness. Success with the use of the tactile

sense as a substitute sensory channei for the handicapped'

had been only moderate by the middle 1950s. At about that

time, Geldard and a number Of his students had well under

way a prograM of basic,research in skin sensitivity that

reached a watershed with the construction of a formal skin'

language cailled vibratese. Devised as a simple alphabetic

code, people could process it at rates of up to 38 words

per minute after a re,latively brief training period.

This research effort and its publication accelerated the

efforts throughout the world to use the skin as a substi-

tute for sight.
At the same time, a program was under way at the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology foi developing and

improving sensory aids for the handicapped: One of its

engineers, J. Bliss, moved to Stanford University and

there engaged in collaborative research with J. Linvill,

whose daughter was severely visually handicapped. The

availability of a new technology for electronic circuit

fabrication emerged in the eaily 1960s along with an ex-'

tremely small, and efficient device for transducing elec-

:.rical signals to mechanidal motion. With these dnd

other technical advances, which permitted the design of a

very compact processing device, along with the basic

psychophysical information found in the current literature

on'cutaneous sensitivity, Bliss and his colleagues con-

ducted a series 61 research studies with support from'

various government agencies. Based on the skin's ability

to.decode pattern information in real time, they arrived

at specifications for a feasible,processing device.

The program of,research; which took about a decade for

,its fru.ition, culminated in the production of a prototype

of the Optacon, wh.icP was tested by Linvill's daughter

under various conditions and with a variety of print

styles and sizes. She became one of the first.blind per-

sons in the world to read ordinary printed matter at

speeds of up to 80 words per minute.

Hearing.Aids

Despite the' personal suffering and the ldgg of productiv-

ity arising from hearing impairments, and despite the

great advances in technology that permit the realization

of almost any signal processing scheme in a cosmetically

40,
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acceptable hearing aid, present-day hearing aids are still
quite inadequate for a large fraction of those with imr.
pairment. Roughly speaking, current aids provide noth-
ing more than aavlitude amplification that varies with
frequency. This is adequate for the impairment, called
conductive loss, that is characterized`by poor conduc-
tion of the acoustic energy.into the neural code. Sugh-
frequency-dependent amplification is not, however, at all
adequate for impairments that involve malfunction of the
sensorineural processes,of the inner ear or auditory merr
vOus system, the so-called sensorineural losses. These
losses result in a degraded ability to resolve different
'acoustic stimuli,'an increa.7ed susceptibility to back-
ground noise and reverberatibn, abnormal changes in the
loudness of a sound with change of intensity or.of dura-
tion, various types of sound distortions, and internally
generated sounds". When these are-the symptoms, no simple
frequency-dependent ahiplification restores normal or even
functional'hearing. In case og severe loss, amplification
may make it possibre for the impaired person to know some-
one is speaking'but still not be able to understand the
speech.

Our existing knowledge about impaired auditory percep-
tion i's nbt adequate to permit us to characterfie the
nature of the aids needed to correct for sensorineural
impairments. Current work on this topic should6in due
course lead either to the dexelopment of improved aids or
to a very clear understanding why such aids cannot be
developed with existing technology.

Many new signal-processing schemes are now being ex-
plored as aids for the sensorineural impairments. Ampli-
tude compression--the systematic change of naturally
occuring amplitudes to a different range of amplitudes--
appears to be promising for individuals with a reduCed .

eange. Frequency compression is also being explqred as
..an aid to people' who can hear only a limited range of
'frequencies. In both schemes the central idea is simply
to recode the originaldnformation so that it is pre-
sented in those regions of frequency and amplitude in
which residual hearing exists. Other schemes explore the
use of multiple microphones to siMulate our binaural
hearing and thus reduce the background interference.
Such aids may be particularly useful for individuals with
a reduced capacity to comprehend'signals in coglex
acoustic,.environments. Even more elaborate aids based on
automated Speech-recognition or speech synthesis systems
are currently being investigated.

,1
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We know that the intelligibility of speech can be im-

proved for many impaired listeners by transforgr'ing the

speech signal in ways other than frequency-dependent

amplification. For example speakers can learn to talk

in special ways so that a particular impAired persOn is

able to understand more of. what is said. They neither

speak more loudly nor more dlowly, yet they are better

understood. Studies are presently under way to try to

understand how these improvements are achieved.

In general and independent of,the type of impaired

hearing, signal processing must be devised that enables

such people to make considerably increased use of their

residual hearing. The minimum criterion'of success is

the ability to understnd speech. To de.sign appropriate

.processing, it is clearly necessary to characterize in

considerable aetail the nature of the several types of

impairment that occur, and this may very well require a a

substantial amount of psychophysical and physiological

research. How much research is difficult to say; since

we only partially understand what it is sie are searching

for. Success will mean both the systematic development .

of improved auditory prosthetics and a contribution to

improved audiological diagnosis and'to increased undex-

standing of normal auditory functioning. The latter plays

an important role in the improved design of high-fidelity

music equipment, more efficieht telephones, and better

design of acoustic systems that mug§ be used in adverse

conditions, for example, military applications.

Tactile Communication for the Deaf

c.

We end this list of applications with a final example--the

use of the skin as a substitute for hearing--where success
t,

has not yet been great and we are still awaiting a break-

through. But hope is high, and a number of investigators .

are pursuing a variety of differdnt paths'. We outline

some of their hopes here.

Some hearing loss is so great that there is no residual

hearing to draw upon. In this case, the only possibili-

ties for restoring the function of hearing involve sensory

substitution: Sound must be transformed from acoustic

vibrations to either visual or tactile patterns that are

then perceived.
Although it is possible to learn to understand speech

with reasonable accuracy by observing the lips of the

speaker (lipreading) or by placing a hand on the speaker's
°

1
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face (the 'fadomn method emrloyed by some deaf-blind peo-
ple), both of these.methods have serious limitations:

Lipreading requiresadequte lighting, Tadoma requires
direct physical cont'act, and both require proximity of

speaker and. "listener."- For these reasons, attempts at
more satisfactory technology have and are being made.

The first attempt to develop a tactile aid for speech
reception, more than 50 years ago, used a single vibrator,
acting as a loudspeaker. Hardly more than a placebo ef-
fect was noted, i.e., the deaf persons responded to the

interest' of the experimenter by working harder and giving
improved performance plrough greater effort, but better
information processing.was nct achieved.. The basic bot-
tleneck is that the frequency range that the ear appre-
ciates is some 40 times as wide as the tactile range of 5
to 500 Hz. Obviously, some rearrangement or recoding of
the signal must be provided,to give the skin the percep-
tual span processed by the

One class of deviAs'attlanged for a set of eiecrical
filters that would "fan out" the speech frequencies ovei
the skin so .that a particular site, when stimulated,
always represented a particular frequencY band. Again,
this met with limited success.

'Another possibility was to follow the lead pioneer by,
Bekesy. -In the course of ,his work on the mechanics of Ole

ear, he analyzed the mechanical and hVdrodynamic
properties of the cochlea. He calcuiated the values of
the mechanical constants of the membranes that Supported
the sensoky receptors of the ear. From these computations
-he built a dimensional model of the ochlea that, he'

claimed, vibrated in the presence of sound energy in the
same manner as do the receptive tissues of the inner ear.
He was able to demonstrate this correspondence by having
observers place their arms on the vibrating "membrane" of
the mechanical model and feel the change in frequency,

loudnez,..and location of "sound" as ne manipulated these
variables byelectrical or acoustic means.

A prominent German investigator, W. D. Keidel, decided
to uSe the Bekesy model, which had been designed purely
for the purpose of advancing the understanding of the,
hearing process, as a practical, tactile speech-analyzing
de4ice. Because the skip accepts only low-freqqency
sounds, the speech frequencies must first be reduced to r

the proper range for the model to work'. This was done by
tape-recording the Speech and replaying it for the model

.

at a very .low rate, whichpot only reduces the frequency

to the proper values but also stretches time so that one
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word may take several seconds'to feel. Nevertheleis,

few subjects did learn to understand some speech thus

translated, and the investigator was encouraged to search

for ways of getting speech sounds processed by computer

and presented to th.: model so that "listeners" could feel

speech patterns as they were being generated. A computer'

program was automated to scale the speech frequencies dowh

to range suitable for thecskin anda1 the same eime

clipped and joined the speech segments smoothly to pro-

duce a low-frequency.version of the frequency-time rela-

tions of speech tha&lasted no longer than the original.

Only limited tests have been made thus far, but this

approach still seems to encourage further exploration.

Scoe positive results have been reported by other

research groups studying tactile speech displays, which

incorporate a variety of approximations to the-spectral

analysis performed by the ear.
&We still need to determine the ultimate limits of tac-

tile 'sense for speech communication, to clarify the prin-

ciples governing the effectiveness of tactile displays,

and to develop practical,aids capable of functioning at a

distance in realworld environments. In addition to con-

tributing to the developmen of prosthetics for the deaf

and deaf-blind, research in this area will provide in-

creased understanding of the tactile sense,.of speech

perception, of design principles fog sensory display, and

of sensory substitution and human plasticity.

-

SUMMARY

This paper has reviewed what has been learned,about the

human senses, together with the relevaqt cognitive and

motor components, by applying the sctentific principles

of the discipline called psychophysics. Thisinformation

has been acquired, mainly in the past 130 years, by

adapting and applying the methods of physics to problems

of human beings interacting with various physical environ-

ments, ranging from very simple energy changes to complex

dynamic systems, such as flying an aircraft.

As a,result of these studies we now have a detailed and

often quantitative understanding of many perceptual phe-

nomena. The human senses and their associated cognitive

and motor componente are not passive systems reflexively

reacting to the incoming stimuli, but are active trans-

formers and processors of.,the applied stimulus. A great

deal is knqwn about how many of these transformations

operate and their effects on perceptions.
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We have also dealt with how this knowledge has been
used in an attempt to solve, or at least unders,r.nd, a
number of practical problems. Our emphasis on sensory
impairment arose not only because of the humanitarian
component, but also because the best way to demonstrate a
detailed understanding of some system is to be able to
repair or otherwise ameliorate a defect in that system.

Success measured ini these terms has been only partial,
but in many areas great promise is evident. Our examples
have exposed the false dichotomy between applied and basicresearch. Rather, as the section heading of these exam-
ples implies, there is an interplay between basic knowl-
edge and the information and underscanding gained by the
attempt to apply that knowledge to concrete problems.

.s.
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Reading as a Cognitive Process

Patricia A. Carpenter and Marcel Adam Just

INTRODUCTION

Reading is a central skill in a technical, democratic

society, such as our own, which requires reading skill

for employment, education,
communication, and everyday

functioning. An illiterate person
cannot use a newspaper

as a source of information or entertainment, cannot fill

out a. job application unaided, cannot understand the .

directions on a medicine bottle, cannot follow a manual

for performing a job. The ability to read basic material

is one form of literacy, a
prerequisite for many corrimon

tasks. Much more sophisticated
language skills are indee,d

necessary for the increasingly technical nature of Ameri-

can society. In fact, the need for rcx.ding skills far

beyond a minimal level is increasing as the number Of

unskilled jobs continues to decline. Hence, it is appro-

priate'to examine how research can help society achieve

increased level's of literacy in efficient ways.

.0ne reflection of the importance of reading is fOund

in the Adult Functional Reading Study, which attempted to

assess the reading habits of a srepresentative sample of

5,000 American adults (Murphy, 1973, 1975). The respon-

dents reportecLthat all aspects of their daily life

involved some form of reading and that it involved a

relatively large amount of time. In the study 71 percent

reported reading for an hour or more per day. Reading is

a particularly important skill for children, since it is

a major cornerstone of our educational system. Not only

is reading a schoel subject itself, but it is also a'skill

that is necessary to master other school subjects. It

has been suggested that variations in reading skill may

account for the high correlations among the grades a stu-
.*
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dent receives for different school subjects, correlations
that are typically .60 or larger (Bloom, 1976).

Another way to view the importance of reading skill is
e0 consider the.costs incurred by an'individual who lacks
reading skill. One cost, whicil is not easily measured,
is incurred by society and by the individual when poor
reading skills prevent him or her from obtaining a better

, job or from becoming a more informed citizen. A more
' easily measured cost is that of remediation, such as the
*Serge remedial programs in the armed services that are
necessary because recruits cannot read the materials nec-
'essary to.learn and execute military procedures.

This paper discusses current basic research on reading
as a cognitive process, fbcusing on the mental processes
that allow a reader to go from the printedpage to a com-
plex thought. The reason for emphasizinglreading as a
thinking process is that these prOcesses can often be
taught or improved. We present some of the major research
findings on the acquisition and improvement of reading as
well as theories about why'some people are very poor
readers while others are very good. We discuss research
.on the reading problems of special subpopulations and
review some efforts to make written material more read-
able. In addition to considering what is-currently known,
we also suggest some interesting and important.questions
that should be explored in future research.

Reading and Understanding

Reading is a form of language understanding that shares
many elements with'the understanding of spoken ranguage.
In addition, of course, reading consists of some psycho-
logical processes that are specific to the visual process-
ing 'of language. The contributions of the general cora-

1lpre ension processes to reading performance have generally
1

been underestimated and sometimes entirely ignored. Re,;d-
ing comprehension has often been considered as something
apart from listening comprehension. Conseque.ltly, reading
problems are assumed to reflect something very specific
about how a person extracts mganing from print. By con-
trast, if some reading problems are truly language prob-
lems then they involve more general languaie skills. A
related issue is the interchangeable usage of the terms
readiiig and literacy. Literacy sometimes involves much
more than reading comprehension; when it does, it is
important to be specific about its.meaning and to distin-

\.
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%Ash it from reading. By reading we mean understanding

the written equivalent of what could be understood through

listening. A reasonable approach to the "reading'probiem"

is one presented by Jenkins and Liberman (1972:1): "At

all events the 'reading problem' as we know it would not

exist if in dealing with language, all children could do

as well by eye as they do by ear."

At a simple level, we can distinguish between reading

ptoblems and Ibre general language or
knowledge problems

by testing whether someone can understand material when

he listens to it. If he cannot; then the problem should

not be construed as strictly a reading difficulty. For

example, Sticht (1972, 1975) has found groups of young

adults (military inductees)
with very poor reading com-

prehension skills. Psychological tests showed that these

people understood equally poorly when the material was

presented orally. 'In this case, the problem should not

be construed as a reading problem. It suggests that

remediation may lie in teaching more general language

skills along with other
problem-solving skills and per-

haps more specific knowledge
relevant to the kinds of

texts that will be read. At a simple, practical level,

it makes sense to distinguish between general language

skills, reading skills, and background knowledge. All

are used in reading, bue they point to different kinds of

problems and different approaches to remediation.

HOW WELL DO AMERICANS READ?

Before we discuss reading research and its social implica-

tions, it may be useful to consider what a reasonable goal

is for reading achievement for our society. In a report

to the National Institute of education, a group of promi-

nent educators and scientists suggested that society's

.goal is twofold (Miller, 1973). One goal is a minimal

level of reading (and writing) skill that is expected for

the entire population.
The abillty to read common mate-

.rials, such as newspapers, manuals, and instructions,

ensures that people have sufficient reading skills to per-

form necessary, everyday tasks. The objective may seem

limited, yet this criterion is stronger than that of any

earlier period of history (Resnick and Resnick, 1977).

In addition to basic skills, a second goal is allowing and

encoutaging people to increase their reading and writing

skills beyond a minimal level (Miller, 1973) . The oppor-

tunity to attain facility in
reading, at least to the

(-410
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level of one's oral skills, enables people to contribute
as much %s possible to the intellectual, social, and eco-
nomic activities of society.
%While these are the current expbctations of our soci-.

ety; it is interesting to note that the concept of liter-
ady has changed over the ,last two Centuries. It is only
recently that society has expected fairly sophisticated
reading skills from a large segment of the population
(Resnick and Resnick, 1977). In the 19th century, mass
literacy was not meant to in7Clude the entire society,
and--even more strikingly--it did not entail general read-
ing skill. For most "literate" adults, reading entailed
only the ability to read aloud a limited number of very

' familiar religious texts. Only a very few adults were
expected to be able to read other texts, to gain new
information from them, and to read them critically. This
lafter group of qkills is the current definition of the
term reading.

It is commonly assumed that America has a reading prob-
lem, but estimates of the reading problem vary consider-
ably. Precise demographic data are needed, however, to
specify how well Americans of various ages and socioeco-
nomic groups read and how well their skills match their
needs. There is considerable evidence that high-leveL
literacy skills have been declining over the last two ,
decades and, given the increasingly technological nature
of our 'Society, this fact is cause for some alarm. Of
eVen greater concern is the central impression that many
Americans lack even basic reading skills.
.Two assessment methods have been used to determine

exactly how well Americans read. The most common is the
norm-centered definition, in which a person's reading
level is compared with some grade-leVel definition of
reading. For example, a 9th-grade reading level is the
level at which 50 percent of 9th graders pass some cri-
terion score. Using this method, a national study found
that 15-30 percent of 12th-grade students read below the
9th-grade level (Fisher, 1978) . The U.S. Department of
Defense found that 20 percent of 38,000 recruits read
below the 7th-grade level (Sticht, 1979). This is of
concern to the armed services because many jobs require
basic reading skills. For example, army cooks have to
read material at the 7-7.9th-grade level and supply
specialists have to read material at the 12-12.9th-grade
level (Sticht et al., 1972).

A second approach to measuring reading skill is the
functional definition, in which reading is tested with ,

G
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material that is taken from-reil-life situations. One of

the first such tests, carried out by Louis 'Harris and

Associates (1970), attempted to assess skills such as

completing the applications for socidl security benefits,

a personal bank loan, public, assistance, medicaid, and a

driver's license. The study found that 8 percent of the

representative sample of 1,685 people answered less than

80 percent of the questions. A more recent study by the

National Assessment of Educational Progress (1976) exam-

ined the skills of 17-year-olds using items that were

relatively easy everyday,questions.
The study found that

12.6 percent of the students answered fewer than 75 per-

cent of the questions correctly; those scoring less than

75 percent were deemed illiterate.

Recently, Fisher (1978) has argued that the classic -

studies of functional literacy may overestimate the size

of the literacy problem among high school graduates. He

argues that some questions tap more than basic reading

skill and are often unanswerable by managers and profes-

sionals.- Correcting for this and for a 1 percent failure

rate due to boredom or fatigue, Fisher argued that the

survey'S can be reinterpreted to show that as few as 0.6

percent and certainly no more than 7 percent of high

school graduates are functionally illiterate. Moreover,

since these literacy tests tap skills and knowledge that

are not specific to reading, an error could reflect prob-

lems with language understanding, background knowledge,

or reasoning--not necessarily reading. There is some .

disagreement over the extent of the literacy problem for

high school graduates. There is little disagreement,

however, about the problems of people who repeat grades

and'drop out of school prior to ,high school graduation.

Dropouts consistently have lower achievement scores than

students who stay in school. These people are not

included in the literacy rates gathered on high school

seniors. Including dropouts in the National Assessment

of Educational Progress literacy sample estimated in 1975

may yield estimates of illiteracy as high as 20 percent

of 17-year-olds (Lerner, 1981).

As we mentioned earlier,
functional reading skill is a

minimal goal for society. Much more than functional skill

is necessary'in a society that is becoming increasingly

eechnological and in which higher levels of education are

necessary to take advantage of the major employment oppor-

tunities.
Correspondingly, it seems necessary not only,

to achieve but also to maximize reading skills. Thus,

basic research in reading should not be aimed exclusively
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at understanding the causes and remediation of extremely
poor skill. It should also be aimed at understanding
skilled reading and how it can be achieved. In fact, much
of the basic research in reading to this point may con-
tribute toward this goal, by analyzing the components of
higher,levels of reading skill in order to improve reading
instruction.

CURRENT RESEARCH IN READING

There is something new in the field of reading. As the
result of developments in the disciplines of psyPhology,
linguistics, and computer science, empirical and theoret-
ical advances in the study of readirig have been fairly
dramatjc. These advances tell us whpt a reader's eyes
and brain do during reading that enables him or her to
comprehend written language. Our knowledge of the reading
process is so detailed that we can make a 'reasonable
estimate of how long it will take (down to fractions of a
second) for a college-age reader to comprehend a given
word of a passage as well as an estimate of what he or
she will understand and recall from the passage. We have
progressed beyond predicting reading difficulty on an
actuarial basis to a better scientific understanding of
the content and outcome of the reading process.

The core intellectual basis for the study of.reading
is in the discipline of psychology. Psychology attempts
to specify the mental processes that transform a series
of words printed on a page into a coherent thought in the
mind of the reader. In the early part of the 20th cen-
tury, researchers began an interesting analysis of reading
and its acquisition. 'Although early researchers lacked

' current thebretiCal and methodological tools, their obser-
vations are still of interest. Like most sciences, psy-
chology undergoes periodic changes in its theoretical out-
look, and changes in psyciliology in the 20th century have
had a large influence on the study of reading. Between
approximately 1935 and 1955, the dominant philosophy of
behaviorism proscribed the study of complex cognitive
processes such as reading and dampened research progress
in this area.

The next paradigm, the information-processing revolu-
tion, was entirely congenial with the scientific study of
reading. _Beginning about 1955, information-processing
psychology arose from developments in information theory
(ibranch of applied mathematics), symbolic processing by
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digital computers, and the psychological study of complex

human behavior. Information-processing psychology focused

on precisely those internal processes, in their full

detail, that behaviorism did not acknowledge. In this

approach thought consists.of information'processes,,opera-

tions whose operands and outputs are mental symbols. Men-

tal symbols represent
knowledge-acquired from the outside'

world and from tnternal computationá. From this perspec-

tive the questions of interest about any behavior are:

1. In performing this task, what information is in-

ternally represented, in what form is it represented, and

what new (partial and final) information is acquired in

the course of performing it?

2. What processes are used in this task, on wHat input,

information do they operate, what do they output, undee

what conditions are they invoked; how long do their com-

putations take, and what are.the sources of errors?

3. How are the processes acquired?
mt

While these questions have been asked, and successeully

answered, about many\tasks, only 'recently have they:been

applied to reading.
An important contribution of the information processing

approach is its acknowledgement of the role of the envi- "

ronment in explaining human behavior. The direction.and

content of thought processes can be shaped as much by

current circumstances as by previously acquired knowledge

and thought patterns. Strategic behavior is exquisitely

adaptive, so that variations' in any laboratory task evoke

corresponding changes in a person's strategies. As ap-

plied to reading, this means that how a person reads and

what he or she understands and remembers dep6nds not only

on knowledge,and reading ability but also on the text

that he or she is reading and on the particular reading

situation. People read differently depending on whether'

they think they,pre goin.g to be tested on the material,

and even depending on the particular type of test they

anticipate. One straightforward demonstration indicated

that two groups of subjects recalled a description of a .

house very differentl depending on whether they read it e

from the perspective of a
prospective purchaser or a bur-

glar (Pichert and Anderson, 1977). It became clear that

theories of reading would have'to be accompanied with com-

plete analyses of the situations in which reading occurs.
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The information-processing approach analyzes reading
in terms of its component processes, decomposing the com-
plex whole into more understandable parts, such as word
decoding, syntactic analysis, semantic analysis, and
analysis of the situation referred to by the text.' This
decomposition has obvious benefits, although a less
obvious drawback is that the parts are not equally under-
standable. Even those that are understandable are not
easily reconstituted into a theory of the entire reading
process.

The problem of how various subprocesses in a complex
task work together was a difficult one for psychologists,
requiring some expression of how a complex multicomponent
system may function in a coordinated, goal-directed way.
The solution came.from the field of computer science,
which provided an example and a medium for constructing
large-scale theories of complex behaviors composed of
elementary, understandable parts. When expressed as a
computer siMulation model, each component process is
specified in detail, and the many component processes
function in coordination to perform some complex task.

Artificial Intelligence
,

The branch of computer science that deals with artificial
intelligence attempts to develop computer programs that
intelligeAtly per.form significant tasks. Unlike many
other branches.of computer science, artificial intelli-
gence makes use of symbolic but nonnumerical computation.
Artificial intelligence programs make use of knowledge,
induction, deduction, and perception in order to make the
-computer program behave intelligently. One of the first
symbolic-processing programs, wtitten in the late 1950s
by Newell, Shaw, and Simon (1957), was able to prove many
of the formal theorems of ogic from Whitehead and Rus-
sell's.Principia Mathematicd, a dramatic demonstration
that computer programs could simulate what we consider to
be human thinking. In the 20 years since then, striking
technological and scientific advances have produced pro-
grams thet play chess and understand language within spec-
ified constraints. The technological advanced include
programming languages that re expressly designed for
symbolic4(as opposed to nume cil) procbssing, programming
languages that are designed to mimiC the organization of
human thought, and hardware advances involving computers
with increased storage capacities apd speeds-at decreasing

\
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costs. This progress in computer science has provided

psychological theorists with a medium to express theories

accountfhg for complex behaviors.
The expression of a

theory as a coinputer program imposes a rigor that forces

every functioning component of the theory to be specified

in detail in a formal langNage that is unambiguous. Fur-

thetmore, the successful
execution of such a program pro-

vides a demonstration that the theory is logically suffi-

cient to account for the behavior it is performing.

There are a number of
computeesimulation models of

natural.language
understanding that provide some insight

into human reading. These.programs aril invariablY large

=
and.complex but share certain properties that are also

apt to be shared with human readers. One commonality is

that the programs must have a great deal of knowledge

about the words and structure of the language in order to

comprehend successfully.
Many of the provams manage to

have vocabularies of onlra few hundred words, and few

vocabularies are more than 1,000 words. The word know-

ledge necessary for
comprehension appears to increase

exponentially with vocabulary size, since for each new t

vocabulary entry information must be added indicating the

relationship of the new entry to alkthe relevant previous

entries. The amount of information that must be added

increases with the number of entries.(-
.

Successful programs also have a considerable knowledge

of the-topic of the text. This was first made clear in

Winograd's (1972) program, which* understands questions

and instructions about a restrict4d world made of toy

blocks. The lesson was even more forcefully brought home

when programs turned to more naturalistic texts. Charniak

(1972) illustrated the point by detailing the specific

knowledge that the reader must provide to understand a

simple child's story describing a little girl going to a

piggy bank after hearing the ice cream truck bell.

Knowledge has proven to be crucially important to systems

that understand human speech. A speech understanding

system can recognize human descriptions of chess moves if

the program knows what moves are legal and.likely and if

the program itself can play chess (Reddy, 1980). The

moral that might be taken from this result to the field

of reading is that good comprehension depends on famili-

arity with the subject matter. Late,r we present psycho-

logical evidence that this moral applies not only to com-

puter simulations but also to human readers.

A third commonality is that all successful'computer

understanding programs
analyze several aspects of the

421
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text, including its lexicon, syntax, semantics, pragmat-
ics, and morphology. No program that relies exclusively
on syntax or exclusively on semantics is successful; dif- .ferent kinds of analyses and knowledge must be brought tobear to achieve comprehension.

Moreover, the use of these
various levels of analysis must be effectively coordi-:
nated, so that they can collaborate on comprehending a
given piece of text. The lesson here is that training
should aim'at many leyels, such as vocabulary, grammar,
and texE composition. It is unlikely that an'exclusive
focus on one level will be sufficient.

Linguistics

In the late 1950s, the field of linguistics (and several
related disciplines) was.jolted by Chomsky's (1957) studyof English syntax. While Chomsky's particular theory is.
probably of less direct relevance'to

psychological models
than was originally thought,"his work did contribute to
the current basic research in reading.in two important
,ways. First, Chomsky's work and subsequent linguistic
analyses have shown the importance of formal models of
language. In brief, researchers now pay as careful atten-
tion to the structure of, language as they had in the pastpaid to the nature of their population of readers. As
well as providing tools for describini some aspects.of
language, linguistics has pointed out the.importance ofhow the language of a text is structured. In addition to
theoretical models, this general.attention to the struc-
ture of language has resulted in increased sensitivitY in
several areas related to reading. For example, there is
now renewed attention given to the structure of texts
,given to young readers, to the relationship between writ-ten and oral languages., and to how dialects may differ
from the language expressed in a text. .part.of this
attention has arisen from die emphasis in linguistics on
the nature of language.'

Second, Chomsky shifted the focus of language research
to the sentence from lower units such as words and mor-
phemes by initiating the large-scale study of syntax
(grammar) as opposed to the study of phonology. This
level of analysis of language is more compatible with the
interests of psychology and pedagogy, so many research and
instructional programs were developed that rAgo1ve around
the syntactic analystp of language. Since then the empfia-
sis has moved to semantics and to units of text analysis

4 2
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that are larger than the sentence. In the, 1970s, linguis-

tic analyses were applied tb the structure and content of

extended texts, from paragraphs to short stories. The

structure is characterized both in terms of low-level

propositions (units
approximately the size of a Simple

clause) and in terms of higher-order abstractions, Some-

times referred to as micro structure and macro sbcucture,

respectively (Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978). S`scry grammars

were developed to characterize the structu're of narratives

in terms of the components of setting, conflict, and reso-

lution, and many studies have shown that people-use such

cOmponents in organizing
thelnformation they real in,a

story (e.g., Mandler and johnson, 1977;-Rumelhart, 19'8;

Stein and Trabasso, 1981). Schema theories characterize

the organization of knowledge of conventional occurrences

and its use in text comprehension. For example, Schank

and Abelson (1977) 'propose a schema for organizing know-

ledge about what occurs in restaurants. Possible occur-

rences describeb in a 'text could deal with entering,'

ordering, eatriag, paying, and exiting, and each of these

in turn can be further decomposed. Eating, for example,

can be segmented into the cooking, the delivery of food

to a waiter, the
waiter's delivery of it to a customer,

and the customer'ts ingesting it. There has been much

diseission and some research on knowledge-driven compre-

hension, which appears to be an important factor in

explaining how we read texts that deal with v,ery familiar

subject matter. The general suggestion is that knowledge

of the subject matter tells the reader how to interpre\z_

the text in a meaningful way.

0

Psychology

Reading research in psychology attempts to explain how

the printed symbols on a page are translated into a mean-

ingful representation. To make this translation, the

reader uses not only
the.information in the text but also

i his 4or her own knowledge about the topic. In keeping with

ehe definition of reading as the processing of language

by eye, it is possible to look at the research on reading

from two perspectives. In some respects the research

reveals fundamental aspects of language processing_that

are general to both reading and listening comprehension.

In other respects the research fOcuses on aspects that are

specific eo the vjsual processing of written language..

4 9 "
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' In our analysis as well as in our discussion of social
implications, we distinguish between skilled reading,
unskilled reading, and beginning readirig. The reason for
'stUdying skilled reading, aside from intrinsic scientific
interest, is to understand how

normal mechanisms work in'
order to understand

deviationsSrom normalcy.' The analy-sis of the entire spectrum of ieading abilities, from
'superior. to typical to beginning to poor, constitutes good e
science and may also suggest ways of prevInting or remedi-

. sting reading difficu1tie4. oReatling invblves processes,
and structures that are learned and can be. modified. An
understanding of skilled reading should indicate the end:
point of'the learning process and provide some clues to
how to attar?: it.

'Reading includes a large number of cognitive processes,
from the registration of the visual pr.int to the final
complex thoughts that may be triggered. by the text. One
of the goals of current research is to understand the
reading process by examining each of the components infiner detail:

Decoding

.

The first step in reading is to register the printed text.
Thisprcoess of decoding hs received's- great deal of
attention from researchers and probably constitutes the
bulk of the research related to reading (set Gibson and
Levin, 1975). There have been three central issues raisedin this research. One is whether a reader pust use the
printed word to retrieve the sound and tilen use the sound
to retrieve the meaning of a word. The advantage of such
phonological mediation is that the proàesses used in
speech understanding could then be used directly in read-ing. Many readers seem to hear the words as they read
introspectively,,Fuggesting that there may be some phono-
logical component in reading. Most of the'evidence sug-'
gests, however, that skilled readers generally do not'use
a phonological code (Bradshaw, 1975). Some simple evi-
dence is the difficulty we have in 'reading phonologically
correct but orthographically hnomalous sentences: "Eye
Do Knot No Vihat You Herd" (Baron, 1977). However, young '
children or adult.s dealing With difficult words may relyOh a mediating phonological code. If the material is
very difficult or if the reader is not very skilled, he
or she may even make lip movePents (Hardyck and Petrino-'
vitch, 1970). Some popular reading improvement courses
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try to help readers become more skillful by suppressing

these mlnimal movements when the material is easy. In

sum, it appears that part of skilled reading is the abil-

ity to proceed directly from
the print to some represen-

tation of the word. The skilled reader uses an_Anterven-

ing phonological code only if the word is unfamiliar or

if the material is particularly difficult.

A second major issue in this area is the unit of word

decoding--the letter, letter clusters (such as ch), syl-

lables, or the whole word. One very simple model of word

perception holds that the reader identifies each letter

and combines them to identify the resulting word. -g-t-ich a

simple model has difficulty
in coping with the very per-

vasive finding that it is easier to identify a letter

that is embedded in a word (like identifying the letter a

in cat) than when it is embedded in a nonword (as in tac)

or presented alone (Baron and Thurston, 1973; Wheeler,

1970): This result is called the word suggriority effect.

The evidence suggests that wotd recognition does not

depend exclusively on serially identifying individual

letters. Rather, the reader works on identifying several

letters at once, and information about one let%er helps

in identifying other letters and vice Versa (McClelland

and Rumelhart, 1981).
A third issue in this research is that words tnemselves

are easier to identify if preceded by a semantically

related context. It is easier, for example, to prPcess

the word doctor if pne has very recently processed the

word nurse (Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971). The general

explanation for this kind of semantic facilitation of word

recognition is that accessing a given concept also acti-

vates some semantically related concepts. The prior

accessing of nurse activates semantic relatives of nurse,

among them doctor, and these activated concepts are then

easier to retrieve. The resUlts of such laboratory

studies suggest that a rich knowledge of relationships

among words may facilitate decoding and perhaps othen

levels of processing in the course of reading.

While we assume that all
adulti_are skilled at word

recognition, recent research suggests. that there may be

individual differences among readers. Good readers may

recognize and retrieve words
slightly faster than poorer

readers (Hunt et a1..4_ 1975; Jackson and McClelland, 1979;

Perfetti and Lesgold, 19711._ The suggestion is that if

it takes longer to recognize and retkieve a word, other

processes that depend on this retrieval will have to wait

longer gnd therefore be subject to'forgetting. This cor-

42';
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relation accounts for a relatively small number of the
differences in the reading comprehension of adults, butit is a consistent findihg and seems to be part of what
makes some-readers better than others.,

Learning to Read

While phonological decoding may not be necessary in adult
reading, it is critical

in learning to read. Young read-ers are expected to learn how to decode visual symbolsinto sound. Children who 'cannot do this are Ihe 'flpoor
readers" (Rozin and Gleitman, 1977). But this may be trueonly in the early years, when children are learning toread. After about 3rd and 4th grade, children have suf-
ficiently mastered decoding skills, and their individual
differences do not seem to closely reflect word decoding
abilities (Curtis, 1981).

Since word decoding is crucial to early reading, it isuseful to examine research that suggests the necessaryprerequisites for cracking the alphabetic code. Evidencesuggests that awareness of the phonologIcal structure oflanguage is one predictor of reading success. For exam-ple, five-year-old prereaders who can segment a spokenwo0 into its constituent phoneme& (e.g., say table with-out the t) will tend to be better in a word recognition
test at the end of 2nd grade (Liberman et al., 1977).

Another research program on prerequisite word lecodingskills has taken advantage of the fact, now well tup-
ported, that children find the concept of the phoneme(like the b in bit) a difficult one. But they find it
relatively easy to abstract the concept of a syllable.Rozin and Gleitman (1977) constructed a reading curricu-
lurPthat segmented words into syllables and provided pic-toral hints to the meaning and pronunciation of the syl-lables. For example, the word inside was divided intotwo parts, in-side, and pictures, one associated with inand another with side, were presented above the appropri-ate syllable. The curriculum was used as the sole initial
reading program in seven lst-grade classrobms from three
inner-city Philadelphia schools, in which the readingachievement norms were either average or considerablybelo4 average. Children with a poor prognosis for reading
apquisition did not read well during the 1st grade. Theydid make substantial

progress, however, in acquiring someof the components of readiAg skill. The researchers
believe that the curriculum had a substantial motivational
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effect (Rozin and Gleitman, 1977). ,Other research on the

teaching of phonological cobcepts and segmentation is

appearing in other curricula (Resnick and Weaver; 1979)

and seems to have had some success.
One.important feature

of this approach is its combination
of4je1d research and

theoretical analysis.

Knowledge and Comprehension

When we read (or listen), we often rely on previous know-

ledge to guide comprehension. At the extreme, it has

been shown that if we have no clue to the topic of some .

passage, then it is very difficult to
understand it, much

less remember it (Bransford and Johnson, 1973). People

who know something about a,topic understand new informa-

tion about that topic more easily and remember it better

(8Pilich et al., 1979). For example, a baseball expert

can understand
and recall a passage about a baseball game

much better than a baseball neophyte.

Knowledge may affect comprehension in several ways.

It may provide the vocabulary the reader or listener needs

tO read the passage, yet its influence may be at once more

subtle and more dramatic. Knowledge is internally orga-

nized and 1.ts
organization may provide a preexiting

framework that the reader can use for assimilating the new

information. This means that the reader already knows

something about probable
relationships, if not specific

connections, described in the text. She or he already has

some idea about what is important and what is not, about

Wiht is likely to happen and what is not. Knowledge pro-

vides a structure
within which the new

information can be

framed, saving the reader from having to infer both the

structure and the specific new ideas.

Knowledge of particular kinds of text structure, such "

as narrative, has recently received a great deal of atten-

tion (Stein and TrabassO, 1981). Narratives often begin

with a setting,
introduce a character who has some goal,

and involve some
complication that must be resolved

through actions. Even young children are aware of this

structure and use their knowledge of it in understanding

stories that are read to them. Recent analyses of grade

school reading materials suggest that many selections

violate normative story structures, making it di:Moult

to extract the coherence of the story (Anderson.et al.,

1980; Tierney et al., 1980). It may be better to give

young children
stories that are more predictable and that

4 2
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follow conventional structures, in part because it gives"them an opportunity to acquire and make use of such struc-
tural knowledge.

,
Mental Chronometry

Another important development in the field of psychology
was the advent of mental chronometry, the measutement ofthe duration of mental events. This was brought about inpart by the development of new experimental paradigms and
associated theory to examine the time course of various
mental processes. The chronometric approach tends to
focus on low-level

processes (lasting from fractions of asecond to several seconds) and simple tasks. For example,many studies investigated how the contents of short-term. memory was scanried for the presence of a given item
(Sternberg, 1969). The availability of laboratory com-
puters in the 1960s made this kind of research easier todo. The information-processing theories that evolved
from a chronometric

approach attempt to characterize theflow of information through the mind, with particular
emphasis on the relative time course of various processesinvolved in the flow.

Eye Fixation Research

A further evolution of mental chronometry came with the
use of eye-tracking to measure the duration and sequenceof mental processes. While ordinary chronometric research
simply measures how long it takes to perceive a sing,le
item or to perfoem a simple task, eye fixation research
measures how long and in what sequ,ence a subject looks at
each item in a display in tr,ying to solve a problem. Theproblem in the study of reading is to comprehend a passageof text. This approach provides a detailed characteriza-
tion of where and for how tong a reader looks in reading
a text, where he or she pauses, what he or she skips, what
he or she looks back to. The analysis breaks down the
behavior into fractions of a second, with the average
looking time at a woru being about a fifth or a quarter
of a second (approximately

300 words per minute). Thiskind of research was impossible'oh a useful scale before
the availability of laboratory computers to determine
where the reader's eye is pointed and to record the
acquired data.

4 .26
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Eye fixation research done in the past decade has re-

vealed a number of important properties of reading (gust

and Carpenter, 1980; Rayner, 1975). Some of the recent

results answer questions
that were posed at the beginning

of the century about the perceptual aspect of reading.

First, the perceptual span in reading i fairly small,

approximately two or three words wide. That is, when a

reader's eyes are pointed at the nth word of a passage,

he or she may possibly be able to read the word before or

the word after without moving his or her eyes, but beyond

that he or she cannot read the words (althoughpe or she

may be able to determine something about the length and

shape of the words). Thus the perceptual window through

which view a text is fairly small. In fact, readers

fixate on most content words of a text that is technical

or unfamiliar, between 70-85 percent. They fixate on

only about 40 percent of the short function words, such

as a or of. The idea that a reader can make only one or

two fixations on a line or on'a page during normal reading

l.'s a myth.

An important
theoretical step has been to use the char-

acteristics of eye fixations and relate them to the de-

tailed mental processes that have been postulated in psy7

chological and artificial intelligence models. Thus, if

a word initiates a difficult process, the reader would be

expected to spend more time on that word. Just and

Carpenter (1980) found such a result. The durations of

the pauses that readers' eyes make on various words of a

text are determined by the characteristics
of each word

and the moment-to-moment
processing to which it is sub-

jected in a given linguistic context and task context.

The ongoing psychological
processes control the duration

of the pause on each content word. For example, less

familiar words are looked at longer (up to a fifth of a

second longer) than familiar words. The significance of

this result is that one can determine the processing load

or difficulty at
each point in a text by measuring the

duration of the pause. A second result from this research

is the finding that words are generally given an inter-

pretation as soon as the eye encounters them. Readers

attempt to understand
everything as soon as they see it,

rather than postponing the choice of interpretation until

more data (from the remaining parts of the sentence) are

collected. Sometimes it is necessary to postpone,the

interpretation, but it iS usually made immediately. If

the immediate
interpretion later proves to be incorrect,

then efficient correction procedures
pinpoint the source

420
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of the error; readers quickly and accurately look back to
the Word or phrase that is the source of the problem and
choose an alternative interpretation that is consistent
with the text that follows. This is a model based on
experience with skilled readers that provides a baseline
for comparisOn with less skilled readers, including those
with general language deficits or those with specific
reading disabilities.

This detailed chronometric analysis meshes very well
with the linguistic analysis of texts, so that many fac-
tors coalesced to produce rather complete data-based
theories of reading. It became possible to determine the
amount of processing time spent on each pert of a text
(at the level of words, phrases, or sentences) and relate
that performance to a linguistic analysis,of the text
structure. The proposed analysis can Je expressed as a
theory of information processing, written as a computer
program that itself reads text and has similar performance
characteristics to human readers. It can pause when it
has difficulty in comprehension and speed up when the
comprehension is easy, just as human readers do. It can
produce a summary of the text it has just read or answer
questions about it, about as well as human readers do.
This is the current state of the art in the field of
research on reading.

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT AND READING ACQUISITION

Teaching Methods

The history of reading instruction can be viewed as a tug-
of-war between two main instructional methods: the whole-
word method and the phonics method. Phonics was the
method of choice at the turn of\the century, with an
emphasis on drills and memorization by rote long before
the child was introduced to stories. In reaction to this,
the whole-word approach arose in the 1920s, with an empha-
sis on sight recognition of words, and it prevailed vir-
tually unchallenged between 1930 and 1950. In the 1950s
and 1960s, there were two challenges,to the whole-word
pethod (Beck, 1981). One was Flesch's (1955) book, Litiv:

Johnny Can't Read and What You Can Do About It, a denun-
ciation of teaching practices in reading that received
considerable popular attention and acclaim. A careful
evaluation of the evidence did not appear, however, until
Chall's (1967) book, Learning to Read: The Great Debate,

4 ,3ur);
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in which she carefully analyzed existing programs and

their effects on reading. She concluded that there was a

difference between the two methods and that the phonics

approach appeared to have the advantage, at least in the

grades in which the domparison was made, grades 1-3. The

current scientific consensus seems to tilt in favor of

phonics. There is no evidence that the phonics approach

impairs comprehension and, since the child must master

sound-symbol correspondences at some time, it makes sense

to teach the correspondence directly and to do so from

the beginning.
Currently, it is argued that most reading programs

combine the two approaches to reading instruction. How-

ever, in a recent analysis of eight major reading pro-

grams, Beck (1981) has argued that the distinction still

exists. She analyzed eight major early reading programs

and found two distinct types.
Programs that have traditionally been associated with

whole-word approaches continue to reflect that approach,

even though they include some phonics. These prOgrams,

which she termed basal programs, can be distinguished on

a number of dimensions from those that stress a phonics

approach. The basal approach introduces the new words of

a,story early in an instructional episode and, ifsit deals

with relevant phonics principles, it does so later in the

episode. The newly introduced words in a lesson seem to

be frequently used words, rather than ones that have regu-

lar grapheme-phoneme correspondence.
Thus, if the child

is trying to learn the sound-symbol correspondences, he

or she must work with words that are not the best examples

in a basal curriculum. In addition, the basal programs

use a large proportion of words that cannot,be phoneti-

cally decomposed using the phonics rules introduced to

that point. Finally, the basal approach gives little

practice in blending, that is, combining individual sounds

into a single word. Such a process i considered ex-

tremely important in reading acquisition.

For the programs using a phonics approach, almost all

the words in the stories conform to the rules introduced

to that point. The phonemes are named or isolated in

contrasting words (e.g., pat versus bat). In sum, there

still are significant differences in various programs,

but their subsequent impact on the development of skilled

reading remains unassessed.
Basic research in reading has also suggested that

fluency in word recognition is an important corriponent of

skilled reading. It has been shown that if word recogni-

4 3
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tion is slow, it can interfere with subsequent comprehen-'sion and that word
recognition time is cOnsistently cor-related with reading skill. It would therefore seemadvantageous to promote practice in word decoding, toensure that children Achieve fluency. Textbooks, however,show a trend toward
larger vocabularies and less repeti-tion. Rodenborn and Washburn (1974) reported that ip theolder basal programs "a word was repeated from 6 to 10times on the pages immedlately following introduction"(p. 886). In current basal programs, they found, themajority of words occurred fewer than 6 to 10 times.Beck (1981) notes quite reasonably that it may not be agood practice to move children toward increasingly diffi-cult material, irrespective of the fluency with which they,handle current material. Further research may be necess-ary to examine how

fluency affects the mastery of subse-quent levels.

Another aspect of reading that has been stressed incurrent research is its interaction with the reader'sknowledge. The information from the text must be relatedto what the child knows. We know that knowledge is one
important component of what develops in a child, butpsychology is only starting to examine how the knowledge
acquisition process may interact with specific killssuch as reading:

Metalinguistic Skills

Reading and listening
comprehension are both rooted inmore general cognitive
skills,that seem to be acquireddevelopmentally. For example, consider the very basicskill of knowing when you don't understand something andwhat it is that you don't understand.

Children are notvery sophisticated in these skills. For example, they donot detect obvious inadequacies in instructions, they mayaccept contradictory
information, and they often fail toask for clarifying

information when.it is needed (Brown,1980; Markman, 1977). Adults show more sophistication.For exAmple, adults tend to spend more time on importantideas when reading a passage (Just and Carpenter, 1980),perhaps in partlbecause they can distinguish essentialfrom inessential information. By tontrast, children aremuch less,successf61 in distinguishing the relative impor-tance of information (Brown and Smiley, 1977). This hasclear implications for how they might try to study a text.Because older children and adults do better on distin-



gu/phing among the kinds of
information in a itory, they

can more effectively use prolonged study time, whereas

children below,7th
grade do not (Brown, 1980). The anal-

ysis of the problem-solving strategies
relevant to reading

and listening
comprehension are only beginning to receive

attention.
Children begin formal reading

instruction in 1st grade,

usually at the age of six. Psycholinguistic
research has

focused primarily on the linguistic
competence of much

kounger children,
those between ages one and three. The

implicit assumption
seems to be that children have

acquired "language"
by the time they are three or four

years old, or at least the interesting syntactic and con-1 '

ceptual basis of it, even if vocabulary development con-

tinues into adulthood; The other implicit assumption

seems to be that linguistic
competence is equivalent

across children. It has recently become clear, however,

that neither assumption is warranted. Children continue-

to show linguistic development
considerably beyond the

early years,
and-they vary in spoken language competence.

Again, the pr6cise relationship
between stages of spoken

language competence and reading acquisition and skill has

generally not been explored. With increasing emphasis on

language develOpment
beyond the early years, it may be

expected that its relationship to reading will soon

receive more attention.

Finally, cognitive
psychology has recently turned Its

attention to more general issues of skill acquisition and

its relationship to cognitive development. Such research

may also help in understanding the prerequisites of

attaining high levels of skill in any cognitive task.

SPECIFIC READING DISABILITY

There is a population of children who have inordinate

difficulty in learning to read, compared with their per-

formance in other areas. These children are classified

as dyslexic
(particulaily if they are being studied by

medical researchers)
or as having a specific reading dis-

ability, to distinguish their problem from children with

general intellectual
difficulties. We will use the term

specific reading disability, although
the term is some-

thing of a'misnomer, because the
disability is often not

specjfic to reading but may reflect a more general lan-

guage comprehension problem.
Specific reading disability

has attracted some
research attention from educational,
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medical,'and psychological circles (see Benton and Pearl,
1978). However, it appears to not have benefited from
recent cognitiVe research.

-One major difficulty with research in this arie
that there iS no general consensus about the nature or
definition of dyslexia (Rutter, 1978). For research pur-
poses, phildreh are selected by excluding those who have
"good reasons" for their reading problems. For example,
children who have general intellectual deficits, obvious
vision or hearing problems, or marked emotional problems
are not selected. If a child does not fall into these
categories but still lags two years or more behind peers
in reading, he or she may be classified as having a spe.,
cific reading disability. However, the definition by
exclasion does not necessarily result in a homogeneous
population of children.

It is increasingly reco9nized that some djslexic chil-
dren may have difficulty not only with reading but also
'with some basic language functions. Initially a rather
popular hypothesis was that reading disability was visual,
and there were reports of confusions between letter3 such
as b, d, a, and sor between the words saw and was. Such
reversals tend to'be infrequent. One study accounted for
only 25 percent of the errors in lists that were con-
structed to Maximally allow for such reversals, auggeAting
that these errors are not a major source of the difficulty
ilidyslexia (Liberman et al., 1971). In addition, poor
readerA "see" such letters and words in an unreversed
order, as evidenced when they Are asked to copy them
.(Vellutino et al., 1975). That the children may reverse
the words in naming but not in copying suggests that their
lii1tation does not lie in the graphic encoding. Simi-
larly, normal and dyslexic readers may nOt differ with')
respedt to reproducing geometric designs (Vellutino et
al., 1975). Several results suggest that the orientation '

and sequencing inaccuracies observed in the reading and
.writing performance of some poor readers may reflect lin-
guistic problems rather than perceptual distortions
(Liberman et al., 1971; Vellutino, 1977).

At one point a theory was suggested that dyslexic
6 readers .have particular difficulty in asSociating visual

and verbal elements (Birch, 1962). Since the original
formulation, however, it has been shown that poor readers
have a great deal of difficulty in verbal coding and that
such problems could explain problems with visual-verbal
association (9ryant, 1968; Vellutino, 1977).

1
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Another hypothesis that seems unlikely is that poor

readers suffer from an inability to maintain information

about sequences. But there is currently little support

for the hypothesis that poor readers are poor only in

extracting sequence information and not imextracting

item information. The siiggestion is rather'that poor

readers have difficulty with verbal coding (Vellutino, '

1977).
More recently, the hypothesis has been put 'forward

that poor readers havVifficulty with some specifically

auditory-linguistic aspects of either reading or learning

to read. For example, it has been reported that.a large

number of children referred to clinics for reading prob-

lems have a history of speech and language disorders

(Ingram and Reid, 1956; Ingram et al., 1970; Lyle, 1970).

Such reports have the problems associated with being

retrospective and in being somewhat uneven as to the popu-

lation being studied (Vellutino, 1977) but are neverthe-

less suggestive. They indicate that poor, readers gener-

ally have smaller speaking vocabularies, less verbal

fluency, and sometimes use grammar and syntax inappropri-

ately (Fry, 1967; Schulte, 1967).

SeveraL studies have suggested that dyslexics have

difficulty in retrieving words. tor example, Denckla and

Rudel (1976a,b) founethat they take longer than normal

readers to name common objects, colors, words, and let-

ters. Poor (but not necessarily dyslexic) readers have

been found to take-longer on other word-namlng tasks

(Perfetti and Hogaboam, 1975).
Researchers cannot assume that Specific reading dis-

ability refers to a single characteristic. Some evidence

suggests that there are several distinct kinds o reading

disabilitY. There is also a confusion of cause and

effect. Researchers may be studying an effect or a cor-

ollary of reading dysfunction, rather than a cause. One

possible research policy on specific reading disability

is to encourage more joint efforts by psychologists, med-

ical researchers, and educators to examine individuals in

detail as well as to encourage more longitudinal research.

Effect of Dialects on Learning to Read

There are many ways in which the written language does

not exactly match spoken language. These differences and

their possible effects on reading are only now being

examined. For example, in speech we have gesture and
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intonation to disambiguate the major focus of a sentence.
Moreover, the feedback between the speaker and listener
'and the general conversational spirit of most speech has
no counterpart in reading. There are also some syntactic
differences, such that some grammatical structures are.
used much less frequently in speech than writing. 'For
example, cleft constructions like "It was Jiihn who worr
the trophy" seldom occur in spoken language. But they
are useful in writingbedause they allow the writer 'to
stress thA-the newinformation'is the identity of the
'winner and presuppose that tbe reader knows that someone
won the trophy. In speechtuch the same effect can be
accomplished by vocally sEressing the name John, "John
won the trophy." Because of these differences between
spoken and written language, the successful reader must
be prepared to accept a differentAinguistic style in
reading,. These differences may seem small, but for some.
English dialects they are,considerable. In particular,
it has been suggested that black English constitutes a
dialect that is sufficiently,difterent that there may be
interference between spoken and written language (Hall
and Freedle, 1975; Stewdrt, 1969).

Research has begun to document apd analyze the differ-
ences between black English and standard English. One
level cnnsi-ts of phonological differences. For example,
black English has vowelrvariations (as do other dialects,
such as the Bronx or a Southern dialect) as well as other

,%-phonological differences, such as weAkening of the final
consonant. .The evidence on whether such phonological
differences are a source of reading dafficultli, however,
is conflicting and weak (Hall.and Guthrie, 1980).

There are also some syntactic,differences between black
and standard English. For example, "He be busy" in black
English means "He is busy" in standard English because
is.a marker for habitual action. In black English, the
-ed suffix is typically omitted from spoken language;
Labov (1970) found that this TAy cause miscomprehension
of the tense of verbs. The evidence that these differ-
ences cause reading problems is inconclusive. One reason
for the.absence of strong evidence may be that black
children acquire standard En91iSh as a second dialect.
Thus, the effect of dialect differences may decrease with
age. One of the most striking effects of dialect on story
comprehension was observed with 4 1/2-year-old children
(Hall et al., 1975). It was found,that black children
remembered stories in black English as well as white
children remembered stories presented in standard English,

4 3"
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and.fioth did worse at remembering stories-in "foreign"

diplects. Ball and Guthrie (1980) suggest that the effect

of dialect,differences
may be construed more broadly in

terms of cürtural differences. They suggest that reseLch

couldexamine differences
in'the patterns of language

involved in nonverbal as well asIverbal communication.

Reading by Deaf Children

The intimate relationship between language and reading

manifests itself in the problems.that deaf children have

in learning to read. The reading level of deaf children

is markedly below that of their normally hearing peers.

Relatively comprehensive
studies in the United States

(DiFrancesca, 1972) and in Great Britain (Conrad, 1977)

have found that deaf
children between the ages of 15 and

16 read at approximately the level of hearing 9-year-olds.

The extent of reading impairment is directly related to

the amount of hearing impairment. The profoundly deaf

(oaen:defined asothose who suffer a hearing loss greater

tban 85 d19) read considerably more poorly than those who

have'a less 'severe hearing lods. The least deaf 15-16-

year-olds in Conrad's study in Great Britain read about

as well4as average
hearing children at age 10.5, while the .

..rnost deof had be).same reading ability as average hearing

children at age 8.2. The implication is that deaf chil-

dren often.have difficulty acquiring functional literacy

because oftheir.hearing impairment.

By one recent census count, there are about 450,000

pr9foundj6 deaf people in the United States (Bellugi et

al., 1974-1975). The number who are prelingually'deaf

(whose deafness occurred before they acquired a spoken

language) is muchtsmaller.
Also, whether a deaf child is

born to deaf ar to hearing parents affects later language

performance. Deaf children born to deaf parents tend to

acquire American sign language (ASL) as a natural primary

language. Such children constitute about 10-15 percent

of deaf people. The advantage for these children is that

they learn ASL from early childhood, the way a hearing

child learns English.
Children of hearing parents have

difficulty acquiring oral language and they often acquire

sign language, although
they will tend to learn it later,

from deaf peers and in schools that teach sigri communica-

/tion. While it is possible to sign English, ASL is the

language mot often used by the deaf among themselves and

in deaf families.
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ASL is a language that is conceptually, Me4)hologi-:
cally, and syntacilcally distinct from English. Recent
research has only begun to explore the structbre of this
la0guage and its acq4sition (Klima and Bellugi, 1979).
ASL has several properties that reflect its character as
a visUallT,communicatel language rather than5an oTal lan-
guage. In English, for example, there aie phonetic seg-
ments, such as p, ae, and si that can be coMbined in dif-
ferent orders to create different words, such as pass,
Asp, and.sa. Hearing subjects.who are given a written
list of words and asked to recall them may make sound-
based errors, such as recallin4 vote ag boat, and this is

, taken to indicate thdt they stored the,material in an
acoustic form. ASL does not have phonplogical segmentt;
its structure is based on gestAalsunits, ductfas hand
configuration, the place of signing, and the type of move-
ment. These are.alo the features that are used in the
teaching and learning of ASL: beaf.sUbjects fluent in ASL

. who are shown a series of signed yordp wial subsequently
make gestuTal errors during reading, such as confUsing
the direction of motion or the place of gigning (Bellugi
et al.,1974-1975). This suggests that.the visual forM
of the language determines its ceding in immediate memory.

ASL differs from English not Oplyn its modality
(gesture versus speech) but also in its lexical structure.'
Jus. as i is often difficult to make'exact translatiohs
between English and French, so is,it difficult to make
exact,translations between English and ASL. The languages
differ in syntactic structure as well. The fact that ASL
is such a different ianguage makes the acquisition of
written English fairly complex. A deaf child learning ASL
is gradually gaining linguistic competencelin one language
(ASL) and learning to read in another (Enylish). Learning .

to read a second language without speaking it is not ,

uncommon for literate adults, but it is very unusual,for
0 children learning reading for.the ffTst time. Deaf chil-
dren reading at the level of a 10-year-old do not supply
a word missing.from the text the way a hearing 10-year-
olds do 'Moores, 1971). Some of the difficulty in learn-
iny to read may arise from the differences between English
and ASLI hOweveT, a simple differenbe explanation does not
seem to adequately account for the data. There is evi-
dence, for examthe, that deaf children who acquire ASL
from their par6nts, and presumably lain fluency at an
earlier age, understand ASL better and also understand
manually coded English better (using ASL with English word
order, functor words, and important affixes either signed
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or fingsy spelled)
(Hatfield'et a ., 1978). There has,

been some suggestion that children who .ire more fluent

signers, because they acquired the skdll as youngxhildren

from deaf parents, are better.readers (Stuckless and

Birch, 1960. ,It has been suggested that one Ampgrtant

problem with current approaches to education for the

hearing-impaired is that their exposure to language in-

sTitruction too often begins after the optimal period for

.I.anguage learning.
The reasots for reading prublems with deaf children are

complex. It is possible that deaf children have less rich

experiences to draw on than hearing children and that this

deficit is revealed in reading comprehension. Such a def-'

icit could also reflect differences in educational treat-

ment and effectiveness. In this regard, it is interest-

ing that.tfie results for the United States and Great

Britain look remarkaEly similar. While precise data are .

nCt available, there have been reports of difficulty in

teaching the de4f,to read in many countries, such as the

U.S.S.R.-(Moores, 1972), Sweden (Ahlstrom, 1971), and

Denmark (Vestbeig, 1973). Reading acquisition by deaf

children is-likely to benefit from further understanding

.of the relationships among
spoken, signed, and written'

language processing.

BETTER WRITING

We have discussed reading
problems by focusing on the

reader. In some cases, however, the problem is in the

text. When the goal is efficient and accurate communica-

tion, i may,be more useful to improve the text. It is

'generally agreed that many forms, such as insurance poli-

cies, home mortgage
applications, and leases, are often

incomprehensible. The people who are supposed to read

and benefit from a particular government program often

read at a level far below what its written documents pre-

sume. Bendick and Cantu (1978) examined how well the

literacy levels of welfare clients matched the readability

levels of 81 documents used in various income assistance

programs. They fouad that most of the documents they

examined were much more difficult than what their readers

could handle. Even highlylft.terate citizens have been

known to have difficulty.
unde2Aanding Internal Revenue

Service Eegulations.
Research on text structure and com-

prehersion has contributed to a movement toward plain

English that has been joined by government agencies and
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private industry. The plain English movement attempts to
develop and use principles of comprehension to revise the
instructions and forms used in government and public ser-
vice industries. One of the interesting aspects of the

\ movement is that it represents basic research applied to
real-world problems.

Readability

In the past, readability formulae provided an estimate of
how easily a typical person would be able to read a par-
ticular text. The most common formulae, such as the
Flesch Reading Ease Scale (1948) or the Dale-Chall formula
(1948) , use two factors to predict readability. One fac-
tor is the average number of.words per sentence. The
second factor is some measure of how common the individual
words are--for example, their length (short words are more
common) or their presence on a list of common words. The
formulae try to predict what grade level of reading abil-
ity a student must have in order to understand a given
text. While readability formulae like these may have some
usefulness in identifying difficult prose, they are not
very helpful in revising complex instructions. Most read-
ability formulae were originally developed to describe how
readable textbooks were for school children, so they may
not apply to other material, such as instructions and
government forms, or other groups of readers, such as
adults. Finally, the two variables of sentence length and
vocabulary are simply too limited to describe the complex
processes that e.itermine comprehensibility (Bormuth,
1969:45). Readability formulae ignore structural aspects
of prose beyond the sentence, such as the way sentences
are put together into paragraphs. They ignore the back-
ground\of the readers. They ignore the purpose of the
document and the compatibility of the writing to the
reader's goals. For instance, one problem with poorly
written instructions is that the reader often cannot find
the particular information that he or she is seeking in a
documentA On a practical level, readability formulae have
undue influence on publishers simply because they are so
easy to use. The fact that a text is incoherent may be
ignored beCause it passes some limited formula for its
level of reedability.

Revising\a text just by improving its readability
rating generally does make it substantially more compre-
hensible. k\lare (1976) reviewed 36 experimental studies

41,
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that tested the effect of readability variables on how

well the readers comprehended and remembered the material,

and only about half the studies showed an effect. Those

that did produce an improvement in comprehension and mem-

ory required a very large change in the materials, a dif-

ference equivalent to 6.5 grade levels, such as changing

a story from a 9th-grade to a 2nd-grade level. Similarly,

a study by Kern (1979) found that changing vocabulary and

sentence length in material given to Navy personnel gen-

erally did not alter its comprehensibility. Even if the

documents are changed so that they meet the requirements

of the formulae, there is no guarantee that they will be

readable.
A recent goal of language research is to develop a

scientific basis for writing comprehensible texts. The

scientific issue is to determine how language structures

interact with psychological processes. The general theory

is that certain texts are less readable because they

require the reader to frequently search long-term memory

for the information necessary to interpret what is cur-

rently being processed (Kintsch and Vipond, 1979). This

approach has been able to successfully predict the read-

ability of some passages, when the criterion of readabil-

ity was related to comprehension measures. Other research

has shown how various syntactic devices can facilitate

reading by directing the reader's attention to the major

thematic foci of a passage (Carpenter and Just, 1977) . A

related approach is to determine what cues readers use to

distinguish important and unimportant information (Kieras,

in press). For example, the opening sentence of a para-

graph is often interpreted as the theme, even when it is

not. This approach attempts to construct detailed models

of what makes a text comprehensible by examining how

readers interpret it.

A closely.allied area of res arch has made a direct

attempt to examine how government, and public documents can

be improved. One example is a stUdy that looked at how

readers "translate" a typical documnt to themselves as

they read it (Flower et al., '1980). \The document was from

the regulation governing the Small Bu&kness and Capital

Ownership Development Progiam, which is\administered by

the Small Business Administration. The re,aders were three

people in business who were likely to encounter such reg-

ulations. The readers often revised the wordlng for their

own benefit as they read. One of the most striking find-

ings is that the readers constructed scenarios, short

stories, or examples to clarify a statement. The readers
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tried to express the regulations concretely, in terms of
what a person should do.

Expert writers also try to write in terms of actions.
In one case expert writers revised a regulation that has
been praised as easy to read (the Health Education Assis-
tance Loan regulation)

. The writers used more people-
centered statements than did the Small Business Adminis-
tration writers. For example, the statement "A student
must be: a citizen, national or permanent resident in the
United States" is an improvement over the old regulation,
which often began, "Eligibility is . . . " or "Determina-
tions will be made . . . " (Flower et al., 1980). Clearly
written documents also focus on the information that the
reader will need in order to act, rather than focusing on
definitions and abstract information.

A document that has a number of examples and cases can
become lengthy. In addition, readers sometimes mistakenly
assume that the examples represent the entire range of a
term's meaning. But for certain documents, they may be
the best approach. For example, the Swedish income tax
authorities write their instructions as a series of elab-
orate scenarios that cover the most typical cases.
Because of the clear style, most Swdes fill out their own
forms. People who do not conform to the given examples
must read the more complex ihstructions (Flower et al.,
1980) . When a few examples will cover most of the rele-
vant cases, instructions in the form of concrete examples
seem to be worthwhile. In sum, it appears that one out-
come of current research in reading will be a model of
how to make written documents more comprehensible.

SUMMARY

We began this paper by arguing that reading comprehension
is an increasingly important skill for American society.
Fewer jobs are available for people who do not have gen-
eral literacy skill, and the outlook is that such jobs
will decrease. Within this context, there appear to be
two issues concerning reading: It is important that cit-
izens attain minimal reading skill and, beyond this, that
they attain fluency in reading to the level of their oral
comprehension. We have examined what basic research has
learned thus far that may contribute to these dual goals.

Basic research in several disciplines has led t6 a new
interest in reading. In a relatively short time, there
has been considerable success in formalizing what is known

,
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about the structure of language, the nature of the per-

ceptual process in reading, sources of individual differ-

ences, the interaction of multiple processes in the

skilled reader, and some aspects of reading acquisition

in children. At the same time, research has led to and

been accompanied by concern for some of the central edu-

cational issues, such as the nature and sources of dys-

lexia, the teading problems of the deaf, and.how to

improve communication not only by changing the reader but

also by changing the way material is written. A basic

argument we have made is that reading is based on language

skills and general knowledge. Consequently, reading

problems sometimes reflect problems with language under-

standing more generally, not just with the written word.

These distinctions, which are being refined and supported

by basic research, may have large implications for how

reading is viewed by society and remediated in the

sch6ols. It suggests that reading must be viewed in the

context of spoken language and general problem solving.
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Territory, Property, and Tenure

Robert McC. Netting

Principles of property holding are often regarded as a

subfield of law or a dry branch of the rather arid study

of legal history. Unless one is involved in a boundary

dispute with a neighbor or in a political controversy

over rights to graze or mine or drive off-road vehicles

on federal wilderness land, the question of who owns what

may seem rather abstract and academic. Even conflict

over property can be resolved, we feel, once the facts of

the case are known and the appropriate legal rules judi-

ciously applied. But like so many cultural premises we

take for granted, rights to resources are themselves

problematic. Because the variety of understandings about

holdings in land or other goods is tremendous when viewed

cross-culturally, confining our view to our own and simi-

lar codified land law is both ethnocentric and unscien-

tific. A purely descriptive or a legalistic approach to

land tenure also prevents the development of theory on

how this crucial aspect of human society functions and

how it developed through historic time.

The social sciences are challenging our unquestioned,

conventional views of ownership, both by analyzing non-

Western concepts and behavior concerning rights to

resources and by investigating troublesome cases, such as

the collision of private property and eminent domain in

our own society. Comparative law and jurisprudence have

long pursued such concerns,
but, except for the early

seminal thinkers such as Mont squieu and Maine, the ten-

de\ncy was often to encapsulate land law, customs of inher-

itance, and contracts as areas artificially cut off from

other kinds of social activity and guarded by scholar-

specialists. The modern thrust of the social sciences

has been frankly
interdisciplinary and oriented toward

446
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commoin problems rather than the defense of intellectual
turf.

Land tenure, I contensj, does not make sense unless
' considered as part of a system involving the products of

that land, the technology applied to gain subsistence,

and the population sustaining itself from these resources.
The grand tradition of economics dating from Malthus and
Adam Smith was occupied in part with questions of how
changes in production, tools, and competition for re-
sources affect the market price of land, its consolida-
tion or fragmentation, and the conditions of tenancy and
rent. Land for Marx was one of the guises of capital,

distinguished decisively from an' earlier or more primitive
stage, when rights to resources were held in common.
Modern agricultural economists have been deeply involved
in defining the range of tenure,types under various sys-
tems of exploitation (e.g., plantations, ranches, truck
gardens, diversified family farms, agribusinesses) and
calculat..ng the costs and benefits of each. With anthro-
pologists, political scientists, and rural sociologists,
they hatile begun to uncover the special characteristics of

land use by what are called shifting cultivators or no-
madic pastoralists in the less developed countries. Such
.studies linevitably involvej the natural sciences as well.
Geography brought the contr.butions of geology, soil
science, meteorology, and b tany to bear on questions of
why one form of subsistence prevailed rather than another.
Systems theorists and ecolo ists examined the distinctive
input and output flows of e ergy. Both the use of re-
sources and the rights soci Ily assigned to them came to
seem more complex and less arbitrary than many had sus-
pected. Anthropologists, g ographers, and economist8
together arrived at notions of peasant rationality and
the strategies by which self sufficient cultivators mini-
mized risk rather than maxim zing a particular kind of
output (Lipton, 1968) . Deci ions to sharecrop rather than
rent or buy a field were showçt to be carefully calculated
and frequently optimal (Johns , 1971; Scott, 1976). The
flexibility in actual practice of landholding in con-
trast to the strict legal tions have been admirably
demonstrated by social historia s using voluminous early
court records (Raftis, 1964). Sudents of contemporary
economic development have now coMpiled extensive com-
parisons of land reform programs kn many parts of the
world (de Janvry, 1980; Land Tenut\e Center, 19742.

Synthesizing the results of such w dely proliferating
basic research is not practical, bL.t it is possible to

1
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point oot an emerging consensus on land tenure issues of

particular significance to anthropologists.

PROPERTY AND THE EVOLUTIONARY PARADIGM

The idea of property was slowly formed in the human

mind, remaining nascent and feeble through immense

periods of time. Springing into life in savagery,

it required all the experience of this period and

of the subsequent period of barbarism to develop

the germ, and to prepare the human brain for the

acceptance of its controlling influence. Its domi-

nance as a passion over all other passions marks

the commencement of civilization. It not only led

mankind to overcome the obstacles which delayed

civilization, but to establish political society on

the basis of territory and of property. A critical

knowledge of the evolution of the idea of property

would embody, in some respects, the most remarkable

portion of the mental history of mankind (Morgan,

1963:5-6, orig. 1877).

It is no surprise that Lewis Henry Morgan, the Rochester

lawyer, railroad investor, and New York state legislator--

as well as the father of American anthropology--was

interested in ideas of property. In him the enthusiasm

of the Victorian amateur scientist led to both an explor-

ation of the structure of the Iroquois Confederacy and to

a defense of the Seneca from a threatened land grab (Lea-

cock, 1963). For Morgan, the great watershed of human

society distinguishes those smaller, presumably ancestral

groups, which are organized on *he basis of kinship,

clans, and tribes, from kingdoms and nations, which are

"founded upon territory and upon property." Such grand

evolutionary dichotomies have a disconcerting way of

evaporating or being qualified out of existence by the

evidence of the careful, firsthand studies of unfamiliar

societies that are the distinctive contribution of modern

anthropology. Yet the ethnological investigations of

religion, material culture, descent groups, and language

that followed Morgan did not deal with property as a cen-

tral concern. We were told about the ,ceremonies conducted

when one crossed a tribal border (Van Gennep, 1960) or the

destruction of canoes, coppers, and other valuable pieces

of property in a Northwest Coast potlatch (Benedict,

1934), but only more recently has a theory of property or

rights to resources begun to emerge.
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_Studies of_hunting territories, the ownership of tools
and dwellings, and land tenure were neglected, 1.czhaps
because Morgan's principle seemed self-evident. Techno-
logically primitive peoples, gathering naturally occurring
foods from their surroundings and sharing the products of
the chase, would have no need to establish personal rights
to anything, whereas farmers and herders could protect
their claim to scarce land or domettic animals only by an
assertion of private property. Morgan's followers
insisted that individual property in simple societies was
purely personal, while land, the basic source of subsis-
tence, was always collectively held (Leacock, 1963:xvi).
Opponents of the evolutionary view found private ownership
in every society as well as an ethic of sharing and well-
defined communal rights belonging to a variety of groups,
such as households, lineages, clubs, villages, and tribes
(Lowie, 1920). Perhaps because Morgan's work was used by
Engels in The Origin of the Family, Private Property and
the State, critics decried the "dogma of a universal
primitive communism" (Lowie, 1920:235). Empirical ques-
tions about the nature and function of property have been
translated into the fighting words of political parties
and contending philosophies of government. It is ironic
that Morgan's (1963) insights on the role of property in
human affairs, along with his oracular vision that "human
intelligence will rise to the mastery over property, and
define the relations of the state to the property it pro-
tects, as well as the obligations and the limits of the
rights of its owner" (p. 561), have served less to clarify
the issues involved than to iemove them from the realm of
objective scientific analysis.

Although the confidence of the 19th-century evolution-
ists that they could discern in human history a single
prog:essive development from undifferentiated, amorphous,
communal rights to specific, legally sanctioned, herit-
able, private property was misguided, the questions of
who uses what and who owns what are still central ones.
By recognizing tt fallacy of some simple and necessarily
ethnocentric defi,lition of the nature of property and

ownership, anthropologists have opened the matter for
basic research. As long as property rights were consid-
ered a branch of law, with conflicting claims to be set-
tled only by reference to courts and statutes, the cross-
cultural experience of different societies having con-
trasting systems of subsistence was irrelevant. The
single most important advance in the study of p.operty
has been the recognition that rights to resources could
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not-be-understood apart from the_human ecosystem in which

they existed.
Hunter-gatherer territoriality is meaningful in terms

of climate, topography,
precipitation, the movements of

game animals, the distribution of edible plants, and the

tools and knowledge by which
these resources are used to

support human life. Relative scarcity of agricultural

land in relation to population,*the organization of farm-

ing labor, the efficiency of implements, and the produ6-

tivity of crops must all be considered in order to fathom

the rules and practices of land tenure. Cultural prem-

ises, perhaps residing in
venerable tradition or new leg-

islation or altered by conquest, must also be consulted,

because what people do with property is dependent in part

on what they think about it, the cultural concepts of what

is appropriate and what is contrary to custom. It is

axiomatic, then, that the ecological study of property is

interdisciplinary. If I favor the results from anthro

pology, it is Merely because I have more familiarity with

them; the approach owes much to biology, agricultural

economics, yeography, demography, and social history as

well.
Anthropology, though striving for functional inter-

pretations or the modeling of behavioral systems, is wary

of wide-ranging generalizations or abstract deductions.

The ethnography of a particular society observed at a

specific place and time is the raw material used by %

anthropologists, and our hypotheses tend to be cautious

and middle-level. Since they often grow, as it were,

inductively from field work, I rely heavily in this paper

on case studies, attempting to test these approximations

through controlled comparisons of similar societies and

analyses of change in property or land tenure practices

through time in a single society. I am concerned largely

with questions that many social scientists are asking but

for which the alswers remain matters of dispute. The

ethnographic studies cited cover areas of consensus and

disagreement on hunter-gatherer territoriality, fishing

rights to bodies of water, and landholding among shifting

and intensive agriculturalists. In most of these cases,

the same processes can be charted in simple, self-

sufficient societies as in sections of modern society

using parallel techniques of production. Issues of com-

munal versus individual rights recur as we go from the

desert waer hole and the bush field to the offshore

fishing limit in international waters and the claims of

the Sagebrush Rebellion. Three themes dominate the dis-
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cussion of IlZustrative cases: (1) The use of the land
or the sea-hy-abo large determines the rights that people
exercise over land or'sea resources. Ownership or tenure
cannot be divorced from the ecological situation of envi-
ronment, technology, population, and social organization.
(2) A change in the ratio of population to available
resources may change the competition fox these resources
and the equality of access to t4m. While rules of land
tenure remain the same, the distribution of important
resources within the population may undergo significant
and predictable change, with the proportion of landless
people increasing as the,population grows. (3) A lack of
understanding of the conceptions and operations of prop-
erty systems in other societies is a frequent cause of
conflict, in3ustice, and exploitation. More adequate
anarysisof historic and existing modes of tenure would
have implications for pokity regarding land reform and
controversies,involving claims to individual vergus com-
munal rights to property.

HUNTER-GATHERER TERRITORIALITY

From antiquity, philosophers have used the idealized or
imagined societies of nomadic hunter-gatherers as examples
of some primeval state of human naturo. Where tools were
simple and easily fabricated and where daily food was
gained directly from the environment, it was plausibly
surmised, individual possessions would be fewsharing
would be frequent, and there would consequently be little
differentiation in wealth or property among people. For
some this meant that primitives lacked any concept of
ownership and moved at will across the landscape (Her-
skovits, 1952:331) . Other authors speculated that coop-
eration within groups would be accOmpaniad by hostility
between groups. Each band or horde or tribe would "own"
hunting grounds or specific resources, such as berry
patches, fruit trees, and water supplies, that would be
defended with force against trespass by neighbors. Since
the local'group was often structured by kinship ties, it
was often theclan or the patrilineal band that was
believed to exercise exclusive rights to a territory.
During the great age of European overseas exploration and
expansion, it was further assumed by those interested in
acquiring farming or ranch lands or removing troublesome
indigenes that native rights to bounded tracts could be
directly acquired by sale or treaty from the legal repre-

,
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sentatives of the group.
Subduing the wilderness and

planting crops was also feit-tb-he a moral-3A-commendable

religiously sanctified land use that.justified the appro-

priation of untilled "wasteland."

Given the
theoretical.emphasis placed by the evolu-

.

tionists on living examples of purportedly earlier or

elementary forms of human social life, it is interesting

that basic research on hunter-gatherers is relatively

recent. Territorial rights could not be elucidated until

anthropologists stopped asking individuals inappropriate

questions, such as what land their group owned or where

the tribal boundaries were located. Only when an ecolog-

ical approach was adopted, which included detailed de-

scriptions of real resource use, movements, work group

c000eration, residence
history, local kin ties, and

intergroup conflict, could the material correlates of

ideas of property be assessed.

Shoshonean Territories

Julian Steward's work (1938, 1955) on the Paiute and

Shoshonean Indians of the Great Basin, in what is now

Nevada, Utah, and portions of Californ'a, investigated

territoriality as Steward laid the founa. ion for what he

called cultural ecology. Unpredictable rainfall and

little standing water in the high valleys meant that

vegetation was sparse and scattered and game animals were

mobile and Seldom concentrated in herds. The inhabitants

used seed beaters ae.d baskets to gather grass seeds; bows,

clubs, and nets to kill jackrabbits,
antelope, and deer;

and subsisted on pine nuts from the pinyon groves in win-

ter. With such a spotty and variable occurrence of re-

sources, people lived in small caMps near water,and moved

frequently. They roamed large stretches of countryside,

assembling for game drives but often dispersing into

family aroups because their subsistence
activities did not

benefit from large-scale cooperation. Winter settlements

depended on the size a'nd location of the pinyon harvest.

Under such circumstances,
population density, the size,

composition, and movements of productive groups, and

rights to the Means of production are what Steward called

"culture core" features closely related to subsistence

activities and economic arrangements (Netting, 1965a).

As is usually the case with hunter-gatherers, the

Great Basin people had personal tools, and the labor one

expended on gathering wild plant foods gave one rights to
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consume or distribute them. People moved from camp to
cam ansLaften visited-neighbor-ing-groups

in--WifiCh they
had kin. Rigid or exclusive rights to territories did
not exist (Steward, 1977:375):

Social groups in the Basin-Plateau area obviously
had to confine themSelves to familiar territory,
for the knowledge of the location of resources,
including water, precluded indefinite and random
wandering in strange terrain. That a group
exploited about the same territory each year, how-
ever, did not imply exclusive claims to or defense
of its resources. An informant's statement that
"this was our territory; we owned it" is almost
invariably followod by the further statement that

'anyone was free to use the resources. In fact,
while the small family clusters of Western Shoshoni
traveled during the summer, they exchanged informa-
tion with other clusters concerning the whereabouts
of seeds and game and especially about the prospects
for the pine nut harvest in different mountains.
The Raibab Southern Paiute claimed . . . that each
family cluster owned the watering place to which it
customarily returned each winter, but this meant no
more ,than that a cluster of families made the
watering place its preferred headquarters or prin-
cipal encampment.

Bands and Environmental Spacing

Though Steward effectively characterizes the Great Basin
territOries as familiar home ranges with vague, porous
boundaries and without exclusive use rights, he believed
that many hunter-gatherers were organized in patrilineal%
bands with local exogamy and land ownership (Steward,
1955:122). Competition for game would lead'to conflict,
so patrilineally related men would remain in the territory
in which they were reared and band together to protect
their game resources (Steward, 1955:135). This formula-
tion has become increasingly suspect as the basic research
of the 1960s and 1970s has demonstrated the flexibility
of band memberabip dnd the ease with which hunter-
gatherers move from one group territory to another (Lee
and DeVore, 1968). Le,.1 (1972) pointed out that among
!Kung San of the Kalahari in Northern Botswana, a bilat-
eral, nonterritorial grouping is a mechanism for respond-
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ing to local imbalances in food resources and gives recip-

rocal access to resources-that
allows-a-much higher popu-,

lation density than could be supported if every territory

had to contain a permanent water source. He argues that

the patrilocal-territorial model of hunter-gatherer bands

is empirically rare and unlikely, if not impossible, on

theoretical grounds. But another student of the Bushmen

(Silberbauer, 1972) contends that each band has a "re-

source nexus" over which'its members have exclusive rights

of exploitation and, furthermore, that certain Phdividual

"owners" are administrators of these rights on behalf of

the band.
Some of these definitional

ambiguities are clarified,

by looking at the more precise conceptions of territori-

ality developed by animal ecologists. The social behavior

involved in staking out a specific volume of space for

feeding or breeding and defending it against other members

of the same species results in the adaptation of the

organism to the available food supply and the maintenance

of the population size at a reasonable maximum (Clapham,

1973:74-75) . Territoriality may result from aggression

or from attachment to a site or area. Australian aborig-

ines, who were long thought to have classic patrilineal

band organization, do not actively defend their boundaries

(e.g., a 400-square-mile territory would have a 70-mile

perimeter to defend), but a named local descent group with

ritual sites and mythic, totemic ties to certain natural

'features is regularly associated with a particular Area

(Peterson, 1975). Territories are not rigid, and camps

at any time may contain members frOm several clans and

localities. The exigencies of the 'food quest and demo-

graphic variation among groups make such flexibility nec-

essary. But everyone knows his or her native clan terri-

tory, and older clan members prefer to spend more of their

time there. The ideology of kin group possession of an

area is recognized when visitors ritually ask for formal

acceptance into the group befori they make use of local

resources. Greeting ceremonies are'functionally analogous

to territorial defense, and a failure of visitors to

announce their presence is ragarded as an act of aggres-

sion (Peterson, 1975). Thus the continuing identifica-

tion of a kin group with a territory and the optimal

spading of local populations in the environment are not

inconsistent with the movement of individuals to make the

best use of their resources.
In fact, by utilizing a wide

variety of ties through descent and marriage, people can

claim admission to bands at some considerable distance

from their own area of origin.

t
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Though hunter-gatherers certainly show a seasonal var-
iation in group size and fluidity of group composition
that makes untenable the old law-and-order view of, patri-
lineal territorial organization, there, is a growing con-
cern among ethnographers about how people in these nomadic
societies think about rights to land (Peterson, 1979).
The !Kung San have well-developed concepts of owner and
territory: Rights come through either parent and are
strongly held where one is resident; ripts are residual
or weak in the territory identified with the other parent
(Marshall, 1976; Wiessner, 1977). Within a territory or
n!ore, the water hole and area immediately around it is
owned and inherited within a group 'of kin, but a surround-
ing broad belt of land is shared with adjacent groups
(Lee, 1979:334). Publicly acknowledged rights to mongongo
nut groves and wild bean patches are stated. Immigrants
who join and stay with the group are gradually absort)ed
into the core identified as owners. Lee (1979:335)
believes that the !Kung consciously strive to maintain a
boundaryless universe (pp. 337-338):

Although ownership is collective, not Individual,
and the boundaries are not well marked, the concept
of ownership I's there nonetheless. . . Members of
the core group and their visitors may exploit the
resources of the ,-ore without restriction. Neigh-
boring groups may use the resources as well, but
they must keep the owners informed of their move-

, ments and who they are camping with. More distant
groups must ask permission more explicitly and
should be modest in their behavior, in terms of
length of stay and the number.of people brought in.

. . Disputes between groups over food are not
unknown among the !Kung, but they are rare, far
less common and less serious than are, for example,
fights over sex, adultery, and betrothal.

Desert'Australians have a more elaborate religious
ideology of land ownership, perhaps because of a more
stable association between groups and permanent water
sources, while the few tKung water holes must be shared
by a number of bands (Peterson, 1979). Similar factors

.may influence the greater 'ceTritoriality of the !Ko San,
who live in the south cental Kalahayi, where there is no
staple plant food and where melons and other plants are
the sole source of water for part of the year. Plant

. resources are owned by the band, and permission must be

4 (.3;-_,
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requested to cross a well-defined-boundary zone for hunt:-

ing in another band's territory (diarnard, 1979). !Ko

bands and band clusters are highly nucleated, endogamous,

and dislike strangers,
showing-little of the MTn9 flexi-

bility in a less arid environment.

These examples,may suggest that the scarcity, locali-

zation, and predictability of resource along with the

competition among groups for its use influence the degree

to whiCh property rights are asserted. The obvious adap-

tiveness of p home range of familiar territory for hunter-

gatherers Seems never to result in rigidly defended bound-

aries, but the crucial nature of a limiting resource such

as («later may encourage an ideological focus, identifying

a defined group more closely with its territory. When

the relatiohship of resources to population is altered,

territorial claims should correspcndingly'tighten or

relax. There has been a great deal of controversy about

whether the hunting territories of Algonkian Indian groups

in Canada were aboriginal
(Hallowell, 1949; Leacock, 1954;

Speck and Eiseley, 1939). In fact, family hunting terri-

tories were defined and sanctions against trespass were

enforced where population density was highest and the

competition for furs to trade at the Hudson Bay posts was

most severe. When the Ojibwa population began to decline

and big game such as moose returned to parts of Ontario

around 1900, a distinct lessening of territoriality took

place (Bishop, 1970). The assertion of ownership and the

degree ocexclusivity of use does not appear to be a con-

stant or a purely customary value in a society but rather

a set ol bel,iefs and practices closely adjusted to other,

potentially variable factors in a specific ecosystem.

FISHING RIGHTS TO SEA AND RIVER

Although notions of group territorial rights to hunting

grounds and trap lines may be readily intelligible to

people from property-based
societies, we often imagine

the oceans and streams to be held in common, with everyone

enjoying unimpeded access to fish, crustaceans, and mol-

lusks. The freedom of the seas implies not only rights

of ship travel'but also the global Pursuit of tuna or

whales. It is only in recent ye,l,s that the codfish war

off Iceland and the nation/11 claims to 200 miles of ter-

ritorial waters, along witJ, major declines in world com-

mercial catches, have publi iz9A territorial competition

for marine 'resources.
Several examples of traditional
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and modern_fasherfolic demonstrate that especially produc-
tive fishing locations with high and seasonally dependable
eids are otten owned and forcibly defended by groups or

individuals. These practices ensure a predictable sub-
- sistence for those who control the.property as well as

regulate overfishing and the rapid population declines to
which marine resources are particularly subject.

Northwest Coast Fishing Sites

Among the Noithwest Coast Indians who depended on the
-annUal salmon runs for a major part of their subsistence,
locations on rivers or estuaries, where the migrating fish
could be effectively trapped in weirs, caught in reef
nets, or speared, were owned by villages or localized kin
groups. Claims were,also made to stiellfish beds, berry
patches, and settlement sites. A Kwakiutl informant,
George Runt, spoke of kin groups owning rivers and fight-
ing any trespassers who attempted to build a trap for
salmon or olachen (Boas, 1921:1348). Ruthless warfare
led to the appropriation of land, material wealth, and
slaves as well as to the capture of crests and other cere-
monial prerogatives that in effect gave title to these
possessions. Sixteen named southern Kwakiutl political
groups, each consisting of a set of households sharing a
winter village, exploited the resources of a defined ter-
ritory with its own salmon streaMs and acted as a unit
having its own chief in potlatch and military affairs
(Donald and Mitchell, 1975). The population of the local
group correlated with the average productivity of its
fishery, and larger groups had higher ranks in the pot-
latch hierarchy.

A variety of items of movable property, such as canoes,
storage boxes; fishing equipment, blankets, and' masks,
were owned by individual families, while the head chiefs
of extended families or lineages were the custodians or
nominal owners of fishing ,nots and other types of fixed
assets (P. Drucker, 1939) . Potlatches, involving the
giving away of food and wealth in return for recognition
of the giver's social status (J. W. Adams, 1973), often
included a public announcement of the tract from which
the food had come and the lines of descent in which these
property rights had been inherited (Drucker and Heizer,
1967). In this way, a statement of claim to valuable
\resources could be publicly mitnessed by near neighbors
who might be most likely to contest it. In the absence
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of written deeds or a centralized government to enforce
a

property rights, the local group was officially restating

its-ownership-of_ real pr_operty.
Eating food with or ac-

cepting presents from a host group, who recounted their

ancestral claims to productive property and ceremonially

passed it on to a rightful heir, was equivalent to for-

mally agreeing to respect these claims (Netting, 1977:36).

When a corporate local group was declining in size or

dying out, outsiders could become formal members by ac-

cepting the obligation of the potlatch for the group.

Thus the potlatch also functioned to redistribute people

among scarce and valuable localized resources while main-

taining the system of legitimate property rights (J. W.

Adams, 1981). Concepts of property on the Northwest Coast

evidently allowed the inhabitants to move smoothly and

successfully into a market economy, with a premium on ac-

quisj.tion and consumption, when European trade and colo-

nization arrived (Codere, 1950).

PalauantFish Traps and the Decline of Ownership

A change in the prOductivity and relative value of a ma-

rine location can alter the system of tenure applied to

it. Reefs off the islands of Palau in Micronesia belong

to the island communities and are loosely administered by

their chiefs (McCutcheon, 1981). Certain deep holes in

the lagoon coral are ideal spots for the setting of traps,

and they were formerly claimed as property by the kebliil

or nonunilineal clans. The clan chief issued use rights

to a member of the clan, and the chief could also claim

the best of the cacch. As real property, these sites

could be transferred like money or plots of land in tra-

ditional exchanges (McCutcheon, 1981:118). The introduc-

tion since 1%50 of more productive nighttime fishing with .

spears, goggles, and underwater flashlights has made the

fixed trappiog spots outmoded. Fishermen can now follow

the fish freely about the lagoon. Ownership of the trap

sites and the5former custom of asking permission to use

them are no longer.important.
Furthermore, the Japanese

government of Palau formally appropriated all parts of

the sea below the high water mark, and successive govern-

ments have come to be 'regarded as the nominal owner of

the reefs and the lagoon. Disputes over the use of marine

resources can no longer be settled by local chiefs and

elders. In this case, both changing uses and the imposi-

4 0 ;
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tion of rules by external authorities have operated to
change Palauan rights to the sea.

Maine Lobstering: Property and Conservation

The marine environMent has generally been regarded as
common property, and it has been observed that this con-

, tributes to persistent overexploitation in many of the
world's fisheries. "In the absence of ownership, fisher-
men have no incentives to curtail fishing activities in
response to declines in catches or increases in costs,
because no property right guarantees that fish not taken
today will be available in large quantity or at greater
weight in the future. what one fisherman.does not catch
today simply goes to the other fishermen" (Acheson, 1975:
183). Lobster fishing along the Maine coast is legallY
'open toall who acquire licenses, but it is in fact
diVideU informally into territOries by groups of lobster-
en who resist interlopers. Boundaries between territor-

i "are more precisely maintained in summer, when more
people are fishing shallow areas near the shore, than in
winter, when there is less competition for lobster found
over a wider area of deep water. Violation of territorial
boundaries may lead to warnings, followed by the cutting
off of marker biloys.and the deliberate removal of the
offender's traps. Occasionally such incidents escalate
into full-scale "lobster wars," in which groups of men
destroy each other's traps and even boats (Acheson, 1975).
Ownership of land on an island is held to mean ownership
of fishing rights in nearby waters, even though ocean-
areas are legally part of the public doMain. In areas in
which boundaries are most clearly defined, island land-
owners may rent out fishing rights that are also inherited
patrilineally.

The fact that some Maine lobstering areas are quite
exclusive, or "perimeter-defended," while others have
considerable overlapping zones of mixed fishing by men
from several harbors allows a comparison of the production
and conservation effects of two kinds of territoriality
(Acheson, 1975:189-204). Where boundaries are more imper-
meable and better defended, there are fewer boats per
square mile of productive waters, allowing a higher pro-
portion of lobsters of the minimum legal size to remain
uncaught and grow to larger sizes. Conservation is pro-
moted in perimeter-defended territories by voluntary
agreements among owners to limit the number of traps set

1 6
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and to request and abide by closed-season regulations.

Survey data has shown that a higher percentage of larger

lobsters and female lobsters reaching reproductive size

come from perimeter-defended areas. Restrictions on the

numbers of traps and fishing seasons also reduce lobster

mortality. Biological benefits in, perimeter-defended

areas are acCompanied by economic benefits to the lobster-

men whb catch more and bigger lobsters with less effort,

resulting in substantially higher gross incomes than those

of equally well-equipped and experienced fishermen in

nqcleated areas (Acheson, 1975:202-203).

Property that belongs to everyone, as Hardin (1968)

has pointed out in his well-known analysis of the "tragedy

of the commons," is often subject to overexploitation, as

each user seeks maximum individual economic benefit by

harvesting the largest possible share of the resource.

Iaformal group ownership of the traditional perimeter-

defended lobster territories controls access to the

resource and prevents a competitive increase in fishing

effort b.' enforcing local conservation measures (Acheson,

1975:205-206). A successful cooperative, such as a New

Jersey group with a !ar monopoly of summer porgy fishing,

can control production by imposing bodt limits on them-

selves when market prices are low (McCay, 1981a). State

and national governments may attempt to prevent abuse of

marine resources by licensing fishermen, regulating the

type of equipment and number of traps that may be used,

and establishing closed seasons. Legalized fishing ter-

ritories have not been established, in part because of

political and economic barriers but also because rights

of access to the "common" resources of the sea were con-

ventionally thought of as a free good. In fact, the

indigenous resource management systems of poor local

fishermen may be overridden by the laws of wealthy modern

nations that impose common property rights to marine

resources and thus favor the highly capitalized, large-

scale corporate fishing interests (McCay, 1981b).

Our cases from the Northwest Coast, Palau, and Maine

suggest that wnere marine resources are highly productive

and localized, there will be a tendency to establish group

(not individual) exclusive property rights with defended

boundaries, restrictions on group membership, and the

voluntary regulation of use. These social constraints

appear to adjust the populations of fishermen to the

abundance of their prey and to promote the sustained yield

of a fragile natural resource. It is by no means certain

that higher levels of government regulating the management
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of local environments by statute and police poWer can pre-
serve the flexibility and

volun:ary compliance that char-acterize the operations of small groups of indepndent
producers (McCay, 1981a:372). As nation states o,f unequal
size, populations, and tecnnoeconomic deiNlopment\vie forthe diminishing harvests of the sea, their vastlydiffi-cult international agreements may benefit from the\lessonsin fishery territoriality learned by societies whose lifedepends on effective ecological adaptation.

LAND TENURE IN SHIFTING CULTIVATION
AND INTENSIVE AGRICULTURE

In the various kinds of foraging systems, I have been ex\.7
amining, the problem has been one of how human popula-
tions establish rights in the area from which their food"
in the form of wild plants, game animals, or fishcomes:I have dealt with the rights of small groups of resident

,producers as they huned or gathered in areas with varyingdegrees of competition Erom other similar groups. The
processes of possession I have outlined are rendered moreexplicit, elaborate, and pervasive as groups take up the
rights of food producers to the crops, domestic a.limals,soil, water, and shelters that are integral to their dis-tinctive life ways. In looking at farmers in the sectionsbelow, the olcyout ever-present dichotomy between collec-
tive, communal 'conlrol and narrowly defined private owner-ship is refined and anatomized to more closely approximate
the complexities of the real world.

Land tenure cannot be viewed is changing along some
simple unilinear continuum from primitive to modern, butrather as an entity made up of a number of strands thatare not always parallel. Rights can vary along threeaxes: (1) according to the length and specificity of thetime over which they are exercised, from short-term,vague, or interm.,Lent

through specific and long-term to
permanent; (2) according to the objects to which they areapplied, whether few and limited, such as fruit trees,
ho,uses, or branded cattle, to inclusive and general, suchas a land surface with all its products, surface ar.d un-
derground water, mineral resources, and air rights; and
(3) according to the way in which they include and exclude
other people as members of groups with different sorts ofauthority. Property invo.ves social rights and duties
with respect to objects o',f value and the specific sanc-

\tions that reinforce
customary behavior (Hallowell, 1943).
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A corollary of the rights of
individuals and corporatc

groups to land would be the right to transmit prope* by

inheritance, gift, loan, sale, conquest, or legal appro-

priation.

Is Property an
Ecological Factor or a Mental Construct?

Previous discussions
nave taken an ecological approach in

emphasizing the intimate systematic connections between

territoriality and land use, resources,
teanology, and

population. Such an essentially
materialistic and empir-

ical strategy runs
counter to the priority of ideas and

intellectual developments among certain legal and economid

theorists. They believe that the evolution of exclusive

property rights over the resource base was a prerequisite

for the development of cultivation and domestication in

the Neolithic Revolution (North and Thomas, 1970:241,

cited in Runge and Bromley, 1979).

When common property
rights over resources exist,

there is little incentive for the acquisition of

superior technology and learning. In contrast,

exclusive pcoperty
rights which reward the owners

provide a direct incentive to improve efficiency

and productivity, or, in more fundamental terms, to

acquire more knowledge and new techniques. It is

this change in incentive that explains the rapid

progress made by mankind in the last 10,000 yea-3

in contrast to his slow development during the era

as a primitive hunter/gatherer.

Joint or communal property arrangments are thought to be

inefficient, entailing
transaction costs among users and

inevitable resource depletion (Demsetz, 1967). A sche-

matic model of the replacement of communal by individual

private property rights neglects both different uses of

land and the probability that a single society at one

point in time may have several contrasting arrangements

for land tenure adapted to quite different systems of land

exploitation.
The neW paradigm now

developing in studies of land

tenure rejects simple deterministic
models of changes in

land tenure as causes of changes in subsistence means or

as direct results of legal codes or distinctive political

philosophies. This development
parallels the gradual

disillusionment with models of evolutionary change in

qammilm.rmiiiimma.
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agriculture that emphasize technological improvement and
the capture of energy as the prime and ofteb sole motiva-
ting factors (L. A. lAnite, 1959). It also appears that
env/ronmental determinism cannot account for a static
agricultural adaptation by reference merely to soils,
c ,Amate, and topography (Meggers, 1954)

. The more com-
prehensive framework emerging from the basic research of
anthropologists, geographers, and economists links local
increases in population density to agricultural intensi-
,fication, in which higher labor input raises the total
production of the land, with corresponding greater defi-
nition and more socially restrictedholding of rights to
jand.

Anthropologists played a key role in explaining the
workings of traditional syscems of shifting or swidden
cultivation, in which forest is cut and burned, crops are
planted and harvested fo.: one or a few years without bene-
fit of the plow or animal traction, and the clearing is
thejl allowed to revert to forest vegetation until its
agricultural potential has been naturally regenerated
(Conklin, 1957, 1961; Freeman, 1955; Geertz, 1963; Iziko-
witz, 1951). Under conditions of ample land and ),:iw popu-
lation pressure, such slash-and-burn systems were shown
to produce dependable crops with considerable efficiency
of labor without permanent environmental degradation.

More intensive agriculture is characterized by keeping
the field in crops for longLr periods of time than it is
fallow, through s,uch techniques as crop rotation, manur-
ing, Irrigation, terracing, transplanting, more rareful
soil preparation, weeding, end fencing. Danish economist
Ester Boserup (1965) pointed out that farming societies
make the transition from shifting to intensive cultivation
only when the local density of population forces them to
use the land mora continuously and effectively to maintain
their desired level of food intake. Population growth,
rather than being only a response Eo i Icreased food pro-
duction, as in the Malthusian view, could be ehought of
as a cause for agricultural change. People did not volun-
tarily adopt intensive methods because they were better
or more efficient. Indeed, the labor required was
increasingly thorough, complex, and arduous, and indivi-
duals, operating under a principle of least effort, were
reluctant to do more work until the scarcity of land and
other resources compelled them to. Although the Boserup
view has been subjected to considerable criticism, empha-
sizing the variety of ways that a popul?tion can cope with
or suffer from growth (Bronson, 1972; Coygill, 1975;

C.
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urigg, 1979; Nell, 1972), the general outlines of the '

model have received substantial empirical support (Clarke,

1966; Dumond, 1961; Gleave and White, 1969; Hanks, 1972;

Netting, 1968, 1974; Spooner, 1972; Turner et al., 1977).

Shifting cultivation economizes on labor in a context

of abundant,land and easy access to resources. A swidden,

once it has been burned and cropped, has rapidly declining

yields due to weed competition, insect and animal pests,

and the exhaustion of minerals containea in tlie ash

(Moran, 1979) . Shifting cultivators typically exercise

rights in usufruct over the crops that they grow, but the

fallow areas of regenerating bush have little immediate

value. A clan or village may retain territorial claims

to such tracts, and they are defended against incursions,

by neighboring groups, but only when fertility is restored, ,

are the plots reallocated on the basis of need to group ,V

members (Netting, 1969, 1977:75). Individuals vary in
.

their requirements for fields according to the numbers of

workers and dependents in tneir households and the labo'r

on which they can call (Netting, 1965b). As long as there

is more than enough land to go around, it makes sense to

adapt use rights to demographic fluctuations while main-

taining a community pool of fallow .land for future

exploitation.

Intensive Agriculture and Individual Rights

As land becomes scarcer and competition for its products

increases, lc is obvious that groups wth more limited

membership and eventually individuals should clai-, more

continuing rights to its use. "The attachment, of indivi-

dual families to particular plots becomes more and more

important with the gradual shortening of the period of

fallow and the reductiOn of the part of the territory

. . . not used in rotation" (3oserup, 1965:81). When the

tribe or the community can no longer guarantee to a family

land sufficient in quantity and quality for its needs,

there is a tendency for the family to hold on to what it

has. Intensification orther increases the 'value of the

land by the expenditure of labor for permanent improve-

ments--fruit trees that continue to bear for years,

,
manured gardens, terraces that prevent soil erosion, and

wells or channels that allow dry season irrigation.

The correlation among factors of population density,

agricultural inteusification, and land tenure is visible

b,...h spatially and historically among the Ibo of eastern

1
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Nigeria. The tra-itional system of tropical
shiftingcultivation was based on.the

growing of yams, cassava,and 'cc= yams in areas of
farmland that radiated from acentral,village like the sectors of a &ircle. A sectorwa's cleared annually by the men of the village workingtogether, and garden plots were then assigned to eachextended family household. In those areas with severepopulation pressure of 400 to more than 1,040 people persquare mile, the system has broken dowsi and been replacedby the Permanent

cultivatiqn of vegetables and tree cropsusing frequent
fertilization and

labor-intensive tech-niques of
horticulture (Udo, 1965). Nuclear or smallpolygynous families have set up permanent residence inthe midst of these f-arm-S7-asserting

both immediate pos-seFsion and continuing ownership. Where farmland is insuch short supply, the demand for it
encourages arrange-ments for leasing it or mortgaging

(pledgirp) it tr some-one in return for a sum of money
(Netting, 1969). rhearea in which

intensification and more individualizedland tenure is evident does not differ markedly in cropsor climate from other areas of Iboland in which shiftingcultivation continues, but it is
distinguished by itsheavy local

concentrations of population (Udo, 1965).Though land tenure is easily
conceived in terms ofdichommous communal and individual types, the reality ofchange reflects steps in a process. The Kofyar of theJos Plateau in northern Nigeria have adjusted to popula-tion density and

long-term limitations
on available landby the intpnsive

cultivation of terraced, ridged, andmanured fields averaging 1.5 acres around every homestead.Boundaries are clearly marked and families who use a home-stead and fields
belonging to others

must make an initialPayment plus annual donations of palm oil, beer, chickens,1. and sometimes
cash to the owner. Sons inherit land,houras, and livestock from their fathers, and the propertyof a man who dies without heirs reverts to the head of hislineage (Netting, 1968:170). The patrilineage does notcontrol land as a group, but it can step in to prevent amember from selling or by other means

permanently alien-ating a piece of land (p. 163).
Outright sale of land,as found in the most crowded Ibo districts, appears torepresent the last stage in the movement toward individualproperty rights. Among the Kofyar,

wealth could beexchanged indirectly for ,land when a nonrelative donatedthe sacrificial cow or horse for the funeral
commemorationfeast of a man who died without

heirs,, thereby claimingrights to the dead man's homestead (pp. 170-171).
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A controlled cross-cultural comparison of 15 ethnic

groups in the New Guinea highlands supports the asgocfa-

tion of higher population density with greater agricul-

t,ural intensity and more individual land tenure (Brown

and Podolefsky, 1976) . Intensive cultivation of sweet

potatoes in this area makes use of fencing, drainage

ditches, erosion-control, and fertilizing. The closest

correlation is between land tenure and the length of the

fallow period: "All cases o: . . . individual tenure are

In societies where agriculture is permanent or fallow is

less than six years; group tenure . . . is found with

longer fallow periods. While group territory is recog-

nized nearly everywhere, individual plots are held and

inherited mainly where the fallow period is short and

trees or shrubs are planted by the owner" (Brown and

Podo)efsky, 1976:221).

Conflict, Over Land

More specific and definitiverights to land use, transfer,

inheritance, and alienation seem to a,:ise from the dis-

putes that increase in number and severity as the supply

of land becomes restricted. Even shifting cultivators may

find that their existing territory is_no longer adequate

to support them. Rather thap intensifying their agricul-

ture, they may attempt to expand by conquering and expel- ,

ling neighboring groups. Maori warfare has been attrib-

uted to this competition for forest fallow (Vayda, 1961).

The segmentary lineages of the Tiv in the Nigerian savanna

zone have endemdc border arguments in which individuals

extend their farms, then call out their kin groups for

acrimonious debates on where the boundary should be.

Since the outward push is characteristicy directed

against the most distantly related lineage or against a

foreign ethnic aroup, a airection of movement is esth-

lished, with each lineage losing land in the rear and ,

gaining ground in.,front (P. Bohannan, 1954; Sahlins,

1961). .

:f'warfare is not ef:ective or migtation is impeded,

formerly temporary rights in land may be solidified and

given legal standing by some regularized form of dispute'

settlement. With a growing population and the investments

required for intensification, litigation over land should

go up. Traditional political and religious authorities

who are able to mediate such conflict among communities

or kin groups and to resolve them without bloodshed per-
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form-a valuable social service and enhance their own pres-
tige (Netting, 1972; Ottenberg, 1958). Although the pro-
cess of tenure change may be almost unnoticed as tne fal-
low per.od shortens And the period of usufruct becomes
permanent (Nettiag, 1968:161)

, the inevitable gonflicts
focus public recognition on the precedents_established_by,_
-chIef or court as rights are-irdjudicated and the emerg-
ing law is enforced.

Kin Group Solidarity and Rights to an Estate

The soc4a1 solidarity and cohesion of a descent group such
as a unilineel lineage or a kindred is often regarded by
anthropologists as axiomatic. Kinship is sui generis and
cannot be "reduced" to economics or ecology or property
(Fortes, 1969). But group rights to a common estate or
lineage territory do seem to bear some regular relation-
shipto land use and to influencb the structure of the
group itself. Although the regional band or tribe or com-'
munity may claim and defend a demarcated territory, it is
often a subgroup defined by kinship that corporately con-
trols land. In effect, a discriminatory membership cri-
terion, such as descent from common ancer or kinship
traced only through matrilineal links, is used to define
exclusive rights to property. Tracing genealogical ances-
try througn one parent and assigning every individual
unambiguously at birth to a discrete kin group allows cer-
tain close kin (e.g., sister's sons in a patrilineal sys-
tem) tJ be excluded from rights to lineage land. Bilater-
al structures allow the individual choice as to what group
he wishes to affiliate with and reside in. Under condi-
tions of land shortage, a family group alone would have
great difficulty in defending its property rights. .A
descent group organization can effectively exclu3e out-
siders from land or, if circumstances allow, grant them
land by adopting them as members or dependents (Gray,
1969:25).

As wealth in land or other durable property goes up ,

with population Jensity, settlement stability, and tech-
nological sophistication, tne tendencies toward the regu-
látcd transmission of collective rights may give rise to
unilineal kin groups (Forde, 1947:70). Pmong the horti-
cultural Ma_.-Enga of highland New Guinea, Meggitt (1965)
fot.nd that,areas of land shortage were positively cor-
related with patrilineal organization or patrilocality.
It 'appears that the descent groups were excluding affines

47
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(relatives by marriage) and nonkinsmen from access to land

to ensure their own subsistence resources. Rappaport

(1968:27-28) pointed out that a single New Guinea kin

gtoup with'low populacion density
might grant land rights

co the abundant resource to a wide variety of relatives,

rhP _supply of open land declined and conflicts over

farms and pigs increased, a tendency to confine-use-and

Inheritance to the more rigidly defined patrilineage would

become apparent. A unilineal descent
group can both

reduce conflict for'land among its members and secure

cooteration beyond the nuclear family for the defense of

scarce resources (Harner, 1970).

Population pressure does not, however, show a straight-

line, isomorphic
relationship to kin group estate.forma-

tion. '-'Indeed, further
competition for the resource base

eventually undermines
the ability of the unilineal grdup

to provide access to all its members,.and such corporate

groups then tend to disilitegrate
(Andrews, 1980) .

paring Maya-speaking
populations of southern Mexico in

dhan Kom, Zinacantan, and Chamula, Collier (1975) found

that both sparse and very dense populations had little

emphasis on living near and sharing land rights with

patri1ine41 relatives, but the localized kin group was

emphasized by those with an intermediate level.of compe-

tition for resources (p. 206.):

Generally where land is abundant and a free good,

swidden farmers do not have descent organization,

but where land is scarce and a valued commodity,

descent emerges to systematize right to land.

When, however, land holdings are overly fractioned

by inheritance,
farming tends to give way to other

occupatidns and land ceases to motivate descent-

based kinship.

Under shifting cultivation, a relatively opem community

can accept various
members with a variety of kinship

links to a core of older or.founding residents. As the

fallow period shortens and distances to bush fields in-

crease, groups of coresident,
coOperating kin can com-

pete successfully with more distant relatives or nonkin.'

The corporatenesS of the patrilineal
descent group as a

property-holding group is asserted. As in the case of

the Ibo, when the land base.becomes inadequate for the

group and conflicting in'terests come to the fore, individ-

ual families withdraw to farm their,own land or to seek

4 7,
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emPloyment without the obligation to share the proceedswith kin.

Tenure and the Market

Changes_in tenure should also-not be regarded as the mere
product of internal

population growth and efforts to main-
t'ain subsistence in a closed, circumscribed environment.Intensification today means in almost every case that not
only is land being used

more frequently and yields beingincreased or maintained but also the crops are often
specialized for the market. Instead of producing a fullrange of subsistence

crops., people are respdnding to
demands generated outside their communities for food orcondiments or fibers or animal products. Methods of pro-
duction and often capital investments are dictated by the
requirements for growing and processing the specific cashcrop.

The Mandaya of Mindanao in the Philippines were'tradi-'tionally shifting cultivators of hill rice swiddens in an'
area too wet to allow the urning of clearings (Yengoyan,1971). Each year,a family cleared a new field and builta house there. The family had rights to the crops and
fruit trees on the current and old swiddens, and they hada claim to good locations with climax vegetation in the
cross-country direction in which they were moving. Landdisputes wererare, and because of low population density,more complex or confining

tenure arrangements were notrequired. In the foothills, Mandaya are now engaged in
, the cultivation of abaca hemp. Hemp plants produce for

10-15 years, and the farmer needs stripping machines fcr
ireducing the leaves to fibers and draft animals for trans-porting the'harvested plants to the house. Commercial
production also requires larger fields and more labor froMan extehded family group that remains together rather than
establishing separate neolocal residences, as in thehills.

Rights to land are still considered to result from
usufruct, but the cultivator takes pains to keep hig land
planted in hemp or food crops. Claims are further en-

"forced by fencing the land. Land is Aso given a moneyvalue. Tnough people feel that resources should be inher:
ited equally, women, upon marriage, sell their inhesitedshares to their brothers, and in large families the land
remains with the eldest son. To be productive, a hemp
farm should not be fragmented and the capital goods, such

4 7
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as stripping machines and livestock herds, should be kept

intact (Yen4oyan, 1971.:371). Since few suitable lands

remain, the option
of'exploiting4new areas is decreasing..

Although inheritance rules a're still amorphouk,,practices

emphasize the maintenance of valuable continuing rights

in hemp-producing lands and equipment by brothers with a

multiple family hoUsehold. Land tenure'is being applied

to the land itself rather than its crops,' and inheritance

is being concentrateqpin the patriline. Population pres-

sure and agricultural intensification are hastened and

their effects on land tenure reinforced by involvement in

the production of 'hemp for the market.

Growing cash crops should not be regarded as automat-

ically equivalent to the intensification of agriculture.

Indeed, if land is readily available and the cheapest

mode of production is temioorary cultivation with minimal

investment, there is little
incentive to acquire more

permanent rights to land. The same hill Kofyar who

insisted (5n field boundaries ma'rked by stones and took

cases of theft and trespass to'court did_not acquire

ownership of the migrant farms on the plains, whet they

grew yams, sorghum, and millet for sale. Because th

were practicing shifting rather than intensive cultiva ion

and they expected to move on every few'years into unten-

anted forest land, they saw no need to establish title to

their clearings. Instead they recogn.zed the territorial

political rights of the plains village chief by giving him

an initial payment and a token share of the crops they

produced in return for use rights to a patch of bush land

(Netting, 1968:197) . Arrangements were temporary, per-,

sonalistic, and more in the nature of tribute than of

rent. Scarcity of land along with permaneRt residence

and agricultural
intensification could be expected to

cegularize and
systematize such loose tenurial arrange-

ments, but the mere presence of acash economy does not

immediately evoke them.

Various Kinds of Coexisting Property Rights

In most technorogically :,:mple food-producing societies,

there are a range of methods of varying intenety for

utinzing different
mivoenvironmentS in grqw"Ing grains,

vegetables, fruits,
pasrture and forage crops for live-

stock, and wood for fuel. If land use actually does

affect land tenure, .!../e
might expect a corresponding spec-

.
trum of ownership rights. Even the general transition
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postulated by the 19th-century evolutionists from collec-
tive ownership of land by the clan to communistic house-
hold communities and eventually to individual family hold-
ings never made all peasant land into private property.
Engels (1972) realized that increasing population pressure
and the lack of sufficient land to sustain shifting cul-
tivation Would have moved ancient German society. toward
more individual land tenure, but he also noted that com-
munal lands persisted. "The arable and meadowlands which
had hitherto been common were divided in the manner famil-
iar to us, first temporarily and then permanently among
the single hous'eholds which were now coming into being,
while forest, pasture land, and water remained common"
(Engels, 1972:202). Resources that are needed by all but
whose production.is diffuse rather than concentrated, low
or unpredictable in yie14, and low in unit value tend to
be kept as communal property with relatively equal, though
pot unrestricted, access by group members. Smaller,
easily divisible, and more highly productive areas may be
owned and inherited by individuals.

There are two contrasting subsistence strategies aviong
the Bontoc IgOrot of the northern Philippine mountain's
(C. B. Drucker, 1977). Terraced, laboriously irrigated,
and intensively tilled wet rice fields provide the highly
valued basis of the local diet. Sweet potatoes, black
beans, wd other cultigens are grown in unirrigated hill
slope gardenf with the length of fallow dependent on the
distance oethe garden from the village. Labor expendi-
ture on the gardens is minimal-and provided almost-
entirely by women. Tenure relates directly to the scar-
city, value, and frequency of use of the land, and "the
least restricted forms of inheritance operate upon the
land holdings for which there is the least competition"
(C. B. Drucker, 1977:7). Forests, pagtures, and garden
land pass from a single original claimant to all of his
descendants, so that in time, a large bilateral descent
group including vixtually all village members has common
rights of usufruct. If a rice terrace is constructed on
such unimproved land, it becomes the private propetty of
the builder. The difficulty of bbtaining ireigation water
means that few new terraces can be and most are
acquired through a highly restricted-inheritance system.
Ideally, the eldest son inherits the rite fields of his
father, and thermoEher's rice fields go to the eldest
daughter. Extremely valuable heirlooms such as porcelain
jars, gongs, and beads are Oherited in the same manner

z(C. B. Drucker, 19779). Further inheritance rules spec-
.
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ify the rights of illegitimate children, collateral

descendants, younger children, and children by second

marriages. The more valuable the property, the more

\*
restricted and detailed the system of inheritance along

narrowly defined lines of descent. Poor people who garden

extensively draw use rights from a wide range of bilateral

kin, while the wealthy remember the genealogies that con-

tain the inheritance histories of the rice fields they

Possess. tenure rules and practices are*appropriate to

the scarcity value and economic importance of different

types of land.
The coexistence of contrasting communal and individual

rights to land in the same community for centuries can be

documehted.for the Swiss alpine village of Törbel. The

first wtitten sources dating from the 13th and 14th cen-

tUri4s' indicatp that haY meadows, grain fields, vineyards,

gardens, houses, barns, and granaries were owned by indi-

viduals who could rent, mortgage, or sell such properties

(Netting, 1976) . Bills of sale written by notaries and

witnessed by fellow villagers assigned carefully demar-

Cated plots, oftencwith associated rights to irrigation

:water, tO buyers for stipulated sums in cash. Partible

"inheritance, with each child receiving an equal share in

the estate at.the death or retirement of a parent, was the

'rule in ValaiS (13rtsch, 1955) and is observed to this day

(Netting and Elias, 1980). The attention devoted to the

legal status and worth,of such properties coincides with

the scarcity of good agricultural land and water in the

alps and with the early settlement and relatively high

population of the mountain valleys. Land level enough to

plow was in short supply, and the meadows had to be

manured and watered frequently if the necessary two crops

of hay were.to be produced during the short summer. The

two or three adult milk cowl owned by the average family

had to be sheltered and fed for eight months a year in

costly log barns (Netting, 1972).

The proli.feration of private property rights was par-

alleled, however, by old and persisting communal holdings.

The high-altitude alp where all the village cattle were

pasturecrtocietlier in the summer belonged to all village

4g1

citizens, and., as early as 1483,'outsiders were prohibited

by charter from using it (Netting, 1976:139). Dividing

it among.private owners would have made access to the

limited water sources and to the variable grazing loca-

tions more difficult, and would have called for a greater

investment in fencing and more people to herd and milk the

animals. In a similar way, every village family needed

**, 4,-
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fuel for cooking and winter heating, but the cutting ofthe village forest had to be kept within its rate of
regrowth, or a vital resource would have been destroyed.The .forest also protected village lands from avalanches
-and prevented erosion on the steep slopes of the villagewatershed. Under these circumstances, the maintenance ofcommunal rights was less a quaintly archaic custom than
an institution for granting equitable access to an exten-
sive resource that was needed by all and yet could not be
used efficiently if it were divided.

ft.Even more important was the management of natural,
slow-growing plant resources whose overexploitation coulddirectly threaten the village's capacity for survival.Rules limited the numbem of cows each owner could send tothe alp to those he could feed from his own hay over thewinter. Trees to be cuetfor firewood were marked each
year, by the elected village

council, and the shares weredivided by lot among the populace. Rights to communal
,holdings were strictly regulated. Only village citizens
idescended in the male line from ancestors living well
!before 1700 have been permitted access to common resourceslin the last several

centuries (Netting, 1979). A demo-
11,Icratically elected council and a village meeting of all
Oadult males administered communal property and leviedifines for any breaking of the rules. With membership inthe commune jealously guarded and citizens scrutinizingevery activity pertaining to the common property, the

interests of both economically optimal use and conserva-
tion of a fragile resource base were served. The Swiss
case suggests that the tragedy of the commons is not
inevitable when users understand their environmental
limitations and institutionally regulate the expressionof their individual self-interests.

Where altitude, terrain,
or water supply narrowly limit

land use, we may predict-that associated systems of landtenure will exhibit considerable stability. Where the
same land serves several

functions, especially in a com-
plex stratified society, we can expect several layers ofrights and duties as well as cyclic switches in the rulesapplied. The three-field system of land use prevailing
in medieval western Europe and extending into the 18th
century was based on a rotation of winter wheat, spring
grains and legumes (the oats, peas, beans, and barley of
the nursery thDrIg), and fallow (Bloch, 1966; Lynn White,
1962). The so-called common fields were divided into
three large blocks, and individual landholders (villeins,
tenants, or freemen) had scattered unfenced strips in each

)
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of the lipids. Although the farmers may not have exer-

cise,.: ownership over the fields that belonged ultimately,
to a lor,".. a monastery, or other institution, they had

tignts to pass on the tenancy to their heirs. One of the

symptoms of possible overpopulation in the early 14th
century and of the desire of the landlord to prevent
traqmentat.on of the dues-paying family holding was the
licent of heirs to marriage only.when they received
their fathers land and the stipulation that noni-nheriting
siblings could stay in the family only if they remained -

celibate (Homans, 19(0). The common fields were,also
irider partial control of the village community, which de-

termined what was to be planted on the individual strips

and when plowing, planting, and harvesting were to take

place (Anderson, 1971) . Once the grain was in, the live-
5tock from the entire village was allowed to freely graze
the stubble without regard for the boundaries of the in-

dividual strips. Thus proprietorship by a landlord,
regulations of the agricultural cycle by a community, hey-
itaole usufruct of arable strips by a tenant, and grazing
tights in coMmon coexisted, afld the temporary dominance

of communal or individual rights was based on the phase

of land use In the agricultural year.
A contemporary sample of 17 communities in the central

Andes impressively support- the association of contrasting
land tenure rules wtth differing agricultural regimes and
ecological zones (Guillet, 1981). Such settlements typi-

cally use lands at different altitudes on the Antlean
slopes, having irrigated maiie at lower levels, tubers
grown by shifting cultivation at middle levels, and moun-

tain grazing at high altitude. There are highly signifi-

cant correlations (P < .001) between: (1) grazing areas

and communal control, with indivisible use rights avail-
able to all members of the community; (2) tuber cultiva-

tion by sectorial fallowing, with divisible use rights
extended to individuals and groups; and (3) continuous
irrigated maize agriculture and Specialized horticulture,
with private control (Guillet, 1981:143). In the zone in

which potatoes and other rainfall-dependent native tubers
have traditionally been grown, a long fallow period must

be maintained to allow for soil regeneration. Farmers

coordinate their activities with rules on planting, har-
vesting, rotation of crops, and grazing. As in swidden

cultivation, incl4vid:al usufruct is compatible with the
system, but communal crlatrol distributes necessery access

to land and protects the fallow. "The lower the ecologi-

cal zone, the more capable it is of sustaining intensifi-,
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cation" '(Guillet, l9(3l:l47) and the stronger the tendency

that it will be held as private property.

Land tenure in the central Andes is frequently seen in

terms of a shift from communal to individual control due

to the penetration of market forces that began in the

colonial period. Models of both the diffusion of modern

economics and of Third World,dependence emphasize the

external forces that transform common lands and ignore

,ecological constraints. Synchronic cultural ecology, by

contrast, may underplay the impact ofAthe market.. Guillet

X1981) convincingly argues for the influence of population

pressure and market forces in the context of,important

ecological constraints at the local level that ultimately

condition the form these pressures take with respect to

land tenure.

Summary

Thejegulavities emerging from basic research among both

subsistence agriculturalists and market-oriented farmers

in a wide variety of local environments, historic and

contemporary, suggest that indigenous systems of land

tenure do vary with land use. Shifting cultivation with

long fallow periods, grazing on natural forage or c'ep

stubble, and the cutting of woodlands are generally asso-

ciated with communal territories. As population increases

and resources become scarcer, group privileges ma} become

more specific and exclusionary, and group membership may

be narrowed and formalized through descent or other rules.

More intensive land use, involving increased labor and

capital investment, continuous production, permanent

improvements, and greater competition for resources, moves

tenure in the direction of mot-,
individualized rights with

fixed boundaries, overlapping and hierarchical systems of

ownership, complex inheritance rules, and provisions for

transferring property rights by loan, lease, and finally

sale. A market economy including agricultural products

often fosters the specialization and more intensive land

use that stimulate individual tenure, but unless the bal-

ance of population to resources changes decisively, there

is little evidence that an internal (as opposed to an

externally imposed) change in property rights will occur.

As long as we remember that we are discussing gradations

alony a continuum rather than ideal, mutually exclusive+

types, we can break down land use into the constituent

characteristics that vary along the spectrum of communal
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, and individual tenure. Table I shows such a categoriza-

tion. To the extent that these abstract cha'rastics
of land use can be measur.2d, they should correlate with
observed changes in land tenure over time, such as in the
Ibo and Mandaya cases, and with the range of coexisting
property rights, such as in the Bontoc Igorot, alpine
Swissf and central Andean societies.

LAND TENiiRE' 'AND EQUITY: THE CASE FOR THE
MALADAPTIVE DISTRIBUTION OF PROPERTY RIGHTS

A frequent criticism of social anthropblogy and of eco-
logical anthropology in particular is that, in their zeal
to describe integrated, functional, and sucgessful systems
of human adjustment to the environment, the practitioners
have overemphasized the continued vitality, equilibrium,
and selective advantages of each cultural group. There
is no doubt that anthropologists p.a concerned with how
social sk.ructure and the economy work rather than why they
fall. Ethnographies attempt to netrate the strangeness
and seeming irrationality of an a en culture to uncover
the comprehensible meaning, sense, and symmetry. There
is often an implicit contrast between the simple, satisfy-

TABLE 1 Relationships of Land Use to Land Tenune

Land tenure type

Communal Individual

Value of production
1.er unit ereA bow High

Frequency and 4ependability
of use or yield Low High

Possibility of Improvement
or intensifLcation Dow High

Area required for
effective use Large Small

Labor- and capital-investing
groups Large Small

(voluntary (individual

or community) or family)

SOURCE: Netting (1976:144). Copyright ) 1976 by Plenum

Publishing Corp. Reprinted by permission.

:1S,;
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ing life of a traditional community and the conflicts,

povertyr oppression, and environmental destruction of

modern industrial society. We must therefore be wary that

our effort to understand the relationship of Lana tenure

to land use does not lead us to take the position that

property rights adjust themselves painlessly and with-

precision,to changes in poRuLation, agricultural methods,

and market conditions. The*Ilaring and often growing

inequaldty in the distribution of land and thP interna-

tional volatility of the rand reform issue convince us

that this is not the case. Why is it,,then,_that the

obvious benefits of enjoying the fruit of the tree one has

planted or willing to a child a carefully,tended rice

paddy can logically lead to the absentee ownership of

great estates workea by landless labore-s? Are individual

property rights a key to the greatest good for the great-

est number or a tool for the institutionalization of greed

and rapacity?
It is apparent that the same or very similar rules of

individualized tenure may be applied in acommunity of

self-sufficient, land-owning peasants, such as the moun-

eain Swiss, and, on a large estate, such as that held for

centuries by the Medici family in northern Italy (McArdle,

1978). Examples with some historical time depth allow us

to see the unequal distribution of property actually tak-

ing place. There is no reason to think the procecs is a

new one. As soon as denser, sedentary populations and

pressure on the most desirable land and water supplies

became evident, some families, because of differential

demographic growth, judicious marriages, or political

coercion could secure a holding larger than average. By

protoliterate times. in Mesopotamia, there were already

recorded differences in the ownership of land, and pur-

chase prices varied widely, ;Suggesting important differ-

ences in productivity, ease of access, assurance of ade-

quate irrigation water, devotion to intensive orchard

cultivation, or the like" (R. McC. Adams, 1966:55-6).

Where corporate landholding groups were mentioned in Early

Dynastic deeds, one or a few individuals are liAed as

owners of the field or recipients of its price in barley,

silver, or other commodities. Others called "sons of the

field" or "brothcrs of the owners" seemingly gave their

assent to the sale in return for a small gift of food (E.

McC. Adams, 1966:83-84). It is possible that the group

involved was a corporate kin group or,"conical clan"

°already distinguished as richer landholders and relatives

with only nominal Tights to the property.
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Irrigation is a prime example of agricultural intensi-

ficdtton, and it can be seen as a capital improvement
related to population density and produced by labor that
adds to the value of land (Dumond, 1972) . The practice
of shallow well pot irrigation in prehistoric Qaxaca, the
expansion of population beyond the high-watei-table zone,
and competition for the limited highly productive land may
have led to flnitial disparities in wealth and status".
(Flannery, 1967). ,ICanal irrigation represents heavier'

investment to create,valuable land and may,further.
restrict access to land. Flannery (1967) reports that

there tends to be a less equitable distributfon of land
and property rights in contemporary canal irrigatiori com-
tunities than in pot-irrigating communities. If invest-

,.

ment in the building or repair of an irrigation facility
is beyonJ the capacity of a single community, a wealthy
outsider may exchange assistance for rights to revenues
from village lands, charges for water use, or an irrigated-
estate. When an underground channel Or ganat serving the
Iranian village of Deh Salm was blocked by silt, a pro-
vincial dignitary was persuaded to open it only by being
awarded several days of water flow, a share that had con-
siderable market value and could be used to irrigate new
land (Spooner, 1974). With competition for land) and water
.and with few alternate subsistence resources available, a
minor advantage in location, in inheritance, 'or in agri-
culturai luck during "a bad year can,be translated by
loans, sales, or Investment int6-an'expanding share of
local land or more exclusive rights.

Land Consolidation and Creation of a
Landless Class in European History

The process of Concentrating the control of landed prop-
erty in tIle hands of a few while the average farmer has
his homestead reduced in size or eliminated tras been
repeated at least three times on a massive scale in
Europe. Growth in rural population produced.symptoms of
agrarian distress in the periods 1250-1350, 1550-1650, and
1750-1850 that are also visible in the underdeveloped
world today (Grigg, 1980). As inc,reasIng numbers of

cultivators competed for a fixed supply of land, farms
were'subdivided until they became too small to provide a
subsistence living for a family or provide the hOlders
with full-time employment. Landlessness grew both abso-
lutely and as a proportion of the rural population. Food
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prices rose as demand went up faster than supply, and the

same forces drove rents and the prices of land upward.

Unemployed.farm laborers and peasants seeking additional

employment competed for )obs causing a fall in real wages.

At the same tiine that rural poverty increased, landlords

and large farmers fAnd low wages and rising food prices

profitable, allowing'them to buy up or "engross" the prop-

erties of their less fortunate neighbors (Grigg, 1980:

286-87). Inflation benefited the rich capital accumu-

lators while the poor were squeeted (Wallerstein, 1977).

Among the French peasants of Languedoc who survived the

black death of the 14th century, 'land was abundant and
available for the taking or at favorable rates. The

shortage of labor led to high wages, and the many families

with medium-sized farms 'had a substantial and varied diet

(LeRoy Ladurie, 1974:44, 49, 87). With population growth,

there wa "a veritable pulverization of rural prcperty"

in the 16th century as large landholdlbgs increased, small

ones proliferated, and those of medium' size almost dis-

appeared (p. 21). "Microproprietors," who had inherited

too little land to support themselVes, had to purchase

grain for subsistence and accept seasonal day labor on the

big estates. AS the gap widened between population and

production and between prices and wages, rural capitalists

made loans in grain or money aild in time took over the

fields of their debt-ridden crients (p. 126). Marginal

land was taken out of pasture and put into low-yielding

grain fields, further diminishing meat supplies arib the

manure requiredwfor maintaining soil fertility. In much

of Europe harvest failures in the 15th century further

impoverished the population and sent armies of uprooted

paupers onto the roads (p. fS1).

The study of social, demographic, and economic pro-

cesses at work over time in a region or a few villages has

been pioneered by French social historians and geographers

of the Annales school, and it can with justice be termed

an anthropology of history. The changing distribution of

land is placed in a comprehensive ecological framework,

and controlled comparisons of differing adaptive responses

all-ow us to go beyond stereotyped, siingle-cause analyses

of tenure types. For instance, the equilibrium of several

English villages in the Forest of Arden was disturbed in

the latter part of the 16th century by sharp population

increases due to relatively high fertility, low mortality,

and high immigration (8kipp, 1978:65). Many of the newly

formed, households lacked access to adequate landholdings,

forcing them to carve poor farms out of the common waste-

4 8 ,
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lands or rent cottages froklarger landowners. Positive

responses to the resulting situation of low wages and
;spiraling food costs were increased employment in cottage
industry and crafts such as weaying, nail making, and

carpentry. The prosperous larger farmers also increased
production of grains, dairy products, and wool b& ehclos-
ing pastures, installing hew systems of crop rotation,,
ditching and draining their fields, and employing moDe
agricultural equipment and draft animals (Skipp, 1978:65).
But occupational specialization and more intensive culti-
vation were not sufficient to protect the growing landless
population (up from 5 percent to 32 percent), whose lack
of a dependable subsistence base rendered them vulnerable
to any economic downturn. Bad harvests or declines in the
regional or international market for their goods left many
peoptle destitute, causing a drop in births and an increase

in infant and maternal mortality that was ncit experienced
by the landed class. Various local charities and 'the
parish relief mandated by the Elizabethan Poor Laws could
provide only minimal help to the landless third of a
polarized community (Skipp, 1978:85-87).

The, redistribution of land and the More marked strati:-
fication of the rural population I have.been discussing
were not usually accompanied by changes in the laws of

land tenure. Whether a landlord met population growth by
subdividing his estate into progressively more t,iny and
less secure tenklcies,,as in Ireland between 1750 and
1848, or whether he evicted tenants and converted arable
holdings to sheep,as in 16th-centuLy England, depended
not on the statutes but on such factors as the prices of
grain and wool, or the capacity of the potato to provide
cheap food from small plots (Grigg, 1980:119, 88). Common

lands did not suddenly vanish overnight but were instead
whittled away by squatters needing a cottage site and a

garden or by a lord appropriating part of the common
grazing for his own sheep (p. 70, 90). Villagers who

depended on grazing rights for their livestock, pe use
of woodland for fuel and timber, and rushes and fish from
the marshes stoutly resisted incursions. As pressure on
the commons increased, rules fur "stinting" the number of
cattle allowed, fixing boundarises, and limiting rights to
village landholders were drawn up and enforced. The poor,

who depended mone on common pastOrage and the products of
gathering, were particularly hurt by such restrictions
(Jones, 1974; Spufford, 1974).

Legal change, when it came, may have been less decisive
than is generally believed. The English parliamentary
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enclosure of common fields in the 18th and 19th centuries

reduced fragmentation but did not rapOly displace small

landholders in fOortof large farms. The process of con-

solidation had been proceeding gradually long before the

enclosurd acts (Grigg, 1980:170). Rural exploitation and
misery have often been attributed to.the political and
military coercion Of rich landlords and governmental

leaders (Grigg, 1980:292).

Contemporaries believed that inequitable land-
tenure systems as in Ireland, or the Poor Laws, as

in England, were the main cause of poverty. But

the universality of the phenomenon, in areas of'

quite different land-tenure systems, suggests that
the rural population had drown too large to provide
farms of adequate size k.or all the rural popu-
lation, or employment for all the landless.

While the laWs and customs regulating land tenure give the

impression of greatystability and historic continuity, the
actual distribution oeland and the uses to which it is

put are responses to variations in pqpulation, employment

opportunities, prices, wages, world trade, and agricul-

tural technology.

Third World Land Tenure and.Land Reform

The habit of seeing land tenure as a prime mover in,agri-

cultural development or as a sword tOcut,through genera-

,
ti.onl of colonialist or class domination in the Third

World is still very much with us. Few issues so polarize

the poljtical right and left as does land reform and pol-

icies aimed to secure equality and economic growth. One

view is the belief that technologically s.impler societies

are close to a past in which land was held in common by

the group and there were few distinctions of property or
wealth within the society. This heritage can supposedly
be modernized by adapting it to group or state farms,

cboperatives, or rural communes. Such institutions not

only avoid capitalist exploitation and t'he gross inequal-

ity of kulaks and plantation hands but also provide for

saving and investment, give economies of scale, and alldw

the efficiynt introduction of machinery. A contrary point

of view sees private property as a prime achievement of

evolutionary proyress in which personal p2ofit in a system

of free enterprise best motivates the hard'Work, financial

4
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investment, planning, and innovation necessary to modern

ca,sh-crop farming. The same 'irrefutable economic logic

is seen to apply to the family farm and the corporate
agribusiness, the competition of the marketPlace
bly picking the winning enterprise.

Basic research casts doubts on the ideological cer-
tainties and preconceptions that imbue so many discusSibns

of land tenure. With cross-cultural examples of the per-
mutations-of territoriality, usufruct, coexisting but "

a contrascing property r_ights, and historic changes in land

distribution, it'also becomes necessary togapproach plans
torietand reform in a cautious and somewhat clinical man-

ner. We may be safe in saying, however,,that the effort
to change land tenure alone without attention to patterns
of land use, population, and other variables in the eco-

system is a cart-before-the-horse reversal of priorities.
The recent situation of political struggle, civil war,

and international confrontation in El Salvador highlights

relevant issues with.an urgency ofted*thissing in academic
considerations of land tenure. We are fortunate that

social scientists have dealt with both theoretical and
practical aspects of this question. The same pattern,of
population growth, unemployment, landlessness, and con-
solidation seen in the historic European cases is visible

in LI Salvador. Population increase has folloed-the
familiar path of exponential geUWth, reaching an annual
ra'te of 3:49 percent 6'year for the period 1961-1971
(Durham, 1979:22-3). Beginning in the mid-1950s, the foo6'
supply failed to keep up (p. 22), and the population has
shown c4 growing inc.ience of poverty and malnutrition
along with the highest rate of homicide in the world
(Chapin, 1980). The density of more than 200 people per
squafe kilumeter is the highest in Latin America. Sub-

sistence crop cultivation has been extended to marginal

hill areas, leading to deforestation and declining yields
(Durham, 1979:80). The limited'agt:iculturai resources are

increasingly unequally distributed. The,percentage of

rural landless people has grown from 11.8 in 1950 to 40.9

in 1975'(Chapfn, 1980) . While 125 estOes are more than'
1,000 hectares in size, 71 percent of the farms have less

than 1 hdctare each. Access tp land was 4irect1y related
to the survival of children in one survey,. with 48 percent
mortPlity among landless families declining to about 0
peicent for families owning 2.5 hectares or more. Tenants

had appreciably higher child death rates than mid land-

owning families (Durham, 19/9:85-88,t 91).

4
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Although El Salvador appears at first glance to te a

straightforward if frighteninq case of Malthusian Positive

...,0ghecks about to be impOsed, closer inspection shows that

food and land are not absolutely in zhortttupply, Total

agricultural productioli has kept pace with population, but

since 1955 land has been taken from ?rowing the food crops

of maize, beans, rice,.and sorghum and put into the export

c ps of coffee, cotton, and sugar (Ditiham( 1979:31).

Encroachment on iridian lands by haciendas had begun
shortly,after Spanish conquest in the 16th century, but

the communal territories used for shifting cultivation

were a6Olishep 'by decree in 1881:. "The existence of lands

under the ownership of communidades impedes agricultural'

develOpment, obstructs the'circulation of wealth, and

weakens family bonds and the independence of the indidid-

ual. Their existence is contrary to the economic andn7

social principles that the Republic has accepted" (quoted

in Durham, 1979:42. The legal move in this case did not

reflect changing land use -of the majority of small farmers

but furthered the intereqs of cokfee planters attempting

to acquire privately owned tracts. "Dispossessed peasants

became hacienda laborerS, and'later dips in world coffee

prices along with the Great Depression led to further

consolidation of properti,es. The loss of larcd ed to

rural workers' uprisings and violent repression .(Durham,

1979:44). Both changes in teciure and land distribution

were not gradual and cumulative as in.the European cases;

but imposed from above by a dominant mercantile minority.

Durham (1979:34) credits food scarcity less to popu.lation

growth than to the large areas underutilized (as in graz-

\ipg lands) or devoted to export crops. "Land is scarce

not because there is too.little to go around, but rather

beCause of.a process of competitive exclusion by which the

small farmers have been increasingly squeezed off the

land--a process 'due as much to dynamics of land concen-,

tration as to.population pressure" (Durham, 1979:54).

,
/The earlier history of El Salvador, like that ofoother

Latin AmericAn countries, exemplifies a conscious politi-

c:al campaign, first by the colonizers and then by the

national elite, to abolish communal jurisdiction over

land. A majordefense of the Indian closed corporate

community was its claim to immemorial control of common

lands that were periodically reallocated to members but

could not be transferred to outsiders (Wolf, 1957). Well

before population growth forced changes i land use, "land

was to become an object to be bought, sold, and used, not

accord,ng to the common understandings of community-

4e.
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oriented,groups,' bui according to,the interesis of.nation-

oriWed groups outside the,community" (Wolf, 1955).

s
with abundant labor and low wages, the traditional

Salv-adorean arrangement of giving resident hacienda

laborers small wages 'and a subsistence plot has broken'

down. Labdters mdst now by.aw be paid Wages, and their

plots are rented.',For seasonal tasks, short-term Crorkers

are h,ired, and these landless people live in rural shan'y

' towns. Hacienda owners are often 'afisentee; living in the '

capital' or abroad. Land ieform under',these.Orcumstances

bf.poverty and greatly unequal access to croP' lands was

d'n obvious necessity. The so-called Land to the Ti4er

program; developed with American advice, pait little

attention to.land 1.4se or to practical means of iMPlemen-

tation. A new law announced over the radio entitled all"

.renters to,take over land they were now rentirig, with

compensation to be paid to ownerssoyer a period of years

(ChaOln,,/980). Since this land was Predominantly hill

land planted in subsistence caops farmedfor a single year

hy shifting methods, it would have little value to the

renter asa permanent possession. Such plots were char-

acteristically too small tovallow..for fallow periods with

continued slash-and-burn cultivation. The renters tfiem-

selves Objected to taking over the\land of small land-

holders, the_elderly, and widows. ,Legal rules for

obtaining title were unclear, boundaries were bften in

dispute, and the expense of,litigation and lawyers in the

Icity Was more than most rural laborers could support. The'

goal of priv'ate property for the poor could thus be sub-

Verted by the officials and the courts whose duty.it is

tb guarantee suCh rights. Resident Owners of medium-sized

farms were often hostile to,renters, summoning the

national guard to force the renters off the land and

refqsing to return their payments (Chapin, 1980). In such

cases, the rent..r was fundamentally powerless. That tem-

porary usufruct of 'a
tiny swiddep was a good basis for

establishment of a permanent, self-sufficient farm is a

ludicrous contention. Nevertheless, an,American laWr pro-

fessOr who had helped to institute the land reform claimed

that tenancy'had been eliminated. "Former tenants farm

plots of about two acres. But as owner-operators tNey

will be motivated to exploit their'family farms more

ettectively, as shown by the land rabrms in Jilaan, Taiwan

and South Korea with even smaller-plots' (Prosterman,

1981).
1.ri another phase of the agrarian reform, estates of

more than 500 hectares were taken over by the government.

1
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ola e loyees were to be kept on, workers' councils

egta ished, 'and administration provided by government
technionans. 'The,maintenance of these larger land units

was deemed nedestary to the continued production of cash

crops on which the Salvadorean economy depends, Though

the plan appears to have popular support, there have been

difficulties in promptly obtaining credit, seed, fertil-

izer, gasoline, and other'nebessary capital inputs through

the state bureaucracy ,(ChapD, 1980) . Moreover, the wor-

kers Who receive the same pay as bef.Ore and have in most

cases no effective participation in the direction of the
,.. 1

enterprise thq technically belongs to them feel that'they

have only exchanged one boss for another. Their insecue-

ity is heightened by.threats of armed attacks from both

the political right and the left and by te sense that the

hacienda owners may yet xeturn to'reclaim"their property

and puhish the workers.
,Wage laborers on the estates continue to work in orga-

nized groups on cash crops, but.they want individikal sub-

sistence iilots to ensure their food supplies. Such grants
'

of land ",,,ere not included in the legislaiol that envi-

sioned groupjfarming for family subsistence grains.

Changes in land use might also benefit workers. Growing

only one crop, such,as Sugar cane or cotton, tends to con-

centrate work seasonally*with intervening periods of un-

deremployment and few alternate jobs (see Yengoyan, 1974).

The few diversified estates in El Salvador produce cacao,

coffee, citrus, corn, salt, and -pond-raised fish. This

provides year-round work for a larger labor i...rce and

allows the support of a school and a cooperative store on

the estate (Chapin, 1980) . The economic benefits of
I

large, market-oriented, collective farms are not incon-

sistent with tne private control of subsistence plots by

workers, increased worker participation in administration,

and more efficient land use.through agricultural diver-..

sifidation. Haciendas wi,11 certainly differ in the degree

to whichscollective%or individual land tenuie is viable

according to the types,of crops grown (Chapin, 1980).

Land reform of any sort, based as it must.be on under-

standing the legal,changes and widesPread volurqary

compli 'ice, has little possibility of success in the

midst Jf civil disorganization, fear, and violence.

THENMEANING OF LAND AND THE IDEOLOGY OF CONFLICT

In purduing ideas about how territoriality and land tenure

..work, about how the rules and practices interact with such

4
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objective variables as populLon, land use, and political

power, It is easy to lose sight of the way that people

think about land. An ethnoscientific approach to land
tenure would have emphasized the words and classifications

that structure shared systems of concepts about how

resourdes may be held and how rights are acquired. The

use of na_ive terms, -such as the Tiv word tar, which

denotes a neighborhood of compounds and farms whose adult
male residents tend to be members of theasame patriline-
age, conveys a sense of the kin grobp temporarily occupy-
.ing portions of the'landscape. Tal is not easily trans-

lated into another language (P. Bohannan, 1963:103):

owEvery Tiv has A right to an adequ4e'farm on the
earth which holds his tar. This is a `right to a

farm, not a specifi6 piece of land. A farm lasts

only for two or three years, then reverts to fallow

and the specific right lapses. However, the right

to some farm in the tar never lapses. Thus', the

position of a man's farm varies.i.rom one season to

the next, but his juxtaposition with his agnatic
kinsmen, and his rights to a farm, do not change.

The Tiv use spatial distance between households as an
index of genealogical relatedness, and their migrations
as shifting cultivators across the Nigerian savannah may
lead them to reorient their lineage ties to agree with
their territorial positions (L. Bohannan, 1952; P.

Bohannan, 1954). The continually adjusting Tiv genealog-

ical map a radically different conception from the
Western practice of dividing the earth's surface by use
of a rigid imaginary-grid based onprecise positions of
the stars and exact survey measurements (P. Bohannan,
1963). The primacy of the social group and the imperma-

nence of the bush-fallow fields is further emphasized by

the Tiv claim that "We have no boundaries, only argu-

ments." If we are correct in connecting descent group
ternatorial rights and individual usufruct to a type of
agriculture, the Tiv cognitive cartography fit neatly

with the requirements of their subsistence system. Our

ethnocentric notions that land must be a measurable entity
divided into_thing-like parcels and that a person can have
rights to a piece of the map are appropriate to a differ-
ent type of land use, with its accompanying mathematical
and technical processes.

Anthropologists have long noted the tendency of every

human group to exhaustively name the places in their hab-

0 0
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itat that they use and to transmit a catalogue of its

natural features in their conversation. The territories

of Australian aborigines are threaded by the detailed

)ourneys, campsites, and magical encounters of their

ancestors. The myths that recount such travels represent

a symbolic claim to a particular aea 'and may provide a

traditional guide encjding the dist ibution of resources

(Peterson, 1979). Tife place names that peasants give to

every field, valley, grove, and stream are an oral map of

their landscape, referring not only to distinguishing

features and agricultural activities but also to the his-

tory and past owners of fields. The smaller and more

precise the named divisions, the greater the nearness to

human habitation, frequency of use, and,value oi products.

Actual tenure and use are bound up in a continual dia-

logue with the culturally created and transmitted meanings

of property and work. The ranchers who settled southenn

Saskatchewan in the late 19th century sought out pasture,

water, and shelter for their cattle, moving the animals

about on the open range to take advantage of variable

resources in a semiarid envirogMent (Bennett, 1969).

Theirs was an ideal of using the natural environment with-

out substantially altering it, conserving the wilderness,

and owning stock rathez than land. Except for the sites

of ranch buildings, much of the grazing land even today

is government-owned and used under long-term, heritable

leases by the ranchers. Like the alpine pastures of the

Swiss, such marginal, low-yielding resources may be best

administered under some form of ultimate communal control.

The widely dispersed settlement and self-reliance of

ranching encouraged the same attitudes of individualism, .

independence, and hospitality that characterize othei

pastoral peoples (Goldschmidt, 1971) . Ranchers were

originally pushed into the hills by farmers taking up

homesteads on the more fertile plains. The plan of

allotting 160 to 320 acres of land to anyone who would

settle and cultivate it was designed by the-.Canadian

government on the model of what one man and a team of

horses could cultivate in the eastern part of North

America. This use of limited, privately owned land was

ill-adapted to the dry-land, large-scale growing of wheat

that was one of the few viable agricultural systems in

western Canada. Farms developed on a rectilinear grid

without regard to the variability of local resources often

failed ih the early years, and the remaining enterprises

had to expand and invest heavily in machinery. Farmers

adopted the ecological'posture of subduing and manipulat-
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mg the land, fencing it, irrigating, and planting-green-
ery to make their homes resemble those of more humid areas
(Bennett, 1969:85-94). Farmers a.1..so organized grazing

co-ops mr order to raise cattle, and they entered politics
to secure crop subsidies and disaster Insurance from the
qovernment. Both ranchers and farmers have been forced
to accommodate fixed legal systems of land tenure to the
exigencies of quite difterent kinds of land use and to
correspondingly different conceptions of the natural.
environment.

Though Western ideas of rights td 1P.nd may collide
obtusely with ;he practical mental maps of group terri-
tories held by hunter-gatherers,'herders, or shifting
cultivators, an even more relevant issue for basic
research is the manner .in which conflict over unequal
systems of land distributions disguised or hidden by
public disputes over politics, morality, and ideology.
The theme of much of this paper has been the rationality
and resourcefulness that societies bring to the task of
adapting property rights to subsistence means, environ-
mental conditions, and economic changes. When this pro-

cess has been_allowed to develop from within rather than
being imposed frcm above, it has often meant a very grad-
ual evolution of the rules along with rapid adjustment of
usufruct practices, inheritance, and variant forms of
tenure. Except in some cases of revolution, when slogans
of private property or communiseic control of land may be

bandied about, most societies most of the time appear to
agree on the most general cultural premises of ownership..
Yet individuals are keenly aware that, while playing under
the accepted rules, their shares of necessary resources
may be less than they need and deserve. It is steiking,
however, that major public confl4ct is seldom phrased in
terms of the distribucion of land.

An example of different underlying relationships to the
means of production is seen in the case of two factions
of Sikh peasant cultivators in an Indian village of the
Punjab (Leaf, 1973). A statistical analysis indicates
that the groups contrast with one another in (1) the
amount of land per household, (2) crop income per capita,
(3) percentage of landless members, (4) frequency of ten-
ancy and sharecropping, and (5) the use of mortgaged land
rather than the more secure owned land. The oppoSition

is not betwesm landlords and tenants but, between rela-
tively land-ric, and land-poor factions. Although con-

llicting interests were expressed directly in court liti-
gation over ownership of land, with each group supporting
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its own members as witnesses, most of the factional com-.

petition was conceptualized by the participants as based

on traditional issues of religious and moral values, alli-

ance with national political parties, anc protection of

the welfare and property of one's family. Leaf (1973)

argues that the real material differences in access to

land are ooscured by the welter of ecological and economic

factors influencing individual decisions on land and labor

use. On the other hand, a formal system of conventional-

ized concepts allows simple dichotomies between religious

and irreligious behavior, political party supporters and

rivals, and kin aligned against nonrelated enemies.

Lacking the simplifying (and limiting) tools of social

science, the Indian peasants generalize on their experi-

ence, using distinctive, binary,'moral, and political

attitudes to create a uniform and relatively stable frame-

work of socially meaningful opposition. The ideological

split of factions is a working metaphor for genuine, if

unperceived, conflicts of interest in rights to land.

It is not realistic to treat social conflict as

large measure an unconsciouS translation of competition

for land and resources, ypt it is also inadequate to com-

artmentalize religious, political, and kin-based ratio-

nales for opposition as if they had little to do with each

other or with land tenure and use. In fact, the inquiries

of social science into ideological confrontations take on

a new dimension and persuasiveness when set in an ecolog-

ical context. Where rules of land allocation are glar-

ingly at odds with supply and demand for resources, con-

flict may bring about adaptive change, but the fighting'

is seldom explicitly over property. The Puritan settle-

ments established in the Massachusetts Bay Colonywilder-

ness included citizens from open ;ield and from enclosed

: farmstead English villages (Powefl, 1963). Men of sub-

stance, clergymen, and elected officers of the new com-

munities were granted larger farms and more favorable

house sites than their neighbors, but the principle of

private property and inheritance was brought intact from

the homeland. When further immigration and natural growth ?

began to strain local resources, there were quarrels over

rights to common meadowland and over the inequality of the

original shares. But the dissidents who moved away to

found new, independent towns on the frontier appealed

always to religious justifications. They cited doctrinal

differences and the requirement to worship as they pleased

under their own minister. Sectarian controversy was the

language in which squabbles over land were ultimately

stated and resolved.

9
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In the same manner, the poor farmers of the Salem yil-
lage hinterland campaigned for years to have an indepen-

dent church and an appropriately supported minister. Two
generations of offspring subdivided the farms, and the
town border prevented expansion. .An average Salem village
landholding declined from 250 acres in 1660 to 124 acres
in 1690, and there were sharp boundary disputes with
neighboring towns (Boyer and Nissenbaum, 1974:90-91).
When the small landholders' envy and frustration against
the more affluent merchants, innkeepers, and gentlemen
farmers near Salem town boiled over, it took the bizarre
form of witchcraft accusations directed by the children
of back country farmers against the wives and retainers
of their more prosperous neighbors (Boyer and Nissenb.aum,

1974). The quality of land and access to the market
polarized the community, but the factional split gained
its bitterness and destructiveness from the moral fervor
and the psychological substratum of magicoreligious belief
with which it was acted out. Rights to land alone without
the trappings of good and evil or true-believer politics
seldom exercise such emotional power,over the holder§.
Land tenure, as the rules and practicesof competition for
scarce and vital means of subsistence, will perhaps always
appear freighted with fear, suspicion, and a popular
ideology of conflicting social forces. It refuses to be
confined to the realm of practical reason and objective
judgment.

SOME CONCLUDING COMMENTS

What anthropologists have learned about territoriality
and land tenure has often come about as a by-product of
research aimed at other goals, such as understanding for-
aging strategies or kin group structure or agricultural
intensification. There are remarkably few general theo-
ries or pronouncements on the cross-cultural regularities
of property holding in the literature. Social scientists
have usually been content to show how rights to resources

were allocated in particular societies. I have not even
bothered to confront the persistent popular stereotypes
of primitive communism or evolutionary "progress" toward
private property or,to indicate how inadequate they are
'in understanding our own case studies.

By not focusing on property per se, anthropologists
have sixceeded in seeing behavior and beliefs concerning
ownership in the context of larger economic and social
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systems. While politics and law often isolate land tenure

frbm other cultural factors, recent anthropology has

insisted that ecological relationships, including the
physical environment, agricultural uses, labor expendi-

tvre, technology, market forces,'and historic ideologies,

must all be considered. The field work tradition of long-

term parti-cipant observation has gone beyond the often

ethnocentric questions and misleading answers to the

query, "Who owns what?" The patient compiling of cages

in which individuals use resources, groups claim terri-

tories, and people inherit, loan, rent, give, sell, and

argue over property exhibits the complexity and variation

of culturally recognized rights. Rules or statutes are

important bits of data, but they by no means exhaust the

meanings and permutations of property in a single society.

Nor is a change in the law by itself likely to change'the

agricult6ral system or profoundly alter the distributi

of wealth. Property rights, especially in self-sufficient

subsistence societies, are apt to reflect closely the '

ecological requirements for spacing populations, adjusting

to demographic changes, and preserving a working balance

with the environment. Hunter-gatherer territorialit,

exemplifies this sensitive and pragmatic accommodation.

As resources become more localized and dependable and

as competition among settled groups for access to these

resources increases, groups become permanently attached

to the sites of their major subsistence activities.

Fishermen may claim and defend choice areas for harvesting

salmon or trapping lobsters, and rights to use marine

territories become possessions to be transferred in publiO

potlatches or by recognized inheritance. Scarce land

becomes a demarcated, guarded estate with access limited

to those entitled by-membership in a descent group or a

corporate village. Communal tenure all,ies individuals to

prohibit resource use by outsiders and equitably allocate

usufruct rights among members. Such measures serve also

tolimit destructive overexploitation of the environment

and promote conservation.
Adaptation of land or water rights.,to land or water use

can be postulated but not demonstrated when the basis is

merely a brief acquaintance with another society. When

the system changes, however--when population grows or a

new technology is\adopted or the market economy expands--

then alterations in land tenure can be related causally

to other variables. Restudies or comparisons or local

histories can show us these processes at work. We can see

how hunter-gatherer territoriality is modified by the
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occurrence ot water supRries or how the replacement of
shifting cultivation by permanent irrigated fields modi-
fies communal tenure in the direction of individual rights ,
to laind. In similar fashion, cash crops like cacao or

hemp may require special soils, investment, and long-term
production that increase the val,ue of land and make

defined rights, marked Poundaries, and rules of inherit-
ance more likely. The same community can a,klow all its

members access to low-yielding, unpredictable grazing land'

and forests while assigning grain fielde, barns, and vine-
yards to individual ownership. Such cases demand an
attempt to explain land tenure in terms of land use and
to incorporate rights to resources in models of ecological
systems. They also express a confidence in the ability
of local grok?ps to perceive and institutiorialize rational
means f.or allocating scarce goods and regulating internal
competition.. Community regulation can avert even the

tragedy of the commons.
We cannot, however, adopt some rosy view of societies

unerringly acting to produce the greatest good for the

greatest number. When they are no longer isolated and
subsistence-oriented, the same processes that led to
increasing indi'Vidualization of tenure may result in great

inequal.ity in the distribution of resoLzces. Population

growth in a money economy with high food and.land prices
and low wages may further consolidation of large proper-
ties and the growth of a sector of landless laborers.
Wealth and misery can result with no change in the rules
of landholding. Concepts of private property that evolved
under circumstances of population pressure and relative
resource scarcity can also be transferred to inappropriate
contexts through conquest, colonial domination, or com-
mercial exploitation. Inequities grow not from within a

system but by imposition and coercion from outside. Laws

aad economic arrangements become instruments to preserve
and extend a distribution of property that benefits orily
an elite. Land tenure in such circumstances may thwart
effective land use ond the optimal application of labor.

Land reform, an obvious necessity in much of the Third
World, should not merely overturn a system on doctrinaire.
political grounds. It must make policy with the aim of

suiting t'enure to use and alloWing for the flexibility and
multiple options by which local groups can meet their

special agrarian needs. Centrally conceived, rigidly
applied blueprints of land reform may be simple, quickly
installed, and bureaucratically'satisfying, but they leave

out the teal eXiierts, thejocal farmers whose practical

4 nti
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insights are untapped and whose ability to organize for

common goals is ignored. Basic research has suggested

some principles of land tenure that appeaf to have cross-

cultural validity. The value of an ecological approach

to land reform policy is that it emphasizes the spegific

context of environmental variables, population, agricul-

tural systees, market factors, legal standards, and polit-

ical power es well as the
particular history of a local.

ecosystem. The hypotheses we have devel,:ped, tentative

and middle-level though they are, point to the most sig-

nificant areas for data
collection--they tell us what we

need to find out. Our firsthand experience through

anthropological field resesrch also leads us to value the

decisions people make about property and the institutions

they create to cope with conflict over resources. The

people we live with and learn from can show us hor. their

system of land tenure works and, often, how it can change

most beneficially.
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Cognitive Development in the

First Year's of Life

Katherine ,Velvin

Twentieth-century Americans concerned with child devel-

opment--parents, educators, and scientists--havc focused

primarily on fostering intelligence through education and

the measurement and improvement of cognitive achievements

(Keniston, 1977) . Over the years the specific issues have

shifted from providing a universal secondary education

and extending college education to all who could benefit

from it to a concern over acquiring the basic skills of

reading, writing, and arithmetic. In the past 15 years

the realization that many children who entered school

were not prepared to learn there le'd to the design and

implementation of varying types of intervention programs

beginning in the preschool years--Head Start, Follow-

Through, Home Start, for example. The modest success of

these programs in affecting intelligence scores (although

their positive effects have been demonstrated in other

ways, e.g., Schweinhart and Weikart, 1980) has led to the

question of whether even earlier intervention might have

more positive effects on development. In support of this

presumption White (1975) has claimed that basic "compe-

tence" is established by age three and that therefore

efforts at improving performance in later years can be

ameliorative only. To be effective,, optimal care must

begin in ipfancy.

I am grateful for helpful criticism and comments on an

earlier draft of this paper from-William Kessen, JoseRh .

Glick, Holly Ruff, and members of the Committee on Basic

Research in the Behavioral and Social Sciences. I am

indebted to Claire Kopp and Paul Harris for generously

sharing their prepublication review chapters.
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Meanwhile, another set of social forces has forced the

issue of substitute care for infants and young children,

as more and more mothers as well as fathers take jbbs out-
side the home--almost half of the mothers of young chil7

dren in the late 1970s. This movement has raised the

urgent question of whether day care has negative effects

on cognitive development for infants and young children.

If, as White has claimed, children between six mOnths and

three years need an attentive one-to-one caretaker (pref-
erably the mother) for optimal development, day,care in
the early years would seem to be detrimental. There are

opposing views on this issue, however, that should not be
rejected out of hand. Kagan et al. (1978), for example,

report no negative effects--indeed no differences--on
cognitive achievements between children placed in day care
from early infancy and home-reared infants from comparable
backgrounds. -

As Kagan et al. point out, social policy decisions,
such as whether to extend day care to a broad section of
the population, are primarily matters of social values

rather than logIcal choice. Yet, knowledge about the

consequences of such decisions will surely contribute to
wise decision making in the light of societal values.
This paper reviews the kinds of knowledge that we have
gained in recent years through basic research in early
cognitive development. In so doing it reveals faCts about

development in the early years that have important impli-
cations for social policy tcward children, although the,
research reviewed was not carried out with that end in

mind.1
Before proceeding it is necessary to clarify basic

terminology and the scope of this paper. Intelligence is
a broad term generally taken, in our society to refer to

the general level of intellectual competence displayed by
an individual, a level that is presumed to remain stable

over the life-span. It is indexed by the intelligence

quotient (IQ) , derived from a score on one of many dif:

ferent kinds of IQ tests--some administered to groups by

paper and pencil, others gived individually through

I recognize that no social science research is value-
free and that some of the researchers involved have indeed
been motivated by the desire to shed light on, or to prove
a point about, the effects of particular treatments. That

fact does not, however, vitiate the main point of this

paper.
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-oral questioning of a brief or extensive nature. There

are many controversial issues related to the IQ concept,

regarding its stability over the life-span, its malle-

, ability, and its relationship to the underlying concept

of intelligence. The IQ is a Psychometric concept, that

is, it is derived from tests that measure differences

between individuals. Although a child's IQ can be

expected to remain relatively stable over'time, compared

with othe'r children of the same age, the same child is

also increasing in intelligence, that is, in adaptive

competence, skills, and knowledge. The study of this kind

of growth in intellectual competence, attributable to all

children as they grow older (and to adults as well), is

the'study of cognitive development.
Cognitive development has two facets: what the child.

'knows at a given time and the processes by which she or

he acquires more knowledge at a given time. These two

facets define.the different approaches of researchers in

cognitive development: those who operate within an
information-processing tradition--which is the dominant

theoretical position of -contemporary American cognitive

psychology--and those who come from a structural, primar-

ily Piagetian, tradition. The basic concern of all

researchers in cognitive development is to identify

changes in processes of intellectual functioning (such as

visual attention and memory) and in the structure of

knowledge.
Because, according to all theoretical accOunts, cogni-

tive functioning changes radically between one and three

years of age--as the child becomes capable of using lan-

guage, among other reasons--the study of cognitive devel-

opment in infancy has been carried on quite independently

of its study in later years (Bornstein and Kessen, 1979).

For this reason, this review of research is confined

primarily 'to developments in the first two years of life.

Indeed, most of the research has been concerned with

development in the first year and the age range between

one and three years has been relatively little studied,

except by those concerned with language development

(Nelson, 1979).
In this paper I review three areas of early cognition

that have seen major advances in recent years and show

how our understanding of infancy and early childhood has

changed thereby. These areas are the perception and cog-

nition of the object world, social cognition, and early

language development. I then briefly discuss their rela-

tionship to the identification and understanding of devel-
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opmental delays and disorders and some of the possible

implications for social policy. To set Elle stage for this

revieW, I first place this research in a historical and
theoretical context.

INFANCY: EARLY RESEARCH AND THEORY

The word infancy comes from the Latin root meaning "with-
out language." The period of infancy is taken to be that
period covering the first two years of life, before most
children have gained productive control of and facility
in using their first language. Piaget contributed the

,
label sensorimotor stage to the first two years, empha-

sizing that, in contrast to later intellectual functioning
that relies heavily on symbols, in this period of life the
child negotiates the morld through perception and action
alone.

It is customary to note that Darwin was one Of the
first systematic observers of infant development, keeping
a diary of his own'son's progress (Darwin, 1877), thereby
tracing the development of his perceptual skills and emo-
tional expression. Toward the end of the 19th century
diaries of infant development became common and were until
very recently the primary source of data on early language

development. During the 1920s and 1930s the major
research emphasis in the area was on establishing norms
of development through systematic and controlled testing,
usually in institutes of child development such as those
at the University of Minnesota, Harvard University, the
University of California, Berkeley, and the Fels Institute

in Ohio. The most ambitious and influential of these
programs was no doubt that established at Yale University
under Arnold Gesell, whose volumes on infancy and early
childhood had enormous impact on psychologists s well as

pediatricians and parents (Gesell, 1940, 1948; Gesell and
Ilg, 1943). These volumes, like so much of the early
work, were prescriptive as well as descriptive. They
emphasized basic sensory development, the establishment
,of regularity, and the encouragement of independence.
Little attention was given to language or to the develop-

ment of intelligence.
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Piagetian Theory.

The growth of intelligence and the development of

knowledge--that iscognitive
development--were the prime

concerns of Jean Piaget (1896-1980) , who, during the

LaPs, was using the diaries he kept of his own three

infants' first years to describe a presumed universal

course in infant development and to develop his basic

theory of genetic epistemclogy.2_ While this theory and

the studies on which it was based have subsequently had

an enormous impact on the study of early cognitive devel-

, opment, at that time they went largely unnoticed in the

United States.
A brief summary of the mair ideas of this theory as

they apply to infant developm4r. is necessary to under-

,standing the contemporary conception of infancy. Piaget

viewed cognitive development as a slow process of the

construction of reality on the part of each individual

child (Piaget, 1954) . In this view, the infant comes into

the wOrld with basic biological equipment, including a few

reflexes such as those involved in sucking and looking.

With these the child contacts and interacts with the world

(at least a limited sphere of it) and gradually builds up

sensorimotor action schemata through the interconnected

processes of assimilation (of environmentai objects to

one's schemata) and accommodation (of the schemata to new

objects). A sensorimotor schema is a behavioral organi-

zation that is applied in the presence of particular

stimuli. For example, sucking begins as a reflex but

becomes a schema as it assimilates not only breast but

bottle, pacifier, thumb, blanket, and other objects.

These come to be incorporated into the schema as "suck-

ables." But in order to incorporate them, the schema must

accommodate to their varying properties. It is from such

beginnings, according to Piaget, that all cognition grows.

Development is a process of forming more schemata, exer-

cising and differentiating those one has, combining them

into larger structures, and using them to establish gen-

eral knowledge about the invariant properties of the

2Genetic epistemology is a general term that Piaget

uses to describe his theoretical work. He has been cen-

trally concerned with the philosophy of knowledge, i.e.,

epistemology, and has chosen to study it by observing how

children acquire knowledge
structures (thus, genetic =

development).
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world. Among'the latter, Piaget places knowledge of

objects at the center. During the course of the first
two years the child is considered to be constructing gen-
eral concepts about the nature of objects, space, time,
and causality, all on the basis of the exercise of sen-

sorimotor schematA.
Between 18and 24 months the child is said to emerge

from the sensorimotor period and enter into the period of
representational or preoperational thought. At this point

the sensorimotor schemata become internalized and repre-

sented mentally. The symbolic kunction emerges and is
evident in the child's acquisition of language, use of
objects in symbolic play, and the capacity to image.

Piaget buttressed his account of these developments
with detailed observations of his own three children's,
progress in infancy (much-as Darwin had done). Spontane-

ous behaviors were sugplemented by the construction of
mini-experiments to test his own interpretations. For

example, through a series of object-hiding games, in which
small toys were hidden under cushions, rugs, or,4in the
hand, Piaget tracked the development of what he termed
the concept of the permanence of objects; that is, the
idea that objects continue to exist when out of sight, an
idea that the young infant apparently does not posses§.
Although based on only three subjects, Piaget's observa-
tions have proved to be highly reliable; the behdviors
that he described have turned out to be typical of those
displayed by most normal infants. Subsequently, it has

proven possible o use these as the basis for develop-
mental scales that have been applied to large samples of
children (e.g., Uzgiris and Hunt, 1978).

However, the interpretation that Piaget gave to the
data has not been universally accepted (i.g., see Kessen
and Kuhlmann, 1970). Indeed, a great deal of the work on

the perception and cognition of objects in infancy in the

past 15 years has been generated by the desire to confirm

or disconfirm the Pidgetian theory of infant development.

Laboratory Methods

While Piaget was beginning to influence research in Amer-
ican universities, another source of interest in these
areas came from the experimental laboratories there. In

the latter part of the 1950s work undertaken by Fantz at
Case Western Reserve University was revolutionary in its

effect on subsequent research and the understanding of
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infant development (Fantz, 1958, 1961). In order to ap-

preciate the impact of this work, it is necessary to re-

flect on the difficulty of obtaining information about

the processing capacities of a nonverbal organism with

limited responses--one that cannot be trained through

rigorous methods involving food or water deprivation to

produce a response on demand, as can lower animals in lab-

oratory settings. Until the latter 1950s, investigators

relied on physical measurements and direct.observation of

responses to stimuli. Studies of infant learning had been

undertaken, such as the observation of learning to anti-

cipate a feeding after a set interval, but the methods did

not allow for fine estimations. The conclusion's about the

perceptual abilities of infants during this period were

,
quite limited in comparison to what we now know. While

Fantz's method seems extraordinarily simple in retrospect,

it provided a breakthrough that led to much more sophis-

ticated methodology and subsequent knowledge.

Fantz was interested initially in estimating the visual

acuity of infants and for this purpose invented a proce-

dure for determining visual preference. 'In this procedure

two different stimulus designs (for example, a checker-

board and a plain gray square) are presented to the infant

at a fired distance while an observer looks through a

peephole between the two stimuli at the infant's eyes and

records the image that is reflected from the cornea, thus

estahlishing record of sequential visual fixations. The

datc. gathered in this way showed the proportion of time

that the infant'fixated each stimulus and whether one Was

fixated significantly more frequently than another. If

so, it could be claimed that the infant had a preference

for that stimulus. More important, a preference indicated

that the infant could discriminate between the two stim-

uli. By manipulating such-factors as the width of stripes

in a black and white grid compared with a gray pattern,

Fantz was able to determine the degree of the infant's

viSual acuity and its development over the early months

')of life. This technique opened up a whole range of

research problems in the area of visual perception, and

subsequent refinements and variations on the method have

produced a striking new picture of infants' basic capaci-

ties.
Soon after these developments, the use of film and

later videotape was inttoduced to provide a permanent

record of infants' responses for detailed analysis. (e.g.,

Kessen, 1967) . Videotaping techniques have truly revolu-

tionized the area of infant cognition. Whereas natural

3
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observation of looking and acting remain the primary data

base in this field, the ability to record these behaviors
on tape and to review them in detail as often as necessary,
has infinitely improved our understanding of their signif-

icance. Studies based on these Methods have both com-
plemented, and in some instances conflicted with, the
Piagetian-based description.

Attachment Theory

Another development during the 1950s that was strongly

felt as an.influence on basic research in the 1960s and
1970s was the theoretical Contribution of John Bowlby
(summarized in Bowlby 1969, 1973) , known as attachment

theory. This theory was based on both psychoanalytic
thought and ethological concepts of sociobiological adap-
tation. It was also deeived in part from empirical work
demonstrating severe deleterious effects on infants who
were separated from their mothers in impoverished insti-
tutional environments, a syndr.ome that came to be known

as maternal deprivation. The theory suggested that the

establishment of a mother-infant bond in the early months

of life and its maintenance over the first two or three
years would determine the quality oe social adjustment in
subsequent years.

There are two basic themes to attachment theory: sepa-

ration and loss and secure attachment. Bowlby's general

claim was that a series of basic biologically based events
taking place in the mother-infant relationship were essen-
tial to establishing the mother-child bond characterized

as attachment. Crying and clinging on the part of the
infant with reciprocal soothing and holding by the mother

constitute such basic interactions. When bonded, mother

and child resist separation and seek each other on

reunion. This notion both supplemented and to a large
extent replaced the less complex and less attractive
Freudian conception of a voracious id-driven infant bent
on devouring the love object (the mother) . Two of its

controversial implications, which have inspired further

research, are that it takes months to establish a secure
attachment and that the mother (or at least the infant's
primary caretaker) plays a vital and irreplaceable role
in the child's early social and emotional development.

The other theme of attachment theory is that of sepa-
4 ration and loss, in which the focus is on the child's
ability to adapt to separation from the primary attachment
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figure. Here the data from hospitaliied or iiistituti;on-

.
alized infants, who suffered extreme depression followed

by rejection of the mother figure, were brought to bear.

The theory implies that maternal separation or deprivation

would be detrimental to development at least for the first

two years. Much research has subsequently been carried

out to substantiate or challenge these claims.

Linguistic Theory

Still another theoretical development with 4 major impact

on research in infancy was the highly abst:act linguistic

theory of syntax known as transformational generative

grammar, developed and promoted by Noam C omsky (1957,

1965, 1976). ,Interest in language develop nt had begun

to emerge from its long period of neglect in th 1950s

(e.g., Brown, 1958), but much of the impetus ethe

enormous creative surge in,this Area came from the impli-

cations of Chomsky's claims of a species-specific univer-

sal grammar. Its corollary, the inqate language acquisi-

tion device (conceived to be a part of each child's native

endowment) , is supposed to take in the speech it hears,

analyze it in terms of innate graMmatical Principles, and

produce a correct grammar for the language being learned.

This view stood in stark opposition to the prevalent view

among psychologists of the 1950s that language, like all

c)ther behaviors, was learned through the general learning

process of imitation and reinforcement.
Chomsky has had a major impact on philosophy and psy-

chology as well as his own field of linguistics. His

influence on developmental psychology has been indirect,

in that it has been felt mostly in the negative reactions

of researchers in the field to his claims. Not only is

it obvious that an innate syntax-generating mechanism

contradicts the basic assumptions of an environmentalist-

oriented psychology (as American psychology has almost

always been), but it is also in opposition to the con7

structivist approach of Piaget. Indeed, Piaget and CBom-

sky and their followers engaged in an extended debate a

few years before Piaget's death, in which the issues Of

Chomsky's nativism and Piaget's constructionism formed

the major points of contention (Piatelli-Palmarini, 14980).

Chomsky's thecry was never grounded in developmental

data and thus it has been open to developmentalists to

test, to confirm, or disconfirm. Some central area's of

controversy have been the implications that basic gram-

1

te
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matical competence is innate and universal in the human
species; that giammatical competence unfolds in a matura-
tional sequence that does not depend on any particular
environmental input (thus that there will be no effect on
learning from the characteristics of the language heard);
that language, or at least syntax, is indepeodent of other

cognitive or communicative deve..npments. It is around

these claims that much of the recent work on early lan-

guage has been carried on.

'summary

These four developments, in the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s--
three theoretical (genetic epistemology, attachment
theory, transformational grammar) and one methodological,
(the sisual preference method)--set the stage for the
exciting and far-reaching work of the 1960s and 1970s.
collectiveg, this work has changed our view of the infant

from a passive, unorganized, insensitive, unsocial,
unaware, incompetent, unknowing organism to an active,
sensitive, exploratory, social, and increasingly orga-

nized, knowledgeable, and competent organisin. Although

mother loveland regular feeding were once felt to meet
the needs of the infant, it is now known that babies

thcive on intellectual and soc).al stimulation of many
kinds. Tt;e questions now are: What kinds? When? What

in particular makes a difference?

THE OBJECT WORLD a

Much of the research aver the past 15 years has focused
on the infant's relationship to objects--that is, the per-

ception and cognition of objects. In this work objects

are generaXly taken to be small and three-dimensional,
although they may be two-dimensional repres.entations, as
in most of the research on visual perception. While the

study of object perception and cognition may Reed no
special rationale, its premiere place in theory derives
from Piaget's description of .sensorimotor development as

well as from the exigencies of laboratory experiments
based on concepts of information processing.

In Piaget's theory, action.plays A central role. The

child comes eo know through action, and knowledge is rep-
resented primarily in terms of action schemes. In con-

trast, the work stemming from American laboratories was

t7 4

( I ti
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based on perception (the sensoii side of the sensorimotor

world). Most of the studies car.ried.obt in this tradi-

ion, although they may not have viewed the.child as

essentially passiver have treated the in-fent as passive
in the experimental settihg.- This is partly an effect of

methodology: It is difficult to study eye 'moyeMents in a

moving organism. As a'resulethe methdds that have been '

so successful with young infants ire much less useful with

infants of 10 months ormo5e, who have gained some degree

of mobility.

Perceptual Abilities

Until the 1950s there was considerable doubt as to whether

the newborn could see or hear.. Although this may seem to

be an extreme statement, the response systems of.the new-

born are so irregular and unstable and the observational

methods were so crude that no reliable data could be

obtained to erase these doubts. At mist there was an

acceptance of the dictum that the baby exists in "one

great booming buzzing confusion." This conception is not

greatly different from Piaget's (1954) view of the,infant

in the first two months of life, who viewd the object

ydrld in terms of "pictures that can be recognized'but

that have no substantial permanence or spatial organiza-

tion" (p. 2) . These conceptions have been challenged by

new knowledge. According to One prominent researcher,

"More has been learned about infant perception in 'the

last 15 to 20 years than in all prev:ious years" (Cohen, ,

1979:894). The picture that has emerged of human devel-

opment in the first six months is one of a highly active .

inforMation-processing *stem that is Undergoing rapid

maturation, completing the biological development begun

in the prenipl period, and is increasingly sensitive to

environmentai cohtingenbies.
A brief indication of the focus of this work is the

recent experimental work carried out in large pait at

laboratories at Yale University (Kessen), Harvard Univer-

sity (Kagan), the,University of Minnesota (Salapatek), the

University of Illinois (Cohen), the University of Denver

(Haith and Campos), and Case Western Reserve Univergity

(Fantz aneVagan); this work has been devoted to tracing

how the infant scans the object world, what infants can

discriminate, and what they remember. The simple experi-

mental paradigm of visual preference established a number

of facts about infant perception. For example, visual
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ficuity,is quite poor at birth but increases dramatically

over the first monthS of life. Young infahts have pre-

sumably inbofn preferences for patterned over unpatterned
surfaces, for curVed over straight lines, for faces versus

nonfaces, and for certain configurations.
The later development of sophisticated infrared photo-

graphic techniques to study how newborn and older infants

scan visual patterns (Salapatek and Kessen, 1966) showed

that there is an apparent developmental shift over the
first few months, from first scanning a figure globally,
concentrating on the contour and angles, to a pattern of
scanning the interior of the figure, concentrating on

particular features. In the case of faces, whether sche-
matic or real, the eyes tend to attract tne most atten.L.

tion.
We know now that infants at birth perceive a great,deal

of the world around them and are actively engaged over the
first months in organizing their perceptions. T. G. R.

Bower (1974) has in fact attempted to demonstrate that the
young infant has quite remarkable abilities to judge dis-

tance, to anticipate the trajectory of a moving object,

and so on. Bower's claims (and those of others, such as

Meltzoff and Moore, 1977, with respect to early imitation)
challenge the Piagetian theory, since they claim that many
advanced,ideas about the world (such as the relationships
of objects in space and to oneself) do not need to be
constructed over time but are available to the organism
from birth. These theoretical and factual disputes are

still in contention and will no doubt provide the, ratio-

nale for further research.
A variation of Fantz's procedure is the paradigm of

familiarization, in which the infant is exposed over
repeated trials to a particular stimulus and is then pre-
sented on a test trial with a pair of stimuli, the old one

and a novel one. As with the simple preference design,
differential looking at the novel stimulus is taken to
indicate a discrimination between the two. This paradigm

has proved useful in addressing questions in which an
innate preference or ability was not the issue but memory

or concept formation was.
Memory and conceptualization go beyond basic perceptual

abilities, requiring the ability to organi9finformation
and hold onto it for later use. They dre essential opera-
tions in intelligent action and are not specific to any
particular perceptual modality, such as vision or hearing.

Whatever the final outcome of the controversies over the
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nature df object knowledge early infancy, all would-

agree that by six to eight months the infant has achieved

tyle perceptual and motor skills that are basic to under-

standing the object world. The infant has achieved visual

and auditory acuity, can integrate information from two

,modalities, can discriminate objedt characteristics (Ruff,

1980), and,has control over increasingly fine motor move-

ments necessary to the exploration of objects. At this

point one can begin to investigate higher Processes with

some assurance that the information-processing system is

reasonably mature in a physiological sense. Cognitive

development in the period between 6 and 24 mOnths is

viewed differently by,Piagetians and those in the infor-

mation-processing tradition.

Infant Cognition: Information Processing and Piaget

The information-processing approach that dominates Ameri-

can cognitive psychology, and of which Fantz's early work

might be said to be a precursor, emphasizes the represen-

tational aspects of cognitive functioning--that is, the

sensori- or perceptually based side of sensorimotor intel-

ligence. What interests researchers in this tradition are

the development of visual perception, the formation of

perceptual schemata for familiar patterns, the development

of memory processes, and to some extent the development

of motor skills. Jerome Kagan has been the most explicit

theorist in this tradition. His most recent statements

(Kagan et al., 1978), based on his conclusions from sev-

eral longitudinal studies of infants in th4 first and

second years, emphasize maturation in infant 9evelopment

and give a secondary role to experience. His basic theme

is that the maturation of a process (for example, scanning
0. the interior of a figure at 8 to 10 weeks or retrieving a

previously stored schema at 8 to 10 months) makes posoible

the formation of a structure (the face schema or the rela-

tionship between events) . Since development depends on

the maturation of biological processes that are indepen-

dent of environmental influence, Kagan in his recent work

emphasizes the uniformity of basic developmental sequences

and the resilience of the individual to overcome specific

environmental deficiencies.
In contrast to Kagan's interpretation of the sequence

of development, the Piagetian theme is epistemology, or

comdng to know. It is knowledge (not perception or mem-
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óry) that is structured, and the medium of knowing in

infancy is the coordination of action, not perception.
Behavior is both a Osplay of knowledge and a means of
knowing. Piaget views development in infancy and through-
out childhood in terms of movement through a series of

stages. At each stage intelligence is organized within a
system that operates according Wcertain principles in
all aspects of its functioning. The operating principles

differ from stage to stage. In contrast to Kagan's view,
maturation alone is given little place in this system;
growth is considered instead a coniinuous function of the
adaptation between organism and environment. Adaptation

involves the processes of assimilation and accommodation.
The notion of a schema--a holistic and generalized
framework--has come to be used quite widely in cognitive

psychology. However, Piaget's schemata differ from

Kagan's perceptual schemata: They are functions derived
from interaction with objects,not simple observations of
objects.

The research on cogaition that has emerged from these
two traditions overlaps in some respects but in others
diverges. There are several areas in which some of the
same phenomena and even the same terminology have been

used to different ends. One of these is the object-hiding

experiment.
Infants at about six months of age generally respond

in a stereotypical way when an object is hidden. The

object is usually a small attractive toy to which the
infant's attention is easily drawn. The experimenter or

tester ensures that the infant is watching, then covers
the toy with a cloth or in some other way hides it.

Instead of uncovering and retrieving the object, the

infant, who has been watching intently, stops fixating
the site where the object disappeared and turns to other

things. This behavior is aptly characterized as "out of

sight, out of mind." By about eight months, however,umost
infants will uncover the toy; Piaget views such behavior
as indicative of the move to a new stage of cognition.
But at this point another peculiar behavior pattern
emerges. If there are two covers and two locations, A
and B, and if the expepimenter hides the toy first at A

for a few trials and then switches to B, the infant, hav-
ing watched the toy disappear at B will, instead of

searching at B, go back to A.
The problem arises as to how to interpret and explain

these highly reliable behaviors. A very large amount of
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research has now.been carried out to test various compet-

ing hypotheses. Piaget's explanation is that the child
must construct a concept of object permanence, and that

prior to Stage IV in this sequence of development the

infant does not search for the object because, since she

or he can no longer see it, she or he believes that it

has disappeared, that objects come and go in the world

more or less randomly. A competing explanation, one that

Kagan favors, is that the child's memory is insufficiently

developed. (Other competing explanations, such as lack

of motor skill to remove the cloth or inattentiveness,

have been ruled out through experimentation. Development

of a concept of object identity, put forth by Moore and

his colleagues, or of spatial relations, favored by Bower,

are quite close to the basic Piagetian concept and are

not specially discussed in this illustrative review.)

Both Piaget's and Kagan's notions are deeply embedded

in their theories of development; thus they are not simply

alternative models of the object-hiding task but emerge

from other systematic assumptions. Moreover, each has

,
implications for basic views of the nature of intelli-

gence. The interpretation of the object-hiding task,

then, is a major confrontation between theories at a very

*, early stage in development. Piaget's interpretation is

organized around the developing structure of generalized

knowledge about the logical relationships between objects,

space, and time. Kagan's interpretation is in terms of

the maturation of a particular process that is basic to

intelligence--memory. Put this way, it is obvious that

the two explanations do not compete but complement each

other, one emphasizing structure and the other process.

This is typical of the Piagetian versus non-Piagetian

approaches to all questions of cognitive development.

In summary, the contribution of PiageOs work in this

area has been very largely heuristic. He has contributed

a vocabulary and a set of important observations that have

spurred further work to unravel process explanations for

the behaviors of normal infants and at the same ti-,e to

establish a reliable, sequence of their development. There

is at present no final or generally accepted explanation

for the developmen*al sequence of behaviors that is

obs, -ved in the object-hiding paradigm. The phenomena

continue to draw the interest of researchers from differ-

ent schools of thought, in the conviction that behavior

in this situation has broad implications for the develop-

ment of intelligence and language.
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Categorization in Infancy

One of the most dramatic changes in our conception of
infancy and early childhood in recent years has involved
the attribution to the infant of the ability to categor-

ize. A long tradition of thought has asserted that young
children were specifically deficient in the ability to
form categorsies of objects based on rational principles
of similarity. For example, demonstrations by both Piaget
(Inhelder and Piaget, 1964) and Vygotsky (1962) have
shown that, when presented with an array of objects--
realistic or abstract geometric shapes--preschool-age
children would LI:se them to make functional groupings (such
as putting a cow in a barn) rather than perceptual or
categorical groupings (such as putting all the red objects

together or all the animals). To theorists concerned with

the development of logical principles of classification,

the grouping of things on the basis of common attributes
is felt to be more correct than grouping on the basis of

functional associations: Thus the younger child was felt
to be deficient in using principles of categorization..
These deficiencies in behavior were thought to index

deficiencies of thought.
It is important to note that this conclusion does not

inevitably folloy. For example, young children may be
capable of forming groups of similar objects but fail to
show the behavior because they did not understand what the
experimenter or tester wanted. (Similar failures based

on this kind of misunderstanding have been identified
among illiterate adults in cross-cultural work; Cole and
Scribner, 1974.) Or the young child might be capable of
forming conceptual categories that are based on similarity

but be misled by the concrete objects into interacting
with them in a playful or imaginative way. The instruc-

tions that are usually given in this task are sufficiently
vague as to encourage such behaviors.

The claim that young children (and of course infants)
were conceptually deficient in this way made the develop-
ment of language an overwhelmingly mysterious process,
since language depends essentially on the ability to cate-
gorize perceptual input, as was emphasized by Roger Brown

(1958). SounJs must be grouped into phonemic categories
and then into words. Words must be matched with categor-
ies of objects, acts, properties, actors, and so on. To

take a very elementary example, the term LE (or its baby
form, doggie or bowwow) applies not to a single object but
to a class of objects that share some (but not all) fea-

,-.
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tures in common. The child must be able to identify those

animals that belong to the category (la and also those

that do'not. In other words, the child must be able to

form an object category on the basis,of similarity, pre-
cisely what young children were said not to be able to do

in the standard object-sorting experiments. There have

been many reCent investigations of children's learning

and use of terms such as doggie in the early stages of

language acquisition,*and the application of such terms

on a categorical basis is not in doubt. Moreover, much

more complex categories such as subject of a sentence or

verb are formed and used in constructing sentences by two-

year-olds. Still it could be argued, as those in the

.Chomskian school do, that language learning calls on
specifically linguistic abilities that do not generalize

to other behaviors.
A number of different lines of research, however, argue

that this is not the case, that the categorization of

perceptual input is a process that begins early in infancy

and applies quite generally. One of the early demonstra-

tions of this was carried out by Ricciutti (1965), who

essentially extended the standard object-sorting experi-

ment to the one-year-old level. He presented infants of

12, 18, and 24 months with a small group of abstract

objects that differed along a single or multiple dimen-

sions, then observed the children's behavior with them.

He found a significant amount of both successive (acting

on two similar objects in sequence) and simultaneous

(putting two similar objects together in a group) compari-

son behaviors, although exhaustive group formation was not

common even at two years. Nelson (1973) reP licated this

study using sets of realistic as well as abstract objects

and showed that the form or function of the objects elic-

ited grouping behaviors, while color did not. More

recently Sugarman (1979) has adapted this general proce-

dure to an intensive study of the development of grouping

behaviors over the fi.,:st three years. She has demon-

strated that between one and two years children progress

from acting on one kind of object when presented with two

distinct sets of four objects each to comparing the two

sets and making exhaustive sorts. That is to say, infants

of 12 months do evidence categorically based behavior with

regard to objects but do not spontaneously engage in com-

plete logical classifications.
A different approach has been taken by Ross (1980) and

by Cohen and Strauss (1979) . Ross used the familiariza-

tion and preference comparison procedure developed in the

5 2
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infant perception research described earlier. She pre-
sented infants of 12, 18, and 24 months with several

.series of 10 different objects each, each series repre-
senting a different general category, such as men, ani-
mals, food, and furniture. After the presentation of tlie
series the infant was presented with 2 new objects, 1,from
the familiarized category and 1 from a novel category.
In comparison with controls, even at 12 months the chil-

dren preferred to look at the object from the novel cate-
gory, thus demonstrating that they had represented the
familiar category as a category and not as a series of
discrete and unrelated stimuli.

Cohen and Strauss (1979) have extended this paradigm
to younger infants (four to eight months) and have demon-
strated the formation of a general "face" category even
at seven months. Strauss demonstrated that such categor-
ies were based on che formation of a prototype in a way
similar to that found with adults.in other studies. Thus
the perceptual categorization studies indicate very gen-
eral cognitive abilities in quite young infants.

It no longer appears to be in doubt that infants are
disposed to divide the perceptual world of objects into
discrete categories even before they learn language and
that these categories have the same basis as later cate-
gories do.

The disposition to treat stimuli categorically has also
been demonstrated in the case of phoneme perception
(Eimas, 1975; Morse, 1978); and in the area of color,
infants have been shown to respond to colors in the same
categorical way that adults do (Bornstein, 1976). They
will, for example, treat a borderline blue (one that lies
close to the spectral band classed as green) as "the same
as" a focal blue rather than as green, to which it is
physically closer. In both of these areas there appear
to be built-in physiological bases for the nature of the
discriminations made. Thus they differ from the appar-
ently experientially based or culturally based categories

that divide up the object world. Nonetheless, taken
together these findings imply a view of the infant that
is considerably more competent in sorting out the percep-
tual world than was thought to be the case only a few
years ago.

Infant Memory

There have also been striking changes in our knowledge of

the memory abilities of infants. Early studies of memory
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emphasized that babies would forget an episode or even a

very familiar person (such as father) very rapidly. It

,was suggested that long-term memory did not develop until

around three or four years of age. Recent work has chal-

lenged our assumptions in this respect, and although the

total picture is now certainly far from clear, it presents

us with a much more interesting and complex view of the

infant mind.
The same type of familiarization and preference studies

used in perbeption experiments has demonstrated both

short-term and long-term memory abilities in very young

infants. Indeed, the very fact that infants habituate
attention to novel forms, colcrs, and phonemes indicates

that they remember those forms, colors, or phonemes over,

a short period of time.
More important, it has become possible to investigate

long-term memory by varying the delay interval between
familiarization to a stimulus set and the preference test.

Pagan (1976) familiarized five-month-old infants with a

photograph of a man's face for two minutes and two weeks

later found evidence that the infants retained memory for

this face by presenting it with a novel photograph in a

preference test. Other studies with five-month-olds
(Cohen and Strauss, 1979) have shown that infants remember

the shape, color, orientation, and size of an object on

an immediate test. After 24 hours they still retain

recognition of its shape. Retention of memory for faces

appears to be greater than for other objects, a finding

in line with the general preference for faces shown by

Infants.
These findings are somewhat puzzling in the light of

the failure of infants of six or seven months to solve.the

object-hiding tasks described in a previous section. It

seems probable that the coordination of skills remains an

obstacle to infants' problem-solving capability. Another

factor that may be involved is the type of memory that is

required for different tasks. Familiarization and pref-

erence tests call oil recognition memory, which involves

only matching a present stimulus to some previously

retained perception. The ability to recall an event in

the absence of an adequate external cue is a different

matter. It is difficult to obtain evidence of recall in

a nonverbal organism. However, Ashmead and Perlmutter

(1980) have obtained report from parents of recall of

events by children under 1 year. These reports rely on

cues such as infants showing di.Aress in situations remi-

niscent of a past painful one. Nelson and Ross (1980))
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using verbal memory reports, have shown that infants age
1 1/2 to 2 years may retain memories for specific events
that occurred up to six months earlier and perhaps longer.
In addition, in a controlled experiment DeLoache (1980)
demonstrated that 2-year-olds could remember the location
of a hidden object after a 24-hour delay. Taken together
these recent reports indicate a far more reliable and
powerful long-term recall memory in infants than was
previously attributed to them.

Summary

What do these recent studies of cognitive processes add

up to? Most researchers now bglieve that the human infant
engages in quite complex information-processing and learn-
ing from a very early age. Although much neurological and
motor maturation takes place over the first two years,
basic capacities--of perceiving visual forms, colors,
language sounds, objects, and spatial relations; of men-
tally categorizing them into groups of similar objects and
events:. 'and of remembering general concepts and specific
events over long periodsall appear to be well developed
in the last half of the first year. Some years ago a
basic question was: Can infants learn? We now know that.,

by two years of age children have established basic con-
cepts and categories of thought and that their knowledge
systems (or long-term memory) are well established. These
achievements are of major significance to the further
development of cognitive and linguistic functions.

THE CH4D'S CONCEPTION OF THE SOCIAL WORLD

Both the information-processing and the Piagetian
approaches to understanding infant development largely
neglect the social world, except as it is reflected in
studies of face and mother perception. The social world
is important in two ways to cognitive development: First,

it is an object of knowledge itself; second, it provides
support for the acquisition of knowledge in all realms--
physical, social, and linguistic.

Just as there are phenomena that define the child's
understanding of objects and object relationships, there
is a well-established phenomenon around which theories of
social cognition and development revolve. This is the
syndrome consisting of fear of strangers and strange situ-
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ations and piotest at separation from the mother that

appears at about, eight months, peaks toward the end of the

first year, and gradually de4ines thereafter6 Attachment

theory (Ainsworth et al., 1974; Bowlby, 1969) explains

these developments in terms of the child's building up

over the first nine months an attachment to the primary

caretaker, usually the mother. In a threatening situation

(such as the appearance of a stranger or in a novel situ=

ation) the infant clings to the safety of'the mother and

protests when she departs. Mother is thought to be che

symbol of safety and comfort; because of,the nature of the

attachment bond, it is necessary for this primary bond to

' be established before the child can successfully extend

its social and emotional ponds to others.
Modification of these claims is necessary, however.

: Recent research has shown that it is not necessary thAt a

single attachment figure be established (Lamb, 1976), and

theorists have disagreed with the emphasis on the exclu-

sivity of the mother-child bond, which appears to be pri-

marily a Western, middle-class,conception. They have also

questioned the importance of the mother-child bond as a

model for later social relationships (Harre, 1974; Yan-

dell, 1980). However, the focus of this paper is not on'

attachment theory per Se but on the implications of these

phenomena for the child's developing understanding of ihe

social world--the development of social cognition. There-

fore / consider how they have been interpreted in cogni-

tive terms.
The findings reported in the previous section bear an

important relation to the phenomena associated with

attachment. Indeed, Kagan et al. (1978) and Bruner

(1968), among others, have set forth a specifically cog-

nitive interpretation of the development of stranger fear

and separation protest. They believe that the infant

begins to show fear of strangers at eight months because

by that time she or he has built up mental representations

or schemata of the primary caretakers and is able to dis-

tinguish them from unfamiliar people. The infant)is also

able to make distinctions between familiar and unfamil-

iar--and therefore possibly threatening--places. AsIthe

child begins to be able to imagine,possibilities, she or

he represents to herself or himself possible threats and

therefore becomes distressed. However, with iurther de-

velopment and experience she or he is able to allay these

fears and to represent, on the basis of past experience,

the pr9bable return of the mother in her absence or the

probable benignity of the strange place or face. This

5:3,
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cognitive interpretation is still largely speculative on

the basis of present knowledge. That the sc,range face,

place, and separation phenomena may have a basis in cog-
nitive processes rather than being solely an emotional
development is buttressed by the fact that children in an
Israeli kibbutz (Fox, 1977) or in infant day care (Kagan
et al., 1978) exhibit similar behavior (including protest
at separation from the mother) abAimilar ages, despite
the fact that they are cared for bilsultiple caretakers
who are not the mother.

Note that this interpretation applies concepts and
findings from studies of physical or logical cognition to
cognition of the social world. It has been common to

assume that knowledge of the physical world (e.g., object

permanence) is developed first arid then extended to the

social world. Some studies ha7e shown, however (unsur-

prisingly), that most infants are able to demonstrate
mother permanence, that is, to find the mother hiding
behind a screen, before they demonstrate small object
permanence (Bell, 1970) . From this finding one may con-
clude that knowledge of the social world precedes and
forms the basis for knowledge of the physical world, or
at least that the two develop concurrently and indepen-
dently (Gelman and Spelke, 1981).

But these attempts to explain social,and object knowl-
edge in terms of each other overlook the very real dif-
ferences between the animate and inanimate as well as the
distinctive contributions of the sociocultural environ-

ments, even apart from language and communication.
Objects can be known through a fairly simple repertoire
of behaviors: looking, handling, listening, and throwing,

for example. In general, objects are under the control
of people who use them or act on them in some way. They

do not transform themselves independently or, if they do,

their behavior is predictable: Glasses break if you drop
them, bread becomes toast in the toaster, balls roll away,
and so on. In contrast, the human world is far less

stable and predictable. People move in unknowable direc-
tions and to unknown destinations. They react when acted

upon in probabilistic, not deterministic, fashion. Even

their movements are distinctive and are discriminable by
infants from more mechanistic, less plastic movements, as
Gibson et al. (1979) have recently shown.

Thus, to understand the social human world requires
different predictive schemata than does the physical world

(Glick, 1978). Obviously, the same cognitive processes

must be involved--that is, perception, memory, and con-
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ceptualization. However, applying these processes to data

from the observations of other.people leads to quite dif-

/

ferent conclusions. For example, in many situations it

is quite possible for the mother to disappear at one place

, and reappear at another--precisely what the infant must

come to understand that objects cannot de if they ate to

achieve the concept of object,permanence in Piaget'q

sense. Gelman and Spelke (1981) point out that even new-

borns make somg distinctions petween animate and inanimate

objects, although-their understanding of these distinc-

tions apparently continuep. to develop throughout the pre-

school years. .

In many ways, as these examples suggest, understanding

the social world is a far more difficult and complex task

than is understanding the world of objects,. Yet infants

manage to accomplish a great dea). in this regard. As

Richards notes (1974:85): "During the first year of post-

natal development an infant is transformed from a social

incompetent, totally dependent'on the goodwill of adults,

to a skilled social operator who is well able to hold his

(or her' owri in a wide variety of Social situations."

This understanding and skill derive from participation

.in social actiitities with family members, either on a one-

to-one affective partnership basis or as a participant in

ceremonial acts such as greeting and ,eave-taking rituals

(Harre, 1974). The latter, activities that are conven-

tional, meaningful solutions to potential social

problems--held to be the essence.of the adult social

world--have received little attention from students of

early cognition, whereas the former have been the focus

of numerous studies of early mother-child inteyaction

(e.g. ,, Schaffer, 1977; Stern, 1974; Trevarthan, 1977).

This research has emphasized the .degree to which mother

and infant become tuned to each other during the first

year, extablishing the form if not the content of a

mother-child dialogue. Indeed, research by Conden and

Sander (1974) has shown Oat even newborns synchronize

their movements with the speech of adults. The role that

mothers_play in interpreting the sounds and expressions

of their infants into meaningful exchanges has been the

focus of research on infants of three to eight months.

These exchange sequences are thought to form the basis

for later language I,earning (see next section).

Although little is known about the child's organized

knowledge of the social world in infancy, a number of

studies have been aimed at discovering whether variations

in liaternal behavior affect the child's cognitive devel- -
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bpment. In summarizing the results of these studies,
.Ramey (1978:4i0-421) concluded:

A relationship between maternal behaviors and infant
competence or cognitive development is strongly
suggesEed by the studies reviewed. Contradictions
and controversy still exist, however. Many feel
i'hat standardized tests of infant development are
inadequate tools for assessing the outcome of ma-

'.ternal influence upon coghitive development. . . .

The difficulties inherent in observing, and thereby
distorting and changing the very behaviors one
wishes to study, have not been fully overcome, and
there is a need to learn more about what these dis-
tortions may be. Little is yet known about how
temperamental characteristics of infants combine
with situational variables in affecting cognitive

Qutcomes. The factor of direction of effects . . .

is pertinent to this issue; are bright infants more
stimulating and responsive to maternaf behavior such

that they serve as eliciting stimuli for greater
intgractive attempts by the mother., or do maternal
behaviors serge t-O stimulate cognitive growth? The
interaction of these two variables probably begins
vAy early, making inferences about causation
extremely\difficult.

Certain consistencies do seem clear, however.
Maternal language seems to be a critical factor in
infant cognitive delielopment, both.as to when and

how it is used. Allowfng the infant freedom to
explore his erivironment seems to be important, as
does sensitivity to the infant's needs and moods.
The development of a positive social bond to another
persoin seems to be related to cognitive development.
Too much stimulaeion seems to be harmful. Clarke-

Stewart (1973) has suggested possibilities for
understanding the dynamic interplay between infant
and mothers although the mother's stimulation of

A the infant seems to be the critical factor in the
infanes.intellectual development, the infant's
stimulation of the mother may be most crucial in
maintaining social contact.

As this summary indicates, there appears to be some-

, thing that can be called optimal maternal care (Clarke-
Stewart, 1973), involving verbal and social stimulation,
positive effect, contingent responsiveness to the child,
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and play with the.s.child that fosters optimal development

'in infancy. However, it should be noted that these fac-

tors are not the. exclusive properties of mothers: They

can be displayed By fathers, baby-sitters, or day care

workers as well. Kagan et al. (1478) have Concluded, on

the basis of a large-scale longitudinal study of the

effects of "quality day care" on all aspects of early

development, thaethere are no differences in social or

cognitive development between home-raised infants and

those receiving day care. Thus the emphasis on the close-

ness and exclusivity of the mother-child.bond that seems

to be implied ib the studies of Mother-child interaction

is probably misleading. Because of the structure of our

society and the desire for coptrolled research designs,

most of the relevant research has been concerned with

mother-infant interaction (r\ather than father-infant or

adult-infant), but we should be cautious about extending

this practical:result into presdrip.tive dogma. What these

studies do ihdicate convincingly, howevar; is the kind of

social support system that is optimal for cognitive devel-

opment in th early years.
One of the areas toward which the results of the

research on mother-infant interaction appears to be most

relevant is that of the acquisition of linguistic and

cOmmunicative skills, the focus of the follOwing section-.

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

For many students of early development, advances in the

understanding of language acquisitión have been the most

exciting of the past 15 years. Certainly the area has

attracted some of the best minds in social science (e.g.,

George Miller, Roger Brown, Jerome Bruner) , and it has

also attracted many of the best graduate students. Con-

ferences on language acquigition proliferate today,,both

rationally and internationally. Whereas 20 years ago

there were scarcely half a dozen boOks on the subject,

today there are hundreds and they continue to pour forth

from the publishers.
What is thg reasOn for all this activity? And why is

research on 4anguage acquisition included in a review of

infant development if infancy is indeed a period without

language? The answer to the second question is that

research has shown that the beginnings of'language are

rooted deep in the infancy period and that the process of

development takes place over a very long period of time.

53 4
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"The answer to the first quest'; 'on is that language has been

cound to be a fulcrum for muc of the development that
take.s place throughout th'e ean0.1, years of life. The
child's understanding of the Object world and attachment
to and understanding of social, partners are intimately
interwoven with the way that language is mastered. Thus
the more that is discoVered about the process, the more
far-reaching the research to follow becomes.

Certainly one of the most important contributions of
the "new" linguistics of the early 1960s is its emphasis
on the structure of language and the central role of

' grammar in understanding and producing speech. Grammar
is conceived as a set of rules that relate meaning to
sound. A simple grammar describes how words can be com7
bined to produce meaningful and grammatically "correct"
sentences. Several efforts were made in the 1960s to
write grammars that would describe t1le different stages
that children go through in acquiring an adult-type gram-
mar (see Brown, 1973, for a summary of these efforts);

,.The typical research design at that time was one in which
a group of investigators created and transcribed tape-

. recordings of two or three toddlers talking to their
.

mothers in their homes at weekly or monthly intervals over
a period of months and sometimes years. The transcrip-
tions were then analyzed for the purpose of describing
the steps by which children gain control over particular

grammatical forms. An early observation was that children
began to talk in two-word "sentences" at about 18 months
and by four years had acquired most of the basic grammat-
ical features of the language. Moreover, in many ways
each child appeared to go through similar stages, that is,
to acquire the same features in the same order.

These two characteristics--the speed of acquisition and
che apparent universal order of development--appeared to
support ttie claim put forth by Chomsky (1965) that in an
important sense grammar is an innate capacity that unfolds
according to a maturatiohal scheme and that is not depen-
dent on any specific kind of linguistic or cognitive
input. In this view linguistic ability is independent of
other kinds of cognitive ability. Lenneberg's book on the

Biological Basis of Language (1967), appeared to support

this position.
These claims did not go unchallenged, however. In

response, researchers from psychology, linguistics, socio-
linguistics, and anthropology undertook a variety of
studies to test the implications of this position. In the

process.they examined the roots of language abilities in
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infant development along three main lines: cognitive
development, communicative development, and the nature of

the linguistic input, that is, the language the child

hears. A subsidiary concern became the study of individ-

ual differences. I consider each of these lines briefly

for the light they shed on cognitive as well as linguistic

'development.

The Cognitive Basis of Language

The most common formulation of the cognitive basis for
language development is to assume that those developments
in the first year of life that Piaget described in terms

of sensorimotor intelligence form the foundation for the
first words and sentences learned by the infant (see

Brown, 1973) . Several programs of research have investi-

gated the validity of this assumption, attempting to

relate the achievement of the concept of object permanence
(described above), for example, to the emergence of syn-

tax. These studies have been reviewed by Corrigan (1979),

and in general the results have been mixed. Few studies

have found a direct relationship between particular cogni-
tive achievements and the onset of language. (Although

there is some positive association between age of language

achievement and performance on standard developmental
tests, neither of these measures predicts well later
intellectual performance; McCall, 1979.)

Bates and her colleagues (Bates, 1979; Bates et al.,
1977) have attempted the most ambitious test of the rela-

tionship of cognitive abilities to language learning.

.
Although they found no correlation between knowledge of

object relationships and language measures, they did find

.

fairly strong correlations between the ability to separate

means and ends and measures of early language. They have
\\proposed that the infant must achieve both the ability to

subordinate the means to achieve a goal and the ability

to iMitate the production of others in order to acquire

language. (Their theory does not imply a simple learning-

by-imitation relationship, however.) According to their

investigations, both of these abilities are generally
achieved by the end of the first year and therefore may
serve as a foundation for language development in the

sec\ond year.
Uihe most controversial questions in this area revolve

around the issue of whether cognitive abilities in them-

selves are sufficient to enable a child to acquire Ian-

r".7. ,ti 0
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guage, or whether there are, as Chomsky claimed, specifi-

cally linguistic structures that must be called on. Can

any intelligent creature learn a natural human language,
or must one be humanly intelligent to do so? Since all

children are human and therefore presumably have whatever
species-specific equipment is required, this issue is
difficult to resolve with empirical studies.

A different approach to these problems is to identify
the processes that would have to be involved in language
acquisition and to model the process via computer simula-
tion to test whether the assumptions of the model are

sufficient. Some efforts of this sort are under way but

are still at a primitive stage. The acquisition of gram-

matical forms takes place between two and four years, and

this period really lies outside the scope of this review.
Further research along these lines can be expected to

provide important clues to the cognitive foundations of

language, however. For example, the work of Maratsos and
his colleagues (Maratsos and Chalkley, 1981) is specif-
ically designed to test whether nonlinguistic cognitive
abilities are sufficient for the acquisition of grammar.

The beginnings of language clearly lie within the
period surveyed. Children generally begin to understand
words between 9 and 12 months of age, and they begin to

produce a few recognizable words at around the first year.
Toward the middle of the second year they begin to combine

words into two-word sentences and to accelerate the acqui-

sition of vocabulary. Analysis of the demands of these

achievements in terms of the cognitive skills required
reveals the importance of recognition memory; recall mem-

ory; the Imitation of forms; and the categorization of

sounds, objects, and relationships (Huttenlocher, 1974;

Nelson, 1979). As discussed in the first section, these
are all achievements of the first year of life. So far

there have been no successful efforts to relate the devel-
opment of these specific cognitive processes to the
achievement of language. Future research would be
expected to show that childrdn who were more mature in

these areas would be likely to begin to acquire and make
progress in language learping Parlier than children whose

skills were less well developed and more uneven. The

general skill approach to language acquisition is associ-

ated with the work of Bruner (1970) and his colleagues and

Fischer (1980). However, so far no large-scale studies

of these relationships have been forthcoming.

k
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The Communicative Basis of Language

Much attention has been given to the fact that language

does not unfold in a vacuum but must be prepared within

the context of prelinguistic communicative exchanges. The

studies of mother-infant interaction referred to in the

last section are of relevance here. They have shown that

(at least among the European and American middle class)

mothers interact verbally with their young infants as

though they were engaging in a conversation, even though

the infants do not yet themselves speak. Thus the mothers

establish a conversational structure involving the taking

of turns that seems to be a precursor of the conversations

the child is expected to engage in when she or he learns

the appropriate words.
Another line of research shows that children begin to

talk in highly structured and predictable communicative

situations. Bruner (1975) speaks of the mother's setting

up frames or formats within which the child gradually

learns a part. It has been established that children

usually begin to understand a few words related to simple

names such as peekaboo or patty-cake (Benedict, 1976).

Beyond this, it is apparent that the situations within

which the child hears the language used determine what she

or he learns and how she or he uses it (Nelson, 1981).

Enough is now known about the communicative context of

learning to call into the question any model of language

learning that assumes that the child is presented with a

more or less random sample of speech in a neutral context.

On the contrary, effective learning contexts are highly

charged with effect and highly structured. Parents often

quite literally put words into their children's mouths,

not just at first but throughout the period of language

learning (Berko Gleason, 1980; Schiefflin, 1979) . While

we need to know much more about the fine structure of the

process of going beyond first words into sentences and

complex grammatical forms, we know that these first steps

are continuous with the cognitive achievements of the

first year with respect to both the physical and social

world. There is no reason to believe that they call on

specifically linguistic processes. Whether later develop-

ments do depend on such processes is still an open

question.

r; 9
L.' t ) L.)
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The Linguistic Input

Much attention has been paid by researchers interested in
the acquisition of grammar to the form of the language
that the child hears. Does the child need a particular
kind of language model? Do different models provide bet-
ter or worse learning environments? The issue is not one

of whether parents use good or bad grammar but whether the
language they use with their language-learning children
is particularly effective as a teaching language. Many

studies relevant to this issue have been carried out in
the past 10 years, and they have uniformly shown that,
when talking to 1- and 2-year-old children, adults use a
style that is characterized by short sentences, simple
vocabulary, many questions, and repetitions and is highly
pitched and highly intonated in comparison with the speech
style used with adults. It has been questioned as to

whether this style can be appropriately characterized as
simpler grammatically than speech ordinarily used with
adults (which contains many more declarative sentences).
Moreover, it s accepted that the perceived function of
the style is to get and hold the attention of the child.
(Similar characteristics appear in speech to pets, inva-
lids, and foreigners.) Whatever the function of the
style, it does appear to be conducive to learning by the
child, as shown in recent studies that find positive cor-
relations between many of these characteristics in
mothers' speech in the second year and the children's
language ability months later (Cross, 1978; Furrow et
al., 1979; Wells, 1981).

Individual Differences

We have noted variations among children in cognitive pro-
cesses and skills, variations in communication contexts,
and variations among mothers (and presumably fathers) in
language style. It is not surprising that children should
vary in their language learning as well. What is of some

interest is that there appear to be two common styles of
learning that are roughly characterized as (1) referential
or analytic, in which the child learns many single words,
especially object names, and constructs simple two-word
sentences and (2) expressive or gestalt, in which the
child learns phrases, especially those that have pragmatic
social uses, and puts together whole clumps of preformed
sentences instead of or in addition to the building up of
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single-word combinations. The former style is associated

with picture-book reading and object orientation; the

latter with social contexts. While it seems probable that
the communicative context of learning may be the effective
mechanism determining which style the child uses, it is

also possible that differential maturation of brain struc-
tures may be involved. In either case these distinct
approaches to the tasks have implications both for under-
standing the process as a whole and for helping those who
have difficulty in acquiring language.

Implications

Learning language is a long and difficult task, calling

on the child's basic cognitive abilities and building on

his or her knowledge of both the physical world and the

world of social relationships. It is not discontinuous
with cognitive development in the first year but combines

all that has been achieved and carries the child beyond

prelinguistic staLus. The language user has acquired a
cognitive and communicative tool of great power, but it
would not be possible to do so rf he or she had not
already developed considerable cognitive and communicative
skills. Moreover, it would not be possible if the envi-
ronment did not provide suitable models and contexts for

learning. It is an interactive system with the potential
for development in a variety of directions. Language

.carries the child beyond infancy, but developments in
infancy have made its acquisition possible.

DEVELOPMENTAL DELAYS AND DISORDERS

In recent years much ,effort has gone into the study of

children whose cognitive development is slow or disordered

in some way. This research relates to basic research on
normal cognitive development in two ways: First, knowl-

edge of normal development provides a basis for assessing

deviant development; and second, the study of deviant
cases can shed light on the factors that are important in

normal development.
With respect to the first aspect, there are several

important contributions, as a recent review by Kopp (in

press) highlights. Most evaluations of infants and young

children have relied on the uses of psychometric tests of

mental development. However, :esearch such as that
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reviewed above makes possible Ole use of moce specific
psychological tests and measures that relate delays and
disorders to specific areas of functioning. For example,

Fagan's (1978) tests of infant memory have been used with
infants with Down's syndrome (previously termed mongolism
and usually involves severe retardation) as well as with
normal infants. Moreover, he has shown that performance
on infant memory taske in the first year predicts intel-
lectual performance at five to six years. In other

research, attention and visual scanning have been useful

techniques for assessment. The use of Piagetian-type

assessments of sensorimotor intelligence with blind
infants (Fraiberg, 1974) and infants with Down's syndrome

has also helped to identify particular areas of function-
ing that are affected. As research advances, it is pos-

sible to relate developmental disorders to theoretically
important causal mechanisms, enabling us at least to
understand the disorder and perhaps to deal with it more

effectively.
Aside from the use of more sensitive and theoretically

defensible tests, the understanding of infant development
that has emerged over the past 15-20 years has led also
to a revised view of research and treatments of infants
"at risk," that is, those whose biological development or
environmental conditions suggest the possible emergence

of later disabilities. In particular, as Kopp points out,

the model of development as neither the independent
unfolding of a preformed program nor the cumulative effect
of environmental inputs but rather as a continuously
changing interaction has been widely accepted. Inherent

in this model accepted by both the information-processing
school and the Riagetians is' the notion of an active
organism that seeks to adapt within the environment with
whatever resources are at hand. Thus an infant, with some

type of physical or mental disability can be expected to

follow a different pattern of development froM the normal
one, using his or her available capacities in a fundamen-

tally adaptive way. That is to say, the interactive model

views handicaps not in terms of deficienc!.des, but in

terms of differences that are brought about by the nature

of the interactive process. ..

An example of a specific contribution of basic research,
to understanding di.sorders of development is discussed by

Kopp in the case of the acquisition of language by chil-

dren with Down's syndrome. These infants apparently
develop slowly but normally in terms of their sensorimotor

skills. They face problems, however, in developing Lan-
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guage and abstract symbolic functioning' in general. Some

earlier studies showed that parents of children with
Down's syndrome used less complex language when talking
to them than parents of normal children used with,children
of the same age; it was hypothesized On this basis that
the retarded children were being deprived of an adequate

language model. However, the psycholinguistic research
had shown (as discussed earlier) that adults generally
adapt their speech to young children who are learning
language in the direction of shorter sentences, simpler

vocabulary, and so on. When the speech.of parents talking

to their Down's syndrome children was cpmpared with that

of parents talking to normal children in the same stage
of language development (insead of at the same age), it
was found that they were very similar. What had appeared
to be a parentally produced handicap for the retarded
child turned out to be simply a tealistic adaptation on
the part of parents to the actual level of the child's

functioning. Thus no valid conclusion-could be drawn that
Uown's syndrome children were suffering deprivation in the

language area.
Another area in which knowledge of normal development

has been useful is studies of preterm Infants and blind

. infants, both of whom often have difficulties with mother-
child attachment behavior. Studies of attachment behavior

in normal children have shed light on the source of these

difficulties, for example, lack of early contact with
preterm infants and lack of eye contact with blind

infants. Knowledge of these effects has led to some suc-
cessful efforts to ameliorate the difficulties by encour-
aging interaction with preterm infants and educating'

mothers to recognize the sources of their own distress.
Discerning the usefulness of research on developmental

diSorders for understanding normal development is not at

first so self-evident. Three examples drawn from Kopp's

review may suffice to make the point. She cites Gouin-

Uecarie's (1969) research on the development of infants
who were deformed as the result of ingestion of thalido-
mide by their mothers during pregnancy. The question of

Interest in this research was the degree of dependence of

the cuncept of object permanence on the child's ability

to act on objects. Thalidomide children who lacked arms

could not interact with objects in the normal way but did
develop normal object concepts, thus suggesting that the
development of this baslc cognitive structure was not as
dependent on action per se as had been thought.
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Another case in point is the development of Down's

syndrome children. These children suffer varying degrees
of mental retardation beginning in the first year of life,
falling progressively behind iheir peers, apparently not
advancing much beyond the 2- to 3-year-old level of mental

age.' Yet despite this retarded developmental course,
these children develop the same cognitive structures that'

normal infants do, according to Kopp. The pace of devel-

opment is slower, but the form of behavior is unaffected.

This conclusion has implications for normal development
in that it reinforces the ilytbrpretation that sensorimotor
behaviors "have a firm biological basis that reflects
strong evolutionary pressures, and are distorted only in

the wake of profound organismic damage" (Kopp, in press).
This is not to say that Down's syndrome.infants show

no differences from normal children. They appear to have

difficulty in discriminating or processing subtle or com-

plex signals such as those displayed in communicative

situations. Further studies of these aspects of develop-
ment should shed more light on the kinds of signals chil-

dren normally rely on in processing and communicating

information.
A third area with implications for normal development

is research on the developmental course of preterm
Infants. Infants born prematurely have been the focus of

a large number of studies in recent years as it has become

recognized that outcomes for infants with very low birth
weight are often very poor. The deleterious effects of

treatment or the lack of it in the perinatal period are
often but not always long-las.ing. Many conditions affect

the degree to which an infant suEgers lasting conse-

.quences. One of the prominent cohditions is the economic

status of the family. Preterm births are much more fre-

quent among low-income families, and long-term outcomes

for children in poverty areas are much less positive.
Certainly nutritional and other health factors play a

large role in these relationships. Further study of

specific cases should reveal much more about what is

needed for optimal development in the face of handicaps

associated with preterm birth. This in turn is likely to

shed more light on the generally wide disparity in intel-
lectual functioning between children from homes in poverty
and those from more advantaged backgrounds.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL POLICY ISSUES

In the light of the advances in knowledge about early
development in recent-years, a number of policy issues can

be addressed much more intelligently than was the case 20

years ago. Three of these will be considered here: infant

day care, intervention programs, and parent education.

,Each involves questions of what conditions are optimal for

children's development and how best to achieve them. k

_The focus, of this paper has been on cc nitive develop-

ment broadly conceived to include development of cognitive

processes, such as memory, conceptualization, and problem-

solving skills (what we usually think of as intelligence)

and knowledge of the world, physical and social and sym-

bolic. These two aspects are integrally bound together;

greater facility in exercising intelligence generally

leads to increased knowledge, while greater knowledge

makes.possible a more powerful application of intelli-

gence. What are the optimal conditions under which this

.system develops? .

It should first be stressed that cognition, even so

broadly defined, is only one aspect of die development of

the young child, one that cannot in reality be separated

from the child's 'health, affective development, and

personal-social,attitudes and ties. We have seen that

affective and social development have been found-to be of

considerable significance to the infant in establishing a

secure base from which to explore the world. The question

of health has not, however, been considered specifically

thus far. The fact that the health of the infant is no

longer of prime concern in our society is itself worthy

of note. As Newson and Newson (1974:55) put it: "The

ability to view infant care practices in any other light

than whether they help the infant in his basic struggle

to live is . . .
something peculiar to our own century,

and within this century, to the technologically advanced

countries in which infant and child mortality rates have

now been reduced to comparatively insignificant propoz,:-

tions."
It seems obvious that the first requirement for public

policy is to see that adequate health care is extended to

all infants, prenatally as well as postnatally. Recent

research has revealed the lasting effects on infants of

poor nutrition, alcoholism, and drug addiction in pregnant

women (e.g., Streissguth et a).., 1980). Mental.deficiency

in the progenY is one of the common outcomes of these

conditions. Severe malnutrition in isdancy, unless cor-
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rected early, also leads to mental retardation. Since

much of our knowledge of these effects has been obtained

very recently, it seems likely that there are other, more
subtle effects of specific deficiencies or insults that
have not yet been identified. Clearly the first concern
of those charged with the care of infants must be the
maintenance of adequate nutrition and health care.

We also know, from the many studies of children in
institutions who receive adequate food and medical atten-
tion but "fail to thrive," that adequate physical care is
not sufficient to meet the needs of infants, emotionally,
cognitively, or physically (e.g., Dennis, 1938; Spitz,

1950). These studies have raised the issue of whether

,infant day care,is an appropriate approach to the problem

of meeting the needs of working mothers for substitute
child care. They have raised the spectres of institu-

tionalism and maternal deprivation. As pointed out ear-

lier, the studies stemming from attachment theory appeared
to support the interpretation that infants need the close
and constant care of a mother figure early in life, thus
making day.care for very young children an undesirable
alternative to home care, but more recent research has

modified these conclusions.
There are two sides to this problem: One is consider-

ation of what realistic alternatives for infant care
exist; the other involves the lessons to be drawn from
research on infancy. Between a third and a half of the
mothers of children younger than age three in this country

are now employed (Hoffman, 1979) ; a significant percentage

of the rest are on welfare. For both of these groups the

choIces for child care are highly restricted. If infant

day care is not available to working mothers, the alter-
native, as has often beep shown, is usually an ad hoc
baby-sitting arrangement, sometimes no care at all, or
care by a barely oA..ler sibling, as young as age five or
six. Moreover, mothers on welfare are frequently unable
to meet even the minimum nutritional and health needs of
their infants, much less their emotional and cognitive
needs. Therefore, in a real sense for a vast population
the question is not whether infant day care is optimal but

whether it is less disadvantageous than the alternatives.
Let us consider the light that basic research can shed on

this issue.
Kagan's large day care project (recently summarized in

Kagan et al:, 1978) compared low-income children from
Chinese or Caucasian families in day care continuously

from about 4 to 29 months with home-reared controls from

r,(.1 j .
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comparaole backgrounds on a large number of variables at

different ages, including attachment,and social, cogni-

tive, and language development. They concluded (p. 261):

The complete corpus of data does not offer much

support for the view that quality day care outside

the home has an dmportant effect on the young

child's development. . . . It is surprising that

3,500 hours of regular contact with other young
children had little influence on degree of appre-
hension, responsiveness, or the disposition to be
aggressive or cooperative with an unfamiliar

child. . . . Attachment to the mother and rate of

cognitive development, the two critical concerns of

American parents, did not appear to be altered by

the day care experience. The children in group

care treated the mother as if she were the primary

agent of nurturance and no mother indicated . . .

that her child had become either estranged or
indifferent to her psychological pressures for .

socialization. The assessments of language, memory,

and perceptual analysis failed to reveal any obvious-

advantages or disadvantages to the day care experi-

ence. . . . Our answer to the central question
that provoked the investigation is that a child's,

attendance at a day care center staffed by consci-

entious and nurturant adults during the first two
and one-half years of life does not seem to produce

a psychological profile very much different from

the one created by rearing totally in the home.

This conclusion is not uncontroversial and the authors

themselves enter several cautions with regard to it.

First, it applies to high-quality day care with a high

ratio of nurturant caretakers to infants and other quality

inputs (for full description see Kagan et al., 1978).

Second, they emphasize that day care is not risk-free:

Children usually contract more illnesses in group care

than at home; shy or withdrawn children may not thrive in

a group environment; and, unless given special attention,

language development may lag. However, on the whole this
t controlled study found none of the differences in cogni-

tive and affective development that might be expected,

Kagan et al used the adtt sophisticated measures of

cognitive development that they could glean from previous

redearch in making their comparisons. Their findings of

no differences attributable to group versus home environ-
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ments on these measures were 1 surprise to them and have

raised contmversy among re earchers at large. But while

their findings are important, they do not by any means
indicate that no environmental conditions have an effect
on early cognitive development. Certainly children seem

more immune to fairly large environmental variations than
the most ehthusiastic environmentalists would have
believed, and some reformulations of beliefs about early
development may be in order.

Two of the major theories that have inspired much of
the basic research in early cognitive development would
predict that specific minor variations in environments
would have little effect: Chomsky's theory of innate lan-

guage structure maturing according to a specific timetable

and Piaget's theory of organism-environment interaction
leading to a universal construction of basic logical

structures. Ethologically based attachment theory would

predict a disruption of mother-chila bonding under group
arrangements, but the finding that this did not happen is

explained by the assumption that this biologically based
system is more protected from disruption than previously
thought.

What then are we to make of the various research out-
comes traced above, some of which have shown variation in

the development of these systems as a function of environ-

mental input? As noted earlier, recent research on social
development, of which the work of Kagan is one example,
has demonstrated that infants do not suffer from having

more than one major caregiver or attachMent figure.
Grandparents, fathers, baby-sitters, or day care workers
who provide a secure and nurturant base for the child are
clearly not a disadvantage and may actually be an advan-

tage for developAent.
With respect to cognitive and linguistic development,

it is clear that there is variation among children with

respect to both the rate and type of development in these

areas. It is probably the case that much of this varia-
tion is a function of innate factors: differences in
basic abilities, in tempo, in disposition, and so on.
These differences clearly exist. It is also the case

that, particularly in the area of language development,
these differences interact with and are affected by the
environment provided by caregivers. Kagan emphasizes, as

did Clarke-Stewart (1973) and Nelson (1973) , that an

optimal environment is one that allows children to explore

and initiate and that reacts to theiKattempts to express
themselves rather than artificially restricting, confin-
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ing, ignoring them. Children with different disposi-
o tions (or of temperament or intellect) approach situatfons

in different ways. Thus what any child gets from a giyen

environment is a &unction not only of the environment but

also of what he or she brings to it. Thus the conclusion,

is not that there is not significant variation among

children that is affected by environmental conditions, but

rather that a majoedifference between two fairly rich

environments has no predictable effect on all children.

We also know that children from less adequate eipironments

often emerge from infancy seriously deficient in basic

cognitive and linguistic functions.
This conclusion is in line with both theory and

research that rely on an interactive model, whether

Piaget'd model or more process-oriented models of cogni-

tive development. The outlines of the general position

can be summarized as follows: Children come into the

world with a genetic program that contains both universal

species-specific dispositions (to learn language, develop

memory capacities, categorize perceptual input) and indi-

vidual characteristics (of processing abilities, tempera-

ment, physical and motor skills) . In addition, infants

at birth are already the product of the prenatal organism-

environment interaction and May have been affected dele-

teriously by that experience (Kopp, in press) . During

the first two years of life those dispositions unfold

according to a maturational timetable that dictates the

course of development of the central nervous system and

motor skills, but it is modulated by those individual

characteristics that determin how the'infant meets the

environment and what he or she finds on those encounters.

The general program appears to be largely protected from

environmental variation, and the individual character-.

istics tend to ensure that a wide variety of environments

are accepted in similar ways. The nature of the inter-

action ensures both variation among children in similar

environments and similarity among children in different

environments. It also implies intraindividual variation

over time in measures of cognitive development, language,

and so on, because different individual interactions

derive different inputs from the same environment at dif-

ferent points in development.
These considerations also point to the source of the

great resilience found among many children who'have suf-

fered severe deprivation or malnutritiontor abuse in early

childhood (Rutter, 1978). 'These children can apparently

overcome the effects of these problems when the situation

. 5 4
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corrected because they can call on modes of interaction
that lead to a rapid catch-up or compensation. However,
some children are not so fortunate, for whom the effects
of deleterious conditrons are long-lasting. It is also
the case that some environments have negative effects on
all children exposed to them

Given these considerations intervention programs of the
Head Start type for preschoolers may be viewed in a dif-
ferent light. The need for such programs, whether family-
oriented or school-oriented, is an indication that social
policy with respect to Infants has failed in a basic way \

by not ensuring an environment for all children in which
they can develop optimally during the early years of life.
Head Start and other Intervention programs are predicated
on the concept of catch-up and resilience, of making up
deficiencies. As noted above, while there are many spec-
tacular and well-documented cases of resilience in the
face of major insults, not all children recover from
negrtive experiences. As long as some children emerge
from infancy with poorly established cognitive structures
and lingurstic skills, the need for catch-up programs will
persist. And if followed through into the early school
years, the programs will be moderately effective (Schwein-
hart and Weickert, 1980; Zigler and Trickett, 1978) for

man/ children. But would it not be better to put some of
that effort into ensuring for all children the minimal
cunditruns needed to support the development of basic
cognitrve abilities, ski,11s, and knowledge in the first

years of life?
Part of the establishment of such conditions surely

would involve an effective program of parent education.
rhe lessons from basic research on cognitive development
in Infancy are easy to teach and easy for prospective
parents to apply. A great deal of money is not needed to
Implement these lessons in the home. Good nutrition,
accessIbillty tu objects of varying kinds (not necessarily
expensive toys) , an interactive social partner or part-
ners, responsiveness to the child's initiatives, "framing"
encounters in repetitive routines that the child can
understand--these are some of the simple things that par-
ents can be taught to provide. These examples do not
exhaust the list cf things that could be usefully taught
by any means, of course, but my purpose here is not to
provide a curriculum guide.

une of the issues that has loomed large in efforts to
change parental behavior through the popular press is that
of makIng children smarter. Surely research on cognitive

r-;
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/development must have something to say on this issue. Is

this not also the aim of intervention programs?
This issue is fraught with misinterpretation and mis-

understandings. IQ tests are the standard means by which

smartness is assessed in our society. As discussed above,

IQ tests, when applied to stable populations in standard

environments, show considerable stability over time,
Iespecially during the school years. That is, measures of

intelligence relative to one's peers tend to be stable

within an individual during childhood and into adulthood.

This is not to say that there are no intraindividual ,

variations; many children go up or down 15 or more IQ'

pOints for no readily idenitifiable reason. On the whole,

though, one can predict fUture IQ scores fairly well from

about age six. Up to age six tests predict less well,

probably because they measure different abilities (Honzik,

1976; McCall, 1976). /

,

Recent studies of adoiption have shed light on the

extent to which different environmental factors directly

affect IQ scores. The answer seems to be in general not

very much (Willerman, 1979). Children resemble their
Ibioldgical parents in IQ and do not resemble their adop-

tive parents. The correlation coefficient of child and

adoptive parent IQ hovers around zero. This issue is
I

complicated, however,iby the fact that it has been demon-

strated, in studies of black adopted children in white

families, of adopted /Korean orphans, and of a massive

intervention program in Milwaukee (Heber, 1978), that

improved environment, can have substantial positive

,?Iffects on Q. That(is, children can be made "smarter"

than they otherwise %iiould be expected to be if left in

their previous envirOnments. Note that all these studies

are based on populations at risk for deleteribus effects

on development. Onelcan surmise that the intervention

provided a mure opti41 environment within which the

child's innate capacity could develop to an optimal

degree. It did not tIlice the child smarter but enabled

her or him to become a\s smart as she or he was designed

to be.
Is there a limit to these effects? Carlan average

child in a good environ ii ent be made brilliant by appro-

priate intervention? Th re is no good evidence that this

can be done. Clearly, c ildren can be force-fed knowl-

edge. They can be taught to read at two;,some can be

taught to read Latin and 01reek at three, as John Stuart

Mill was. But the history\ of such prodigious efforts to

produce prodigies is not a happy one. The goal of making
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children smarter is probably not a realistic one to hold
out to parents, and it may even be harmful. As noted in

the first three sections of this paper, there is much to
be learned and mastered by the infant and Icoung child
that is not strictly cognitive, although it calls on cog-
nitive processes--such things as how to participate in
social Interaction and social ceremonies and the uses of

language, fantasy, and play. The period of infancy and

early childhood is one in which the child, through explor-
ation, guided and unguided, applies his or her own matur-

ing abilities to come to know the world. The fact that
the infant-child does not display the cognitive skills
that older children do--of reading, writing, classifying,
thinking logically--does not mean that she or he is not
exercising her or his own cognitive skills in important
ways.

Educating parents to provide an environment that will
encourage and nourish these developments should be an
important policy goal. Encouraging parents or policy

makers to believe that we can raise children's overall
Intellectual level through such efforts is probably ..

unrealistic. It does not seem unrealistic, however, to
believe tilat such efforts might be reasonably effective
in ameliorating particulae negative practices and condi-

tions, especially if they were combined with appropriate
services such as health care and, where needed, quality
day care.

CONCLUSION

It is not easy to summarize all that has been achieved in

advances in our ---)wledge of early cognitive development

over the past 20 years. The following is an attempt to

bring out the most important points.
From birth, infants are actively engaged in taking in

and organizing information about the environment. This

is an interactive process in which what is already known

guides what can be learned next. There is no simple pro-
cess of stamping in knowledge from outsiae or simple mat-
uration but rather a complex Interaction between a matur-
ing and incre.asingly knowledgeable organism and an envi-

ronment that offers different opportunities for learnit.g
at different points in development. Parents and other

caretakers who understand the dynamic nature of the
developmental process and who are sensitive to changing

needs and competencies, encouraging exploration and

0 0 I
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inquiry but offering also routines and frameworks that can

be mastereu and understood, provide optimal environments

for early development.
Basic cognitive developments in infancy are under the

control of strong biological forces and are not easily

derailed by specific environmental conditions. Individ-

uals use whatever resources are available to achieve basic

competence and often show considerable resilience in over-

coming temporary deprivation or handicaps. There are con-

ditions, however, both biological (e.g., deafness or
blindness) and environmental, that prevent the achievement

of normal and basic cognitive structures and skills. At

this point we do not know the details of which conditions

are necessary for normal development, although we know a

great deal about common interactive processes. We do know

that some conditions that might be thought to be detri-

mental (group day care, for example) are not; and we also

know that some children from disadvantaged homes who are

apparently physically intact have fallen behind intel-

lectually by the end of the infancy period and have become

candidates for preschool intervention programs. That at

least some of this retardation is unnecessary is apparent

from the results of such massive Intervention programs as

the Heber (1978) study. Moreover, while programs such as

Head Start have had considerable effectiveness in many

areas, the results of these programs do not hold out hope

that deficiencies of the early years can easily be com-

pensated for in later development.

Basic restArh has contributed enormously to our under-

standing of these propositions. There is every reason to

expect that further research will help us to understand

the environmental side of the interactive process in more

detail and in so doing indicate what every child needs for

optimal intellectual functioning.
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From Experimental Research to

Clinical Practice: Behavior

Therapy as a Case Study

G Throw(' Men

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

A Historical Note

Behavior therapy is a relatively new psychological

approach to the assessment and treatment of emotional and
behavioral disoruers and educational problems. A defining
characteristic of behavior therapy, which has served to
set it apart from other psychological therapies, is the
deliberate, continuing attempt to base treatment concepts
and methods on psychology as an experimental science.
Although some of the procedures that are part of current
behavior therapy had been described in the first half of
this century, it was not until the late 1950s and early
1960s t_at behavior therapy emerged as an explicitly for-
mulated, systematic approach to assessment and treatment.
At this early stage of development behavior therapy was
derived directly from what was referred to as modern
learning theory--more specifically, the principles and
procedures of classical and operant conditioning.

Developed by Pavlov at the turn of the c17.1.t2Iyi

sical conditioning refers to the procedure of associating
a neutral or conditioned stimulus (i.e., one that does not
automatically evoke a reflex or response) with an uncon-
ditioned stiMulus (i.e., one that naturally elicits a
response). Pairing Ek conditioned stimulus with an uncon-
ditioned stimulus event,ually results in the ability of the
conditioned stimulus alone to elicit the response. In

classical conditioning, events or stimuli that precede.
behavior control the response. For example, Mowrer and
Mowrer (1938) conceptualized the relatively common child-
hood problem of enuresis (bed-wetting) as a failure of
certain stimuli (bladder cues) to elicit a response (wak-
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ing) so that the child can rise and urinate appropriately:

Accordingly, they devised a treatment based.,on.classical

conditioning prnciples. They constructed 'an apparatus

that consists of a urine-sensitive pad that is connected

to a bell. When the child urinates, the bell automati-

cally rings, serving as an unconditioned stimulus for

waking. Bladder distension that precedes the uncondi-

tioned stimulus eventually elicits waking prior to urina-

tion and the sounding of the alarm. The procedure results

in control of urination and permits the child to sleep

through the night without urinating. Subsequent research

has shown that this bell-and-pad technique is a safe,

effective, and Inexpensive method for eliminating enuresis

(Ross, 1981).

With the rise of behaviorism in the United States early

in this centu'ry and its emphasi.s on the objective study

()f psycholoqN learning processes and procedures such as

clissical conditioning became a dominant focus of re-

search. Among the notable figures who expanded our knowl-

edge.of the laws of learning and laid the foundations for

the growth of behavior therapy in the 1950s were Hull,

Spence, Tolman, Guthrie, Mower, and Miller. The experi-

mental studies of Mowrer and Miller were particularly

significant, since they investigated fear responses and

avoidance behavior. Their findings directly influenced

the development of techniques for treating anxiety-related

disorders, which are discussed below. Another promdnent

behaviorist, Skinner, contributed the detailed analysis

of operant conditioning, in which a major portion of

behavior can be shown to be a function of its consequences

to the organism.
Research on conditioning and'learning principles, con-

ducted largely in the animal laboratory, had become a

tollittlant thkiffié in experimental psychology in this country

during the years that followed World War II (Kimble,

1961). In the traditions of Pavlov and Skinner, basic

researchers in thig area were committed to the scientific

analysis of behavior using the laboratory rat and pigeon

as their prototypic subjects. Applications of learning

principles to clinical disorders, however, including

Movirer and Mowrer's extension of conditioning principles

to the treatment of enuresis, were isolated and sporadic

efforts that had scant impact on psychotherapy.

TheSe early extensions of learning principles to human

problems received no formal attention in part because

conditioning principles, which had heen demonstrated with

animals, were rejected as too simplistic and irrelevant

to the treatment of complex human problems. Under the .

1
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influence Or truditional psychodynamic therapies, condi-
tioning treatments were rejected as superficial, mechan-
istic, and naive. A schism developed between academic
experimental and clinical psychologists. The former were
trained in scientific methods, with an emphasis on con-
trolled experimentation and quantitative measurement.
rhe latter concerned themselves with projective tests,
intrapsychic inferences, and speculative hypotheses about
the unconscious motives behind human behavior. Students
enrolled in doctoral clinical programs gained their clin-
ical training in a medically oriented setting such as a
state hospital, a Veterans Administration center, or a
psychiatric clinic. Essentially abandoning their academic
trairing in psychology as an experimental science, stu-
dents in these psychiatric settings learned to apply
quasi-disease analogies in treating mental illness.
Behavior therapy was developed as a formal attempt to
"bridge this gap between laboratory and clinic.

Modern Origins of Behavior Therapy

Foremost among the modern origins of behavior therapy

were the following developments. In 1958, Wolpe, a South
African psychiatrist, published the classic text, Psycho-
therapy by Reciprocal Inhibition, in which he intrcduced
several novel treatment methods based on the principles
of Pavlovian conditioning, Hull's learning theory, and his
own research on the elimination of experimentally produced
"neurotic" reactions in laboratory animals. In England,

Eysenck (1959) defined behavior therapy as the application
of modern learning theory to psychiatric disorders.
Behavior therapy was said to be a scientific approach
based on experimentally demonstrated methods that were
more effective than traditional psychotherapy. The latter

was characterized as unscientific in nature, based on
speculative theories and procedures, and lacking any --

acceptable evidence of its efficacy. In sum, according

to Eysenck, behavior therapy was an applied science, the
defining feature of which was that it is testable and

falsifiable. A testable theory is one that can be speci-
fied with sufficient precision so that it can be subjected
to experimental investigation. A theory that is falsifi-
able is one that specifies experimental conditions that
could result in the theory being disproved or falsified.
Eysenck argued that in contrast to learning theory, psy-
choanalysis was too vaguely formulated to be really test-
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able and that it WAS impossible to identify conditions

under which it cou'd be falsified. ,

In the United States, Skinner (1953:373) 'reconceptual-

ized psychotherapy in behavioristic terms: \

\

\

The field of psychotherapy is rich in explapatory

fictions. Behavior itself has not been accepted as

subject matter in its own right, but only as, an

indication of something wrong somewhere else. The

task of therapy is said to be to iemedy an ihner

Illness of which the behavioral mianifestation are

merely "symptoms" . . .
the condition to be c r-

rected is called "neurotic," and the thing to be

attacked by psychotherapy is then identified as a

"neurosis." The term no longer carries its original

implication of a derangement of the nervous system,

but it is nevertheless an unfortunate example of an

explanatory fiction. It has encouraged the thera-

pist to avoid specifying the behavioi to be cor-'

rectel or showing why it is disadvantageous or

dangerous. By suggesting a single cause for multi-

ple disorders it has implied a uniformity which iS

not to be found in the data, Aoove all, it has ,

encouraged the belief that pysc.notherapy consists

of removing inner causes of mental illness, as the,

surgeon removes an inflamed appendix or cancerous

growtn or as indigestible food is purged from the

body. L . . It is not an inner cause of behavior

out the behavior itself which--in the medical anal-,

ogy of catharsismust be "got out of the system."

Operant conditioning principles and procedures were rap-

idly extended by Skinner's students to the modification,

of diverse clinical and educational problems.

In sum, although these different pioneers in behavior

.erapy did not share an Identity of views, they were

drawn together in their conviction that effective psycho-

logical therapy must be based on the content and method

of expeiimental psychology. (For a detailed history of

behavior modification, see Kazdin, 1978a.)

Current Conceptions

Toward the end of the 1960s the theoretical and research

bases of behaviOr therapy began to be expanded by drawing

more broadly on areas of experimental research and psycho-

56 ,
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logical theory beyond classical and erant-conditioning
principles. Increasingly, behavior -nerapists turned to

current developments in areas such as social, personality,
and developmental psychology for different ways of con-
ceptualizing their activities and as a source of innova-
tive therapeutic strategies.

Particularly noteworthy in this regaid was Bandura's
cial learning theory, with its emphases on vicarious

learning (modeling), symbolic processes, and self-
regulatory mechanisms (Bandura, 1969). The earliest
behavioral formulations of Wolpe, Eyzenck, Skinner, and
others had eschewed cognitive concepts in their analyses
of behavior change, choosing to focus more narrowly on
overt, observable responses. This appeal to conditioning
as opposed to cognition stemmed from the early emphasis
on principles from the animal conditioning laboratory and
the initial reaction of behaviorism and behavior therapy
against the mentalistic concepts of traditional psycho-
dynamic approaches. Bandura's theory and rasearch had a
major influence on the practice of behavior therapy in
clinical and educational settings. Examples of the use
of modeling and self-control strategies in promoting psy-
chological change are discussed later in this paper. The
important point to note here is that these influential
contributions of Bandura and other leading figures who
tackled the theoretically challenging phenomena oi unob-
servable or cognitive determinants of behavior and self-
regulatory processes (e.g., Kanfer ani Phillips, 1970)
derived from basic laboratory research using human sub-
jects.

Throughout the 19i0s behavior therapists incorporated
cognitive processes and procedures into their therapeutic
armamentarium. In many instances this recent "cognitive
connection" in behavior therapy has been a far cry from
the original behavioristic formulations of Wolpe, Skinner,
and other pioneers. New treatment strategies were gen-
erated, alternative theoretical interpretations of exist-
ing methods were proposed, and novel analyses of specific
clinical disorders (e.g., cognitive models of depression)
were introduced. Once again basic psychological research
furnished the mainsprings of many of these concept-al and
clinical developments. Among other sources of psycnolog-
ical research, attribution theory (a prominent part of
contemporary cognitive-social psychology) and information-
processing concepts had significant impacts on the nature
of behavior therapy (Mahoney, 1974; Rosenthal, 1982) . In

1974 Dember remarked that "psychology has gone cognitive."
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Social, developmntal, and experimental psychology all

showed the profound influence of cognitive conceptualiza-

tions. That behavior therapy followed this cognitive

trend, given its self-conscious link to psychology as an

experimental science, is not surprising. By the late

1970s the term cognitive behavior modification had become

a fixture ir the field (Meichenhaum, 1977).

In sum, there is no monolithic-approach to behavior

theraPY. Contemporary behavior therapy is marked by' a

diversity of views, a broad range of heterogeneous pro-

cedures with different theoretical rationales, and open

debate about tne adequacy of existing conceptual founda-

tions. Despite these differences among behavior thera-

pists with respect to specific theoretical frameworks, a

common core of fundamental assumptions characterize the

field. The two basic characteristics are a psychological

model of human behavior, which differs fundamentally from

the traditional intrapsychic, psychodynamic, or quasi-

disease model of mental ftlness, and a commitment (in

principle if not always in practice) to an applied science

approach, to maintaining a link'to the methods and sub-

stance of psychology as an experimental science. This

approach has the following characteristics: (1) an

explicit, testable conceptual framework; (2) tieatment

that is either derived from or at least consistent with

the content and method of experimental clinical psychol-

ogy; (3) therapeutic techniques that can be described

with sufficient precv.ion to be measured objectively and

be replicated; (4) the experimental evaluation of treat-

ment methods and concepts; and (5) the emphasis on inno-

vative research stritegkes that allow rigorous evaLuation

of specific methods applied to particular problems instead

of global assessment of ill-defined procedures applied to

heterogeneous problems.
Of course, there is not,,nor can there be, a simple

isomorphic relationship between psychological research and

clinical practice. Behavioral practitioners have neces-

sarily borrowed concepts and treatment methods from other

therapeutic approaches; moreover, following their counter-

parts from alternative..theoretical
orientations, they have

developed their own cclinical lore, mud)) of which owes

nothing to experimental research. Lacking sufficient

information and guidelines from scientific research,

behavior therapists frequently are obliged to adopt an

Informed trial and error approach to difficult or unusual

problems. It must also be emphasized that oevond scien-

tific knowledge and prowess, the behavior therapist must
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possess personal and professional qualities similar to
those demanded Uy other psychotherapeutic approaches.
So-called nonspecific factors such as warmth, empathy,
caring, and sound clinical judgment are necessary but not
sufficient ingredients of most therapeutic change (Wilson
and Evans, 1977) . The distinguishing feature of behavior
therapy is the degree to which the findings of basic psy-
chological research have had an indelible influence on
clinical thinking and practice in behavior therapy--on the
conceptual models of abnormal behavior and its modifica-
tion, on specific assessment and intervention strategies,
and on methodological advances in the evaluation of tteat-
ment outcome. The for1owing sect.ions of this paper pro-
vide illustrative examples of this crocial link between
experimental research and effective therapeutic applick,
tions.

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND THERAPEUTIC PRACTICE

Behavior therapy is broadly applicable to a wide range of

problems. In addition to clinical psychology and psychi-
atry, areas of successful application include education,
rehabilitation, and even medicine (v.azdin and Wilson,
1978) . Indeed, it can be argued that behavioral treatment
methods are applicable to a far wider' range of clinical

disorders than traditional psychodynamically oriented
psycnotnerapies (Rachman and Wilson, 1980). The following

-
sections present summary abalyses of the role of basic

,
research in behavioral treatment of selected problems.
These problems have been chosen to convey'tHe breadth of
behavioral applications across widely differing disorders
in different populations (includinc adults and children)
as well as the personal and societal significance of the
problems on which psychological research has had'a salu-
tary effect.

The carer conclades with the presentation of a compre-
hensive 1,odel of the overall relationships among different
levels of psychological research and therapeutic applica-
tions. The model indicates the necessity of different
types of research for an adequate applied science of
clinical treatment to be realized.

56
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Anxiety Disorders:

Fears, Phobias, Obsessions, and Complusions

Specific fear reduction techniques that are commonly used

to treat the full range of neurotic anxiety disorders were

derived directly from conditioning research on animals.

These techniques include systemaeic desensitization,

flooding, in vivo exposure, and response prevention, and

collectively they provide striking evidence of the value

and potential of basic research for therapeutic applica-

tions.

Fears and Phobic Disorders

AmGng the most effective and widely sed methods for over-

coming phobic disorders are systemat_c desensitization,

flooding, and in vivo exposure.

Systematic Desensitization This technique was developed

in its present form by Wolpe (1958) on the basis of his

research on the experimental induction and elimination of

"neurotic" fears in cats. He showed that conditioned

emotional responses could be eliminated by feeding animals

gradually closer to the locus of the original fear condi-

tioning. Accordingly, Wolpe formulated his reciprocal

inhibition principle, which stated that anxiety-eliciting

stimuli could be pemanently neutralized if "a response

antagonistic tO anxiety can be made to occur in the pres-

ence of the anxiety-evoking stimuli so that it is accom-

panied by the complete or partial suppression of the

anxiety response" (p. 71). In applying these laboratory

findings to the development of a_practica1 clinical treat-

ment technique, Wolpe adapted from Jacobson (1938) a tech-

nique calied p::ogressive relaxation tiaining as a means

of producing a response that is incompatible with anxiety.

Briefly, this consists of training people to concentrate

on systematically relaxing the differentimuscle groups of

the body, which results in lowered physioldgical arousal

and a comfortable feeling of calmness.

In another extrapolation from basic laboratory research

findings to the therapeutic situation,' Wolpe found that

Imaginal representation of stimulus conditions seemed to

be as effective in eliciting anxiety as their actual

occurrence. This development was of maicr importance in

aiding the therapirt to deal with anxiety reactions that

3 6
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could not be easily controlled or directly dealt with in
the therapist's office. The patient is asked to imagine

anxiety-produ.:Ing scenes in a carefully graded fashion.
Hierarchies of anxiety-eliciting situations are con-
structed, ranying from mildly stressful to very threaten-.
ing items,,which patients are instructed to imagine while
they are,deeply relaxed. Each scene is repeated or the
nierarchy adjusted, until the person can visualize the
scene without experiencing anxiety. Only then does the
therapist present the next item of the hierarchy. When
appropriate, the patient is usually instructed to engage
in graduated performances of previously feared activities
p the real wOrld, a procedural variant known as in vivo
desensitization.

Systematic desensitization has been the most exten-
sively researched technique among the various psychologi-
cal therapies !e.g., Rachman and Wilsonc,1980). A reas-

suring feature of the massive clinical and research lit-
erature on systematic desensitization is that, while there
is lively debate over the theoretical mechanisms that are
responsible for anxiety'reduction, its therapeutic effi-
cacy has been generally accepted. A strongly positive

evaluation of systematic desensitization has remained
consistent over the years. In a major review of the evi-
dence on systematic desensitization in 1969, Paul was able
to conclude that "the findings were overwhelming post.tive,
and for the first time in the history of psychological
treatments; a specif2x treatment package reliably produced
measurable benefits for clients across a broad range of
distressing _problems in which anxiety was of fundamental
Importance. 'Relapse' and 'symptom substitution' were
notably lacking, althou9h the majority of authors were

attuned to these problems" (p. 11;91. Leitenberg (1976 .

later commented that "it seems safe i.-) conclude that sys-
tematic desensitization is demonstrably ,-ore effective
than both no treatment and every psychotherapy variant
with which it has so far been compared" (p. 131).

Systematiè desensitization has proved effective for the
full range of phobic reactions, ranging from simp).e, cir-
cumscribed complaints (e.g., fear of small animals,
heights, and so on) to complex and debilitating disorders,
such as agoraphobia. A unique feature of this evidence
is that it comes from studies that employed sophisticated
controls, unprecedented in psychotherapy research, to
exclude alternative explanations of the observed treatment

effects. The introduction of pseudotherapy or control
treatment conditions, corresponding to factors such as

5 6 t../
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therapist contact, expectations of therapeutic gain, and

credibility of procedures, enabled behavioral investiga-
tors toishow that the specific treatment technique per se
was responsible for therapeutic change. In addition, the

favorable results obtained with this efficient technique

appear to be lasting. Follow-up evaluations of the suc-

cess of systematic desensitization, even with severe

agoraphobics, have shown that treatment success was main-
tained after periods ranging from four to nine years
(Marks, 1971; Munby and Johnston, 1980).

Research on systeMatic desensitization has not only
focused on evaluation of its therapeutic efficacy but has
also addressed the theoreti1 mechanisms that are respon-

sible for its succcss. Briefly, Wolpe's original recip-
rocal inhibition hypothesis has been refuted and alter-
native explanations have become the subject of experi-
mental analysis, as described below. What can be stated

_As that the necessary condiltion for successful reduction

of most cases of phobic fear and avoidance has been iden-

'tified: systematic, repeated exposure to fear-eliciting

situations. Relaxation training and graded exposure via

a hierarchy of stimulus scenes can facilitate exposure

and thereby benefit treatment, but neither are critical

. ingredients for th'erapeutio success.

.
The explosion of research on process and out.lome of

systematic desensitization and related techniquee of fear

reduction that are discussed below requires commett. The

quantity and methodological quality of this experil.'ental
research activity is unprecedented in the history of psy-

chotherapy. Typically, in the psychological therapies, a
new method has been introduced on the basis of anecdotal

observations and uncritically accepted into clinical prac-

tice without subsequent experimental evaluation. That
behavioral treatment piethods for neurotic disorders, such

as systematic desensiApation, became the focus of inten-

sive experimental investigation highlights the unique con-

tinuing link between experimental research in psychology

and the clinical practice of behavior therapy.
There are a number of specific reasons for this upsurge

ot research on treatment methods. First, techniques like

systematic desensitization were carefully specified and
operationally defined so that they could be applied by
different investigators in a standardized fashion. Repli-

cation of methods and results, a necessary feature of any
scientific endeavor, therefore became possible. Contrast

this development with the case of traditional psycho-

therapies, in which procedures are complex and poorly
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specified, making replication difficult, if not impos-

sible. This view is shared by workers in the field of

psychbanalysis, as demonstrated by the conclusions of

Fisher and Greenberg, following their detailed review of

psychoanalytic theory and practice (1977:411): "The field

[of psychoanalytic therapy] is filled with vagueness,

appeals to authority rather than evidence, lack of speci-,

ficity in the definitions 'used, and unreliability in the

application of,techniques and dynamic conceptualization."

, Which, it must be added, makes evaluation well-nigh
impossible.

A second reason for this research effort was the devel-

oPment of an experimental paradigm for studying fear

reduction Processes and procedures. Following we,11-

established precepts from experimental psychologyc behav-

iorally oriented investigators analyzed fear and phobic

disorders in tightly-controlled laboratory settings (so-
called analogue research--see Figure 1) that permit pre-

cise specification of treatment procedures and detailed

assessment of outcomes using objective measures of behav-.

ioral avoidance and physiological arousal (Lang, 1969).

Laboratory or analogue studies of this kind enabled
behavior therapists to examine theoretical mechanisms in
treatment success and to refine specific/techniques.
Treatment methods weie then extended to phobic patients

in different clinical settings. The laboratory studies

referred to above not only facilitated the development of

more effective treatment methods but 'also led directly to

major advances in our understadding of the basic nature

of fear and its modification. To mention only one find-

ing, it is now clear that fear is not a unitary phenome-

non, but a complex concept of at least three loosely

coupled components--overt avoidance behavior, physiologi-

cal arousal, and verbal (sub)ective) responses. These

three components of the fear response do not always cor-

relate with each other; they may be differentially respon.-
sive tb different treatment methods and can change at

different rates. This information on the synchrony cr

lack of it of different measdres of fear has given rise
to several predictions about therapeutic change, suggests
useful guidelines for assessing the nature of patients'

phobic complaints, and provides a basis for new strategies

for evaluating treatment outcoMe. The breakthrough in

measurement and assessment in phobic disorders has had

Important effects on the assessment of a variety of other

disorders, such as sexual dysfunction, pain, etc. (see

Rachman and Wilson, 1980). The research on behavibral

'x
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methodS or fear reduction represents a persuasive example
of the mutually berieficia,l, reciprocal infiluence between
basic research and clinical applications, a theme that is

- elaborated,in a later section of this paper.

r.

Flooding and In Vivo Exposure Unlike systematic desen-
sitization, which relies on client-controlled, graduated
exposure to anxiety-eliciting stimulus conditions,'flood-
ing involves therapist-controlled, prolonged exposure to
high-iht-ansity aversive stimulation without the soothing

-.

effects of relaxation training. Flooding may be conducted

in imagination, but it is more usually done in vivo. The

presentation of feared.stimuli. is expected to elicit a

strong emotional response initially; however, continued
exposure to these stimuli should result in a rapid
decrease in fearful response. In order to ensuie full.

exposure to the stimuli that elicit anxiety, the client :

is preventeoefrom making an avoidanceor escape response.
Whether the exposure is presented in imagination iC\\n
real life, the client is strongly encouraged to con inue
to attend to,the anxiety-eliciting dtimuli despite the
initial Stressful effects this usually entails. For

example, an agoraphobic cl.ent would typically be asked
to imagine the experience of a sudden panic in a crowded
supermarket, surrounded by an uncaring group of peOple,
developing uncontrollable palpitations of the heart, being
bathed in a nervous sweat, feeling intense shame and pub-
lic embarrassment, fainting, and being taken by ambulance

to a mental hospital. Such a scene would be presented
continuously in imagination until the client's initial

anxiety shows a definite decrease and the formerly fright-

ening stimuli no l'onger elicit much distress. In vivo

exposure is similar to flooding in vivo except that it may

be conducted on a graduated or hierarchical basis. The

purpose is to uave clients confront their feared situa-

tions or objects without experienckng the intense levels
of anxiety that are part of flooding.

Flooding au,; in vivo exposure methods derive directly
from studies of animal conditioning and avoidahce behavior

'(Levis and Hare, 1977). A typical study would be to place

the animal (usually a.rat or dog) in one compartment of

an apparatus in which the subject could escape to a second

compartment by making a respon3e such as jumping over a

barrier. A neutral,stimulus (e.g., a tone) is presented,

followed by an electric shock. Initially the animal man-

ages to escape from the electric shock by making the

--------------
.
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response that gains access to the "safe" compartment.
The rat learns rather quickly to anticipate and avoid the
shock by moving into the safe compartment whenever the
tone is presented. The tong becomes a conditioned fear
stimulus, evoking fear that is reduced by the_ instrumental

act of avoidance. One of the characteristics of this
avoidance behavior that has attracted considerable theo-
retical and experimental attention is the great persis-

. tence the animals showed in continuing to make the avoid-
ance response even though the shock was turned off. In

some instances the aniMal would continue to avoid to the

point of physical exhaustion, a phenomenon that was
described as "pathological" (e.g., Solomon et al., 1953).

Behavior therapists seized on.studies oflavoidance
behavior in laboratory animals as a convenient analogue
to the study of phobic reactions. As noted above, Wolpe
overcame avoidance behavior in his r:ats by encouraging
exposuie to the feared stimuli through graded presenta-
tions of the stimuli, eliciting a response that competed
with or inhibited the conditioned fear reaction. Subse-

quently, more rapid methods of eliminating "neurotid"

avoidance behavior were discovered. One such method

involved simply preventing the animal from making the
avoidance/escape response once the,conditioned stimulus
was presented by placing a barrier between the two com-

partments. Initially the animal would show strong fear

reactions and struggle to escape. Eventually, however,

the fear seemed to disappe-ái-and attempts to aVdi-d-Or--

-escape ceased. When the barrier was removed and the con-
ditioned fear stimulus presented, the animal showed no

avoidance behavior. The analogy to flooding and in vivo

exposure treatment methods is obvi6us, excepetbat phobic

patients are not physically forced*to confront their

feared situations. Not only did this conditioning

.research on the elimination of long-lasting avoidance
responses in laboratory animals suggest a specific treat-

ment procedure, but it also helped to specify some of the

important parameters that determine how well the technique

works.' For example, the research on the avoidance
responses of animals showed that exposure to the condi-
tioned fear stimuli should be continuous and protracted.

Too brief a period of exposure would'fail to eliminate

the conditioned fear (or would even temporarilyyincrease
it), which might then motivate other forms of avoidance

behavior. Precisely the same finding has been reported'

with phobic patients. To illustrate, one study demon-'

strated that two hours of continuous fldoding in N4ivo was'

5 7
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significantly more effective than four separate hours in

one afternoon in the treatment of agoraphobic patients.

Short exposures have produced a transient Increase in

fear.
Several well-controlled studis have demonstrated that

flooding can be an extremely effective therapeutic tech-

nique in the treatment of different phobic disorders.

Some of these studies have involved comparisons between

flooding and systematic desensitization, the overall

results indicating that flooding is more widely applica-

ble, more efficient, and probably more effestive (Marks,

1981).
Several lines of evidence clearly, show that flooding

and in vivo exposure are efficient and effective methods

of treating phobic disorders. In order to go beyond

relatively global, summary statements of numerous research

investigations and to present a clearer picture of the

nature of this evidence, I present the details of spe-.

ciftc project that was part of a clinical research program

at Oxford University in England. It is a behavioral study

that combines methodological rigor with clinical rele-

vance. .

Gelder and his associates (1973) compared flooding with

, systematic desensitization and a placebo control condition
in the treatment of clinical phobias. In the placebo con-

dition the therapist presented phobic images to initiate

the clients' free association but made no attempt to con-
trol the content of subsequent imagery or verbal re-

sponses. The clients were told that this exploration of

their feelings would enhance self-understanding and

decrease their anxiety. All treatments wive carried out

by experienced therapists explicitly trained in the

administration of the different methods. An attempt was

made to fnduce a high expectancy of succeSs in half the

subjects by desciibing the Ereatment and the therapist
chosen in very favorable terms, showing them a videotape

of a clAent.who had benefited from the treatment they were

to receive. Treatment effects were evaluated in terms of
measureb of behavioral avoidance, blind psychiatric rat-

lngs, clietit self-ratings, physiological responsiveness,

and standardized psychological tests. The adequacy of

the cdntrol group in eliciting expectancies of treatment

success comparable to those evoked by the two behavioral

methods was assessed directly. Half the clients were
agoraphobics, che other half a mixed group of specific

phobias. Patients were assigned to treatments and thera-

pists by means of a factpiial design that permitted an
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analysis of the possible interactions among treatment
effects, therapist differences, type of phobia, and levels

of expectancy. Treatment duration was 15 weekly sessions.

In sum, the Gelder et al. (1973) study was sufficiently

well designed and well executed to answer the question of

whaX tfeatment method had what specific effect on what

problem In whom.
Both behavioral treatments, particularly flooding,

produced greater improvement than the control condition

on the behavioral avoidance tests, the physiological

arousal measures, the psychiatric ratings of the main

phobia, and patients' self-ratings of improvement. Simply

put, flooding was rclughly twice as effective as the power-

ful placebo control ,treatMent. An important finding in

,this study was that the placebo control treatment was

markedly less effective than both flooding and systematic

desensitization with agoraphobics,than with the other

subjects. This result provides additional evidence that

the success of behavioral methods such as flooding and

systematic desensitization cannot be attributed solely to

the role of placebo factors or expectations of favorable

therapeutic outcome.
The experimental sophistication of studies of this

kind, as noted above, in which a specific technique is

compared with a highly credible placebo condition that

controls for potential influences, such as the therapeutic

relationship, expectations of therapeutic gain, and the

like, represents a dramatic improvement over manifestly

inadequate research on traditional psychotherapy methods

(Kazdin and Wilson, 1978; Rachman and Wilson, 1980).

Another commendable aspect of this research by the

Oxford group is their practice, regrettably rare both in

the behavior therapy and the psychotherapy literature, o.t

conducting long-term follow-ups. The six-month follow-up

data showed that the treatment effects were maintained.

Subsequently, Munby and Johnston (1980) published a

report of follow-ups of the agoraphobics from the Gelder

stUdy and those of two other related studies by the same
group of investigators at Oxford five to nine years after

therapy. Of the total of 66 agoraphobics who h.7,d been

treated in these three studies, 95 percent were inter-

viewed'by a psychiatric research worker five to nine years

later. Follow-up measures, repeating those used in the

original studies, were compared with those obtained prior

to treatment and six months after treatment ended. On

most measures of agoraphobia the patients were much better

at follow-up than they had been before treatment. The

576
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assessor's ratings suggested that there had been little
change in the patients' agoraphobia since six months after
treatment. Some of the patients' self-ratings showed
evidence of a slight improvement over this periOd. No
evidence of any untoward effects of this treatment was
found. It should be noted, however, that a sizable number
of these forther patients had received additional treatment
(behavior therapy or psychotropic drugs) over the follow-
up interval, suggesting that caution be exercised in
interpreting these long-term results.

Two other long-term follow-ups provide further support
for the durable effects of in vivo exposure treatments of
agoraphobic patients. In Holland, ammelkamp and Kuipers
(1979) followed up 70 gutpatient agoraphobics, derived

from a sample of 81 patients who had received exposure
treatments four years-previously. All information was
obtained from questionnaires that were mailed to patients.
Improvements in phobic_fear and avoidance made during
treatment were maintained, and on some of the measures
further improvement occurred; there was also a reduction
in depiession in the follow-up period and no new neurotic
disturbances developed. In Scotland, McPherson and his
colleagues (1980), using a follow-up by mail of 56 agora-
phobics who had shown improvement when treated with in
vivo exposure, similarly found that treatment gains were
maintained four years later.

Comparable therapeutic successes with flooding and in
vivo exposure methods have been reported by different
investigators in different countries. Moreover, aspects
of the delivery of treatment have been systematically
varied, for example, by comparing the results produced by
individual and by group treatment. In vivo exposure con-
ducted on a group basis is as effective as individual
treatment, which is an important finding, since group
treatment saves expensive therapist time and reduces the
cost of treatment. Similarly, Marks and his colleagues
in London described a program to train nurses to treat
phobic and obsessive-compulsive disorders and examined
the costs and benefits of such treatment (Marks et al.,
1977). Nurse therapist, obtained treatment results-com-
parable to those obtained by psychologists and psychia-
trists, with the advantage that the nurses required less
training time. The benbfits (4,1.5reatment exceeded the

-Costs when-improvement continueTfor more than two years.
This was largely the result of three factors: reduced
use of treatment racilities after therapy, a reduction of
absenteeism from work, and reduced family expenses as a
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result of enhanced functioning. Factors such as reduced
suffering and increased enjo9Ment of life were not
assigned a monetary value and can be regarded as added
benefits:

To conclude, flooding and in vivo exposure methods have
' been sho,11 to be effective in treating phobic disorders.

The evidence indicates that they aie the preferred psy-
chological therapy methods for treating phobics. This
conclbsion does not imply that in vivo expoure methods'
should not, in some Instances, be supplemented by other
cognitive, behavioral, or pharmacological treatments,
although the evidence is not clear on the value of these

' additional therapeutic procedures. For example, the
behavior therapist might need to employ assertiveness
training to overcome interpersonal problems, resolve
marital conflicts, and ensure that.family members assist
in maintaining treatment-produced success. Problems of

aconcurrent depression might require'behavioral treatment
.directed primarily at depression or even the adjunctive
use of antldepressant drugs. Complex problems require
multifaceted treatment interventions.

Theoretical Mechanisms in Fear Reduction The common
denominator in the demonstrable success of fear reduction
methods like systematic desensitization, flooding, and in
vivo exposure is the systemaqc, repeated exposure to
feared situations. Yet this is only a description of what
effective treatment minimally involves. The explanation
for the success of exposure remains to be identified. The
orlginal theoretical account of these procedures does not
fare well in the light of availableevidence, although the
specifics are beyond the scope of this paper (Wilson and
O'Leary, 1980). (This example of a theory giving rise to
an effective procedure, only to be subsequently proven
untenable as an explanation of that procedure, is not
uncommon in the psychological therapies.) A recent con-
ference Sponsbred by the National Institute of Mental
Health on behavior therapies led to the recommendation
that the highest priority for futyre research be given to
"studies that would answer basic process questions con-
cerning the mechanism of action of exposure-based treat-
ments in order to determine why these treatments work.
It was concluded that answers to these questions would
help to improve.the effectiveness and efficiency of these
treatments as well as making them more generally applica-
ble" (Barlow and Wolfe, 1980) . This recommendation from
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researchers and practitic'ners from this country and 'Europe

indicates the importance they assign to the role that's'

basic research has already played in the development of

effective therapeutic methods and its potential role in,

refining and improving existing sttategies. In the seach

for a bettef understanding of therapeutic fear reduction

processes, current attention is fOcused primarily on two'

lines of experiMental rlsearch.
The first is Bandura's (1977) laboratory research on

self-efficacy theory. According to ,Bandura, treatment

techniques such as desensitization, flooding, and variants

of modeling are effective because they incrbase the

client's expectations of personal efficacy. Efficacy

expectations reflect a subjective estimate that cane has

the wherewithall tO cope successfully with threatening

situations. This mini-theory specifies the sources of

information from which efficacy expectations derive and

the major sources through which different modes of.treat-

ment operate. This cognitive theory,of fear reduct:ion

methods generates different predictions from those of

conditioning theory. Initial experimental tests of self-

efficacy theory have yielded encouraging if not unequivo-

otal results.
The point to be stressed is that self-efficacy theory

was formulated,and developed on the basis of carefully

conterolled laboratory experiments using subjects with

specific phobias about snakes. The underlying assumptions

of the theory can be traced to recent theorizing and

research in cognitive and social psychology (e.g.,

information-processing and attribution theory) as well as

experimental clinical analyses of fear reduction in

behavior therapy. The predictions derived from this

experimental resOrch have led to important therapeutic

applications with complex phobic disorders in clinical

patients (e.g., agoraphobics), depression, and substance

abuse. Regardlest of the ultimate value of self-efficacy

theory; it provides another example of the interplay

between laboratory research ana therapeutic applications

that is fundamental to the development of an applied

clinical sCience.
A second line of experimental research in fear reduc-

tion involves Lang's (1979) bioinformational theory of

emotional imagery. The theory is derived from current

cognitive conceptions about the nature of imagery and

information-processing and psychophysiological analyses

of fear arousal in laboratory subjects. In this propo-

sitional analysis, an image is seen as a conceptual net-
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work, the cogrative structure of which controls specific-
physiological responses and serves as a prototype for
overt behavioral expression. The diffeience between this
theory and previous conditioning theory analyses of
imagery and conditioned autonomic responses (e.g., Wolpe's
reciprocal inhibition theory) is Obvious. Lang stresses
that an image ig not an internal Stimulus to which a per-
son responds (the stimulus response conception of
ithagery in the behavior therapieg). Rather, the person
generates a conceptual structure that contains both stimu-.

lus and response propdsitions. Behavior chaage "depends
not on simple exposure to fear stimuli, but on the genera-
tion of the relevant affective cognitive structure, the
prototype for overt behavi6i, which is subsequently modi-
fied into a more functional form" (Lang, 1979:501).

One of the advantages of this theory is that it pro-
vides an explanation for the variable effects of exposure
therapies in the treatment of phobics. "Only those who
generate the.relevant affective stimulus and response
propositions cin be expected to respond successfully.
Those who are unab'le to accomplish this primary processing
of affective information will show poorer outcomes. Since
Lang has been able to,train subjects to improve their
generation of affective response propositions, direct
tests of this assumption of the theory are feasible.

Modeling Procedures Modeling refers to the process of
observational or vicarious leaining in which a person
acquires new patterns of behavior or displays,formerly
inhibited actions as a result of watching a model perform
these activities. The latter process, what Bandura (1977)
calls the disinhibitory effects of mpleling, are espe-

.

many important in the treatment of fears and phobias.
Modeling processes and procedures became increasingly
important in behavior therapy-during the ,1970s. Major
progress has been made in the scientific analysis.of

modeling during this period, both in terms of the udder-
lying theoretical processes and applications to clinical
.and educational settings.

The previoCis sections on systematic desensitization and
flooding described therapeutic techniques derived from
studies of classical and instrumental conditioning of
animalP. The extensive use of modeling procedures in
clinical and educational applications reflects the influ-
ence on behavior therapy of other areas of basic psycho-
logical theory and research--naMely, social development

56,
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and cognittion. It was the emphais on cognitive-social

processes.such as modeling, and the inevitable broadening

of the conceptual and experimental base of behavior ther-

apy, that helped to make Bandura's book, Princii4es of

Behavior Modification (1969), such a decisive influerice

on the field. Acknowledging the demonstrable value of
conditioning principles derived from animal research, he

noted also their inherentGlimitations in conceptualizing

the ways in which social behavior.is acquired and modi-

fied. In order to accountsior social phenomena,'it was'

necessary to modify existing learning principles and in-

troduce new concepts that had been established through 4

experimental studies oethe acquisitiop and modification

of h&nan behavior in Alyadic and group situations.

The chain of influence, whereby laboratory studies of

modeling processes (particularly the resea'rch of Bandura

and his associates at Stanford University) led to "in-

creasingly widespread clinical and educational applica-

tions of modeling procedures; is easily traced. As such,

it provides a compelling example of the way in which 4sic

psychological research^on social development has improved

otir ability to ameliorate many human problems (Rosenthal

and Bandura, 1978). Experimental research has established

vicarjous learning as a robust phenomenon in which chil-

dren and adults learn new behavior by observing a model,'

engage in a particular action. Contraryoto conditioning

principles, the observer need not emit ttie modeled behav-

ior, nor is reinforcement necessary, in order for learning

to take place. Moreover, we now know a great Veal about

the factors that influence the effectiveness of modeling

'and what the operative theoretical mechanisms are. In

short, a model's effect is influenced by such character-

istics 'as s.tatug and similarity to the observer, by the .

observer's ability, to at%end to, eXtracE, and remember

what he or she.sees, and by prOcedural characteristics

such as the consequences to the model, the number of

models, and the range of situations in which the model

appears.
Modeling procedures have been used extensively''in

therapeutic applications to develop new behavior or to

overcome fears and phobias.' The latter practice is

desoribed below.

'Modeling has proved useful in changing a broad range

of behavior, including verbal expressiveness, assertive-

ness, iOcialucompetencies,,problem solving, and self-
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Bandura's'initial studies demonstrated how modeling
was effective in eliminating children's fears. Children
with a fear of dogs watched a film 'n which they observed
a model interact fearlessly with a dog. Assessment 3f
these children's fears before and after exposure to the
film showed that modeling was very effective in reducing
fear and was significantly superior to simply exposing
the children to a film of the samedog. The greater the
number of models and the more varied the dogs with which
they interacted,..the greater the therapeutic effects. In

other applications, extremely withdrawn preschool children
increased their social ativities after viewing a film in
which an initially fearful peer model progressively inter-
acted more frequently with otber.children. Similarly, the

.use of filmed models can significantly reduce children's
fears of dental treatment as well as reduce the anxiety
associated wifh undergoing surgery. The baaic method can
be understood from a brief description of one of the
studies in this irea. Melamed and Siegel (1980) prepared
a film that depicted the experiences of.h seven-year-old
boy undergoing a hernia operation. The child described
his own feelings, the few that he experienced :t each
stage, and his resolution of,them. The observer viewed
the child's.progress through the admission process, ward
orientation, examinations by the sungeon and anesthesiol-
ogiet,jeturn to,the recovery room, retinion with his par-
ents, and hospital discharge. Upon hospital admission;'
30 childrem,about to undergo.surgery for hernias, tonsil-
lectomies, or urinary probleMs were shown either the
modeling film or'a control film about a boy's trip in the
couintry. In addition, all criildren,received preoperativ1

. preparation, which included demenstrations and exprana-
. tions of the surgery and recovery process bY a social
worker and a visit from the surgeon, who again explained
the surgery to the child and his or her parents. The

) children's self-reports of anxiety, staff observations of

con'trol strategies. The educaVonal and p?eventive pos-
sibilities of modeling have begun to be anaiyzed. garly
laboratory studies by Bandiira showed how exposure to
.aggressive models produced significant increases in
aggression in children. Evidence from mani sources indi- .

cates tnat aggressive models on TV lead to greater aggres-
sion in viewers. The portrayal of women's roles and the
adverse effeCte of "junk food" commercials on children's
nutritional preferences hdve also been studied.

58.4:
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.

their behayior, and physiologi-cal measures of anxiety

aroudl all showed greater reduction of anxiety both at

preoperative (night before operation) ;and postoperative

, .
(examination three to four weeks after surgery) assess-

& ments for the group who were exposed to the modeling film.

Parenthetically, it should be noted that this example of

behavioral procedures being incorporated within medical

treatment settings and services is only one aspect of a

much wider trend. The increasing utilization of behav-,

ioral interventions within medicine, with respect to both

prevention and treatment, is known as behavioral medicine.

(This development is discussed more fully in the paper by

Krantz et al., in this volume.) .

With adult phobics, modeling has been found to be

o'either equal or superior to systematic desensitization as

a fear reduction technique. In addition to specific

phobias, such"as fears of small animals or heights, model-

ing has proved effective in treating anxiety that results

in sexual dysfunction. For example, Women with both pri-

mary and secondary orgasmic dysfunction (the inability to

achieve orgasm-and experience sexual satisfaction) Were

successfully treated by ha4ing them observe videotaped

vignettes showing graduated sexual behavioi with instruc-.

tions to practice these activities at home with their

spouses. One of the obvious advantages of videotaped

modeling methods such as those referred to zbove is t'heir

cost-effectiveness and theii potential for expanding

health and mental health service delivery systems (Rosen-

thal and Bandura, 19764.

Participant modeling is a method in which the client

first observes an appropriate model's aceions, then is

asked to engage in the feared behavior with active guid-

ance, support, and corrective feedback from the therapist.

This procedure is clearly'more effective than modeling

alone or imaginal systematic desensitization. Phobics who

are not helped by symbolic modeling or 'imaginai desensi-

tization are often readily aided by participant mOdefing,

a procedure that closely resembles the therapist-assisted

in vivo expOsure methods discussed in the previous sec-

tion. Whether or not modeling increases the efficacy of

in vivo exposure will depend on the type and severity of

the problem in particular patients. -Rosenthal and Bandura

offer the practical observation that "treatment planning

is constrained by the specific activities the client will

or will not undertake. Clients attempting or refusing to

perform a given task sets the limits on the momentary

content of treatment" (p. 640). Participant modeling

5 80
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Includes a number of performance aids thataare designed

,to prompt the recalciirant client to make contact with
the phobic situation. Among these aids, the verbal gup-
port of the,therapist and prior modeling might prove to

.'be decisive in cases of.extreme fear.

The roots of modeling procedures in cognitive-social
learning theory are evident from Bandura's assumption

-.drthat the source or mode of the diSinhibiting information
that forms the basis of modeling is less important than
the ultimate impact the information has on the cognitive
mediating processes that are assumed to regulate behavior.
Thus, in addition to live and filmed models, the effects
of covert modeling, in which the person imaTgines a model
confronting phobic situations, have been evaluated. In a
series of well-contro.led studies, taking the cue from
basic psychological research and therapy, Kazdin and Smith
(1979) demonstrated that covert modeling is more effective
than control condftions in reducing phobias and increasing
assertive responses in interpersonally inhibited individ-
uals. Several procedural factors that critically influ-
ence treatment outcome have bee4 identified. The effeCts
of covert modeling are enhanced if multiple rather than a
single model is used and if their behavior is followed by
reinforcing consequences. If individuals imagine a "cop-
ing" model who gradually overcomes fear as opposed to a
"mastery" model who performs fearlessly from the butset,
greater'behavioral change ensues. These'findings are
reassuringly consistent with the underlying.theory and
with similan results obtained with live and syMbolic
modeling procedures. Although not as powdrful as partici-
pant modeling, and an unsuitable method for many patients
for one or,more reasons, the practical advantages of
covert modeling are obvious since imagery provides an
efficient means of rehearsing phobic scenes or 'inhibited
activities that would be difficult if dot impossible to
arrange on an actual behavioral basis. This was one of
the reaspons that led Wolpe to the use of imagery in sys-
tematic desensitization. The limits of covert modeling
methods require definition through more research.

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorders

There is wide agreement among clinicians of different
theoretical orientations that obsessive-compulsimdis-
orders are among the most severe and disabling of psychi-
'atric problems. They ,have remained resistant to various
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psydhological and somatic therapies, thereby providing a

testing ground for potentially effective methods.
As in other areas, the behavioral treatment literature

shows a definite progression toward the development of

increasingly refined and more effective therapeutic tech-

niques. Our recent).y improved capacity for modifying

these powerful and resistant problems can be attributed

mainly to two developments. First, there has been a%

switch from imaginal to in vivo treatments, which appear

to lake a powerfulecontribution to the treatm#nt of

obsesgtonal disorder's. econd, response preAntion
method's were introduced in the late 1960s (Rachman and

Hodgson, 1980). Fldoding in vivo involves directing the ,

patient (e.g., an obsessive-compulsive Kand-washer with a

fear of contamination) to make repeated contact with the

most feac-provoking situations.(e.g., supposedly contami-

nated articles) as soon as possible. As in the case of

phobic disorders, thisAn vivo exposure May also be grad-

uated. In response prevention the patient is either urged

to refrain from engaging in compulsive rituals or, in the

case of inpatient treatment, is provided with continuous
nursing supervision to ensure ,that compulsive acts are

prevented. The logic of this method derives directly from

the animal conditioning research discussed above. Pensis-

tent avoidance behavibr in rats ol-dogs is rapidly elimi-

nated by the simple expedient of physically preventing the

avoidance behavior in response to the conditioned fear ,

stimulus. Compulsive rituals are viewed, analogously, as
avoidance responses that can be eradicated in the same '

manner.
The nature and.effects of response prevention can be .

illustrated with reference tO the following study of five

hospitalized, severely...disturbed obsessive-compulsive

patients (Mills et al., 1973). A notewonthy feature of

this study is the use of a type of experimental methodol-

ogy that permits evaluation of the efficacy of speqific

treatment,techniques. Each patient seryed as his or he^r

own control in evaluating the effect of sequentially

introducing-, then removing, a therapeutic procedure.

Evaluations were made in terms_of individual compasive

behavior, which was eeliably recorded on a dontinuous 24-

hour basis. The.outcome of the treatment of one of the"
clients,-a cofieulsive l'tAnd-washer, illustrates the general

pattern of results. ,

Recordings of the frequency of hand-washing and urges

to"engage in this,behavior were made over the first eight

days of the baseline period. During the last eight days

r.; c
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the client was exposed to object? that typically elicited
ths urge to hand-washing.' Predictably, hand-washing
i 'ncreased.at this point. Nex, a placebo condition,was
introduced in which-the olient was given two "drugs"
-(actually a glucose capsule, foue timesia day, and an -

injection of saline, one daily) that she was told would
enab V. her to controk her hand-washing compulsion. Hand-

washing increased slightly during tffis phase to an av"erage
of 60 episodes a day. With the introduction of response
prevention.during'6e third phase of this experiment, no
hand-washing was, Possible; the handles were removed from
the sink and the shower in the client's room.r During
phase foaf the client was oncd more able .to wash if she
so desired. However, episodes of hand-washing were minilv.

_pal, and this improvement was maintained during the finer'
.baseline phase of the stUdy, when no treatment interven-
.toion was in effect. Note, however, that the client still
reported urges to wash. The difference was that now, as
a result of treatment, she could control her behavior.
Additional exposure treatment in her home setting; follow-
ing release from the hospieal, resulted in a reduction in
the urge to wash her hands compulsively. Similar substan-

' tial,and,..lasting improvements were achieved with all four

o of the other subjects.
The available eyidence, despite its inevitable gaps

and inadequacies, supports the view that .behavior therapy
is capable of producing significant modifications in these
disorders." The releVant data consist oT uncontrolled '

Clinical trials and controlled outcome studies carrIed
out in this country, Eur'Ope, and Austolia. The quality
of die controlled studies oE these disorders does not
match'th_it of research on phobiC disorders, suggesting
caution in inte:preting the available data. Summarizing
this evidence, Rachilan and Wilson (1980) concluded that:

Behavioral treatment produCes significant Changes °
in obsessional problems, and rapidly at that.
Clinically valuable'.reductions in the frequenty and
intensity of compulsive behavior have been observed
directly and ilzdirectly. ,Significant reductions in
distress and discomfort are usual, and psycho-
physiological changes of a kind observed during the
successful tedatment of phobias, also occur. The'

admittedly insufficient evidence 6n the durability
%.,r the induced change is not discouraging; allowing
for i'he provision of booster treatments as needed,

. . . the therapeutic improvements are stable. The

4
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successful modification .o,the main obsessional

problems often is followed by improvements in social
s

and,vocational adjustment. /n all the series and
controlled studies reported so ear, some, clear fail-.
.ures occurved--the failure rate ranges between 104
and 30%. The reasons for such failures are not
known. . . . The influence of depnession on obses-

; ,sionk disorders is acknowledged tcit be of importance

. . . but the presence of depression^is not,neces-
.sarily an ,obstacle to trAtment. -

As in tcle case of complex agoraphobic disordere; the usg
of in vivo exposure and response prevention methods-with
obsessive-compulsivemust often be sualemented by other
behavioral or.pharmacological methods (e0., antidepres-
sant drugs to change depressed mooa;, see Marks 'et al.,

.Psychotic Disorders

The application/of behavior therapy to psychotic-disorders
has centered almost exclusively on the,treatment of
chroniC mentalpatients in psychiatric institutions. The
vast majority of these mental patients have been tliagnpsed

4 as schizophrenic, and treatment ibterventions have been
confined,largely to the use of the prInciplesland Proc,1-
dures of operant conditioning. The product of Skinner's
seminal research and writings, operant.conditioning com-
prises a set of philosophical assumptions about behavior, %
a distinctive methodology for studying behavior, ancl a
humber of learning principles that have heen widely used
to modify dive'rse kinds of behavior: Nowhere in behavior

therapy,is the link between underlying theory and experi-
mental research, and sUbsequent applications to human
problems, clearer than in the case of the operant-
conditioning approach. Operant-conditioning-principles'
and procedures were all formulated and developed through
the experimental analysis of the behavior of laboratory

I animals well before they were extended systematically to
children and mental.hospital patients circa 1960.

Philosophically, Skinner's operant-conditioninTposi-
,tion is one of'radical behaviorism, 0 whidh overt behav-,
ior is regarded as the only acceptable subject of scien-
tific investigation. Subjective processes or private

events, such as thoughts or feelings, are viewed as epi-
phenomena: They can never have a causal impact on behav-

5s,
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ior but are seen as correlates of behavior that are a
function of environmentaf influences. However, it is-
probablyabourate ta assert that most behavior therapists
reject this narrow concePtualization of behavioral control
and hold broader views of psychological functioning. Of
course, operant-conditioning procedures can and frequently
are employed without acceptance of the tenets of radical
behaviorism.

A significant contribation A the operant-conditioning
approach has bpen the development of a methodology for
evaluating the effects of treatment in single cases. '

Repeated, objectift measurement of an individual's behav-
ior under controlled Conditions, in whic% tHerapeutic
change is evalbated relatte to the person's own perfor-

. mancl, is the hallmark of operant methodology. Entailing
a variety:of different single-case experimental designs,
this methodology permits the investigator to show that
behavior change in an individual client is the result,of .

specific tretment in,terVentions and not simply due to
the passage, of time, placebo reaction, or sOme other
uncontrolled event (Hersen and Barlow, 1976). The Mills ,

ei al. '(1973) study of th treatment of obsessive-

\compulsive patients (refer ed to above) is an example of
this experimental methodology. The introduction of these
single-case exp_rimental designs has significantly
improved our ability to evaluate the effects of different
treatment methods under conditions in which.conventional,
between-group C.iesigns,and statistical analyses are unsuit-
able. They occupy an important place in the w.,erall
schema for evaluating t'herapeutic outcome, as shown in

' Figure 1.
% As a set of principles for modifying behavior, the,
operant-conditioning approach has been particularlly influ-
ential. pperant condiioning emphAsizes the relationship
between observable behavior and'its environmental conse-
quences. Behavior change is Said to occur when'certain,
consequences=are contingent_on the occurrence of behavior.
Thus the cornerstone bf operant-conditioning approaches,
the principle,of positive reinforcement, refers to ap
increise in the frequency,of.behavior that is followed,

. contingentIy, by a.rewardina environmental event (i.e., a
positive reinforcer).. For Aample, if one allows a pigeon
to peck a' lighted key, arranges for each peck to'be'
rewarded with a.grain of food and the absence of pecking
to go unrewarded, the rate of pecking will increase.
Similarly, if one allows a hospitalized psychotic patient
to gain access'to a highly,desiFed activity (e.g., watch-

,.
N
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ing TV) contingent on the performance of a specified act

(e.g., to begin to wash and grooM himself without nursing

care) , the latter behavior will reliably increase in fr?.-

quency.
It is,often the case that, a new response cannot be

established directly by Keinforcing because the response

may never occur: The desired behavior may be so complex

-.that the elements that make up the'response are not-in

the repertoire of the individual. Henp the critical

element in operant conditioning is shaping', a procedure

in which the terminal behavior is achieved by reinforcing

small steps or approximations toward the final response

rathgx than reinforcing the final responseitself. Pun-

ishment is the preseritation of an aversOe event or the

removal of a positive event'contingent on a esponse that

results in a decrease in the frequency of that\response.

If a painful electric shock is contingent on a'rat's

pressing a lever that once resulted in positive rinforce-

ment, the lever-pressing will quickly cease. If one sys-

tematically withdraws a particu1ai.hi4K1y desired privi-

lege each tiae a mental hospital patient displays violent

behavior, that violence will diminish. Armed with these

and several other learning principles, behavior therapists

have undertaken to modify a remarkably broad array of

probleMs across widely varying populations.'

In the systematic progression from experimental

research to general clinical applications, a theme that

is repeated throughout this paper, the initial extension

of operant-conditioning principles to chronic patients in

mental hospitals was strictly limited to studies designed

to show behavioral change and to relae,it to specific

manipulations of reinforcement contingencies. Among the

'Operant techniques have been applied, With uneven suc-

cess, to the treatment of psychiatric patients; mentally

retardad persons; children with disorders sucfl at autism,

conduct problems, and hyperactivity; predelinquents and

-delinquents; drug addictg and alcoholics; people with

eating disorders; and ti.ose with different nedrotic com-

plaints. In reviewing these-diverse.applications Kazdin

(1976b).also naes that "a major development is the appli-

cation of operant techniques to alter community relevant

behaviours including energy conservation, littering, use:

of mass transit, recycling of waste material, job pro-

curement . s and community seIf-help behaviours"

(p. 561).
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circumscribed responses that were modified in these
single-case experimental designs were basic self-care
activities (e.g., washing, grooming, and so on), atten-
dance at various thera utic activities, social with-
drawal, and mutism or b zarre verbalizations. The clini-
cal significance of changes in these limited behavioral
targets was not of primAry concern, and the effects, while
confirming the generalizability of operant-conditioning
principles from animal research to the modification of
human behavior, fell far short of satisfactory therapeutic
outcomes.

Successful demonstrations that the behavior of mental
hospital patients could be modified through the creative
use of operant conditioning led to more ambitious inter-
ventions with explicit therapeutic objectives. Of para-
mount importance in this effort was the development of the
token economy, a behavioral program designed to produce
change in entire social systems or groups of patients
(e.g., a psychiatric ward of a hospital). Briefly, the,
token economy consists of the following main elements:

6 instructions about what behavior will be reinforced (the
target behavior); precise definition of that target behav-
ior; back-up reinforcers, which are the "good things in
life" or what people are willing to work for (e.g., access
to desired activities) ; the tokens that represent the
back-up reinforcers (e.g., a plastic chip or a numerical
rating); rules of exchange that-specify the number of .

tokens required to obtain the back-up reinforcers. lokens
are generalized conditioned reinforcers, which have a
nlmber of advantages: They bridge the gap between the
taryet behavior and the back-up reinforcers, they permit
the reinforcement of any response at any time, and they
provide the same reinforcement for different patients who
have diverse preferences in back-up reinforcers.

In a pioneering study in this area, Ayllon and Azrin
(1965) showed that severely disturbed schizophrenic
patients could be encouraged to engage in social and voca-
tional activities that they had failed to display arough-
out their hospitalization. On a rudimentary level they
successfully acquired behaviors that would ultimately help
them to function more effectively outside the hospital--
for example, housekeeping, following instructions, and
interacting with fellow employees.

Subsequent studies attempted modification-of More com-
plex, clinically significant behavior, such as independent
problem-solving and decision4Inaking skills. In order to
cope with the problem of relapse and readmission to,the
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hospital following discharge due to therapeutic improve-

ment as Inpatients, explicit after-care was devised to
integrate discharged patients into theecommunities ,to
which they returned on a more permanent basis. A study

by Fairweather et al. (1960) illustrates the use of the
principle of fading, or gradual withdrawal of reinforce-
ment provided by the treatment program, to the point at
which the natural reinforcing Contingencies in the

, .

patients' home communities sustained their improved func-
tioning. Once patients were functioning-adequately within
the hospital, they Iere transferred to a semiautonomous
lodge located in the community. Under the initial super-
vision of a hospital staff member and subsequently of a
lay person, the patients assumed full responsibility for
running the lodge, including the purchase of food and the
preparation of meals, regulating the administration of,
medication, managing their own financial affairs, and
operating a money-making janitorial service. The neces-

sity of specific training in relevant job skills is under-
scored by the failure of these patients to perform even
simple tasks, such as gardening, until they were deliber-
ately trained. The operation of the lodge became fully
autonomous after 33' months 4of functioning: All income

that was earned was distributed among the-lodge members
according to each person's productivity and role in the

system. The control group received the traditional
assistance and outpatient therapy that hospital patients

6 ...

get after being discharged. The superiority of the lodge
members over the control group was most evident in terms
of the amount of time they maintained themselves in the
community over a 40-month follow-up and the percentage of
time.that they were gainfully employed during this period.

A number of studies have compared 'the twen economy to
other forms of treatment in the care of psychotics and

other patients of mental hospitals. For convenience these
studies can be grouped according to whether the comparison
treatment consisted of routine custodial ward treatment
or,a specific alternative form ofstherapy. Typically,

routine ward treatment involves custodial care, although
several unspecified activities and a small amount of ther-

apy of some sort may be included. Alternative treatments
refer to active procedures that are more well specified
than custodial ward care and are associated with an expli-
cit rationale frcm which the Procedures are ierived.

The results of eight studies comparing the token econ-
omy to routine hospital treatment has been summarized by

Kazdin and Wilson (1978:75):

5 9 ,
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Comparisons of reinforcement programs with routine
ward care indicate a relatively consistent pattern.
Reinforcement programs have led to iMprovements on
measures of cognitive, affective, and social aspects
of psychotic behavior, on specific behaviors in
interviews and on the ward, and in global measures
of adjustment or discharge from the hospital and
subsequent readmission. Patient improvements in
these areas are much greater for reinforcement than
for routine care wards. Regrettably, comparisons
of reinforcement and routine ward programs have been
beset with methodological problems, including bias
in subject selection and assignment, confounds of
treatment with changes in the physical ward and in
the hospital staff, and ancillary features of the
'hospital environment.

'Consequently, although suggestive of the superiority of
token economies, the available evidence falls short of
unequivocal confirmation.

Kazdin and Wilson reported seven studies comparing the
token economy to alternative forts of therapy in the
treatment of psycnotic patients. As a whole these studies
were superior in methodological quality to those in which
the comparison condition was routine hospital care. The
specific treatments to which the token economy has been
compared include role-playing, verbal psychotherapy, play
therapy, recreational therapy, and milieu therapy. It
should be noted that the verbal psychotherapy treatments
in three of the seven studies reviewed were quite differ-
ent from one another and should not be interpreted col-
lectively as a test of psychotherapy. Kazdin and Wilson'
colcluded that in "almost all Of the evadable studies,
reinforcement techniques have been more effective than
the comparative treatment" (p. 81). Here too, however,
methodological problems preclude any firm conclusion about
the superiority of behavior therapy, encouraging as the
data are.

Among Ehe snortcomings of this literature have been
the focus on limited ranges.of patient behavior and the
absence of systematic follow-up evaluations. A study that
overcomes these shortcomings and provides information on
the limits of change that can be achieved by severely
dicturbed patients within the staffing restrictions of
public mental hospitals in this country has been reported
by Paul and Lentz (1977). The study is destined to become
a landmark in the care of the chronic mental patient. In
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terms of its methodological excellence, its attention to

detail, the specification of the treatment methods, staff

training and administration, thecomprehensive nature of
its measurement of outcome, and its broad evaluation of

cost-effectiveness, it is unprecedented.-
The subjects were chronic mental patients, all of whom

had been diagnosed as schizophrenics, were of low socio-

economic status, had been confined to a mental hospital

for an average of 17 years, and had been treated previ-

ously with drugs and other methods without success. So

minimal was their level ot self-care and so pronounced the

severity of their bizarre behavior that they had all been
rejected for any sort of community placement. Paul and

Lentz described these subjects as "the most severely

debilitated chronically institutionalized adults ever

subjected to systematic study."
Of these subjects 28 were,assigned to each of three

treatment groups so that the ,groups were "identical on,'

level and nature of functioning and ,on every characteris-

tic of potential importance to treatmemt responsiveness."

Two identical adjacent units were established at a mental 0

health center to house two psychoSocial programs--on !
based on milieu therapy and the other based on social

learning therapy. Both were staffed by the same personnel
at a level equal to that of,staff, at a comparison state

hospital. The.thi'rd group received typical hospital

treatment at the comparison stet% hospital. As patients

were released into the community, they were replaced by

similar subjects from the original pool of patients.
The social learning treatment consisted of the direct

application of experimentally established principles of

learning, including classical conditioning, a variety of

reinforcement procedures, and the token' economy. The

milieu therapy consisted of creating a therapeutic com-
munity structure in the institution. Within this thera-

peutic community the,focus was on the communication of

positive expectations, group cohesiveness and group pres-

sure directed toward normal functioning, and group problem ,

solving, in which the residents (as the subjects in this

study were called) were treated as responsible people

rather than as custodial cases. The routine hospital

therapy consisted of typical state hospital treatment of

the chronic schizophreniepatient, emphasizing chemother-

apy, custodial care with practically no psychological

treatment* and little positive expectation of patient

improvement. The social learning and milieu treatments

were "equally high-prestige programs in identical physical

5 9
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bettings,with exact equation,in the degree of operational-
ization, clarity, specificity, explicftness, and order
provided for both staff and residents. Both programs also
provided,identical activity structure and focus upon spe-
cific classes of behavior, with the same staff not only
conducting both programs, but equating time and focus
within programs, with both running concurrently over the
same time periods, subject to the same eitraneous events"
(Paul and Lentz, 1977:423). As a result of this unprece-
dented experimental control, conclusions about comparative
efficacy of the different treatments can be drawn. The
social learning treatment showed consistent superiority
over both the milieu and routine hospital treatments.
Behavioral observat:Ion of patients' functioning in the
hospital setting across the four and a half years the
programs were in.effect indicates that both the social
learning and the milieu therapy programs led to major
improvement at the end of treatment.

The social learning treatment produced significantly
greater reductions in bizarre behavior and increases in
adaptive behavior, such as self.,.care and interpersonal
skills, than milieu therapy. Assessment of overall func-
tioning on several standardized rating scales showed that

.the i'ocial learning treatment resulted in significantly
-greater improvement than the milieu therapy at each six-
month evaluation and the routine hospital treatment at
all but two of these different assessment periods. The
effects of milieu therapy on these scales were less appar-
ent than on the,continuous behavioral observations.

Patients in the routine hospital treatment failed to,show
a significant change in functioning over the four and a
half years of the program. .

The social learning treatment produced significantly
greater release rates than either the milieu therapy or
the .routine hospital treatment. In turn, milieu therapy
was superior to the routine hospital program, but the
majority of releases were to private boarding and care
homes (88.9 percent,,84.2 percent, and 100 per,cent,
respectively, for.the social learning, milieu therapy, and
hospital programs) as opposed to coMpletely independent

t!, functioning in the outside world. Of the original sub-
jects, only 10.7 percent of the social learning residents
and 7.1 percent of the mil1eu therapy residents achieved

release to independent functioning and self-support with-
out rehospitalization. None of the patients from the
'routine hospital program was successful in this respect.
Paul and Lentz themselves note that the level of func-
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tioning required for remainingfin extended-care facilities

in the community was "marginal." Nevertheless, given the

severity of the subjects' problems and their chronically

low level of functioning prior to treatment, successful '

release to community facilities suctras boarding homes

was a notable accomplishment.
A follow-up after one and a half years ,revealed that

.
the''social learning program maintained its clear Aperi-

ority over the other two groups, with well over. 90_percent

of the residents remaining continuously in the community

at the time of the final follow-up. Over 70 percent of

the residents treated by the milieu therapy program were

still in the community at the final follow-up, compared

with fewer than 50 percent of the patients from the hos-

pital group. ,Not only was the social learning treatment

the most effective, but it was also the least expensive--

, based on all the data from objective and standardized

rating measures during the four and a half years that the

treatment programs were in place, release rates and com-

munity stays, and cost-effectiveness figures. Peul'and

Lentz concluded that "social learning procedures clearly

emerge as the treatment of choice for the severely debil-

itated chron-ically institutionalized mental patient".(p.

389). If there is ahy criticism of this study, itmould

be that a longer follow-up, perhaps on the order of five

years, would be desirable. A major index of the success

of the treatment of the chronic mental patient 'is the

degree to which such a patient is reintegrated into the

community.
In all, these findings support the view that effective

and feasible procedures can be used to treat the chronic

mental patient. Aside from its implications for the care

of the chronic mental patient, the Paul and Lentz study

also serves as a methodological model of comparative out-

come research with a severely disturbed population.

Self-Control: Principles and Applications

Behavior therapy procedures that were derived from experi-

mental studies with animals emphasize envitonmental or

external influences on behavior (e.g., the token economy).

Increasingly, however, the role of self-regulatory pro-

cesses in behavior change has become a primary focus of

experimental research and practical application in behav-

ior therapy. an-processes of self-control, individuals

initiate attempts to chnge their own behavior in a manner
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that is relatively independent of external influences.
They set their own goals, monitor and evaluate their own
performance, and act as their own reinforcing agents. -

Datinc from the 1960s, the laboratory research and
innovative theorizing of Bandura (1969) and Kanfer (Kanfer
and Phillips, 1970) were the seminal influences on the
develoPment of setf-control principles and treatment pro-
cedures. Using nonclinical populations 6f children and
college students as subIretts and adopting somewhat*dif-
ferent experimental paradigms, these two investigators
and their colleagues completed research that yielded a set
of consistent findings on self-control processes. Self-
control is.an active area of theorizing and.research, and
recent studies have served to amplify, modify, and refine
existing principles. Some of these laboratory findings
on self-control processes that have proved effective in
applied settings can be briefly summarized in terms of
the various components of the social learning model of
the self-regulation of behavior.

Self-Monitoring and Recording

Accurate observation (monitoring) and recording of pre-
cisely defined behaviors that are the target of change are
fundamental to behavioral self-control procedures. Self-
monitoring is not only the basis for subsequent self-
evaluation and self-reinforcement, but it can also produce
behavior change directly.itself. This potential reactiv-
ity of self-monitoring has been shown to be a function of
the specific properties of the behavior in dOestion as
well,as when and where it is self-monitored.

Standard Setting and Self-Evaluation

Tndividuals set standards agaTbst which they evaluate
their performance. These standards are,the product of
differential reinforcement by parents and other societal
agents. Processes of social comparison become involved
because in the case of most performances objeotive cri-
teria of adequacy are lacleing: Hence the attainments of
other persons must be used as the norm against which
meaningful' self-evaluation can be made. Standards are
also acquired and maintained vicariously. Studies show
that subjects who have been exposed to models setting low
standards tend to be highly self-rewarding and self-
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approving for comparatively mediocre performances; by

contrast, persons who have observed mOdels adhere to

stringent performance demands display consid&rable self-

denial and dissatisfaction for obiectively identical

achievements. Personal st ndards or goals do not auto-

matically activate self-ev luative processes that then

help to determine behavi . Among the properties of goals

-that increase the likelihood of self-evaluative reactions

are their specificity, the level at which they are set,

ho realistic they are, and whether they are relativs.ly

immediate or distant.
Self-evaluatbn training, combined with rewards, has

helped to improve children's academic and social behaiiior.

.For example, when children with severe emotional problems

were taught to,evaluate their classroompehavior oh a 1-10

rating scale and were then given feedback and rewards for

appropriate eyaluations and behavior, they were able to

maintain the-behavioral change that was effected through

a token reinforcement program. Furthermore, it appears

that once accurate self-evaluation skills have been
taught, changes in academid and social behavior may be

maintained even after a token program is removed. Pre-

sumably the children adopt soMe of the values that are

being taught'in the self-evaluation program (Turkewitz et

al., 1975).

Self-Reinforcement

In process of self-reinforcement, individuals have access
to freely available rewards. Yet they make the self-

administration of any reward conditional on performance

that Matches or exceeds a self-selected standard. Labo-

ratory studies have shown that self-reinforcement can
maintain behavior as effectively as reinforcement,that is

externally administered. The basic research design in-

volves one individual or group of individuals who select

their own standards for reinforcement and another indi-

vidual or group of individuals who have standard§vof

reinforament determined by_the experimenter. AR indivi-

dual in the self-selection group decides how hard he or

she wishes to work (for example, how many problems he'or

she wishes to complete) before receiving a reinforcer. A

second individual is later given the same standatd for

reinforcement.as was chosen by the first. The standards

that are externally imposed are yoked or matched to the

self-selected standards to ensure comparability. Studies
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in applied settings indicate that both self-imposed and
externally imposed standards of reinforcement increase
selected performance, but the two methods do not differ
from each other. On some laboratory tasks, self-
determined reinforcement contingencies have been shown to
produce greater resistance to extinction than externally
determined contingencies. Children exposed to both self-
imposed and externally imposed,reinforcement contingeucies
prefer self-determined contingencies.

Self-evaluative and externally occurring consequences
mayrconflict, for example, when certain courses of action
are approved and encouraged by others, but if carried out
would give rise to self-critical and negative self-,
evaluative reactions. Under these circumstances the
effects of self-reinforcement may prevail over external
influences. Conversely, behavior may be effectively main-
tained by,self-reinfo'rcement operations under conditions
of minimal external'support, lending consistency and
sta6ility to actions in the face of rapidly changing
social environments (Bandura, 1977).

'of

Self-Instructions

Self-instructions refer to the self-talk thai takes the
&prm of prompts, guides, or demands. Explicit self-
instructional training can significantly influence the
behavior of both children and adults in laboratory studies
(e.g., resistance to temptation and impulsiveness) (Meich-
enbaum and Asarnow, 1979). The training, Which was
heavily influenced byponcepts from developmental psychol-
ogy of the internalitation of verbal control of behavior,
is illustrated in the typical program for teaching impul-
sive children to modify their nonverbal behavior. The
program includes: (1) an adult mOdeling a task while
talking to himself gut loud; (2) the child berforming the
task under direction of the model (guidance from adult);
and (3) the child performing the task while instructing
himself aloud, and-finally covertly. In applied settings
(e.g., the treatment .7:F hyperactive children), self-

instructional trdining appears most useful as part of a
broader behavioral program.

Singly, collectively, and in combination with other
behavioral methods, the self-control principles described
above have been extensively applied to a wide range of
clinical disorders and educational problems. Consider
the problem of obesity, a condition that has rrmained
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resistant to lastihg modlfication by Other psychological

and even pharmacological methods and that has been the

target of intensive treatment with behaVioral self-control

strategies. Self-monitoring,has proved invaluable not

only as a method of behavioral dssessment--namely, of
identifying the conditions under which prqblems occur--but
also as a technique of change per se. For example, obese

patients tathht to self-monitor-daily caloric intake show

reliable weight losses. Greater weight losses are found,

-if patients set realistic, short-term weight reduction
goals. When systematic self-reinforbement is added to

goal-setting and self-monitorihg, weight loss is superior

still. Stimulus control is a principle of operant condi-
tioning that Ls often used in conjunction wi,th self-

control principles. In the treatment of obesity the
patient is instructed to limit eating to specific situa-
tions and tibes and not to associate eating With other

tdistracting) activities such as reading or watching TV.
When combined with other learning strategies behavioral

self-control programs have been shown to be the preferred,

approach for mild to moderate cases of obesity (Wilson

and trownell, 1980).
Other addictive disorders, including cigarette smoking

and problem drinking, have been modified through the use

of behavioral self-control strategies alone or in conjupc-
tick with other behavior therapy techniques (Stuart,
1977).. The thrust of the applications of self-control
strategies Aiscussed thus far has been treatment of exist-

ing disorders. The same principles and piocedures also
hold considerable promise for prevention of serious
behavioral and health problems. For example, the Stanford

Heart Disease Prevention Program, a three-community field

study that was designed to reduce the Incidence of cardio.-

vascular disease by.modifying'risk-producing attitudes

and-behavior (etg., cigarette smoking, high cholesterol
intake, overwei0t, and so on), drfts heavily on *social

learning theory in general and self-Control principles in

particular (Maccobii- et al., 1977). The success of this

program encourages the view that self-control strategies

can be communicated effectively in large-scale preventive

efforts in the field of public health.
Stress-related problems haVe been a major.focus of cog-

nitive and behavioral self-control strategies. Among the

specific pr1ems thathave been treated successf '11, with

methods such as self-instructional training are social
anxieties, lack of assertiveness,"severe anger disorders,
and, tension headaches (Kendall and Hollon, 1979).
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Biofeedback

In the late 1960s Miller caught the attention of the
' world of psychobiology by emonstrating that the visceral
responses of tats could be directly modified through
operant-conditioning procedgres (Fkller,.1969). Prior to
Millers research it had been believed that instrumental
learning applied only to skeletal responses. Visceral
responses (e.g.,'*changes in heart rate) that are functions
of the autonomic nervoud system were presumed to be modr-
fied only by more "primitive" associative learning via
classical conditioning methods. The demonstration of
instrumental control of visceral responses had a dramatic
impact on basic and gpplied research, even thovqh subse-
quent animal research revealed progressively smaller

effects of reinforcement-contingencies on autonomic
responses. Attempts were promptly made to modify similar
physiological functioning in people by providing them with
moment-to-moment feedback (in the form of lights, tones,
:or graphic disiqlays) of their response patterns. The idea
was to increase a person's self-control over hlvor her
physiological functioning, to bring under voluntary con-
trol bodily functioning that had hitherto beentviewed as
involuntary in nature. The biobehavioral specialty area
of biofeedback was born.

Hypertension, cardiac abnormalities, headachbs, mi-
graine, and, several other disorders have become the tar-
gets of therapeutic change through these learning-based
procedures. Exaggerated claims have obscured the effects

, of biofeedback. An ob3ective evaluation oi the value of
biofeedback shows that its therapeutic effects are real
but limited. For example, in the trehtment of,migraine

and tension headache, biofeedback appears to be sLgnifi-
aantly móre effective than either medical or psychological
,placebo treatments. However, it is no more effedtive
-)than progressive relaxation training. A similar verdict
holds true for.the treatment of hypertension and other
psychophysiological disorders (Silver and Blanchard,
1978). Although biofeedback procedures have promise in
other areah (e.g., a vascular disorder such as Raynaud's
disease), the appropriate controlled outcome research
remains to be completed. Beyond these therapeutic appli-
cations, biofeedback is ptOving to be an invaluable scien-
tific research tool that facilitates the detailed analysis
of the functional role of physiological variables in.
behavior.
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The therapeutic potential of progressive relaxation

training was rediscovered by Wolpe, who made it a key

component of his systematic%esensitization technique,
described in an earlier section. Although, relaxation

training is not essential for the success of behavioral
treatment methods for phobic 'disorders, it has proven to

be effective in the treatment of other stress-related

problems. In these applications relaxation training is

taught as a self-control skill that the patient learns to

implement as necessary. For instance, relaxation training
produces significantly greater reductions in blood pres-

sure than placebo or other control procedUres. These

reductions.in blood pressure are clinically significant

and may compare favorably with those produced by anti-
hypertensive medication in some patients. The full mag-

nitude and generaLizability of relaxation training as a

treatment of hypertension afé-sttfl-unknovn._ At a mini-

mum, however, relaxation is a very useful adjunCE to med-

ication in the treatment of hypertension ip patients whose

blood pressure remains high despite medication (Jacob et

al., 1977).
Other series of controlled studies Wave shown that

progressive relaxation training, as a self-control pro-

cedure that.the patient practices actively and regularly,

can eliminate tension headaches and overcome some forms

of insomnia. .,Continuing experimentaDresearch has begun

to isolate the critical ingredients in this procedure,

indicating that its clinical value can be refined. .Cost-

effective and readily disseminable, relaxation training

offers a simple yet effective means of coping with many

stress-related problems.

FROM RESEARCH TO CLINICAL PRACTICE:
AN INTEGRATIVE FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 shows the different levels of analysis along 'the

continuum from basic research to clinical practice in the

development of effective treatment methods. Ultimately,

neglect of any of these stages in the flow of therapeutic

research and the complex interrelationships among them
will undermine progress toward a scientifically based,

clinically tested treatment approach.
The progression of therapy research within this frame-

work can be illustrated by referring back to the earlier

description of behavioral methods for the treatment of

anxiety disorders. First, Wolpe derived a new tethnique,

desensitization, from basic animal conditioning research.
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Next, it was tested .in controlled laboratory (analogue)

studies using carefUlly selected subjects with homogeneous
phobias (e.g., Lang's 1969 research) and in single-case--.
experiment.al studies. Investigations at ehis level
established the necessaly and sufficient conditions for
the efficacy of fear reduction methods such as desensiti-
zation and in vivo exposure, and they continue to be a
major vehicle for examining the theoretical mechanisms
underlying successful treatment effects (e.g. ', Bandura,
1977). Controlled clinical research in which2these anxi-
ety reduction methods'were applied to phobic patients was
then conducted, followed by long-term evaluations of the
durability of treatment effects and exploration of varia-
tions in their practical implementation and cost-
effectiveness (e.g., group versus individual therapy, the
use.of nurse therapists, and even self-administqred treat-
ment: Marks.) 1981). 0

The influence between different levels in this frame-.
work of the progression of therapy researclvis not uni-
directional: The path between the laboratory and the

, clinic is a two-lway one. Thus in the case of the develop-.
ment of fear reduction treatments, Wolpe's early aPpLica-
tion.of desensitization to patients in an uncontrolled.:
clinical series encouraged experimental research that
later resulted in the refinement of more effective methods
of in vivo exposure. Another example of this process can
be,seen in the development of cognitive-behavioral treat-
ment for depression (Beck et al., 1979). Beck, a psychi-
atrist, developed this approach in his clinical prac'tice
wit4depressed patients. Subsequent analogue and then
clinical outcome research studies in this and othet coun-
tries confirmed the efficacy of his methods (Rachman and
Wilson, 1980). The success of Beck's treatment led to a
decision by the Natonal Institute of Mental Health to fund
a major, multicenter-comparative outcome study in.which
cognitive-behavioral treatment is compared with interper-
sonal psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy in the treatment
of depression (Waskow et al., 1979). Concomitant with
these developments and with another much-publicized prac-
titioner's methods7-Ellis's (1962) rational-emotive
therapy--Beck's clinical findings have spurred basic
experimental research on cognitive processes in anxiety
and depressive disorders. The recent outpburing of
research on attributional mechanisms in depression, on
the effect of mood on memory, and on specific cognitive
correlates of phobic reactions 46Wes much,to the impact of
advances in clinical'treatment (e.g., Craighead et al.,
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1979; Kihlstrom and Nasby, 1981; Metalsky and Abramson,

1981).
It is clear that the biggest deficits in the framework

of therapy research presented in Figure 1 are at the level

of clinical research with patient populations, lqpg-term
follow-ups, and adequate field testing of the dissemin- .

abiLity and implementation of research-based treatment

methods in general clinical practice. Although a recent

analysis of the status of tlinical re'Search in behavior

therapy indicates that it is increasing (Agras and Ber-
kowitz, 1980), controlled clinical studies still lag

behind basic laboratory research.
Reasons for the relative lick of clinical research are

discussed by Agras et'al. (1979) and Wilson (1982). To

summarize, much of the research done in the United States
is based in graduate departments of psychology in univer-

sities. These settings have not been well suited to

clinical research. Aside from the conceptual biases of
man'Y academic psychologists against applied research,
there are serious practical obstacles that must be over-

come. Controlled clinical research is expensive and time-

consuming. Appropriate funding Over stIfficiently lengthy

periods of time is often a problem. The necessary clini-

cal and administcative support for continuing contact with
pa,ents throughout the year is frequently unavailable.
Serious clinical disorders do not recognize the semester
.breaks or summer holidays that are so much a part of
departmental functioning in universities. The competitive

pressures within academia today militate against long-

term, risky research. Graduate students need to publish
to compete for disappearing academic and research appoint-
ments. Young faculty must bolster the curriculum vitae

to obtain tenure. The contingencies, at least in parti
support complation.of short-term laboratory studies.
Finally, clinical research is complex and multifaceted;
it necessitates collaboration and a team effort with time-
consuming demands of proper assessment and the conduct of

therapy itself. The research team will usually benefit
by being interdisciplinary in makeup, another practical

problem for some psycitological researchers.
In the future it will be necessary to attend to the

pra4icai and administrative problems that interfere with
our ability to complete the controlled clinical investi-
gations that provide the bridge between more basic
research and clinical practice. It is research at this

level that will help to close the continuing gap between
the laboratory and the clinic.

, 60:;
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